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Japanese Art which came within his orbit. It is therefore not an attempt 
to contribute to knowledge of Japanese art of any period but is solely 
concer.~ed with the discovery of an exotic world by artists in search of 
new forms and ne\o[ concepts with which to comb,at a criels in their 
relations with Western tradition which emerged during the 1860's. 
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SUMMARY 
The thesis attempts to offer a new interpretation of Bome aspects 
of later nineteenth century ~uropean art theory through a detailed study 
of the Luropean reaction to the appearance of Japanese Art in Europe in 
the 1860's and 1870's. 
A detailed account is given of the importation of Japanese art and 
objets d'art into Europe from the 1850's to 1883. The appearance of 
n~y objects is dated precisely. Particular study is made of the appear-
ance of the Ja,panese print in Europe before 186"{. Exhibitions of Ja.panese 
art in Europe are studied in some detail. Considerable attention is given 
to the London.exhibition of 1862, the Paris exhibitions of 1867 and 1878 
and the Vienna exhibition of 1873 •. In each case the architecture, dis-
plays and performances associated with the exhibitions are studied as well 
as the objects on display. The European reaction to each exhibition is 
explored in some detail. 
The development of European collections of Japanese art is described, 
with particular attention to the collections of Cernuschi, Guimet and 
Bowes,.all of whom founded museums of Far Eastern Art. The voyages of 
Cernuschi, Guimet and other collections, the dealer Sichel, the critics 
. Duret and Dresser and the artists l"!enpes and Regamey are studied. 
European critical attitudes to Japanese art are also studied at some 
length, in particular the writings of Baudelaire, Zola, the Goncourts, Burty, 
Audsley, Alcock, Duranty and Dresser. The reactions of these critics to 
Japanese art are used to develop an interpretation of later nineteenth 
century art theory. A contrast is drawn between the Ehglish and French 
reactions. 
The popula.r response to Japanese art and culture in both countries 
is also studied. 
All .the above studies are used in reworking the question of Japanese 
influence on major 8rtists of the period. Special considera.tion is given 
ii 
to }'ianet, whistler, j)pf~as, 11.onet and Van Gogh; F. liegamey, Tissot, 
Stevens, J'i.enpes and ','[;}lter Crane 3re eiven special study amongst the 
minor artists. 
Finally a theory of the nature of artistic change during the later 
nineteenth century is offered and the evidence of the thesis drawn on to 
support it. 
iii 
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INTRODUCTION 
This introduction is in two parts. The first part is an attempt 
to recommend the subject to the reader, to explain my interest in it 
and to relate it to some general problems of method. The second 
part is concerned with the problems of selection and ordering of the 
material which the thesis presents. 
Part One 
It is well-known that, as a result' of the opening-up of Japan to 
trade with the West in the early 1850's a great deal of Japanese art 
and information about Japanese culture became available in England and 
France, and that during the later 19th century Far Eastern art had a 
, considerable influence on Western visual art. It is the purpose of 
this thesis to provide the most accurate account possible of these 
events and then to discuss the implications of this account for the 
history of art in England and Franoe in the later nineteenth oentury. 
When Riohard Muther wrote his "History of Modern Painting" at the 
end of the nineteenth century, he included a separate chapter on the 
history of Japanese art and its influe~ce in Europe. He thought this 
influence of supreme importance. It was a revelation for painters 
which freed them from stiff symmetrical designs and dull unimaginative 
colouring. He believed this to be 60 self-evident that he barely 
touches on the reasons for the interest in Japanese art of individual 
artists. 
Contemporary acoounts of artistic changes often treat them in 
~thiS way. It seems that when one writes within the context of a parti-
" 
cular artistic situation one takes many aspects of the situation for 
granted. At any given time the making of art would appear to be per~ 
ceived as a part of a continuum of levels of m~aning, of associations 
and emotions, of which no more than a fraction are articulated by 
critics, hiato+ians or the artist himself. It is therefore very diffi-
\ 
~ 
1 
cult to give an accurate account of the nature or changes in art, ror 
one can seldom identify the factors involved in such changes, much less 
assign them their correct significance. In order to avoid transmitting 
historical myths or seriously distorting the significance of any 
influence in the creation of particular works of art it is often 
necessary to examine the interests and developments of individual 
artists in as much detail as possible, and to contrast this with a 
rully documented account of the art objects, information available and 
critical writings together with any other material that may be seen to 
have taken part in the complex process of artistic change. There are 
many ways in which the effect of any given influence may be described. 
Only by detailed historical investigation can one suggest which of these 
accounts is most valid. 
Moreover this activity reflects back on one's conception of the 
subject of the change. In the case of this thesis for example, a 
knowledge of the use made of Far Eastern art by Impressionist artists 
and critics indicates a great deal about their artistic intentions. 
It also helps us to understand the ovenall meaning of their works and 
to resist attempts to reduoe that meaning to simple, inadequate explan-
ations, for instance that Impressionism was the result of the scien-
tific analysis of light. 
The study of later nineteenth century art has been particularly 
subject to such inadequate rationalisations. This is chiefly the 
result of the influence of those critics of twentieth century art from 
Fry to Greenberg who have made nineteenth century art into a mythology 
2 
designed chiefly to justify their views of twentieth century art. 2 
Until recently the development of art during this period has been 
aocounted for in purely formal terms. Historical necessity in the guise 
of boredom with one set of forms or another was supposed to have led to 
a succession of forms which had the inherent merit of being different. 
To put the thesis at its crudest it was in this way that the hard out-
lines and bright colours which were taken to indicate Post-Impressionism 
replaced the soft lines and natural colours by which Impressionism was 
defined. Because of this theory of art history as an action-reaction 
process, influences such as Oriental art tended to be described as 
external, inconsequential adjuncts to a process with unique laws beyond 
the consciousness of the artists through whom it worked. Oriental art 
was relegated to the role of a pattern book consulted by artists in 
need of a little formal stimulation. 
Thus, though considerable work has been done on the influence of 
Oriental art during this period, most of it has been concerned with 
parallels in form between Eastern and W~stern art. In particular, 
certain formal qualities found in Japanese prints were recognised in 
the work of Western artists. Usually these qualities were no more than 
flat areas of colour with distinct outlines, although recently more 
3 
subtle influences have been detected. Such research is necessarily 3 
fragmentary and can never be expected to achieve an adequate descrip-
tion of the influence of Oriental art and the imaginative response to 
it. Even the influence of Oriental art on the subject matter has scarcely 
been considered. Another weakness of the formalist approach to the 
problem is that it directs attention almost exclusively towards a narrow 
range of Japanese prints as sources and away from other material such as 
contemporary publications about the Far East and exhibitions of Oriental 
art. 
In the most recent general discussions of the problem that I know 
of,N. Roskill deals with subject matter at length.. However he bases 4 
his account of Oriental influences on a distinction between Japonisme, 
(the use of Japanese formal devices in Western painting), and Japon-
aiserie, (the literary use of Japanese subjects in Western style paint-
ing). In my opinion the evidence does not support his strict definition 
of the terms. By the use of this distinction he attempts to 
• 
\ 
uphold the action-reaotion theory. He argues that Japanese art was of 
little consequence for the spontaneous formal innovation which for him 
constitutes Western art at this time. I disagree with his conclusions 
but more importantly, I disagree with his premise. Art may well be 
about art but not in the limited sense that the action-reaction theory 
suggests. 
I hope to provide evidence in this thesis that the development of 
art during this period was an organic process much like the Italian 
Renaissance. That is to say that the different styles developed round 
a series of consistent problems and obsessions. There are basic pre-
occupations which remain constant, even in the works of artists who 
opposed each other in contemporary debates. 
The great range of artists attracted by Oriental art suggests 
this in itself. When this enthusiasm became a popular fashion in the 
'70's and '80's, it became clear that the appeal of Oriental art was 
related directly to the preoccupations which artists shared with other 
members of society and was not an esoteric fascination of an eccentric 
cult. 
One of the most important of these problems was the relationship 
of art and nature, behind which there stood the search for an adequate 
account of man's relation to nature, which was in question throughout 
the nineteenth century. Writers on Far Eastern art in the nineteenth 
century are often stimulated by their subject to discuss the relation-
ship of art to nature. Oriental art seems to have acted as a catalyst 
in the revaluation of this relationship by critics and artists. 
A parallel is also found in much contemporary criticism between 
the influence of Japanese art and Greek art on nineteenth century 
Western art. 
These examples show how the study of a particular influence in 
detail should help us to understand not just the formal connotations of 
4 
5 
that influence but a little more of the whole range of associations and 
meanings embodied in particular works of art. An artistic influence of 
any importance relates to its subject on many levels. It cannot be 
understood in terms of a few mechanical comparisons ,or generalised 
quotations. To understand an influence is to understand its subject 
more accurately. 
It might even be argued that to use the word "influence" is to 
prejudge the relationship between two elements within an artistic change 
and to suggest a transitive, directly causal relationship between two 
elements within an artistic change, before such causal relationship has 
been justified. Indeed,as I shall show, Japanese art did not simply 
overbear Western art by its novelty and by force of numbers in the' 
later 1860's and 1870's, as some writers have suggested. Japanese art 
was present in Europe before it became a major element in contemporary 
artistic culture and had very little influence indeed. I would there-
fore prefer to regard the nature of the change in which Far Eastern 
art took part as a completely open question until the conclusion of 
this thesis. I have tried to define its role in the 1860's through 
the metaphor of a catalyst, an element which is essential to a chemical 
change taking place but is not itself altered by it. This avoids the 
danger of a simple causal explanation for events which as I shall show 
depended on the interaction of many complex factors. 
The investigation that I propose demands that one should look at 
familiar works of art and the historical accounts of them from a 
different point of view. This viewpoint will enable a more accurate 
account of the artistic preoccupations of the time to be given. This 
can be done because the peculiar circumstances of the appearance of 
Japanese art in Europe gives some hope of making progress away from 
the vicioUB circle defined by Gombrich in his essay, "In Search of 
Cultural History". 
5 
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The study of such derivations, metaphors and symbols in 
language, literature and art provides, no doubt, con-
venient points of entry into the study of more cultural 
interactions. But I do not think .more should be 
claimed for this approach than it is likely to yield. 
By itself it cannot offer an escape from the basic 
dilemma caused by the breakdown of the Hegelian tradi-
tion which stems from the chastening insight that no 
culture can be understood in isolation. It appears as 
if the cultural historians were thus still left without 
a viable programme, grubbing among the random curiosi-
ties of antiquarian lore. 
Most, if not all, attempts to discuss creative activity in histor-
ical terms fall foul of this problem. They resort to unjustified 
generalisations which assume the overall unity of a cultural period 
and proceed to the illegitimate assumption that some central principle 
can be found behind the different aspects of a culture which can be 
used to explain the creative process. Gombrich has been the most con-
sistent critic of all attempts to rationalise the existence and nature 
of works of art in this manner, whether in terms of immanent theories 
such as the "action-reaction hypothesiB~ discussed above, or in terms 
of social or economic causes. He se~s all such bauses as~ringing 
6 
6 
from Hegelian misconceptions about history. Yet without such a dis- 7 
cussion the historian of art is reduced to recording the results 
of change by contrasting the form of the works produced before and 
after he believes that it took place. To group works of art into 
"Styles" or "Periods" in this way is to say very little about the 
creative processes which produced them and which in the end can alone 
account for their existence. It is easy to mistake such categories 
for a description of reality. The historian then finds himself cut off 
both from the range of cultural significance attached to works of art 
by those who made them and from the assessment of the works by his own 
contemporaries. Artists and their works are made to appear in history 
without visible support, like the victims of a rather dubious conjuring 
trick. Because of his demand for rigour, the knowledge of the· 
.. " 
. ; 
'.' ... 
historian assumes that existence without reason to which so many bio-
graphies and catalogues raisson~' act as ineloquent testimonies. 
Gombrich's criticisms are in many ways justified. However he 
does not deal with the possibility of discovering more about the nature 
of the creation of works of art in history through the study of periods 
when artistic change is taking place, or at least is strongly felt to 
be taking place by contemporaries and by later critics and historians. , 
1 
For him "The study of cultures is largely the study of continuities". 8 
In one sense this is true, given a certain viewpoint the whole history 
of art can be seen as a co~tinuous process. This is, however, a 
chosen viewpoint. It is equally possible to maintain that art develops 
by revolution and reaction. Neither attitude by itself helps us to 
understand the historical nature of the creative process. On balance 
it seems that by looking closely at a period when discontinuity is 
believed to have occurred one may escape some of the consequences of 
the vicious circle which Gombrich defi~d so clearly. The period which 
I propose to study in this thesis is of this kind. Stylistic differ-
ences, oritical polemics and a mass of contemporary writings concerned 
with the nature of art make it possible to deduce a great deal about 
what was and what was not accepted as part of the overall sphere of 
significance attached to works of art •. Moreover the appearance in 
Europe of Japanese art, an almost totally alien art form, with its 
attendant cultural information at preCisely the time of such a change, 
provides an ideal instrument with which to investigate the art of the 
. times. 
When doctors wish to examine the flow of blood through an organ 
or the working of a complex bodily process, they often introduce an 
alien substance and trace its path through the body. A rigorous 
historical examination of the appearance of Far Eastern art in the West 
I . 
and its influence should give strong historical grounds for a parti-
cular interpretation of the nature of artistic activity at that time. 
If contemporary writers are unanimous in their choice of certain terms 
to describe Japanese art then we shall know that these terms can be 
treated as having a common importance in the artistic preoccupations of 
the time. If artists select the same limited repertory of forms, motifs 
or images from Japanese art for their own work we will know something 
of their individual interests and the extent to which they coincided. 
If there are consistent differences between the reaction to Japanese 
art in England and France we shall be able to infer something of the 
importance of national characteristics within culture. These are simple 
examples of the information to be gained through such a study. If 
there is any sort of Hegelian process taking place the historical 
investigation should reveal it. The same applies to all other hypo-
theses about the nature of cultural development including Gombrich's 
belief in continuity. Thus the study that I propose would not only pro-
duce a much more precise account of a particular historical event, it 
. t 
would also provide a test in a particular historical situation for many 
, 
of the different hypotheses about the relationship of works of art to 
culture as a whole. The peculiar circumstances of the appearance of 
Far Eastern art in Europe enable this to be done without incurring the 
need to achieve Gombrich's impossible demand that one should account 
for the whole culture. It is open to question how far these general 
results could be applied to other historical Circumstances, to the 
study of other periods. 
Nonetheless the testing of various general hypotheses through 
rigorous historical examination is a most important aspect of this 
thesis. I would like to stress this here because I do not intend to 
refer to them again until I have completed my historical account. I 
also hope that this will help to justify what may seem at times to be 
an overscrupulous treatment of detail in the account, which occupies 
8 
9 
most of the thesis. 
This is therefore a good opportunity to outline some of the hypo-
theses which interest me. They have all arisen out of the practical 
problems of writing the historical account which forms the bulk of this 
thesis. None of them seem to me to be satisfactory, but they all have 
something to say a.bout the nature of artistic change and development. 
I will refer to them again in my conclusion. 
The Metaphor of Art as Language and Information 
It has been fashionable recently to treat works of art as a form 
of language, as a bearer of knowledge or information which makes use 
of a strictly defined grammar. Whilst this hypothesis has a great deal 
to recommend it as it offers a means of explaining the problem of 
stylistic consistence at any given period, it founders on the problem 
of establishing the units of variability, the equivalent of phonemes, of 
which the visual language is made up, and the grammar through which 
they operate. This is because visual "language", if such it may be 
called, has never been abstracted from reality to the point where it 
can be regarded as pure convention. Visual language, in art appears 
always to be in some degree analogical, producing forms which refer by 
analogy to a wide range of human experience and thus acquire specific 
meaning. In the case of interaction between an Oriental and a Western 
culture, the visual language hypothesis of art would lead to the 
assumption that two alien language forms were interacting,. and one 
would attempt to describe the interaction in linguistic terms. In 
this thesis I have attempted to discover how much of the original 
cultural significance of Japanese visual form was consciously incor-
porated into the meaning of works by those Western artists who made use 
of Japanese art. I have also investigated the extent to which WesteDn 
culture created ser~ceablemyths, almost as defensive reactions, to 
enable the forms of Ja,panese art to be used as part of a Western visual 
~I" .~ ~. __ : 
~,t .' r :>\ 
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10 
language without disrupting that langUage with totally alien meanings. 
It seems that these two activities went on side by side and that a 
third development, the need to invent a visual language for new areas . 
of experience grew in importance during the period under study. I 
have also tried to discover if there are any rules to this transfer of 
meaning from one culture to another, such as would imply a consistent 
"visual grammar" in either, and if so, whether these rules apply to 
forms, motifs, compositional patterns. There is in linguistics a 
10 
l" 
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theory called the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis which suggests that all cult- 11 
ural phenomena are determined by the meanings and concepts within the 
language of that culture. It is sometimes argued from this that two 
cultures cannot communicate with each other on any level unless their 
languages contain similar concepts. The hypothesis clearly applies 
just as well to visual language. I have borne in mind the possibility 
of parallelism between the context and hence the meaning of the two 
art forms. These are indicated for instance by a similarity between 
metropolitan Tokyo and metropolitan Paris. I have also looked for 
evidence of a response to Oriental art in terms of the ability to 
overstep the limits of a particular visual language to create new 
meanings. 
As a result of these investigations I hope to show that the notion 
of visual art as a language and a method of articulating experience 
and a transmitter of information is important as a means of discussing 
the historical nature of creative activity. At the same time I hope to 
show that interaction between different cultures is possible in art and 
that it is not bound by the rules of any linguistic game, that the 
notion of a consistent limited visual grammar is inadequate as a means 
of describing cultural change. 
f \ 
\ 
Structures 
Another fashionable hypothesis as to the relation between art and 
culture as a whole has been that which starts from the assumption that 
underlying all human activity in any given culture there is an 
unacknowledged system of rules. These rules are taken to be the true 
content of the art produced by this culture. This content is thought 
to be explicable by observing formal changes within art to the exclus-
ion of all consideration of the contemporary meaning of the work. The 
best known example of this is Jack Burnham's essay on the disappearance 
of the pedestal in modern sculpture. I hope to show that formalist 
accounts of this kind are misconceived and that they fail to account 
for many aspects of cultural change. 
The social hypothesis 
There are many versions of the hypothesis that art depends for its 
significance on economic and social conditions.' Social and political' 
change is often used as the rationale for an explanation of artistic 
change. Since there was both a popular and an artistic response to 
the appearance of Japanese art in Europe it should be possible to make 
some comment on the extent to which the popular understanding of Japan 
and the popular myths about it and about Japanese art formed"part of 
the cultural basis which lent significance to Western works which made 
use of Japanese art. This was clearly so in the case of Van Gogh. 
Conversely it should be possible to show whether the use of the 
Japanese example in Western art influences contemporary popular 
appreciation of Japanese art. 
It should also be possible to define the extent to which enthus-
iasm for Japanese art was the prerogative of any particular social 
group in England or France and whether its influence on Western art 
was conditioned by such a relationship. FOr instance the ideas of the 
English middle-class about what was and what was not art that had been 
f 
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principally formed by Ruskin were to be seriously challenged by the 
popularity of Japanese art amongst them, and they were the chief patrons 
of art in England. 
I have attempted an investigation of these questions in so far as 
they provide convincing explanations of some aspects of the art pro-
duced during the period studied by this thesis. I have found it 
necessary to study the response to Japanese art at some length for, as 
can readily be seen by considering the Japanese appearance at the 
great Paris exhibitions of 1867 and 1878, the popular and artistic 
responses proceeded simultaneously. The tremendous popular success of 
Japanese art in Europe would make a study of the popular response 
necessary in any case. One wishes to know why Japanese art achieved 
this while Indian and Chinese art did not. 
Individuals and Movements in Art 
In opposition to the social hypothesis there is the viewpoint 
which stresses the innovatory role of the individual in cultural change. 
This is the view expressed by Gombrich; 
I hope and believe cultural history will make progress 
if it fixes its attention firmly on the individual 
human being. Movements, as distinct from periods, are 
started by people. Some of them are abortive,others 
catch on. Each movement in its turn has a core of 
dedioated souls, a crowd of hangers-on, not to forget 
a lunatic fringe. There is a whole spectrum of 
attitudes and degrees of conversion. Even within 
the individual there may be various levels of con-
viction, various conscious and unconscious fluctuations 
12 
in loyalty. 13 
One is tempted to ask why Gombrich has never produced a monograph on 
a single major innovator if he believes this is the appropriate way to 
deal with cultural change, but this is not a serious answer to his 
point. 
A more fundamental objeotion to this point of view is that while 
it is possible and indeed vital to pick out certain central individuals 
in the history of any cultural movement, individuals are only capable 
13 
of acting in terms of the image which they have of their culture. 
This image is the result of their social experience, part of what has 
been called the social construction of reality. In this thesis I have 
selected De Goncourt, Ph. Burty, Chesneau, Audsley, Dresser and Alcock 
as central figures in the development of Japanese enthusiasm. Yet it 
is clear that their role as innovators was conditional on the nature of 
the culture in which they acted. 
They all saw Japanese art in terms of particular problems within 
European art at the time that they were writing. This was inevitable. 
The thesis also deals in some depth with the use of Far Eastern 
art by artists who have be~n seen as part of the Realist, Impressionist 
or. Aesthetic movements. Considered from t~is point of view 1the notion 
of "movements" in the sense in which Gom.brich uses it comes increas-
ingly to appear as a convenient and misleading abstraction. For 
instance in which movement does one place 'Whistler? Moreover the 
response to Far Eastern art of the great individual innovators such as 
Manet, Monet or Van Gogh, shows that they, like the critics and 
collectors who led the enthusiasm for Japanese art, acted in the con-
text of their total experience of their own culture. For this is the 
only way in which an artist can create work which is innovatory work that 
embodies significant aspects of contemporary experience. To pursue 
this discussion further would be to anticipate my conclusion. I hope 
to demonstrate that the apparent contradiction between the view of 
artistic change as socially conditioned and the artist as a great 
individual innovator has resulted from a misconception of the histori-
cal nature of creative activity. The truth is far more complex and 
far more exciting, as exciting as art itself. At any given time 
culture forms an organic unity which grows or changes as a whole. 
\ ' 
The historical development of art can only be understood as a part of 
this unified change. 
The brief outlines of hypotheses I have given above are intended 
only as general codifications of problems which occur in a more complex 
but more realistic form as part of the method of the historical account 
which follows. I have no desire to conduct an ~xtended philosophical 
polemic and will not discuss them again until I reach my conclusion. 
My primary concerns will be with historical accuracy and precise 
criticism of the works I discuss. 
Part Two. Organisation and Method 
It was the original intention of this thesis simply to investigate 
the use made of Far Eastern art in the visual art in England and France 
in the later nineteenth century, in terms of the available published 
research. This proved to be far more problematic than I had anti-
cipated. It became clear that there was no consistent account ~ the 
nature of Far Eastern art and of the information about it available 
in Europe in the later nineteenth century, and that all published dis-
oussions of the influence of Far Eastern art in England and France 
were based on untested assumptions about this. For instance, no 
attempt had been made to document the kind of Japanese art available 
14 
in the 1860's as opposed to the 1870's. 14 
During this period the chief event was the discovery of Japanese 
art and its emergence as a separate identity from within the general 
European idea of Far Eastern art. However the value placed on 
Chinese art in the West forms an inevitable counterpoint to this dis-
covery. For Chinese art had been influential in Europe since the 
seventeenth century and had given rise to a European conception of 
Far Eastern art, whioh can be exemplified by eighteenth century 
Chinoiserie. Chinese art was not fully separated from Japanese art 
in the European consciousness till the late 1870's. They must there-
fore be discussed together despite the.gradual eclipse of Chinese art. 
The period I have chosen to discuss in detail covers the major 
15 
events in the European discovery of Japanese art. The first full 
opening of Japan to the West for nearly three hundred years took place 
as a result of trade treaties made with the United States and Great 
Britain in the 1850's. From then until 1867 Japanese goods appeared 15 
sporadically in England and France as a result of the initiative of 
individual European dealers and collectors. In 1867 there occurred the 
first major official Japanese exhibition in the West, and immediately 
afterward Japan went through revolutionary political changes which 
caused a great flood of Japanese works of art and craft to enter 
Europe in the 1870's. During this decade two further great inter-
national exhibitions in Vienna in 1873 and in Paris in 1878, provided 
settings for triumphant appearances of Japanese art. There also 
sprang up a great trade in Japanese goods organised by dealers such as 
~ 
Bing and Sichel. This thesis sets out to reconstruct Far Eastern 
sections of the great exhibitions as far as possible, and to describe 
the work of the dealers. Through this it hopes to establish a general 
pattern for the types and quantities of artworks imported into Europe 
, 
at different times during the 1860's and 1870's. ; It attempts to re-
, 
late this pattern to the developing knowledge of Japanese art and 
culture and the critical reaction to it in Europe through the same 
period in order to discover the range of significance assigned by 
Europeans to it. For the experience of a visual work of art always 
takes place in the context of assigned meanings, associations and 
relationships. Most historians who have written on the influence of 
the Far Eastern example have neglected to study this ~ontext. Thus 
ignorance of both the precise nature of the "Japanese art" available 
to nineteenth century artists and critics and of the context of meaning 
into which it was placed has led to accounts of Far Eastern influence 
on Western art based on little more than apparent likenesses between 
an Eastern and Western image. There can be no discussion, no analysis 
16 
and no proof of such accounts, since they are not conditioned by 
historical evidence as to their probability or even possibility. 16 
This thesis attempts to progress beyond this state of affairs by 
means of the fullest possible historical account of Japanese 
enthusiasm between the opening of Japan to trade and the mid-1880's. 
The breaking off of the account at this point may seem arbitrary 
~ . 
when one considerfl: that it barely includes ItThe Mikado" (1885), and 
would appear to deny the opportunity of discussing the context of the 
use of Far Eastern art by Van Gogh, Gauguin, Toulouse-Lautrec and 
others. However I have been able to demonstrate that the full range 
of Japanese art works of all forms and from all ages became available 
and pu bli ely known in the early 1880's. Almost simultaneously the 
supplies of good Japanese art of Edo and earlier periods began to dry 
up and the immense import trade in them came to an end. 
I have also shown that at the same time a change occurred in the 
nature of Japanese enthusiasm in the West. It became scholarly, 
scientific and insular, concerned with identifying the works of parti-
cular artists, establishing accurate chronologies and other activities 
of a character which tended to isolate Japanese art from Western 
culture. In a word, Japanese enthusiasm became specialised, the 
province of scholars who had little or no interest in art as a whole. 
As I shall show, in the 1870's Japanese enthusia.sts such as Burty in 
France or Audsley in Ehgland had been concerned to treat Japanese art 17 
in terms of their understanding of art as a totality. There were thus 
created a great many serviceable myths which were to remain the basis 
, 
of Western appreciation of Japanese art throughout the nineteenth 
I 
century. Some of these, such as the myth of.the Japanese as great 
observers of nature still exist today_ 
I have therefore chosen to end my a.ccount of the context of 
Japanese enthusiasm at the point which is most readily suggested by 
historical circumstances. There is no reason to continue a discussion 
of the probability of one kind of Japanese art having more influence on 
European critics and artists than any other, once all kinds of Japanese 
art have been shown to be generally available in Europe. One can only 
pursue the matter further in direct discussion of a particular artist 
or work of art. Moreover the vital critical junction between the dis-
coverers and propagandists for Japanese art and current developments 
in Western art was severed in the mid-1880's. The study of later 
European writings on Japanese art would reveal nothing new of its 
influence on European art. 
The thesis is divided into unequal sections, covering events 
before and after the 1867 Universal Exhibition in Paris. This division 
was made partly because of the importance traditionally accorded to 
the Japanese appearance at this exhibition by historians. However 
there are also general differences which call for some change in method 
between the periods before and after 1867. The general historical 
situation of European artists in England and France changed consider-
ably between the 1860's and 1870's. Also there is much more detailed 
information available with regard to Far Eastern art in Europe after 
1867. The discussion of context in each period is followed by a dis-
cussion of the role of the Far Eastern example in the development of 
the visual arts in which the contextual study is used to control the 
account of the effects of Far Eastern art and to criticise previous 
accounts of Far Eastern influence. In this way I hope to provide a 
more convincing account of this influence than has previously been 
possible. The fascination with esoteric Eastern cultures has always 
been present in Western art. One thinks of the illustrations of the 
travels of Marco Polo I who first used the word Japan(Zipan~,~r 
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Rembrandt's Persian miniatures. Chinese and Japanese lacquerware and 
ceramics were imported by the Dutch into Holland from the seventeenth 18 
century. The blue and white ceramics gave rise to Delftware in Holland. 
In the eighteenth century a thriving trade existed in Europe in imported 
Chinese art, much of it specially designed for export. The Dutch 
continued to import small quantities of Japanese art from their trading 
station on the island of Decima, off the coast of Japan. At this time 
Far Eastern art had already acquired in the Western mind many of the 
exotic associations which were to remain part of the Western idea of 
the East. Several studies have been made of these events, and it is 
unnecessary to discuss them here. It is important, however, to dis-
cuss briefly the systematio disoovery of the cultures of the Near and 
Far East which began in the late eighteenth century. 
These discoveries were extremely significant in the creation of 
the romantic ethos which wae dominant in Western culture in the early 
1850's when large quantities of Japanese art appeared in Europe.for 
the first time. 
It was the Romantio conception of exotic cultures of both Nea.r 
and Far Eastern, which shaped the early response to Japanese art. 
R. Schwab, in his book "La Renaissance'Orientale", has claimed that 
the discovery of the East which began in the eighteenth century caused 
such changes in Western culture that it justifies the title "The 
18 
Oriental Renaissance". In particular he thinks 'that the discovery of 19 
India and the religious experiences recorded in Sanskrit led to serious 
questions about the place of Western culture in the scheme of man's 
development. The self-confidence of Western oivilisation was drowned 
in the consoiousness of other cultures. This affected art, parti-
cularly literature, in a more direct way that some other areas. In 
1800 Schlegel wrote in "The Athenaeum" an article entitled "Im Orient 
mussen wir das hochst Romantischesuchen", referring to the Near East 
and India. One thinks at once of the references to the far east and 
far eastern art in Ii terature suoh as Beckford' e "Vathek" 
The problems of Romanticism lie at the ba.sis of all nineteenth century 
art and Orientalism is an inserarable part of Homa,ntic consciousness. 20 
In view of this it is surprising that there was little direct influence 
from Near or Far b~stern cultures on the visual arts. Oriental art as 
such seems to have left little influence on the art of the West in the 
early nineteenth century. At first this seems easy to explain. The 
art of the Near East which was available in the early nineteenth cen-
tury virtually abstained from representation. 1~e art of India seems 
to have remained a mystery to Western artists; perhaps because the 
religious motives for it were beyond their understanding and the 
greatest of its achievements were not portable. The Far East was only 
opened to the west towards the middle of the century, China in the late 
1830's and the '40's, and Japan in the late 1850's and early '60's. 
Until the early 1850's all'places east of the Red Sea remained part of 
"Les Grandes Indes". Artists such as Delacroix, Decamps, Chasseriau, 
Ingres and the Englishman, J.F. Lewis, treated the Near East as an 
extension of Italy, an addition to the Grand Tour. It was the exper-
ience of looking in a strange light at a strange land and a strange 
people which interested them. In order to express the shock felt by 
the West directly in literature, religion and scholarship, Delacroix 
had to content himself with a Baroque treatment of an exotic subject. 
Thus in "The Death of Sardanapalus" we have a literary response to the 
East used as a motif for an extended Baroque image. The only appear-
ance of Oriental visual sensibility is in the theatrical properties or 
furnishings of the scene. 21 
However this very simple explanation of the absence of direct 
influence of Oriental art in the early nineteenth century is not 
entirely satisfactory. Far Eastern art had been well-known in. 
Europe at an earlier date. One has only to think of Chinoiserie •. It 
therefore becomes necessary to trace the responses to l<'ar &stern art 
in the first half of the nineteenth oentury in order to account more 
accurately for the postponement of the direct visual effects of the 
"Oriental Renaissance". This postponement has obscured to some 
extent the continuity of the Orient in the artistic consciousness of 
the nineteenth century, a continuity which affected the visual arts as 
much as any other. 
I will try to show that the attraction of Far Eastern art was 
prepared '-, . in part at least by the happenings that Schwab calls the 
"Oriental Renaissance". The visual ohallenge to Western culture was 
postponed until Far Eastern art which was representational and portable 
was available in sufficient quantities to influence Western artists 
directly but the sensibility which received it was developed over a 
long period of time. The first task of this thesis will be to account 
for that sensibility. 
, 
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SECTION O:NE 
GRAFTER ONE. The Development of the knowledge of Far Eastern art 
and the literary and critical response to the Far East from the 
beginning of the Nineteenth Century until 1867. 
Many accounis of Far Eastern art in Europe during the nineteenth 
century suggest that the interest in Oriental art by Western artists 
was directly ~aused by the opening of Japan to Western trade on a 
significant scale in 1854. This is far too simplistic a viewpoint. 
The literary involvement of hurope with the Far East goes back to the 
eighteenth century. Chinese art had even been made i,ntentionaIly- for 
export during that time and it is a mistake to separate the conscious-
ness of Eastern art which developed from this long contact with the 
Orient and the responses to the.East made by artists in England and 
France in the second half of the nineteenth century. The Dutch in 
particular had a long trading history with Japan and had introduced a 
considerable quantity of Japanese art into Europe. The sudden develop-
ment of Oriental influences in mid-nineteenth century art can only be 
understood by looking at the development of this awareness from the 
befinning of the century and attempting to relate this to the develop-
ment of Western art. 
There are two related descriptions of the development of Orienta.l 
influence. The first suggests that the eighteenth century view of the 
East was based on an idealised fiction derived from China. as a "vision 
of Cathay". This then went out of fashion in the early nineteenth 
century, and a new development came about only with the opening up of 
Japan. This new development was supposedly scientifically based on 
scholarly publications and a detailed discussion of Japanese art and 
artists. The second description sees the first half of the nineteenth 
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century as predominantly influenced by a literary view of ~he Orient 
founded on translations of Chinese literature and propagated by 
Theophile Gautier and other authors. Only with the advent of Japanese 
art in the mid 1850's did the visual side of the East come, to have 
significance. 
Both views assume that Chinese art had little effect on the 
development of Western art in the second half of the nineteenth century, 
but as I shall show it is a mistake to separate the influence of 
Chinese and Japanese art strictly in temporal sequence. We must also 
bear in mind that until the 1810's it is very difficult to be certain 
that the products of the two nations were separated fully by those who 
looked at them. The history of the years of Oriental influence is 
concerned with the development of distinctions and tastes beginning 
with the perception of characteristics unique to each nation. 
Simultaneously the West developed a series of cultural myths about the 
Far East which informed the visual experience with meaning. It is 
clear that these myths grew out of the western experience of both 
~. , 
Chinese and Japanese culture and that they had their roots in both. 
It is true that Japanese art is the major influence on the West but to 
treat it exclusively would give a misleading impression of the situation 
in which its influence had effect. 
It is also misleading, in my view, to separate the development of 
interest in England and France. Travel between London and Paris was 
quite easy during the middle of the century and important exhibitions 
in either centre attracted an audience from the other. An example of 
this can be seen in Gautier's visit to London in 1851. Artists like 
Whistler also commuted between the two capitals. Moreover major 
Japanese enthusiasts in each country knew each other and read each 
other's books. '; Ph •. Burty's",libr&ry'.I:7ontained all the English books 
published on Japanese art and he corresponded with Audsley, Anderson 
and other English authorities 
22 
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In this chapter I would like to offer an account of the develop-
ment of scholarly knowledge of Oriental art and the critical response 
to it in the nineteenth century before 1867 when a very large 
exhibition of Japanese art was held in Paris as part of the inter-
national exhibition. I am aware of the difficulty of making any 
definitive statements about this early period, for one's sources tend 
to be either books published by early travellers to the East who have 
devoted some small part of their work to description and illustration 
of Oriental art or literary works which make use of the idea of the 
East, often incorporating ideas or imagery from the travel books. 
Both of these sources are likely to be misleading by virtue of the 
whims of individual authors. However their illustrations are a unique 
record of the kinds of art that were available in the West, and the 
quality of these is a precise indication of the discrimination of~ those 
who made them and of those who looked at them. 
The frequency of publications increases dramatically around 1860. 
This in itself acts as a trustworthy indication of the date at which 
, 
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the Far East became a matter of general interest. The publications in 5 
r. i 
connection with the international exhibitions held in London and Paris, 
beginning with the London Exhibition of 1851, are unique and important 
sources. These exhibitions which displayed the arts of the East and 
West side by side, were highly influential in enlarging the sense of 
what was possible for Western artists and designers to accomplish and 
of the "legitimate" in the visual arts. They exposed in particular 
the vulgarity of much Western industrial design, and the pomposity of 
much Western "Fine Art". 
The early development of knowledge of Far Fastern art. 
china 
By 1800, the Chinese export trade had led to the accumulation of 
muoh Chinese and some Japanese art in the great oollections of Europe. 
. ~.,.: 
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The royal and noble houses of Germany, Denmark, England and France 
boasted large collections, amongst them the collection of lacquer 6 
owned by Marie Antoinette that was to be proudly quoted by De Goncourt 
when he linked Japanese art to European eighteenth century taste. 
In doing this, De Goncourt was not making a revolutionary dis-
covery. Far Eastern art had been represented as sharing the slight 
charms of late ROC1,JC',O throughout the early nineteenth century, both 
in literature and in Western illustrations of it. The earliest 
nineteenth century illustrated books on China make no mention of its 
art. The English translation of Breton de la Martini~re's "China, 7 I 
its customs and arts etc.," published in 1813 is typical in this 
respect. The text does not discuss the arts and the coloured plates 
give little clue as to the aesthetic value of Chinese arts and crafts. 
Their value lies in their curiosit,y. The same may be said of books on 
Japan published in this early period. 
Breton himself wrote one in 1818. Like others, such as Shoberl's 
"China in Miniature" and "Japan in Miniat:ure" of 1816, it was composed 
of extracts from earlier works by trave~lers to the Far East and 
illustrated with small coloured plates showing native costume and 
customs. All such early works show little interest in the arts and 
contain no verbal or visual information about them. 
It was in the 1840's that interest in the visual aspects of the 
Far East developed, as a result of the increasing European involvement 
with China in the opium trade and the wars which occurred as a result 
of that trade. The work of European artists who visited and lived in 
China, such as George Chinnery, began to appear in Europe. As we 
shall see, Baudelaire reviewed several such works in his Salons from 
the 1840's onwards. They formed a special genre of travel pictures 
which set a standard of expectation from Eastern subject paintings and 
a way of treating Eastern art and architecture which precluded 
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any attempt to understand Far Eastern art in its own terms. 
Instead the new vision of the East was a result of the imposition 
of the Romantic vision of man and nature onto the ideas bequeathed by 
CI.6 
Chinoiserie. This is notAparadoxical as it appears, merely a natural 
consequence of the role of Schwab's "Oriental Renaissance" in the 
devel9pment of Romantio attitudes. 
We have a good record. of the visual image of the Far East current· 
at the time in G. N. Wright's "China Illustrated" which has many folio 9 
engravings of paintings of China by Thomas Allom, who we are informed 
"has dwelt in the land of the Cypress and the myrtle". 
Many oftha illustrations were based on sketches which Allom 
made while in China. From these it is clear that he was a visitor to 
the Nanking area where the European traders had settled. In his preface 
Wright claims that several others were taken from "The beautiful 
collection of Chinese drawings by Native artists of Sir George Staunton". 10 
However it is impossible to tell which these are, as Allom's working 
has combined with the reproductive process to produce a standard Western 
, 
"romantic" style for all the images. This demonstrates the unwilling-
nesS of Europeans in the early 1840'S to consid.er that Far Eastern styles 
had any independent aesthetic virtues. Contemporary European vision 
was imposed on Chinese scenes with the same thoughtless self-confidence 
which led to the opium wars and the eventual destruction of Chinese 
civilisation. 
Wright's image of the "Imperial Palace at Tseaou-Shan" is a 
typical example of the imposition of the Romantic on the eighteenth 
century picturesque, with its high Turneresque crags and back lighting. 
I 
In this setting nestle several pavillions worthy of Brighton and some 
aocurately observed but pioturesquely disposed junks. "Nothing", says 
Wright, i'can exceed the pioturesque irregularity of the surface of this 
isle." 
I (2) 
The link with Romanticism is stressed by Wright's habit of 
beginning his discussion of each illustration with a quotation from 
Homantic poetry, with the intention of thus colouring the image for 
his reader. His discussion of "Pavillion and Gardens of a Mandarin, 
, near Pekin", begins with a quotation from Byron: 
In marble paved pavillion, where a spring 
Of living water from the centre rose, 
Whose bubbling did a genial freshness fling 
And soft voluptuous couches breathed repose 
They Sat. 
In the same discussion Wright condemns Chinese and indeed Buddhist 
art as a whole for deriving its art and ornament from nature. In 
doing this he was, no doubt, following the corrunon though alr'eady old-
fashioned belief that the task of art was to struggle against nature 
by invention and regulation, that nature uncontrolled was uncivilised 
and hostilea 
It has been before;observed that the fantastic roof, 
so extensively adopted in China, is borrowed from 
the bell of the lotus flower inverted; their doors 
and their windows appear also to be formed after 
patterns presented by nature. As the lotus is the 
object of religious veneration, it is not surprising 
that they have introduced its likeness in those 
structures, with which human happiness is so closely 
associated; and the advantages which the mulberry' 
leaf have, during all recorded time, conferred upon 
the nation, is sufficient reason for its introduction 
in architectural ornaments, and even in the doorways 
and casements of noblest mansions. Many decorations 
such as large china jars, sumptuous lanterns and 
gilded images are copied from the embellishments and 
furniture of Buddhist temples, yet the founders of 
that foolish faith have literally invented nothing 
new, they merely plagiarised and misapplied what 
they read "in trees and stones". 
This view of the relation of Far Eastern art to nature is evid-
ence of the inaccessibility of European art to Far Eastern influence 
in the 1840's. In order for it to have had influence, European ideas 
about art and indeed about the inviolable primacy of the European 
Graeco-Christian cultural tradition as a whole would have to have 
changed oonsiderably. Wright added the following poem to an illus-
tration of "The Temple of the Bonzes in the Quang-yen Rook"; 
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Christi::m look home! Thy heart's recenSI?S scan 
~'he chambers of thy spiri t' s imag' ry, 
Ma.rk well its mazes subterranean, 
Idol cnthoned tilld troops that bow the knee 
Christian,look home! and ere to curse thou dare 
Be sure no Bonze's ca.vern' d haunt is there. 
Wi thin fifty years tha.t most "Chris tian" of artists, Ven Gogh, wa.s to 
paint himself as a Bonze, a Buddhist monk, as a complex allusion to 
his artistic vocation. Nany other artists modelled themselves on Far 
• Eastern examples and the relation between art and nature in European 
culture had been revolutionsed. Invention and imagination, in Wright's 
sense, had come to be seen as dull and insignificant. 
The emergence of a new, relativistic attitude to the art of 
different cultures was an inescapable prelude to such a change. I 
shall show that this change occurred more swiftly and easily in France 
and is reflected in the aesthetic writings of Flaubert, Gautier, 
Baudelaire and Zola, whereas in England, the religious and m~ral 
aesthetic theories of Ruskin inhibited such a development. 
Allom continued to work as an illustrator and in 1652 produced 
some inadequate work for a book on Japan by Macfarlane. The illus-
trations are poor vlesternised images, hardly distinguishable apart 
from their poor technique from those in Wright's "China". The 
natural movement of artists and illustrators and writers who studied 
in China in the 1640's to Japan in the 1650's onwards, was to strengthen 
the association of the two in the public's mind and to help to post-
pone the impact of original elements in Japanese art until the 1660's. 
The first Western cultural image of Japan was to be founded on pictur-
esque or romantic images of China. 
A steadily increasing flow of Chinese goods into Europe began in 
the 1640's. Several sales in London and Paris testify to this. 
The most important event for the spread of visual knowledge of 
the Chinese and Chinese art at this time was the Chinese Collection. 
'fhis was exhibited at St. George's Place, Hyde Park Corner, London, 
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in the early 1840's, and then went on tour throughout the country. 
A handbill advertising the appearance of this collection in 
Paragon st., Hull, Yorkshire, .in the late 1840's quotes from "The 
Times"; 
This collection, the result of great expense, and 
a residence of eleven years in China by the 
Proprietor, is amongst the most curious ever opened 
in London. It is a complete illustration of the 
manners and customs and in many respects of the 
history and religion of an immense empire, but 
imperfectly known to Europeans. This is an 
immense collection of all sorts of things connected 
with the manufactures, the modes of living, the 
costumes and domestic economy and the state of the 
arts in China. There is something to please all 
inquirers. There is no Exhibition to compare with 
it in Oriental grandeur and beautiful arrangement. 
The exhibition was extremely popular. It was a highly elaborate 
display of Chinese furniture, art and craft which fully justified the 
claim of its English curator, W. Langdon to have created an accurate 
reconstruction of a part of China in miniature. I give a brief 
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account of the exhibition taken from Langdon's catalogue and the 16 
handbill quoted above as Appendix A. 
, 
The most important of the thousands of exhibits, for this thesis, 
were the 322 paintings by Chinese artists on display throughout its 
various rooms. Most of these were chosen for their depiction of 
sights or human aotivities of general interest to westerners. 
Langdon applied European criteria to Chinese'art, but picked out 
the observation of flora and fauna and the use of colour as great 
achievements. These themes run through the whole history of European 
interest in Far Eastern art. 
The Fine Arts in China are undoubtedly far from 
having reached the perfection that belongs to 
them in the enlightened nations of Christendom; 
yet the paintings in this collection, will 
satisfy every candid mind that great injustice 
has been done to Chinese artists, in the notions 
hitherto entertained respecting their want of 
ability and skill. They paint insects, birds, 
fishes, fruits, flowers and portraits with great 
oorrectness and beauty; and the brilliancy and 
variety of their colours cannot be surpassed. 
They group with considerable taste and effect; 
and their perspective, a department of art in 
which they have been thought totally deficient, 
is often very good. Light and shade they do 
not well understand, and they positively object 
to the introduction of shadow in pictures. But 
in paintings for fcre~ers, they endeavour to 
meet the ideas of their employers by the intro-
duction of light and shadow. 
Many of the items in this exhibition, from ceramics to Buddhist 
sculpture must have been among the first of their kind to be seen by 
Europeans. 
However its importance for this thesis lies far less in the 
particular items it contained than in the context in which it presented 
them. The exhibition gave an overall image of the Far East to 
hundreds of thousands of English people. It did this through·the 
first-hand presentation of works of art and craft. It thus contri-
buted greatly to the Western cultural myth of the Far East which 
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developed in the mid-nineteenth century. 18 
In the late 1840's and '50's, Chinese visitors to London and Paris .'* 
became quite numerous. Theophile Gaut~er became a complete sinophile 
and Baudelaire and many others were delighted by the Chinese jugglers, 19 
showmen and musicians that they saw. The Chinese visitors to the 
Great Exhibition of 1851 in London were received with great interest, 
as I shall show. 
The Early Interest in Japanese Art. 
It is generally believed that Japanese art was not present in 
Paris until the 1850's. However by 1819 a considerable collection of 
Japanese paintings and prints had already been assembled in Paris. 
It was part of the material brought back from Japan by I. Titsingh 
, " 
Who had been Burgeon to the Dutch trading company's post in Japan in 
the 1780's. After being disappointed by the common "meubles chinois" 
of the sale of Titsingb's collection in 1812, M. Nepveu the publisher 
in Paris was lucky enough to acquire the collection in the inventory 
in " a.pl)endixB. This information was taken from the Enelish version 
of a book of historical notes and descriptions of ceremonies in Japan 
collected by Titsingh. This book was published in Paris in 1819 
without illustrations but with illustrations from his collection in 
London in 1822. The stiffness of these illustrations,indeed in the 
case of the landscapes, their total unintelligibility, indicates that 
there was no understanding of the Japanese aesthetic in the West at 
this time. 
Nonetheless, these dry mechanical copies do contain the formal 
elements which are supposed to have been of such importance to Western 
artists later. They show a lack of perspective, the use of separate 
J 
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outlines and flat, unbroken colours. These elements were treated simply 
as curiosities when they were noticed at all during this period. The 
illustrations were taken from the "Description of Marriage Ceremonies".-
accompanied with original coloured Japanese engravings and the two 
rolls representing the "Funeral Procession and Tomb of. the Governor of -
30 .. 
Nagasaki" and the "Funeral Procession of a Civil Officer of distinction". 
I give illustrations of the marriage prints which are far more interest-
ing, although printed in very pale Europeanised colours. They retain 
many of the chara.cteristics of Japanese prints, but they show that 
costume and treatment of subject matter was more important at that 
time than the aesthetic value of Japanese art. I also illustrate one 
of the' strange landscape paintings reproduced in Nepveu's book, of a 
volcanic eruption at Simahara. I find this image almost totally 
unrelated to any Japanese art that I have ever seen. 
It is most interesting that although Nepveu gives a full list of· 
Titsingh's collection, he fails to make any comment on the paintings 
or prints. None of the artists are identified. I give the relevant 
descriptions by Nepveu as an a~)pendix (Appendix B). ~'hen one 
considers that Titsingh was in Japan in 1780 one would very much like 
to know what was represented by the entry on p.318; 
Nine engravings printed.in colours, on the same 
number of separate sheets, 10" wide and 1 '2" 9 
lines in height, representing Japanese ladies 
in various dre3ses. 
This was the era of Utamaro, Kiyonaga and other great print makers. 
A glance through Appendix B will provide material for much more 
speculation of this kind. 
In the introduction to the English version of the book, Abel 
Remus at , the French Orientalist, is reported as having declared the 
book of plant prints in Titsingh's collection to be the finest wood-
cuts that he had ever seen. He was planning to use facsimiles of 
31 
them as illustrations to a "Flore chinoise et japonaise". If R'emusat 21 
could make comparisons there were clearly other Japanese prints in 
Paris beside those owned by Nepveu. Clearly then Japanese art could 
have influenced Western painting as early as 1820. I have not been 
able to find any influence in the first half of the century. Indeed 
artists of this period studiously avoid the adoption of Eastern con-
, 
ventions. They are practically all topographical or genre studies 
using Eastern motifs in images that are not only Western in style, but 
also in the range of situations they choose to illustrate. 
The development of needs and problems within Western culture 
which found their response or echo in Japanese art had to take place 
before Western artists could fully make use of Eastern art in their 
development. 
There was no shortage of material had the need arisen. Books 
were published that were to be quoted frequently when interest in 
Eastern art did develop. The most important of these is "Bijdrage 22 
tot de kennis van het Japanische Rijk" by J. F. Van Overmeer Fisscher, 
published in Amsterdam in 1833 which included facsimile reproductions 
of Japanese art. However these are said to have had light and shade 
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effects impos('d on them by the artist responsible for the reproduction. 23 
Another early publication wa.s Meijlan's "Japan" of 1830. The two 
illustrations in this work are scarcely recognisable as Japanese as they 
are so overlaid with Western illusionistic conventions. A large 
collection was formed by another doctor to the Dutch trading station 
containing both Chinese and Japanese art amongst all sorts of other 
material such as botanical specimens. In 1845 Siebold produced a ca~-
alogue in Latin in collaboration with W. Hoffman. Section XI of this, 
called "Tabulae Xylographica", contains several famous names amongst 
its 94 items, for instance Hokusai and Utamaro are identified as 
individuals in the West for the first time. Item 547 in the collection 
is Hokusai's tlMangwa" given as Jedo published in 1812. Amongst other 
works is a copy of Utamaro's "Insect Book", No.531 in the catalogue. ·24 
SiebOld owned a great number of Japanese paintings and prints. 
Many of these were connected with his own preoccupation with biology 
and botany. Many of the black outline plant and animal illustration 
books from his library were patiently painted in watercolour to record 
the native flora and fauna most accurately. Part of Siebold's book 
collection was sold to the British Museum by his son Alexander Von 
Siebold in 1868, and I have been able to examine them. 
None of them are of great aesthetic interest, many are 
black outline prints. However there are one or two works by minor 
eighteenth century printmakers, without signatures. The remainder of 
his collection is still at Leyden. 
From Siebold's library catalogue however one can identify a few 
works, including several py Hokusai which are of interest for the 
development of Western awareness of Japanese art. I give these in 
Appendix C. 
An English visitor to Siebold's collection whamI have identified 
as a Miss Husk failed to see it in the 1830's becauBe it was packed up. 
She published an anonymous account or compendium of writings based on 
the work of Siebold in London in 1841. This gives a good impression 
of the knowledge possessed by the non-specialist of Oriental art at 
this time. Thus she is aware that the best Japanese work has never 
reached the hands of foreigners and relies considerably on the opin-
ions of Fisscher, Siebold and other authors. She does not name any 
Japanese artists despite her visit to Siebold. On the whole the 
Japanese are viewffias curiosities and their art is not treated to any 
aesthetic consideration. This is the passage which deals with the 
visual arts: 
Leaving that therefore for the graphic art, we 
are told that the Japanese are extremely fond 
of painting, and eager collectors of paintings 
that they sketch boldly in charcoal and often 
with ink, never having occasion to efface; 
that their outlines are clear and their drawing 
as good as may be compatible with ignorance of 
perspective and anatomy. From this ignorance, 
probably, arises their acknowledged inability to 
take a likeness, the professional portrai t-
pru.nters bestowing their care rather upon the 
dress than on the features of their sitters. 
In birds and flowers they succeed better; and 
two folio volumes of paintings of flowers, with 
the name and properties of each written on the 
opposite page the work of a Japanese lady, and 
by her presented to Heer Titsingh, her husband's· 
friend, are spoken of as beautiful. Delicate 
finishing seems to be the chief excellence of 
Japanese artists. 
The passage dealing with the art of producing miniature or gigantic 
plants is slightly longer than this. 
Not all visitors to the Siebold collection 'were as unfortunate as 
the above author. In his "Contes du Lundl", published in 1866, 
Alphonse Daudet describes a visit that he made to Siebold just before 
his death. Siebold's publication had made his collection famous. 
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Daudet's visit makes it clear that the Oriental art accumulated in 26 
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Holland was known in Paris and accessible to visitors from France. 
Purther evidence of the existence, of models of Japanese visual style 
in Paris is found in the illustrations to "Yo San Fi Rok", a trans-
lation of a Japanese text on the culture of silk worms, published in 
34 
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Paris in 1848, of which I give some illustrations. 26 1(6)' 
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Thus there was Japanese art in Paris and in Holland long before 
1856, the date commonly accepted as marking the discovery of Japanese 
art in Europe by the engraver Felix BDEquemond. Bracquemond's claim 
to the title of the first European enthusiast for Japanese art is 
problematic. However even if it were accepted it would be wrong to 
use it as a terminus post quem for the possibility of Japanese influence 
in European art. 
The early critical responses to Eastern art. 
Some clues to the attitudes to Oriental art in the first half of 
the century can be found in references to the Orient in literature. 
At the beginning of the century Chinoiserie continued in England, 
culminating in the Grand Pavillion at Brighton which contained both 28 
, 
real and imitation Chinese paintings and ceramics. The pavillion was 
by no means the only eclectic collection of Far Eastern styles in 
decoration and architecture in England. Mr. Barrett, the father of 29 
Elizabeth Browning, had an Oriental castle built on his land. William 
Beckford, the most notorious builder of eccentric houses took an 
interest in the developing knowledge of the East. In France the 
Oriental taste was concerned with the Near East and with using it as a 
decorative background as I have said in the introduction so we need 
not concern ourselves with any survival of Chinoiserie in France. 
I do not intent to offer an account of Oriental influence in 
these early years as the phenomenon is outside the area I wish to 
investigate. However the different in background development between 
England and France may have had some influence on subsequent events. 
There was always the vestigial image of Oriental art in the English 
artists' and critics' minds. Frenchmen did not have the same tradi-
tional familiarity. Any preconceptions they had were based on 
literature, especially the work of Th60phile Gautier. 
The disinterest in Oriental art in the first half of the century 
in both England and France may be partially explained by the conviction 
that the Oriental races were inferior in some way to the West. 
Coleridge wrote that "China is an instance of a permanency without 
progression. Europeans and Orientals may well be represented by two 
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figures standing back to backl the latter looking to the East, that ""~. I 
is backwards: the former looking to the West, that is forwards." 30 
The Orient lacked the prinoipal of progression that counterbalanced the 
idea of permanency in European countries. Thus the Orient and China 
in particular became identified with a closed limited perfection 
incapa'ble of any significance beyond the timel ess culture that pro-
duced it. This was a blanket response to all Oriental art until the 
1850's when the Far Eastern nations sep~ated themselves in Western 
minds as a result of colonial wars. Then China alone bore the~stignla 
of extreme decadenoe. In the '60's Gautier was to use the term 
"Bourgeois" to distinguish the closed perfection of Chinese art from 
Japanese and other Eastern art. 
Ruskin provides a good example of how easily one's eyes may be 
closed by such feelings, writing in "Modern Painters" Vol. 1 , in 1843, 
about the difficulty of discerning truth, he compared Chinese art to 
children's drawings; 
And the Chinese, children in all things, suppose a 
good perspective drawing to be false, as we feel 
their plate patterns to be, or wonder at the strange 
buildings which come to an end in a point. And all 
the early works whether of nations or of men, show 
by their want of shade how little the eye without 
knowledge is to be depended on to discover truth. 
31 
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Ruskin speaks here for the common view of the time. Clearly for 
Oriental art to have a greater impression on the West the belief in a 
simple certain truth that he shows here would h3ve to receive a con-
siderable number of practical refutations. As Schwab has pointed out, 
the exploration of the ~st and its cultures provided one of these 
itself. mother was provided by the cumulative social effects of 
Industrialisation. There are many others and rather than deal with 
them in an abstract and specious way I will attempt to show their 
operation through my discussion of the work of individual artists and 
critics. 
It might be said that there is no better single record of the 
dilemma of the gradual loss of the facility to believe in simple truths 
than the development of ''Modern Painters" itself •. One problem that 
Ruskin found intractable was "the generally passive or ins tincti ve 
character of right invention" as he called it. Discussing_ the problem 
of the instinctual us-e of ,colour he wrote; 
And this is the reason for the somewhat singular 
and palpable truth that the Chinese and Indians, 
and other semi civilised nations, can colour 
better than we do, and that an Indian shawl or a 
china vase are still in invention of colour 
inimitable by us. It is their glorious ignorance 
of all rules that does it; the pure and true 1 
instincts have play, and do their work, ••••••••• 
instincts so subtle that the least warping or com-
pression breaks or blunts them; and the moment we 
begin teaching people any rules about colour, and 
make them do this or that, we crush the instinct 
generally for ever. Hence hitherto it has been 
an actual necessity, in order to obtain power of 
colouring, that a nation should be half savage; 
everybody could colour in the twelfth and thirt-
eenth centuries; but we were ruled and legalised 
into grey in the fifteenth - only a little salt 
simplicity of their sea natures at Venice still 
keeping their precious shell fishy purpleness and 
power; and now that is gone; and nobody can 
colour anywhere except the HindooB and the Chinese, 
but that need not be BO and will not be BO for 
long; for in a little while people :will give up 
their mistake and cease talking of rules of colours, 
and then everybody will colour again as easily as 
they now talk. 33 
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This passage shows how far Ruskin's earlier confidence in simple 
truth has been lost. Volume three of "Hodern Painters" appeared in 
1856. It is striking that in this passage Ruskin turns to the Ea.st 
for an example of good colour, anticipating the painters who were to 
do so. He also links the ~ast with medieval Europe and it is 
interesting to consider to what extent nineteenth century medievalism 
prepared the way for Far Eastern enthusiasm, particularly in England. 
Many artists, in England, came to see Japan as a living version of 
the Middle Ages. They particularly admired the close association of 
ideals of craftsmanship and religion in the Japanese artist, and saw 
these as a consequence of his position in the Japanese feudal system. 
This was also held to be the reason for the supposed consistency and 
continuity of Japanese style in all objects of art and craft, not just 
in paintings. The Pre-Raphaelite Movement had sought these same 
virtues in early Renaissance paintings. It is natural that one of the 
great early English enthusiasts for Japanese art should be.William 
Rossetti, the brother of Dan~e Gabriel. Moreover Japanese and medieval 
r 
design were to become the twin pillars of the Arts and CraftS-Movement. 
Behind the admiration for both there stood the desire for clarity in 
man's emotional and intellectual relation to nature, honesty in the 
relation of the artist or craftsman to his work, and the will towards 
just social relationships. In the Pre-Raphaelite Movement, as in 
Ruskin's writings, we find the belief that these matters are simple. 
Thus we have the great number of Pre- Raphaelite images ostensibly 
about one simple emotion. Rossetti's "Found" is an example of this. 34 
There is a strong implied belief in such paintings, in an uncomplicated 
morali ty as a necessary concomitant of simple form. In Hunt's IIfrhe 
ft~J Conscience", one wonders if the lady is more stricken by 
sinister artifice of rosewood, cut glass and expensive materials around 
her, than by her Buitor. Naturally Japanese art did not have the 
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easily readable, and above all, Christian moral content of medieval 
art. Thus the transfer of European admiration from one to the other 
involved, or was felt to involve, the abandonment of a moral position 
in regard to art. Of course the opposite view was to be taken by many 
others, outstandingly by Van Gogh. 
It is important to understand this identification of the simple 
with the primitive and with an artistic truth. The lack of the pro-
gressive principal that Coleridge had observed in the Oriental nations 
was to be seen as a virtue by many artists who interested themselves in 
the East, for it appeared to produce simplicity and hence understanding. 
Ruskin never escaped from his conception of the Eastern nations as 
savages. His first direct acquaintance with Japanese art did bring a 
temporary burst of enthusiasm. On June 15, 1863, he wrote to William 
Rossetti thanking him for the loan of "a book of uncoloured Japanese 
landscapes of a direct naturalistic treatment which I had recently 
bought" ; 
Dear Rossetti, 
The book is 
for sending it. 
Japan -
delightful add thank you so much 
I should like to go and live in 
and in the postscripta 
I return Japan by book poet. The seas and clouds 
are delicious the mountains are very good. 
That aspect of Ruskin which recognised "truth to nature" in art 
was at once struck with admiration. However his passion for morality 
and high intention in art led him inevitably to see the work of 
Oriental artists as inferior products. 
In 1867 he saw a group of Japanese acrobats performing at the 
Lyceum Theatre and wrote of his reactions to ita 
The impression, therefore, produced on me by the 
whole scene, was that of being in the presence 
of human creatures of a partially inferior race 
but not without great human gentleness, domestic 
affection, and ingenious intellect; who were 
nevertheless as a nation inflioted by an evil 
,r 
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spirit, and driven by it to recreate themselves 
in achieving, or beholding the achievement 
through years of patience, of a certain corres-
pondence with the nature of lower animals. 
Thus when Ruskin made A. eri ticism or assessment of F'ar Eas~ern art, 
his judgement was conditioned by his belief in the inherent moral 
39 
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superiority of \"estern civilisation and of the art which it had produced. 
By 1865 his mind was irrevocably made up against Japanese art.-
He wrote of a forthcoming visit from Rossetti; 
But we won't have rows; and, when you come we'll 
look at things that we both like. You shall bar 
Parma and I Japan; and we'll look at Titian, John 
Bellini, Albert Durer and Edward Jones. 
Ruskin's continuing hostility to Japanese art can be seen as a 
consequence of the critical attitudes he first formed in the 1840's 
when such a view was common. Ruskin remained the dominant force in 
English art criticism until the end of the 1870's, and the "Whistler 
vs. Ruskin" trial. I shall show that all English enthusiasts for 
Japanese art felt the need to justify it in Ruskinian terms, and to 
deal in detail with those aspects of Japanese art which Ruskin 
.cri ticised. 
Ruskin's criticism as a whole was a major cause of the parado~-
ically limited response to Far Eastern art by English artists. Dante 
Rossetti, for instance, was a passionate collector of Japanese art but 
there is little trace of it in his work. It to~k Whistler, an 
American artist trained in PariS, to become the champion of Japanese 
values in English art. 
If Japanese art was too much of a challenge for the responsive 
powers of Englishmen, the situation is by no means so simple in France. 
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Th~ophile Gautier sustained an interest in the Far East and its culture 
from the 1830's to his death. His "PQesies diverses", written between 38 
1833 and 1838, contains two poems which show appreciation of the East, 
liLa Chinoiserie" and "La Japonaise". It has been said that these two 39 
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POems show a continuation of the eighteenth century attitude to Eastern 
art but this view seems to ignore the obvious romantic attituc.e in both 
sonnets. The visual embodiment of Gautier's ideal of a mysterious and 
sensual East is not a lady on a Wedgewood plate but Chasseriau's 
"Esther". ' 
The experience of Far Eastern art was to be central to the develop-
ment of those attitudes which came to be known as "L'Art pour L'Art" in 
Englend~ Gautier is often referred to as the founder of these ideas. 
In these sonnets we may see a precursor of one way in which Orientalir.m 
was to act in the visual arts transmuting the Romantics' concern for 
life as a whole into a conce:rn for beauty intrinsically preserLt in the 
object "f onE-'s expl"riencE'. F,sther Wf.!!,; ~o bp. d~prived of her associative 
qualities to become w1listler's "Woman in ·I'/hite ll • 
It is'iI!1portant to the development of the visual arts that the 
imaeir",1.tive possibilities were prepared for in this way by 11 terature. 
Gautier'o interest in Chinese art had begun by 1830 as a passage in an 
esee,y he wrote that year a.bout E.T.A. Hoffmann shows. In 1633 he gave 40 
his second reason for wanting money "pour acheter des vieux pots du 
Japon at des magats de 1a Chine". In 1840 while preparing an un-
published ChincGe novel Gautier wrote of his researches; 
.... J'ai a lire plusiers volumes pour me barbouiller 
de couleur locale, et j'ai bcsoin do .t:ourrer mon 
nez dans beaucoup de pots de Japon et autrcs. 41 
Gautier also had a journa.l1stic interest in the F..ast. In 1851 he 
visi teel the Great Exhibition in London and wrote a descriIltion of his 
experiences aboard a Chinese jur.U~ moored near the exhibition site. 
This shows the reaction that must have been quite COL~on at this time 42 
to Eastern cuI tur'e. It is treated as a curiosi ty firs'~ of all, and 
secondarily as an artistic experience. Gautier observes that he has 
soen the junk before many times on porcelain, and invokes the atmos-
phere of a :L'oman.tic Chlnese novel before describing the' scene. 
41 
There were various objects on display in the junk, including a 
small Buddha and porcelain of various kinds in cases. Gautier saw an 
artist, Charles Lavelle, making a drawing of a Chinese artist and 
scribe who worked on the boat. He describes the reactions of the 
Chinese to being portrayed by a barbarian who will blacken one side of 
his face, and recounts that on completion of the sketch the Chinese 
added a foot which Lavelle had omitted because of perspective. 
Gautier also saw the Chinese artist at work and likens the move-
ment of the hand of the artist to that of the Chinese musicians he also 
saw. He seems to have understood something of the Chinese aesthetic 
for he links this hand movement to the light lines and formal control 
which he praises as the highest achievements of Oriental art. 
Thus a living example of Oriental technique and of Oriental atti-
tudes to art was presented to Europeans as early as 1851, in a proper 
Far Eastern context, Yet there was little direct response to it 
despite Gautier's admiration. 
The Chinese contingent at the 1851 exhibition was the subject of 
great popular curiosity. The Mandarin who led it is said to have caused 
Bome confusion by presuming that the great crowds waiting for the ~ueen 
to open the exhibition had assembled to welcome him and parading up and 43 
down before them. He appears in a conspicuous position in the memorial 
painting of the event in the Victoria and Albert Museum. He and his 
companions also feature frequently in popular guides to the exhibition 
such as "The house that Paxton built" in which he is depicted three 
times. 44 I 
Thus even in the first international exhibition the unique 
qualities of Far Eastern art were presented in context to the West. 
Similar exhibitions were later to playa most important part in intro-
ducing Far Eastern art to a wide public. I shall attempt to reconstruct 
their role in some detail. 
I' ~ 
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Further evidence of early Western knowledge of the technique of 
Far Fa,stern art is provided by a study published in the "Revue 
Contemporaine" in 1856, entitled ilLes peintrea europeens en Chine et 
les peintres Chinois" by Feuillet de Conches. He discusses Chinese 45 
traditions and techniques at length and with great sympathy in the 
context of his discussion of the experiences of buropean artists in 
China. 
Despite such occasional sympathies however, Far Eastern art was 
treated largely as a variety of curio at this time. Even the Goncourt 
brothers did this despite their claim to have innovated the taste for 
Japanese art in their first novel "En 18". I have found three passages 
which refer to Oriental art but each is a fragment of thought or 
description not an advocacy of the merit of Eastern art. The most 
interesting passage is -
C'etait une fort belle japonaiserie. 
fond de laque noir vernisse comme une 
de houx, quelque Phillipe Rousseau de 
Sur un 
feuil.le 
la 
, ". prov~nce de Yamato avait jete de grands cogs 
de hanches en saillie de cing lignes d'or. 
f 
-- "En 18" was published in 1851 and pieces such as the enamel work 
described above must have been common amongst the curios of many 
houses. In the ''Maison d 'un Artiste" published in 1881, E. De 
Goncourt claimed to have bought th~ first Japanese print album in 
1852; 
Cet album (une reproduction des scenes legend-
aires, figurees par des poupees, dans Ie temple 
de Kannou) achete en 1852, a ete, pour mon frere 
et moi, la revelation de cette imagerie d'art, 
alors bien vaguement connue de l'Europe, qui, 
depuis, a fait des erithousiastescomme Ie paysag-
iste Rousseau, et qui, a l'heure presente a une 
46 
si grande influence sur notre peinture. 47 
However the absence of any record of Japanese prints in the journal 
before 1861 seems to suggest that he may have mistaken the date by ten 
years. 
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However, in the preface to his novel "Che'rie", first published in 
1884, De Goncourt dated this discovery to 1860, in a shop called 
"La Porte Chinoise". I have traced the existence of this shop back to 
the 1840's but it seems more likely that the De Goncourts first contact 
with Japanese art was as part of the fashionable crowd who frequented 
a similar establishment after it had been taken over by a Mme.: de Soye 
during 1862. In fact I shall show that 1862 is the most convincing 48 
date for the intensification of European interest in Japanese art. 
This coincides with the date of the first reference to Japanese 
art in the Goncourt Journal; 
L'art h'est pas un, ou plut~t il n'y a pas un seul 
art. L'art japonais a ses beautes comme l'art 
grec. 
The claim that the Goncourts were the first to discover Japanese art is 
as untenable as that for Bracquemond. There is, nonetheless, clear 
evidence of a developing sensi ti vi ty towards Far Eastern art, in Fra.nce 
, 
during the 1850's. How else are we to explain the remarkable state-
ment of T. Silvestre that Ingree was like a Chinese painter lost in 
, 
Greece. This has usually been taken aa at best a disapproving witti-
cism, despite its place in a long critioal essay written during the 
49 
fifties and published as part of "Histoire des Artistes vivantes" in 50 
1859. 
In fact it is a highly acute assessment of the problem that, not 
Ingres alone, but most European painters were feeling at this time. I 
would like to postpone discussion of this until the next chapter which 
will deal with the response of western artists to Eastern art, and to 
let Sylvestre's remark stand only as evidence of developing sensibility 
towards Eastern art and its possibilities in the West. 
Baudelaire extended the definition of the same problem in his 
1855 Salon. Speaking of Ingres he wrote -
We see him wandering from archaism to archaism; 
Titian (The Sistine Chapel), the Renaissance 
" " •• 11< ,~ 
enamellers (Venus lmadyimene), Poussin and the 
Caraca, (Venus and Antiope), Raphael (st. 
Symphorian) the German primitives (all those 
li ttlE! things in an cmecdotal pi cture book 
style), antique bric a brae and the chequ€red 
colouring of Persian and Chinese art (the 
small odalisque), are forever disputing for 
his preference. 
Far Eastern art was already being seen as one of the formal 
resources open to Western tradition. During the fifties Gautier pro-
duced a long series of a.rticles on the Chinese but these were mainly 
anthropological rather than artistic. Nonetheless they testify to an 
44 
51 
increasing interest in the East. Gautier's interest, in the Far East 52 
was to be taken up by his daughter who had a Chinese tutor, Tun Tun 
Ling from 1863 to about 1873. In 1867 she produced a book of metrical 
translations of Chinese poetry "Le Livre de Jade" and in 1868 a novel 
set in seventeenth century China - "Le Dragon Imperial" - which shows 
considerable knowledge of Chinese history and mytholoBY. In 1875 she 
produced a Japanese novel "L'Ursurpateur" set in the age of the 
samurai and in 1885 the "Poemes de 1a 1ibellu1e". Gautier's influence 
was thus extended throughout the period of Oriental influence on 
Western art, for Judith's work follows his own in being a romantic' 
, 
pastiche which made use of Oriental scholarship in an improvise.d, half 
European situation. 
The distinction between the early French responses to Far Eastern 
i ,'. 
art and those of the F~lish seems to be that the French view arose 
\ fromthe general development of }'rench romantic art and Ii tera,ture; 
"lhereas in Ene;land the implications of the romantic impulse were not 
acknowledged in the same way either in literature or in art. Ruskin 
is concerned with understanding and explaining artistic experience. 
Gautier is an explorer concerned with expanding that experience. It 
1 
se~ms natural that the 1;iestern visual response to the Par Bast when it 
came should be far more in evidence in France than in England. 
, 
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The effect of the opening of Japan to trade; the import of Japanese 
objects into Europe; the 1862 Exhibition in London;, "La Porte Chinoise", 
early publication which reproduced Japanese art accurately. 
The opening of Japan to trade following the missions of the 
American, Commodore Perry, in 1853 and 1854, led to a great increase in 
trade with Japan. Art objects naturally formed a large proportion of 
this. 
This essay will describe the effects of this trade, first by 
describing the works which can definitely be located in the It/est and 
the exhibitions of Japanese art in Europe, then by using the illus-
trations and commentaries in the many travel books on Japan published 
from the late 1850'S. Finally the European critical response to this 
will be discussed. 
The Japanese trade began with the first ship to touch land on the 
Perry mission. On May 24, 1854, one of Perry's lieutenants, George 
Preble, described in his journal a visit he paid to the bazaar at 
Hokodadi; 
but nearly everything had been carried off. I 
succeeded in purchaSing a few Japanese Picture 
Eooks, some straw covered boxes and two pieces 
of silk. - The officers have a perfect mania 
for the Japanese things and buy anything, 
handsome or ugly. 
This bazaar was held daily for the convenience of the Americans who 
bought up everything. 
By June 22nd Preble was writing of 
The shopping mania which has siezed upon every-
thing that in any way represents Japan. Their 
attics in a year or two will groan under their 
Japanese burdens. MY collection is very mis-
cellaneous. 
Preble was wrong, the enthusiasm for Japanese goods did not fade 
so rapidly. They remained in demand until the 1890's. The crews of 
all trading ships to Japan behaved in the same manner as this first 
53 
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one. Many more informal bazaars were held to accommodate them. The 
first English ambassador to Japan, Rutherford Alcock, regularly 
arranged them for traders and visitors to his embassy. 
By 1859 a district of Yokohama, "The Bluff", had become a settle-
ment for hundreds of European traders, many of whom were to turn to trade 
in works of art and craft to earn their living. 
The district rapidly took on the shape of a European suburb, 
stretching over the hill above Yokohama bay. It acquired gas lighting 
and its own police force and newspaper, the Japan Mail. The Mail 
employed Charles. Wi rgman , an artist whose work is discussed later in 
this thesis. 54 
" II There were substantial European settlements such as The Bluff in 
most Japanese trading ports. They had an important role in providing 
a context for the initial adaption of Japanese art and crafts to a 
European context. A romantic novel was written about the Bluff which 
gives an excellent impression of life there. 55 
The enormous official report on the Perry exhibiti6n by Francis 
• 
Hawks says little about Japanese art. Some of the works brought back 
by Perry were submitted to Professor Duggan of the New York Academy of 
Fine Art for his opinion. Hawks based his account on this. 
Duggan's general comments emphasised that Japanese art was highly 
sophisticated but still "a living example of the archaic period of a 
national art" •. He was surprised by the simplicity of expression in the 56 
prints and paintings, and their sober colouring - "so removed from the 
gaudy tendencies of Oriental taste". He compared them to Etruscan 
vase painting and remarked that Japanese art seemed greatly in advance 
of the Chinese and Indian. In particular he analysed the drawillgB in a 
book on "The points of a horse" which he states were written by a 
Prince Hayashi, comparing the drawing to that of Durer. Several of the 
drawings were illustrated in the text. He praised their directness 
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and also emphasised the same quality in a series of uncut prints of 
Sumo wres t1 ers ; 
The chief point of interest in this illustration 
considered in an artistic sense, is that, apart 
from its being a successful specimen of printing 
in colors - a process, by the way, quite modern 
. amongst ourselves - there is a breadth and vigor 
of outline compared with which much of our own 
line drawing appears feeble, and, above all 
things, undecided. Whatever the Japanese may 
lack as regards art, in a perfection of its true 
principles, the style, grace and even a certain 
mannered dexterity which their drawings exhibit 
show that they are possessed of an unexpected 
readiness and precision of touch, which are the 
prominent characteristics in this picture of 
wrestlers. 
Hawks also gives a description of the technique employed by a 
Japanese artist hired by the chaplain of the Perry expedition, Mr. 
Jones, to paint him a set of screens; 
He made no previous sketch, but drew at once 
the various portions of the landscape, putting 
in his houses, ships, horses, trees and birds, 
with wonderful readiness, the whole being a 
fancy piece, and when he came to paint the 
foliage of some pines he used two brushes at 
once, so as to expedite his work. 
, 
Hawks also reproduced three Japanese prints in colour, one by 
Hiroshige. These are identified and illustrated in Appendix F which 
gives a full list of all attributable reproductions of Japanese prints 
and drawings accessible in Europe before 1867. 
The trade in Japanese works in Europe began at the very time Perry 
was making his inroads into centuries of Japanese isolation. In 
February 1854 an exhibition of Japanese goods appeared in Pall Mall, 
57 
58 
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London, and the "London Illustrated News" published an engraving of it I (10) 
and a brief report which is worth quoting in full, as it characterises 59 
the excitement felt about Japanese work at this time. (I give the 
report as Appendix D.) 
The exhibition was held in the Pall Mall rooms of the Old \ater 
Colour society. I have been unable to trace any direct response to 
Japanese art among the members of that society. Nonetheless this 
location shows that from the beginning Japanese work was fairly easy to 
see for artists who might have been influenced by it. This exhibition 
contained the whole range of Japanese goods. The commonly held belief 
that Japanese art was not openly present at the centres of western 
artistic activity until the 1870's is a misconception. Only the 
vulgarisation of Japanese taste was postponed until then. The much 
vaunted accidental "discoveries" of Japanese art in obscure settings 
by l-lonet, Whistler and others are probably legends. 
"discovery" was still being made in the 1890's.) 
(The same 
The collections of the early visitors to Japan rapidly found their 
way round Europe. In the late 1850's a Doctor MacGowan gave several 
lectures in England and Scotland on "The Japanese Civilisation". In 
48 
1859 he lectured on the "Arte and Manufactures of Japan" to the Royal 60 
Society of kte. He displayed examples of metalwork, ceramics, lacquer 
and many prints and printed books. However he is typical of the 
enthusiasts of the 1850's and '60's in placing a low value on Japanese 
! , 
visual art. He barely mentions prints in hie discussion. Similar 
"experts" appeared in France, for example Baudelaire attended lectures 
given by a M. Durandeau, and was displeased with his condescension to 
the Japanese. 
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Alcock and the Japanese appearance at the London International 
Exhibition in 1862: the English response to Japanese art. 
The first international exhibition to include a section on Japan-
ese art was the London International Exhibition of 1862, It was held 
mainly as the result of the initiative of Sir Rutherford Alcock,the 
first British ambassador to Japan, who persuaded several other European 
dealers and collectors to co-operate in contributing items to a Japan-
ese Court for the exhibition. It has been eclipsed in Art History by 
the Japanese appearance at the Paris International Exhibition of 1861. 
Nonetheless it bears investigation in some detail as it provides the 
only documented and illustrated record of the imports of Japanese art 
into Europe before 1861. Moreover as the exhibition was assembled by 
a European it probably represents a fair cross section of these imports. 
Alcock stated that his intention was to provide a representative selec-
tion of Japanese manufactures and works of art. 
Alcock himself described how, in the face of total disinterest in 
the exhibition by the Japanese government, he concerned himself with 
, 
visiting the shops and markets of Yedo and Yokohama in order to gather 
r . 
material which he added to his own small collection for the exhibition; 
For this purpose I visited frequently not only 
the various magazines and shops in Yokohama, 
where the articles deemed by the Japanese 
themselves most attractive or most likely to 
find purchasers among foreigners, were to be 
seen, but the less known and more important 
trading quarters of the capital, where only 
the members of the Foreign Legation were at 
that time allowed access. In these rich and 
busy quarters of.a populous City, every day 
brought some new and interesting fabric to 
light, some original application of Art to 
industrial purposes, or examples of artistic 
work of unrivalled beautYI My self imposed 
duty became a labour of love, which long sur-
vived the tests of providing the International 
Exhibition with such a varied collection as 
should make known in England and through 
England to the rest of the world an almost 
unsuepected source of instruction as well as 
delight; in a wide range of Art industries 
.. , 
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and manufactures. I found an original school 
of Art existing in Japan, worthy of serious 
study, rich in new Art motives; 
From this we may take it that most of the work in the exhibition was 
contemporary or at least made during the nineteenth century. 
The other main contributors were Captain Vyse, the consul at 
Yokohama, Nessrs. Remi Schmidt and Co., Messrs. Barton, Dent and Butt 
and a Mr. T. D. Neave. "The Illustrated London News" claimed that 
Alcock's own collection was limited to 190 pieces of lacquer ware, but 
this is probably a misjudgement as the catalogue made up by Alcock 
himself suggests that he sent several hundred items of all kinds, and 
that other contributions were relatively minor. However other major 
contributors are not listed in Alcock's catalogue which suggests that 
their loans were made in England direct to the exhibition. Remi 
Schmidt and Co., for instance, were an influential and independent 
trading company. 
The exhibition was mounted in "a sequestered portion under the 
50 
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62 
north-eastern galleries on the British side of the exhibition". This 63 
is confirmed by the engraving in "The L~ndon Illustrated News". The 
illustration also confirms the general impression that the exhibition 
was cramped, crowded tier upon tier and not ordered in any significant 
way. The context of the presentation was Western, not Japanese, even 
the prints and paintings were given European frames. 
The impression of the writer of a general review of the exhibition 
for the "Gentleman's Magazine" was of' a disorganised treasure house; 
There are cases filled with the most wonderful 
groups of men and animals carved in ivory, and 
just as much colour and gold delicately applied 
as relieves the ivory. - Other objects of attract-
ion are the bronzes most marvellously cast and of 
different colours. Among other curiosities we 
find a rope made of human hair and a coat of mail 
the links, not riveted -
The ingenuity Qf the Japanese is still further 
illustrated by specimens of Paper made to imitate 
cloth, by a numerous collection of surgical instru-
ments and by the eggshell china, to say nothing of 
, , 
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the many specimens of lacquer cabinets and other 
furniture. Truly the Japanese Court is the real 
medieval court of the Exhibition. 
The association of the Middle Ages with not only the Japanese but 
with all Far Eastern peoples was a common reaction to the work in the 
exhibition. However the Chinese and other races were seen as inferior 
to the Japanese. The same reviewer dismissed the Chinese work in the 
show with the exception of the enamels as greatly inferior. 
His low estimate of the visual arts of Japan is also typical. 
Alcock included only 15 items in Section G of his catalogue, "Carvings 
in Wood, ivory and bamboo, Paintings. illustrated works, lithochrome 
51 
64 
prints, Models". Over six hundred and fifty items are listed in the 65 
catalogue;however it must be pointed out that item 571 consiste~ of 
"200 lithochrome prints"and item 559 of"32 illustrated books". More-
over many illustrated books and prints were shown in section H, on 
education, and in the exhibition of paper technology. Alcock's 
catalogue may therefore, conceal the real quantity of visual arts in 
. 
the exhibition. Indeed it provides no proper descriptions of any of 
the objects on show, merely a hand list. 
Luckily it is possible to make use of press descriptions of the 
exhibition to provide a slightly better account of them. Illustrations 
taken from the Japanese exhibition were included in the chromolitho-
graphic survey of the exhibition published by J. B. Waring. These 
give a clear idea of the type of work on display. Most of it was 
nineteenth century in date, probably of contemporary manufacture. 
I give an account of the 1862 Japanese exhibition derived from 
these two sources as Appendix E. 
The "Industrial Arts", especially lacquerware, were the most 
commented on section of the exhibition. Little or nothing was written 
about the prints and paintings in the collection although Captain VySe 
exhibited a magnificent screen and there were over 500 books or print 
52 
albums in the exhibition. These included many whose subject was con-
temporary Europeans in Japan: 
Further evidence of the contemporary nature of most of the prints 
in Europe at this time is provided by the print collection of William 
Burges, who, I believe, first saw Japanese prints at the 1862 exhibi-
tion when he wrote a review of the Japanese Court. His print collection 
t::-
is given as part of Appendixjt. I believe it likely that he acquired them 
from the exhibition as there is strong evidence that they were bought 
at that time. 
Alcock remained an enthusiast for Far Eastern art in the 1860's 
and 1870's. In 1863 he gave a lecture to the "Leeds Philosophical 
Society" showing them lacquer, ceramics and prints from his collection. 
He gave several examples of "decorative papers" to the Leeds Museum, 
. 
Which I have unfortunately been unable to find. In 1865 he exhibited a 
collection of Japanese goods in the Dublin International exhibition, 
including nine folio and nine octave books of prints, a roll of 
coloured woodcuts, forty netsuke and lacquers, ceramics and bronzes. 
, 
In the 1870's he led public opinion in favour of Japanese art, and 
~ 
! 
published a book on the subjeot which I have referred to above. 
The response to the 1862 exhibition was very important for the 
future of Japanese art in the West. A mission from the Japanese 
government attended the exhibition and was so impressed by the popular-
ity of Alcock's exhibit that preparations were begun by the Japanese 
government at once for the Paris Exhibition of 1867. 
In his review of the exhibition for the "Gentleman's Magazine", 
Burges, an important Gothic revivalist architect, relat'ed Japanese 
art to medieval work. Burges is particularly interested in metalwork, 
bronzes and lacquerwork, and is greatly concerned with the technical 
aspects of the work. 
He makes few observations of the aesthetic value of the work. 
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When he does mention this it is in a tone of gentle surprise, for 
instance speaking of a lacquer box, he says; 
It is singular that the artist in his horror of 
regularity, has actually made one side of the 
heart and one corner of the fan to go over the 
edge and round on to the sides of the box. 
One can imagine how the whole school of design 
would callout if one of its pupils attempted 
so audacious a departure from European pre-
cedent, but somehow it looks alright and the 
53 
eye is satisfied. ,68 
The reason for the perception of a link between medieval art and "~,,,,. 
Japanese art have been dealt with in the introduction. Burges' own 
collection of Japanese prints bears out this association in practice 
\ 
as they are placed in a book between studies of medieval designs. As 
can be seen in Appendix C, they were all printed after 1850. 
Another English architect and designer, E. W. Godwin, also bought 
Japanese prints at this time, with which he decorated his dining room 
in his house at Bristol. He became a propagandist for Japanese art\ 
even dressing his wife, Balen Terry, and his children in Japanese 
costumes. He designed severa.l pieces of "Japanese" furniture and 
collaborated with Whistler on "The Yellow Roomlt for the 1878 
exhibition in Paris. 
We have an accurate picture of the critical reaction to the 
Japanese Court in 1862 in the lecture given to the Royal Institute 
69 
on May 1, 1863, by John Leighton. The text of this lecture is believed 71 
to have been lost, however a version of it is readily available in the 72 '. 
proceedings of the Institution. Sir Rutherford Alcock also quotes from 
it at length in his book, "Art and Art manufactures of Japan" 1878. 
The texts vary, so we may presume that Alcock is quoting from one 
of the fifty privately published copies of the book. I will make use 
of both sources i~ my disoussion, to give a most accurate picture of 
Leighton's attitude. Speaking of the Japanese Court he described it as 
"separated by a gulf of six feet from China which it immeasurably: 
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distanced - an enchanted island of great beauty round which visitors 
were never tired of travelling". 73 
Leighton discussed the problem of asymmetry in Japanese art and 
explained the principle on which this worked by referring to the 
asymmetrical balance of the steelyards from Japan in the exhibition, 
comparing these with symmetrical European scales. He discussed the 
various forms of design applied by the Japanese to their decorated .74 
furniture and observed that formal designs were less common that those 
derived from nature. 
He defended Japanese visual art against the charge that it lacked 
chiaroscuro and was therefore primitive; 
The arts of Japan may be said in an eminent degree 
to depend on the pioturesque, though rarely to 
reach the pictorial, that is to say they never 
produce a picture because the .principal element 
of pictorial art is wanting; light and shade -
a cloak that with us covers a multitude of sins 
they know not of, Art of the highest kind may, 
and often does exist without Chiaroscuro. 
He foreshadowed the theory of Japanese art expressed by Duranty and 
, 
1 
other pro-Impressionist French critics ~ arguing that chiaroscuro 
has only developed in those countries which do not have a perpetually 
sunny climate and where clouds and mist cause tonal effects to predom-
inate naturally over colour. 
He defended the Japanese use of flat colour and unbroken contour 
by reference to Flaxman; 
An outline or diagram may exhi bi t the highest 
Art without any pictorial effect, as, for 
example the outlines of Flaxman which are not 
pictures, because they lack pictorial effects. 
Yet were they added, they might become pictures 
while ranking lower as works of art. On the 
other hand the marvellous dabs and sweeps of 
the brush, without an outline often seen in 
common Japanese designs, must be held to show 
great dormant pictori~ powers. 
He warned against limiting one's appreciation of the qualities of 
Japanese art, 
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But whatever may be the speciality of Japanese 
art we must not fall into the error of putting 
it all into one class. It has great variety 
even to a limited power of light and shade, 
with much of a silhouette in it. 
These remarks are very important in showing that Eastern art was 
appreciated as an art with various qualities almost as soon as it 
became generally known. Also of interest is the establishment by 
Leighton of the idea that "A work of Art need not be a picture" as he 
later wrote to Alcock. The notion that a complex work of art could 
exist without relying on ideas of perspective and volume drawn from 
the Renaissance is of tremendous importance to late nineteenth century 
art, and it seems to have been promoted by the discovery of Japanese 
art. Leighton goes so far as to suggest that Western illusionistic 
conventions would actually weaken the artistic effect of Japanese art 
or any non-illusionistic work. The modernist dictum that a painting 
is first of all a series of colours on a flat surface has an unbroken 
ancestry going back to this first realisation ~the qualities of 
Japanese art. 
Indeed Leighton is the first of many critics to use Japanese art 
as a stick to beat the Academy, both English and French, which he does 
throughout his lecture, with particular reference to colour and design; 
With the revival of painting in Italy, purity of 
taste in matters of design died out. We know 
that the Loggia of the Vatican is by Raphael, 
but of what monstrosities and incongruities is 
it not composed! I just mention this by way of 
warning against the Renaissance and particularly 
the French version of it, that finds favour in 
. certain quarters to the exclusion of better 
things; whilst in India, Turkey and Japan, we 
. have an inexhaustible well of art, pure and un-
defiled, most eloquent in its teachings, an art 
that was appreciated by the great masters of 
mediaeval times, all styles being evidence of 
the Eastern forms and colours brought over land 
by the pilgrims of the Cross. 
Leighton unconsciously places Japanese art into the role prepared 
for it by Pre-Raphaelitlsm. He Bees it 1s a new source of strength 
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against the Academy, a well of pure truth in art. He noted with 
approval that there were no academies of art in Japan, hence "Nature's 
students standing less chance of being feted, lionised or spoiled". 81 
Leighton's knowledge of Japanese visual art was derived almost 
entirely from prints. He was interested in the works which showed 
Westerners, but was more impressed with what appear to have been 
prints cut from the ''Mangwa''; 
The larger efforts in colours show what the 
Japanese think of us and our ladies; crinoline 
of the amplest being faithfully depicted, as 
also beards, chimney pot hats and other pecul-
iarities of the Western race. One of a lady in 
wide hoops mounted on the wrong side of a native 
charger is inexpressively droll ••••• though I 
give preference to native art on native subjects, 
particularly where there is action, for curiously 
some of his best are figures in movement, porters 
lifting, balancing, and carrying their loads, an 
acrobat poising his companion, indeed a hundred 
and one phases of social and animal life: the 
lower portion of the creation being finely , 
rendered, particularly birds in flight, ducks, 
geese, and cranes being hit off with wonderful 
precision by no ordinary marksman. 
Leighton praises the Japanese sense of colour; 
, 
in colouring the Japanese are generally speaking 
very skilful, adopting a quiet and refined 
style and using full low toned colours in pre-
ference to excessively brilliant ones. In this 
they differ from the Chinese. Of course I do 
not wish you to understand that the Japanese 
artists do not use bright colours, for few men 
know their value better than they, what I desire 
to convey is that they use them judiciously and 
in comparatively small proportions, cleverly 
contrasting and supporting them with the second-
aries, and other compound colours they use in 
grounds and large masses generally. 
He consider their lack of linear perspective a deficiency, though he 
claimed that on occasion they produced nearly perfect examples of 
82 
83 
both. Leighton's lecture is most significant as it shows that by 1863 84 
there was a conSiderable degree of understanding if not acceptance of 
Japanese art and its principle's. He could not yet appreciate land-
scape prints for instance. 
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The landscapes are very quaint, aerial per-
spective seeming beyond their powers, except 
in one or two cases where white mists have 
been attempted as also rain fog and snow. In 
depicting clouds the Japanese artist seems 
sorely puzzle~- the tinted ribbons they 
stretch across the heavens looking like labels 
for inscriptions rather than floating vapours. 
Leighton considered Japanese architecture, design and sculpture: 
in each case he stressed the close relation of Japanese art to nature 
and praised its basis in craftsmanship. His lecture is remarkable 
however for the space it gives to the pictorial implications of Japan-
ese art, and for its anticipation of many of the future European 
reactions to Japanese art and his patied detailed analysis of its 
forms. 
He concluded by looking forward with mixed feelings to the future 
when museum collections of Japanese art were to be accumulated in 
Europe, that "we shall doubtless see the fertility of when we can find, 
in central Paris, a Mus6"e Japonais, that we may copy secondhand, 8,S we 
usually do". 
Another visitor to the Japanese coart in 1862 was Christopher 
Dresser, the author of a. series of articles called "Botany as adapted 
to the Arts and Art Manufactures". Dresser was a lecturer in botany 
in the South Kensington Museum. He applied the principles of plant 
structure to design and when he saw Japanese art was so taken with it 
that he devoted himself to its study, he even made a journey to Japan. 
The relation of Japanese design to design derived from nature is of 
great interest in the development of the decorative arts in England in 
the nineteenth century. Designers like ~rtists often saw the Japanese 
as a race with close contact with the organic structures which they 
sought in their own work. 
Dresser was also interested in Chinese art and in his book "The 
Art of Decorative Design" published in 1862, he inoluded a colour 
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reproduction of a Chinese vase design of a dragon swallowing a golden 
0.. 
globe to represent an eclipse. Dresser discusses the symbolism of 88 
this design accurately. Reflection upon this causes him to suggest 
that a symbolic art might be possible in the West. He gives a rather 
banal example of the earth surrounded by clouds. Nonetheless, it is Jl0r~) 
interesting that Oriental art produced the idea of a symbolic art in 
this way, at such an early date. It is another example of an early 
occurrence of one of the major themes in the history of the influence 
I 
of Far Eastern art on the West. 
Dresser made eighty drawings from objects in Alcock's collection, 
and acquired several of the exhibits for himself. Unfortunately both 89 
have since been lost. Dresser went on to become a most influential 
champion of Japanese art and design. I have traced his career later 
in this thesis. 
Other items from the 1862 exhibition were bought by the firm of 
Farmer and Rogers which had just employed Mr. Lazenby Liberty as their 
new manager. This began his long involvement in trading in Far Eastern 
art. Other firms such as ''Hewlett ani Johnson's" Chinese warehouse 
also bought from the exhibition. This firm claimed, in its advertise-
ment of this time, to have the largest and finest stock of Japanese 
goods, implying that many other dealers were already in business in 
London. 
During the 1850's and 1860's the Victoria and Albert Museum 
acquired one or two pieces of Japanese work every year. Significantly 
it acquired no prints or paintings. Its purchases were mainly lo,cquer-
ware and the occasional piece of metalwork. I have examined these 
pieces and found few of them worthy of comment. Perhaps the most 
\" : 
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interesting item is alaoquer dooument box acqu~red in 1865, which 
contains paper-strips coloured red, yellow and blue, with many subtle 
I (15) ,; 
, 
designs embossed in them. 90 
; .j 
The Art Referees report for 1863 shows that the Victoria and Albert 
Museum acquired 62 items of Japanese origin in that year, fifteen of 
them being lacquer. Unfortunately I have been unable to trace any of 
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these pieces, which almost certainly came from the 1862 exhibition. 91 
William Rossetti, another early Japanese enthusiast, does not 
mention the 1862 exhibition in his memoirs. However he does recall 
that the Japanese mania started for him in 1863, and that he was 
collecting a great many prints in the mid-1860's. In mid-1863 he wrote 92 
a description of a Japanese book in his collection for the 'Reader", a 
weekly review, as part of an article on "Japanese Woodcuts" which was 
probably the earliest article in English on Japanese prints. The book 
was, according to Rossetti, a chivalric tale illustrated by Hokusai 
under the name of "Gwakyrogi" - which is now anglicised as "Gwakyo 
Rojin Marji", the signature that Hokusai used from about 1830 until his 
death in 1849. I have identified the book as ~ "Yehon SaklgakI" 
(Volume One) or/~ictures of noted Japanese and Chinese warriors by 
" Hokusai at the age of 76. Rossetti's descriptions are quite clear. 
The book was reproduced in several later articles on Japanese art, 
93 
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notably Duranty's "Japonisme". At the time Rossetti wrote his article " ! 
o<f\.Q.X' 
however, he had not seen Hokusai's work. He had heard the name "Hoxai" 
/\ 
and this is the earliest recorded mention of the artist in European 
artistic circles in the nineteenth century. 
In his introduction Rossetti remarks on the popularity of Japan-
ese decorative art and the relative public ignorance of Japanese fine 
art, which he argues is among the finest in the world, especially In 
its imaginative powers; 
It has a daringness of conception, an almost 
fiercely tenacious grasp of its subjects, a 
majesty of designing power and sweep of line, 
and a clenching hold upon the imagination such 
such as no Michel Angeloe, Tintoret or Durer 
amongst us, if we only had them, could afford, 
or could be in the least minded to despise. In 
i. 
details of treatment and handling, it has a 
combination of the arbitrary and the unexpected 
with a rigid fixity of general system, highly 
calculated to rivet the strong impression pro-
duced by the great primary qualities to which 
we have referred. 
Be divided the subject matter of Japanese prints into four classes, 
scenes from social life, romantic or legendary history, books of 
drawings some miscellaneous, some encyclopaedic and landscapes; 
well studied, accurate, though broadly 
summarised views of the mountainous and other 
districts of the empire, full of character 
and expression, when coloured, these have an 
almost Titianesque vigour and dignity of 
effect attained by the most simple means and 
positive colours. 
The linking of Japanese art with the names of the great masters of 
European art was to become a constant theme of all Japanese enthusiasts, 
I 
L 
and as we shall see, the range of an~ies with European artists was 
tremendous. On occasion they surprise one with their revelation as to 
how l.uropean as well as Far Eastern art was "seen" in the mid-nineteenth 
century as does Rossetti's analogy with Titian here. 
Rossetti especially praised the Japanese representation of flowers 
, \' 
and animals and cited a book of bird and flower subjects in his ; 
collection "of design, at once daring and exqUisite, elaborate and 
simple" and even stated that in the representation of movement such as 
the winding of serpents, whose length is to be 
reckoned by yards of stealthy vertebrae crunching 
motion - we inoline to say that the Japanese 
reach higher in point of peroeptive knowledge 
and instant magio of the realising hand, than 
any phase or period of European art. 
Rossetti described the 33 double page black and white illustrations of 
the book in some detail, stressing the representation of costume and of 
movement and the imaginative quality of the various monsters or devils 
which the figure whom; he believes to be the hero encounters in several 
of them. 
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He praised it as showing a full grasp of all the artistic resources 
available in black and white prints and compares the illustrations in 
particular to Albert Durer's work. 
Nonetheless he is aware of the lack of a "European feeling for 
beauty". "Beauty" did not seem to be an intrinsic element in the 
Japanese attitude to art or to nature. The "devil in man and the doll 
in woman" seemed to be the aim of the Japanese artist. Unlike Ruskin 
and others, Rossetti refused to hold this against Japanese arts 
"we have no business nor any disposition to moralize" he wrote. 
Unlike Leighton, Rossetti does not identify Japanese art closely 
with the revolution against the Academy. However his claim that moral 
considerations had no place in the appreciation of Japanese art or 
indeed of any art is an indication of one of the revolutionary effects 
of the experience of Japanese art on European art. Japanese art was 
to be quoted by all the critics of a narrow moralistic attitude to art 
in the later nineteenth century in England and France. One thinks of 
Duranty, Wilde, Huysmans and Whistler as major figures who do this. 
Rossetti's precise, detailed analysis or the pictorial forms of 
Japanese art is indicative of the capacity of some Westerners in the 
mid-nineteenth century, to transcend the visual language of their own 
culture and to see the formal qualities of a totally alien language 
without utterly falsifying it. 
Rossetti's overall reaction to Japanese art at this time may be 
deduced from this passage, in his memoirs, on the subject of his early 
Japanese enthusiasm; 
Was there ever in real insight and superlative 
strength, the grace that comes of strength, a 
better landscape painter than Hirosh!ge? Yes, 
there was Turner. Who else? Or was there a 
more stupendous master of whatever he set his 
hand to than Hokusal or one who understood a 
tiger - the essence of tiger, not to insist on 
his skeletal scaffolding and his "anatomy 
figure" better than Ganko? or an inventor of 
bird and flower groups, a seer of the life of 
61 
flower and bird, equal to Kitao Shigemasa. 
How pale and petty how anaemic and indecisive, 
do most European things appear beside such 
mighty handiworkl 
From 1862 Rossetti became a fervent collector of Japanese prints 
and other art. Like many other early enthusiasts he visited shops in 
London and in Paris and his journal is one of the best records of the 
early Japanese trade in Paris which is the subject of the next section 
of this chapter. 
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The early trade in Japanese goods in Paris, the French response to 
Japanese art. 
In 1861, Baudelaire wrote to his friend Arsene Houssaye, the 98 
writer and sometime director of the The~tre Francais, indicating that 
for some time he had been in possession of a collection of Japanese 
prints which he had divided amongst his friends. 
II y a longtemps que j'ai r€cu un paquet de 
Japonneries. Je les ai partagees entre mes 
amis et moi, et je vous en ai reserve trois. 
Elles ne sont pas mauvaises (images d'~~inal 
du Japon 2 sols piece a Yeddo). Je vous 
/ 
assure que sur du Velin et encadre de bambou 
ou de baguettes vermillion, c'est d'un grand 
effet~. 
The comparison of Japanese prints with the native popular prints 
of France was made by many who saw them. The most well-known is that 
I 
l by Zola in his essay in defence of Manet, but there are also references 
in writings on Japanese art by the critics Chesneau, Bousquet, Feydeau 
and the dealer Sichel, as well as other passing references in writings 
of hostil~ critics. 
Epinal prints had been of great interest to Courbet and the 
\ 
Realists of the 1850's. Champfleury had studied them in some detail 
and advocated them as an example of successful popular art. 
The association of Japanese art with these prints therefore had a 
partisan implication in terms of current Western art. Champions of 
Realism and its artists used this analogy to express their approval, 
others used it to denigrate Japanese art just as they used it to attack 
the whole of the French "Avante-Garde" from Courbet to Van Gogh as 
naive, crude and, inevitably, as left-wing revolutionaries. I will 
take up these references in the body of this thesis. 
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The comparison with Epinal prints also indicates the nature of the 
Japanese prints that were being seen in Europe. Epinal work could 
only be compared to Japanese prints made from about 1800 onwards, and 
most closely compared to the prin~~ of the 1840's and later by 
Kuniyoshi, Kunisada, Hiroshige and many minor artists. The delicacy 
of colour a,nd line of earlier prints could never be confounded wi th 
~~inal work. The bright blues, reds, greens and browns of Epinal are 
64 
found only in the later work. 102 
The presence of Japanese prints in Paris in 1861 is also noted in 
the De Goncourt's "Journal". In June 1861 they speak of "dessins 
5UJ-
Japonais .i.1mprim€sl\ du papier qui r1ssemblent h. une ~toffe des 
toilettes - des visages des femmes qui ont l'air de venie d'un r~ve, 
une magie enivrait les yeux comme un parfum d'orient. Un art prodi-
guieux naturel, multiple comma une flore fascinant, comme une miroir 
magique". 
We have seen that the De Goncourt's interest in Japan may have 
been briefly roused as early as 1852. However it was only in the 
1860's that they, Baudelaire and many others, began the serious pursuit 
of Japanese goods. 
It is difficult to identify any major items of Japanese art in 
Paris before 1867. Moreover the shops dealing with Japanese art seem 
to have begun business in the early 1860's. This dating fits in with 
the relatively late date of French involvement in Japan (1858). Two 
events are generally oited as marking the beginning of Japanese 
interest in Paris. They are the supposed discovery by Bracquemond of 
a volume of the ''Mangwa'' in the shop of his printer, Deliitre, in 1856, 
10~ 
and the opening of the Japanese shop, "La Porte Chinoise", in Paris 104 
usually dated to 1862. I believe that Bracquemond, like Baudelair9and 
De Goncourt, first disoovered Japanese prints in a shop called "La 
Porte Chinoise" in late 1861. I will therefore discuss the history of 
this shop as far as it is known, and the other outlets for Japanese art 
in Paris before 1867. I will then go on to discuss the case against 
Bracqu:nond's"discovery" of Japanese prints. 
" 
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"La. Porte Chinoise" and other Far Eastern shops in Paris. 
It has recently been claimed that "La Porte Chinoise" was in 
existence as early in the 1830's, though no positive evidence has been 
presented for this. The earliest record that I have of the shop is an 105 
advertisement in a catalogue of the Paris exhibition of 1849. 
The shop was located at that time at "36 Rue Neuve Vivienne, 
(anciennement Tue de la Bourse)", and was advertised as selling -
Magasin Special de Th~s de premier choix, , 
marchandises de Chine et du Japon, boites a 
th6, th~ieres en metal anglais, objets d'art, ,. 
du curiousites, etc., 
The proprietor is given as J. G. Houssaye who had also written a book, 
the "Monographie du The". Houssaye had direct links with China and 
displayed a great variety of goods. I suspect that he was a relation 
of Arsene Houssaye though I have been unable to find any evidence of 
this. 
., 
The linking of Japanese goods with the sale of tea in this shop 
\ 
may well explain the many stories about the "discovery" of Ja.panese 
art by various artists in tea shops. 
The first record of Mme. De Soye's presence in Paris is in 
"Le Journal Amusant" 20 Avril 1861. which annOWlces that "Madame D" 
(De Soye?) "qui, apres, 10 :8Jl.~ de. re'ohe~ohes intell1.gentes a consti tu~ 
le plus curieux musee chinois qu'on puisee imaginer". The collection 
was sold on the 23rd April 1861. This sale was one of several of Far 
Eastern goods that took place in Paris in 1861 and 1862. 
Mme. De Soye could have begun trading in 1861, but her address 
was 220 Rue Rivoli. In the preface to "Cherie" published in 1884, 
Edmond De Goncourt claims to have visited "La Porte Chinoise" in 1860, 
where he discovered his first Japanese album. He also speaks of 
visi ting Mme. De Soye "un peu plus tard". The first entry of the name 
"Desoye" in the Bettin ooours in 1863. indicating that she had begun 
business in 1862. The oontinued existenoe of the other "La Porte 
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Chinoise" of the Rue Neuve Vivienne, once owned by Houssaye,into the 
1860's would explain the problem of dates. Moreover the date 1862 is 
, 
confirmed by Ernst Chesneau in his article "Le Japon a Paris" in the 
G.B .A. 1878. 
Mme. De Soye's shop may not even have been called "La Porte 
Chinoise", as it is not ,referred to by this title in contemporary 
references, but I have retained the name as it is often associated 
with the shop by later writers. 
As Mme. De Soye had spent time in the East it is easy to under-
stand her importance as an authority to the early Japanese enthusiasts. 
William Rossetti remembered her as a good source of information; 
Several of my earlier Japanese items were acquired 
in London; about an equal number in Paris, where 
I used to drop in at the shop in the Rue Rivoli, of 
Madame Dessoye - a very pleasant and well informed 
purveyor with whom I had several amusing chats. 
I know not what has become of Madame, for years 
,past her shop has disappeared from the Rue de 
Rivoli. She told me a little personal anecdote 
over which we both laughed. One of those half 
bred British tourists who make themselves a pest 
and a jest among the "benighted foreigners", one 
who appears to have considere~ himself a lady killer, 
entered her shop, and, after looking at various 
things Which she showed with her usual amenity he 
suddenly blurted out "Je vous amour". Madame 
66 
Dessoye promptly showed him the door. 108 
The best picture of Mme. Dessoye and her shop is given by De 
Gonoourt in his Journal in 18181 
En oes derniers joure que de stations dans oette 
boutique de la rue de Rivoli, ou trone en sa 
bijout€rie d'idole japo~ise la grass madame 
"-Desoyel Une figure presque historique de ce 
temps, que cette femme dont le magasin a ~t6 
l'endroit, l'~ole pour ainsi dire, ou s'est 
elabore oe grand mouvement japonais, qui 
s'etend ajourdh~i de la peinture a la mode. 
Ca ~t€ d'abord quelques originaux comme mon 
frare et moi, puis Baudelaire puis Villot, puis 
Burty, tout aussi amoureux de 
la marchande que des bibelots; puis a notre 
suite¥ la bandes des peintres fantaisistes, 
enfin les hommes et les femmes du monde qui 
ont la pretention d,atre des natures artistiques. 
Dans cette boutique aux 6tranget~s si joliment 
fa~onnees et toujours caressees de soleil les 
heures passent rapidea a regarder, a retourner, 
a manier, ces choses d'un art agreable ayKtouches; 
et cela au milieu du bab~}, des rires, des 
pouffements fous de la drolatique et graveleuse 
crea ture • " 
De Goncourt goes on to record that Mme. Dessoye had visited Japan and 
that her fine transparent white complexion had caused a sensation, and 
that, while there, she had treated fever cases with Quinine and been 
mistaken for the Virgin Mary. 
In an article written in 1872, Burty confirms De Goncourt's 
assertion that he was one of the first customers of Mme. Desoye. He 
bought Japanese goods from her as a consolation for having failed to 
master Japanese in one of the courses held in the early 1860's by 
En chemin, j'ach~tal pour me consoler, chez une 
marchande de th~ de la rue de Rivoli, une serie 
de petits volumes orn~s de tr~s-curieuses gravure~ 
sur bois. "C'eat," me dit-elle (et je devaiS l.e'~ 
croiNcar elle arrivait en ligne droit du Japon) 
"l'histoire des chiens cel~bres." Cela me donna ' 
d'autant plus a r~f1~chir~ qu'il n'y ~ de chiens 
/ , 
figures que sur les couvertur~sJ a tr€s peu 
exceptions pres. 
Taken together the evidence that I have cited so far suggests that 
Mme. Dessoye took over a business, perhaps called "La Porte Chinoise", 
which had been importing tea and other goods from China, in 1862, and 
turned it over entirely to dealing in curios mainly from Japan, where 
she herself had spent a considerable time. It also suggests tha.t the 
shop became a centre of the developing enthusiasm for Japan, as later 
; 
authorities such as Benedite were to claim. The shop's importance 
reached a peak about 1864 when its customers included most of the 
artists and critics who were to play major parts in the history of the 
influence of Japanese art on the West. 
Rossetti paid several visits to her shop in May and June of that 
year, on Saturday, 16th May, for instance; 
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Went to Dessoye's, the Japanese shop in the Rue 
de Rivoli, and bought books, etc. to the amount 
of 40 francs. There is to be a new consignment 
in October especially of books of birds and 
flowers •••• Madame Dessoye told me some parti-
culars about Japanese matters. A figure with a 
robe figures with the leaves of a tree is the 
Tycoon (pronounced with the English "i"). The 
type of face constantly given to women is a mere 
convention. The real type is snub-nosed; but 
the Japanese as they admire long drooping noses 
improvise them for the purpose. The Japanese are 
much pleased with European work such as the cuts 
in the London Illustrated News. 
Rossetti then indicates that Mme. De Soye knew the Japanese ambassadors 
then in Paris. Rossetti's brother Dante Gabriel, also had dealings 
with Mme. De Soye. .On the 12th November 1864 he wrote to his mother 
68 
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that all the Japanese costumes in her shop were being snapped up by 112 
Tissot. Baudelaire also had considerable dealings with Mme. D! Soye 
in 1864 and 1865. He wrote to his friend Ancelle on December 29th, 
1864, asking him to visit Mm. De. Soye's shop at 220 Rue de Rivoli; 
~ 
La dire qu'elle ait l'obligeance de me garder 
encore quelque temps Ie pupitre en laque que 
je lui ai donne a r~parer. Lui demander ce qui 
je dois, et lui affirmer que je vais revenir 
prochainement. , 113 
There are several similar references in Baudelaire's correspondence 
at this time. 
Whistler also bought from Madame De Soye in 1864. ]enedite, 
claiming to be quoted from his correspondence with Fantin Latour, says -
Whistler, pour son compte, fut un des ferventes 
les plus enthousiaet6s du Japon et l'un des 
fideles les plus assidus de la "Porte Chinoise" 
dans sa correspondance avec Fantin notamment en 
1864. il ne manque jamais de faire quelque 
recommandation a eon ami ou de Ie ch~ger de 
quelque commission en revenant du kouvre "pour 
la marchande qu'il appalla 'La JaP?'Ilaise'." 
Benedite notes that on one occasion Whistler asked Madame De Soye to 
put all the costumes in her shop on one side for him. 
Fantin provides the first conorete link between Felix Bra~quemond 
and Japanese art. In a letter to Fantin of April 9th, 1862, 
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Bracquemond mentions a gift of Japanese prints that he made to Pant in. 
Bracquemond can therefore be safely reckoned among the early customers 
of ~~e. De Soye although the earliest reference to this iB in Benedit~'6 
article "Bracquemond l'Animalier" of 1905. 115 
There is no means of confirming the association of any other 
artists or critics with Mme. De Soye,~s shop directly. Undoubtedly, 
however, a much wider circle must have used the shop and the assertions' 
of Chesneau, Bene:dite and others that Degas, Alfred Stevens, Alphonse 
Hirsch, Manet, Zola, Champfleury and others were customers during the 
1860's are probably correct, though in some cases, such as that of 
Duret, their Japanese enthusiasm only arose after 1867. 
The enthusiasts had several other shops to visit in Paris during 
// 
the '60's. Benedite speaks of "une foule de petits comptoirs Japonais" 116 
fL 
which followed the success of Mme. De SOYAs "La Porte Chinoise". 
Rossetti records visits he made in 1864 to Japanese shops at 1, 
Boulevard des Capucines, and in the Rue Vivienne (perhaps the original 117 
liLa Porte Chinoise"). At both he bought· Japanese print books but noted 
a decline in their artistic quality which he attributed to European 
influence. However Mme. De Soye's shop remained the most important 
r 
source of Japanese goods in Paris in the 1860's. In the 1810's it was 
overshadowed by other dealers notably by Bing and the Sichel freres. 
The last known date at which "La Porte Chinoise" was still open is 
September 19th, 1811, when De Goncourt records the purchase of an 
embroidered silk square there. Though as we have seen, De Goncourt 
also mentions the shop in a reminiscent passage in 1818,. 
We have no record of particular items which were sold at the shop 
though the range was considerable, as can be seen from the evidence I 
have given. We do know that Mme. De Soye dealt in prints by Hokusai as 
Rossetti mentions discussing him with her in 1864. She was under the 
impression that Hokusai had died Bome forty years before, his real 
,. ' 
•. ~ 
date of death being 1849. However since one of the other Japanese 
dealers informed Rossetti that lIokusai had died a hundred years earlier 
this is not such a major error. 
The cllse against Bracquemond as the IIdiscoverer ll of Japanese art. 
There is no doubt that Bracquemond was one of the early enthus-
iasts of Japanese art. We know that he collected Japanese prints, and 
that he made engravings and ceramic designs using Japanese motifs. 
However he is most well-known for being the IIdiscoverer ll of Japanese 
prints in Paris in 1856. This title and date have become something 
of a monument and therefore I believe it to be worthwhile to review 
the evidence for and against it. 
,// 
1'ver since 1905 when Benedite wrote his article IIBracquemond 
l'animalier ll , it has been asserted that Felix Bracquemond, engraver and 
illustrator, was the first artist to have appreciated the value of 
Japanese prints. 
,/ , 
According to Benedite this occurred in 1856. 
Bracquemond saw a section of Hokusai's "Mangwall at his printers 
(Del~tre), and subsequently secured it by exchanging a valuable book 
, 
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from his own collection for it. This story has only once been seriously 
challeneed, by Mme. Y. Thirion who made the following points against it. 119 
First, there is no intermediate reference to Bracquemond's dis-
" ,/ 
covary between 1856 and Benedit~'s article. The earliest records of 
the discovery of Japanese prints mention Bracquemond as only one among 
many people involved in the new craze. The most famous of these is 
, 
Chesneau's 1878 article, IILe Japon a Paris". However the absence of 
any reference to Bracquemond's discovery of Japanese art in the article 
on his work written by his friend Ph. Burty, himself a major Japanese 
enthusiast, is much more telling. 
@ Burty, Bracqumond's comrade in the 
/I 
"Societ'9 du Jinglar", would have been the first to recognise such a 
claim. 120 
I. 
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Second, Benedite contrived to give the impression that Bracquemond 
had indicated that the date of his discovery was 1856. In fact he 
deduced the date from the fact that a print by Bracquemond, "La Marche 
des Canards" is described in ]eraldi's "Graveurs du dix-neuvieme si~cle" 
as one of the first works to be printed on Japanese paper and is dated 
// 
1856. Benedite reveals that the date is a deduction from evidence and 
not an admission from ]racquemond when he says "La date 1856 est certain 
mais je ne sais pas si Bracquemond pourrait en certifier Ie mois et Ie 
jour". 
// Bracquemond told Benedi te that the ''Mangwa'' was sent to France as 
packing for ceramics sen;-from Japan by Frenchmen. Thirion claims that 
no Frenchmen were involved in the Japanese trade in Japan until after 
1858, which was the date of the first Franco-Japanese trade treaty. 
As we have seen that Mme. De Soye could have been in Japan earlier 
than thiS, and Japanese goods were on sale in Paris in 1840, this point 
loses some of its force. 
Mme. Thirion's article was written in 1960, and it is remarkable 
. that until then Bracquemond's role as discoverer of Japanese art was 
accepted without question. 
// 
Many books have continued to repeat Benedit~s assertion. It has 
, 
been highly convenient to have a clear date on which to base an account 
of Japanese influence which restricted it either to the role of a con-
firmation of formal trends already present within Western art, or to a 
deterministic and mechanical stimulus to change. These two views have 
in common a prior commitment to an account of painting in the second 
half of the nineteenth century in terms of successive "Avant-Gardes". 
Thus, although this dating is apparently a trivial matter, it has found 
its way into most books dealing with this period. In view of this I 
feel that additional evidence about Bracquemond's interest in Japan 
should be mentioned. Such evidence is drawn from his writings. 
. :
,-' . 
nracquemond knew that the De Goncourts had claimed that they were 
the first to discover Japanese art. Yet he made no attempt to indicate 
his own discovery of 1856, even after De Goncourt's death when he wrote 
of his interest in Japanese art in the preface to the s~le catalogue of 
the Goncourt collection of modern etchings and prints. In fact he 
treates his part in the development of Japanese influence as that of a 
participant in a general enthusiasm. 
Certes mon admiration, ma sympathie n'ont subi 
aucun amoindrissement pour cette art qui sait 
tout dire, tour exprimer par des formes orna-
mentales d'une originalit6 qui se renouvelle 
sans cesse. Mais apres la p~riode des surprises, 
des enchantements provoquea par l~nouveaute 
d'expressions ai inhabituea, est venue Ie calme 
de l'examine critique. Sans cesser d'admirer 
les resultats, j'ai pu apprecier les moyens 
d 'execution. 
Surely had he been the first to discover Japanese art, Bracquemond 
would have mentioned it, at least,in such a passage. Since he did not 
do so, what reason would he have had for telling Benedite that he was 
the first to discover them? 
In Bracquemond's own writings on art there is no Sign of a deep , 
interest in Japanese art. In the study of print making that originally 
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appeared in the "Journal des Arts" under the title "Trois l1vres" and 
was later published as "Etude sur le gravJfJi}de bois et la lithographie", 
Bracquemond mentions his love of wood and refers to his discovery rurl 
love for Epinal coloured woodcuts around 1845. He also mentions 
Gavarni, Daumier and Raffet. He makes no mention of Japanese prints 
and apparently had no appreciation of their significance as technical 
achievements. This may be because the colour printing process for the 
prints was not widely known during the 1860's. 
W. Rossetti was told by one Japanese dealer in Paris that the 
process was a secret known only to the Mikado's servants. However 
Wirgman and others sent perfectly accurate descriptions of the process 
to Europe. 122 
,-
Nonetheless the absence of any reference to Japanese art does 
suggest that Bracquemond did not consider it an important part of his 
own development. If he had been the initiator of Japonisme as 
Benedit~ claims him to be, surely he would have mentioned Japanese 
prints in this discussion, as they would be a far more eloquent testi-
mony to the illustrative potential of woodcuts than Epinal prints. 
The didactic study "Du Dessin et de la Couleur" provides similar 
negative evidence. Bracquemond omits from his discussion the art of 
the Orient, the Persians, the Chinese and the Japanese, because they 
, ' are beyond the central canon of his aesthetic "du modele", and would 
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require a special study. 123 
Bracquemond came to regard the black and white etching or 
engraving as the only legitimate form of print making, as he said, 
"Ie vrai blanc et noir" with its tones, subtleties of shadow and line 
was the ultimate achievement in print making. 
The inferior quality of Japanese prints could be demonstrated in 
their deliberate avoidance of such subtleties; 
, 
L'art de l'extreme orient est incomplet dans la 
./ 
representation de la nature. Par lui Ie dessin 
est reduit a 1a convention graphique due trait, 
il rend l'expression des choses seulernent par 
leurs contours. L'art japonais ignore et veut 
, , ", 
ignorer la lumiere et l'ombre, ces elements 
./ 
natural que pour exprimer rapidement nos penseea, 
j'appelerait la nature ~~me. L'inf$riorite de 
l'art japonais vient de la suppression voulue du 
clair et de l'obscur dans sa conception et son 
... , 
originalite. C'est, la fois son faible6~ et 
son originalite. Elementaire dans aon te~lU1ique, il 
semble naturel a toute main; c'est une ecriture. . 124 
One cannot escape the conclusion that for Bracquemond, Japanese art was 
a passing interest, one of many, and that he was merely a minor member 
of the circle which discovered Japanese art in Paris in the early 
1860's;as we have seen J.P.Bouillon's study of his correspondence shows 
that the earliest mention of Japanese art in his letters occurs in 1862. 
It was at this time that Bracquemond began acquiring his volumes 
.\ 
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of Japanese illustrated books. Gabriel Weisberg identified two artists' 
work in one book, in the possession of his grand-daughter, Mme. Henriod 
Bracquemond. The book was entitled "Flowers of the Present Reign" and 
and contained print designs by Shonen, otherwise known as Tai-zen 
1812-1869, by Shotei Hoku-ju, another artist of the mid-nineteenth 
century and a pupil of Hokusai. This adds evidence to my hypothesis 
that only mid-nineteenth century prints were available in burope before, 
1861. 
Bracquemond was essentially a minor figure, perhaps De Goncourt's 
judgement of him is best; 
,/ 
il a voyage toute sa vie, allant de dessins 
de portieres contemporaines, sur fond d'or 
"'" , a la Holbein, a la copie des fantaisies de 
l'Extreme-Orient et ~ leur introduction dans 
notre art industriel, sans jamais avoir 
trouveune originalite tiree de lui-meme. 
The De Goncourts and other Japanese enthusiasts 
Further evidence of the new interest in Japanese art in Paris is 
provided by the De Goncourts. They refer to Japanese prints in their 
Journal for July 19, 1864; • 
., , " Ce soir, Ie soleil ressemble a un pain a 
cacheter cerise, sur un cie1 SUr une mer gris 
perle. Dans leurs impressions en cou1eur, les 
Japonais seuls ant oS'e ces 6tranges effets de 
nature. 
Schwartz is of the opinion, that, about this time, the Goncourts began 
a sustained propaganda campaign for Japanese taste and that it was 
through them that most French artists whose styles were formed during 
the '60's became aware of Japanese art. Edmond was to continue this 
propaganda until his death. 
I am not convinced that the De Goncourts played such a central 
role in the developing enthusiasm for Japanese art. This is an 
impression that one takes away naturally from the Journal but I shall 
show that Burty, Duret and others were equally important in promoting 
the influenoe of Japanese art in the West. 
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The Goncourts turned quite naturally from their study of the 
eighteenth century French art to Japanese art, linking both by the 
concept of the natural in art and the observation of nature; 
L'art Chinois et surtout l'art japonais; ces 
arts qui paraissent aux yeux bougeouis d'une si 
invraiss~mblable fantaisie sont puises ~ la / 
nature meme. Tout ce qu'ils font est emprunte 
" a l'observation. lIs rendent ce qu'ils voient 
les effets incroyables du ciel, les s~bures du 
/ 
champignons,les transp~~ences de la meduse. 
Leur art copie la natura comma l'art gothique. 
Au fond ce n'est pas un paradox de dire qu'un 
album japonais et un tableau de Watteau sont 
tire's de l' intime e'tude de la nature. Rien de 
pareil chez les Grecs, che~ eux, l'art - ho~s 
la sculpture - est dans la faux et l'invente. 
Like others the Goncourte were attracted by the closeness to 
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"nature" of Japanese art, and they allied it closely with their personal 
weapon against academicism ) eighteenth century' French art, ae 
well as the more generally anti-academic taste for the "Gothic" by 
which they meant the Early Renaissance art as well as the more fanciful 
aspects of the art of the Middle Ages. 
Their Journal for 1866 emphasises ~hat they, like Rossetti, 
appreciated the elements of fantasy in Japanese art as much as its 
decorative excellence, by means of a bizarre simile, that of a human 
embryo, 
Quand on ~tudie l'embryon humain dans des 
groseiesements de figurations en cire et qu'on 
sait de la t~he embryonnalre a l'enfant, Ie 
development de l'etre, il semble qu'on voit la 
racine, Ie germe de deux arts, de l'art du 
Japon et de l'art du Moyen Age. 
They pursue this analogy to the point of arguing that an embryonic 
people and civilisation produce an embryo-like art. 
. .,I 
In 1866 they published "Idees et Sensations", a volume of extracts 
from their'Journal,which was still to be published. This contained 
passages praising Japanese prints. Once again the fantasy element of 
Japanese art was singled out, the Goncourts even argue that for the 
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Japanese, fantasy constituted an ideal similar to the Greek ideal of 
perfection; 
L'imagination du monstre, de l'animalit~ 
chimerique l'art de peindre les peurs qui 
s~approchant de l'homme Ie jour avec Ie 
feroce et Ie reptile la nuit avec les appara-
tions troubl~s, la facult~ de figurer et 
d'incarner ces paniques de la vision et de 
l'illusion dans des formes et des constructions 
,A , ,.-d etre membres; articules presque viables -
c'est Ie genie du Japon. Le Japon a cr~e et 
,; 
vivifie Ie Bestiaira de l'hallucination. On 
croiraif voir jaillir et s'~lancer du cerveau 
de son art, comma de la caverne du cauchemar, , 
un monde de demons animaux, une creation , , 
taillee dans la turgescence de Ie difformite 
des betes ayant la torsion et la convulsion 
< f'- L} de ~ de mandragore, ••••••••••••••••••• 
........................................... 
Nous Europeens et fran~ais noue ne sommes pas~i 
riches d'inventionl notre art n'a qu'un 
monstre, c'est toujours ce monetre de r{cit de 
Th6ramene qui menace, dans les tableaux de 
M. Ingres, Angelique avec sa la~e en drap 
rouge - la bas - le monstre est partout. 
C'est le decor et presque le mobilier de la 
maison. 
'-_~, col ' 
.R,,( 
.\ ~ "-1.-. 
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The attack on Ingres for his lack of imagination is most significant as 
it points to an important reason for the attractiveness of Japanese 
, 
art to the West, especially in France. It was not simple a new aware-
ness of nature that was needed in Western art, but a new, integrated 
consciousness of the power of fantasy and the imagination. Japanese 
art, as we shall see, offered, or was felt to offer, both. The 
Goncourt's description of the reaction of their painter hero Coriolis 
/ de Naz to Japanese print albums in their stUdio novel "I1a.n; ette Salomon", 
which was begun in 1865, shows both these aspects. It is worth quoting 
in full as it shows the state of appreciation of Japanese art in the 
mid-60's in Paris, not just in terms of intellectual response, but in -
terms of the emotional tone with which the objects were regarded. 
Pour Coriolis, apr~s quelques easaia de travail 
lache, quelque coups de brosse, il prenait dans 
un cr~dence une pOignee d'albums aux couvertures 
bario16es, gaufrees, pointillees ou piquees d'or, 
brochees d'un fil de soie, et jetant cela par 
, 
terre~ s'etendant dessus, couche sur Ie ventre, 
dresse sur les deux coudes, les deux mains dans 
les cheveux, il regardait, en feuilletant, ces 
~ , pages pareilles a des palettes d'ivoire chargees 
, " , des couleurs de 1 Orient, tachees et diaprees, 
/ 
etincelantes de pourpre, d'outremer, de vert d'-
~meraude. Et un jour de pays feerique, un jour 
sans ombre et qui n'~tait que lumi~re, se levait 
pour lui de ces albums de dessins japonais. Son 
regard entrai t dans la profondeur de ces firmaments 
paille, baignant d'un fluide d'or la silhouette 
'" des etres et des campagnesJ il se perdait dans cet 
azur ou se noyaient les floraisons roses des arbres, 
" dans cet email bleu sertissant les fleurs de neige 
des p~chers et des amandiers, dans ces grands 
couchers de soleil cramoisis et d'o~ partent les 
rayons d'une rou~ de sang, dans la splendeur de 
- " ces ~es ecornes par Ie vol des grues voyageuses. 
L'hiver, Ie gris de jour, Ie pauvre ciel frisson-
nant de Paris, 11 les fuyait et les oub11ant au 
bord de ces mers 11mpides comma Ie ciel,balan~ant 
des d~ses sur des radeaux de buveurs de theJ il 
les oubliait dans ces champs aux rochers de lapis, 
dans ce verdoiement de plants aux pieds mouilles, 
pres de ces bambous, de ces haies efflorescentes, 
qui font un mur avec de grands bouquets. Devant 
lui, se deroulait ce pays d~. maisons ro~ges, aux 
murs de paravent, aux chambres peintes, a l'art de 
nature si naif et si vif, aux interieurs mircitants, 
6clabousses, amuses de tous les reflets que font 
les vernis das bois, l'lmail des porcelaines, les 
ors des laques, le_fauve luisant des bronzes tonkin. ( 
Et tout a coup, dans ce qu'il regardait, une page 
fleurissante semblait un herbler du mois de mai, 
, -,
une poignee due printemps, toute fraiche arrachee, 
aquarell~e dans Ie bourgeonnement et la jeune 
tendresse de sa couleur. C'etaient des zigzags de 
branches, ou bien des gouttes de couleur pleurant 
en larmes sur Ie papier, ou des pluies de caracteres 
jouant et descendant comme des essaims d'insectes 
dans l'arc-en-ciel du dessin nue. Ca et la, des 
rivages montraient des plages ~blouissantes de 
blancheur et fourmillantes de crabes; une porte 
jaune, un treillage de bambou, des pallisades de 
clochettes bleues laissaient deviner Ie jardin 
.,. 
d'une maison de thel des caprices de paysages 
j~aient des temples dans Ie ciel, au bout- du piton 
II' d'un volcan sacr~ toutes les fantaisies de la 
terre, de la vegetation, de l'architecture, de la , 
roche dechiraient l'horizon de leur pittoresque, 
Du fond des bonzeries partaient et s'evasaient des 
rayons, des iclairs, des gloires jaunes palpitants 
de vols d'abeilles. Et des divinites apparaissai-
ent, la t~e nimbee de la branche d'un saule, et Ie 
corps evanoui dans la tomOee des rameaux. 
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Coriolis feuilletait toujours: et devant lui 
passaient des femmes, les unes d~vidant de la 
soie cerise, les autres peignant des eventails; 
des femmes buvant ~ petites gorg:es dans des 
tasses de laque rouge; des femmes interrogeant 
des baquets magiques; des femmes glissant en 
barques sur des fleuves, nonchalamment pench~es 
sur la poesie et la fugitivite de l'eau. Elles 
avaient des robes ~blouissantes et douces, dont 
les couleurs semblaient mourir en bas, des robes , / 
glauques a ecailles, ou flottait come l'ombre d'un , , 
monstre noye, des robes brodees de pivoines et de 
griffons, des robes de plumes, de soie, de fleurs 
et d'oiseaux, des robes ~tranges, qui s'ouvraient 
et s'~talaient au dos, en ailes de papillon, 
tournoyaient en remous devague autour des pieds, 
plaquaient au corps, ou bien s'en envolaient en 
l'habillant de la chimerique fantaisie d'un des sin 
h ' , ~ eraldique. Des antennes d'ecaille piquees dans 
les cheveux, ces femmes montraient leur visage 
~ / pale aux paup~res fardees, leurs yeux relev6s au 
coin comme un sourire; et accoudtes sur des . 
balcons, Ie menton sur Ie revers de la main, 
muettes, reveuses, de la reverie sournoise d'un 
Debureau dans une pantomime, elles semblaient 
ronger leur vie, en mordillant un bout de leur 
v~tement. 
, 
Et d'autres albums faisaient voir a Coriolis une 
boliere pleine de bouquets, des oiseaux d'or 
becquetant des fruits de carmin, - quand tombait 
dans ces visions du Japon, la lumlere de la 
realit~, Ie soleil des hivers de Paris, la lampe 
qu'on apportait dans l'atelie •• 
Schwartz claims that '~anette Salomon" was almost obligatory 
reading for young artists at the close of the '60's. However as I have 
shown, Japanese enthusiasm was widespread in Paris before 1866 when 
the book was published. It is simplifying matters to claim that the 
Goncourts highly rhetorical style which always emphasis the precious 
quality of Japanese prints and their visionary beauty could have 
influenced so directly the majority of painters at this time. However 
I will deal with their possible influence when I discuss the work of 
individual artists. 
The Goncourts assimilated both the art of Watteau and Japanese 
art into their conception of an art based on nature. This is hardly 
an opinion which contemporary artists would have supported. 
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Other writers also showed an interest in the art of the East. In 
1867 Zachary Astruc published a series of articles in the journal 
"L'Ete.ndard" about Ja.pan which were very successful and included 131 
references to Japanese art. These essays were highly romantic in 
their treatment of Japan, which Astruc referred to as "L'lle de la 
Demoiselle", recalling the lightness and colour of the dragonfly. 
Astruc even uses figurative magic carpets to transport himself and the 
reader round Japan. He dwelt on the Japanese interest in nature, and 
pointed to the connection this provided between Japanese art and modern 
artists. 
Astruc's romanticising was based entirely on his reading of early 
travel books, such as those discussed in this chapter. He followed 
them in believing that Japanese art was the result of the Japanese 
religious cult of nature. He also wrote a play entitled "L'ne de 
la Demoiselle" which embodied his ideas and was much admired although 
it was never published. 
This development of knowledge did not help French critics to 
J 
understandthe adoption of Japanese devices by Western artists. 
i 
Gautier, reviewing Whistler in 1862 was puzzled by his stranee 132 
perspective and found the lack of depth in his painting incomprehenoible. 
In the 1863 Salon Whistler's work was in the Salon des Refuses. Chesneau, 133 
who was later to become one of the foremost of propagandists for Japanese 
art, quite liked Whistler's work. However he was amused rather than 
enraptured. In "La Dame Blanche" he observed that the carpet was not 
in horizontal perspective and an arm was out of place. She also had a 
'" bizarre expression, he thought,- "Elle est plus curieuse que seduisante", 
he wrote. To use the Far East successfully in painting was still for 
Chesneau a matter of painting a variety of genre. He notes in the Salon 
work of M. de Bannes who painted Chinese interiors after having seen 134 
them while a solider on duty in China. 
Illustrations of Japanese art in European books of the 1850's and 1860's 
}1uch can be learnt about the type of Japanese art seen in Europe 
during this period and of the attitude to it, by a study of the illus-
trated books which appeared incorporating illustration taken from 
Japanese sources. I give below a brief account of the books I have 
studied. With the help of Mr. Basil Robinson of the Victoria and Albert 
Museum, I have been able to identify the sources of many of these 
illustrations. I have included this information in Appendix F. 
Within a year of the return of Perry's expedition the American 
publishers "Lippincotts" produced "Japanese Botany, being a facsimile 
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of a Japanese book with introductory notes and translation". 135 
This is a perfect black and white facsimile of a Japanese flower 
book first published in the eighteenth century. It is arranged to be 
read from back to front. The text is simply a literal translation of 
the names of the flowers. The book entered the British Museum in 
November 1855, it is therefore the first accurate reproduction of 
Japanese art to beoome available in Europe. It reproduces many Japanese 
, 
graphic mannerisms and motifs typical of mid-nineteenth century 
.... 
) 
illustrated books. 
However, most of the books which contain reproductions of Japanese 
art at this time are travel books. Moreover, topographical illustrations 
or genre scenes by European artists make up the bulk of the illustrations 
in these travel books and it is worth recording that in none of them do 
I see any influence from Oriental art. By and large then it can be said 
that the first generation of European artists to Bee the art of the Far 
East in its own setting were untouched by it, for these illustrators 
must have travelled East themselves, or, at least seen Japanese art at 
first hand in Europe. 
A good date for the beginning of the new intensive interest in the 
Far East is 1859, the year in which Leon Pages produced his 
I (17)1 
tr I 
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"Bibliographie Japonaise", which claimed to list all the books 
published about Japan to that date. It is interesting to note that 
none of them say much about Japanese art. By 1859 Bayard Taylor's 
"A visit to India China and Japan" had reached its sixteenth edition. 
This indicates the measure of interest in Far Eastern travel. 
Oliphant's account of Elgin's mission to Japan in 1859 contained four 131 
colour reproductions of Japanese prints (in volume two). They were 
titled "A View of Fuji", a "Lady at her toilet", a "Winter Scene" and 
, 
"Street aristocrats in a corner of Yedo". The prints were all late, I (18) . 
almost contemporary with Oliphant's visit to Japan which took place 
between 1856 and 1859. Oliphant also includes black and white prints 
of Japanese people at work, one of which, "Plasterers at work", seems 
to derive from Hokusai. He has nothing to say about art except to 
observe that Chinese art is no longer worth buying since a trade agree-
ment ruined the market. Also in 1859 there appeared A. Steinmetz's. 
"Japan and her people" published in London and New York. This contains 139 
several line drawings taken from Japanese prints, but they show none of 
, 
the accuracy of reproduction of Oliphant's work. There are also many 
Western style illustrations of Japanese costumes and manners which 
show very little appreciation of the grace of the Japanese costume. 
Of special interest is an illustration which shows the preparation of 
woodblocks for the making of prints. Many of these Westernised illus-
trations are signed E. Evans, which I suspect to be the signature of the 
draughtsman, wood engraver, and later publisher, Edmund Evans, who 
" 
pioneered colour printing from wood blocks in England in his "Toy Books". 
It is tempting to suggest that Blane got the idea for his colour 
illustrations from Japanese prints but he makes no mention of this in 
his "Reminiscences". As I shall show Evans published the designs of 
Walter Crane' . in the "Toy :Books" series and many of these made direct 
use of Japanese designs. Steinmetz quotes Fischer on Japanese art which 
0.- Ci 
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he describes as highly decorative, but with little or no portraiture. 
He also makes use of the report to the U.S. expedition to Japan, which 
praises Japanese nursery books and humorous illustrations as well as 
the highly precise Japanese woodcarving. However he lacks sufficient 
specimens, he says, to attempt an evaluation of Japanese art. 
In 1860 the first French book to discuss the Japanese as artists 
was published anonymously. It was "L'empire des Sources du Soleil ou 
Ie Japon Ouvert", Paris, 1860. Like Steinmetz, the author quotes from 
the report of the American expedition, praising their manual skill and 
carpentry. Discussing art, the author relies on the collection brought 
back by the 'American expedition which suggests to him that the Japanese 
are in the transitional period between a primitive art form and a new 
cuI ture'. Their work is compared to Etruscan vase painting, a transi-
tional phase in classical culture. The only positive statement made is 
that the Japanese were keen observers of nature. The description given 
by Jones, the chaplain of the American ship "Mississipi", of the Japanese 
method of painting screens directly without preliminary sketches is 
• quoted, but without any conclusions being drawn from it. 140 
In 1860 Sherard Osborne a captain of a voyage to Japan published 
his experiences in the English magazine "Once a week", with the title 
"Japanese fragments". They were illustrated by a series of repro-
ductions of black and white drawings by Hiroshige and other late 
Japanese artists. In 1861 the,articles were exp~nded and published as 
a book with the same title and a series of hand-painted colour repro-
ductions of late landscape prints added to the black and white illus-
trations. I have identified them in Appendix F. 141 
The landscapes are reduced reproductions from prints by Hiroshige, 
and their colouring is bright ~d garish, in red, blue and green. 142 
Osborne says nothing about the intrinsic value of Japanese art but does I (21) 
CI.. -co 
make comments on the prints. For instance in a street scene hels at 
)' 
J 
~ 
i 
pains to demonstrate the contrast of morality and immorality in the 
same image, the respectable travellers to a hotel and the prostitutes 
at its windows. Like others he compares Japanese culture to that of 
83 
Greece. Some of his illustrations are very well-chosen to illustrate 143 
or to produce a particular European conception of Japanese manners and 
1,'-
I' 
, 
, 
calm, for instance, "A Japanese lady, famous for her courage and I (22)' 
strength calmly surveying the landscape while standing on the halter 
of a very restive horse"; or 
"A Japanese hero in the rain taking off his hat to a lady of surpassing 
beauty." 
Osborne refers both in "Once a week" and in his book to a coPY of 
the "Hundred views of the matchless mountain" which he brought back 
with the prints which he reproduces. This is Hokusai's work, the 
144 
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"100 views of Fuji" from which some of his black and white illustrations I (23)) 
0..-& ' 
are taken. 
In 1862 another book was published which contained coloured 
illustrations. This was Fonblanque's "Niphon and Pe ehe Li", the most 146 
, 
amusingly written account of'a journey to the East. The frontispiece 
is a print of a street of theatres, and on p.14 is a colour print of an I (24a) 
&-
actor playing a woman. 
Fonblanque makes one very interesting reference to Japanese art 
which he refers to as "The perfect works of an Eastern Pre-Raphaelite 
school". He amuses himself then by commenting on the indecency of much 147 
Japanese art which is a common thing in writers at this time. He men-
tions how even the Bishop of Victoria, a notorious prude and missionary, 
unwittingly purchased some porcelain which had obscene designs on it. 
Fonblanque appears to have journeyed to Osaka for the prints. He 
reproduces one Osaka theatre print and he also includes a large fold-out 
reproduction of a Japanese theatre bill in the book. 
The illustrations in Fonblanque are of an exceptionally high quality. 
The tones are not garish like those in Osborne's book. 
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In 1861 the first attempt at a representative collection of 
colour reproductions of Japanese prints in France were published by 
Baron de Chassiron in "Notes sur Ie Japon, la Chine et L'Inde". The 
plates are divided into three groups, natural history, caricatures and 
country scenes. They seem to be mainly by Hokusai (natural history) or 
Hiroshige (country scenes) with some weaker and later plates in the 
caricature section. Their colour is rather flat and faded and in some 
148 
cases only a brown or green tint. I give several illustrations of them. I (25) 
a..-~ 
Chassiron makes an unfavourable comparison between Chinese and 
Japanese art. He claims that the Japanese are superior to the Chinese 
in their ability to unite thought and form in their work. The Japanese 
~ ... '" produce "un sentiment de mysticism et d'elegance elevee", the Chinese 149 
are merely refiners of form. 
Gautier read Chassiron's book and seems to have accepted his view 
of Japanese art. He claims that the Japanese have "Ie sentiment de 
A '" l'art, leur gout n'est pas chimerique et monstreux comme celui des 150 
Chinois". In another essay he condemned Chinese art completely. The 
, 
Chinese are civilised to the last degree of decrep ,·1 tude; 
;" La beaute consiste pour eux dans des inventions 
chim:riques. lIs demandent aux deviations 
infinies du laid et des moyens de raveoir leur 
gout blas6 et monstreux. Malsr' mille delicatesses 
diamantes mille ingeniosites singuliers, lIs restent 
'" ' inferieurs a nos yeux, aux Indians, aux orientaux ,.. 
et meme aux sauvages. Au fond ils sont affreusement 
bourgeois. 
It seems that in France the stigma of decadence which had been attached 
previously to all oriental cultures began to be reserved for the Chinese 
alone. This opinion may have been stimulated by a poor exhibition of 
loot from the summer palace of the Chinese emperors which was held in 
1861 at the Tuileries. Pauthler's account of this exhibition notes its 
poor quality and regrets the bad impression it is making on the large 
crowds that attended, 
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Je ne puis m'emp~cher d'exprimer d'abord iei 
Ie regret; et un regret profond, que ces 
obje!f .. dtart Boient tombes, avec tant d'autres, 
entre~es mains de nOB soldats, par 1e droit 
brutal de la guerre; et ensuite, que 1es 
~ , 
collections accumulees depuis plus d'un siecle 
dans les palais dtete des empereurs; collections 
assurement uniques en Chine; four ltab~dance et 
la rarete des objets, aient ete dispers~ a tous 
les vents, et qutil nten soit arrive en France 
qutun faible echantillon; leque1 a lui seul, 
est loin de suffire a donner une idee complete 
de l'art chinois. 
Pauthier also notes that Baron Gros who was the leader of the French 
expedition to the Far East was an artist himself and has given him 
histories of Chinese art taken from the library in Peking. "The 
Illustrated London News" provided an illustration of the exhibition 
which confirms this view. Whatever the reason the Japanese now began 
to assume their identity as models of art, industry and craftsmanship, 
that was to last throughout the rest of the nineteenth century while 
the Chinese were slowly forgotten about. 
Other illustrated books which make no comment on Japanese art are 
listed in Appendix C. The tradition of publishing and reproducing 
images taken from Japanese prints in Japanese travel books continued 
in the 1860's. Alcock's "The Capital of the Tycoonll contains hundreds 
of black and white vignettes drawn from print blocks. Many are 
recognisably by Hokusai (some from the Mangwa) and Hiroshige although 
most are totally distorted by European engravers. However later books 
'add nothing further to our knowledge of the Japanese art present in 
Europe before 1867. 
Photographs of Japan in Europe 
Almost from the time of Perry's visit photographs were being made 
of Japan and these reacher Europe in considerable quantities in the 
early 1860's. They formed an important souroe of visual information 
about Japan which was used in "The London Illustrated News" and many 
other periodicals and books from 1860 onwards. 
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In Enffland the firm of Negretti and Zambra marketed a great many 
stereoscopic views of Japan which unfortunately are untraceable as all 
their records were destroyed in the last war. 'fhe earliest catalogue 
they still have dates from the ulid-1870's, it records many such views 
both black and white and colour for sale, but gives no such details. 
However, in 1861, Bishop Smith's book, "Ten'veeks in Ja.pan", was 
published and illustrated with a series of engravings from Negretti and-
Zambra photographs. The engravings were printed in brown, green and 
over-printed in opaque white. Nonetheless they show that the early 
photographs of Japan gave an accurate picture of the Japanese domestic 
environment and the role that Japanese works of art had within it. 
As early as 1859-60, the journal "Photo News" published a series 
of articles called "Through Japan with a camera". Indeed it was not 
long after that a flourishing school of native Japanese photographers 
led by Renjio Shinoke grew up. 
Perhaps the most important photographer working in Japan in the 
1860's was Felix Beato whose photographs were used most frequently by 
, 
,; 
publishers of travel books, most notably in the book "Le Japon !llustre" 
~ by the Swiss ambassador to Japan, Aime Humbert, which was written in 
1868 though not published until 1872. 
Beato's work is discussed briefly in the chapter in this thesis 
enti tled "Disseminators of the Japanese image". 
Humbert and many other travellers to Japan from the mid-1860's 
onwards took to employing men such as Beato or native photographers to 
record their travels for them. These photographs naturally found their 
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way back to Europe and were used as the basis of published illustrations. 158 
By 1867 Chesneau had seen a great many photographs of Japan in Paris. 
Thus both commercial and individual sources contributed to the building 
up of a relatively large range of photographs of Japan in Europe of the 
1860's. These formed an important source of imagery for painters and 
were also an important factor in creating the Western "cultural" imaGe 
of Japan. Tissot's Japanese paintings, for instance, were almost 
certainly based in part on photographs. 
Conclusion. 
This survey of the early discovery of Japanese art has shown that 
there were a great variety of responses to it in England and France. It 
has traced many of these and demonstrated that they are all to be located 
within the general development of Western attitudes to the visual arts 
at the time. Japanese art does not appear to have been an unlooked-for 
and overwhelming revelation, nor does it appear to have attracted to 
itself simply the partisans of an "Avant Garde". 
I have shown that collections of Japanese art were available in 
Europe from as early as 1820, and that no special notice was taken of 
them. It is clear that Western artists made use of the Japanese example 
only at a time when factors in the development of culture and art in 
Europe made this a natural step. These factors will be discussed in the 
following chapter. 
, 
~le supporters of Japanese art form a broad'spectrum of artistic 
opinion in the 1850's and 1860's. Moreover the points which interested 
them about it are often similar if not identical. The relation of art 
to nature in Japanese art was to be a common theme and ~ropean writers 
on Japanese art often use it to express their own definition of this 
problem which became the most pressing one for art in the 1860's, as 
the following chapter will show. 
This chapter has also shown that a basis for the acceptance of 
Japanese art into European culture had already been established by a 
European taste fqr Chinese goods dating back to the seventeenth century, 
and by events like the Chinese exhibition of the 1840's. Thus a ready-
made series of references in Western culture existed for Far Eastern 
art and these were to affect the early response to Japanese art in 
cases such as that of Whistler. 
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If one contrasts the English and the French responses to Japanese 
and Far Eastern art during the sixties one is struck once again by the 
Romantic acceptance of their possibilities ;)s the means to new exper-
ience in France, while the English approach was analytical and limited. 
The Goncourts and Astruc inherited their attitude from the Romantics 
through Gautier, while England was dominated by the ideas of Ruskin and 
the result was Leighton's careful analysis of the separate plastic 
qualities of Japanese art. 
As a result of this different background there was a different 
range of possible artistic response to the Far Eastern example in each 
country. Its relevance was much more clearly felt in France because of 
the development there of a strong Romantic literature connected with 
the East, and because of the attitude of the French Romantic artists to 
the presentation of experience. I shall explain this fully in my next 
chapter. 
Japanese art was tremendously popular from its first appearance in J 
, 
both countries, and achieved a great fashionable following in the later i 
, 
1860's both in England and France. If one were to suggest a single 
date for the beginning of a serious Japanese influence in Western art 
it would be 1862 as this chapter has demonstrated that many important 
events took place in that year - for instance the opening. of Madame De 
Soye's shop and the London exhibition organised by Alcock. Its 
appearance coincided with the full realisation of the impact of the 
industrial revolution in both countries, in the early 1860's. During 
the decade many artists and designers were to see Far Eastern art as a 
counterweight to these effectsl their attitude was confirmed by 
experiencing the contrast between Japanese design and western work at 
the great international exhibitions. This counterweight took various 
forms as div~rse as the simple absolute of material beauty supported by 
Gautier and the extremely complex absorption of ideas and imagery that 
one sees in Van Gogh's work. One of the most common speculations in 
the sixties was that the principles of Japanese art could be applied 
to industrial design and thus regain for the West the beauty that had 
been lost when the machine took over from the craftsman in the manu-
facture of articles of everyday use. "La machine est sans coeur, 
Foedora, voil'8. tout Ie secret", wrote Gautier at the end of an article 
devoted to demonstrating the superior qualities of the "barbarian" work. 
at the International EXhibition of 1862. 
This chapter has also demonstrated that Japanese paintings and 
prints were at first the least regarded amongst Japanese objects in 
Europe, although even prints were relatively expensive in the 1860's 
at four francs each, compared with only 15 centimes in the 1870's. 
Furthermore it has been established by careful consideration of 
dated examples that only prints made after 1830 can be proved to have 
been present in Europe in the 1860's, and that the majority of works 
present were made in the late 1840's or 1850's. The only Japanese 
artist known by name was Hokusai, and ignorance of even the date of his 
, 
death suggests that many prints by later, weaker artists were attri-
buted to him by eager early collectors unable to distinguish his style 
or signatures. This is a most important point for consideration of the 
influence of Japanese art on Western artists in the 1860's, as the 
style of prints made in this late period is very different to that of 
earlier work. 
B,y investigating the nature of the Japanese objects and images of 
Japan available in Europe it has become possible to describe accurately 
the artistic possibilities and visual meanings made available to 
Western artists by the "discovery" of Japanese art in the 1850's and 
1860's. 
I am aware that little has been said in this chapter which refers 
directly to art, but I believe that this investigation will justify 
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itself. It was necessary to deal with these matters at such length to 
avoid the misconceptions that could arise from a partial/generalised 
account. The artistic consequences of what has been described here 
will be explored in the following Chapter. 
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SECTION ONE 
CHAPrER TWO: The response of Artists and Dpsieners to Japanese Art 
before the Paris }~ibition of 1867. 
In Chapter One I indicated that to account for the sudden interest 
in Far Eastern art in the second half of the nineteenth century it 
would be necessary to investigate changes of attitude to art and to its 
practice. To describe an "influence" it is not sufficient to demon-
strate the presence of the works which promoted that influence one must 
also describe the changes which gave that influence relevance, the situa-
tion which predisposed so many artists to look at Far Eastern art in a 
different way to that of their predecessors. 
In this chapter I propose a characterization of these changes 
which I intend to relate to the documented use of Far F~stern art before 
1867, the year of the first great public appea.rance of this art in Paris. 
Paris was their centre and the ~alon Des Refus~s of 1863 is the 1 
most obvious historical indication that change was taking place. The 
1860's have always been a problematic period for art historians a.s the 
relationships between artists and their comrades, their patrons and 
public were constantly shifting. Moreover the artistic developments of 
the earlier nineteenth centu~ were made by artists such as Delacroix 
and Courbet, eager to develop a personal style from the possibilities 
they were offered. The controversy surrounding the period has been 
encouraged further by the informal or anecdotal nature of most of the 
evidence we have from the artists themselves. Manet did not keep a 
journal and we have only fragmentary evidence about the most of those 
who figure in this chapter. 
The conditions of artistic life in the late fifties and early 
sixties were conducive to an informal spread of information and interest. 
It was very easy for the critics, artists and travellers to meet each 
other in cafes which served as centres for various artistic groups or 
in the parties in artists' studios. There were also more formal 
occasions when knowledge of Eastern art could have circulated such as 
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the lecture that Baudelaire attended. Critics such as Hurty and Astruc 2 
are important in this respect since we may work from their first 
interest in oriental art towards an understanding of the development of 
interest in it amongst the artists with which they were closely assoc-
iated. Returning travellers from the East such as Lindrul are also 3 
interesting in this respect, and would have talked to many about their 
experiences. 
Enough has now been said to make clear the difficulties of this 
chapter. It has inevitably, therefore, to rely on inference and 
deduction, -_ _ __ .• 
However we must not be prepared to accept apocryphal sto-cies a.10ut the 
"discovery" of Japanese or any other form of orientfll art at an early 
sta~e in an artist's career. It may be of interest to know that it hus 
been claimed that rlonet first saw oriental art durinc his boyhood at 
Le Havre, or that Whistler first saw Japanese prints beinG used to 
wrap tea at a grocer's stall by the Thames; but this information is of 
Ii ttle value without corroboration, and in A.ny case, fails to tell us 
what the artists concerned saw, when exactly they saw it, or whether 
they valued it at that time. 
I therefore intend to rely heavily on the independent evidence 
which I have been able to discover as to the character and quality of 
the Far Eastern art that was available during the 60's. 
Previous writers on the influence of Japanese art at this time have 
. relied on E. Chesneau's article "Le Japon ~ Paris" written in 1818, as 4 
a basis for their discussions. However it has been forgotten that this 
article was one of many written for the G.B.A. in connection with the 
1818 exhibition in Paris at which the Japanese exhibits had enOrmous 
success. In his article Chesneau made reference to all thoBe he knew 
who had shown an interest in what was, by then, a hiChly fashionable 
subject. It would be a serious error to imply that this interest 
extended back to the 1860's. In his writines of that period ChcsneBu 
makes no mention of them. In his book of criticisms of the 1867 
international exhibition "Les Nations Rivales dan~L'Art", he wrote an 
article on Japanese art but only mentioned Boudin and De Gas as artists 
whose work had Japanese qualities. Moreover his attitude to these 
qualities is somewhat different to that commonly assumed since he saw 
them in a De Gas "Portrait de Famille" and a Boudin landscape. He does 
not mention Ja;panese art in connection with Manet, Tissot or Stevens, 
whose work he reviews. In his lecture on a Japanese exhibition 
published in 1869 he makes no mention at all of the interest of contem-
porary artists in Japanese art. 
I therefore intend to use Chesneau's 1878 article only as an indi-
cation of possible interest by the artists of whom I write. 
We must now consider the historical situation at the time when 
oriental influence first began to appear in contemporary painting. 
After 1855 }'rench art like Prench politics had come to a bal:mce 
of opposing forces. Ingres, Delacroix and to some extent Courbet, were 
major figures who offered alternative standpoints both to young artists 
and to their teachers in the academies and various studios. The 
stylistic differences between these three great masters were emphasized 
and exaggerated by the immense influence of official patronage. 'llhis 
produced compromise rather than innovation both in style and subject 
matter. Thus we tend to look on an artist like Couture as an eclectic 
whose art is of little value, forgetting Manet'a long apprenticeship. 
It seems at times that political circumstances divided French art 
into camps on grounds that had little or nothing to do with the formal 
differences often catalogued by historians. Style was no longer the 
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man, it was merely his uniform. One was no lonGer expected to discover 
one's style but to choose it as one's ethics or ambitionn dictated. 
Clearly there was a need for a means of escaping workinG in one defined 
mode or another. Oriental art supplied one of the most important ways 
of achieving another. Oriental art supplied one of the most important 
ways of achieving this. 
As early as 1846 Baudelaire in "The Heroism of Modern Life" had 
argued that the great tradition of art had died and that a new sta.rt 
was needed to equip artists with the ability to describe modern life, 
to produce what he had earlier called lithe most recent, the latest 
expression of the beautiful ll • 
It was necessary for the modern artist to preserve the ima~ination, 
the IIqueen of faculties ll , whilst at the same Urn€? remaining absolutely 
of his time. Such a man would at all times recognize beauty, which 
by definition must be strange. 
Writing of the 1855 1xposition Universelle, Baudelaire used the 
challenge offered by oriental art as the basis for his definition of 
this new liN an of the Horld": 
Imagine a modern Winckelmann, (we are full of them, 
the nation overflows with them; they are the idols 
of the lazy). What would he say, if faced with a 
product of China - something weird, strange, dis-
torted in form, intense in colour and sometimes 
delicate to the point of evanescence? And yet such 
a thing is a specimen of universal beauty; but in 
order for it to be understood, it is necessary for 
the critic, for the spectator, to work a transform-
ation in himself which partakes of the nature of a 
mystery - it is necessary for him, by means of a 
phenomenon of the will acting upon the imagination, 
to learn of himself to participate in the surround-
ings which have given birth to this sineular 
flowering. Few men have the divine grace of cosmo-
politanism in its entirety; but all can acquire it 
in different degrees. The best endowed in this 
respect are those solitary wanderers who have lived 
for years in the heart of forests •••••• They know 
the admirable, inevitable relationship between form 
and function. Such people do not criticise; they 
contemplate, they study. 
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. If instead of a pedagogue, I were to take a man 
of the world, an intellieent beine, and transport 
him to a far away country, I feel sure that •••••• 
his sympathy would be so keen, so penetrating that 
it would create in him a whole new world of iapas, 
which would form an jntegral part of himself and 
would accompany him in the form of memories until the 
day of his death •••• several thousand ideas and 
. sensations will enrich his earthly vocabulary, and 
it is even possible that, going a step too far and 
transforming justice into revolt, he will do like 
the converted Sicambrian and burn what he had 
formerly adored. 
They were ideally suited to accept and extend Baudelaire's proposition 
that beauty "always contains a touch of strangeness, of simple unpre-
meditated and unconsciouG strangeness and that it is the touch of 
strane;eness that gives it its particular quality as Beauty~'. 
Neither Courbet, Delacroix or Ingres, could fit such a rigorous 
schedule for the hero of modern life. But the young painters who 
became prominent, though not successful,in the 1860's could and did. 
It is interesting that most of them had indeed spent some time away from 
art and France, and consequently had the cosmopolitan attitude which 
Baudelaire discusses. The Far East did indeed provide them with much 
that was new for their artistic dictionaries. 
However Courbet had sought to extend his vocabulary slightly by 
the use of "strange beauty". It is as well to mention his interest 
in archaeology and his comparison of his self portrait with the profile 
of an Assyrian statue. Courbet also borrowed certain compositional 
patterns and imagery from the prints of Epinal, prints which were later 
1 
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to be compared to Japanese prints by many critics. In both cases he was 9 
looking for a means of conferring upon his. work that admirable relation-
ship of form to significance of which Baudelaire speaks. In this sense 
Courbet's use of exotic source material is a predecessor to the use of 
Japanese art in the same way by later artists. However the art of Japan 
was far more suitable for the development of Western art than Assyrian 
or folk-art. For one thing it possessed a large imagery that was to 
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all intents and purposes neutral in relation to the current deadlock in 
F'rench art. 'l'he use of Epinal prints was inevitably seen as a political 
gesture, no such mcanin~ could be pinned on the use of Japanese art 
which as we shall see was placed in all possible positions in the 
current scheme of western aesthetic values by the critics. 
The extent to whkhRealism and Realist criticism prepared the way 
for the influence of Far Eastern art has always been ignored. 
Realism broke down the supremacy of idealist aesthetics and sub-
stituted for them a pluralistic attitude to style which led to the 
development of the ideas of different national and local cultures as a 
parallel to the idea of the brotherhood of man. Zola was to use this 
idea of the family of man in his 1866 Salon and in his writings on NDnet, 
which I will discuss in some detail below. 
In a review of a "Tableau Historique des Beaux Arts" by the 
brothers Merard in October 1866 he wrote of "IA'l. grande famille des 
artistes de L'Orient et D'Occident". Moreover specific demands were 
made of reSLlism by the critics. It \Vas to re~enerate French art 'by 
recrea.ting a rapport between art and society, and for many this could 
only be done by reconciling the real and the ideal, thus for instance 
argued Chesneau in 1863: 
"et recherchant ce qui est vrai raissonable et 
sincere.aussi bien que id~al Ie r~alisme donnera 
~ l'art fran~ais son caractere essentialemcnt 
original et national; s'il sait unir les elements 
divers, s'n reussait ~ satisfaire notre gout en 
fondait l'alliance etroite de l'!deal at du reel. 
",. Cette alliance nous invoquons au nom - les imperi-
ssables tendances du genre fran~ais." 
For Chesneau as for many others realism was a doctrine; 
"s~rieuse et transitoire qui pourra bien servir 
a la rtgeneration de l'art mais qui d coup sur 
" n'est pas l'art lui meme." 
For many artists Japanese art was to be an example of art itself, 
10 
totally in harmony with society and a perfect model for the reconciliation 
of the r':::'8.1 and the ideal. }1oreover Japanene art that (J.ppaared in 
}<;urope \Oias tne product of a metropolitan context with [1mazine similar-
ities to contemporary Paris. The Japanese name for this style is 
Uld-yo-ye or "pictures of the floating- world". In 18~G Bauclelajre had 
spoken of the need to recognise this world in P,uis: 
The pageant of fashionable life and the thousands 
of floating existences ••• criminals and kept women ••• 
which drift around in the underworld of a great 
ci ty; the Gazette des Tri bunaux and the llrmi teur 
all prove to us that we only have to open our eyes 
to recognise our heroism. 
As we shall see, Japanese art pl~ed its part in developing the 
abilities of painters in the West to deal with such subject matter. 
Landscape may appear to be one subject area to which the genC'ra.l 
thesis of stylistic deadlock cannot apply. Since the debate causinG 
the deadlock had been about the central place of man in art, and the 
depiction of landscape had not been much involved in it (in France). 
HOvlever the painting of landscape had always been assumed to be about 
r:lan's experience of the world in relationship to himself as A created 
beinG and it was as the last refuee of the relic-ious painter that lrmd-
scape was praised by Ruskin and defended in Germany. Japanese lund-
scape paintings were constructed from very different premises about 
man's place in the universe. Japanese art and oriental art in general 
had a profound effect on the development of Western la.ndscape p::lintine: 
as a celebration of man's place in the universe. Ruskin's outburst 
against Whistler was, as we shall see, produced by his reaction to the 
change that had been wrought. It will be one of the aims of this 
chapter to a.ccount for the early stages of the change in the attitude 
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to landscape, in particular, in the early works of the artists later 12 
called "Impressionists". 
Apart from Baudelaire and the development of realism, there are 
other indicators of the preparedness of French art to develop along 
SJ8 
lines suggested by oriental art. In the 1850'3 HorAce I,ecoq noisbaudran, 
a Parisian art teacher, encouTaeed his pupils to draw from observation 
and from memory, even at times takine them to watch nude Models moving 
through a pArk landscape. His method W8,S an attempt to train artists 
to understand the external world directly in terms of their own per-
ception and comprehension of the experience (object) just as an oriental 
artist would have done. So close is the parallel that Focillon once 
suegested that I30isbaudran was one of the first to study Japanese art. 
However there is no" evidence of this and some reason to doubt it. 13 
Nonetheless there can be no doubt that his teachinr: prepared the way 
for an interest in Japanese art runonest his pupils, and their friends 
who included Bazille, Fantin Latour, Tissot and Felix Ret'jarney, (one of 
the first artists to visit Japan in order to paint it), and they trans-
mitted his attitudes to the ~lture leadinG artists of France. 
There were also many artists who were unable to follow Baudelaire's 
advice and needed the crutches of one of the current academic modes from 
which to exercise their imaginations. For them Japan became another, 
living, middle aGes, or a contemporary version of ancient Greece. They 
followed the critics in attempting to assimilate oriental art by direct 
analogy to existing European styles. ~ventually of course Japan itself 
provided a fashionable academic genre or sub-genre, but this was not to 
be until some time after the period discussed in this chapter. 
}lention must be made finally of a lone-standinG controversy between 
those who have argued that the photograph was the most significant 
influence on the change in attitudes of European artists and those who 
have argued for the greater power of Japanese art, especially of prints. 
I hope to show that this debate is chimerical as it is based on the 
formal hypothesis of artistic development. Formal criteria alone are 
totally inadequate to describe the process of the influences involved. 
It has rarely been commented on, however, that Japan was greatly photo-
graphed during the 1860s and th::J.t many of these photoeraphs reAched 
Paris a.nd London takinf,' their iconographical information with them. 
Chesneau, writing in 1868, remarked that people in P8ris ha.d seen many 14 
photographs of Japan, prior to the 1867 exhibition. 
It has proved impossible to find out a creat deal about the 
photographers of this period or to locate much of their work save as 
eneravings. Nonetheless the large number of photographs of Japan 
present in Europe in the 1860's must be borne in mind when assessing 
the relative importance of Japanese art and of photogrnphy as promoters 
of artistic change. 
It may be impossible to separate the two influences on a formal 
level. Only by an examination of the aesthetic attitudes of various 
artists in relation to these formal influences on their work, can th~ 
real course of an influence on their intentions and achievement be 
traced. 
It seems to be most unlikely that a vis~~l tool as flexible and 
open to interpretation in use as the camera would be capable of domin-
ating the nature of any but the most feeble-minded artists. Moreover 
we know that in general early photography followed current academic 
standards in. painting. I intenL to develop this thesis especially in 
my discussion of the work of Degas, Jllanet and Tissot. 
There remains the problem of the relatively small impact Japanese 
art had in England in the 1860's and 1870's. The answer to this may be 
found in the almost untroubled waters of English criticism during the 
mid-nineteenth century. No debate existed in England about the relative 
value of the real and the ideal, not were the arts a matter for political 
controversy. The artistic morality of Ruskin and literary sentiment of 
the Pre-Raphaelites had come to dominate English art and were to do so 
for twenty or even thirty years more. For various reasons English 
artists and critics had few doubts. The same "strange beauty" which 
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B~udelaire welcomed made Japanese art unacceptable as ~ great example in 
Encland: 
Japan and Asia will not do for Fine Art, 
for that we need the Caucasian mind. 
Burne-Jones wrote to Ruskin in 1063, and even in Willirun Hossetti's 
championship of Japan one feels that the English suspicion of the 
insubatantial quality of Japanese art. An art without perspective or 
chiaroscuro could never be regarded as first rate in an island where 
the ideals were the drawings of Ruskin and paintines of 1'1i11ais and 
Burne-Jones. English art like English politics was to develop by 
slow reform without recourse to revolution. 
The Response of Artists and Designers to Oripntal Art before 1867. 
The earliest known direct response to the import of Oriental works 
during the period covered by this thesis is an etching by Jules 
Jacquemart made in 1859, "Objets de la Chine et du Japon". This 
showed a Japanese bronze, a figurine from China, porcelain bottles and 
various other objects on a silk cloth. Jacqucmnrt later h~d a success-
ful career as an artist-illustrator for the G.B.A. but this was his first 
work as a printmaker. Unfortunately only one copy was knovm to be in 
existence in 1871 at the time Louis Gonse wrote his articles on 
Jacquemart, so we have no illustration of it. In itself it is a trivial 
work, but it serves to show that at this date an artist was findin~ the 
art of the F~r East attractive enough to record it in Western terms. 
This process of recording, of representation of Eastern art ·in Western 
terms is, as we shall see, one of the most important means whereby 
Oriental art changed the art of the West. The tradition of learning 
by copying which had for so long been at the centre of Western painting 
was to be extended to cover the interest in Oriental work developing 
in the '60's. One would like to know how many other artists casually 
sketched Far Eastern work at this time and found as later artists were 
15 
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to find that their whole way of looking was inadequate to make a L~od 
record of such an object. 
The career of Jacquemart will be discussed later, but having made 
my bow in acknowledgement of historical sequence I would now like to 
attempt a characterisation of the effects of Oriental art on the \'lork 
of major Western painters before the International exhibition of 1867. 
r 
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One must begin with Nanet because he had his important "succes de 
scandale" during the sixties. Moreover he was older than most of the 
artists with whom we shall be concerned; only Degas and vlliistler being 
near contemporaries. There has been considerable controversy over 
Hanet's use of sources in the 1860's, promoted by the secrecy which the 
painter maintained in his use of engraving by Marcantonio Raimondi, of 
a lost cartoon by Raphael as a source for "Dejeuner sur I'Herbe". 
However a search for specific Oriental sources to parallel this seems 
to be a hopeless quest unless one has many years to spend. The most 
than one may hope for is a reasonable estimate of the role that Japanese 
art played in the changes in Manet'a style at this time. 
We are not without clues. The most famous is the reference to 
Japanese art by Zola in his criticism for the journal, "La Revue du 
XIXi~me Sieele" in Jan. 1867, 
On a dit par moquerie, que les toiles de Edouard 
Manet rappelaient les gravures d'1pinal, et 11-
y-lbeaucoup de vrai dans cette moquerie qui est 
, . 1'1 .-J" " un eloge; ~ci et a es procedes sont les memes, 
les teintes sont appliques par plaques, avec cette 
difference que les estampes d'E~inal emploient les 
tons purs, sans soucier des valeurs, et que Edouard 
Manet multiplie les tons et met entre cux les 
rapports justes. I1 serait beaucoup plus int~ressant 
"" de comparer cette peinture si~lifiee avec les 
gravures japonaises qui lui ressemblent par leur 
elegance etrange et leurs t~ches magnifiques. 
This reference has generally been treated as a fortuitous compari-
son, an appealing analogy, designed to open the eyes of Zola's readers 
, 
to the elegance of Manet's art, his "nouvelle mani~re en peinture", 
but as we have seen critics in general compared Japanese art to much 
more acceptable artists such as Boudin. In fact the reference to 
Japanese prints is a key passage in Zola's exposition of the new style. 
The use of paint in areas of discrete tone and colour which brings 
to the act of mark-making the capacity to denote the visual world 
16 
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directly, rather than through the systems of infinitely g.r.aded tone 
then in fashion is at the centre of the analyses which Zola offers of 
individual works by Hanet. It is this use of colour as form which 
Zola meant by the word "tache", which occurs again and a{{ain in his 
writings. Zola chose to link this central stylistic idea to Japanese 
prints. 
He wrote the article as a result of seeing in Manet's studio a 
collection of thirty paintings which the artist had assembled with the 
hope of getting them exhibited in the Universal Exhibition of 1867. 
Zola's piece was part of the publicity campaign for Manet's exhibition. 
It is impossible that Manet would have allowed Zola to maintain an 
attitude to his paintings which he disliked; we must assume that Zola's 
defence had Manet's approval. The reference to Japanese prints was 
prompted by the painter or by something which Zola saw in tho studio. 
l 
The portrait of Zola painted as a thank offering for the critic's 
efforts on his behalf early in 1868 gives another clue to the presenc~ 
of Japanese objects in Manetts studio. It has been assumed that the F~r 
Eastern objects in this painting were Zola's and that they came from the 
1867 exhibition. However, it is clear that Zola sat for the portrait 17 
in Manet's studio so that the print and screen were at that time port of 
the stUdio furnishings. Moreover they could not have been obtained 
from the 1867 exhibition for the Japanese section was transferred to 
Rue de 1a Victoire 41 and remained on exhibition until 186q. 
There is in fact considerable evidence to sueeest {hat Manet's 
interest in Japanese art dates from the second quarter of the 1860's 
and it was probably at that time that he collected the items in the 
portrait of Zola. 
Manet knew several Japanese enthusiasts at that time. They 
included Ph. Burty who had acquired a collection of Japanese prints 
before 1867 and vfuistler and Brac~ond with whom he, appeared in 
18 
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li'antin Latour's "Hommage a Delacroix" in 1864. Mnnet also knew 
Baudelaire who was collecting Japanese objects in the early 1860's. 
Manet's profile portrait etching of Baudelaire strongly suggests 
Japanese influence in its use of a contour around a flat surface. 
Moreover Manet's signature takes the form of a cartouche similar to 
those on Japanese prints. The etching dates from 1864 and should be 
compared with the much more orthodox portrait etching of Bracquemond 
of 1865. 
Sandblad has pointed out that it is possible to see the book on 19 
the table in }~et's portrait of zacha~Astruc, on which }anet has 
placed his own signature, as a Japanese picture book, pointing to the 
cloth cover and the small cartouche label which is typical of such books. 
Astruc's portrait was painted in 1864, two years before he wrnte about 
Japan for the journal "L'Etendard". All this evidence sugeests that 
Banet was among the earliest artists to be impressed with Japanese art. 
There would have been Japanese articles in the studio when Zola first 
went there in 1865. Zola's observation was far more than a fortuitous 
comparison. 
William Rossetti, in his memoirs, records a remark that Manet was 
"the head and front of Japormerie", in the chapter dealing with the 20 
events of 1863, implying that it was made by Whistler. Few people could 
have been better suited to testify to Manet's interest in Japanese art 
than Whistler. Indeed as I shall demonstrate it was almost certainly 
Manet who introduced Whistler to Japanese art when he was working on 
"Olympia". 
I will now attempt a description of the changes in Manet's art 
which were made possible by the Japanese example. 
The Far Eastern objects in the portrait of Z01a are a good starting 
point .for an analysis of these changes. Unlike book illustrators who 
used Japanese art and objects solely as subject matter and tended to 
21 
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imitate rather than understand the objects with the results which we 
saw in Chapter One, Manet is concerned with exploring the relationship 
between his means of making an image and that of the j~stern artist. 
The portrait of 201a contains vital evidence of how Far Eastern art 
transformed Manet's style. 
We may see this in the print in the upper richt-hand corner which 
has been identified as a work by Utagawa Kuniaki II, '''The Wrestler 
Onarato Nadaemon of Awa Province". Kuniaki II was a minor artist 
active in the mid-nineteenth century and Manet's use of this print 
confirms my conclusion in Chapter One that only later Uki-yo-e prints 22 
were available. 
Manet has resisted or been prevented from attempting a direct 
transcription of the print into the illusionistic convention of oil 23 
paint. Instead he has paralleled the "taches" formed by the impressions 
of the woodblocks making up the image of the print by a series of 
unmodulated marks of pure colour mMe with a brush. We may say that 
the emancipation of the graphic potential of the brush mark was the 
result of Manet's study of the directly regictered quality of J8ranese 
prints •. For instance the pattern of the pink robe is translated from 
the print to the painting in a few hatched lines of colour and the face 
is a flat brown surfa.ce with a few swift strokes outlining the features. 
To the left of Zola is a panel of a folding screen showin~ a bird 
on a branch above a river against a eold background and above water. 
The rendering of the water with characteristic parallel white curved 
lines and the blossom on the trees suggests a work in the style of . 
Karin, by one of his late imitators such as Sakai Hoitsu (1761-1828). 
The work shows a light fragile hand, less robust than that of Karin 24 
himself. Hanet himself may have been responsible for this fragility 
for he certainly used motifs from at least two panels of the real screen 
for the one panel in the picture, so as to provide a continuous compos-
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ional motif on the left-hand side of the portrait. No Japanese artist 
would have made such a messy composition as that in which the water 
trickling over a slight ridge forms such an unsatisfactory relationship 
with the edge of the frame. This rearrangement by Manet may explain why 
no model for the screen has been found. 
Manet's rearrangement of the elements in the screen indicates that 
he was forced by the problem of transcription to consider the Japanese 
attitude to space and composition just as he had to analyse Japanese 
mark-making in order to produce the t~ches which resembled the print. 
Two other formative influences are indicated by Manet in the 
portrait ofZola. Next to the Japanese print is a photograph of Manet's 
painting "Olympia" which Zola had defended against much criticism. 
This photograph partly obscures a print of "Los Borrachos" by Velasquez, 
which is probably an engraving by Goya. Some critics have seen this as 
a simple allusion to the influence of photography and Spanish painting 
on Manet's art, the one obscuring the other as it drew closer to 
"reality". Whilst the effect of the example of the reduction of an 
image to flat tones which early photography gave cannot be denied, 
there is no evidence that Manet was interested personally in photo- 25 
graphy despite his friendship with Nadar. I believe that the juxta-
pos~tion of images with the Japanese print is, in fact, an assertion 
of Manet's debt to Japanese art in the formation of his style, and 
his direct debt to it in the creatio~ of "Olympia". As for Manet's 
dependence on Spanish painting, we must bear in mind Zola's denial of 
this in his 1867 pamphlet • 
. The overall composition of the portrait of Zola has often been 
likened to a In.p;:moso print. Zola's flat face, his E:rofile silhouetted 
against the background 'split into rectangles, have been se£;n as evidence 
of a sudden conve:rsion to Japanese enthusiasm on the part of MHnet, 
rartly as a result of Zola's criticism, and as an attempt to please him. 
This attempt to minimise I1anet's involvement with Japan breA.ks down in 
several ways. The Olympia is a far more radical example of painting in 
flat tones and sharp contours, and it wa.s painted in 1863. I have 
. already shown tl1at the whole question of' the language of the brush, of' 
the marks a painter makes, is, bound up with the question of Far Eastern 
influence which affects far more than simply the overall attitude to 
composition. The ease of the description of' the quill pen on the table 
must have been learnt f'rom the contemplation of Far Eastern painting 
such as that of the bird on the screen on the left. The decoration of 
the porcelain inkwell in which the quill rests is also indicative of 
the Oriental interests of Hanet. It was seen by J. Adh~mar in 1954 in 
the possession of Zola'B son. Heff states that tho design is based on 
the work of the Kenzan school, but that the object itself was made in 
Europe. I can find no evidence for this precise attribution of style 
and indeed. it is more likely that the design derives from chea.p Satsuma 
ware or from Japanese prints or paintings with flower motifs, both of 
which were available in Eu.rope at the time, and both of which show loose 
brush work in some images. 
Equally indicative of Mklnet's interest in Far Eastern art are the 
peacock feathers which a.ppear above Zola's head in the portrait but 
which are difficult to see in reproduction. We hav~ seen that as early 
as the 1840's peacock feathers were associate·d with an l;astern interior 
. 
. in the "Chinese Collection" on show at Hyde Park Corner. Then English 
aesthetes such as Burges, Goawtn and Dresser had selected the peacock 
feather 8S a major motif in their Far Eastern designs. !':any minor 
nineteenth century paintings have a3 their subjects either peacocks or 
", i 
the similar but mythical Ho-Ho bird. r1anet's friendship with \/histler, 
Inter the painter of the "Peacock Room", may have influenced him to use 
the feathers as an allusion to the Far East. I find Heff's notion thal 
]vIand had in mind the use of peacock feathers as a substitute for the 
laurel wreath unlikely as it would involve the type of historical 
allusion which 11anet was tryin~ to remove from his art. Horeover a 
better interpretation is to hand, the peacock was the bird of longevi~y, 
success and happiness in Japan and this meanine was known in burope in 
the 1860's. 
Thus Nanet's portrait of Zoln must be seen as a. con[>idered mani-
festo by an artist who had been forming his style for eight years at 
least, and who now used it to pay tribute to a critic who had observed 
this, and correctly described the means he used to create it. It is 
not surprising that such a picture should be at least in part a self-
portrai t. 't'e should take both Manet and Zola at their word and not 
minimise the significance of the portrait by areuin~ that it is an 
eccentric response to an eccentric but enthusiastic friend and defender. 
:t-1anet is speaking of his development in the Zoln portrait, and 'VIC 
are entitled to use it as a basis for our attempt to reconstruct the 
role of Japanese art in his earlier paintings. 
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f·lanet's paintings during the 1860' s are remarkable for their 
departure from the technical means that he learned under Couture and 
for their subject matter which is equally a departure from Couture's 
teaching. 26 
His concern with contemporaneous subJect matter can be explained 
in terms of the development of realisln through Champfleury, Duranty and 
Zola. However the poetry of these paintings, their success in intro-
ducing the imagination into contemporary life as Baudelaire had asked, 
cannot be explained so easily. In order to achieve this it was necessary 
for lloJanet to change the whole language of painting, to provide a new 
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bottle for the new wine, a new form integral to the new subject matter. 
He chose to do this by takinr,- subject matter which had been 27 
sanctioned by tradition and reformulating it by placing it in a differ-
ent context and by using new visual means. 
Japanese art played a considerable part in this ref0rmulation of 
the languae-e of painting. We may define it by considering two paintines; 
"La Nymphe Surprise" and "Olympia". 
"La Nymphe Surprise" was painted in 1861 and "Olympia" in 1863. 28 
It was probably in 1862 that Japanese art became well-known to the 
circle of young painters and writers in Paris as I have demonstrated in 
Chapter One. 
The composition of "La Nymphe Surprise" is clearly based oD a 
tradition of paintings whose subject was ~sannah and The Elders. In 
particular, paintings by Rembrandt in the Mauri tshuie and Berlin have. 
been proposed as models for it and more recently an enGraving after 
Rubens has been found to contain a similar detail. We know from X-rays 
that at one time l-Ianet's nymph had elders behind her. r·1oreover-early 
sketches show the c.omposi tion in its entirety wi th elders. We therefore 
have a complete record of the attempted transformation. The painters 
whole effort was to divest the subject of its particular iconoeraphical 
references. The elders have completely disappeared and with them the 
traditional power and relevance of the image. 
Nothing has taken their place. The nymph remains a nymph, but the 
painting's stylistic dependence on Courbet jars with its iconography. 
It is like a conversation in two languages neither of which has quite 
the right vocabulary. 
It was while painting "La Nymphe Surprise" that hemet defined for 
himself the problems of the transference of motif. By introducing 
references to past works into his own he was making room for the 
imagination in modern life. By this I mean that he was seeking the 
!!i!!1 
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means to introduce the multiplicity of response and ambiGUity of 
situation that !'lanet's imagination saw as an inevitable part of a con-
vincing' represontation of the real world. "I"lodern" life should have an 
art which did not depend on a myth of the past or a dogma of a present, 
a traditional (i.e. a Realist style) subject reduced to a motif and 
painted in a modern style, like "La Nymphe Surprise", is no more than a 
way of defining this problem. The reference to the past does not 
function as a point of departure for the imagination, rather as a 
puzzle, a riddle for those who recognise it and a disturbing irritation 
to those who do not. 
The "Olympia" on the other hand succeeds where "La Nymphe Surprise" 29 
fails. It also has roots in historical subject matter. The reclining 
female nude has been painted by many artists who Manet admired, especielly 
Goya and Titian. Manet copied Titian's "Venus of Urbino" on his second 
visit to Italy in 1856. 
, 
However the "Olyrnpia'does not have the same 
relationship to its predecessors as "La Nymphe SUrprise". It is true 
that it is closely based as a composition on the Titian but Nanet has 
metamorphosed the language of the composition rather than simply reduced 
its points of reference to the past. 
The "Olympia" is painted in the broadest flat tones, in a manner 
that has never been reproduced in photographs. The broad flat mark of 
the bJ'Ush, the "t~che" is sufficient for I'';anet to develop the pattern of 
fleah, cloth and flowers. For indeed it is a pattern, totally different 
from the painfully duplica ted modulations of r-'ianet' s copy of the 'u tian. 
The laree size of the painting adds to this effect of flat patterninG so 
that at times, such as in the passage describing Olyrnpia'n bow or the 
flowers held by the negress, the image almost disappears in its own 
structure. This radically new relationship between an image and the 
language of painting had not previously been found in Western art except 
in one or two landscapes by Turner and in Constable. IIowever, in 
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Japanese art, especially in prints, the n<'lrrowing of the gap between the 
imaGe and the mp-ans of representinG it had been a central stylistic 
tenet for centuries. It was this which I1anct seized on an a basis for a 
style which would genuinely make space for the il:lacination in a P10dern 
subject. The new style is the result of meditation on Japanese [lrt 
which acted as a catalyst in its creation. Here We must refer back to 
my discussion of the Japanese objects in the portrait of Zola which 
assert the importance of Japan in this stylistic chance, this identity 
of image and the means of representation. 
It happens that we have decisive evidence tllilt f1anet had Japan in 30 
mind at the time that he created Olympia. Manet's drawinGs in connection 
with Olympia show that she was conceived first as an Arabian eirl in the I (2) 
manner of Delacroix's Moroccan studies and then, as a n"tural sequence, 
as an Oriental and a Japanese princess. In the finished painting at 
present the screen behind Olympia is turned so that the cloth back is 
shown. Even this however is of a Japanese pattern. In a prelimin"ry 
watercolour the front of the screen is shown but never finished. All I (3a) 
we have is the yellow orange wash which indicates a screen with a gold 
background and some pencil marks in the form of a Japanese buildin~. 
There is no doubt that the radical flatness and breadth of handling of 
Olympia must have resulted from Manet's contemplation of Japanese screens. 
In these screens the necessity to cover large areas of space rapidly with 
watercolours in wall and screen painting had led to an aesthetic based 
on very broad strokes. Some eighteenth century Japanese painters 
actually prided themselves on using brushes as lar~e as mops to make 
single strokes several yards in length. }~net has taken this idea of 
'tt 
broad expressive brushstrokes and applied to oil paint a medium which 
f\ 
was developed to serve a completely different techniqUe,~ome strokes 
in Olympia are taches over two inches broad and over a foot in length. 
There is even a possibility that the very image of Olympia was suggeRted by 
:" If 
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an Oriental copy of a print of Joseph and Potiphar';:; wife, the negrp.ss I (3b) 
taking the place of Joseph; though this cannot be proved, it is an 
interesting speculation as Potiphar's wife is an appropriate ancestress 
for Olympia. 31 
I have tried to indicate how Japanese art may have contributed to 
the ability of I'1anet to paint a work in which imagination was brought 
to a modern theme. 
There remain minor indications of the Japanese quality of the 
paintinG. The self-possessed and hostile cat at Olympia's feet vIas 
probably derived from Japanese sources. It replaces the sleepy lap-
dog in the Titian with an animal parallel of Olympia's own self-
consciousness and as such establishes the viewer as a "voyeur". 
In 1864 Bracquemond made an engraving of cats after Hokusai and in 
1869 Champfleury used cats from a page of drawings by Hiroshige which 
he attributed to "Foukousai" as "bas de pages" for his books "-Les Chats" 
for which 11anet did some illustrations and posters. Champfleury mRkes I (4) 
a brief reference to Asian caricatures in the preface to his "Histoire 
de la Caricature Hodern" of 1865. Duret, who,first met Nanet in Madrid 32 
in 1865, recalled in the catalogue of his gift of Japanese art to the 
( 
Louvre in 1900, that Hanet was enthusiastic about a volume of the "Hangwa". 
Several drawings of cats appear in the 
"riiangwa" , especially in Vol.14, the latest to be published and one whose 
presence in ~~rope I have oemonstrated in Chapter One. 
It is the idea of showing the movement of a hostile animal so 
accurately that Manet derives from Japan. The cat does not have a 
precise Japanese model but it differs substantially from the cat in 
./ 
"Jeune Dame Couchee en coutume espagnol", painted in 1862. This cat 33 
is modelled on the cats in Goya and is consequently a furry ball drawn 
with little grasp of the implications of anatomy. On the other hand 
Olympia's cat displays the requisite flatness and observation for a cat 
drawn by som.)one who had seen and appreCiated drawings by Hiroshige and 
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Ifokusai. It even shows one of Hokusai's idiosyncracies, the tendency 
to make a cat thin and lynxlike. This M:,tnet rcpp.R.ted in his poster for 
Champfleury's book "Les Chats" several years later. This imaee th-ere-
fore is far more from the prodict of the uninterrupted developmfmt of a 
"talent" as Professor Reff has su{;c-ested. Its appearance is too suddm 
and it persists too long. 
Another indication of the Japanese basis for the "Olympia" is the 
enthusiasm with which Whistler took up the idea of the image of a woman 34 
surrounded by Oriental artefacts and backed by a foldine screen which I 
believe was suggested to him by a meeting with Manet at a time when the 
Frenchman was contemplating the use of a Japanese screen as a background 
for the Olympia, in early 1863. 
There is a final remark to be made about the Olympia. There is 8 
slie-ht possi bili ty that T1anet may have been influenced not -only in the 
language that he used and in details, but in the overall psychological 
intention of the work by Oriental examples. There are several eX8mpleR 
of pillow books or Shunga (books of erotic prints) which make use of 35 
animals, especially cats, as comic counterpoint. The deadpan sexuality 
of Olympia may well have been suggested to Manet by such im8.ges which 
at the same time would have suggested the cat and its multiple function, 
which includes the cornie. Such books of Shunga were certainly avail- 36 
able in Europe since Lindau refers to them in a manner which suggests 
that his readers would be familiar with them. We know that 201a at 
one time collected "furious fornications" which Georee Moore saw later 37 
during a visit to Medan. This line of inquiry is unlikely to lead to 
any definite results in the case of Olympia, but it is important in so 
far as the Olympia is the first of a long series of female nudes notably 
by Degas in which this deadpan quality can 1e traced to Japanese art. 38 
If the general analysis that I have made is acceptable, then we may 
conclude that Japanese art affected Jilanet' s development from circa 
1862 and I would now like to examine briefly the pOGsibility that other 
works from 1862 onwards were influenced by it. It will be convenient 
at the same time to discuss the objection that Spanish art could have 
supplied all the characteristics which I have ascribed to Japanese art. 
'l'he main reason for doubting that Spanish art wa.s reflponsi hI e for 
suggesting the developments in Manet's art that I have outlined is that 
it had not produced them by 1862. Manet had had plenty of opportunity 
to adopt the Spanish style before 1862 and we may assume that he made 
every effort to assimilate what he felt to be important in Spanish art 
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in the late 1850's. The "Chanteur Espagnol" of 1860 may be taken as 39 
a good example of a work inspired by Spanish art. It has the flat 
background of the later "Japanese" inspired works, but the backL,'Tound 
represents space, for it is simply a fall for the chiaroscuro of the 
figure. The depth of the background is indicated clearly by the shado\-Is 
at the figure's feet. The figure itself is modulated in the orthodox 
manner with blended brushstrokes and an attempt to imitate textures 
such as the material of the trousers rather than to present a visual 
schemata which produces the effect by analogy. Finally we may point to 
the failure of the "Gypsies", a group painting which Manet destroyed in 40 
11362 by cutting it into three pieces. This shows that the Spanish style 
was insufficient for llanet' s purposes at that time. The Spanish style, 
like "Realism", was closely tied to fashion in literature and theatre. 
It is almost symbolic that f1anet painted his most successful "Spanish" 
works in the studio of the fashionable portraitist, Alfred Stevens. 
These were of the dance company of }~riano Camprubi who performed in 
Paris in the autumn of 1862. In that of "Lola de Valence" Ilanet aban- 41 
dons the Spanish style in order to represent more accurately his 
reaction to the subject. This is particularly noticeable in the t~ches 
which he used to represent her skirt and necklace. Also the background 
of Spanish painting has been replaced by a pattern created by the juxta-
position of the backs of t.wo stage flats. Tbe rhymin(;' of the curves 
of the edges of the two flats Hnd the rectangles created by the; straight 
lines of their supporting timbers may even have been suggested to }lanet 
by Japanese prints. The view of an artist backstage with the audience 
shown as part of the background is common in Japanese theatrical prints. 42 .•. 
The device was to be taken up and exploited many times by Degas. 
, 
It has been suggested that the IlStreet Singer" of 1862 which is a 
portrai t of Victorine Heurend who later sat for the Olympia is also an 43 
early example of Japanese influence. The clean lines of the fieure set· 
against the frame of the door have been likened to a print by Dtamaro or 
Kiyonaga but only later prints could have influenced it. We may see at 
t, "... .. , 
various places in the work the appearance of taches which I have ar~~ed 44 
were a response to Japanese art. 
In "Musique aux Tuileries" which I date with Rewald to 1862 we 45 
can see the literal working out of Baudelaire's injunction to glorify 
contemporary life in Art. This was first expressed in his Salon of 
1845; 
There is no lack of subjects, nor of colours, to 
make epics. The paintert the true painter for 
whom we are looking will be he who can snatch 
its epic quality from the life of today and can 
make us see and understand, with brush or with 
pencil how great and poetic we are in our cravats 
and our patent leather boots. 
This call was repeated in various forms in Baudelaire's writings in the 
1840's and '50's and made most explicit in his essay on Constantin Guys, 
"The Painter of Modern Life ll in 1863. Tabarant has argued that "La 
. " Musique aux Tuileries was painted in-1860 and that the date 1862 was 
put in lone after the work was complete. I find this unacceptable. 
l'Ianet's style had not developed to the point where he could have made 
such a painting by 1860. If there is truth in Tabarant's assertion it 
may well be that Hanet was already thinking of painting the Tuileries 
in 1860. ThE> German painter l'Tenzel had made a similar work in 1856. 
46 
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However Menzel's painting is traditional jn modellin~, detai10d dr~winR 
and colouring and academic in its observation. Horeover tbe subject had 
some history in French art. }bnet was clearly unsatisfied 46b 
with the approach to the problem of signifying modern life in art that 
Henzel typified and WflS searchine for a more appropriate form. I 
believe that one was given to him by the arrival in Furope of Jap8nese 
prints, showing Europeans in Rlropean clothes in the trndin,Z' settlements 
at Nagasaki and Yokohama in traditional Japanese style. We know that 
such prints \'lere shown by Alcock in the London exhi bi tion of 1862, nnd 
we have the prints in the Burges collection which were acquired at that 
date ~Illustration 13, Section 1). The earliest definitive date for their 
presence in France 1s given by the 1861 exhibition. Moreover we know 
that Ern~ Chesneau the critio and early enthusiast for Japanese art' 
showed several in the 1869 exhibition at th~ Union des Beaux Arts. 
The De Goncourts also acquired some at a relatively early date. 
We have seen that Baudelaire's demand for modernity and imngination 
in the arts was mixed with and depended on a demand for exoticism. 
These Japanese prints of Europeans must have come as a direct relevation 
of the fulfilment of many aspects of the realist propaganda of 
Baudelaire and indeed of Zola and Chesneau also. 
The example of such prints would explain ¥illmet's direct appraoch 
to European costume in "La Musique aux Tuileries". One can find di:rect 
equivalents of the men in their stove pipe hats, white trousers and 
tail coats, and the women in crinolines and bonnets in Japanese prints 
of foreigners. The flat treatment of them is the same, so is the 
selection of certain elements of costume as motifs within the composition -
the stove pipe hats are an obvious example. One of the images in the 
Burges collection even shows a small girl whose costume is described in 
a similar way to the children in }~net's painting, 
The painting is a flat pattern of t~ches which deny recessional 
, 
.. 
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space. The trunks of the trees are flat planes not modulated cylinders. 
Decorati ve motifs are provided in the foreground by the umbrella, the 
curved work of the iron chairs and the children's hoop in the right corner, 
the children and the seated women at the left who provide a ha:monious 
effect in the foreground. The composition is thus mann.ged in a Japanese 
manner rather than a European. 
Manet has replaced the traditional attitude to describing a park 
in recession such as can be found in a print of the rruileries Gardens 
by Debucourt made in 1784. Instead we have a tension between the 
decorative front plane of the scene and the homogenous texture of the 
taches which form the crowd behind the foreground figures. 
This method of implying space by a graded contrast of decorative 
textures is derived from Japanese prints. The imitation of Japanese 
prints explains the high tonality of the work as well as the large 
areas of flat colour and taches. These innovations and hEmet's ra.dical 
"decorative"way of seeing the dress of his contemporaries in the manner 
required by Baudelaire can only be explained by Japanese influence. 
Antonin Proust wrote that Manet had painted "La Nusique aux 
Tuileries", "en plein air", one spring. The work may have been started 
in the open air but its composition and form is not that of a paintin{S 
made with an information intention. Thp. compositional devices and 
individual motifs it contains are clearly a result of careful posing 
and reworking in the studio. The form of the painting cannot be 
explained simply as a brilliant invention provoked by the attempt to 
record reality directly. Its studied asyprnetries and delicate observ-
ations are the result of an attempt to make an icon of modernity. 
Manet included portraits of several of his friends in the Ylork, 
including Astruc, Baudelaire, Champfleury, Theophile Gautier and Fantin 
Latour, all of whom were among the earliest enthusiasts of Japanese art. 
This provides further evidence that the work may have been influenced 
I (7) 
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by Japa.nese art, ~nd that it was not a simple informal painting but a 
h.i.ghly studied portrayal of modernity. 
It is clear that it would be possible for me to make a case for 
the important role of the Japanese example, as a stylistic catalyst, in 
the creation of all I"ianet's major works before 1867, but since this 
would involve repetition of my previous discussion without fresh evi-. 
dence being offered, 1 intend to speculate on this matter in a footnote. 49 
I make only one exception which is the series of paintines of the' 
battle between the ships "Kearsage" and "Alabama". These paintings \ 
• 
clearly depend on the example of Ja.panese landsc3pe or seascape prints. 
In particular their composition seems akin to those of Hiroshige whose 
prints Whistler was collecting in 1864. 
The most obvious reason for this assumption is the characteristic 
absence of a middle ground inthe3e paintings, which is also found in 
many Japanese landscape prints. All three show a single vessel in the 
foreground a.nd a group of ships on or extremely close to the horizon 
line. The "Kearsageau large sur la mer" is the clearest example. 
, 
In this Hanet goes sO'far as to treat the whole composition "A La 
I 
Japonais". He introduces specific Japanese motifs, the large flat shape 
. of the sail of the boat has been placed right against the upper right 
margin. Horeover this pRrticular curved shape, formed as the boat 
heels over to the wind is to be found in many Japanese prints. The 
other motif which }:anet introduces into this picture is the pattern 
formed by repetition of the identical shapes of the sa1s of two sailing 
boats in front of the silhouette of the battleship. This repetition of' 
identical shapes in reduced perspective is a characteristic Japanese 
device to indicate distance. 
\ , 
\ 
We have evidence that examples of seascapes by Hiroshige containing 
50 
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these motifs were availa.ble in T;:Urope before 1864 in plates in Captain 
Osborne's "Japanese Fragments" (Illustration 21, Chapter 1). The plate 51 
-----------~---.-.... --.----~ .----------------------
enti tled "Fishing Boats at Sea" shows the motif of the sail balanced 
against the right hand margin of the composition and the plate entitled 
"View of Yedo Bay from the Hills ncar KnnaGclwa" shows the use of 
repeated sail shapps to indicate distance. 
A further important use of the Japanese example can be seen in the 
juxtaposition of the flat shapes of the vessels against the sen in such 
a way as to give instantly readable spatial relationship which does not 
rely on central perspective. This can be seen at its best in. the 
"Alabama" and the "Kearsage". 
11anet's marine paintings are to some extent a diversion from his 
concern with bringing the imagination into .modern life, since they are 
records of an event rather than attempts to manumentalise it in the 
manner of the "Execution of :Emperor Naximilian". Nonetheless it...ks 
important that Manet chose to "see" the event in the Japanese manner, 
as this once more indicates the significance of Japanese art for his 
new visual language. Horeover as landscapes and as marine paintincs 
in pArticular these works show a departure from the implied if not 
explicit central perspective which had been a tenet of all landsc~pe 
paintinG' until this time. The abandonment of central perspective is in 
thLl case an attempt to provide a simultaneous presentation of the 
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firsthand experience of the sea battle. The direct graphic relAtionships 
derived from Japanese art seem particularly suitable for the prp.scnt-
ation of an image which one can read in seconds, for instance the 
relation of the axes of the two ships is intelligible almost as a 
printed character. The simultaneity of an image seems to be an unavoid-
able aspect of "modernity". I hope to discuss the general implications 
of this phenomenon in the final chapter of my thesis. 
Before leavinG' Manet it is necessary to look at his early dray!ings 
and preparatory sketches to see if it is possible to identify any 
evidence of Far Eastern influence within them. This is all the more 
--~~---------------------------------- ------
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important because a. recent catalo[Ue of l'janet':J drnwinr:s by De Lciris 
practically ignores the influence of Japanese art on hin work. 52 
De Leiris a.cknowledges Nanet's interest in Japanese 'dork in the 13GO's 
but treats it as a passing phenomenon without s.ie;nificcmce for Nanet's 
development. 
In fact there is little evidence of direct copyinG of Japanpse 
examples in f';anet's graphic work. De Leiris publishes pn early drnwinc- 53 
of the heads of two Oriental children which seems insecure enou{~ to \. 
have been taken from life. He dates it by implication to 1858 but if 
it was taken from life it is far more likely to hAve been made during 
the 1860's, perhaps taken from the children of Oriental .tumblers who 
toured Europe in 1864, or even as late as 1867 from the child of someone 
involved in the Japanese exhibition of that year. Another drnwing, 
"Femme nue assise", which De Leiris da.tes from 1852-1858 seems to me to -54 
be incompatible with the style of the other drawines from that period, 
and in my opinion should be dated later. It shows evidence of decision 
ann clarity of line not present in other drawings of the same time. 
This directness of line seems to TIle to be dependent at least partly on 
the Japnnese example. If as De Leiris believes the drawinc is a copy 
from Domenichino's "Chase of Diana" in Rome made at a period when in 
his other copies r1anet was intent on learnine- about form a.nd teclmique 
we have to explain the surpassing elegance of the drawing over the 
original painting. 
On the whole it appears that Manet's graphic work was not affected 
by a desire to follow Far Eastern techniques before 1867. We may trace 
the effect of Far Eastern art in some of the preparatory watercolours 
which he made for the "Olympia" or for "D~jeuner sur l'herbe", but when 
he came to interpret these paintings as engravings we find that the 
traditional cross hatching method of European engravinG and etching has 
prevented him from developing a successful means of renderrna in graphic 
-------~------------------
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techniques the new visual la.ngu8.ge he had created for Tlainting with the 
help of Oriental exrunples. The one exception is the portrait of 
Bcmdelaire in profile done in 1862 discussed above ."hich I have sUFT:ested 
is a tribute to Baudelaire's own interest in Japanese art. 
}'or Hanet, Far Eastern art was first of all a revelation of new 
possibilities for the language of painting. It was the use of this 
lan{jUage which interested him. He used it to achieve the "contemporary" 
images which caused such scandal in the sixties. In doing this he was~ 
concerned with minimising the appearance of the outward forms of 
Japanese art in his work. His failure to realise the implications of 
Japanese art for graphic media until after 1867 is therefore no reason 
to deny his knowledge of it and his systematic use of its conventions 
and, on some occasions, its imagery, since 1862. 
In his defence of 11anet, Zola echoed Baudelaire's view of the 
universality of the imagination; 
J'embrasse d'un rtgard l'humanite qui a vtcu 
et qui devant 1a nature, a toute heure, sous 
tous les climats, dans tJUS les circonstances, 
s'est senti l'imp~rieux besoin de creer 
humainement, de reproduire par leo arts les 
objets et les ~tres. 
He then talks of the artist as a unique translator of nature into 
personal language and of the works of all the :painters in the ",orld as 
one enormous poem in a thousand languages deriving its beauty from human 
life and not from a philosophical abstra9tion; 
Et lorsque, au centre de l'irnmense salle ou 
sont pendus Ie tableaux de tous les peintres 
du monde, je jette un coup d'oeil sur ce vaste 
, A ... 
ensemble, j'ai la la meme poeme en mille langues 
differentes, et je ne me lasse pas ~ Ie r~lire 
dans chaque tableau la charme des delicattsses 
et des vigeurs de chaque dialecte. 
I believe this to have been a close parallel with Hanet's attitude 
at this time, whether achieved through Zola's intuition or with the 
painter's conscious aid. 
55 
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f'i7anct set out to crNtt~ a new languafse for paintine in the 1860's, 
a language capable of respond.i.rl{j and growing in accord,qnce with the 
'needs of the contemporary ima{;ina tion. He drew many of its principal 
elements from Japan. The most important of these is the identity of 
the image of ('m object in paint wi th the marks which made up that image. 
The systematic practice of this means of painting was to have revolution-
ary effects on the development of visual art over the next fifty years. 
Zola used the word "tache" to describe this phenomenon and in this essay 
I have attempted to :mow how fundamental it was for I'<anet' s painting 
and to expand the original concept in proportion to its importance. 
The second value which Manet derived from Japan was the treatment 
of space as a relative conception to be implied by the juxtaposition of 
images,which are at one with the marks that compose them,in sequences 
of patterned relationships. such as the juxtapositions of t~ches which 
create an illusion of space in the "11usique aux Tuileries". 
This a1;titude gave Nanet freedom to create "modern" imap,es, whose 
meaning was not restricted by the significance commonly attributed to 
traditional Western methods of composition. Occasionally a direct 
reference to Japan. such as the screen in the watercolour for Olympia 
can be found. however Nanet did not wish to substitute a Far Eastern 
genre for the historically based aesthetic that he wished to escape. 
He therefore borrowed the language of Oriental art but retained his own 
imagery. It vla.S the alien quality of Japanese style which interested 
him. Its universality was unclouded by a location within Western 
tradition of visual experience which would have given it a secondary, 
less contemporary significance. 
I have not spoken of the effect of Japanese art on the colour 
range in !>Ianet's pa.intings. This is beca.use it is difficult to observe 
anything more than a general liehtening of his pal~ette consistent with 
hiG interest in the available Jap~mese art. all of which was high toned. 
" 
Zola's reference to Epinal prints confirms my belief that" Manet's 
experience of Japanese prints at this time was limited to the bright 
and sometimes garishly coloured nineteenth century works, particularly 
those of the '40's and '50's •. This may have had some particular effect 
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on Manet's colour range, the purple browns, bright greens and reds which 
mark his work in the sixties. 
The Japanel?e example was responsible for the liberation of colour, 
not only in terms of Vanet's palette but also in its role as a means of 
describing plastic experience. The Itt~chell relies for its descriptive 
power on the unity of a certain hue with a brushmark of a particular 
size and boundary. The role of colour in description is inevitably' 
enhanced. 
Finally it must be remrurked that all the elements of language which 
I have mentioned tend to reproduce a simultaneous image. "Olympia" 
can be "read" very quickly because of it suni tYas an image and also 
J 
because: the independence of the painting from the history of the 
reclining female nude is assured by the method of painting; so can 
the spatial relationships in the paintings of the Kearsage and Alabama. 
This simultaneity is in keeping with Manet's attempt to produce an 
image of contemporary experience which was independent of history and 
instantaneous rather than sequential. 
Japanese art played an essential part in the formulation of this 
artistic language. We shall find a similar development in Manet's 
near contemporaries, Degas and Whistler, but neither of them were so 
involved in the problem of tradition and modernity as 11anet, and so 
they did not pursue the problem of language of painting with the same 
single-mindedness. 
.'. ; 
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At first siCht the effect that Far Eastern art had bn Dee-as 
followed a similar pattern to its effec t on r:lanet. Like Eanet, during 
tho later 1850' s, Dep,-as \~as concerned \"i th studying the old masters 
and he selected his hero from the CT8nd old men of nineteenth centnry 
art. In hi s case the hero was InGTes. Decas, like r~anet, was 
intimately involved in the cafe society of raris in the early 1860's. 
Chesncau places Decas amone the earliest collectors of Japanese art. 
I1oreover we know that Degas was a friencl of both DracCJuemond and Ph. 
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Burty in the later 1860's and 1870's. He was also a friend of the 56 
popular fashionable painter James Tissot who was an ardent Japanese 
enthusiast in the 1860's. Tissot would certainly have .introduced him 57 
to the lef,'endary shop kept by Mme. De Soye where he bouc,ht much of his 
collection. Del3'as was also a close friend of Banet during this period 
and without doubt would have been aware of }bnet 'e fascination vJi th 58 
JapGnese art, notably the physician Dr. Camus and the brothers Alexis 
and Henri Houart. lJeeas himself becamo a collector of Japanese art in 59 
later years. 
Dr. Camus has sometimes been suggested as the si tter for De{~HS' 
paintin~ "L'Amateur" which Degas signed and dated 1866. This p8intine-
is the first portrait of a collector of Japanese art. Using the sarne 
device that Hemet was later to U3e in the portrait of Zola. he sl10ws 
several pieces of Japanese cloth or leather in bright patterns taken 
from the covers of books of prints wedGed together with cards, small 
photoeraphs and sketches in a black frame in the upper riGht hand corner 
of the frame. It is clear that the collector,whoever he may be, haS 
removed the prints from their covers and placed them in the folio he 
holds between his knees. We have seen that this practice wac followed 
by I3urc:cs in his collection during the 1860' s. It may be tho.t the 60 
"painting" in his hand is, in reality, a flower print by one of the 
nineteenth century followers of the Classical school of J2.pnneoe m'int-
makers such as Bunsho, DS there are several very sil{]ilar irnnr;es behind 
him on the table. Hilliam Hossetti records that a special consienrnent 
of JaT).:mese prints with bird and nowe1:' notifs was ea{';erly looked 
forwnrd to by collectors in Paris in his diar'J for the 10th June, 1864. 
It is highly improbable that a collector at this time would have been 
able to find a series of European flower and fruit sketches of the 
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directness implied in Degas' representation in this p;:dnting. i/o may 61 
therefore sugg('st that Degas could easily have been influenced by 
Japanese art and indeed that his technique may have been affected by 
such examples as those in this painting. 
As in the case of }funet, the striking ex~ple of the graphic 
qualities of Japanese art caused him to loosen his brushstroke. But, 
unlike r'ianet, Degas was not concerned with the problem of creatinr,-
em entirely new artistic language. Dee-as' classical inclinations led 
him naturally to the belief that the practice of art was, for the 
nineteenth century at least, a question of survival. He appears of ton 
to have expressed the wish to carry on paintine in his "hideout". 
Such an attitude was certain to lead him to conservatism in subjects and 
in style. Nanet' s remark that Degas was still paintine Semiramis while 
he, filanet, was painting life-like subjects may not be completely fair, 
but it does indicate an important difference in attitude between the 
two men during the early 1860's. Degas was not looking for something 
new. He would be interested only in those aspects of Oriental art which 
would help him in his journey towards perfection in his handling of 
traditional problems of European painting, especially figure paintine 
and the portrait. This attitude would have been reinforced by Tissot, 
the closest of the Japanese enthusiasts to Degas whose early "Japanese" 
paintings are simply an extention of European genre painting. Degas's 
portrait of Tissot shows one such painting at the upper margin. It is 62 
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clear that Degas would have received little help from such work. 
However there is one tenuous clue in the painting to his attitude to 
Japanese art at this period. Degas has chosen to place a head by 
Cranach in the centre of the p~inting, partly as a comic contrast to 
that of Tissot but we may also see it as an indication of the screen of 
taste through which Degas would have seen Japanese art. We know that 
Degas ,"as extremely interested in painters whose work involved linear 
almost metallic draughtsmanship and an extremely smooth finish, in 
particular Holbein and Pontormo. In other words/Degas looked for those 63 
artists of the past who confirmed his attachment to the mannerism,to 
the perfection of the artificialities which he so admired in Ingres. 
I 
Cranach was one such artist. If Degas was attracted to Japanese a.rt 
during the early 1860's it would have been because he perceived in it a 
slmilar manneristic quality. Of course there is one other highly 
mannered source which Degas could have made use of during the early '60's, 
the portrait photograph. The long exposures needed for these photo- 64 
eraphs have been held responsible for the elabor~te mannered poses 
adopted in many of them. This is the case argued by Aaron Scharf but 
we must bear in mind that photography was also used to imitate pract-
ically every academic 'style of painting which appeared in the Salons. 
The artifice apparent in nineteenth century photographs is not the 
result of technical imperfections in the camera, but of the operation 
of the same factors which determine visual style in paintinG, in dress 
and in every other aspect of human affairs. The camera alone could no 
more alter the nature of human perception than the brush. One has 
only to think of the lunatic thesis that Impressionist style was 
"produced" by the manufacture of stiff haired brushes to realise the 
fo1ly of the argument that the development of the photograph "produced" 
Impressionism. On the contrary painting gave form to early photography 
by offering it a language. Degas's own photographs are in the highly 
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artificial posed tradition of nineteenth century portrait photograrhy, 65 
derived from academic painting. Por Degas, photog-raphy imprisoned 
within current huropean conventions could never have been more than one 
minor means towards the development of the mannered formulae which best 
expressed his artistic intentions. 
Japanese art on the other hand was a totally non-Luropean form 
capable of being interpreted as highly "mannered" by l!.uropeans who were 
seeking a new development of the manneristic tradition in European art 
such as Degas. 
In looking for signs. of Far Eastern influerlce in Degas's work in 
the 1860's, we must look for the development of his manner away from 
contemporary European conventions towards the employment of recognisably 
Far Eastern means in order to make a "mannered" image. Drawing, brush-
work and compositional devices are examples of areas where this could be 
found. 
In his thesis on Degas and Uki-yo-e, Yujiro Shinoda arr-ued that 66 
Degas's composition was revolutionised by the Japanese example in the 
1860's. He sees the asymmetrical composition of "La Femme aux 
chrysanth~mes", sometimes called "Portrait of Mme. Hertel", as the key 67 
sign of this revolution. For Shinoda this composition marks a complete 
rejection of the previous European mode of portrait composition, which 
De{71s himself had employed in the "Portrait of Hilaire Degas" of 1857 68 
or the self-portrait of 1863-65. Shinoda does not produce a source for 
the composition in Japanese art. His argument is restricted to observing 
that in works like Hokusai's "Views of Hount Fuji" the major element in 
a piece is often in a subordinate place in,the composition, for instance 
Hount Fuji in this series is often concealed in the landscape background 
of a particular print. Mme. Hertel is similarly placed in an incidental 
relationship to the right of the bowl of flowers which dominates the 
composition. A photograph is said to exist, in the possession of the 69 
" 
descendants of Guerin, which DegCls used as a model for this painting. 
But this does not affect Shinoda's argument that this new mannerism of 
placing the main subject of a painting in a traditionally subordinate 
position in the composition was suggested by the Japanese example. 
Indeed, in the only fully documented example of the use of photOGraphy 
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which we possess, Degas made use simply of a detail. If Degas used a 70 
camera, he used it in the same way in which he used the photograph of 
the Prince and Princess }letternich, to help him with the technical 
difficulties inherent in attempting so unorthodox a composition or, in 
other words, to get the detail right. 
certainly suggested by Oriental art. 
The composition itself was almost 
However I do not believe that it 
was motivated in the way Shinoda believes. I think tha.t Degas was also· .. · 
inspired by Japanese flower prints, perhaps by Hokusai or a minor 
nineteenth century artist such as those owned by the subject of "L'Amateur". 
No bowl made could ever hold so many flowers in such a patterned 
arrangement, least of all the flat open bowl that Degas shows. Moreover 
in this painting we have one of the few early instances of Degas's paint 
strokes taking on a purely graphic quality. ~everal of the flowers are 
mere coloured silhouettes. Others are indicated by coloured strol,es 
superimposed on each other without blending. Degas has even helped the 
graphic effect along by using a patterned wallpaper as a background for 
the flowers. The detail of the woman's pose was probably derived from 71 
a photograph, as it shows an entirely different technique to the flowers 
and such an insertion would explain the awkwardness about the right 
shoulder and upper arm. 
An X-ray examination of the painting suggests that the work was 72 
painted in two stages. The first was simply a still life of flowers. 
The second may have invoived a radical repainting of the flowers, the 
repainting of table corners in an inaccurate perspective, and the 
addition of the woman in the lower right hand corner. There are two 
1'\ 
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signatures and dates on the work. One is clearly 1865, anj the other 
could be either 1858 or 1868. 
If my hypothesis that the Japanese example had a catalytic effect 
on the style of younger painters in Paris in the earlier 1860's, then 
the ~arlier date, 1858, is to be preferred for the original still-life. 
IvIoreover this seems most likely as it was in a rather hesitant style, 
reminiscent of Delacroix's flower paintings. The repainting in 1865 
would then coincide admirably with the height of the early influence 
of the Japanese example. Without this example I do not believe that 
Degas would have produced an asymmetrical composition, with inaccurate 
perspective and design which relies only on its inner con3istencies 
for its integrity. 
In 1867 Ernst Chesneau wrote of the Ja,panese quality in Degas's 
exhibits a.t the Salon, both entitled "Portrait de Famine"; 
e.. '" Si je n'avais ~ur de paraitre saisir au vol 
une transition de rencontre, je dirais que je 
trouve des traces de cette etude des feuilles 
japonaise dans les deux tableaux d'un jeune 
homme, qui, si je ne me trompe, exposait en 
1867 pour la seconde fois seulement, M. de Gas. 
L'un est une composition assez importante egaree 
dans les hauteurs du grand salon de l'ouest et 
dont, ~ cette distance, il 6tait bien difficile 
les merites; l'autre ~tait intitule Portrait de 
Famille. Ce sont deux jeunes filles represent~es 
en buste et vetues de nair, dont la silhouette 
-- , se detache sur un fond de tenture a teinte neutre. 
The"eomposition assez importante" which was too high for Chesneau to 
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deseri be was almost certainly the large portrait of the Bell eli family, 74 
finished by Degas in 1862, now in the Jeu de Paume. The second 
"Portrait de Fami11e" from Chesneau's description is unmistakably Degas's 
later painting of the two Bell.eli sisters alone, now in the Los Angeles 
County Museum. This painting was finished in 1864. 
In my opinion, both these works show the gradual extent ion of Degas's 
portrait manner as a result of the Japanese example. 
Degas is known to have begun the earlier work during his stay with 
the Belleli frunily in Florence in 1856. He is said to have brought 
back a great number of studies of the family from Naples and l<'lorence 
on his return to France in 1859. It is not certain whether Degas had 
conceived of an overall composition for the portrait before his return 
from Italy. Lemoisne was doubtful of this because he dates the pastel 
in which the final composition apr ears 1859-1860. 
The composition was clearly inspired by the fa.mily portrait 
drawings of Ingres but also by the group portraits of Holbein. However 
when we compare Degas's ink drawing of Julie Bellfl; with her imaee in 
the finished portrait it is clear that the final composition is an 
assembly of studies. This being so, if we assume the composition to 
have taken final form in 1861/2, Japanese exmnples could have influenced 
it. Indeed there are already evident certain aspects of Deeas's "manner" 
which are not found either in work by Ingres or Holbein. Neither of 
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them would have placed the head of the mother in such a close juxta- 76 
position with the rectangle of the picture frame, yet such an arrangement 
was common in Japanese prints since they did not give to the physio[?1omy 
the importance it had in European painting and so could afford to treat 
it as an equivalent element in the composition. mother aspect of 
Degas's manner not found among his predecessors is the use of the flat 
white aprons to create a patterned effect; indeed Giovanna's apron is 
distorted, flattened across the shoulders to emphasise the pattern. 
These devices are sufficient to indicate that the Japanese example 
played its part in the creation of this composition alongside Deens's 
European masters. 
In the later portrait of the two Bel~li sistens the extension of I (8a) 
Deeas's portrait manner is almost completely dependent on Japanese prints. 
No European example exists of two women, one in front of the other, each 17 
looking out of the picture on their own side. But this strange over-
lapping pose is quite common in Japanese prints showing the routine 
domestic tasks, or outings in the country. Iv'lany of these prints form 
part of triptychs, so that the apparently awkward pose seems quite 
natural since at least one of the two women looks to her partners jn 
her task. One such example is the centre panel of a triptych called I (8b) 
"Girls Preparing Dresses" by Utamaro. In this example the composition 18 
follows Degas's painting even to the extent of 8howin~ the women in the 
foreground in a dark kimono and the one behind in a light kimono, just 
as he shows the foremost Bellil.; girl in a black dress and the one 
behind in a light brown dress. This reversal of the normal rules of 
contrast in European painting must have been sug{~sted by the JapFlnese 
example. Indeed Degas gives the game away by his self-conscious use of 
the grey feather boa and the chair back in the foreground of the portrait 
to supply the curves which are missing from the inelegant European 
dresses. The placing of the chairback in the extreme right-hand bottom 
corner of the painting is itself an example of the \ extension of Dcc:as's 79 
manner by the Japanese example. 
It is most unlikely that Degas saw a section of,a triptych by an 
eighteenth century Japanese master such as Utamaro. A much more probilble 
source would be a disassociated print from a triptych by a nineteenth 
century artist famous for them, such as Toyokuni or Kunisada whose work 
hFld found its way to Europe in some quantities by the 1860's. 
Degas's painting was dated by Lemoisne 1865, but Jean Bogrrs places 80 
it earlier, circa 1862-1864. In fact the earlier dates are more apJlro-
priate for my hypothesis that Japanese influence began in Paris in 1862. 
In his thesis Shinoda postUlates a model in the "Nangwa" for the 81 
seated Edouard Manet in Degas's portrait of the painter and his wife. 
vfuilst the painter's relaxed pose, one leg over the other, is very close 
to that of the Hokusai drawing it must be asked whether the pose is 
sufficiently unprecedented for it to be undoubtedly derived from this 
drawing. I believe that it is, that it fits into the pattern of 
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extended "lV;anner" which I have proposed as the basis for Degas's interest 
in Japanese art at this time. I have already shown that Manet knew of 
"J·Ianewa " by 1865 and he may well have introduced Degas to it. 
So far I have been discussing portrait and figure paintines, which 
have remained an unchanging part of the European tradition of painting. 
I have argued that the innate conservatism in Degas's attitude to art 
led him to adopt only certain aspects of Japanese art which would help 
him extend his "manner". 
Defore leaving Degas I would like to discuss briefly the possibility 
of Oriental influence on his "History".paintings and the development of 
his technique. "History" paintings have a less constant relationship 
to tradition than portraiture but, once more, Degas's attitude was hiGhly 
conservative, completely untouched by the concerns of Eanet. The subjects 
of the early pictures "Young Spartans" and "Semiramis" are highly 82 
conservative and could have no relation to Oriental art. However the 
formal problems of these paintings show that within the tradition of 
mannered painting whose last representative had been Ingres, there were 
certain stylistic problems which Degas could not fully solve. In the 
"Young Spartans" these problems concern the relations of fiL'Ures in space, 
the consequent representation of movement and, most obviously, the 
relationship between foreground and background and the apparent im})osr.i-
bility (for him) of representing continuously receding space in harmony 
with a dynamic image. In "Semiramis" these problems became so acute 
that the work was never finished. Degas seems to have rejected the idea 
of using' the example of Oriental art to circumvent if not to solve them. 
He eventually abandoned such pieces altogether, but not until around 
1867. It may well be that the exploitation of Fer Eastern art to the 
full was partially dependent on the acceptance in some measure of the 
Realist doctrines which Manet had accepted so openly. Degas was later 
to make much greater use of Japanese art to the full, after having 
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adopted some of these beliefs. 
The one. "contemporary" subject that Degas workea on before 1867 
was the race track, in which he made enormous ndva~ces in his attitude 
to space and movement. Holmsai 's sketches of horses and riders in 
motion may we1l have helped him in this development. If one con;;idcrs 
the almost Trojan stiffness of the horse in "Semiramis" it is clear that 
Degas must have had some example before him of the unlimited possi-
bilities for expressive movement provided by the horse and rider. In 
the "l1angwa" Hokusai shows them from every angle and in all sorts of 
actions. 
The clearest example of the Japanese stimulus is the "Uounded 83 
Jockey" which Lemoisne dates circa 1866. IIokusai drc$V such plunC'ine 
horses as Degas shows here, sometimes riderless, but saddlp.d. !~oreovcr 84 
the flat presentation of this painting suC'c·ests that Degas was intcrpstcd 
in the immediacy of the Japanese print. The preparatory sketches m8],e 
it clear that he was interested in reconciling the idea of a plunGing' 
horse with the body of the jockey beneath so as to provide the moot 
mannered composition possible. Lemoisne 144 makes it clear that the 
fallen jockey was really the excuse for this darine presentation of 
animals in movement. 
It is clear that Degas's break from the "sportInG print" method of 
representing the race track began in 1862 with his painting of Epsom 
race track. However at that time he was thinking more of the romantic 
, 
treatment of horses in motion as swirling masses a In Gericault, which 
is a convention as rigid as that of the sporting print. Only in the 
"l'Tangwa" could Degas have found inspiration for his break from such 
conventions and the extension of his manner. 
There remains the problem of the change in Degas's technique during 
this period. I have already suggested that the broadening of Nanet's 
brushstroke was due in part to the graphic example of Japanese art. 
I (9b) 
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Degas also develops the use of taches and more expccially of looacly 
brushed outline. Both devices may be seen in "L'Arnateur" or "Woman 
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with chrysanthemums", also I believe in response to Japanese art. DCGas, 
before 1867 was an extremely conservative artist; it would therefore be 
a great mistake to claim as does Shinoda that during this period 
Japanese art converted him to a radical naturalism. In fflct his use of 
Japanese prints was intended to extend "manner'~, not to neeate it. 
'I 
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\VHISTLER 
Manet and Degas were both French artists concerned with the 
development of the traditional preoccupations of l"rench art. 'v,'histler 
was a cosmopolitan who entered the buropean scene in the mid-1850's, 
and promptly associated himself with current artistic faLhiono, or 
rather modes, since Realism and Pre-Raphaelitism could scarcely be 
called fashionable._ It was this cosmopolitanism that placed Whistler 
in the position to become the first Western artist to attempt the 
recreation of the Japanese aesthetic in European terms. It is no 
exaggeration to say that, during the 1~60's, 'vfuistler attempted to 
adopt a Japanese persona - to become a "Japanese" artist. 
There is no need to speculate about the influence of Japanese art 
on his work, for he began the process of becoming Japanese by direct 
imitation of Japanese art in several paintings. We are fortunate in 
having some record of his attempts to learn and collect Japanese art 
both in Paris and in London. The books of correspondence and memoirs 
published by W. Rossetti who knew Whistler during the sixties provide 
a good picture of his activities on both sides of the Channel, moreover 
Benedite obtained the letters of Fantin Latour for this period and 
published information from them in a series of articles in the G.B.A. 
and the letters by Whistler to Latour are especially relevant to his 
... ' interest in Japanese prints, though Benedltes, retelling is not always 
accurate. Therefore I propose to discuss Whistler's development 87 
chronologically, and to establish his involvement with Japanese art 
throuGh the narrative. Whistler was born in 1834, in 1855 he arrived 
in Paris to study art at Gleyre's studio. His life as a child of an 
American government engineer on loan to the governments of Europe and 
later his training as a West Point cadet had left him determined to 
succeed as an artist. His work at Gleyre's confirmed this determination 
but cannot be said to have given him a working relationship to tradition 
such as that of Manet or Degas. Whistler's problem Wr-l8 to create a 
tradition for himself. The small painting "At the piano" of 1859 shows 
his difficulties. It is"a weak attempt to create a ereat pictorial 
excitement using a genre subject, perhaps sUF,gested by Dutch genre 
painting of the seventeenth century. However genre painting is 
e 
extremely interesting because i~ offers ont the chance to identify with 88 
. ~. 
what is depicted, whether it is interesting action, good company or 
articles of furniture or apparel which one would like to own. \"Ihistler' s 
painting offers none of these possibilities of identification. Indeed 
he excludes such identification by avoiding the presentation of nonnal 
spatial relationships. Instead he attempts hyper-refined pictorial 
formulae, such as placing the side of the piano parallel to the picture 
plane, with the girl facing the mother in the curve of the piano frame, 
both in profile. Clearly such formulae are not part of the Dutch genre 
nor are they found in European painting of the Post-Renaissance. 89 
For whatever reason Whistler is looking back to earlier artificial 
pictorial modes. It is my opinion that as an "1~erican he was drawn to 
the idea of remaking painting to express an American attitude to 
experience. The connection between radical individualism and a concern 
to present human beings as integral entities in a highly ordered environ-
mcnt cannot be given lengthy discussion. Eriefly it regards the 
individual and the means through which nature is informed with signi-
ficance. The secret of success in representing such a concern is the 
presentation of a highly ordered environment which in visual terms 
implies the use of artificial and simplified pictorial formulae. Thus 90 
we may say that "At the piano" was Whistler's first attempt to monument-
alise the individual and individual experience. 1bis is a paradoxical 
task since a monument is never an individual and it is not surprising 
that the Aesthetic Movement, which had this paradox at its heart, 
expressed itself in paradox. This can be seen in Oscar \-Jilde' s famous 
'1 
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remark that "Nature imitates Art", rather tha.n art imitating nature. 
Whistler appears to have used Far Eastern art first in a painting 
called "Harmony in Green and Rose; The Husic Room" which supposedly I (10a 
dates from 1860. It shows a room in the London home of vfuistler's 91 
brother-in-law, Seymour Haden. To the right i:3 the fi gure of YlI's. Boot, 
a friend of the family, dressed in a black riding habit. She looks out 
to the right of the picture, presumably towards the person who holds 
the other end of the length of floral patterned material which she holds 
in her raised right hand. In her left hand which is covered by a white 
glove she holds the glove of an extremely thin riding whip. The white 
gloves and the thin line of the whip accentuate the elegance of the 
black silhouette of her figure, which is the only dark mass in an 
extremely light room. To the left, below and behind her, partially 
obscured, is the figure of the daughter Annie IIaden, in a white dress 
reading a book with a white cover near a window which is obscured by 
two enormous curtains of the srune material which covers the book she 
holds in her hand. '.rhe nearest of these runs right down the paintine 
dividin,s' off the left third in which ,."e see the figure of i"Jrs. Haden 
reflected in a mirror on the upper half of a chimney breast, below which 
is a shelf jutting into the composition at 45 degrees, as in Oriental 
isometric perspective. In the bottom left-hand corner another section 
of floral material appears, presumably a curtain on the other side of 
the mirror. The elegant figure in black is clearly derived from the 
left-hand panel of a Japanese triptych print showing women performing 
a task such as folding material. Kiyonaga and Utamaro both made 
examples of this (Illustration 8b). Whistler probably saw a nineteenth 
century Japanese print which followed their example. Only thus can we 
account for the extraordinary composition which is both unprecedented 
and unsatisfactory. Whistler clearly was not aware of the other two 92 
pieces of the triptych. Miss Boot would not have been folding curtains 
.i 
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in her riding habit, but Whistler used the black note to preserve the 
flowing silhouette of the Japanese model in a painting which retains a 
1uropenn attitude to the representation of light fallinG on objects. 
However in the isometric perspective of the mirror and its shelf and in 
the repetition of the floral material in the curtains as a structural 
element of the composition, Whistler is denying the usual I'!uropenn 
attitude to space by adopting Oriental devices. Ultimately this complex 
composition can be seen to have been a response to the problem of 
Whistler's desire to create a European painting based on an incomplete 
Oriental work of art. The mirror on the left is a way of apparently 
adhering to European attitudes to space, but in practice what we see is 
an insertion into the composition not a reflected continuation of space 
of the room. '/ ~ A real mirror would have reflected the other end of the 
cloth held by Miss Boot and the person holding it. Insertions of this 
kind in a composition are a common device in Japanese prints and exnmples 
of them had certainly reached the West by 1860. 
In "The Husic Room" we therefore have a series of Japanese 
pictorial conventions, arranged so as to play down their effect on the 
illusionistic expectations of the European tradition. At the same time 
these Orientalisms have a substantial effect on our apprehension of the 
human beings portrayed, and on their environment. Whistler has gone 
to the point of distorting our spatial logic to quietly achieve his 
object of preventing our perception of the room as familiar, irnm(~diate 
and "homely". Instead we have an artificial but consistent order. 
Whistler was first attracted to Oriental examples because they enve him 
the means to achieve the monumentalising of individual experience which 
the realism of Courbet could never offer. It 1s insufficient to discuss 
the development of Whistler at this time in terms of a preference for 
the "pictorial values of painting" over "the anecdotes of Pre-
Raphaelitism" as several historians have done. Whistler had a much 
I (10b 
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more precise idea of what he wanted to achieve. 
I have been unable to establish dated examples of Utamaro, 
Kiyonaca or any other great Japanese print maker of the eit;hteenth 
century as beine present in London or Paris before 18(;0. However 
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both 'Whistler and Degas had prints by these artists in their collections 
on their death. Moreover "The Music Room" was painted in London and 
there were several sales of Japanese art in London before 1860, notably 94 
in 1854. It might therefore have been possible thouGh improbable for 
Whistler to have come across a separated leaf from an eiehteenth century 
triptych and to have used it in the way I have suggested. Thus "The 
Music Room" is the equivalent in Whistler' 5 work to Jl1anet' s work during 
the same period as it too uses a concealed Japonisme in order to move 
away from the devices of Realism. 
In the apparently "Realistic" paintines and etchings of the r~'hames 
"'hich \Jhistler made in the early 1860's, the presentation of a hwnan 
bein~ in a pictorially ordered rather than observed settin~ is an echo 
of Japanese art. Por instance the complex asymmetry of "\'iappil1f,''' which 
he worked on from 1861-1864, 1s an indication of his growing desire to 95 
compose reality around individual experience ,stimulated by Oriental art. 
His friend Legros and the model Jo Heffernan are carefully placed in the 
lower right hand quarter of the image, with Jo Hefferman on the centre 
line. Behind them is a carefully articulated pattern of rieging and 
spars of which it is sufficient to mention their culmination in the 
bright red stroke which indicates the funnel of a tug in the distance, 
to demonstrate their artificiality. Heffernan and Legros are shown in 
the sarne relation to the water as that enjoyed by Japanese in prints 
by Harunobu and others who were later to influence Hhistler. l!Nen in 
this painting and in etchings like the "Black Lion Wharf", the impulses 96 
which led him to adopt the Eastern example can be seen. 1ventually the 
tension between the real and the artificially ordered became too diffi-
1 
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cult for \Jhistler to maintain and he turned to a ready-made solution, 
to a direct imitation of Oriental art, rejectin~ his earlier admiratIon 
for Courbet. 
'dhistler began the collection and systematic study of Far Eastern 
art in 1862 in Paris, not in London, and was the means of introducing 
Japanese art to Dante Rossetti, who soon after let his brother know 
about it. William Rossetti remembered the beginning of the IIJapanese 
mania" in London in the middle of 1663, just before he wrote the first 
English article on Japanese prints: 
It was }~. Whistler who first called my brother's 
attention to Japanese art; he possessed two or 
three woodcut books, some coloured prints and a 
screen or two. To him I take it this new revela-
tion in art had been made in Paris, in the 
Impressionist circle. I have heard say and perhaps 
wi th accuracy that Vmnet was the "head and front 
of Japonerie". 
However in an earlier anecdote in the same memoirs he placed the event 
earlier; 
Towards 1863 James \Jhistler and myself also, 
became greatly bitten by Japanese art (8nd I 
remain so this this day). Not so Burne Jones 
"No William" he remarked "Japan and Asia will 
not do, for fine art we need the Caucasian 
mine", herein he concurred with Ruskin. 
"Jhistler could have acquired the articles mentioned by Rossetti in the 
.l'L-
summer of 1862 or in Na,tch 1863 when he was in Paris, and introduced 
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Swinburne to Manet. Both dates are after the openine of the shop owned 99 
by f,rme. De Soye in the Rue de Rivoli and it is probable that he bought 
thorn there. He may have been led there by acquaintances he made at 
Del~tres, his printer, who, at that time, was printing illustrations of 
Japanese ceramics by JUles Jacquemart for a book on porcelain by his 100 
father. The same articles appear to have been in ~Jhistler's hands in 
1864 and to have served as the model for his work at that time, indeed 
he constantly added to his collection until 1866 when he left on a 
mysterious trip to South America. 
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Eenedite remarks that Whistler was extremely assiduous in his 
visits to the De Soye's shop, especially in 1864. When in England he 
wrote to Fantin Latour ~skine him to report on the activities at the 
De Soye's; 
Tu me raconteras tout ce 
sur les on dit du S~lon, 
et surtout sur ta visite 
~ qu'il-y-a/raconter 
et du cafe de Bade 
chez la petite Japonaise. 
On another occasion he wrote asking Fantin to request "L~ Japonaise" 
to put all the costumes she had on one side for him. 
By 1866, his collection was so valuable that he wrote to Fantin 
sayinG' that he was thinking of putting it up for sale and then goine 
to Paris permanently. However no sale appears to have taken place, 
and vlhistler made a mysterious voyage to Valparaiso. 
IITme. De Soye and other Japanese dealers appear to have acted as 
informants as well as merchants and Whistler was keen to learn every-
thing he could about Far Eastern a.rtefacts. So fanatic was this pursuit 
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of Far Eastern art that Whistler soon became known as "The Japanese 102 
Artist". 
By early 1865 he was so committed to the Far Eastern persona he 
had created that he successfully requested Fantin to paint him in a 
kimono or to be more precise, in a Chinese robe which Fantin thought 103 
Japanese, in the centre of a painting which his friend had been thinking 
about for at least a year, "Le toast a la verite". This was to be an 
, 
"Hommage" in the manner of the earlier "Hommaee a Delacroix" in which 
vJhistler appeared holding a bunch of flowers. In the new painting, 
truth, personified by a naked woman, was toasted by :Pantin' s 'artist 
friends. Whistler knew of the dull formality of dress and the general 
conception of Fantin's group portraits. He meant to make a sienificant 
eesture by placing himself in this portrait. }t'or him, artistic truth 
was now to be found in the East not in bourgeois Paris. Fantin himself 
seemed to endorse this attitude by including a Chinese lantern over the 
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centre of the group of painters in one of the latest of thp. nany chanees 
he made in the composition of this work. The light of truth now shone 
from the East. 104 
"Le 'l'oast" as it was eventually called was exhibited at the 18G5 
Salon nnd provoked a justifiable reaction of laughter. Pantin had 
presented the head-on clash between European tradition and the urge for 
change that challenged that tradition. Manet had taken pains to mini-
mise such a clash and had provoked outrage. Fantin was bound to fail 
and he acknowledged it by destroying the paintinc. 
U\ 
It has sometimes been argued that the first two "Symphonies"White" 
by Whistler show the beginnings of Far Eastern influence on his work. 
However, in my view, "Symphony in White No.1" of 1862, is simply an 
extension of certain aspects of the Pre-Raphaelitism and its presence 
in ~mistler's oeuvre merely indicates a predisposition to mahe use of 
Japanese axt. The eloncated figure of Jo Heffernnn, the obocnsive 
elaborations of the tones of white and grey in the dress and curtain 
behind her and the use of the lily in her hand and the rod tinge in 
her hair in such an "Exquisite" manner make this clear. It is also 
clear that the picture is a failuxe, it is not a satisfactory composition 
and does not succeed in producing a consistent artificial environment, 
a symphony, in which the fib~re can exist. Whistler was only to succeed 
in this by following the Far Eastern example. 
vfuistler's first attempt to create a completely consistent Far 105 
Eastern image was the "Lange Lijzen of the six marks". 
1864, he wrote to Fantin from London; 
He added; 
J'ai un tableau pour l'Academie iei. Je t'en 
enverrai une e~uisse prochainemen~.~ C'eat 
remplie de superbes porcelaines tlrees de ma 
collection, et, comme arrangement et couleur, 
c'est bien. Cela repre8ente une marehande de 
poreelaines,une Chinoise en train de peindre 
un pot. 
In January, I (11) 
Mais g'est difficilc et je e;ratte tanto 
Il~y -a' des fois ou je crois avoir appds deo 
choses et puis je suis fort ~couraGe: 
\~istler was clearly tryinG to understand some thine of the 
Oriental attitude in making this painting. He was clearly m/are that 
his porcelain was Chinese, moreover he has depicted a womCl.n in the act 
of painting an example of it and he has tried to paint her action 
accurately with an Oriental brush in her hand. However the other 
articles in her right hand suggest that in fact he knew only the equip-
ment for calligraphy or ",ater-colour painting since amongst them is an 
inkstone, and the brushes do not appear to be suitable for porcelain 
decoration. 
I believe that 'Whistler took as a model for this painting a work 
exhibited by T. Delamarre in the Paris ~alon of 1861, "The Vmtern 
Painter" • "The Illustrated London News" published an engravine of the work 
with the following description; 
The Lantern Painter portrays a native of Crolton, 
painting with much gravity, larc-e antique Chinese 
characters upon a lantern already ornamented with 
antique fieures. His mMner of manipulatina thp. 
brush or pencil is altogether peculiar and imitated 
from nature by the B'rench Artist. 
It was this claim to an accurate description of Oriental p2intin~ 
technique which interested "Jhistler. He repeated the paint:ing technique 
in the "Lange Lijzen", although it was appropriate for paper lanterns 
not for porcelain. The general pose of the painter is the same in both 
although reversed. Whistler probably substituted the female model as 
a reminiscence of Mme. De Soye and the large amount of blue and white 
porcelain in the work was from Whistler's own collection. 
\Vhistler was clearly very interested in the techniques of }'ar 
Eastern painting. On February 10th 1861 his mother, who was staying with 
him in his studio at 7. Lindsay Row, where her bedroom was decorated 
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with prints and other Japanese art wrote of his Far Eastern interests and 
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the "Lange Lijzen"; 
Are you interested in old china? This artistic 
abode of my son is ornamented by n very rare 
collection of Japanese and Chinese' 
He considers the paintings upon them the finest 
specimens of art, and his companions (artists) 
who resort here for an evening's rela.xation 
occasionally, get enthusiastic as they handle 
and examine the curious figures portrayed. 
Some of the pieces are more than two centuries 
old. He has also a Japanese book of paintings, 
unique in their estimation. You will not wonder 
that Jemie's inspiration should be (under such 
influence) of the same cast. He is finishin~ 
at his studio a very beautiful picture for which 
he is to be paid one hundred euineas without the 
frame, that is always separate. I'll try to 
describe this inspiration to you. A girl seated, 
as if intent upon painting a beautiful .iar which 
she rests upon her lap - a quiet and easy atti-
tude. She sits beside a shelf which is covered 
with matting, a buff colour, upon which several 
pieces of China and a pretty fan are arranged as 
if for purchasers; a rug carpets the floor. 
(Jemie has several in his room and none others.) 
Upon it by her side is a large jar, and all these 
are facsimiles of those in this room,which is 
more than half studio, for here he has an easel 
and paints generally, tho' he defines it as our 
withdrawing room; for here is our bright fire 
and my post. 
Mrs. Whistler is clearly talking of her son's collection of 
porcelain. It has never been realised that \·/histler took the motifs 
on his blue and white quite as seriously as visual sources for his 
painting as he did Japanese prints. The effect of loose brush work under 
glaze must have had a tremendous impact on his technique and it formed 
a great part of the inspiration for the .1f;.Pid quality of his landscape 
studies. ~~e large jar at the bottom ~t-hand corner has as decoration 
a loosely brushed river scene which is the clear ancestor of his own 
"Valparaiso" of 1866, or "Battersea Bridge" 1875. 
The collection of blue and white had become very fashionable in the 
100 
circle in which vlliistler and Dante Rossetti moved and was the subject 109 
of some determined rivalry between them. Rossetti however seems to have 
lost interest in blue and white circa 1869 whereas ~~istler continued to 
I ' 
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look at it throughout his life. During his period of interest in 
Chinese porcelain Dante Rossetti also owned a "laree and sumptuous 
porcelain screen of varied colouring", which later h~came the property 110 
of Watts Dunton. The images on this may also have influenced vlliistler 
in his later paintines. It is certainly legitimate to refer back to 
the porcelain shown in the "Lange Lijzen" when we discuss \~histler's 
later development. The very title indicates that he thought a great 
deal of "pots". 
". 
" 
The painting also indicates that he owned a black lacquered fan 
wi th a crane painting on it, and an undecipherably painted la.cquer 
tray. Also in the upper right-hand corner he has sirrned the painting 
in two vertical cartouches "vlliistler"1864". The script he uses is 
distorted to look like Oriental calligraphy. This is the first example 
of the Orientalism of Whistler's signature that eventually led to the 
famous butterfly. The adoption of this signature is further evidence 
that Whistler consciously adopted a "Far Eastern" artistic persona. I 
(1.+\ w1wA ~ v) oLv'-l (..Wl-'1 ec{ i~ ? ~) 
have added an appendix f~hig-painting. Coloured cartouches of this 
sort used in this painting are to be found only in nineteenth century 
Japanese prints, particularly Hiroshiges. vfuistler owned prints by 
Hiroshige at this time. They appear in his next paintine "The Golden 
Screen", and vlhistler was clearly trying to identify himself with the 
artist who made them. He even designed a special frame with Oriental 
motifs. It is usual to say that this painting is completely 1uropean 
in its attitude to space and in its technique. I have already pointed 
out tt-at it is in part a meditation on the technique of painting found 
on blue and white porcelain. Also the pattern on the robe is treated 
as a means of exploring a new, freer painting technique. Noreover the 
bold, almost harsh colour arrangement of the work is clearly inspired 
by the colours in nineteenth century female portraits in Japanese prints, 
especially the purple of the underskirt and scarf. The spatial cornpos- 111 
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ition is apparently European but in fact it is uncertain and deliberately 
attempts to minimise the space around the model by obscuring her stool 112 
and the wooden pottery rack behind it in deer shadow and extremely loose 
brushwork. Only the ,modelling of volumes by cast light and shade is 
retained and that is not appli~ consistently but rather as a decorative 
device, one of many pictorial schemata available to the artist to be 
freely used together in any painting. In the "Lange Lijzcn" we there-
.. 
fore have a document of Whistler's attempts to learn about the East 
and to build his own style from his understanding of the Oriental 
aesthetic. Like most stUdent work it shows this process to the viewer 
and it is therefore folly to treat it as a mature expression and to 
dismiss it as a fashionable genre subject, a "Chinoiserie", or to talk 
of it as a Vermeer in fancy dress. It has neither the chic of the one 
nor the optical accuracy of the other. The painting was exhibited to 
the R.A. in Nay 1864 and was well-received. Rossetti naturally wrote a 
highly favourable review: 
His is the art of concealing art; yet a.lways 
with so fine an originality that to the percept-
ive eye, the art is the one and main constituent 
of the whole, the sum of its result. He realises, 
through nature for the sake of art; an aim a,s 
legitimate as the usual one of realising throueh 
art for the sake of nature and even more intrin-
sically pictorial. Seemingly reckless to the 
uninitiated every touc'h which he lays on is 
nicely calculated for a right purpose, and takes 
its place. The rough is not too rough to be fine 
in its relations, nor the fine so fine as to fail 
of its significance. His picture of a Chinese 
women painting a blue vase is the most delightful 
piece of colour on the walls the more you examine 
it, the more convinced you become that it will 
yield new pleasure on reinspection and the con-
viction is never falsified. Its harmonising power 
of art is so entire that we find that we find it a 
choice piece of orientalism, though conscious that 
there is not even an attempt at the Chinese cast 
of countenance. This "Lange Lijzen" (or limp damsel, 
as the Dutch term the female figures on the Chinese 
porcelain) is painting her blue pot of the six 
marks so deservedly prized by collectors with a 
natty touch and appreciative turn of the head which 
do not allow us to mind whether she sees her own 
~ . 
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painted "lanr,-e li,jze" through eyes of the p'!'oper' 
almond shape or not. Art is .1180 jU!'ltified of 
her childrpn. ' 
As early as rilay, 1864, therefore, vlhistler's work was defendod in 
the terms of the Aesthetic l1ovement. :r::nthusiaom for the Far East was 
permanently linked with the quest for the "harmonising power of art". 
Nature was to be rearranged to make an artificial, highly ordered 
environment. Indeed we m~ say that Oriental art initiated this quest 
in Whistler for this review was written by a friend and neiGhbour who 
probably sa.w the work in progress. The review indicates the consider-
able Far Eastern element in Whistler's aesthetic at this early date. 
vlhistler was not averse to giving lectures on his ideas of Far 
Eastern art to visitors to his studio. George ~100re once found him 
doing so surrounded by a crowd of admirers and embarrassed one of them 
by askin(! if "faces represented on a Japanese screen by two or three 
113 
lines and a couple of dots could be considered well drawn':" II as \lhistJ er 111 
seemed to believe. During the remainder of 1864, and in 1865, t'hisUer 
was entirely occupied with Far Eastern paintines which developed his 
knowledge and understanding of the Eastern aesthetic. It is difficult 
to fix the precise order in which the paintings were IIk'1de. riJrs. 
Whistler's letter tells us that the Far Eastern paintings were "ordered ll 
- by which, presumably, she meant commissioned and that he had several 
in hand. It is difficult even to identify the painting IIportraying a 
GToup in Oriental costume, a tea equipage of old Japan~" They look out 
upon a river with a town in the distance." 
It seems most likely that it was an early version of the motif of 
"The J3alcony" now in the Freer collection, \!Ja.shington. It may well have 
been the same canvas, for it has been worked over considerably since its 
first painting. We know that vJhist'ler was still workinG' on the painting 
in 1861 when, according to Benedite, he wrote to Fantin Latour about it, 
115 
declaring his intention to produce an almost life-size version of it. 116 
There is a squared-off oil sketch of the work on wood in the Birnie 
Phillip Bequest in Glasgow University presumably m~de in 1061, though 
it al~30 shmrs several alterations. I believe that the motif was 
oriGinally suggested to ~lhistler by the scene "Fuji from the Paeoda 
of the 500 Rakans, Yedo", No. 32 of the "36 Views of Fuji" which we 
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know to have been in Europe and by ~imilar later representations of 111 
the tea parties on balconies looking out over water such as those by 
Kunisada. A panel from such a triptych made by Kunisada in the 1850's 
is amongst the works in the Burges collection. It has been sugGested 
that the motif derived from a print by Kyonaga, "Youth and Courtesans" 118 
which can be shown to have once belonged to Whistler. However I do 
not believe that he could have acquired the Kiyonaga, an eighteenth 
century print, before 1868, and probably not until much later. Moreover 
the only "convincing" link with the Kiyonaga. is the use of the samisen. 
The Kiyonaga has no balcony and the view is out of a window across mud 
flats. In any case the playing of the samisen in a tea party is shown 
on an anonymous print from the Burges collection. 
I believe however that the accuracy of the details of the use of 
tea utensils and the samisen can best be explained by assuming that 
they were painted after \~hist1er had seen them in use in the Japanese 
exhibition in Paris in 1861 by the three Japanese girls who eave 
regular demonstrations in native costume. It is clear that these areas 119 
of the paintinff are amongst the latest of the reworkings/from the 
reproduction. It is impossible to say with precis.ion wha.t vlhistler's 
1864 Japanese "Balcony" looked like. In any case it is more important 120 
to note that the theme of figures by water grew out of his interest in 
Far Eastern art. From the beginning Whistler W3S seeing the Thames 
with eyes opened by the Japanese example. As Sutton rightly remarks, 
the background in the Freer version of "The Balcony" is a view of the 
Thames. Whistler's entire art, his unique vision, depends on the 121 
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technique and motifs he created from the study of Ja.panese art in the 
1860's. He wanted to make an art which proposed a highly ordered, Far 
Eastern conception of Western experience. His use of Japanese art is 
in no sense superficial exoticism. 
I will return to a discussion of "The Balcony" and its place in a 
series of works with a similar motif in Section Three after having 
discussed the EUropean reaction to Japanese art after the 1867 
exhibition and in the 1870's. 
A little more can be said about "The Artist's Studio" now in the 
Chicago Art Institute. This sketch is usually dated to 1867 or 1868 
for stylistic reasons. ~owever this sketch and a similar one in the 
Municipal Art Gallery, Dublin, both show Whistler's models of 1864-66, 
Jo Heffernan and the woman he referred to in his letters to Fantin as 
"La Japonaise". Whistler never painted Jo after his visit to Valparaiso 
in 1866. 
"The Artist's Studio" is clearly a record of the atmosphere in 
which Whistler created his Japanese pictures in the mid-1860's. The 
two models are rendered in an undeniably Japanese manner. Particularly 
the standing figure in a yellow kimono holding a fan with her back to 122 
the viewer is a pose in many Japanese prints. The liquidity of the 
brushwork on the figures in this sketch is a result of Whistler's need 
to create the fluidity of line necessary to such poses and which was a 
natural means of expression in Fa.r Eastern ink painting where a very 
fluid medium was used. 
The "refined" counterpoint of the background of the composition is 
also derived from the Japanese example. Only there could \~istler have 
learned to create the irregular rhythm formed by the dim silhouettes of 
the three Japanese scroll paintings on the left, the large gilt fram~d 
mirror and the small print on the right. He also recorded his cabinet 
of blue and white on the extreme left. The artist himself stands on 
I !. 
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the right, looking sideways out of the picture to his unseen canvas. 
If I am right and this painting was painted before VJhistler's 
trip to Valparaiso in 1866 then it documents the beginning of 
i:lhistler's "liquid" technique and fixes its genesis at precisely the 
time when the artist was most interested in "learning" from Far b::astern 
art. This suggests that Far Eastern art acted once again as a c~talyst 
in developing new stylistic ideas in Western art. The dating of "The 
Balcony" and "The Artist's Studio" must however remain controversial. 
It is best to return to better documented works. 
During 1864 and 1865 Whistler was totally taken up with "Japonisme". 
In February, 1865, he wrote to Fantin; 
J'ai fait encore un petit tableau japonais 
qui est r~vissante. 
and slightly later; 
La Japonaise me prend du matin jusqu'au soir. 
Elle a ete mise du cote jusqu'a present a 
cause de la maladie du modele. 123 
Jo Heffernan is said to have been the model for two of the 
paintings; "'rhe Gold Screen" and "The Little 'White Girl", but she 
could only have lived with Whistle~ in the autumn of 1861 when his 
mother went to the coast for her health •. It seems reasonable to assume 
that "The Golden Screen" was the next work to be painted after the 
"Lange Lijzen" as it is the closest to it in conception. Indeed, the 
face of the model in "The Golden Screen" seems to me to be far closer 
to the model of the earlier painting than to that of the model in 
"The L1 t tl e "'!hi te Girl". 121 
"The Golden Screen" is a very small work, only 19-1" x 27". It 
shoWS a woman in a black kimono sitting on an uptilted carpet. At her 
right, filling the lower left-hand corner of the painting is a black 
lacquer box, a piece of blue and white porcelain and a decorative 
arrangement of pink flowers and their green stems. The use of disem-
bodied flowers in the corners of the composition is comwon in JalJanCSe 
prints as a balancinf,' feature. This is its first use in :.tlistler's 
painting but he was to continue to use it many times throuGhout his 
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life as a means of controlling his increasingly darinG and unsta.ble 125 
compositions. rphc right-hand lower corner is filled with scattered 
landscape prints which are clearly by Hiroshige. The woman also holds 
one such print in her hand. Strange identified the uppennost print on 
the floor as one of the set "Views of more than Sixty l'rovinces". 
In painting these prints 'l'lliistler was clearly learnin~ more about 
the Japanese aesthetic and about how to make a minimum of "taches" 
explain a whole landscape. This study was to be of tremendous value in 
his later work. The stool in the upper rir,ht-hnnd side is clearly the 
same as the one in the "Lange Lijzen". The lines fanned by its thin 
black crossed legs form an elegant relationship with the dark boundary 
to the bottom of the screen at the back of the painting and with the 
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black upright formed in the centre of the patnting by the edGes of the 
folding pa.nels which are exposed. It has been claimed, without support, 127 
that the images on this screen are bowdlerised Hiroshiee prints. In 
fact the golden clouds surrounding the scenes' show that \vhistler WD.S 
aware of the conventions of Japanese screen painting as does the 
pictorial unity of the panels particularly the perspective rlia80nnl 
taken across the two centre panels. In fact we may speculate that one 
of 'vlhistler's screens which he used as a model showed a Kabuki theatre set. 
in landscape and that, like 11anet, he found it necessary to rearrange 
the composition in order to fit into the overall pattern of his work. 
The broad planks of the Kabuki stage are recognisable on the panel 
behind the model's head; many such examples of screens were made thoueh 128 
I have not yet found an example of an early import. In view of the 
small size of his painting Whistler had inevitably to simplify the very 
complex drawing of the Japanese screen and it is worth remarking that 
Manet had been defeated by the challenge of placing a Japanese screen 129 
in thE" background of his much larGer "Olympia" only the previous year. 
In his rearrangement and simplification Hhil'ltler WA,S learning even 
more about the selection and placing of marko and spatial clues in 
paintine. 
"The Gold !£reen" has often been praised as the most successful 
picture in the Japanese convention by Whistler. This is to ienore the 
synthesis of several different Japanese conventions within it. The 
motif of a beautiful woman relaxing in a kimono derives from the· 
eighteenth century. Such a woman would never have looked at 
IIiroshiges. The screen is of an even earlier date. The painting is a 
synthesis of all that interested Whistler about Japanese art at the 
time. Havi~~ achieved it he turned to an attempt to develop the 
re3ulting style, in the treatment of contemporary Western subjects. 
It is an essential staee in his development as an artist. 
The most immediate Western style was that predilection for pathos 
and drwna mixed with ambiguous symbols and litera17 illusions that for 
Dante Hossetti constituted I're-Raphaelitism. llossetti's work is of 
course a disguised celebration of contemporary emotions which if one 
were uncharitable could be called the my:::ltification of the superficial 
and fashionable in contemporary life. Whistler's 1862 p1'\intin~ "The 
'ilhi te Girl" , later called "Symphony in vlhi te No.1", had been 
interpreted as an illustration to Wilkie Collins' novel, "The Woman 
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in Hhite", although no such intention was ever indicated by Whistler. 130 
However the dramatic mood of Whistler's painting was clearly intended. 
The straight pose of the model emphasised by the direct pleats of her 
dress and the strange note introduced by the lily in her hand and the 
carefully observed head of the bearskin at her feet contribute to what 
is clearly a dramatic presentation. It was this presence which inter-
ested Whistler on Pre-Raphaelitism. In "La Princesse du Pays de Ia 
Porcelaine" which he painted through a long period in 1864. Whistler 
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'found a means of changing the mood of the female portrait as well as 
substituting a Jap~nese environment for a dramatic presentation. 
The model is Christine Spartal~ the sister of one of Rossetti's 
favourite models. Her oblique posture a.nd the curved folds of her 
yellow robe combine to reduce the dramatic impact inherent in thA single 
figure portrait. So concerned has Whistler becor:le with breakine up 
the vertical line of the figure that he has a.rranged a piece of pink 
drapery behind her left elbow to look like an extension of her loose 
sleeve, although in fact it is draped over the screen. The Japanese 
example has enabled him to use drapery as an autonomous element in the 
design. The fan held in the model's right hand is carefully arranged 
in relationship to the rectangle which forms part of the screen behind 
her. The screen shows bird and flower subjects on a white ba.ckground 
which is unusual in Japanese screens, and so it may well be an invention 
inspired by a sight of Manetts bird and flower screen, and by the 
flower painting on the fan. To balance the design Whistler hos also 
included a piece of blue and white and a fan on the right in the bacl~-
Ground. The Oriental objects in the paintin~ have often been seen 
simply as stage properties, as a different means to the Pre-Raphaelite 
goal of making common middle-class life mysterious. In part this is 
true, but clearly more is involved. Whistler has succeeded in creating 
a new mode and a new mood for the single figure portrait by referring 
to the Japanese example and this achievement was to remain when the 
Japanese costume disappeared from his sitters. 
The first step in this direction can be seen in "The Little \fui te 
Girl" for which Jo Heffernan was once again the model. Here we have 
only a fan held languidly downwards, an intrusively decorative pattern 
formed of pink blossoming sprigs and a blue and white jar on the 
mantelpiece to remind us of Whistler's attachment to the East. However 
the langorous pose of Jo, her arm stretched across the top of the 
132 
mantelpiece and the severe rectangles created by it, and the joint of 
the mantel are clearly derived from Whistler's J8pancse composition~. 
~,~ 
Furthermore, the darin,'i juxtaposi tion of Jo' s profile with her .~-face 
image on the mirror could only have been achieved after contemplation 
of Japanese figure prints in which heads and bodies have similar 
decorative relations which are difficult to rationalise. Whistler 
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may ha.ve seen prints in which artists like Utamaro exploited the 134 
irrational aspect of reflection to decorative or comic purposes. The 
extent of the change in Whistler's attitude to the single fieure painting 
which took place as a result of his intense contemplation of Japanese 
art can be measured by comparing the first "\Oihi te Girl" with this 
painting. 1ven the brushwork has altered completely chaneing from the 
stilted detailing of the curtains in the 1862 painting to the free 
expressive quality in, for instance, the painting of the blossoms in 
the 1864 painting. 
Swinburne wrote a verse which Whistler later placed on "The Little 
1'!hi te Girl" wi1ich makes no mention of Japan and yet it is clear that the 
mood to which he refers was inspired by Whistler's contemplation of 
Japanese art; 
Come snow, come wind or thunder, 
High up in the air, 
I watch my face and wonder 
At my bright hair; 
Nought exalts or grieves 
The rose at the heart, that heaves 
With love of her own leaves and lips that pair. 
In "The Little White Girl" Whistler finally arrived at that celebration 
of radical individualism that I discussed at the beginning of this 
essay. From now on he was able all his life to fit the human being 
into a highly ordered environment as so to suggest immortality in the 
ephemeral. He learnt this from Japanese art. 
There is no doubt that Whistler made other Japanese paintings in 
the mid-1860's. William Rossetti mentions one called "The Scarf" as 
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having been exhi bi ted with "'rhe Little White Girl" and "The Golden 137 
Screen" in the R.A. in 1865. JIe thought tho paintine could have been 
perfected to the standard of the other exhibits and shown the following 
year. 
In the 1960 Arts Council ~fuistler Exhibition a painting called 
"Girl in front of a Screen" was shown which Pennell accepted as 
genuine in 1910. This apparently showed a Japanese screen lut the 1;8 
composition was not "Japanese". 
No doubt "The Scarf" and other "Japanese" paintings produced by 
Whistler in the mid- 1860's are now lost forever, and it would be futile 
to discuss the matter further. But there is however considerable 
evidence to suggest that ~Nhistler was completely engrossed in makine 
"Jap:mese" paintings. 
Whistler's landscapes before 1867 remain to be considered. I 
have already mentioned my belief that china paintin~, especially blue 
and white, had a great influence on the chanee in his attitude to 
landscape painting. The other major influence was Hiroshige, whose 
work ... ,as available to vlhistler both in his own collection and in 
Rossetti's. vlhistler owned some of the "Views of more than Sixty 
Provinces" which also supplied the colour plates in Osborne's 
"Japanese Fragments", and Rossetti owned some of the "Hundred Views of 
Yedo". We may assume these prints to have been in fairly wide 
circulation. 
Whistler was never convinced of the value of Courbet's full-blooded 
realism in landscape and his work in the sixties shows a consistent 
attempt to formulate a different relationship to natUJ'e,a celebration 
of an experience rather than a depiction of a phenomenon. Hiroshige's 
prints were a perfect example of such a celebration of the experience 
of landscape, based on poetic concepts and a consistent graphic style. 
Whistler's graphic tendencies can be seen very early in "The Blue 
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1,-!3.ve", painted in Biarritz in 1862. Tho Wl.ves are almost flat pa.tches 
of blue and the water runs over the rocks exactly 8G in "Have and 
"ihirlpool fit Awa" from the "Views of ::.iixty Provinces" of HirosrJiGc. 140 
iVhistler's work is totally inadequate as a study of a wave compared 
with Courbet's "La Vague". When \\'histler lived by the Thames he found 
subjects more suitable for his style, subjects which had direct models 
in Hiroshige's many prints of rivers and bridges. Paintincs like 
"Last of Old Westminster", 1863, or "Old J3atternea Bridge'; 1865, must 
in part have been suggested by views of miniscule human beinr,s 
scuttling across tressle bridges, such as the famous print No.52 of 
the "Hundred Views of Yedo". 
Hiroshige's use of informal composition and his habit of le~winr; 
very large areas of a print with the minimum of marks, often just a 
blue, erey or green plano have especially transmitted themselves in the 
1865 painting. The barges to the rieht hand are clearly trea.ted as 
brushstrokes painted directly onto a flat surface. Noreover the 
Japanese habit of treating staffage figures as graphic symbols of a 
particular human action has taken hold of v:histler in the {',Toup of men 
about to launch a boat. The brushwork in these river pieces nnd their 
close tone areas is, as I have already pointed out, influenced by the 
glazed .painting on blue and white porcelain with its open, liquid 
quality. The need to present in la.ndscape the same order that he 
sought for in his figure paintings was eventually to lead Whistler to 
paint only twilight scenes in which this liquid continuity of tones 
was acceptable, within the naturalist conventions of his time. At 
this time however he attempted extremes in the full light of day. 
In "Harmony in Blue and Silver" painted at Trouville, he took 
this desire for continuity to its logical extreme. There is a flat 141 
open expanse of blue sea and sky with two white brush marks on the 
horizon to indicate the sails of a boat. In the foreground a fieure is 
looking outwards sketched in glaze, ":'histler not dnring to break the 
insubstantial unity by sugeesting that his body has ffiFU3S. Tho fieure 
is Courbet, but one can hardly believe it. \1histler hns taken the 
Oriental example as far as he could and his work looks like an Oriental 
paintinc;', a watercolour of a sage contemplating the sea. In another 
seascape Whistler acknowledged the influence of Oriental art by signing 
it with a butterfly in a cartouche. This was "Symphony in Grey and 
Green" of 1866. The end of a pier juts out from the left and a few 
twigs with leaves rise from the right-hand of the bottom edr;e of the 
canvas. These are the only deep tones in the painting for the rest is 
a liquid mist with a few strokes to indicate the presence of boats. 
One feels that to paint landscape like this vlhistler must ha.ve seen 
Oriental paintings as well as prints, yet the only examples we know 
that he wa.s acquainted with were the paintings on his blue and white 
china. 
This painting was probably painted during the voyage to 
Valparaiso which Whistler: made from February to November, 1866, durine 
which he made many seascapes. He underook the voyage to give himself 
time to assimilate the discoveries of the previous two years since he 
waB already writing to Fantin early in 1866 that he was thinking of 
leaving London for good to live in Paris. This is therefore a good 
point to break off the discussion of his development. 
I have argued that Whistler was the first European artist to 
attempt to become "Japanese" and that he did so in pursuit of a new 
standpoint within the huropean tradition of painting. I have discussed 
Whistler's employment of Japanese motifs at some length, because I 
believe that their use was fundamental to the development of this new 
standpoint which later assumed the title of the Aesthetic 11ovement. 
I have tried to show that '.Jhistler's "Japanese" paintings were medi-
tations on the implications for his painting of the Oriental example 
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which was of overwhelming importance in the formation of a style vlhich 
he was to develop throughout his life. For Hhistler never stopped 
being Japanese. He openly acknowledGed as much in his development of 
the butterfly signature which derives entirely from Oriental exrunples 
and on which I have written an appendix which I included here a3 it is 
most convenient to do so. 
APPENDIX 
Whistler and the Butterfly, the genesis of Whistler's signature. 
It has always been generally recognised that \'Jhistlcr's famous 
"Butterfly" signature has a close relationship to Far F.a.stern art but 
no serious study of the significance of th~ butterfly has been under-
ta.ken. Whilst the butt.erfly is clearly a Gymbol of the perfect but 
evanescent beauty which \Jhistler sought in his art, it is not C:I. motif 
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found in great numbers in Japanese prints or even on ceramics or lacquer. 
In his earlier works \Vhistler's signature generally reflects his 
artistic intentions, by its association with the manner of the sienature 
of the artist he most admired at the time. 
In his early works the signature is a bold "(J .M.) \Olhistler", and 
is usually accompanied by the date. This mode of signature is clearly 
influenced by Courbet. It can be seen clearly in the upper right-hand 
corner of "'rhe 'Vhi te Girl". 
By 1864 however Whistler wished to identify with Par Eastern art 
~-and his first solution to the problem that this posed for his sienature // 
, can be seen in the "Lange Lijzen of the Six :Harks". In the upper right-
hand corner he simulated the green and red panels which contain the 
title and signature in Hiroshige. He signed Whistler in the green panel 
and 1864 in the red, both vertically. In liThe Gold Screen" we can see 
the prints which provided the model for this signature. The use of 
panels of this sort was to be incorporated with the butterfly in later 
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signatures. In "The Gold Screen" and in the "Princesse du Pays de la 
Porcelain" Whistler used the ordinary European si[,'11ature. According to 
Hurray Harks it was the apparent vulb.rari ty of this siVla ture in the 
latter painting which forced vlhistler to look for a more sui table way 
of marking his ,,'orks. 
The Butterfly signature, which had been in use 
some nine years when the letters we reproduce 
were written, (1873) \oJhistler really owed, it 
must not be forgotten, to suggestion made by 
RosGetti. Marks well remembered the storm there 
was in H.ossetti' s studio over the l'rincesses du 
Pays de la Porcelaine because the first client 
who offered to buy it before Leyland saw it, 
objected to \,-'histler's signature on it, which he 
said spoiled the composition. Rossetti to 
smooth matters over drew a sort of Eastern 
cartouche with Whistler's initials in it and 
suggested he should use that instead. Whistler 
developed the idea and so the butterfly came 
into existence. 
If we accept this story then it is clear that the "]3utterfly" sic;nature 
was first conceived in 1864. We can be fairly certain of the form of 
the cartouche which Rossetti drew by looking at his own signature during 
the 1860's. This consisted of a circular seal in which his initials, 
D.G.R., were superimposed in a pseudo-medieval seal pattern. 
If one superimposes Whistler's initials, J .H. W., one produces a 
primitive "butterfly" shape and this is what R08setti must have done. 
This however would not have produced an authentic Far I;;astern cartouellO 
but somethinG' more like a. medieval seal~ 8.S with Hossett!' s sil3'ntl.ture. 
The earliest "Butterfly" sienatures are still placed inside a 
panel like those in the "Lange Lijzen" to make their Japanese f.lesociation 
quite clear. This is the case with the signature of the "Symphony in 
Grey and Green, The Ocean" of 1866, in the Frick collection, 
New York. The "message" still had to be stressed. 
Whistler's systematic development of the "Butterfly" can only be 
explained in terms of the development of symbolic cultural meaning for 
it. In the 1860's Hadame Butterfly was still three decades a"laY. 
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However there is one early source "'hich could h,wl') linl:cd butterflies 
with Japan in the Western mind. 
'There existed in Japan :l popular fonn of jucc1ing which consisted 
of a display or a dance in which the jug,'jler made large paper butter-
flies appear to fly, settle on his clothes, flowers and other object13. 
Nearly all early wri tten accounts of 1u.ropoan travellers to J8pan con-
tain descriptions of this. Here is the one by Lindau; 
Un tour saltimbanque excita particulierement 
mon attention par l'adresse gracieuse avec 
laquelle il rut execute. Lo saltimbanque 
produisit un gTand papillon en papier, mais 
13i parfaitement imite qu'a: la distance da 
quelques pas on aurait pu croire l'insccte 
vivant. II jeta ce papillon en I'air, puis, 
en agitant habilement son evental1, il Ie 
maintint au dessus de sa t~te, Ie fit vol tiger, 
manter et descendre en imprimant'a tous ses 
A -mouvements l'apparence d'un etre animo; il 
, .-- , 
finit pa.r laisser s'elever ce papillon a une 
hauteur assez grande, d'ou il retomba lentement, 
ses larges ailes lui servant de parachute, sur 
une fleur que Ie saltimbanque tenait a la main. 
Not long after this these same jugglers made their appearance in 
bllrope. In 1867 for instance they gave performances at St. l'mrtin's 
Hall, London, when the performance became known a.s the "Butterfly 'Prick". 
There is another pretty trick, done by a liCht-
fingered artist named Asi-Kitch-San, who mahes 
little paper butterflies and keeps them hoverinG 
in the air by the wind of the pair of fans, 
causing them to fly to and fro at his pleasure, 
to settle on a nosegay of flowers and to rise 
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a~ain seeminGly with the easy motion of life. 146 
These accounts and performances undoubtedly established the a~;soc-
iation of the butterfly with Japan and the SUPI,osedly "Japanese" 
qualities of light-fingered artistry, delicacy of balance and judgement. 
These are all qualities that \lhistler was attempting to develop in his 
own work. 'lbe decision to develop his monog-ram into the "Butterfly" 
would certainly have been influenced by the notion that these associa-
tions were in existence. Whistler selected the butterfly because of 
its meaning,not as an isolated and whimsical ideogram. 
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BY 1867, in "The Balcony" the butterfly while still in the panel 
has become liberated from 'Whistler's initials. A simila.r form persists 
in the works of the early 1870's such ao "Variations in Violet and 
Green" of 1871. H01;JeVer a different version of a butterfly in a cir- 147 
cular seal appears in the portraits of f>Uss Cicely Alexander and Thomas 
Carlyle. In creatin~ this form ~~istlcr obviously hAd in mind the 
seals on Japanese prints and ceramics, but more especially the circular 
"I·Ton" or coat of arms of Japanese noble families. Several of these 
were butterfly desiens and these were reproduced frequently in black 
and white Japanese books of heraldic prints, some even in Hokusai's 
"Mangwa". In his "Grammar of Japanese Ornament" published in 1879, 
Thomas Cutler had included a page of "Non", several of which represented 
butterflies. Similar images were available in 1!.Uxope from the late 
1860's, they appear frequently in books such as Aime Humbert's "Japon" 
written in 1869 and finally published in 187A' 
There remains to be discussed the animated anthropomorphic 
personality which \~istler contrived to express in his Butterfly, 
particularly in his correspondence and in works such as "The Gentle 
Art of Baking Enemies". 
Once again this can be traced back to Japnnese art. In Hokusai's 
"Iliangwa" there is a page showing various poses in the Yakko-Odori drlnce, 
148 
in which a peasant imitates the high-flown airs of a samurai's servant. 149 
This was one of the earliest pages in the ''Mangwa'' to be reproduced in 
Europe and it was often mistaken for a dance imitatine the flight of 
the butterfly, for instance by Alcock. A comparison with the 
! 
r 
"Speciments of the Butterfly Sienature of James McNeill Whistler" 
published in the Life of the Pennells shows that Whistletn line, his 
method of animating the butterfly and several of the expressive poses 
I (14b, 
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that he used are derived from Hokusai's print. It is evident that 
Whistler's adoption of the "Butterfly"'eignature was intended as an 
acknowledgement of his debt to Japanese art and a declaration of his 
allegiance to aesthetic attitudes which he believed to be founded on 
Far R~stern principles. I shall demonstrate below (in Section Three) 
that Whistler maintained a constant study of,Japanese art in the 
1870's and 1080's and that the extent to ,·,hich he was indebted to it 
has been considerably underestimated. 
I 
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We now leave artists for whom the Oripntal example was of funda-
mental importance to their development and turn to those who displayed 
a passing interest in it. 
TISSOT 
If Whistler painted Oriental subjects in order to construct a new 
aesthetic, Tissot painted them in order to avoid this challenge. One 
of the principal aims of the popular painter in the mid-nineteenth 
U 
centjlry was to be able to make "subject paintings" of almost any event 
in a style which amounted to an illusionistic reconstruction of the 
event, whether it was real or fictional. This fonn of painting, a 
mixture of history, archaeobgy and anthropoloey, had been eiven a 
certain ~espectability by both Ingres and Delacroix who had consulted 
"experts" about details in their paintings. Tissot's first successes 
were treatments of the Faust legend in "medieval" costume, three of 
163 
which were exhibited at the 1861 Salon with quotations from Goethe on 151 
the frames. When Tissot took up Japanese paintings he used the same 
soft-toned illusionism and the same archaeological exactitude that he 
had used in the Faust paintings. Tissot ignored all factors in the 
Oriental aesthetic which his friends Degas and vlliistler felt to be so 
important for their artistic development. 
He appears to have begun his Japanese subject paintincs in 1864 
when Dante Gabriel Rossetti wrote to his mother about Mme. De Soye's 
shop; 
all the costumes were being snapped up by the 
French artist, Tissot, who it seems is doing 
three Japanese pictures, which the mistress of 
the shop described to me as the three wonders 
of the world, evidently in her opinion quite 
throwing Whistler into the shade. 
He also collected other Japanese items. In June 1865, \.Jilliam Rossetti 
wrote in his diary; 
The shopkeeper, who seems passably well informed 
on the subject, says that a European~even were 
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he to go to Japan could not learn the proc08s of 
colour prjnting ••••• all the::>e thinv'B are clone in 
the c1 ty of the l'l.ikado and are jea10llGly L'Uardfld 
as secrets even the 'lycoon himself mllst not meddle 
with; Hokusai's series consists of 30 parts a.nd 
no one in Europe yet possesses a perfect copy; 
Tissot J think comes neaTPst havin 2. Dokusai 
died some hundred Y(?!lrs a.go, h[ldame Dessoye 
said forty). 
Vie may assume that Hokusai' s series was the "r'JFmr,-wa", 0.1 i.houf~h there 
are only fifteen volumes in it, the latest of which was not publi:Jbed 
until 1878. Tissot must have acquired other similar work, perhaps 
153 
earlier books by Hokusai or work by later artists such as Kuniyoshi. 154 
Alternatively we might suggest that ~he series was somethinG' sllch flS 
the "Thirty Six Views of Fuji", but in this case Hossetti would hanHy 
have called single prints "parts", and, in any case, the shopkeeper is. 
demonstrably it~norant of even the century in which Hokusai lived. 
The three Japanese paintin€,"S Dante Rossetti referred to are identi-
fiable as "La Japonaise au Ba1n", SiDled 1864, now in Di,ion, the "L::'..(iy 
in Japanese Costume", undated, owned by Hirsch Adler Gallerieo, New 
York, and the painting which Degas shows in his portrait of Tinsot I:mde 
in 1866. No other Oriental paintings by 'rissot are known from this 
period. 'iJe are therefore entitled to think of the paintint'~'s at least in 
part as a response to Whistler's efforts and influence painted lrtte in 
1864 and in the early months of 1865. Tissot exhibited a medieval subject 
. painting in the Royal Academy summer exhibition of 10G4, and prob['lbly 1L·)~ 
saw Whistler's "Lange Lijzen" while he was in London. 
liLa Japonaise au Bain" is probably the earliest of these pai.nti.ngs. 
It shows a decidedly French young woman naked save for a kimono and an 
elaborate but inauthentic headdress of flowers, and thp. typical Japanpsp. 
wooden combs. She leans between two wooden posts of a bath house, her 
arm extended lant~uidly across the entrance. The kimono, which is similar 
to the dress of "La Princesse du Pays de la Porcelaine", has fallen open 
across the front to the very limits of decency for the time. Tissot had 
obviously heard the com1"lon traveller's tale of publi c mixed 1)ilthinr~ in 
Japan and no doubt also of the Yoshiwara and the Japanese custom of 
offering "wives" to vJoitin,,;, b'uropeans. That idle fantasy of -the 
Japanese woman formed for tho nineteenth century J.uropcan dream of a r.-...... 
~:uvW\QA~ 
sensual paradise which 1IIaS to be epitomised hy I,oti, in "rime. Cl.,.;r>~h-Mne-". 
Here is the description of conununal bathin{~ in 'rokyo, given in 1861 
by the puritanical Bishop Smith of Victoria in "Ten Weeks in Japan"; 
Towards the latter part of the afternoon at an 
early hour of the evenin~, all aGes and both 
sexes are intermingled in one shameless throne 
of bathers without signs of modesty or of any 
apparent sense_of moral indecorum. Some rcrsons 
palliate this custom of promiscuous bAthinG' in 
public by assuming the innocent simplicity of 
their primitive habits and dwelling on the wide 
differences of every country in the convention-
alities of moral right and wrong. The obvious 
reply to this charitable theory is that the 
Japanese are one of the most licentious races 
in the world. 
I abstain also from makine a more than passing' 
allusion to another of the national institutions 
of Japan, the government revenue accruing from the 
systematic licensin~ and control of these resorts 
of the dissolute. Young females of handsome apppar-
ance are sold by their venal parents, and consi~1ed 
at an early age to a life of deeradation. At the 
expiration of their term of service they are not 
infrequently taken in marriage by the middle class 
of the Japanese, who regard it as no disgrace to 
select their wives from such institutions. 
On the other hand, Lindau in 1864 took a much less jaundiced view of 
the custom in "Un Voyage auteur du Japon"; 
, 
Le Japonais Ie plus deli cat et Ie plus rigide 
ne s'offusque pas de voir une jeune prendre 
une bain au seuil de sa porte devant les 
passants, et les gens de tout aee et de tout 
sex qui se reunissent dans des salles communes 
pour y faire leurs ablutions, n'ont jamais cru 
cornmetre une action henteuse. 
Lindau records that the European community in Yokohama made strenuous 
attempts to ban public bathing and failed. 
Tissot has altered the communal nature of the experience to a 
voyeuristic relationship between the bathing girl and the viewer of 
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the painting. In doing this he has imposed a 'Nl!stern notion of sexun.l-
ity onto an image whose Far R~stern archetype had an entirely different 
]rJeanine. Moreover he has done this by followin{; L'uropen.n reports "'hich 
themselves misrepresented Ja.pa.nese behaviour. 
The sources for Tissot's im8ge are various. lie could have seen 
photo6~aphs showing bathing scenes, as an engravin~ showinG a Japgnese 
bath house, clearly taken from a photograph is published in Aimo 
Humbert's "Japan" and we Imow that Humbert's work made use of photo-
graphs taken throughout the 1860's by Felix Beato and others. 
Tissot must also have looked at prints which followed a tradition 
set by the great eighteenth century print makers, Utamaro and l:iyonaga. 
Tissot probably saw the pose of his "Japonaise" in a late version of it 
by Kunisada or a similar mid-nineteenth century print artist. However 
I have not been able to find a precise model in nineteenth century prints 
so I can only describe the Japanese archetype in general terms, using 
earlier prints. The oddities on Tissot's imac:e stronely suggest a 
nineteenth century model. 
Utamaro, especially, made many prints of women with no costume save 
a loose kimono falling from their shoulders. Tissot m::1y well hove had 
such an eighteenth century image in mind when paintine this work. l!ow-
ever this possibility is diminished by the apparently fictional hcaddreas 
with flowers in it which must either have been an invention of Tiasot or 
a misinterpretation of a description of a print and it is difficult to 
think of a print by Utamaro that hc'could have miSinterpreted in this 
. 
manner. K}onaga also designed bathing scenes and his are in some ways 
more likely sources for the Tissot painting. 
I However ~issot probably saw a degraaei nineteenth eentury versioa 
Evidence that such bathing scenes had reached Europe 
is provided in "Sketches of Japanese Hanners" by J.M.W. Silver, published 
in 1867, in which a Europeanised version of such a print or painting is 
reproduced. 
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The sensuality of "La Japonnise nu Bain" is akin to that of Banet'n 
"Olympia" in its directness, and we may without doubt ascribe this to 
the example set by Hokusai in the "f/lang'wa" and to the erotic prints of 
the nineteenth century Japanese artists which had by this time reached 
Paris. Previously no-one in the \'lest, not even Courbet, wouJd have 
openly presented such a provocative pose. However while llanet concealed 
the Oriental basis for his presentation of Olympia as a personality 
rather than as a dead object, Tissot takes shelter behind the fastern 
context. Tissot has extended the range of subjects for "sub,ject" 
paintin~ almost solely as a device for a sensual fantasy which mieht 
have been condemned like "Olympia" was, if it had been presented in a 
contemporary Western guise. 
TisGot had a good idea of the construction of a Japanese house as 
can be seen from the paper screens in the background behind the modol'c 
ann and the wooden door posts and elevated floor. Probably he had sce'1 
phc)toG"raphs, though it is possible that this hiGhly detailed illusion is 
a "rectified image" taken from a Japanese print; the illusionistic 
woodrrrain on the posts and other such touches must have been added in 
the typical over-enthusiasm for visual archaeology of the ninptccnth 
century subject painter. The small landscape to be seen throuGh the 
back of the house is clearly derived from IIiroshigc, almost certa.inly 
from "The View of more than Sixty Provinces". However once a~ain \ole 
have a "rectified imaee". The landscape is seen in nineteenth centuI"J 
illusionistic terms. 
This need to explain Oriental conventions reaches its height in 
the flowers along the upper edge of the painting which are presented as 
a climbing vine though they arc derived from the use of flowers in 160 
Japanese prints in a purely formal manner. We only have to compare 
these flowers with those in Whistler's "The Golden Screen" or "The 
Little Hhite Girl" to realise how little Tissot was interested in making 
chanees in his style as a result of the Orientfll cX3.mpl0.. 1'is80t' s 
flowers are like enamelled metal in their rigid details. Tissot owned 
a Japanese screen which can be seen to the right of the house: it io 
a bird and flower screen similar to that in Hanet' s portrai t of Zolrl" 
or I}histler's "Princesse du Pays de la Porcelaine". Unlike those 
artists however, Tissot has stiffened the Japanese paintinG, and indeed, 
has made it a bad European work. The same is true of the panels of 
blossom to each side of the door. They seem to be a complete invention 
as they are not found on Japanese buildines. However such desicns are 
sometimes used as decorative intervals in Shunga prints and Tissot pro-
bably interpreted their square shape as structural. The pot with 
flowers just inside the door is also a motif common in Shune:a prints. 
f!'he overall composition of the painting is an elegant solution to 
the problem of using Japanese design devices v:i thout breaking' with [ln~r 
of the tenets of European illusionism. It has been achieved by a 
systematic placing of horizontal and vertical clements to balance the 
pose of t~e figure and the extended lines of the kimono. 
The second painting is the "La.dy in Japanese Costume". This is 
ba.sed on the half length portrait conception originally found in works 
such as Utamaro's "Ten flypes of vlomen". The model is !IIuch more Jap::nlcso 
than the one in the earlier pain tine and Tissot has eone to tho nytent 
of imitating the open-mouthed expression that Utamaro flnd oevcl.'al of hots 
contemporaries gave to their female "pin up" prints. The hairatyle nnct 
the manner of ,.,oaring the kimono which is similar to the one in the 
earlier painting, are now almost authentic, a result perhaps of the 
advice of }Tme. De Soye. The bent immediate corrparison is with Utamaro' s 
print wfue Pa3sionate Type", though probably Tissot's model was a nine- 161 
tcenth century print. However the gesture with which the model holds up 
a liar with a bird and flower motif in her left hand and an unidentifiable 
vessel in the other is entirely Tissot's invention. TisBot's second 
16.9 
"Japonaise" ntill has the quality of a hot house flower perfectly at 
home in the conservatory complete wi tIl orchi(ls a I'l (1 1'1:,11 tank j n which 
he has placed her. r~'he subject of tbe "fashiona,ble" woman had b0fm the 
preoccupation of Utamaro and hi3 contemporaries, as it waG to bcco~c 
the prcoccupa tion of Tissot tn the 1070' n emu '80' s. I hope to 0;110\1 
that he was to benefit constantly from the Japanone example .in hh1 
treatment of this subject. 
The third Japanese painting is apparently loat. It appears at the 
top of Degas's portrait of Tissot. I suspect Tissot may have over-
painted it during the 1870's or later. Tis80t has adapted thA Eubject 162 
of "Dcjeuner sur l'herbe" to a Jnpnnese costume piece whose broCld-b.1.sed 
many figures composition reminds one equally of J,'panese printB and 
. ~ 
paintin~s showing picnics under blossominIT trees near teahouses or 
theatrical performances, and of 'ilatteau's "fetes", 0spcciolly the croup 
, 1 
in the l.h,llace Collection. There are piles of clothes on the £rround 
I 
and three groups of kimono-decked figures stand 01' sit before r-t bnck- i ~,: 
; l' 
{~round of trees and a shrine on the left and what appears to hnVE'1l00n 8. . ~ 
teahouse on the right. If my reading of the composition is correct tll C'YI 
vre moy assume that Degas has given us its essentials since the upper hrllf 
woulu be trees and sky. The "DEdeuner our l'herbe" theme Hn.S certainly 
repeated frequently throuch Tissot's career. Indeed, to the left of it 
in DeC3s's painting, there appears to be a version of the same 8ubjf)ct I , , 
in contemporary dress. An interesting aspect of this work i8 thnt it 163 
is the first example of the nineteenth century French taste for the 
eighteenth century French art relating directly to Japanese art. This 
way of seeine the East through a 1'uropean tradi tioh was to be pFlrti-
cularly importal)t for the De Coneourt brothers whose eirrhteenth century 
predilections led Edmond to an appreciation of Japanese art. The search 
for a single source in Oriental art for such a composition would almost 
certainly be futile. There are at least nine or ten figures in three 
groupo which explains why Tiosot needed as rnnny Jnpancoe coo tU1ne~ as lle 
could from }1me. De Soye. Tissot probably worked with models and from 
groups in various prints to compose the ,.,rork which must have been large, 
at least two metres lone. Such a paintint'i is unlikely to ha.ve survived 
unnoticed. 
Professor Reff believes the paintine to be an invention by DeGHs 
170 
which never existed apart from its appearance in Degas's portrait of 164 
Tissot. I disagree with this. Ref! sees "at the bottom" of the compo-
sition a polyptych by a follower of Utamaro, and suggests a triptych 
print by Yeishi who died in 1820. I feel that this is most unlikely as 
a direct model and that a triptych print showinr,' mn.ny JapA.nese ladies in 
full costume outside a teahouse by a later artist such as Toyokuni, who 
was active until the 1860's, would provide a much more likely model. 
However I doubt that one single model was used. Tissot wory.ed up his 
paintine from a variety of images and from models. Perhaps this paintinG 
was finished only after Tissot had seen "La Princesse du Pa.ys de la 
Porcelaine", for the fieure in the foreground to the rieht rcpeato the 
stance of the fi.::,'Ure in Whistler's paintin{! and holds a fan, in the Sillile 
manner. It seems that none of rrissot' s three Japanese paintin{3'S mnde 
durine- the 1860's was exhibited until later. He failed in his a.ttempt to 
outdo Hhistler. 
Nor is.there any evidence that Japanese art had a strong effect on 
Tissot's stylistic development. His style remained a glossy, academic 
illusionism, and his favourite and indeed only mode was the anecdote. 
In the 1870's his painting was to become, as Ruskin wrote, "mere colour 165 
photography" • 
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ALFRF.D STEVEns 
Another, older, fashionable painter who showed interest in Japan was 
Alfred stevens, a Belgian, who had exhibited in Paris since 1853 and 
lived there throughout the 1860's. Stevens was already an p.stablished 
artist by this time and unlike Tissot was reluctant to nxplore nnw 
subjects, preferring to continue working on the scenes of middle-class 
domestic life and the salons of beautiful women, which had established 
his popularity. 
As early as 1861 Stevens exhibited a painting usinG' "Japnnese" 
screen in the background of "La Mauvaise Nouvelle". 'ole may assume trHlt. 
Stevens bought the screen himself since, although the painting shows a 
fashionable woman slumped over a writing desk, there are several frames 
or canvases leaning against the wall behind her indicatine that f1he is 
in a studio. 
The screen in "La Nauvaise Nouvelle" is of a similar type to that 
in i.Jhistler's "The Golden ~reen". Stevens seems to have been the first 
artist to have used a screen in this manner and it may well be that his 
example was followed by Whistler and by Hanet (in the first sketch for 
"Olympia"). However both llhistler and Hanet developed their own style 
throu~fl a study of the Fast, while Stevens ignored the indications of a 
new lanGUage available throuGh Oriental art. He clearly experienced the 
same need to abbreviate his brushstrokes in order to account for Oriental 
painting in a Western work but never attempted to extend this to his 
overall style. 
Stevens' friends during the early 1860's included Baudelaire and 
Manet, and they presumably encouraged him in his interest in Oriental 
166 
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artefacts which he included regularly in his paintings. However there 169 
are no other dated examples until the 1861 Salon Exhibition, partly 
because stevens did not exhibit publically except in 1063 and partly 
because Stevenn' \.Jork must have reflected the fashionable popular interest 
; i 
· -. 
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in Orjental art which seems to have developed d 1864 t 1 6 aroun 0 0 5 in 
Paris. 
Stevens showed sixteen paintings at the Salon of the 1867 exhibition 
many of which contained references to Oriental art. "La Visite" showed 170 
two women in a luxuriously furnished room w~th a large Oriental screen 
in the background. It was the prototype of,many incrensincly elaborate 
paintings of ladies visiting one another in'apartments that were 
, 
eventually to become crammed with Far Eastern objets d'art. 
"L'Inde a. Paris" showed a woman standine behind a small table over 
which was draped a large Indian carpet and on which stood a carved and 
painted ivory SCUlpture of an Indian elephant carryine a howdah. These 
two paintings probably date from a year or two before 1867. "La Visite" 
is clearly close to "La Mauvaise Nouvelle" in composition, and the 
undeveloped technique which it shares with "L'Inde a Paris". Hriting 
of this second painting in 1876, Lemonnier said: 
" L'Inde en France fait entrevoir toute une revolution 
d'habitudes, de gouts et de sentiments; un ideal 
nouveau apparait avec cet art exotique, enonne joyau 
~ ;' ... 
enchasse d'escarboucles qui tout a coup se pose au 
front de notre Occident; et Ia Parisienne en contem-
plation devant une cis6lure d'ivoire qui dans Ie, 
tableau de ce nom, semple boire de ses yeux pcrIes 
la beaute de I'objet eniematique, dit bien la , 
curiousit~ passion{e dont les esprits s'etaient animes. 
The entirely misplaced use of the word "ideal" and the r,'enerally over-
written tone of Lemonnier's prose will perhaps give an insight into the 
tremendous popularity of what inevitably seems to us rather slieht work. 
172 
These paintings and other similar works which Stevens exhibited in 1867 173 
are indicative of great fascination which the Far East was beginning to 
exert on Western society. Far Eastern objects were to become an indis-
pensible accessory of fashionable modernity. 
In one sense Stevens did involve himself with the language of 
Eastern art. He looked to Japanese prints for an ideal for the elegance I (18) 
of woman. In the "Peintre et son. 1I1od~le" Stevens shows himself contem-
173 
platinG a model arranv.ng her long GOwn in sweepin{r curves. A slie:htly 174 
earlier painting shows the model alone posed in tho same place in the 
studio and in the stance. However in the earlice' work the pose is 
stiffer. This elaborate array of the folds of the robe in a continuous 
curve and the presentation of the model's head in profile, W88 clearly 
inspired by the example of Japanese prints where similar poses are quite 
common. Stevens borrowed the formula for displayinG the elegance of 
Japanese costume and used it for rarisiennes, exploiting the fundamental 
analogy between their two floatine worlds. No one Japanese print could 175 
be found to supply a model for this exact pose but the ideal of eler,-ance 
can be found in many. It is remarkable that Stevens saw no contradiction 
between such an ideal and tho photographic accuracy of his paintinr, of 
the studio setting, he has even reproduced a Brueehel in the backr,Tound. 
This painting is far more sophisticated than the others shown in the 
1867 exhibition and was probably painted in 1866 or early in 1867. 
Stevens was later to invent an even more complex rnea.ns of assimilatinr; 
Japanese eleG"ance into the fashion<'lble salon. 
Stevens was also influenced by the subtlety of colour in Japancce 
work. All tho s e who have writ t en of hi 3 work in the 1860' S Fmd ' 7() , s 
note a growinG' subtlety in his juxtapositions of brie-ht colours 1l{;rtinst 
ochres, peaches and neutral blues. It would be interestinG to see if 
Stevens' palette changed in relation to the ranee of Japanese art 
Available in the West. As I demonstrate below, the work of greQt 
Jnpanp.se artists of the 18th century and earlier was unknown in &lrope 
until the mid-'70's. Their range of colours would not have affected 
Stevens before this time, whereas the equally subtle but briGhter ranee 
of Hiroshige, Kuniyoshi and the younger Ukiyoe artists working in Edo 
and Yokohama was available. Unfortunately I have not had the opportunity 
to examine Stevens I work at first hand. 
Lemonnier writing in 1878 indicated that stevens also exhibited two 176 
new paintings, "La Japonais e" and "Lo Bain" in the 1 F.3G7 cxhi bi tion, which 
revealed a completely new manner of paintine. So far I h8.ve been unable 
to find either of these paintings listed in the Salon .'.3'Uides for the 1867 
exhi bi tion. It may be that Lemonnier "m.s refcrrin[; to thp. 1878 8:11on 
when he referred to the "deux derniers envois" of Stevens. 
Stevens had certainly made a Good use of ~2stern objects as Rtnee 
properties before 1867 and had begun to explore the rel(.>vance of 
Jap8.nese elegance to the Western world. However he was only able to 
fully exploit these possibilities when international exhibitions and 
fashion had made Japanese art the "powerful force in modern life" 177 
which he later declared it to be. Stevens' early paintin~s are a 
record of the invasion of Western middle-class life by the obje cta . "'hich 
made this development possible. 
The Rise of the new lannscape prrintinrr. 
The B'lrbizon F.'1.inters, T1onet, and their attrrtction to J~lr ... mE'3e art. 
I have discussed landscape briefly in connection with ~liDtler, 
however I have not yet pointed to the specific historical factors 
which made it possible for Ja.pancse art to have a great effect on tho 
future development of the landscape painting. I will attempt that in 
this section. Whereas in the works I have previously discuAsed the 
example of Japanese prints was seen in distinct contrast to existing 
modes of expression by artists looking for a new lanGUage, the Barbizon 
painters found a close identity of purpose and method between themselves 
and the Japanese artists. 
They discovered, or perhaps were introduced, to Japanese prints 
in the second half of 1863 and early 1864. 
Sender published a letter Millet wrote to him in 18G4 which docu-
ments a quarrel between the painter and his comrade Theodore Housseau; 
Barbizon, 16 Ji1n.rs. 
IvIon cher Sensier, 
Quel fichu vent souffle done sur nous du Japan? 
Et mo! aussi jlai mannue dlavoir avec Rousseau 
quelque chose de tres disagreable a propos des images 
que jlai rapporta de Paris. En attendonS que vous me 
disiez ce qui vous est arrive avec Rousseau, vous 
voudrez bien croire qulil ne slest commis contre vous 
de mon part aucune sort dlinfamie. Je veux que a man 
voyage tout eel a soit tene a clair, car je serais 
l'homme Ie plus desole pour Ie reste de rna vie, si 
pour une cause au pour une autre il pouvait s'interposer 
le moindre nuaee entre nous. Je quitte rna besocne pour 
vous dire cela. 
Sensier claimed to have introduced Japanese art to both painters Hnd 
remarks that Rousseau wanted to acquire all of it for himself so that 
when he and I"Iillet went to Paris to buy thines he regarded them as 
having stolen them from him. 
There are, however, other candidates for the role of initiator. 
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Both men knew Ph. Burty who later wrote of them during this poriod. 179 
Millet for a time had Arthur Stevens, the brother of Alfred, as a 
176 
private patron. Stevens had previously acted as aeent for HouGseau in 180 
Brussels. We may assume that all these possiblo sources of information 
about Japrmese prints played some part in developing the interest of 
the Barbizon painters. Unfortun:1tely we have no first hand evidence of 
the type of Japanese prints which were available to the painters. However 
c-i ven the information we have about other collections we lIiay guess that· 
rli1let admired Hokusai, in particular the "TlanC"Wa", more than any other 
work. In 1869 Scnsier sent him an album of prints of a highly coloured 
character. While admirine the beautiful arrangement of colours Hillet 
expressed his disappointment as follows: 
Je n'y vois point Ie naturel et l'humain qui sont 
ordinairement Ie fond de l'art japonais. C'est 
", 
une chose qui, pour moi, rentre dans la cur1.0 .s1 te, 
et pour 1e prix qu'il me couterait j'aimerais mieux 
d'autres dessins japonais plus naturels (si l'occasion 
en fait decouvrir) au quelques gravures en bois du 
XVieme siecle. 
Mi1let seems hereto be rejecting the highly decorative prints of the 
eighteenth century masters or their successors. It is sil:;nificant that 
he asks Sensier for other "dessins" or for fifteenth century (1uropc:m) 
wood enGravings. 
The Japanese prints which most resemble fifteenth century woodcuts 
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and can be referred to as drawings are the "Hang'Wa" and other 'Looks of 183 
studies by Hokusai and others which we know Ph. Burty k~ew of from 1863 
and which wan in circulation at this time, as I have shown. Il1llot calls '\ 
the J<-Ipanesc drawings natural and humane. It is clear therefore that l,c 
did not admire them as examples of formal, decorative art, or of comr-os-
ition in the abstract. Many of Hokusai's prints contain images of 
peasants working 1n the f1elds and other direct presentations of human 
activities. It is undoubtedly the direct presentation of simple human 
actions which ~~llet valued in Hokusai. In Millet's own art this repre-
sentation had reached its height in late 1862 with the picture "Man with 184 
a hoe" which was exhibited in 1863 to a great deal of hostile criticism. I (19a', 
Hillet had been \>Torking on this paintinG' since 1859 and one wonders if, 
indi rectly, Hokusai had given :tvdllet the couraee to present such a stark 
imaE;e as a finished paintinG'. Nillet had for a long- time been movin~ 
tow<1rds such a radical formulation on the subject of labour. As early 
as 1850 he had made an oil study of a sower which is no morp. than the 
figure of the sower against a blank earth hill with crows in the sky 
and shadowy outline of a team of oxen in the far distance. However in 
his finished work, no such stark presentation occurs until the "1"lan 
with the Hoe". 
the countryside. 
The critics attacked l1illet for ic,noring the beauty of 
l 
His defence was that he was trying to depict a man 
exhausted by a hard morning in the fields, a "naturel et humaine" 
subject. Hokuaai does in fact depict men using hoes in the "K1.nc:wa" 
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while these could not have served as a direct model they make interestlnrr 
comparisons with Hi1let' s work and may have been one of the startin(~ 
points for his appreciation of the volumes. 106 
R. Herbert has argued that Millet's drawing style was influenced by 
the formal aspects of Japanese art. He points to the "Hillside neDr 
Vichy" 1866 as an example of this. He argues that this is shown by the 
use of open line and untouched areas of paper. The inclusion of these 
drawine::; in the recent Millet exhibition has enabled me to confirm his 
opinion. We may add that the only possible source of such a drawinG 
style available to him was either the "lljanOla" or similar sketch bool{s. 1U1a 
It has often been remarked that the spatial characteristics of 
I"lillet's painting changed as a consequence of his interest in Japo.ncse 
art. I have been unable to find any evidence to ,justify this assertion, 
and I hope that I have shown that formal criteria of this kind are of 
Ii ttle consequence for l"Iillet' s interest in Japanese art. Nillet was 
not concerned with the problems consequent on an attempt to represent 
the perception or the experience of space in painting. He saw the land-
scape as a setting for human action. It was undoubtedly the direct 
'I 
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apprehension of this action which he ::tdmired in Hokuf.;oi. 
The recent Millet exhibition at the Hnyward G,tllery afforded the 
chance to test these opinions. In General the influence of Japanese 
art on Millet's composition was hard to detect as I had thOU~lt. 
However the canvases pa.inted in Normandy from 1870-1074 revcnled more 
formal influence than one might have expected from the Far l~;Hst. In 
many of these paintings the high horizon line and the use of sophisti-
cated juxtaposition of shapes to suggest space, together with the 
suppression of simple rece3sionals and other adjuncts of central per- 187b 
spective all point to the influence of Japanese prints. In particular 
'Normandy Pasture" 1871-72 in the Minneapolis Institute of Arts shows 107c 
all these characteristics, with its careful use of bands of bedc;es 
running across the canvas. The group of trees in the centre with their 
long vertical trunks are also reminiscent of Par }Dstern motifs, such 
as those shot-In in landscape series by lIokusai and Hiroshir;e and late 
nineteenth century artists such as Sadqnobu. 
The hlo coastal scenes from this period in the exhibition aloo shoH 187d 
the influence of the Japanese print, in this case the coastal views of 
Hiroshice in particular. "Hhirlpool at Awa" from the views of the sixi:,~r 
odd provinces and the triptych of 1851 of the same subject. 
Horeover in the case of "Cliffs at Gr~ville" the Far };tlstern 
influence is made unmistakeable by the dark brot-.rn, broken outlininc: or 
underpninting which dominates the composition althour,h it can bar8ly be 
seen in reproduction. This broken linear effect appears in no other 
paintinG by Millet. It is a close imitation of the Far Eastern brush 
work style, used by Hiroshige and others in their prints. 
IvIonet was to take up the seascape theme where !-1illet left it in 
the 1870's and 1880's. It has been argued that these late Nillets show 187e 
a ''tendency to impressionism". In fact they show Far Eastern influence 
chancing ~ Western conception of landscape painting, not an inevitable 
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slide to Impressionism, which, after all, is an historical austm.ction. 
JInd Hillet lived to contJnul1 his exploitation of the Ii'nr l:~'1stern linear 
brush stroke he would not h3.ve ended paintinf,' like Monet a.t Argenteuil. 
11onet's use of Far Eastern art was dependent on a tr3.nsformation of 
several Far Eastern graphic and drawinr, styles into the terms of 
coloured marks by J.~anet as I shall show in Section Pour. 
The two cliff scenes are the only ones in which 11illet abandons 
the idea or human action and habitation within nature as the central 
motif of his work. The chanee in the assumed place of man in nature 
in the later nineteenth century art was partly a result or the Far 
Eastern example. It may be seen, in context, ao symptomatic of the 
blow to Western cultural hubris as a result of contact with other 
. peoples that was to affect most aspects of 'vlestern life from the late 
1870's. 
Nillet was, however, essentially concerned with man as the {jod 
created centre or the universe, and he was attracted to Japnnese art 
mainly as a means of describing man's action in such a universe. It 
was for later artists to come to terms with the less palatable conse-
quences of the Far Eastern example for Western culture. 
\-/1 th Rousseau the problem is more complex; he appears to have 
become obsessed with Japanese prints circa 1863. This obsession led to 
his quarrel with Millet recorded above. However we know nothing- of the 
type of prints he owned. The only evidence we have is that he completely 
repainted one of his works, "Village of Becuigny". 
He appears to have flattened it radically. When it was exhibited 
in 1864 Castagnary objected to the trees a.s rar too flat, like fans 
aeainst the sky. 
C'est ~ habitude, depuis longtemps, de parler 
de Ia decadence de ~beodore Rousseau. 1e grande 
artiste semble avoir voulu en finer avec cette 
accusation, et il apporte au Salon deuX toiles: 
l'un vieille de quelques ann~es et appartenant a 
180 
son ~ncienne maniere, I 'autre, toutc plate at 
representant la nouvelle. Je dois confesser que 
1 tIC' i' a naum ere sous les arbres", qui p.st IH plus 
. t//l ..... / anclenne, es Gencra emant plus ~outee que Ie 
"village". Ce sentiment donnerait raison a ceux 
qui vont disant que Ie talent du pe~tre a baiss~. 
Pourtant si Ie Village ~tait expuree de quelques 
fautes trop visible; si les arbres par exemple, ~u 
lieu de se plaquer en eventail sur Ie ciel, etaient 
moeletes et poses librement dans l'atmosphere; si 
I ,. """" es ombres portees correspondaient a des lumieres 
/ ; 
plus reelles; si enfin Ie travail eeneral d.e la 
brosse etait moins uniforme, je ne mets pas en 
doute que ce tableau ne put supporter la comparaison 
avec les plus beaux du maltre. II est merveilleux 
pour la richesse des tons et In d6licatesse des 
nuances. Tous les details y sont ~ leur place; la 
plai~e fuit sous l'oeil; et la juste~se de l'effet 
ne Ie cede en rien au charme du coloris. 
Despite his objection to the fan-like trees and regular brushwork, 
CastaenaIYapproved on the whole of this paintinG', especially Rousseau's 
tonal juxtapositions and his ability to create a unified experience of 
a landscape. Castagnary accepted the "justness" of the effect from the 
point of view of a realist. 
Sensier saw the painting as far more radical than Castaenary. 
~ / Housseau "reva un ciel bleu comme les sapliers colores de l'Orient, conme 
,..-
les flalnmes ardentes des aurores boreales. II refit ce ciel, il 
, 
repeir;nai t ses reflets, ses Iumieres, il ne laissa de son ancien vi1l8{':c 
que des silhouettes. A ,,~ " Tout excepte Ia forme arratteeconficurations meres, 
devint japonais par modes des colorations." 
Throughout his account Sensier, unlike Castagnary, strcflses li{~ht 
and colour as e::.sentia.l aspects of Rousseau I s reaction to J~panese art. 
lIe also provides us with much more evidence of the relationship between 
attitudes derived from Barbizon and Realist art and those which led 
Rousseau to accept Japanese art. 
L'art Japonais, sortie comme une eruption volcanique 
des iles de la mer Vermeille, se presenta a Rousseau 
dans sa plus parfaite individualite; un proauit 
logique et franc des contrees de la lumiere, pas 
comme une emanation tmpersonnelle d'artiste, m~s 
comme un fruit du pays des enchantments, des genies 
et des fabuleuses g~n{rations. Rousseau y trouvait· 
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c, 
',< 
1 f ' t' 1 t d '1 ( /' a can 19ura 10n. exa.c e u dessln, e resume des 
horizons et des plans, la splehdeur des caiJnurs, 
la phosphorence de 1 'ntmosphcre, In simplici to du 
proc{d6 , l'impress~la nouveaute et I'audace des 
compositions. 
, 
II avait la sous les yeux une fonnulc varIant, qui 
resum~it, en mille aspets, ses re'cherches sur Ie 
modele'de In lumiere appliqu~, jusqu'aux images 
populaires en pays japonais. 
II y trouvait une source precieuse, qui 
contenir enferme tout ce qui avait tant 
pens~e. Le Japon ~tait enfin Ie lieu ou 
s'etait invariablement produit sous une 
vraiment na turelle, chCl.ract~ristique. 
paraissait 
,.-
occupe sa 
l'art 
forme 
Sensier clearly saw Japan as the source of a radical chan~e in Rousseau's 
paintine language. He sees the "popular" qU:3.li ty of Je.panese prints as 
a key to Rousseau's involvement. He also stresses that Rousseau felt 
that in the Japanese example he had found "une formule parlant" - the 
germ of much of the painter's own activities re-expressed 1n a different 
form: 
I' 
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; ~ Croyant avoir trouve Ie secret de sa vie 11 paya 
un dur tribut ~ cette terrible Armide. 191 L 
Rousseau's struggles to understand the implications of the n0W art 
were still gOillg on the night before "Le Village" had to be submitted to 
the 1864 Salon. 
, 
/ /' . / 
II s'etait jete en plein art japonais, et, domine 
par ces belles aurores orientales qui savant si 
bien marier dans un juste equilibre les douceurs 
des aurores et les ardeurs des tropiques, il avait 
fait a ce pauvre hameau de Picardie un firmRment 
ou Boudha aurait choisi son trone de lumi~re. 
Unfortunately he later altered the painting aeain so that it no 
longer helps us to understand the nature of his "crisis" with regard to 
Japanese art. We may reasonably guess that Rousseau was looking' at 
Hiroshige's work or that of his pupils, but he certa.inly could not have 
192 
been surprised by the composition or motifs of such prints beca.use he had 
used similar devices in his work. For instance "Under the Birche's" (the 193 
Cure) of 1842-3 has a line of trees against the skyline and relies on 
the line of their trunks against the sky and the mass of the foUae:;e to 
Hl2 
create an acceptable pattern aeainst which to Dct the tiny firure of the 
cure. It was not therefore the J"panese attitude to space which sur-
prised Housseau nor the use of small fiGUres as ciphers for humanity in 
nature. It was rather the lanr,uac-e of marks which imprcssed him. lIe had 
always used dragged paint in hir,hly complex systems to evoke the cxpcr-
ience of landscape by mimicking the patterns of grass and leaves in a 
textural way often to the detriment of tone and of a broad colour ranee. 
Japanese art uses the opposite language; tonal unity is maintained at 
the exrense of texture, colour is applied in broad areaS an(l is thu~~ of 
necessi ty carefully balanced a,nd contrasted. Mark making is limited to 
line-drawing and the occasional indication of texture as on pine leaves. 
This complete oprosi tion of lanL,"Uages with a comlrlon intention must hAve 
berm the basis of whatever "crisis" Rousseau went throU{~h. One c<tn see 
the hesitation over whether to use texture or outline and tone in 
".sunset near Arbonne", which was finished in 1863 when I believe HouBseau 19~ 
discovered Jap~nese art. 
Sensier says that Rousseau's successful sale of Hay 1063 ';las 
regarded by him as partly a result of his adoption of J8p3nese (>xflmplr:s. 
"Sunset near Arbonne" may well be one of the earliest works in which this 
appears. The rocks tend to appear like staee flats and the trees on the 
left are flc1ttened into the fan-like configuration which Cnstnr,nnry noted. 
The ultimate result for Rousseau of his confrontation with JDp;mcse 
examples was a capacity to use a broad brush stroke with a much more 
varied and highly coloured palette than previously. The series of 
sunsets he painted in these years are the finest examples of this. 195 
It seems that a broad painterly laneuage is inevitably linked In 
modern times with the ability to use a hieh toned palette. It is these 
two'qualities which are the essential features of those nineteenth 
century painters who were recognised as beinrr concerned with licht. I 
have deliberately avoided a discussion of the problems of "light" and 
c010ur in this chClpter, ::l.S both terms are extremely di fficlll t to u:Je 
accurately. However it is clear that both Sensier and TIousseau himself 
sa\·! "JapAnese lig-ht" as a central reason for the attraction of J8p8nese 
prints. Their "formule parlant" gave him a. thousand hints for his own 
researches "sur Ie mod~le de la lumiere applique" jusqu' 8UX ima{~es 
populaires en pays japonais". 
On the face of it this is absurd, Hiroshiee and the other nine--
teenth century masters had no interest at all in light as ::l. scientific 
183 
or objective phenomenon and as Castagnary had observed Rousseau had 
, 
displaced the shadows in "Village a BeCuigny" from their lO{(,ical position 
in the imaee. 
However this is not so, for, from tho beginning, the researches 
of nineteenth century painters into light in lAndscape had a metaphysical 
and religious motive. The concept of light became a screen for a meta-
physical adventure in which paint became the means whereby men felt their 
way round the world. In a world where all is relative there can be no 
"mimetic" art, a.nd the painter becomes a "blind" man lookin{" for a 
language for his experiences~ This language is essentially metaphysical 1% 
and conceptual. Rousseau himself recognieed this in defendinc his 
decision to revise his paintings for the Salon without direct reference 
to nature: 
Ne craignez pas pour mon Village, si j'y mets 
la derniere main ~ Paris, je n'en aurai pas moins 
present6s les impressions virginales de la nature: 
elles datent de loin et elles ne peuvent pas 
effacer ••••• 
Ilf y,t long-temps que la delineation en es t deter-
minee; mais j' en tends par comflosi tion ce qui 
est en nous, entrant Ie plus possible dans la 
realite exterieure des chases. 
/' 
Si c'etait autrement, Ie macon arme de sa lutte 
en aurai fini bien vite avec la composition d'un 
tableau representant la mer. II suffirait d'une 
ligne tracee ~ n'importe quelle hauteur sur la 
toile. Maintenant qui composera 1a mel', si ce 
n'est l'ame de l'artiste? 
, / 
Il-ya compositionquand les objets representes 
I 
J 
I 
ne Ie sont pour eux-memes main en vue de contenir, 
sous un apparence naturclle les echoD qu'ils ont 
places dans notre arne. 
"LiGht" for Rousseau was still the light of the Creation and tele 
Creator - whether the godhead or the artist. 
Sensier was perhRps more accurate than he intended when he 
ch~racterized Rousseau's Japanese paintings as a home for the nuddha. 
Ultimately Rousseau's argument about nature is identical with thnt of 
the Eastern artist who sees in calligraphy and in the a~eless traditional 
brushs'trokes a sound basis for an artist's statement about na ture. 
When Rousseau admired Japanese "light" he wan admiring the metaphysical 
confidence of the Eastern tradition, which could make a unified statement 
about nature in an uncomplicated manner. 
Rousseau's attitude to light as a metaphysical unity was a hArbin~er 
for later landscapists notably Van Gogh, who, as I shall argue below 
took the same metaphysical attitude to landscape painting end was deeply 
involved with the Japanese example in his formative years. 
Both I~llet and Rousseau had artistic and spiritual preoccupations 
which made them sympathetic to Japanese art and the Japanese example, 
Millet with the natural man and Rousseau with the possibility of makinc 
a landscape painting with the authority of direct experience of nature. 
It was the second of these which concerned another yOllnp,-er pDinter 
who worked in Fountainbleu Forest in the early '60's - CJaude Monet. 
Rousseau's experience pOints the way for treatment of Bonet. r-1onet 
greatly admired the Earbizon painters and they had been among the 
earliest to encourage him as a painter. SomethinIT of their nttitude to 
landscape must have been passed onto him. 
}1onet's early experience of Japanese art is problematical. No 
attempt has been made to define its possible contribution to his early 
style, primarily because of the lack of documentary evidence. However 
there are 220 Japanese prints from his collection once at Giverny in 
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the Musee Mormottan in Paris. I hope eventually to sec thene, though 
access is very difficul t,and to 'be able to draw some conchwions from 
thorn 8S to when they may have been collected. They may serve aD con-
firmation of the hypothesis which I propose as briefly an possihle below. 
Monet probably first saw Japanese prints at Le Havre in his boyhood, 
but these had little or no effect on him despite his own interest in 
Grotesques in his caricatures of town notables. 
It has been characteristic of most treatments of Monet to assume 
that he could only have rediscovered Japanese prints in 1871 during his 
trip to Holland and to pretend to discover sudden formal patternines 
in his art as a result of this "revelation". I do not 'believe that 
Honet could have ienored Japanese art durine the 1860's since most of 
the circle in which he moved were aware of it, and rnnny were influenced ?01 
by it. Nor do I see any sudden change occurrinG in the formal Ot'G'Ul-
isation of his work during his visit to London. It seems hir,-hly likely 
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thAt l''Ionct would have noted the importance of Japanese art to artists like 1 ' 
. ' 
T1anet and taken an interest in it himself during the mid-1060's. This 
would have been reinforced by his attitudes to landscape inherited from 
the Barbizon painters and sustained by contact with Courbet. If this is 
so then certain problems in explaining l1onet's uneven development Rnd 
his eventual "impressionism" can be understood more accurately. 
We do not have any statements about Honet's nrtistic intentions 
during the 60's that are trustworthy and therefore it is not possible to 
demonstrate the manner in which his intentions led him to the use of 
Oriental motifs. However it is reasonable to assume that he was tryinG 
to extend the conception of nature of the Barbizon painters and thus 
continuing the nineteenth century search for a stable image of man's 
physical and emotional relation to nature. 
His interest in Rousseau and in Diaz is demonstrated by such works 
as the "}"orest Interior Fountainbleu" in the Netropoli tan Huseurn of 202 
18~ 
Art, which shows a clear attempt to imitate the detRilp~ Analysis of 
form typical of the Bnrbizon painters. HorA thcm that, the way of 
symbolizing forest by means of a stocky tree wi tJl rambling brancrlCs 
wrJOse dark silhouettes are patterned over an intensely deta!lp.d and 
closecl section of forest is typical of R?rbizon paintin,r':s. Fonet WrtS 
usinc the Earbizon style as an archetype. Far from instinctively 
searchinc for nature, this study and similar painting's are "llcad0.mic". 
pieces, done by a pupil wi th a some ... ,ha t rour,-h technique. 
I believe that such works occur relFl.tively early in his Cr'l.rccr and 
that the J8panese exa.mple, in particular perhaps of IIiroshiee helped to 
crange hoi s attitude. We must therefore date thorn to the first period 
Fonet \'lOrked in Fountainbleu - in 1863. 
If f/,onet did make his portrait of Jules ,JacC}uem:>rt, the ent?T!1V('r 203 
and Jap<1nese enthusiast, in 1864, as seems likely, them this confirr,18 
my belief that he first became aware of the importance of J8pllnese prints 
and pAintings in late 1863 and early 1864. Jacquemart would hnvCl intro-
dueed him to the Tlrints and perhaps to some of the earlie'lL circlp. of 
Jllpnnese enthusiasts in Paris. The JacquemArt Fortrait itself sU~~ostB 
the influence of Japanese art. Jacquemart's contour isoletcs him from 
the backGround so that his feet bear no weight. Ilis fir,ure is outlined 
in clark strokes and his face and shoulders are framed by t.he alr!lod fl[l t 
tone of the umbrella he carries. The extraordinary fli:ltncs8 of U!e forc-
shortened day is also a clue of some importance. IJ[onct's brtlChstrokc 
hCl3 broadened considerably. In substance the Garnp. lin:suistic dcvnlopl[lc'1ts 
have occurred as those discussed in I-'la.net' S ... ,ork earlier in this Ch8.ptcr. 
It has been unanimously assumed that ~10net oimply derived this cll:cnge 
from fl'mct. I do not think this is entirely justifiable. The use of 
the umbrella as motif and its treatment, tho boldness of the strokes to 
indicate the setting, and Jacquemart's own interest and connection with 
Oriental art suggest that this had some bearing on }'Ilonet In painting. 
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The forcst IF:ndr::capcs which hp (lid nft01' 10G~ cCl'tninly ;;how the 
influence of J'ap2nese land scapes. i:onct Gu,hlenly EtrJo:rted Lbe ro".d (-\s 
a central motif in his landscapen. It is a chRracteristic of Dnrhizon 
l~mdsc.lres thnt the rcr.ession into space produc8d by n. straii.;ht road is 
;woicJed almost completely. B;lrbizon painters [~imed for a taf,estry of 
light and shade formed by tangled underf,Towth and rocks. Thci r nature 
most definitely abhorred a vamnm. In JRpanese prints the rand is a 
central motif. HiroshiGe and other artists producf.>d series of prints 
about the stations on the frunous Jflpru1ese roads such !lS the Tokaido, 204 
which were available in Europe at this time. I1oreover in Japrmese 
prints space is of the essence, both in representation, as it is 
stylized, and I3S flat areas on the picture surface. l:onet' s move to 
the road ns a motif is connected with a desire to paint space, and 
ul timately, of course, the light filline that space. In doin{; this he 
rejected the Barbizon "tapestry" version of woodland completely. "'Chr. 
F'orest Hoad", which is signed and dated 1864, chows a road, displayinr.; 
a stylized recession running between trees, which is used as the b~siG 
of a representation in which objects were implied to exist rather tl:rm 
accounted for. This \.,ras a vi tal impetus to f'1onct's ucvelopmcnt towardG 
the painting of lir.:ht. The recof:.,'Tli tion of the primacy of space nnd 
spatial experience as a subject was central to the developrnp.nt of the 
painting of light. Of course the Jappnese example also encoural3'ed honet 
to use brighter colour. 
We havCl further clues in later landscapes. In 1065 }1onet pointed 
a snow-covered "Road near Honfleur" and several similar snow lnndscapes. I (21a 
This was a most unusual subject at the time, and not to be found in 205 
Barbizon paintincs. Renoir's remark that snow was a symptom of a 206 
diseased nature was probably typical of most contemporary landscapists. 
However it is to be found in work by Hiroshige and other mDkers of 
print series. Snow is an ideal medium for representing spatial structure 
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and light in space. By its very nature jt mlnimizc8 the formal problems 
attendant on the representation of a convinc5ng cxpnrience of landsc:l.pc 
by minimizine all natural detail. In particulnr, a snow scene from a 
set of prints of the Tohaido Hoad by Hiroshige published 'by l'~arusci 
between 1842-1853, shows many analogies with r;;ond's p[dnting' - the 
shape of the huts under the snow and the type of marks nade to indicate 
the branches of the snow-laden trees. Another motif often found in 
Japanese landscapes, especially Hiroshige to establish space, is a. tall 
tree trunk in the foreground running from top to bottom of the paintinc. 
This trunk is usually to the right and associated with the view of a. 
road, often with figures. 
Nonet painted two studies of "The Das Breau Road rounta'inbl~~), 
both of which use this device. The studies appear to be painted in 
1866. noth of them are painted with flat broad brushwork and \</i th a 
stylised recession. The version now in Copenhagen shows a later time of 
day than the one in the Louvre, and Monet hns made especially sHccessful 
use of large areas of shadows to imply rather thnn state the 0xistence 
of trees, and to conjure up the experience of the forest lieht. 
Monet'n city paintings - especially "1e Jardin de la Frincesse" 
which Rewald dates 1866, also contain elements derived from lIiroGhi(~e. 
In this case from his "100 Views of Yedo (Tokyo)" which were a.vailFlblc 
in Europe at this time. Trn first of these is the hieh viewpoint common 
to m~ny of Hiroshiee's views. There is also the use of larGe areas of 
flat brieht colour, especially the unbelievably flat lawn in the fore-
ground. It is the use of large areas of intense colour that ultimately 
convinces me that this subject and mode of treatment were inspired by 
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Japanese prints ana not by photography as has been sUGGested. Finally 210 
the vision of human beings interacting as anonymous mannikins in the 
city environment seems to derive from Hiroshige's prints. 
Thus when the elements of my case are taken together, it becomes 
'I 
I 
. , 
I 
iI, . 
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difficnl t to cling to the belief of Bonet IS indeJEndeoce of Japilnese print~ 
in landscape at this time. The arL"unent thnt Imprcssioninm spranr,' fulJy 
armed from Honet's head is completely untenable, and we are entitled to 
usc comparisons of !':lotif as a means to sugGest what stimulus r.Jrty have 
led 110net to reject so much of what he hac.l admired in furbi7:on, and to 
some extent, in Courbet. The tremendous resentment which the "Princess 
Garden" aroused amongst other artists when it was shown in the window of 
the dealer Latouche underlines the difficulty of believing in the spon-
taneous generation of a style. One has to discover the clues which rnir:ht 
lead to an understanding of the development of a new ntyle, like those to 
which I have drawn attention. 
K. Swiler Champa has arcued that the paintings of the "Bon Rond" 
were intended as studies for r1onet's "Dedeuner sur 1 'hf'rbe" - on the 
_. 
streneth of the tree trunk on the right in all of them - despite the 
absence of any I'oad from the small study for it, which is in t1oscow. 
I wish to say nothinG' more at the moment about the "Dcjeuner sur 
l'nerbe" as a project, except to observe that the flAt areas of intcn8(, 
red and creen in the Louvre fra..cn;ment sugGest the influence of J;q"lrmr'se 
prints, Clnd to link this with Geoffroy's later observation of Japnnr.se 
prints showing Europeans in contemporary dress hung on the walln at 
Giverny. I have already argued in my passag-e on Hanet th!1t the dccor-
ative and attractive treatment of European costume in such prints may 
have opened the eyes of "realist" painters to the possibilities Inherent 
in Buropean dress, and to the possibility of presentin~ it in a convcn-
tion other than that of a Salon portrait. I hope to be able to say more 
on this when I have examined r1onet's collection of Japanese prints in 
Paris. \/e know that such prints were available in Europe from the 1060's. 
Monet's "Women in a Garden" of 1866 seems to support the thesis that 
he ",as interested in different ways of presentinG' l;nropcan costume. 
Nonet's mistress, Camille Doncieux, was the model for all the women in 
-! 
, 
, I 
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the paintinrr. It has been suC'w~sted that the three women on the left 
were based on a photograph taken in the "arden of ]3::iz~lle 's t (.) ... paren s. 
This photograph has never been found, and I am sceptical of this 212 
information. 
Ibd Nonet simply painted "from nature" he would hAve painted like 
Rousseau, the newest visual language has to have a source for its 
vocabulary. Not even Monet could have become "an eye" so early in his 
career. 
The posing of the group on the left stronely sUGgests the example 
of a very strong design such as could be found in the Japanese prints 
showinG' foreigners' wives. The dependence on the black braid patterns 
on the white dress of the woman in the forep,Tound to create a beautiful 
decorative effect with the white, light ochre and yellow c;reys of the 
material is a Japanese device, which is also used in the gTeen stripes 
of the women behind to the left. 
" 
f 
The decorative intention of I'lonet's work haR been lost in consider-
ation of his interest at this time in painting in the open nir, but it 
is clear in a work like "Women in the Garden", the broad black otrokeo, 213 
bright colours and sensitive use of patterned material are mont 
important, in themselves. They must have derived from JapAnese art. 21~, 
At one time I believe Monet was also interested in fashionable 
courtesan prints of the sort made by Utamaro, Kyonae3. and many others. 
His portrait of Camille which he exhibited witn great success at the 
Salon of 1866 is a clever adaption of a pose familiar in Japanese prints -
a three-quarter back view with the head turned to give a three-quarter 216 
face over the shoulder with the arm raised. The illusionistic treatment 
of Camille's full silk shirt has led critics to miss the unusu3l pose's 
decor~tive effect and the complete absence of furnishines in the paintine. 
The portrait is often explained away as a quickly painted substitute 
entry for the Salon. This may be true, but it is not an adequate 
191 
explanation for the form of the paintine. As we shall sec, r:;onot' s 
~ 
/' dependence on JapAnese conventions in his por~raits continued after 
1861 with his portrait of Hme. Gaudibert. .~ 
;,..,. 
Th i "t" \ h" h " ere s one pa~n ~ng w ~c may provHle some -p,?si ti ve evj dcnce of 
Nond's involvement with Oriental examples. In---the middle of 1 eG8 I'lonet 
I ( k 
waG trying to get together ,an exhi bi tion of his wo:rk for the exhibition 
i \ ~ , 
of pRintings that Boudin wks' mQunting for the lnterna'tional Hari ti~e 
exhibition at Le Havre. He-Jr~te to BaZiJle'itr:~lwaS""s~orinC" many 0/ his 
, ' 1.-
I v paintings, asking him to send some for the exhi bi tion. Number Two on 
I 
his list was "The Chinese' ~bture where there are fl;£:'s". 
1 \ ~. 
This picture 
-.. 
has been identified by all as the paintjnr,- ~~onet made lof his family 
\ 
"The Terrace at La Havre(W'hiCh' was painted efth~er'in ~\166 or 1861 •. -'; 
, \. \ 
\ 
In my opinion, this was painted in 1866 as it {sh6ws a close rel~tion to 
the other marines of 1865-1866. ,1 
\ 
Bonet's reference to 4.Chin~~e" 
> , ,I 
,. - -1 
qualities in this pBintin~ 
\ , 
r .\ 
undoubtedly a reference to generic Far 
1(' j ;' 
Easterniquali t.r'es which 
t ' 
saw in the work. 
. , \" \ 
The 1867'1nternational E-..ch{ bi tion wou'ld have 
'- / 
is 
,. 
HGnet, 
Nonetts use of "Chinese" in this way, as it blurred the relationship 
t , 
, \ , 
(_ i ( 
between Chinese and Japanese art by displaYing.the~mixed together. ' 
I , \ . ,;, 
I believe that Monet 's le~ter is not a belated ~r'cogni tion of a! 
'1 . 
.... 
common sympathy, but an indi~ation that when he painted this work he was 
conscious of the Far Eastern example. 
t 
; { I 
i. 
The painting contains \all the elements that I have referred to in ......... ·" 
my discussion of }:onet's {elation to Japanese a:rt. y',There is the high -
j"~ \ 
viewpoint, the decorative use of flags and fenCing, a:ld the mass of 
>\ 
, ~ 
ships in the distance and '.:h; bright colours, i~ partic~ar the red 
\ ", 
flowers. 1'ven the umbrella"motifs may have be~'n suggested by ".Japanese' 
'j , 
.... 
prints. In the left foreground there is a tall spike of gladiolus 
~ -\ 
colour against the shadow of.thA terrace. This picked out in bright 
juxtaposition of bright colour against a deep-toned" f~eld could be seen 
\ I',· '., ~ I ~)f 
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i 
~ 
~ 
t· 
~~' 
as a purely visual effect,produced by an innocent eyp. However it iA a 
, ., 
common decorative effect in.Japanese prints and alno in t:onet's work. 
) 
'92, 
In my opinion, it is anotheflpxampl~ 
\ I, 
of a contri buti on to l'1onet' r:; work , 
I', \ \ by Oriental art. 
I 
This use of an implied reality achieved throueh a code basnd on 
light parallels }1ane~ 's a.chievd~ent Of\'~\\~rap~i~ simul t<1nei ty j n his 
1 7'" t \\' 
Both spring frbml the (desire 0*_ behalf of the, p8inter to allow 
\ \. \ '\ 
imaees. 
his work the instant impact of experience,\a~ conceivell in the nineteenth 
\("" \ \ \ ' 
century. They both- Indicat\. an --attempt to e~c,~pe from ~:,,-demand that th~ 
,,-_.. : . . 
pictorial arts should ao~ount fo~ reality in a. \eries of dJscrete pro- . 
_ 1-' 
\ (". \.'"::\ th t positions, a desire for a picto.ial synthesis wh1cn overcam~, e con ra-
\. ' 
dictions in these propositions. It could 
\ 
chosen merely sidestepped the';rbblems of 
'"", ~ 
radical but "one dimensional" natnralism. 
.. 
-' \ 
study of the effect of J(pA,nese art' on the 
~\
.. 
be argued that the {hethodSl, 
such a '~~rithe~'~ th~~I)9;{ a' .#", 
i" "''', , , 
.. ' 
However I believeitllat 'in 1'11.'1 
I ! . ~ 
sear~h for this s~':ntheg~'S~ "!-: ~ . 
have built a convincing ca~e. that th~'~'naintinC' of 
'\ 
~" \ l 
\;-' 
the 1860' s ho less l}oJi 
" ' 
~, .r' 
that of any period refers t~ A variety Of artistic and 
, \ 
cultural problems, 
I have disCUGsod and consti tu tes an a ttemp\ to overcome these problems. 
the general problems of Ihis sfrithesis in my introduction to this section. 
\ 
It remains to state the particular contribution made by Japnnese art to 
their solution by Monet. \.: . 
. If .. my discussion of "'IMonet 's art is correct we must see his renun-
ciation of '~rbizon and {i~ de~~lopment during this period as an 
adventure with visual language as complex as that of l'lanet. OrientAl 
art contributed three essent~el elements to this adventure. The most 
problematic of these is a change'in the attitude to meaninc- of the 
\-.... 
brushstroke within an image - I have discussed this chAnge in detail in 
, I 
}1anet's work, and it would h~v~,been redundant to repeat the arguments 
'- , 
for Honet. The second and most important is the discovery of space and 
light, especially in relati~:to space, as a central subject of landscape 
r 
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p;:dnting, the third is colour in the form of An exaMple of how to use \ I I 
colour marks and patterns in a way which implies the experience of l' 
reali ty rather than accounts for it. 
I have argued towardo this conclusion by the use of analog'les of 
motif and subject matter, in particular between Hiroshige a.nd }1onet. 
These arguments must remain tentative until I can examine the prints in 
I 
the Musee Marmottan, and even then must be ree-arded simply as the most 
probable explanation of }Tonet's changing style and his move towards I 
"Impressionism". "Plein-airism" alone would not have produced the '\ 
changes that I have identified. Once more we see the Oriental example 
acting as a central catalyst to the changing forms of palntine in the 
1860's. Monet transformed Barbizon pain tine through this catalyst, 
and the Japanese example made possible the Impressionist landscape. 
194 
The disseminators of the Far Etlstern image - enF;l'<lvers, illustT'~tors 
and trrlVellers to Japan. 
A great many artists remain to be discuGsed who derived little or 
nothing from the style of Far J!:astern art or its aesthetics, but who 
played a siL,'11ificant part in introducing the image of Japrm and Japanese 
artefacts to the vJest. It is important that they should be mentioned as . 
the context of public knowledge and attitudes which they created 
undoubtedly effected the later appreciation of oriental art and its use 
by artists. 
The Far East provided the last great opportunity for tho topo-
grRphical artist before he was superceded for ever by the camera. From 
the 1840's onwards, artist travellers were going to China. Amongst them 
was Auguste Borget who was born in 1809 and made a career of exhibiting 
views of China and India in the 1830's and in the 1840's at the Galan. 
In 1845 Baudelaire saw his Pont de Chinois pre d'Anvy - (f~te des 
lanternes apl'~s nature) with views from India there. Bc'l.udelaire WIn tn 
of them: 
Eternal views of China and India. Doubtless it is 
all very well done, but they are too much like travel 
essays or accounts of manners and customs. There 
are people, however, who Sigh for what they have 
never seen such as the boulevard du Temple or the 
Galeries de Bois. M. Borget's pictures make us sigh 
for that China where the very breeze, according to 
M. Heine, takes on a comical sound as it slips past 
the little hane,'ing bells and man and nature cannot 
look at each other without laughing. 
Baudelaire despised this type of illustration but it is important as a 
beginning in establishing oriental archetypes. In England Borget' s role 
was taken by T. Allom who published with the writer G. N. Wright "The 
China Illustrated, a series of views from original sketches displaying 
the scenery, architecture, social habits, etc., of that ancient and 
exclusive nation" which was discussed in detail in Chapter One. 
Allam's work is a perfect example of a Western, topoeraphic view 
of the East. lY The landscapes such as "The Imperial Palace at Tzeoow-shan" 
219 
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show a Claudian or Turnerian, nomantic landscape, jn whicb junks Glide 
on a river on whose banks rise enormous rocks on which nestle pavillions 
and pagodas. 
In some of his interiors Allon displays a more accurate ease of the 
~:ast, for exarnple in "Pavillion and Gardens of a Handarin" ( Chnptc:r One, 222 
Illustration 2) where fretted beams, trellised fencin~, oriental lanterns 
and a pagoda next to a watery pool all seem to he taken from nature, and 
communicate somcthine of the oriental aesthetic. Howcver,in both the 
work of Borget and Allan there is irredeemable commitment Lo an idea of 
China as a mixture of Rococco Chinoiserie ann Claud ian lands calles ani 
embryo romanticism which never deserts them however accurate their Jetail. 
DAtailed accurate coloured prints of Fnr l~astern coshunc hRei becn 
provided in the volumes of Shoberl's "The Horld in fUniature" as cl'lrly 
as 1022, <'ealing with China and Japan, but this hnd little or no inrlu(:nce 
on the "Hococco" vision of early travellers to the l<:!ast. 
This view was strengthened by such theatrical presentations as 
"!'-Ir. Smith's China - or To China and Back" which played in a theatre 
with a pagoda-like box office in London in the second half of 1057, and 223 
by a travelling exhibition of Chinese goods which toured mr,land in till? 
1850's, which I discussed in Chapter One. 
One artist who continued this tradition into the 1860's was Theo~ore 
Delnmarre whose work I have mentioned in connection with Whistler. In 
1061 The London Illustrated News published engravings of two of bin SaJon 
exhibits "L'Occidentaliste de Shanghai" and "Le Peintro de IJanternes 
de Canton". Of "L'Occidentaliste", The News wrote: 
This picture represents a blue mandarin endeavourinc 
to understand the books and newspapers of ~urope, 
particularly those of England and France. On the 
table on which he is studying are The Times and 
The Honiteur. The wrinkles on his forehead indicate 
a supreme effort to contemplate the writing of those 
"Interesting Barbarians". Nations which he cannot 
at all reconcile with his previously conceived ideas 
of the perfection of Chinese Civilisation. The 
principles advanced by the foreiGn docwnents seem to 
22~ 
I (23) 
embarrass him more than the words of the forei,~ 
lan{;tJ8ges. of which he haG made himself master. 
The wooden lnckc,round is very chnrncteristic. 
Dclamarre was the son of a publisher wbo had given up the family 
business in 1851 to travel in China flnrl paint. His work and th8t of 
the other travellers in China indicates the pattern of perception which 
was to be taken to Japan. 
In the aftermath of the opening of the treaty ports of Japan in the 
second half of the 1850's, many artists went to Japan - sometimes as 
journalists, sometimes attached to government commissions, sometimes as 
traders. 
One of the earliest was Heine, a German artist, who was hired by 
Commodore Perry to record the adventures and incidents of his exhibition, 
and did so in some rather dull lithographs which appeared in the official 
report and in his own volume "Graphic Scenes in the Japan Exhibition", 
which viaS published in En{",lish, French and German in 1856. 
In 1860 the Count Lynden published in the Hague, "Souvenirs du 
Japon. Vues d tapr~s nature, avec texte. P1anGhes Chromoli thographirlU0.S", 
published by C. W. Mieling at the Royal Press, and in 1063 produced 
"-
"Vues du Japon, d'apres nature" also published by Mieline at the HaClle in 
196 
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six volumes. I have so far been unable to trace this book, but it is 227 
obvious that if Lynden was able to find enough ~~terial to fill six 
volumes there must have been people to make the drawines. Many other 
artists contributed work to tho books about Japan that beB'an to appear 
in increasing numbers, but they are almost impossible to trace. He are 228 
lucky however in having one artist whose career in Japan can be docu-
mented with some accuracy. He is Charles A. Wlrb~an, who was the artist 
of the London Illustrated News,"a painter of real genius whose \-larks in 
oil now adorn many horne pa~lours of ex-residents in Japan and whose eems, 
fine SOld and dross, fill the pages of the Japan Punch", as W.E.Griffis 229 
wrote in the introduction to his book The l1ikado' s l;}npire. 
191 
\'lirQIlan's competent, factual, illustration a.nd journalism provided 
an accurate imRf,'e of Japan. He appears to have arrived there jn 1860 .' " ~ 
or early 1861. Though ElisEJ)vplaced his arrival in 1857. IIis first 229b 
signed despatch from Japan io in Hay 1862 though he arpears to have 
sent many contributions anonymously before and after this date. 230 
\{irgman stayed in Japan during the 1060's and nentuRck many 
drawings of subjects as various as the execution of criminals and street 
story-tellers, some of which are excellently drawn. The also shared 
several dangerous adventures with Rutherford Alcock, the first British 
ambassador to Japan which were principally caused by the attempts of 
conserva.tive samurai to force foreigners to leave JRpan. On one occasion 231 
he narrowly escaped death. In July 1861 the determined Alcock established 
a British Embassy in the capital Yedo, havine a!Jserted his free riGht of 
travel in Japan by a daring pioneer journey from N~easaki. Wireman was 
wi th him on this journey, probably the first ~'lestern artist to explore 
the interior of Japan. His sketches were later reproduced in the London 
~. In Yedo, however, the resentment of some samurai led to a vicious 
attempt on their lives, during which Wirgman hid under the foundations of 
the embassy. While Alcock and Oliphant repelled the bloodthirsty 
warriors with revolvers. This incident and many others in the prorress 
of Anelo-Japanese relations were recorded by Wireman and sent to London. 
He also illustrated Alcock's book, The Capital of the Tycoon (1863) with 
some Gurprisinely insipid colour lithographs of Japanese people and 
landscares. 
It is of no value to recount all of Wireman's work during this 
period. Therefore I have selected several examples of his drawincn and 
provided them with titles and brief notes. 'Phis will give a good overall 
( ...,~ , picture of his activities and of his style. I~q'l 
The essential point for my thesis is that Wireman is the forerunner 
of a type of artist which includes Felix Regamey, Nortimer r·jenpes, Alfred 
East and many others who made a journey to Japan, and subscCluently made 
a living from their travels. None of these travellers were profoundly 
affected by the Far Eastern ae3thetic in the way that the major painters 
of the reriod were to be, many of whom dreamed of such a journey. 
Nonetheless they all acted as transmitters of that aesthetic. In GL 
tn-e-J'anuary 1866 issue of the Illustrated London Npws 'v/ircman described ) 
a "Social Heeting of Japanese Artists" to which he was invited in 
Yokohama; 
The Japanese artists and amateurs of the fine arts 
(in Japan one of the Fine Arts is writing) hold 
pleasant meetings now and then. They hire a huge 
room, bring with them their red ~~ropean blankets 
to sit upon, their paint brush~s, paper and Indian 
ink, and then having knocked their heads on the 
floor by way of wishing each other good morning, 
they make several small pipes of tobacco. The 
business of the day now commences; all are busy 
drawing with water colours, and writing both on 
paper and on fans. Drawings of mount.ains and other 
landscapes, grotesque designs, such as that of rats 
nibbling at a giant raddish, figures of old men, 
women and children, storks, fir trees, bamboos and 
grasses, all find their way on paper, and are 
afterwards given to friends; those most worthy of 
remark being first pasted against the wall for 
general admiration. Several of the Chinamen are 
usually invited on account of their superior hand-
writing. Plenty of Yakumins are there who use 
their brushes; . but some even paint with their 
thumbs. I, being a. foreien artist in Yokohnma am 
always invited, but I know no rest from the moment 
of my appearance until it is too dark to oee; I 
am surrounded by people who want something painted 
on their fans or paper, and I generally oblige them 
by making caricatures of any odd-looking person in 
the room or of drunken sailors or, best of all, of 
Englishwomen in gigantic and impossible crinolines 
of gorgeous glowing colours, much to the delieht of 
all parties. 
\'iirgrnan seems to have had scant awareness of the techniques of 
oriental art, but he was writing for a general audience and it is 
reasonable to assume that he discussed the technical problems of 
oriental art with other artists and that other forei[,"11ers must have met 
Japanese artists in the srune open manner. Indeed in October 1864 a 
despatch was published which completely belies William Rossetti's con-
232 
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temporary statement that the process of print mFll:inr': W[13 a deadly secret, 
the property of the tycoon. \fireman described exactly tlle proceGS of 
making a key block for a Japanese print and a drnwin~; shows the enc:r['vor 
at work. 
v1irb"Tllan and the other early artist visitors to Japan tr;msmi tted 
both the image of Japan and somethlne of its attitude to art to the West. 
Anoth~r aspect of the dissemination of the imaLSe of the llwt waD in 
the illustration of western books and in humorous cartoons in journals 
such as Punch. The figure of the humorous Chinaman and Ja pEmese 
eventually became the music-hall character known as the "Jolly Jap". 
But at this time the mocking of orientals was in its infancy. In 1849 
a cartoon appeared in Punch making fun of Chinese manners and costumes 
and humour about the Chinese was in vein for mDny years. This trans-
ferred itself naturally to the Japanese, and one outstandine' document of 
this transfer is an illustrated edition of Gulliver's 'I1r;wels puhlishE.'d 
by Cassell in 1866. The eighty illustrations are by "the late T.J.'lorten, 
in which the ill fated artist is seen at his best level; they Jisploy a 
, 
really convincing imagination, and if technically speakinG he har"'! beLter 
work .elsewhere, this is his most successful sustained effort". 
rart of J'iiorten's "convincing imagination" consisted in trEm8feI'dn(~ 
the "Laputans" to Japan, taking full advantage of ~wift's title, "l\. 
voyage to Lnputa, Balribardi, Glubbdubdrib and J~rnn". Morten dprivcs 
much detail of their dress and furnishings from Japanese prints and 
Western work illustrating China, and perhaps from work like 1.Jircman I s 
in both countries. On page 192 the Kint~ and court of this floating 
country are seen as mandarins holding their pigtailed heads on one side 
and dressed in kimonos. On page 195 Gulliver himself slops around in a 
vastly oversized kimono, with an obi or sash on which is a pseudo-
Japa,nese inscription, modelled on a signature on a Japanese print. On 
page 224 the famous scene in which two "wise" men attempt a conversation 
I 
I 
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usin!s the objects that they carry on their bRCks rather tlian worrls, is 
overlooked by two caricatured Ji1panese beauties with fann, dressed in 
kimonos a.nd with their hair in enormous combs. They appear again on 
page 257 together with a screen, standing behind an irascible mandarin, 
based on a fat seated Buddha, who erants Gulliver an interview. 
One of the interesting side issues about Horten's work is thr:>t much 
of it was engTaved by W.Linton - who about this time was making enquiries 
of Hilliam Rossetti about Japanese prints. However he failed to become 
a Japanese enthusia,st and makes no mention of them at all in his book 
on wood engraving techniques. Linton's temporary enthusiasm is parall-
eled by that of Bracquemond, Jacquemart and other French illustrators 
and engravers. It is significant that the oriental example had no direct 
effect on graphic art until some years after it had such a ereat effect 
on paintine. It would seem that the reason for this is that engrnvprs 
were trained to be accurate, and to make of a continuous end con:1ifltent 
~ 
system of description by means of crosshatching. W. Iviri~, In his 
book Prints and Visual Communication, argues that this extremely disci-
plined engraving technique was the result of a need for accurate visual 
information and that the enrrraver only became free to develop styles 
when this need was taken on ~y the photograph and photogTaphic techninues 
of reproducing illustrations. 
]3racquemond, who was once considered the "discoverer" of J8pa.nefle 
prints was an engraver who exhibited "academic" eneravings, such as 
Holbein's "Erasmus" at the Salon, and later became a desif,'11er. Iv¢n's 
thesis may explain his reluctance to draw any stylistic conclusions from 
his involvement with Japanese art. 
1(25c 
I now seems probable that Jacquemart and Bracquemond discovered 
// 
oriental art in 1862. If there is any truth in Benedite's assertion 234 
'" that Bracquemond discovered prints in the shop of Delatre the printer 
ir probably happened in that year. For Delatre was printing Jacquemart's 
201 
illustrations to his father's Histoire au Porcelaine - amonGst them 2;5 
several illustrations of Japanese porcelain of all kinds. Perhaps 
Bracquemond saw this material in Del~tre's workshop, and with it some 
Japanese prints. This may well have been a volume of the N8,ngwa -
thou{jh ",e must remember that no clear idea of the styles of Jap::mese 
masters existed in the West, and nowhere in Bracquemond's work ca.n we 
find a copy of a whole page of Hokusai. 
Bracquemond certainly used individual motifs from Hokusai in plates 
C-
of his own, which look like pages from the Manewa, as ~P. Weisberg 2;6 
has shown. However, since these animal, bird and fish motifs were 
repeatedly copied in Japan itself - which was after all their function -
and some of them turn up in the multiple images of some of the sheets in 
the Burees collection in the Victoria and Albert Nuseum, we therefore 237 
have no means of proving that Bracquemond went directly to Hokusai. 
Bracquemond also bought Japanese books from La Porte Chinoise, 
C. 
according to his daughter, Mme •. Henriod Bracquemond, who told ~ 
Weisberg that the nine books in his possession which belonged to her 
father came from the shop. One of these volumes has been identified by 
rrir. vJeisberg as the work of Shotei and Shonen, both near-contemporaries 
of Bracquemond. It is entitled "Flowers of the Present Day". None of 2;8 
the others have been identified. Whatever Japanese work Bracquemond 
saw, his immediate instinct was to make an accurate copy of the motif. 
The catalogue of the Burty collection sold at Christie's in 1876 showed 
that Burty acquired a print by Bracquemond of "Cats after Hokusai" in 
1864. I believe that this print was not Hokusai at all, as no p18te 239 
of Hokusai shows cats of a recognisably Western type. I think that it 
was probably taken from the plate of drawings of cats by Hiroshige which 
were used by Champfleury in his book Les Chats, 1869. These drawings 240 
are attributed to the Japanese artist "Fou-Kou-Sai" by Champfl"eur;y,':so it 
is possible that they are derived from the engravings which Bracquemond 
, 
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I had made in 1864. 13racquemond designed the frontispieces and nome 
illustrations for Champfleury's "realist" books and stuJif's of folklore, 
such as La Caricature MOderne 1864. 
Bracquemond probably made other engravin[;s at the same time, com-
bining Iflotifs from different books. These he transformed into decorative 
motifs for the dinner service exhibited in the 1867 International 
Lxhibition "Le Service Rousseau". The Japanese ceramics illustrated 241 
by Jacquemart may well have acted as models for Bracquemond and this 
would strengthen the sugeestion that he discovered Japanese prints at 
Delatrcs in 1862. 
vleisberg has attempted to show that motifs of fish, butterflies 242 
and birds derived directly from Hokusai were combined in the engravin~ 
made by Bracquemond for the Rousseau Service. These come not only from 
the Jf,nnr;-wa but also perhaps the Shasin Gwafu for instance the "pheasant" 
design on one of the dining plates. In fact the ubiquitous nature of 
such 1;lotifs makes it very difficult to "prove" this. The pheasant motif 
. 
is not nn exact transfer from Hokusai - its neck is different. ]racquc-
mond's pheasant holds its head hieh, Hokusai's is peckine. They could 
have a wide range of sources. Beraldi in the section on Bracquemond in 
" "Les Gr:wcurs de Dix Neuvieme Sieele" says that Bracquemond made twenty-
five eneravinC'S of Japanese motifs for the Rousseau Service. The mystery 
about Hracquemond's involvement with Japanese art is that these 
cnr:rnvin£j3 hA.d little or no direct effect on his other work. 
// (',. Bon,~di t~ in "Bracquemond L' Anima .v.oc'" wri t ten in 1905 stated thO,t 243 
'Brrccquemond's involvement with Japanese art greatly enhanced the 
naturalism of his engravings. He sees the early works such as "Les 
canards ont passe" as derived from Hokusai's drawings of birds and the 
presence of Hokusai and others behind most of ]raequemond's prints of 
animals. 
3racquemond's engraving "123. Oiseaux Japonais" which Heisberg 
I 
dated circa 1870 shows a grouping of birds in flieht which Brncquemond 
used in his enGravinga of flir)1ts of wild fowl. Onc such is repro-
duced as a page heading in the G.D.A. article by Lostalot in 1884. 
However Jlracquemond's treatment is totally naturalistic in a \vcstern 
scnse, and not dependent on a rcvelation produced by Japrmesp. art. He 
is the first designer to begin the process of dee-eneratinr: Japnncse 
motifs which led to the endless flights of plaster ducks across suburban 
mantelpieces. J3racquemond takes an interest only in the "decorative" 
aspects of Japanese art and his engravings are dry notations of ~hese 
aspects, reproductions in the same sense as J3racquemond's enf,Tavings of 
Erasmus by Holbein which was refused by the 1863 Salon. 
J3ra,cquemond 'a 1882 Salon exhi bi t, "Le Coq", is an even cl earer 
example of the failure of Japanese style to have any impact on his own 
work. Feathers, claws and comb are observed in naturalistic detail. 
In an introduction to a catalogue of Concourt's collection of etchings 
Bracquemond wrote: 
" .." L'art de l'extreme orient est/inferieure, parce que 
il est incomplet dans la, repr~sentation de la, natu:c'e. 
Par lui ~dessin est reduit a la convention graphique 
d~ trait, il rend l'expression des choses seulemcnt 
par leurs contours. L'art Japonais ienore la 
lumiere et l'ombre •••• L'inferiorite de l'art japonais 
viant de la suppression voulue du clair et obscur dans 
... 
sa conception. ~'est a la foia sa faiblesse et co~ 
originalite. Elementaire dans sa technique 11 est a 
la port~e de tous et semble natural ~ tout main; 
,-
c'est une ecriture. Elle n'en pas moins permis 
... / l'eclosion d'un genie du dessin tel qu'Hokusai. 
Bracquemond rejected Japanese art for its unwestern naturalism. 
His relation to Japanese art was thus simply that of a dissemination of 
motifs. l!,ven in the case of the Rousseau Service he simply carried the 
motif from one place to another. This process occupied only a brief 
period in the 1860's. Later Bracquemond referred occasionally to 
Japanese art but only in an oblique sense,_ 
. , 
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If Bracquemond was a simple disseminator of J:,po.ncse lfIotifs we must 
look at his fellow members of the IISoci{te' des Aquafortiotes" founded in 
1862, to see how far his rejection of the aesthetic and lincuistic impli-
cations of Japnnese art is paralleled in their work. Ler,Tos had 
a.:;parently no interest in Japanese art. Whistler has been di8cUSGcd 
above but it is worth remarking that in the sixties his etchine in 
relatively conservative in form - vide Black Lion Wharf. 
Jules Jacquemart had con8iderable interest in Japanese motifs and 
acted like Bracquemond as a disseminator of Far F~stcrn form. However 
this was principally in the course of his career as a professional 
illustrator. 
J yr'acquemart was, as I have observed, the first illustrator to pro-
duce an accurate representation of a Japanese object in his first 
engraving in 1859. 
I have already mentioned the illustrations he made for the IIistoire 
de Porcelaine of 1862. This book in itself makes clear the role of 
247 
Japanese art in Jacquemart' s work. The ]'ar Eastern plates occupy one 24(3 
part of a lon~ work and are engraved in the same highly competent 
, 
representational style. Some plates are illustrated in this thesis nnd 
they require 11 ttle comment. 
1(20) 
Plates II, VII and X show that this pottery was transmi ttinc; some-
thing of the Japanese way of life, costume and architecture. The 
anpearance of the motif of the fishes on a cup and the cock on the 
central plate in Plate VIII indicate a further source of Japan€se 
influence for Bracquemond's design of pottery. 
Jacquemnrt himself used a cock in the frontispiece to a volume of 
prints published by Cadart for the Societ~ des Aquafortistes in 1863 
which is reproduced in the Gazette des Beaux Arts, and one wonders if 249 
its form and direct presentation may have been partly due to the highly 
naturalistic fowl on Japa.nese porcelain. 
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In 1862 Cadart had also published Jacquemart's "Huit Etudes et 
Compositions de Fleurs". Plate IV in this Rerios, "Pivoines et 
Rhodedendrons" was republished by the G.B.A. in 1875. Its open compos-
ition and tendency to spread the flowers in a decorative manner is 
reminiscent of the floral motifs on some oriental pottery, such as that 
Jacquemart had illustrated. It also relates to Japanese books of flower 
prints such as that owned by Bracquemond. If any confirmation of 
Jacquemart's conscious involvement with Japanese art is needed, it is 
found in a later etching "La Pivoine" from the publication "Faux Fortps 250 
et Sonnets Paris, 1869. In the third state of this etchine Jacquemart 
added the Chinese words "Moun-tan" which mean "peony" to the right-hand 
side. 
Despite this Far }~stern connection Jacquemart, like Bracquemond, 
remained unaffected by Far Eastern aesthetic, and produced work which 
was essentially Western in technique, based on a very involved system 
of hatching and shading. However the "original" works such as 
"Pivoines et Rhodedendrons" are considerably freer in technique than 
the purely illustrative pieces. In this respect it could be F.lreued 
that Jacquemart had at least some feeling for the possibilities of a 
free use of graphic forms pointed to by the oriental example. 
For the most part, however, Jacquemart's work was illustrative, 
and his principle role was to engrave the collections of Parisian 
. orientalists such as the Duc de Morn¢y. But as Gonse does not catn- 251 
loeue these works in his series of articles on Jacquemart it is diffi-
cult to be sure of the authorship of many plates in the G.B.A. where 
most of Jacquemartts illustrations appeared. Indeed ma.ny of the plates 
were reused in various contexts. 
A curiosity in Jacquemart's auvre shows how intense was .his interest 
in Japanese culture. He made an engraving of the head of a Japanese 
executed as one of the murderers of two British officers who were struck 
252 
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down near the temple of KamakAra after having seen the Giant Buddha. 
'l'his etching, "Une Execution au Japon" was published by Cadart and was 
probably made in 1865, since the murder concerned is recoenisable as 
that of the officers r'lajor Baldwin and Lieutenant Bird, which took place. 
in November 1864. Jacquemart probably made the print in response to 253 
popular interest in current events in Japan, and would not have waited 
lonG before so doing. Charles Wirgman recorded the same execution on 
the spot for the Illustrated London News. 254 
Jacquemart's print provides a perfect example of the problem of 
distinguishing photographic effects on composition from oriental 
aesthetics. The position of the head in the lower left-hand corner and 
the use of the massive timbers of the Yokohama bridge, and the calli-
graphy of the banner showing the murderer's crimes could be a convenience 
of the camera, but they could also be a result of a cameraman whose 
vision had been affected by the oriental aesthetic. 
Both Bracquemond and Jacquemart were essentially dicseminn.tors of 
info:nllation about oriental art, and not creative interpretors of that 
art and its aesthetic. I will not therefore pursue their careers as 
separate entities later in this thesis, but rely on alludinG to their 
roles as disseminators when this helps to illuminate the creative 
development of the oriental example in the West. 255 
Whilst it is not possible to give a detailed account of the work of 
photographers in Japan and its effect on the European image of Japan we 
are able to assess the work of one photographer, Felix Beato, as he 
published an album of his work in Yokohama in 1869. This album contained 
photographs which Beato must have taken during the 1860's in Yokohama 
and district. 
Beato spent many years in the Far East. He began as a photographer 
of the Crimean War and went on to record the English Colonial adventures 
in India and China during the 1850's. His most famous work on the siege 256 
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of I.ucknow and his photograph showinc; the beheaded bodies of fifty 
Chinese pirates and their executioners on a beach ne~r Sincapore. During 
this period Beato worked in col1aboration with James Robertson but his 
work in Japan in the 1060's was done alone. 
Beato's work was re/3Ularly used by the Illustrated London News and 
other ~uropean publications as a basis for their engraved" illustrations. 
Several of the photographs in the 1869 album were also used to illustrate 
books on Japan. ./ ./ Aime Humbert's "Le Japon Illustre" made extensive use of 
them as we shall see. 
I give examples from the album as illustrations. It is interestinc 
to note that Beato was already fabricating an "image" of Japan for the 
West. In one case Japanese ladies in traditional costume are clearly 
posing before a backcloth of Fujiyrur.a. 
Beato photographed landscapes as well as people, his pictures of 
the teahouses and the Buddha at Kamakara were almost certainly the 
orignals of the archetypa.l western images of these subjects. 
There can be no doubt that the work of Beato and other photogrophers 
in Japan during' the 1860's had a great part in disseminatinG an "lmau;e" 
of J8pan and Japanese art in the we3t. It is unfortunate that so lit tle 
is tnovm of his work durin,,; this period. 
, 
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Summ8r;r of Section Om~. 
It has often been assumed that the nrt of JApan only became 
generally known to artists in the l,i0st after 18(J7, rmd that no oerious 
influence of Fo.r P,astern Art could be demonstrated. before that time. 
In my survey in this chaTlter I have established a considernblf: <",mount of 
evidence to support the view that from as early as 1862 a great many 
Dl1iJish and French artists were familiar with Japanese artefacts and 
imagery. 1862 was the year of the appearance of Japanese artefacts at 
the London International Exhibition and the year when "djscoveries" of 
Japanese art can be documented in Paris. It has been wronely assumed 
that this is adequate evidence for the datinG of the first shops selling 256 
J8.panese eoods to that year. 
Despite its equal start in London and Paris, Japclncse art made less 
impact on the visual arts in London at' this time. I have s'lfr.:l~ested that 
this may be explained by the developments in the theory and criticism of 
French Healism, (Bnudelaire, Zola and Champfleury), which made n prepnr-
ation for an international and intercultural view of art as n system of 
langunges. 
IIowp.ver the freCluency with which Japanese prints "le:re associated 
or compared with Epinal prints by Baudelaire and the Rp.alist circle in 
Paris is the most \vell-known example of this. This is only one slen of 
the general willinrsness to broaden the def'ini tion of' art to include all 
forms judeed "authentic". This. combined with the contemporary state of 
}Tench art to make a very open situation in which Japnnese art was likely 
to be most influential in Paris. The cumulative evidence indicates that 
1862 is the most sensible year from which to date ~he beginninG of a 
consistent and continuous Far Eastern influence on y/estern Art and 
particularly French Art. 
At that time English painting was concerning itself with morn.l and 
religious sentiment held toeether by a fastidious concern for some of 
257 
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the minutiae of ob::lOrved reality. This may account for the failure of 
Enelish artists, notably Dante Rossetti, to involv0 their own work with 
the Japanese aesthetic though they so much admired it. In Ene-lish art, 
languaee was still a matter of content, the form of the work was valued 
for what it signified by association. This attitude was fundamentally 
antipathetic to Japanese art. In France, on the contrary, roalism had 
seen form and content as an inextricable lineuistic unity. 
Paris then became the centre in which Japanese Art established 
itself. It only influenced London on the level of fashion, or of 
curiosities. It must be stressed that the influence of Far }~stern 
artefacts goes far beyond prints. For instance, \1histler was GTeatly 
concerned with the imagery on blue and white china he collected. It 
must also be stressed that while Chinese work was not so prominent as 
Japanese in its influence it is not possible to separate the two and to 
dismiss Chinese influence absolutely. 
I have added an appendix to this thesis indica tine the known and 
datable examples of Japanese art and artefacts in Lurope before 1867. 
C. 
Not surprisingly practi/ally all of them are near contemporary in 
date, since Japan had only been open to the West from 1851/2. Only' in 
the Siebold Collection are there examples of the ejehteenth century 
prints known to be in Europe before 1861. Moreover there vlclS no {jeneral 
knowledge of the names or styles of Japanese artists and artefacts ruld 
certainly no scholarship concerned with Far F~stern art. 
The available evidence therefore is against the use of comparative 
examples from prints by artists such as Utamaro or Kiyonaga or their 
followers, when discussing the influence of Japanese art on the West at 
this earlier period. I have used such examples with reluctance more as 
indications of my thesis than as firm evidence of influence. The alter-
native would have been to search for a later image and this search is 
quite impractical. 
~ .. 
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Despi te these drawbacks I believe that I have cstablisIled thn t the f 
f , 
influence of J'ar Eastern Art was crucia.l for the futUre of paintine. 
, 
f 
f>lost important was its effect on the languaee of art, in particular on 
the art of Manet, and to a lesser extent on Degas, }';onet and 'tlhistlcr. 
I have indicated that this is a much more complicated matter than is 
usually supposed. It involves a radical change in the pa.inter's atti-
tude to the marks made to describe a particular image. It also 
necessitates changes in the range of presentations of that imaee which 
are considered acceptable or legitimate by artists. These changes 
naturally brought about a change in the potential interest seen in 
different types of subject matter. 
We may surrunarise them by saying that before 1867 Japanese Art in 
Paris had effected changes in the relations of perception ancl intellect 
throueh which a painting is made. Needless to say, different painters 
were interested in different aspects of these relationshipno For this 
reason I chose to discuss each artist separately and to forego the 
advantages of a synthesis which would have obscured the va.riety of the 
appeal of Japanese artefacts. 
In Hanet' s work the change in relations was concerne d ,,,1 th the 
liberation of mark making from indirect, mimetic representation which 
had become standard practice in the mid-nineteenth century. The mark 
identifies once more with the object or phenomenon it describes, rather 
than allowing the viewer to infer the object's presence from a rnultitude 
of indirect signs. This leads to a purity of colour and direct 
expression unobtainable in any other way. This change, often referred 
to as a change in "vision", can be seen in all the painters who were 
involved with Japanese art before 1867. even such technically unadvent-
A .-
urous pa.inters as Tissot show a consolidation of the pate of their 
brushwork a.nd a brightening of their palette as a result of this Japanese 
influence, so do Nillet and Rousseau. The change also predates the 
emer,';,cnce of an "impressionist"theory or even of a consolidated 
impressionist attitude. I shall arGUe in the n0xt chapter that JanRnese 
J\rt should not be seen as a fortuitous adjunct to "impressionism" llUt as 
an indispensible catalyst to the development of the styles of the 
impressionist artists. 
I need not repeat here my discussion of each artist but it should be 
stressed that the attraction of Japanese Art for llcC!1s was consistent with 
his stylistic tendencies prior to his discovery of it. DeGas wns mainly 
concerned with fiGure composition as a language and that is his central 
\ 
preoccupation when using a Far Eastern example. The same pattern of the 
extension of an interest as a result of conta.ct with Japanese Art can be 
found in every artist I have discussed. 
A further important point is the rate at which J8pan was acquirinr,-
a popular image in Western culture. I have cited the exampl e of \Virr,man 
,.,rho published many drawings of his travel s to Japan in the 18GO' r,; I 
have also drawn attention to the derivation of fresh Jnpanese work of 
the imap,-ery in an illustrated Gulliver's Travels, and mentioned other 
examples. I pointed out that many photographs of Japan had reached 
the West in the 1860's, nor must we forget the Jaranese ambassaoors to 
the 1862 exhibition in London. 
There must therefore have been a far more widespread popular 
acquaintance with the imagery of Japan at least in Paris and London than 
is sometimes thought. It was certainly sufficient to stimulate consider-
able interest in the Japanese exhibit in the 1867 exhibition in raris. 
I have sllgr,ested that {he formation of this popular ima.ge of the 
Far East might have prompted Hhistler, notably in the "Lange Lijzen" of 
the Six ~1arks", .... 'hich is based on a popular imae;e of the Chinese rather 
than the Japanese. Tissot's "Japonais au Bnin" was probably conceived 
in reference to the popular image. 
\~lilst it would be wrong to describe Japan as fashionable before 
1867 it would be equally wrong to disreGard the considerable popular 
awareness that Japanese Art had achieved in the first fifteen years of 
its contact with the \Olest. 
Before 1867 a steady increase in the visual experience of Japanese 
artefacts by \·Jestern artists and the public in general had set the scene 
for the rapid development which is the subject of Section II of this 
thesis. 
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SECTION II. 
THE GRO'WTH OF J AP ANESE INFLUENCE FROM 1867 to 1883. 
INI'RODUCTION 
This second part of my thesis will concern itself with the decade 
and a half during which Japanese art emerged as the dominant Far Eastern 
influence on Western art and design. Indeed during this period it was 
probably the most significant stylistic influence on the development of 
the Western, plastiC arts. 
The period is bounded by the first official appearance of Japan at 
an International Exhibition, in the Paris ~position Universelle of 
1867, and by the enormous retrospective exhibition of Japanese art org-
anized by Louis Gonse in Paris in 1883. This exhibition marks the 
complete development of the acquaintance of the West with Japanese art 
objects, composed as it was of works from more than thirty major co1.lect-
ions, many formed by enthusiasts from professions unconnected with the 
~ 
visual arts. 
This second period therefore is one of rapid discovery of the 
variety of Japanese art and its equally rapid acceptance as a "normal" 
element in the visual vocabulary of the West. This discovery was 
facilitated by the outward looking foreign policy of the Japanese 
government during the period known as the "11eiji Restoration" which was 
instituted in 1868 by the Meiji Emperor himself. This, together with a 1 
growing popular concern for contact and mutual exchange of knowledge with 
the West led to the appearance of a striking Japanese exhibit in every 
international exhibition of the 1870's - such as Vienna 1873, Phila-
delphia 1876, or Paris 1878. Private trade with the West also increased 
rapidly during this period, and many merchants, both Japanese and 
European, Hayashi, Wakai, Sichel and Bing, began to import Japanese 
, i 
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artefacts into Europe and America during the 1810's. This was also the 
decade of voyages to the Far East by wealthy and ardently curious 
~uropeans anxious to learn about Japan at first hand, and to collect 
Japanese artefacts. The notable travellers were Guimet and Cernuschi, 
whose collections ultimately formed the basis of the Parisian museums of 
oriental art named after them, and the Sichel brothers who were beginning 
a business dealing in oriental art. Japanese travellers also came to 
~urope frequently in the 1810's. Ph. Burty was advised on his collection 
of swords and porcelain by a young Japanese student in Paris·, Hayashi 
began to advise Edmond de Goncourt and Bing on Japanese artefacts. Many 
official Japanese missions arrived in Europe, such as the two scholars 
Machida Hisanari and Yanaka Yoshio who tou~ed Europe studying Western 
museums in order to facilitate the organisation of the Japanese National 
Museum at Tokyo. 
Against this background a considerable attempt was made to corne to 
terms with the aesthetic qualities of Japanese art. Surprisingly, 
critical responses to Japanese art diversified during the 1810's rather 
than becoming more consistent and unified as the forms of Japanese art 
became more familiar. This phenomenon can perhaps be understood by f. 
considering the failure of the West to develop any serious scholarly 
study of Far Eastern art until after the 1880's. Even today there are 
very few scholars with a serious knowledge of Japanese art working in 
the British museums. Therefore Western critics were working from the 
smatterings of information gained from Japanese visitors in Europe, from 
occasional travellers to Japan, and from the official publications of 
Japanese commissions charged with participation in Western exhibitions. 
, 
Therefore in this critical European reaction to the East, we see mirrored ~ . 
the whole range of the contemporar,y aesthetic attitudes and creative 
standpoints of Western art. 
l' 
It will be the task of this section and the next to elaborate the 
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pattern of the discovery of Japanese art during the 1870's. 
The final section will be concerned with the specific developments 
in European art which may be attributed to Japanese influence. 
Because there is so much information available I do not intend to 
present the closely documented discussion of every artist which I found 
necessary for Part One. This is unnecessary as the general pattern of 
Far Eastern influence in the 1870's is far less controversial. I will 
therefore concentrate on specific problems such as the importance of 
Japanese art for Impressionism, the role of the Far East in the 
Aesthetic Movement, and the popular imagery of Japan in the 1870's. 
Problems concerning individual artists will be considered within these 
contexts. 
i' 
SECTION II 
PART ONE. THE DISCOVERY OF JAPAN 1867 to 1883. 
CHAPTER ONE. 
The Far Eastern appearance at the 1867 Exposition Universelle and its 
\ 
historical importance. 
The Japanese exhibits at the Paris Exhibition have often been cited 
as the first great revelation of Japanese art in the West. 
Most historians who have done so have relied on the account by 
Chesneau written in 1878 which stresses the year of 1867 as the turning 
point in the discovery of Japan. "En 1867 1 'Exposition Universelle 
, , 
acheva de mettre Ie Japon a la mode", states Chesneau, implying that the 
great list of connoisseurs and artists whom he has just named were 
spurred on to study Japanese art by the 1867 Exposition. 
However it is important to note that Chesneau's attitude in 1818 is 
not SUbstantiated by his own writings about Japanese art and the 1867 
Exhibition. While he is very enthusiastic about the Japanese show, he 
nowhere claims or implies that Japanese art was "a. la mode". Rather he 
is conducting a campaign based on his own enthusiasm for Japanese art. 
The position is complicated further by the memory of a~other early 
Japanese enthusiast. Ph. Burty. Writing about porcelain in Bing's 
periodical Artistic Japan in 1889, Burty attributed the revelation of 
Japanese art to the exhibition in Paris of the collection formed in 
Japan by Henri Cernuschi in 1871. Of 1867 he wrote: 
People had become only slightly acquainted with 
Japan, through the exhibits sent by the Prince of 
Satsuma to the Universal Exhibition of 1861. One 
or two lovers of curios had already seen albums 
printed in colours, brought back by sailors in 
their trunks. Figures of animals in white earth, 
delicately painted, had been imported by travellers, 
perhaps, but they had produced no feeling of interest. 
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This statement hardly correlates with the enthusiasm for Japan displayed 
by Jules de Goncourt in a letter to Burty from Trouville of 9th August, 
1861. De Goncourt looks forward to twelve hours of aesthetic indigestion 
at the Exhibition and ends with the greeting "Japonaiserie for ever". 5 
Clearly Burty and his circle were much taken up with Japanese art, and 
the experience of it at the Exhibition. 
Moreover Burty's memory is not confirmed by the evidence I have 
presented for considerable acquaintance with Japanese art before 1861. 
Burty himself apparently showed Japanese prints in the 1861 Exposition, 
which he had collected previously. Whilst stating that; 
liOn n'y avait encore vu que quelques rares objets 
a. l'Exposition de 1867." 
Theodore Duret remarked that during his voyage to Japan with Henri 
Cernuschi, he had been induced to begin collecting by the Japanese 
prints exhibited by Burty in the 1867 mxposition: 
, 
Pendant que no us rechen±ons particulierement des 
bronzes, je me rappelai avoir vu avec plaisir 
quelques albums japonais, dans une vitrine de 
l'Exposltion Universelle de 1861 appartenant a 
Phillipe Burty, et l'idee me vint alors de rechercher 
personellement des livres illustres. Ma collection 
. , , / A 
de livres a donc ete commence en meme temps que la 
collection de bronzes de M. Cernuschi. 
Clearly for Illret the Japanese appearance in 1867 was something of a 
6 
1 
revelation but he concurs with Burty in his estimate of the limited effect 
of the 1861 Exhibition in spreading the appreciation of Japanese art. 
Another Japanese enthusiast who received his initial impulse to 
collect Japanese work from the 1861 Exhibition was George Ashdown 
Audsley, who was completely enraptured by it. He wrote; 
commencing with life-size mounted warriors in all 
the glory of their inlaid steel, gold lacquer and 
wrought silk armour and horse trappings it embraced 
all the artistic productions of the country down to 
the toy porcelain sake cup and the commonest sheet 
of paper valuable only for the few but truly artistic 
strokes of the brush it contained. 
'. 'rj.--J, 
'. 
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Audsley and his friend and collaborator, John Bowes, bought lacquer, 
prints and possibly ceramics, from the Exhibition. His estimate of the 
exhibition was that it had an almost unbounded effect on the appreciation 
of Japanese art in the West. Like Duret, Audsley was inspired to plan 
a voyage to Japan but appears to have been prevented from making it. 
However he did go on to do a great deal of work to promote Japanese art 
in.England. 
Audsley's impression of the exhibition may perhaps be considered 
more accurate than that of Burty or Duret. It must be remembered that 
the Japanese exhibit had been under preparation since the visit of the 
Japanese Commissioners to the London Exhibition of 1862. Moreover the 
Frenchmen were probably a little ashamed of their early enthusiasm for 
what were, as I shall show, mainly nineteenth century works of relatively 
poor quality. 
Finally we must consider the evidence of contemporary journalism in 
the significance of the Japanese appearance in 1867. All the reports I 
have seen are enthusiastic about the Japanese show, comparing it 
favourably with non-European exhibits, particularly those from China. 
"-The popular writer Raoul Ferrere in "L'Exposition Universelle de 
./ 
1867. Illustre", writes: 
L'Exposition la plus complete et la plus brillante 
de tous les Etats Asiatiquea eat sans contredit 
celIe du Japon. 
P. Duchesne De Bellecoeur in the more respectable Revue des Deux Mondes 
writes: 
.... 
L'Exposition Japonaise infiniment plus complete et 
plus variee que l'Exposition Chinoise, se presente 
aussi sous des meilleurs auspices, puisque Ie 
gouvernement Japonais la lui-m~me patronee. Les 
armes et les instrumens du travail, les objets de 
luxe et les jouets d'enf~, les livres et les 
oevres de la peinture, les plantes utiles et les 
min e raux , s'€talent dans ses vitrines. 
Bellecoeur goes so far as to explicitly contradict the impressions 
9 
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of Duret and Burty that the Japanese prints in the 1867 show had little 
effect and were not weli known: 
Chacun c~nnait d~ja ces admirables albums Japonais 
qui representent en relief sur papier de soie des 
fleur~, des papillons, des oiseaux. 
He also praises the other Japanese art in the EXhibition. 
Finally Ernest Feydeau argued that the Japanese exhibits should have 
been preserved in the Louvre: 
Qui, nous rendrons les splendides vi trines de la 
Turquie, de l'Inde, de la Chine et du Japon? II 
est a jamais regrettable que tous les objets 
renfermes dans ces belles vitrines n'aient pu 
etre ach~tes par L'Etat pour former, a Paris, Ie 
noyau d'un vaste musee ethnographique. 
/ Les produits de l'art Japonais, surtout merit-
aient d'etre conserv~s. Nous connaissons fort 
peu Ie Japon. 
Clearly the secondary evidence about the 1867 Japanese Exhibition 
is contradictory and, superficially, irreconcilable. Previous studies 
have taken part of this evidence and arrived at a picture of Japanese 
artistic influence relying on this partial view. 
No previous attempt has been made to write an accurate description 
of the Japanese Exhibition of 1867 to test which of these pictures of 
the Exhibition is nearest to the truth. Moreover Feydeau was writing 
in February 1869 when the Japanese section of the Exposition was still 
on show in Paris at 41, Rue Victoire. His article was prompted by the 
imminent dispersal of the Exhibition as a result of the Japanese change 
of government which deposed the Shogun who had originally sponsored it. 
The Japanese Exhibition was therefore on show in Paris from April 
1867 to February 1869. It must have caused considerable interest. 
There can be little doubt that during this time it was seen by most 
important artists and designers in Paris. 
The contradictory reactions in the reviews in spite of the obvious 
appreciation by the public of the Exhibition (to judge from its long 
duration) justifies my attempt to describe as accurateu as possible the 
12 
13 
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image which the Far East assumed as a result of the 1861 Exhibition. 
It is necessary for that purpose to assess the quantity of material 
displayed, the nature of that material and the contextual information 
that was provided with it. 
It will be convenient to discuss the Chinese and Siamese exhibits 
in the same context as the Japanese but it must be stressed that both 
were considered very weak and uninteresting in comparison with the 
Japanese exhibition. The Chinese government refused to participate 
officially and the Chinese exhibition was concocted by an alliance of 
French diplomats, traders and the architect, Chapon, who was responsible 
for all the Far Eastern settings. The Siamese exhibition was organized 
by one man, a M. Grehan, who had the backinB of the Siamese government. 
The Japanese exhibition on the other hand was sponsored by the Shoeun, 
the de facto ruler of Japan, and by the Prince of Satsuma, the second 
most powerful Japanese lord. 
Chesneau reports that the term "Chinoiserie" was still in popular 
use for every Eastern product - whether from Japan or China. The Far 
Eastern exhibits were all placed together, undoubtedly they reinforced 
each other in the minds of the casual visitor and created an atmosphere 
of pseudo-orientalism, which was overwhelming if we are to believe De 
Goncourt who strolled through the exhibition one evening in May with 
Theophile Gautier: 
Les choses prenaient partout autour de nous des 
aspects etranges. Le ciel du Champ du Nars 
prenait les teintes d'un ciel d'Orient. La facade 
des monuments du jardin, allongeait, sur Ie bleu 
du soir, la decoupure d'un pays age du Marilhat, 
les kiosques, les minarets, les domes, les phares, 
faisaient recueUlr la nuit dans des transparences 
et des mollesses de nuits d'Asie •••••••• et il nOUB 
semblait marchait dans une gravure peinte du Japon, 
aut our de ce palais rond et infinie sous ce toit 
tournant comme celui d'ere pagode, eclaire par des 
globes de verre depoli, tout pareils aux lanternes 
de papier d'une f~te des lanternes. Et les entend-
ards, les flammes, les drapeaux des nations, 
flottant nous donnaient presque la positive impression 
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d'aller dans une de ces rues de l'lropire du Milieu peint 
par Hildebrandt dans son Tour de Monde avec leurs 
enseignes et leurs oriflammes volants. 
The structures which De Goncourt admired so strongly were mainly 
the work of 'French architects. The Far Eastern sections were designed 
by a M.A.Chapon from various pieces of information and drawings that he 
managed to obtain. De Goncourt's description undoubtedly refers to one 
of Chapon's creations - the Chinese garden with its cafeteria and theatre, 
and to the Japanese dwelling house next to it in the English quarter of 
the Exhibition ground. 
The Far Eastern nations occupied one radiating aisle in the covered 
oval of the exhibition proper, and the sites in the peripheral oval 
gallery immediately beyond the end of the radiating aisle. Whereas 
there were over eleven thousand exhibitions in the French section, 
there were only thirty-seven for China, Spain and Japan together. 
There were also the constructions in the cardens which were intended 
to be in the style of the national architecture of each country. 
However the impressions of the visitors to the exhibition did not aeree 
about the success of this. For instance, Owen Jones wrote: 
In the attempt which the French have made in the 
present Exhibition to decorate some of their 
courts which contain the oriental treasures in 
their own style we see how little the principles 
of decor'ation and ornamentation which they them-
selves display have been understood or appreciated 
by those who undertook the task. 
Ornaments have been misapplied in every direction 
magnified from original sources out of all pro-' 
portion and mixed up with others of pure invention. 
Chapon's creation for the radial aisle was indeed of mixed origins 
/ 
if we are to rely on the illustration in the "Exposition Illustre de 
1867". It was a pastiche of mixed motifs from books such as Allom's 
China Illustrated, imitation Chinese lanterns, mixed with Hoorish and 
Indian decorative motifs, all in cheap wood and plaster, employed to 
form dividing screens for the stalls of the separate nations. These 
15 
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were not strictly separated, however, as the drawing by Lancelot confirms 
Bellecoeur's remarks that the Japanese articles overflowed the limited 18 
space available for them and mixed with the Chinese and Siamese items. 
Feydeau remembered the Japanese exhibition as "mal logre, entassee tout 
Ie long d'un couloir obscur, tandis que les machines et tous les disgrac-
./ ...... 
ieuse produits de l'industrie s'etalaient dans la belle lumiere". None- 19 
theless the overcrowded groups of porcelain, lacquer, paintings and 
bronze vessels made an enormous impression on many visitors. 
In the peripheral aisle the same confusion prevailed amongst the 
setting and items. Chapon created a "kiosque Japonais" ostensibly 20 
10 derived from the summer temples of the Japanese Daim~s, with a free 
standing arch based apparently on the gateway to Buddhist temples to 
the God Kwarmon. 
Clearly the western reports about these buildings were inaccurate, 21 
probably verbal and without much illustration. The arch is shown in the I (3)' 
engraving as a highly elaborate Moorish and Indian creation, full of 
scrolls, motifs and pOints, the exact opposite of the solid, square 
arches of Japanese temples,made of rough hewn wooden beams. 
The "Kiosque" behind it contained a glass display case showing the 
collection of porcelain, that had been sent by the Shogun of Japan, and 
which, according to one critic, was magnificent. The corners of the 
kiosk were occupied by flawless bronzes. Outside the kiosk stood the 
Norimons of the "Taichiou of Tazouma" (Satsuma). These are Japanese 
sedan chairs, and Bellecoeur describes two of them as covered with 22 
gold lacquer with elegant copper finishings for the body doors and 
corners of the roof. 
Around the kiosk stood the bodyguards of the "Taichiou of Tazouma" 
in full Samurai dress and weapons. They were the cause of much 
curiosity and several accurate descriptions and illustrations were 
published. 
Siam and China also had "kiosques" in the peripheral oval aisle but 
it is difficult to supply them with a specific function. The Siamese 
section seems to have displayed sculptured elephants in wood, often 
gilded, and large golden Buddhas and other Buddhi'st deities. Another 
Chinese kiosk had two floors and was in the garden with the other 
Chinese buildings. The upper floor displayed Chinese goods in a 
domestic setting, and the lower contained a teashop where two Chinese 
girls dressed in their national costume sold the best quality tea. The 
two girls, A. Tchoe and A-Nai, had been specially imported by a M. De 
Meritens at a cost of 16,500 fro When not serving tea the girls lived 
1:,' 
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in the upper storey, painting fans, making music, playing dominoes or 23 
giving away photographs of themselves to visitors. They are at the 
left in the illustration. Many other Chinese worked in the Exhibition 
in various capacities. 
Other buildings in the English quarter of the Gardens of the 
Exposition appear from the illustrations to have been more accurate. 
Siam contributed a floating house, an Oriental houseboat. Japan sent a 
small city house. China had a whole garden tended by Chinese gardeners, 
devoted to it, with a theatre, a restaurant, and a display area for I (6) ! 
Chinese goods enclosed within it. The Chinese buildings were based on 
plans of the Summer Palace of Peking which had been rescued by a Colonel 
Du Pin who had participated in the notorious sacking and burning of the 
original French troops. 
Alfred Chap on scrupulously studied the documents and was said to 
have produced an exact replica of the style of the Summer Palace down 
to the smallest details. The illustrations confirm that his Chinese 
buildings were more accurate than his Japanese "kiosque". The sponsors 
of the Exhibition, the Marquis Hervy St. Denis and M. De Meritens, were 24 
both Orientalists and so must have been satisfied with its authenticity 
but it is still doubtful how far it went beyond Chinoiserie, such as 
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could be found decorating theatres. Entering the Garden through the 
archway and the two thatched pay kiosks, one passed down a sloping path, 
past various oriental flowering plants, furniture and coloured lanterns 
25 
towards the main building of two storeys. The lower storey was covered 26 
with strange paintings in bright colours as substitute for the porcelain 
coverings of the original. It held the gallery of a dealer in Chinese 
goods whose main place of business was in the Rue Tronchot. This gallery 
known as the Chinese Museum showed many priceless exhibits, including a 21 
remarkable jewelled box originally made for Chien-Lung. 
\, ,I: 
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On the upper storey was a cafe or restaurant which served China tea 
and Chinese meals, including bird's nest soup, prepared by a real Chinese 
chef. The cafe was open to the air and one could look across the audit- I (7). 
orium of an open air theatre to the stage where, at night, performances 
of the Chinese Theatre, complete with musicians, tumblers and jugglers 
took place. The theatre was lit by gaslamps made from bamboo. The 
Chinese Garden also contained the living quarters of many of the Chinese 
people working in the Exhibition. 
Clearly the Chinese garden must have been a major attraction, and 
according to Henri Gautier, many thousands paid the fifty centimes charged 
to see it. It must have contributed enormously to the impression of the 
exhibition as a Far Eastern paradise, recorded by De Goncourt. 
Next to the Chinese Garden stood a Japanese House descr! bed 
variously as "l'habitation d'un artisan, d'un petit marchand", "la 28 
boutique d'un marchand de th~'" and "Un Ferme Japonais". 
Unlike the other Far Eastern buildings this was authentic, not 
designed by Alfred Chapon. Henri Gautier states that it was imported 29 
from Japan. Unfortunately the building was never illustrated as a 
separate entity, but it is clearly recognizable in the view or the 
English Quarter of the Park. It looks like a typical suburban Japanese 
house of one storey. 
I 
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The house was basically divided into two rooms and a "stables". 
The stables contained a display of Japanese costumes on mannequins. The 
two rooms, furnished in Japanese style, could be divided or changed in 
shape by the use of the room dividers typical of Japanese houses. 
In the house a Japanese was employed to make tea which he offered 
to visitors. In the other room were three Japanese eirls, O. Sutto, 
O. Soumi and 0 Koumi, dressed in rich Japanese costume, who sometimes 
showed themselves to visitors, and sometimes hid behind a large and 
beautifully painted Japanese screen. It was noted by Chesneau amongst 
others that the real Japanese women had little in common with the ideal 
shown in the prints. 
Bellecoeur states that the back room of the house was used for 
sleeping. 
Some ceramics, lacquer and bronzes, for sale, were displayed in 
the house and on its veranda. In the garden surrounding the house were 
placed several models of dwellings belonging to the wealthy and influen-
tial, the house of a rich citizen of Yedo or Yokohama and a daimio's 
residence at Yedo, from the suburb surrounding the Shogun's palace. 
A large bronze bell, suspended in a frame of wood, just above the 
ground in the Japanese temple fashion, was placed in the garden and was 
sounded occasionally with a wooden mallet. To judge from Bellecoeur's 
articles, considerable information about the civilization of Japan was 
given out during the exhibition. His article contains accurate descrip-
tions of various classes of Japanese society which he claims to have 
gleaned from the exhibition. Another article, "Le Japon en 1867" by 
J. Layrle was also published in the Revue des Deux Mondes and this gives 
a thorough account of every aspect of the current situation in Japan. 
The Shogun's brother was present in person during the exhibition. 
It appears that the 1867 Exhibition provided tremendous scope for 
the Far Eastern enthusiast to identify closely with his enthusiasm, to 
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take a voyage to Japan in his imagination. It also provided a tremendous 
amount of visual information for artists and designers, and we know that 
a great many of them visited the exhibition. We have already seen that 
the fantastic nature of the architectural setting of the Far Eastern 
exhibitions went unremarked by the popular press ancl by most visitors. 
It remains now to reach as precise an estimate as possible of the 
goods on display in that framework. In this way we shall discover what 
kind of work contributed to the impression of the Far East formed by those 
who visited the Gallery and what use, if any, they made of it. 
Clearly the living Orientals and their mode of dress were of great 
interest in this respect, p~rticularly the Chinese and Japanese girls, 
who were to stimulate dress designers and fashionable portraitists. 
Unfortunately the disappearance of the official Japanese catalogue 
for the Exhibition makes itself difficult to be sure of the contents of 
the four hundred cases despatched from Japan in the cargo ship "Asolf" 31 
in early February. 
However it is possible to form some impression of the Exhibition by 
correlating the popular reports of it. Moreover I have been a.ble to 
trace the Chinese and Japanese articles bought or given to the Victoria 
and Albert Museum from the Exhibition, and these may serve, if used with 
caution, as a guide to the quality of much of the Exhibition. 32 
Although the text which follows is largely descriptive and enumer-
ative I have already decided to retain it in the main body of my thesis, 
as it is an original piece of research and an essential element of my 
argument. 
I will discuss the Exhibition contents by nation and by t.ype of objects 
beginning with China. 
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Chinese Exhibits 
Henri Gautier states that the Chinese exhibits, ivory boxes, 
lacquered furniture, richly coloured porcelain, musical instruments, 
religious statues and carpets had all previously been exhibited by 
Parisian dealers in Oriental Art. 33 
Bellecoeur remarks that the Chinese exhibition had little or nothing 34 
to show of Chinese art save a little porcelain, and confirms that all the 
goods have been on show elsewhere in Paris. lie regrets the absence of 
serious painting or sculpture at the exhibition, dismissing the porcelain 
and the embroidered and painted screens as decorative work with little to 
tell of the real tradition of Chinese Art. He also saw some bronze vases 
and some red and black carved lacquer and some extremely luxurious silk 
robes. The exhibits were in small quantities and their quality appears 
to have been low - practically all of them were contemporary export work. 
Mr. Arnas, writing about porcelain for the South Kensington Museum 
Reports on the 1867 Exposition, wrote: 
Out of China and Japan where a high estimate of fine 
porcelain is traditional but which are indifferently 
represented in the present exhibition, the seat of 
the manufacture moved toward the close of the 17th or 
the beginning of the 18th into England and France. 
We may therefore say that overall the Chinese exhibits were poor, 
mainly the stock in trade of Oriental dealers. 
Particular items that can be identified. 
The exhibits included a series of printed books, with a geography 
of the world written circa 1847 by the m~darin Siu and a popular novel 
The Cousins. A base made for the Emporor Chien-Lung (18th), with a 
lid with beautiful gold mountings, encrusted with pearls and precious 
stones and an inscription in Tibetan and Manchu, as the box contained the 
skull of a Tibetan general whom the emporor had especially liked. 
There was also a marvellously carved jade snuffbox. The Victoria 
and Albert Museum contains only ten items bought from the 1867 Chinese 
exhibition. 
35 
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They are two small handscreens, or circular fans, one large of five 
leaves, five foot six and one half inches by one foot nine inches, all 
decorated with ornamental landscapes and what is referred to as blue 
feather work. There were two small animal and flower paintings in 
"gelatine work" with lacquered wood frames. There were two vases, one 
in porcelain, with large figures riding on fishes floating above waves, 
and the other a cloisonne enamel vase from the Chinese Imperial Manu-
factory. Finally, there was a cup, box-shaped in brown porcelain, with 
a gold lacquer lid, and a small wooden table inlaid with mother-of-pearl 
in the form of flowers and foliage. 
All these items seem to have been nonedescript export goods of no 
outstanding quality. The very limited number of purchases made from the 
Chinese exhibition compared with the eighty-six from the Japanese section 
confirm the poverty of the Chinese exhibits. 
The Japanese 1~ibition 
The Japanese exhibits were much more varied. After a general assess-
ment of them I will discuss them under headings of Lacquer, Bronzes, 
Miscellaneous Items, Prints and Paintings, Ceramics. 
I have already noted that the contemporary reaction to the Japanese 
exhibition was entirely enthusiastic. This was the result of the spon-
sorship of the exhibition by the Japanese government in the person of the 
I (8) 
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Shogun, and by the two Japanese noblemen - the Prince of Satsuma and 37 
the Prince of Isen. Each prince sent his own collection which consisted 
of work by artists and craftsmen within his jurisdiction - for instance 
Satsuma sent a collection of porcelain housed in the Japanese kiosk 
designed by Alfred Chapon. Satsuma controlled a fine and distinctive 
regional school of pottery whose potters held direct allegiance to their 
lord. A looser but similar relationship existed between the Shogun and 
the artists of Yedo. 
~Japanese exhibits appear to have been kept scrupulously separate 
I 
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in display. Great lords in Japan were vying for European support as 
the political situation in Japan deteriorated and the possibility of 
revolutionary change became evident to all. Despite this, the indi- 38 
vidual artists and artisans within each exhibition were named and there-
fore it should be possible to reconstruct the exhibition exactly if one 
were able to obtain a copy of the official Japanese catalogue. Without 
such a catalogue however one has to rely on popular accounts which only 
notice the name of an occasional craftsman. Feydeau states that besides 39 
the work of these mainly contemporary craftsmen many pieces were "des 
tresors des grands personnages du pays". It was not possible to gain 
works of this quality in the contemporary market in Japan and so indi-
vidual lords were approached for their treasures, a bronze from one, an 
enamel from another and etc. 
It is difficult to find out whether this material remained among 
the 1,500 items in Rue Victoire 41 or whether the Japanese nobles 
removed it to Japan, as they did with the most striking items from the 
1878 show. 
I have assumed that this did not happen as Feydeau makes no mention 
of it. (We shall see that at least two pieces of "ancient" lacquer found 
their way to England, one to the Victoria and Albert and the other to the 
Bowes collection.) However the conditional nature of all the evidence I 
cite should be borne in mind. 
Paintings and Prints 
Paintings 
There was a considerable quantity of Japanese paintings shown at 
the exhibition. 
Feydeau was enthusiastic about them: 
II suffit de regarder quelques-un des lavis sur 
soie envoy~ du Nipon a L'Exposition pour affirmer 
que les Japonais sont deja en possession de 
quelques-uns des grands secrets de la peinture. 
.' 
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He speaks of "Une vingtaine de stores en soie, couvertes de peintures", 
presumably meaning kakemonos. They were of bird and flower subjects, 
and impressed him as being exquisite interpretations of nature, although 
he stressed their primitive quality. 
Bellecoeur names M. Horiu and M. Sessai, two Yedo (Tokyo) painters, 
who were exhibiting a series of paintings on silk and a series of water-
colour portraits of young Japanese. He observes their lack of chiaro-
scuro and perspective, but remarks that this has no adverse effect on 
their likeness. Chesneau saw examples of paintings in which Japanese 
artists had begun to use chiaroscuro. He condemned the lillropean influence 
as destroying the originality of Japanese art. Feydeau, on the other 
hand, looked forward to the final perfection of Japanese art as a result 42 
of its Europeanisation. 
The Victoria and Albert Museum bought only one painting, a picture 
on silk of a procession of the Mikado, four foot six inches long by one 
foot five inches wide. The painting was framed, but its dimensions and 
subject suggest a small painting. Unfortunately I have been unable to 
find it. 
However I have located two strange small kakemonos which show 
figures of a mounted samurai and a woman. The backgrounds are in sumi-e 
painting, but the figures are made in raised cloth delicately patterned. 
The paintings are signed SEKKWA, they are undated but apparently nine- I (9) 
teenth century. The work is remarkably intricate but somewhat dull. 
Prints 
11any prints and print albums were shown at the exhibition. The 
Daimyo of Satsuma had a large exhibition of printed books, many with 
coloured illustrations, including n~s and histories. According to 
Bellecoeur, Japanese print albums were familiar to most people by the 
time of the 1861 exhibition. He mentions especially albums of birds, 
flowers and butterflies. 
Feydeau was particularly entranced by one album which was of no 
commercial value whatever. It showed scenes such as shrimps swimming 
in seaweed, peach branches in flower, a kneeling kimonoed woman, or a 
samurai loosing an arrow. 
'1 " It seems that Hokusai's ~Tangwa must have been on display, for 
Chesneau chose to write about it at length and accurately in a book 43 
discussing the works of art on display during the exhibition. 
The prints aroused no enthusiasm in the popular press and it seems 
that they were regarded as a minor part of the exhibition. 
The South Kensington Museum bought two illustrated books and nine-
teen "colour enGTavings" from the exhibition. The books were two volumes 
of Shuga Kwakute1 . Musha Kayami translated as The Mirror 
I 
of 100 Warriors illustrated by Ichimosai Yoshitora - a mid nineteenth I (10~ 
century Yokohama artist. They are undated but I would place them Q-Cr 
between 1840-1855. 
The books are tiny; only four and three quarter inches by six and 
three quarter inches. Like the prints in the collection made earlier by 
Burges, they show how much of the elegance of the great print masters 45 
like Outamaro was retained in these later works. Consider for instance 
the pages where a kimonoed lady glances across to an old samurai reading. 
It is elegant and beautifully coloured. 
The nineteen prints appear to have been bought unseen. Six of the 46 
prints consist of two copies of an anonymous triptych showing a meeting 
of a Daimyo and Samurai in a harbour and there is also a duplicate of its I (11) 
centre panel; all are in bad condition. Some sort of joust is taking 
place. I believe it to be a mid-nineteenth print, the work of an inferior 
Yokohama artist - perhaps Yoshitune. Despite this the work is striking 
and would be of great interest to someone who had not previously seen 
Japanese prints. The use of a screen of banners, raised naginata and 
wooden buildings to create space in a daring and novel manner would have 
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been especially exciting. 
Three other prints form a triptych showing "The Army of Susaki 
Monetsin crossing the sea Fujite to attack the enemy" - a legendary 
scene by Yoshitoshi, another Yokohama artist of the mid nineteenth 47 
century. The print was published by Yeshi IIikobii but lacks a date. 
It is brilliantly dramatic portrayal of swirling waters, waves and 
banners, but in a restricted colour scheme of deep blues and brownish 
reds set on the white paper. 
There is also a triptych showing "Kyomon and others of the Taira 
clan staring in amazement at the Goddess appearing from the waves to 
crush hiw power" by Yoshitora, also published by Hikobei, with a seal 
date of 1849 (the year of the cock). It has a colour scheme of deep 48 
blues and brownish reds also, and the form of the goddess rising from 
the waves is especially impressive. 
Finally there is a triptych signed by Toyokuni Kunisada showing ~9 
three women standing beneath trees, in tones of blue with a little brown 
red embellishment and undated. Kunisada also worked in Yokohama and 
collaborated with some artists like Yoshitora. The women are dressed in 
kimonos and retain some of the elegance of earlier prints; the patterns 
of the cloth are well marked in tones of blue. The remaining prints have 
been written off. I (14) 
From the Victoria and Albert purchases it seems that the prints on 
show in the 1867 exhibition were all contemporary and mainly from 
Yokohama where a European trading port existed. Perhaps the Japanese sent 
prints from w~ich their previous knowledge they knew that Europeans would 
like. 
It may be that the Victoria and Albert selection was not typical. 
However Audsley published a reproduction of a print which he bought at 
the 1867 Exhibition in his book The Ornamental Arts of Japan. The work 
shows a woman reading a scroll threatened by a spider which has woven a 
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web behind her. It is also from the mid nineteenth century. Audsley 50 
claims this to be "one of the first specimens shown at the Japanese Court 
in 1867". Mr. Basil nobe~son has identified it as by Kunisada, from 
a series called "The Mirror of Magic" (WARABIME) showing the witch 
KlTUTSU lCAGAllIN reading spells from a scroll. It is signed "TOYOKUNI, 
77 years" by which it can be dated to 1862. 
Bowes bought a second print from the same series -
It represents the figure of a man richly attired 
and bearing on his back the skin of a huge spotted 
animal, the head of which in an almost entire 
state forms his headdress, its closed mouth and 
glaring eyes appearing immediately above his brow. 
In his hand is a mahimono unrolled and entirely 
devoid of writing, the only object on its white 
surface being a jet black horse. The lower end 
of the maftimono is held in the mouth of a grey rat. 
The prints in the 1867 txhibition appear to have been almost 
entirely contemporary. No works by the great eighteenth century masters 
such as Utamaro or Kiyonaga challenged their supremacy. The paintings 
on show also appear to have been contemporary. 
Two caveats must be added about the prints; 
1) Aaron Scharf in Art PhotOgraphy claims that works by Hiroshiee II 
(Shigenobu) were on display in 1867. 
2) An account of some of the prints has been published in the Tokyo 
"Museum" Journal. 
I have received a summary translation of this and it confirms that 
my general conclusion that the work exhibited was nearly all nineteenth 
century is true. I add this information here. 
Documents Relating to Prints in the Ueno Park Museum. 
In addition to the information gathered above there exist certain 
documents relating to preparation of collection of Ukiyo-e prints made 
by the ]akufu, specially for the 1861 exhibition. 
These documents are in the branch library of Ueno Park, Tokyo, and 
concern the commissions given by the Bakufu and the payment given. 
I (15 
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Various Uki-yo-e artists were approached and supplied sets of drawings 
of either landscapes or portraits of women and a few of mythical heroes. 
The commissions were begun as early as 1862 as part of the planning for the 
1867 exhibition initiated as a result of the visit of the Japanese 
Imperial Commissioners to the London Exhibition of 1862. The artists 
supplied their drawings to the Bakufu print-making workshops in Tokyo. 
They estimated in April 1866 in their preliminary invoices for the work 
that the whole job of engraving and printing the hundred separate prints 
from drawings would take only fifty days. The prints constituted "a 52 
unique record of details of life during the late Bakufu period". 
The term used to define the finished work is "gwacho" - which means 
collection or anthology and was usually taken to mean a bound book. It 
is strange that none of the European accounts of the 1867 Exhibition 
mention such a book. I am trying to locate it. However it may be that 
there was simply a loose folio of prints. The artists who contributed 
were as follows; (They worked mainly in Tokyo) -
Yoshiki, Kunichika, Yoshitora, Yoshitoshi, Kunisada, Kuniaki, Sadahide, 
Yoshikazu, Yoshishi, Yoshitsu, Takesaja, Taketada, Takeyoshi. Unfortun-
ately since Japanese proper names are ambiguous when one attempts to 
r.omanase them, they may not all be accurate, but they represent the most 
likely interpretation of the names. The list confirms my belief that the 
prints shown in 1867 were almost all by contemporary or near contemporary 
artists. Here are some typical examples of contributions. 
Yoshikaza contributed a series of scenes in Edo including Kasimaseki, 
Sakurada (gate of the Imperial Palace), a Samurai's house at Assaka, and 
the Meguro Fudo - a bridge or castle forming the second stage of the 
fifty-two stages of the Yokaido Road. 
Yoshimuni, Sadahi~e, Yoshitora, Takeyoshi and others also contri-
buted landscape views, mainly of Tokyo. 
Yoshishi contributed a series of portraits of women including a 
I 
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princess, a prostitute, a Samurai's daughter, a female warrior, a country 
girl, a maid servant and a bleacher of clothes. Other artists also pro-
duced a similar series. 
I have already discussed works by Kunisada, Sadahide and Yoshitsune, 
which I have found in the Victoria and Albert collections. Among the 
documents concerning Uki-yo-e prints there is also one recording an 
estimate for a commission given to Yoshimune for ten paintings on silk, 
five of landscapes and five of women. The cost of these works was to be 
400 ryo. Presumably these were amongst the pahtings noted in European 
descriptions of the 1867 exhibition. 
I have been unable to locate either prints or paintings. 
However I have found in the Victoria and Albert library an album 
(EJ.143) of prints of famous places in Yedo by Kunisada, etc., many I (16) 
of the plates shown scenes from Yedo life. Maps of Yedo districts are 
associated with the prints. The album may be a remnant of the 1867 
exhibition, though it is unlikely to have survived intact. There are 
also two separate "Views of Yedo by Yoshikazu" E13676 and E13679/1886 which 
may have been made for the 1867 exhibition. 
Lacguers and Wooden Objects 
The lacquerware at the exhibition was undoubtedly of fine quality 
and attracted more notice than most of the other sections. Lacquer 
covered all furnishings and wooden objects ranging from Noremons and 
large cabinets to the tiniest and most exquisite boxes. Japanese 
lacquerware was highly commended by the jury which awarded prizes for 
the best workmanship in the exhibition. The highest honour was given 
1\ ./ 
to "la lacque brune, semee de paillettes d'or". 
Bellecoeur remarks that most of the small lacquer objects (petits 
meubles) on show were designed especially for the European trade and 
were not typical of Japan. Whilst it is true that most of the objects 
in the exhibition, now in the Victoria ~~d Albert collection, are indeed 
of mid-nineteenth century manufacture; the ones that I have examined are 
not the kind of miniature cabinet or tiny decorative box often referred 
to as export ware and several items are of excellent quality, notably a 
seventeenth century writing box. Perhaps the Victoria and Albert buyer 53 
was lucky or had a good eye for lacquer. 
Feydeau describes three cabinets out of the many in the exhibition. 
The first, very large, had compartments of lacquer, some with porcelain 54 
plaques and linings, the inside of its doors were decorated with a deli-
cate reliefe design of two birds. The second was decorated with figures 
og samurai in gold and lacquer in high relief. The third and smaller one 
was made with carved ivory plaques and vermillion desib~s. Its hinges 
were made in the form of vermillion butterflies, the doors showed figures 
of women, deeply carved in ivory with an exquisite delicacy of design, 
against a background of gold lacquer. Similar designs ran in a border 
round the body of the cabinet. Lacquer novelties included a small 
lacquered wooden statue of an elephant, ornamented with mother-or-pearl, 
coral and tortoiseshell on a gold and lacquer mount. 
The Victoria and Albert selection contains some very beautiful 
examples of lacquer, for example the writing box from the seventeenth 
century, mentioned above. 
The cover shows mandarin ducks sitting on a rock by a stream; in 
gold and silver takamayiye (relief work built of lacquer over a base of 
putty), enriched with sheet gold cut into tiny spangles (kirikane), which 
I (17) 
have been placed over a ground of lacquer coloured by deeply embedded 
gold leaf, (Nashi-ji). Inside the cover is a mountain scene world in 
the same manner showing a temple and a summer pavilion by a lake. It 
contains a tray with a similar scene. Its fittings include an inkstone 
and a gilt bronze water bottle in the form of acorns, a carved cake of ink 
with no signature and a knife with a handle and a case of wood lacquered 
red. The blade of the knife is signed Kinkwazan Kiyonaga. It is of 
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truly admirable workmanship and must have been much admired durine the 
exhibition. 55 
Another magnificent item is a.n eighteenth century tray with a 
design of a rocky landscape, a stream, pine trees and autumn flowers in 
"tamakiyime and kinihane of gold and silver on nashiji, with a plain 
base". The tray also has nuggets of silver embedded within it. The 
magnificent design of works ~ike this must have deeply impressed visitors 
to the Japanese exhibition. I (18 
Small work was often of equal stature, for example there is a 
beautiful small box, decorated with chrysanthemums and bamboo with the 56 
man of the Honda Daimyo dating from the late eighteenth century, boxes 
also late eighteenth century very small with tiny trays decorated with a 
plant design, and a tortoiseshell dish with peacocks'in gold lacquer. 
These pieces are all of high quality and seem to be typical of the 
work bought by or given to the Victoria and Albert }1useum. Their 
collection also includes one or two unusual items such as a large calli-
graphic brush given to the museum by the Daimio of Satsuma himself, with 
a floral design in gold lacquer. A full list of the items in the collect-
ions will be given in my appendix. 
There is one other record of work from the 1861 exhibition. It was 
a large cabinet made apparently for the exhibition to demonstrate the 
variety of Japanese lacquer techniques, and purchased by James Bowes. 
Audsley describes it as follows in 1812: 
In a single cabinet which formed one of the gems of 
the Japanese court in tmParis exhibition of 1861 and 
which now ornaments the collection of Mr. James Bowes 
there are no less than nine distinct species of 
lacquer and twenty-four modes of artistic treatment 
represented on the main divisions. On a more minute 
inspection we find on one drawer sixteen different 
modes of applying and decorating gold work and on 
another seven ways of treating various metals ••••••• 
The work is richly mounted with .s ~ and the 
key drawer is faced with an engraved plate of that 
metal edged with gold and barred with a broad line of 
some black metal. 
B,y 1901 the cabinet had been accurately attributed. It was sold as 
Item 1886 in the Bowes collection sale as -
"' " 
\r 
.' ,. 
I (19: 
a,t, 
c,d. 
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A cabinet for holding papers. 
A most important and interesting example by Kyekawa 
Kinjiro, by whom it is signed, the founder of the 
school of that and lacquer worker in ordinary to 
Iyetsuna, the fourth Shogun of the Tokugawa line, 
who ruled from 1650-1680 A.D. It was preserved by 
his successors in the capital until the year 1867, 
when it was sent to the Paris Exhibition by Nori-
yoshi, the fifteenth Shogun and last of his line, 
from whom it was purchased direct, the example is 
conspicuous for the brilliancy and perfection of 
its manipulation, and for the number and importance 
of the various processes introduced. It is of 
square form, fitted with nineteen drawers, protected 
by open guards, the furniture is of chased silver 
and shalrudo. 
(Size: height; 26 in., width 25in., depth 13i in.) 
The Bowes sale catalogue quotes also from the original Paris catalogue; 
Cabinet r iche, ~ compartments, de grands dimensions 
en vieilles laquea de toutes couleurs asselublage 
des plus belles laque du Japon. Tres nombreuses et 
tres de1icates incrustations. Cette piece exceptionelle, 
remarquable par son anciennette et 1e fini de son 
execution. 
Apart from good lacquer the Victoria and Albert Museum also bought 
a number of cheap boxes covered with patterns made of wood and straw 
inlay. Presumably these were meant as records of popular design motifs 
as they have little or not attraction as art objects in themselves. 
Such boxes were common in Europe at that time, and must have had some 
function in spreading Far Eastern motifs. 
Pottery 
If the lacquer exhibited in the International Exhibition was first 
class, the pottery was apparently a rag-bag of the worst contemporary 
productions. The pottery in the Victoria and Albert collections is so 
little thought of that it has hardly ever been exhibited since 1869. 
It may be that the best quality work that was exhibited has passed 
without record. The splendid display that the Prince of Satsuma organ-
ized in the Japanese kiosk would surely have contained the finest work 
that his province could produce. However, against this we have the 
remark of the reporter for the South Kensington Museum that the overall 
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o,uality of the Japanese and Chinese pottery was very low indeed. 
Besides the Prince Satsuma, Bellecoeur gives us the name of one of 
the contemporary potters, M. Moussaciya, who exhibited many pieces in 59 
the show. Bellecoeur thought that Noussaciya's works outdid those of 
earlier potters. Unfortunately none of Moussaciya's work is in the 
Victoria and Albert collection. 
Both Feydeau and Bellecoeur note that the Japanese pottery was in 
general of softer colours than the Chinese, and that its ornament was 
mainly butterflies, flowers, birds, or more often, simple imaginative 
designs. 
Feydeau picked out two bowls of forty-five centimetres in diameter 
and with a design representing chimeras, flowers and foliage in relief 
on a blue ground. He also liked a celadonne vase with an embossed 
relief of turquoise blue leaves, a beautiful Satsuma vase. He was 
fascinated by a terracotta cup in Miako pottery decorated with enamels 
supported by three figures described as human "monsters" similar to 
Gothic sculptures. There were also terracotta figurines from Satsuma 
and Miako. 
The Victoria and Albert collection is undistinguished. It includes 
several examples of cups and saucers of a white base with designs either 60 
of samurai warriors, or birds and flowers in crude reds, blues, greens 
and yellows. The large Satsuma vases in the collection are crude and 
unrepresentative of the best of nineteenth century pottery. The pair 
from Nawashinagawa province of Satsuma are remarkably ugly. 
It is difficult to imagine any of this pottery having an individual 
influence on succeeding design, save as an element in a fashionable 
assembly of bric-a-brac. However some of these pots may well have been 
borrowed by Western designers for their very curiosity, and they may 
have communicated the general attitude to design of the Japanese potters. 
Assymetry, open spaces and the broad use of coloured glazes and brush 
work can be hinted at by the worst examples of a style. Some of the I (21) 
Q:-t~, 
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better examples from the Victoria and Albert collection are shown, I 
also show a plate of a Kagee bowl bought by J. Grant Morris from the 1867 
Paris exhi bi tion taken from. Audsley and Bowes IIKeramiY. Art of Japan ". 
Metalwork, bronzes and enamel vessels 
Little information is available about the bronze and enamel vessels 
at the exhibition. Bellecoeur mentions several magnificent displays 61 
of bronze vessels in various forms, often with a design of birds and 
flowers in silver inlay (niello). Feydeau mentions the same technique 
and in particular he describes two very large incense burners, case by 
cire perdue; their lids were made in the form of bouquets of peach 
flowers. Perhaps these were some of the bronzes displayed by Prince 
Satsuma in the Japanese kiosk. Another incense burner in the form of a 
junk hanging from delicate chains was made entirely in carved silver. It 
passed into the Bowes collection. 
I (22) 
The Victoria and Albert Museum made only one purchase in metalwork, 62 
a kettle in copper with a brass lid, with a Japanese landscape worked in 
repousse. Enamel vessels are mentioned as being on show and admired, but 
none are described in detail. 
It is therefore impossible to reach an accurate estimate of the 
quali ty or quantity of the bronzes in the exhi hi tion. However if we take 
the absence of bronzes from the Victoria and Albert collection as indi-
cative we may guess that neither was high. Burty confirms this in respect 
; 0\ 
of cloisonnes enamels in Emaux and Cloisonn;s, 1869, in which he remarks 
> 
that about twenty poor quality enamels were shown in the 1867 exhibition. 
Arms and Armour and Miscellaneous Objects. 
One of the most striking exhibits of the exhibition were full size 
models of samurai, both mounted and on foot, in full armour and with full 
regalia. 
There were apparently four groups consisting of one mounted soldier I (4) 
and one soldier on foot, placed around the Japanese kiosk. These, 
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together with the real bodyguards of Satsuma gave a good impression of 
the traditional Ja.panese warriors. 
Bellecoeur states that a good collection of Japanese weapons, 
"armes blanches", was shown near the model warriors; some of it very 
elaborate. There were also arrows and what I assume to hAve been 
naganata - Japanese pikes. The prestige of Japanese arms and armourers 
seems to have been communicated well to the visitorn of the exhibition. 
Bellecoeur, somewhat exaggeratedly remarks that there were only three 
good swordsmiths in Japan. 
This section of the exhibition was important in rela.tion to the 
display of the figurative arts and porcelain, much of which concerned the 
legendary deeds of samurai and must have seemed far more comprehensible 
to visitors when they had seen the real thing. 
Norimons 
A series of sedan chairs (Norimons) used by the Prince of Satsuma 
himself, were grouped around the kiosk. Strictly speaking these are 
lacquered objects, but their large size and function separates them from 
furniture or decorative objects. Bellecoeur gives the following descript-
ion of two of them; the total number is unknown: 
Textiles 
Deux de ces norimons sont en lacque avec des garni-
tures de cuivre dore, ciseleee avec autant de so in 
que les coins d'argent adaptes 80uvent au petits 
meubles de luxe. 
The Prince of Satsuma arranged a display showing the techniques of' 
silk culture and many varieties of Japanese silks and costumes were on 
show in the exhibition. Bellecoeur admired their design, but states that 
they were not comparable with the French weavers, Jacquard. This indi-
cates that the silks exhibited could not have been of the highest quality. 
Various other kinds of textile were on display, principally cotton, 
printed or painted. The Victoria and Albert Museum bought only a length 
of silk twenty yards long in red, green and blue, and an equal length of 
64 
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violet printed cotton. 
Other aspects of Japanese life were represented by cases of exhibits. 
R. Ferr~re notes especially a whole case of pipes, in wood and ivory, 
ornamented with grotesque carvings of amazing workmanship. By this he 
implies the presence of inro and netsuke in the same case as the pipes -
a natural juxtaposition. The Victoria and Albert Museum owns such a set. 
Various ornaments in crystal, ivory and enamel were on display of 
which I have no details. Ornamental papers of various kinds were admired 
by Bellecoeur, Chesneau and many others. The Victoria and Albert Museum 
bought a collection of several kinds of wallpaper. It even bought such 
exotic items as three tooth brushes and boxes of tooth powder, umbrellas 
and a Japanese instrument, a Biva. 
At least one travelling altar was one show. Feydeau describes it as 66 
, 
"un petit temple japonais en bois leger, enduit de laque rouge, entiere-
,- , . 
ment dare a l'interieur avec trois petites idoles sculptees en bois tendue". 
However, perhaps the strangest of the miscellaneously assembled items 
/ 
was a group of statues in plaster, of bathing women "donnant une idee tres 
;" 
complete de la.beaute plastique des femmes Japonaises". Unfortunately 67 
I am unable to place these objects. They must have been some novelty 
specially made for the occasion. 
This account of the miscellaneous items in the Japanese F~hibition 
suggests strongly that anyone attending the 1867 show would have every 
opportunity of becoming acquainted with much of the material context of 
Japanese life. When we take into account the Japanese house in the 
grounds with its beautiful girls and costume museum, it becomes easier 
to understand why Japan became a vital factor in fashion, art and design, 
despite the relatively poor quality of most of the art and craft objects 
on display. The exhibition provided an overall,comprehensive experience 
of the Far East which centred on Japan, for the Chinese exhibit appeared 
to act usually as a mere background. The art works were seen in dazzling 
, 
, 
context, made even more impressive by the apparent dullness of much of . 
the Western art and decorative design. 
I have provided an appendix (G) which lists all the items described 
in Victoria and Albert purchases of 1869,_ -
We must now estimate the impact of the exhibition on Western attitudes 
to Japanese Art. 
The Japanese appearance at the 1867 exhibition and Western art and 
design. 
A. The reflection in the exhibition of Far 1~stern influence in the 
West before 1867 
In one sense the 1867 exhibition did no more than celebrate the 
considerable following and influence that Japan had acquired previously. 
At least one Western collector, Philippe Burty, was showing Japanese 
prints in the exhibition. It seems a reasonable guess that amongst the 
prints he showed were some of Hokusai's Mangwa. 68 
The Mangwa also made its appearance on the Service Rousseau designed 
by Bracquemond, and specially finished in time for the exhibition by Lebouf 
and Millet (discussed in Part One). 
Rousseau, who commissioned the dinner service, showed some of his own 
Japanese influenced glassware. Victor Collinot, who with Adalbert de 
Beaumont had published a Recuiel de Dessins with some Far E~stern designs 
as early as 1859, showed some of his own pottery. The Victoria and Albert 
Museum bought one piece, an "enamelled and ornamented placque with a 
Japanese design, consisting of flowers, foliage and birds with a blue 
border; composed of six tablets each 3 ft. ol ins. by a ft. 8 ins.". 69 
Barbedienne and Christofle, two manufacturers of art bronzes took 
up Japanese motifs in their exhibitions. Barbedienne made a special effort 
~ 
to imitate Japanese cloisonne enamel in which he was highly successful. 
China also had some influence on Western design. A lamp maker, 
J. Berg, exhibited two life size figures of a male and female Chinese 
in. bronze, holding lamps in the 1867 exhibition. 
We need not repeat the discussion of Part One but it should be 70 
remembered that amongst the works of Manet, Degas, aevens and other 
artists exhibited in relation to the Exposition Universelle were examples 
of the cumulative influence of Japanese art over the previous five years. 
The official exhibitions of Academy artists contained no examples at 
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all of the direct use of Far Eastern subject matter as genre, such as 
Tissot's La Bain Japonais. This would indicate that the progress of 
Far Eastern influence was far more rapid amongst established design 
circles than amongst established artists. Only outsiders such as Manet 
made serious reference to Far Eastern style and aesthetic attitudes, and 
no-one seemed interested in using Japanese subject matter for their salon 
pieces as several artists were to do in future years. 
B. The effect of the 1867 Exposition on Japanese enthusiasm in France 
and England and on the critical evaluation of Japanese art. 
One of the major events which enable us to estimate the impact of 
the Japanese appearance at the Paris 1867 exhibition was the exhibition 
of Far Eastern Art at the Union des Beaux Arts, Paris, in 1869. This 
exhibition containe d work from the collections of Chesneau and Burty who 
were remarkable in that they showed prints as well as other forms. It 
also displayed the collection of many figures in fashionable society and 
the arts such as F. Villot, director of the Louvre and Bigot, the enCTaver. 
Burty's collection of prints included some described as by "Oak-sya" 
(Hokusai). I give an account of the exhibition as appendix H. 
The evidence I have presented in Part One and the appearance of 
Western work influenced or inspired by Japan in the orbit of the 1867 
exhibition makes it clear that 1867 could not have been the absolute 
revelation that Chesneau claimed it to be in 1878. 
The evidence about the Far Eastern exhibits at the 1867 exhibition 
shows that in all probabilit,y the Japanese exhibits, though they created 
much interest, were of poor qualit,y. 
We are still not in a position to claim that among artists, masters 
other than Hokusai and Hiroshige had been seen in Europe, unless one 
wishes to count Kunisada as a master. In the applied arts the low 
quality of work available in the West is also the outstanding feature. 
It would appear that the enthusiastic criticism of Chesneau, Feydeau, 
24~ 
Burtyand Champfleury was based on this low quality work. However one 
must be aware that other sources of Japanese material may have been 
opening up in Paris and London. Mme. De Soye and others continued to 
deal in Japanese goods in Paris. In London, Farmer and Rogers Ornamental 
Warehouse also continued to deal, managed by Liberty, who was to emerge as 
the most important London dealer in the '70s and '80s. We have little or 
no evidence about the quality of their wares in the late '60s and '70s. 
Records have practically disappeared, and as we have no way of knowing 
what was being imported in 1868 to 1872, it seems reasonable to assume 
that it was of the same low quality ··as the official exhibition. 
We have only one illustrated book from these years; the anonymous 
"Visits to Japan, 1865 - 1866", which was published in 1869, "Illustrated 
with drawings from Japanese originals". The book is small and the copies 
of Japanese prints very crude. However some of the motifs are clearly 
recognisable. 71 
The frontispiece is obviously from a series of landscape prints by 
Hlroshige - it shows a shrine under Cryptomeria pines, curtailed to fit 
the format of the page. Another illustration shows a woman and her ser-
vant on a balcony looking out to sea. The lady is apparently engaged 
in her toillette, to judge from the table in front of her, but she holds 
papers over a brazier - drying them. The setting of this print, the 
use of the wooden structure of Japanese building in the design, and the 
complicated coiffure of the lady suggest a pastiche of a late eighteenth 
century print, probably Utamaro. The identification with Utamaro is made 
certain by the design of the brazier, an identical object appears in at 
least two of the prints in the series "Annals of the Green Houses" of 
1804. The hairstyle of the lady is also typical of this particular 
series. The presence of prints by Utamaro, in circulation, by 1869 is 
thus established; almost certainly theu included a copy of the "Annals 
of the Green Houses". More evidence that Utamaro prints were available 
I (23) 
a,b 
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at this time is provided by the frontispiece to Ph. Burty's "Emaux 
Cloisonnes" designed by Felix Regamey,which is also a. pastiche of 
designs by Utamaro, recognisable by the black framed screen which 
appears only in prints of the late eighteenth century. The fiG~re 73 
painting the title of the book and the bronze vessel on the screen is 
also recognisably derived from Utamaro. It is very close to a reversal 
of the self-portrait of "Utamaro painting a 'Ha-Ha bird in the Green 
Houses" - which also contains one of the braziers, although the work is 
so direct a copy it probably derives from another print which I have 
not seen. The style is in any case eighteenth century. Burty's book 
'd'Se. d b I ~s ~"psusse e ow. It is enough for the moment to note that this is 
the first evidence we have of Utamaro's work in the West. 74 
The remaining plates in "Visits to Japan" are chosen to show unusual 
aspects of Japanese life. All are badly coloured and crude pastiches. 75 
It must be borne in mind however that Hokusai's "Chinese style" also 
contains many features from eighteenth century styles and that many 
nineteenth century artists imitated earlier styles and motifs. Mr. 
Basil Robinson thinks that my analogy here is probably misleading and 
that these images were based on minor nineteenth century works. The 
general weight of evidence suggests that eighteenth century works were 
not recognised until the 1880's. 
The book is also interesting because it contains the first full 
reference to a Japanese market, with shops selling lacquer, bronzes, 
netsuke, ceramics and prints. All these goods must have been available 76 
to travellers in the mid-1860's. Since the anonymous author published in 
1869 it is reasonable to suggest that travellers bearing such goods 
returned to Europe in small numbers from about 1868. 
The effect of their purchases may have been small but it must be 
borne in mind when evaluating the effect of the 1867 exhibition. It is 
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clear that the fashionable interest in Japan did spring from the 1867 show. 
Chesneau records the foundation of the "Societe du Jinglar", a club 78 
which conerned itself with organizing regular Japanese dinners at which 
chopsticks and saki were de rigeur, once a month at Sevres. "Jinglar" 
was the name of a Japanese wine; one of the club's members, the poet 
Zacharie Astruc, who .had been a Japanese enthusiast for some years, 79 
wrote a sonnet to it entitled "Salut, Vin des Mysterieux", decorated 
with watercolours. 
Each member had a membership card designed by Bracquemond and 
engraved by Solon, a colleague of Bracqu.emond's in the Sevres pottery. 
Ph. Burty's membership card is in the Print Department of the New York 
Public Library. The card shows a sheet of paper upheld at each end by 
I (26) 
a folded paper bird holding a string in its beak indicating the interest 80 
in Origami, behind it appears the cone of Fuji~ama on which a pot is 
boiling. The members signed on the sheet of paper. Burty's sheet of 
paper contains the signatures of L. Solon, ~ Bra~uemond , Alphonse 
Hirsch, Zacharie Astruc, Fantin Latour, Nerat, Prudence and J.Jacquemart. 
Below it a dolphin and a dog are being spit-roasted, to the left is 
a circular seal with p dragon and surrounding ita motto "Jinglar 'a 
gauche". G. Weisberg suegests that this motto has to do with the left-
wing sympathies of its members. However one would not have thought that 
a society that attracted one spectacular entrepreneur (Hirsch) and one 
recluse (Fantin) could have much interest in Socialist politics. The 
overall impression of the members of the Jinglar is of an "establishment" 
group of men doing well in society, not rebels or men of great talents. 
One name is glaringly absent - De Goncourt. 
EdmOnd De Goncourt's often repeated claim to have led the taste for 
Japonisme with his brother is highly questionable. There is little in 
the Journals for the years 1868, 1869 and 1870 to suggest a constant ~nd 
developing interest in Japanese art. It is only in the mid-1870's that 
81 
EdmOnd's interest develops, spur~ed on by the increasing enthusiasm for 82· 
Japanese goods provoked by collectors and dealers such as Sichel and 
Cernuschi returning from visits to Japan. 
The Goncourts do record that in AUGUst 1868 their friend Princesse 
/-
!1athilde Bonaparte was "fort occupee des albums Japonaises dont elle 
transporte les fleurs et les oiseaux sur les feuilles d'un paravent de 
30ie". 
In September they paid 2000f. for a Japanese bronze. These are 
both indications that the taste for Japanese goods was spreading in 
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fashionable society, as is the composition of the Jinglar. But they pro-
vide no evidence of a leadership in Japanese taste. That leadership, if 
indeed there were one, belonged to Phillipe nurty who published articles 
in several journals at this time. Unfortunately these articles are hard 
to find. I have been unable to read them and based my account of 
Eurty's reaction to Far Eastern Art on his books "Les Flnaux Cloisonnes" 
of 1869, and "Che~d 'oeuvrej de l' Art Industriel," of 1866. Nonetheless 
I think that my account is accurate. Burty was undoubtedly the coiner 
of the phrase "Japonisme", probably in an article which he wrote for 
"Le Rappel" in 1869. During 1870 and 1871 Burty and De Goncourt were 
thrown together by the events of the Commune and Burty showed Goncourt 
many things from his collection. 
De Goncourt had known Burty since 1859 and it may have been their 
common interest in eighteenth century art which led to the deepeninG of 
their friendship. 
Already in 1869 Burty was asserting an analogy between eighteenth 
century French art and Japanese work: 
\ 
"L' Art Japonais tend constamment a rompre la roideur de la lil,l'7le 
droit, plut~t par des combinaisona d'angles, que par des courbes comme 
e ... faisait notre aimable XVIII siecle franCais. 1I 
The analogy with eighteen century art was to be a lifelong theme 
with Edmond De Goncourt. It is interesting to note its appearance in 
85 
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an early phase of Japonisme. The taste for both Japan and the eight-
eenth century were fashionable at this time, and no doubt the perception 
of one coloured that of the other. Eighteenth century Chinoiserie was 
very much in fashion, as art and also as an attitude of mind. Hurty 
wrote about Japan and China in comparison and while he is always praising 
Chinese work he makes it clear that Japan is far more faSCinating to him. 88 
His evaluation of Japanese objects was based on their superiority of 
workmanship and originality in design, for him they were essentially 
decorative objects, "bibelots", having the same aesthetic role as 
Chinese objects had in the eighteenth century. Comparing Japanese enamel 
with Chinese, he wrote; 
, /' 
Les grandes pieces en cloisonnes du Japon sont 
d'une tournure plus cavaliere et plus artiste. 
Leur charme r~side plutot dans l'invention du 
decor et par cela merne ils touchent moins Ie 
gros des amateurs que l'extreme fini des Chinois. 
Japanese art attracts an elite by its design but it remains for 
Burty a series of objects whose existence can be fitted quite easily 
into current fashion. 
Burty saw fidelity to nature in both Chinese and Japanese work 
though he experienced this in different ways. When talking of China he 
speaks of Chinese Gardens and of picnics to which he adds that the 
colours of Chinese porcelain have been drawn from nature, "and not from 
the dubious combinations of some laboratories". 
In Japan it is the observation of nature on which Burty lays stress. 
Discussing Japanese prints he says; 
C'est la vie surprise dans ses manifestations 
infinies: l'hirondelle glisse entre les 
roseaux, la cigogne effleure l'ecume de la 
vague, les messanges bleus s'abattent comme 
des essaims d'abeilles sur Ie pecher fleuri, 
la tortue bage, Ie crabe danse sur Ie gravier. 
He follows this with a tremendous list of all the subjects of Japanese 
prints that one could think of, from Fujiyama to ghosts and daimyos, 
and then another equally long list of design motifs which he found in a 
89 
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series of pattern books. However "nature" in both Chinese and Japanese 92 
art remained the eighteenth century nature, amenable to principle and 
intellectual management. 
The essential difference Burty saw between Chinese and Japanese art 
is summed up in his comparison between Japanese print albums and Chinese 
painted books: 
The albums of the Chinese are drawn with a laborious, 
embarrassed hand, significant in the execution dis-
played of their proverbial reputation for patience. 
Those of the Japanese on the other hand are printed 
in bold vivid tints, that leave our crude and dull 
chromolithographs far behind. The sketches are of 
inexhaustible variety. 
Chinese finish, refinement, was dull compared to the variety and 
inventiveness of the Japanese. 
This attitude co-exists in Burty with the notion of "nature" in art 
as a quality amenable to intellectual moulding. Japanese ideas of beauty 
centred on an ideal "toute ~ fait fantaisiste et de convention". This, 
Burty says, is an attitude condemned by academies and academic artists. 
However he quotes both the English park and the entasis of Greek columns 
as justification: 
" Cependant dans la vie civ~e, cette part falte a 
l'imprevu, ~ l'ingeniosite, au gout subtil, ajoute 
infiniment de seduction et d'esprit au costume, au 
meuble, au bijou. C'est Ie triomphe du parc 
Anglais sur les ifs et les buis de Versailles. Les 
Grecs avaient grand de fondre aussi par de savantes 
alterations la glace d'une execution trop rigide. 
By using these examples Burty underlines the link between the 
eighteenth century and Japan, the notion that nature and intellectual 
convention are reconcilable. 
He establishes certain specific qualities of Japanese art, "prin-
ciples" in which it differs from the West. 
These are, an avoidance of symmetry, and the symmetrical paralleling 
of items in a deSign" the accentuation of the silhouette in drawing 
which leads to an emphasis on the characteristic qualities of a person 
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or an object rather than its unique individuality and finally, in colour 
a careful grading of the most brilliant and the most refined tones. 95 
Burty's ability to reooncile the eiehteenth century and Japan 
through these criteria can be seen at its strangest when he offers 
analogies in Western art for Hokusai's "Mangwa". Hokusai made "sketches 
of every sort, rivalling Watteau in their grace, Daurnier in energy, the 
fantastic terrors of Goya and the spiritual animation of Delacroix". 96 
Of all the artists only Watteau meets the full range of Burty's 
demand for a meeting of nature and artifice in the eighteenth century 
sense. The others are all exemplars of artists for whom Nature and 
Intellect do not meet on comfortable terms. They are Romantics. 
Burty quotes specifically from Delacroix; ... "Ie. maitre plus vivant de 
notre generation", in his defence of the relative irregularity of 
Japanese art. 
Il,y-a des lignes qui sont un monstre: la dr~ite, 
r ~ , la serpentine re~liere surtout deux parallel es. 
/' Quand l'homme les etablit, les elements les rongent. 
Les lignes reguli~es ne sont que dan~le cerveau de 
l'homme. De l~ Ie charme des choses anciennes et 
ruinees: la ruine rapprochel'objet de la nature. 
We find here expressed but unrealised the same conflict which 
possessed artists such as Manet when they were first influenced by 
Japanese art in the mid-'60s. The problem is to maintain art and there-
fore of necessity convention, against the increasing demands of fidelity 
to "nature". Burty disguises the problem by using the eighteenth century 
notion of the ideal balance between man and nature, and by treating 
• 
Japanese art as a form of Chinoiserie. His intuition about the qualities 
of Japanese art being in essence a product of. fIla vie civile" does not 
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enable him to avoid using analogies which appear time and time again during 
the next twenty to thirty years when Japanese art is discussed in Europe. 99 
; 
We have already seen examples of the Greeks and their architecture 
as an analogy with Japan we shall soon see more. 
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The pronunciations of Delacroix and his works were often to be 
compared with the Japanese, notably by Van Gogh. The essential linking 
of nature and artifice (intellect) is a theme of practically every 
writer on Japanese art. 
Rurty's response to Japanese art in the late 1860's was essentially 
that of a collector or a fashionable enthusiast, who rationalizes his 
taste for Japanese art in terms of his other enthusiasms. He therefore 
contributes no new ideas about Japanese art and very little direct 
information. Nonetheless we find in his response the same basic concern 
with the problem of nature and artifice which we found in the efforts of 
artists before the 1861 exhibition. His use of a mixture of eighteenth 
century rationalism and romantic art to justify Japan exactly mirrors 
the pr~ess through which Japanese art, against academic criteria, had 
affected changes in western painting in the 1860's. 
The few facts which Burty does supply add nothing to our assessment 
of the growth of visual experience of Japanese art or our accurate know-
ledge about it. In 1869 Burty still believed that Hokusai's "Mancwa" 
consisted of 28 volumes, which indicates that he must have been unable to 100 
separate Hokusai's work from that of other Japanese artists or that he 
was confusing several of Hokusai's works. lIe remarks that Martz, the 
,,~~01./ 
enameller to whom ])naux Cloisonnesl'0wned "la serie complete des albums 
,; du grand artiste Japonais Ou-Kou-Say, des feuilles imprimes de Toyo-
Kouni, de son eleve Kouni-Yosi, de Yossi-Tana, etc." 
The emergence of the names of Kuniyoshi, Toyokuni, and Yoshitsuni 
into French is new and interesting, but only Kuniyoshi's prints had not 
previously been imported into Europe and in any case there is no way of 
identifying the prints concerned. Moreover they are all nineteenth 
century artists who had had work published in Yokohama. This therefore 
101 
confirms my hypothesis that( ) late Yokohama prints were practically)" 
all that were available in EUrope during the 1860's and the 1861 
exhibition. 
25-1-" 
Burty's writings in 1869 certainly prove that he had seen a great 
deal of Far Eastern art in the previous two or three years. This was 
almost certainly the result of the 1867 Exposition. Indeed Burty's 
evaluation of the relative merits of Chinese and Japanese art follows 
the popular evaluation of the 1867 exhibition. 
It seems likely that Burty's interest in Far Eastern art was stimu-
lated by this exhibition. 
/' The book "Th}aux Cloisonnes" is illustrated with four nondescript 
colour plates of Japanese enamel designs by Gustave Regamey. They pro-
vide no evidence of Burty's statement that Martz the enameller was pro-
ducing enamels based on motifs from his Japanese prints. It also contains 
decorative black and white vignettes, wood engravings based on Japanese 
prints made by Felix Regamey. They are very small but made with such 
felicity that some of them can be identified. For instance the riderless 
horse on Page 29 is undoubtedly derived from the plates showing small 
sketches of horses in Volume 6 of the Mangwa. Page 57 is a tiny 
reproduction derived from one of Hokusai's "36 Views of Fuji". 
The rest of the drawings are not so easy to identify though their 
style suggests lIokusai, during the period when he was influenced by 
Chinese art. 
They are the first attempt by Regamey to study and make use of 
Japanese motifs. Some of the motifs are repeated at various times in 
, 1 
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his many illustrated books on Japan written as his interest in Japan 103 
developed over the years after his first visit there in 1876-77 with 
Emile Guimet. Their accuracy and sensitivity to Japanese style is 104 
remarkable and far higher than anything previously made in the West, 
and than anything produced by Regamey himself. 
One final point must be made about the context in which Burty saw 
Japanese art. It was not considered as art for its own sake but always 
/ 
considered in the context of design as in":Emaux Cloisonnes". This is 
not to say that Japanese art was relegated to the status of an exemplar 
for industrial designers. Rather it points to a much closer relationship 
between "Design"and "Fine Art" than is supposed to have existed in the 
nineteenth century. Japanese art was to strengthen this connection in 
the minds of critics and connoisseurs. Indeed it may be that the Japan-
ese example made a great contribution to the early development of the 
belief that Fine Art and Craft went hand in hand. This was of particular 
importance in Art Education and Art Theory in the late nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. 
It was impossible in Japanese art to distinguish between the 
intellectual and the skilful, to isolate an aesthetic from the observed 
practice. Thus critics in the late 1860's made no attempt to do so. 
Besides Rurty, Ernst Chesneau who wrote for "Le Constitutionnel" 
developed a lengthy assessment of Japanese art. Like Burty he avoided 
the distinction between design and art. Thus we find that the two 
articles on which I base my discussion of hie views, are a mixture of 
discussion on both, despite one being ostensibly an article on "Fine 
Art" and the other a lecture to manufacturing designers. 
Indeed the lecture to designers repeats many of the points made in 
the Fine Art article, going 80 far as to quote several passages word for 
word. Thus as in the case of Burty we can treat the two as expressive 
of a continuous viewpoint. Chesneau's criticism follows much the same 
pattern as Burty's, but differs in that Chesneau'e ie far more elaborate 
and appears to be part of a worked out scheme of criticism. Chesneau 
follows through his analogies to Greek art and Romantic art and theory 
and, in his case, to Realism, at great length and is concerned to define 
much more exactly the specific aesthetic and intellectual problems raised 
by Japan. This concern arises as a natural result of his confronting 
Japanese art for the first time as a part of the task of writing a series 
of reviews of the Fine Art exhibitions of the various countries in the 
105 
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1867 Exposition. Perhaps it is for this reason that he is concerned to 
define the Japanese as a race, distinct from the Chinese, whom he 
considers inferior in art and civilization, and he is also concerned to 
define Japanese civilization and culture accurately, in relation to 
Japanese art. The first ten of the twenty-eight pages of his lecture 
at the Union Centrale des Beaux Arts concerned with a description of 
Japanese civilization, justifying Chesneau's conclusion: 
Avec de telles moeurs ••••• cette population, dis-je, 
para~voir fite, chose rare, l'ideal de bonheur, 
qu'elle s'est proposela paixdel'arne et la ser~nit~ 
absolue de l'esprit. 
In his Exposition article he wrote that Japan was superior in every 
way to China from politics to the arts. He also quotes two Japanese 
fairy tales, one of which is the familiar "Tongue-cut Sparrow", from 
Alcock's "The Capital of the Tycoon". He remarks that Japanese art is 
appreciated throughout the population and is thus a genuinely popular art 
106 
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unlike art in the West. 108i 
Chesneau therefore creates a picture of a social paradise, a.s a 
basis for his admiration of Japanese art, eopecially Hokusai. This is 
to prepare for his introduction of "Realist" as well as "Classical" and 
"Romantic" analogies for Japanese art. 
In his 1869 lecture Chesneau identifies three main areas of origin-
ality in Japanese art - absence of symmetry, style and colour. Like 
Burty and earlier critics, Chesneau spends a great deal of time dis-
cussing the asymmetry of Japanese design. The Japanese never make two 
of anything exactly alike, even a pair of vases. They operate on a 109 
principle which Chesneau calls "dysSJ!metrie". He defines this at great 
length by appealing to the Greek notion of organic symmetry, whereby an 
overall balance is achieved between slightly differing halves as in the 
human body, for which definition he quotes Viollet Ie Due's "Dictiomaire 
raisonne d'architecture". He extends this argument by appealing to the 
110 . I 
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" work of Penrose and to Beule's "L'Acropole d'Athenes" as having shown 
considerable intentional irregularity in the Parthenon's structure and 
in other Greek buildings. 
Irregularity, "dyssymetrie" is necessary for life, symmetry as 
defined in Europe is deathly: 
Ce que je veux vous dire, Messieurs, c'est que les 
., '" formes geometriques primitives, simples, parfaites, 
ne sont point des formes esthetiques. La ligne 
droite, Ie triangle equilateral, Ie carre, Ie cercle, 
,/ formes practiques de force, de resistance de 
stabilit~, sont des forme rigides, immobiles, des 
formes abstraites et mortes. 
Chesneau is particularly concerned to defend Japanese art against 
the change of preciosity and lifelessness. 
11 semblerait qu'une pr~occupation si constante doit 
imposer aux o~vrages Japonais un caractere de fadeur 
excessive. C'est precis:ment le contraire qui se 
produit, et, en effet, avec le finesse de jugement 
qui leur est propre, les artistes Japonais ont se 
relever cet enervement de la forme par accentuation 
--. , 
et Ie caractere energique du dessin, et aussi par 
l'imprevu des combinaisons. 
Japanese art is seen as bringing a new vitality into a redundant 
Western tradition in the visual arts. Many critics and artists were to 
follow Chesneau and to ally a view of Japan as a primaeval social para-
dise with an assertion of the "life-giving" influence of its art on the 
Western tradition. 
Chesneau's discussion of the problem in terms of symmetry is perhaps 
misleading, since clearly his argument is about the imagination end its 
manifestation in the plastic arts, not about a decorative mannerism. 
We can see this in his discussion of fantasy in art. 
Chesneau charges "symmetry" with restricting fantasy in art. He 
extends this charge to all idealistic, classically based art. He points 
out, with some truth, that Ingres could not create a satisfactory monster 
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. I' tM" in any of his mythological paintings such as "Angeli que e edor. Ingres 
could only create work like "La Source" through academic study, whereas 
, 
Delacroix Gould create a convincing "monstre lt in tlPcrsee delivrant 
, 
Andromede" through imagination. 
The Japanese ability to invent ghosts and chimeras was, for 
Chesneau, proof of their creative ability, but of course he has also to 
save the Greeks from condemnation: 
Eh bien! Cette faculte cr~~trice, les Japonais 
l'ont au supr~me degree Avec Ie sens de la 
beaute en plus, les Grecs cr~ant leurs admirables 
centaures, leurs admirables faunes, n'etaient pas 
plus forts. 
Chesneau draws the Japanese even closer to the Greeks by pointing out 
that the portrayal of Japanese women in prints is a total idealization. 
This is found even in Hokusai. 114 
As in Burty's writing we see here evidence that the dissolution ofl 
tha opposition of Romantic and Classical modes of thinking about art was 115 
encouraged or at least brought into focus by the Japanese example. 
Chesneau's second point of difference, "style", is a further example 
of Japanese influence at the basis of changes in ideas about art out of 
which grew an understanding of art and design which has lasted until 
qui te recently. 
Chesneau identifies three major qualities in Japanese style in 
industrial, that is to say, craft objects, and in works of art. 
,-
Je dis que l'art japonais se presente dans ses 
moindres manifestations avec toutes les beautes 
de ce qu'on appalle Ie style. Ce rare merite 
tient uniquement a la merveil1euse harmonie les 
artistes savent ~tablir. 1. entre la forme et 
la destination de l'objet; 2. entre la forme 
constitutive et Ie decor superficial de l'objet; 
3. entra la fo~et la matiere de l'objet. 
While it appears that Chesneau is talking here of design and 
arguing that Japanese objects show a relation of form and decoration to 
function, he is in fact going much further, for pe insists on applying 
116 
these criteria to all Japanese objects whether "decorative" or not. 117 
This is particularly true of point three which is extended to a concept 
of truth to materials. Every Japanese object "met scrupuleusement en 
/ 
lurnie're toutes les proprietes de la substance ou mati~re employee." 118 
Chesneau also defends Japanese art by the linked concept of the 
essential character of all objects and living things which is paralleled 
in all Japanese prints, drawings and designs by an approprjate image 
and/or form. Japanese artists, he argues, do not believe in types of 
beauty, such as Western artists use and which have become an iron law for 
painters and sculptors. Instead; 
La tendence dominante dans l'art japonais, c'est 
l'accentuation, la mise en lumiere du caractere 
essential, du caractere vital et expressif de la 
plante, de l'animal, de l'homme en ses diverses 
fonctions, de la nature tout enti~e prise dans 
ses ensemble et dans ses particularites. 
Chesneau calls this attitude fIla recherche de l'expression". It is 
clear that we have here an anticipation of Bergson's attempt to base a 
,/ 
theory of art on I 'elan vital" and the beginning- of the notion of art as 
a parallel to nature. Once again it is interesting to find such an idea 
brought into focus at this early date by the Japanese example. 
The notion of "expression" is, of course, an ancient basis for a 
philosophy of beauty going back to Plato, and made great use of by 
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Romantic artists, in particular Delacroix and Goya with whom Chesneau 121 
and other critics often compare the work of Hokusai and other Japanese 
artists. Like Burty, (hesneau argues that the problems of creatine 
expressive beauty can be seen to have been allied indissolubly to formal 122 
beauty in Japanese art. 
Expressive beauty is derived primarily from nature, whereas formal 
beauty originates with the intellect: 
On peut dire que les artists japonais ant pour ,la 
realite un respet profond qui s'allie chez eux a 
une intelligence esthetique admirable. lIs ont Ie 
don d'assouplir Ie r~el aux caprices d'imagination 
Ie plus etonnants, sans jamais trahir r.i denaturer 
cette realite, principe et point de depart infailli-
bles de toutes leurs combinaisons de forms. 
As with Burty, Chesneau sees the ability ~Japanese art to reconcile 
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nature with artifice, what is appropriate and what is beautiful, as its 
central value and importance for Western art. Like Burty he is repeating 
a discovery made by painters in the mid 1860's when the crisis of the 
separation between nature and artifice in the Western tradition was 
beginning to make art impossible. The difference between them is that 
Chesneau articulates a well thought out, if not highly consistent critical 
schema and in dOing so anticipates later ideas and attitudes. His 
criticism provides evidence for my view that Japanese art was a vitally 
important catalyst in changing art and ideas about art in the second 
half of the nineteenth century. 
Chesneau supports his ideas with a great deal of discussion which it 
is not necessary to repeat but some points bear on the development of 
the visual experience of Japan. Chesneau, like Eurty, had clearly seen 
much Japanese art, but the only name he mentions is Hokusai. Nonetheless 
some of his information about the "Nangwa" is correct, he states that it 
had fourteen volumes and he had obviously studied some of them in detail, 
notably what he thought was volume five, in which he describes the second 
to last page, a priest before an enthroned deity. It seems Chesneau owned 
some volumes of the Mangwa. He also states: 
, / ~ 
Un cabier, Ie cinquieme, est consacre, a 1 'architecture 
religieuse; j:'.y remarque m~me un cours de per~pecti ve 
fort clair, fort bien fait, un autre aux representations 
mythologi~ues, un troisieme a des etudes d'animaux tantot 
reel tantot fantastiques; ilJey~l tel tigre que Gericaul t, 
124 
Delacroix ou Barye seraient fiers de signer. 125 
The analogies Chesneau draws with Western artists are similar to those of 
Burty. He attributes great inventiveness to them and naturally draws an 
analogy with Delacroix and other Romantics. However Chesneau was concerned 
as a critic with Realism and Realist art theory and so he also uses an 
analogy with Dutch artists, speaking of "Ie realisme d'un Jordaens, d'un 
Rubens ou d'un Oksai" in order to defend Hokusai against the charge of 
impropriety; he also compares his sense of humour and observation to that 
of Teniers, Ostade and Jan Steen. 
, 
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In doing this he was, like Burty, appropriatine Japanese art for his 
own aesthetic predilections, but these predilections did not prevent the 
ability of Japanese art to relate nature and artifice from emerging as 
its central aesthetic appeal for both men. The aesthetics of the relative 
and the appropriate dominate the critical response to the Japanese 
appearance at the International Exposition of 1861. 126 
Chesneau's criticism provides us with evidence of the increasingly 
relative nature of the standards of beauty in art and design that began 
with the Realists assertion that visual art had many languages, each 
equally correct. It is fascinating to see the relativity of all things 
which underly Japanese art emerging in the writing of an essentially 
conservative art critic. This is Schwab's oriental Renaissance in progress. 
Chesneau was also the first critic to see or claim to see the direct 
use of Japanese art in the work of contemporary Western artists. In his 
review of "La Jeune Ecole" at the 1861 Exposition, he wrote of Boudin: 
/' '" , ( L'artiste a evite Ie peril fort heureusement de 
tomber dans l'image de mode). L'artiste.il n'est 
attach6 qu1aux ensembles, laissant Ie paysage, Ie 
ciel et la mer dorniner to us ces groupes, qui n'y 
prennent place que d'une facon purement episodique. 
Tout cela s'6panouit dans Ie joyeux ~clat de couleurs 
des feuilles peintes Japonaises. 
He also saw Japanese influence in two works which Deeas showed in 
1867 for the second time, one of which he does not describe. The other 
is recognisable as the "Bellall1 Sisters". 
In Boudin, Chesneau saw Japanese colour as the chief influence. In 
Degas he saw the study of the form of Japanese drawings and prints 
contributing greatly to; 
.(. 
une recherche tres delicate des finesses, des 
nuances de la vie en mouvement, mais d'un mouve-
ment simple et grave. 
I have discussed the implications of Chesneau's criticism of Degas in 
Part One. 
Here it is sufficient to observe the remarkably few direct analogies 
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made by critics of art between Japanese art and contemporary painters. 
This suggests the usual "time-lag" between critical appreciation and an 
already evident fact of art-history. We see both Burty and Chesneau, as 
critics, going over the ground covered by Degas and other artists before 
1867. Chesneau says even less than Burty about the third element which 
he claims to be unique in Japanese art colour. He appeals to the evidence 
/ 
of his audience's eyes and confines himself to observing the economy of 
colours with which the Japanese achieve their magnificent harmonies. 
There are many places in his 1869 lecture in which he appeals to 
his audience's memory of Japanese work, when discussing colour in parti-
cular. That he could do this suggests that there was a large number of 
people in Paris familiar with the form of Japanese objects in 1869. This 
is a measure of the effectiveness of the 1867 exhibition in promoting in-
terest in Japan. 
Not only Chesneau was attracted to the aspects of Japanese art 
which could be represented as "realistic". 
Champfleur,y was so taken with Japanese art that he reproduced 
several drawings from a plate of sketches of cats in his work "Les Chats" I (28) 
published in 1869. He attributed these drawings to Hokusai, but in fact 130 
they were by Hiroshige, for S. Bing later identified the plate from which 
they were all derived as by Hiroshige in "Artistic Japan". The confusion I (29) 
of Hokusai with Hiroshige provides evidence that the name Hokusai was 131 
being used as a catch-all for all Japanese albums and prints using any 
line drawing style which vaguely resembled the "Mangwa". We should 
therefore treat all claims to having seen Hokusai's work with some caution. 
Champfleury like Chesneau gives the information that the f'langwa has 
fourteen volumes, but the plate he reproduces is not amongst them. 
Champfleury wrote: 
I cannot convey a better idea of the merit of this 
painter - his name was Fo-Kou-Say, but he is more 
popular in Paris under the name of IIok'sai - than 
by likening him to Goya. He possesses the variety 
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and fancifulness of that great artist and even his 
manner of engraving bears a marked similarity to 
that of the author of "Les Caprices". 
Hok'sai has done more to facilitate our knowledge 
of Japan than travellers and teachers of Japanese 
have effected. Due to the proliferation of his 
drawings, we are able to assess aright the civil-
ization and intelligence of a people, who instead 
of slumbering amid the traditions of the past, like 
the Chinese, press resolutely towards competition 
with the discoveries of Europe. 
Hok'sai was a thoroughly original artist. The 
institution of his country, the manners and customs 
of its inhabitants, his own nature, even the popu-
larity of his drawings, furnished his genius with 
matter to work upon. That genius is rendered parti-
cularly striking and attractive to me by my present 
studies. 
Champfleury's comparison of Hokusai's work to Goya's "Caprichos" is a 
direct link to the Realists of the early 1860's and to Baudelaire: 
Goya cauchemar plein de chases inconnues, 
De foetus qu'un fait cuire au milieu des sabbats, 
De vieilles au miroir et d'enfants toutes nues, 
Pour tenter les demons ajustant biens leurs bas. 
Hokusai, as a representative of Japanese art, is becoming one of the 
luminaries of art, " a thoroughly original artist" in the company of 
Delacroix, Goya, Manet and others whose work is reproduced in "Les Chats", 
alongside the Japanese drawings. 
Champfleury cases new light on the reception of Japanese art as 
"Realism" and as "Fantasy" with his analogy with Goya. But his basic 
claims - that Hokusai is a social artist, describing the mores and 
beliefs of Japan, and that he possesses creative imagination of the same 
order of fantasy as Goya is closely paralleled by Chesneau. 
In both cases my thesis that the "Realist" writers of the early 
1860's had prepared a context for the acceptance of Japanese art in Paris 
is confirmed. 
Champfleury's use of Japanese illustrations in his book marks the 
first appearance of Japanese art on equal footing with~uropean fine 
artists. We may assume that he was influenced in this by the appearance 
of Japan in the 1867 Exposition Universelle. 
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Feydeau, in his article on the sale of the Japanese exhibition in 131 
1869,makes no attempt to relate Japanese art to European art and art 
theory. However he does devote a fair amount of space to stating that 
the Japanese are hard-working and to demonstrating their superiority 
over the Chinese. Feydeau is the one writer to comment on the character-
istics of Japanese art as inferior to European art. He remarks that 
although Japanese is undoubtedly original it will improve greatly when 
Japanese artists have assimilated the European principles which they lack. 
In this he is at complete variance with Chesneau who deplored the evidence 
of this which he saw in the 1861 exhibition. This is perhaps because 
Feydeau was not primarily an art critic, but a professional journalist 
who became editor of an art magazine. 
Other Frenchmen who wrote about Japanese art during this period 
immediately following the 1861 exhibition, such as Adalbert de Beaumont 
followed the general lines I have drawn. 138 
In England, on the other hand, there was little response to the 
exhibition in the media. The English tried to ignore the Exposition in 
any case and only reported the essentials despite the large British con-
tingent. They made a special point of ignoring the Japanese Exhibition, 
not one critical discussion of it appears in a British publication of the 
time. This is hardly surprising when one considers that the British 
official guide makes no mention of Japan save to record the number of 
square feet allocated to the exhibition. 
This leaves us with the problem of estimating the response amongst 
connoisseurs and collectors. For, typically, the English enthusiasts at 
this time were not concerned to convert others or to theorize about their 
discoveries, merely to acquire them. 
We know that the English collectors, Audsley and Bowes were at work 
in the exhibition, and that others, such as a Mr. Joseph Beck who 139 
collected blue and white ware, also attended. We have already discussed 
the exaggerated claims of Audsley and Bowes as to the completeness of 
the exhibition and it seems their reaction was one of uncritical 
enthusiasm. 
Audsley and Bowes worked together on papers and exhibitions concerned 
with Japanese art held in Liverpool and also held occasionally in London. 140 
Audsley was the more intellectual of the two. He emphasizes the 
industriousness of the Japanese in his early papers. He also stresses 
their closeness to nature and claims the Japanese artist to be a devoted 
worshipper of nature. In his paper for the Architectural Association 
written in 1872, Audsley describes a demonstration of the use of thumb-
prints to represent fruit given by an acquaintance of his who had seen 
it in Japan. He cites this as an example of the direct and natural 
approach to creation of the Japanese. 
There is no evidence that other English Japanese enthusiasts were as 
affected by the 1867 exhibition in Paris as Audsley and Bowes. William 
Rossetti makes no mention of it in his accrunt of the Japanese mania in 
his memoirs. He does state that in 1867 he began to buy many more books 141 
and prints than his brother and he arranged a frieze of them in his 
dining room at Endsleigh Gardens when he moved in there, that year. His 
purchases of prints were divided equally between London and Paris. 
Dante Rossetti also acquired a few prints, triptychs, and books. He had 
the triptychs framed and on his death they passed to \.,rilliam. 
\-lilliam IS estimate of Hiroshige was that only Turner was a bet ter 
landscape painter and Hokusai was a "stupendous master of whatever he set 
his hand to". 
In 1868 Rossetti showed some Japanese drawings of animals to 
Nettleship, a young artist. He suggested that Nettleship should start 
his career by illustrating "Prometheus Unbound"; 
a suggestion received with favour. Showed him some 
Hokusats and other Japanese work which took him 
aback by their power. He himself has an excellently 
good feeling for studies of animals. 
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In 1870 Rossetti commented in his diary on a Japanese painting by 
the artist Ganko, of a tiger, on silk, which he had been to see in the 
South Kensington Museum. He remembered Ganko in his "memoirs" as; 
one who understood a tiger - the essence of a 
tiger, not to insist on his skeletal scaffolding 
and his 'anatomy figure'. 
"Closeness to nature" was the element which the British enthusiasts of 
Japanese art stressed in their later writings. This they share with the 
French, but no Englishman attempted to interpret the aesthetics of Japan-
ese art in the way that Chesneau and others did in France. The onfY 
possible critical influence on the English reaction was Ruskin and his 
animosity to non-Christian art prevented any systematic application of 
Ruskinian principles to Japan. 
In England then, the 1867 Exhibition was of little influence in 
spreading the knowledge of Japanese art to a general public. Instead, 
a gradual familiarity with Japanese objects grew as a result of the 
activities of enthusiasts. 
Popular entertainment and journals also helped to spread this know-
ledge. In 11ay 1868 the Imperial Japanese Troupe of Jueg1ers and Acrobats 
144 
performed at the Lyceum Theatre in London, against a background showing 145 
a remarkable landscape of Yokohama with Fujiyama in the distance, painted I (30~ 
by a flir. Grieve. Similar performances had taken place in St. Martin's Hall 
in 1867, including the famous bu~terfly trick. Th~ were to contine as 
part of the English Nusic Hall until Edwardian times and contributed a 
considerable amount to the English image of Japan. 
One aspect of the influence of the 1867 exhibition of extreme 
importance for the future was the number of those in whom it inspired a 
wish to travel to Japan. These included Duret the art critic, the art 
dealers the Sickel Brothers, Felix Reg-amey, the jeweller Hartz,the 
English collector Audsley, the English translator of Japanese literature, 
Dickins, and many more, not all of whom reached Japan. Throughout the 
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1870's these returning travellers revitalized interest in Japanese art 
by new revelations and collections. 
To sum up, the Japanese appearance in 1067 had a considerable effect 
in France, casting its direct influence forward as far as the Franco-
Prussian Har. The French saw Japanese art as vital, in a period when 
the Western tradition of painting and design were sterile and deadlocked. 
French critics defended Japanese art by relating it to the aesthetic 
principles which they supported and by using analogies with various 
artists, Burty with the eighteenth century, Chesneau with Dutch genre 
painters and Rubens. The most popular overall analogies were with 
Delacroix and the Greeks, especially with Greek architecture. This 
indicates the role the Japanese example played in dissolving the Romantic/ 
Classic deadlock of aesthetics and style in the arts in the 18GO's. 
Moreover through such analogies Japanese art became accepted as a part 
of the Pantheon of artistic achievement available to young artists. 
A further important point about the enthusiasm engendered by Japan 
\ in the 1867 Exposition is that it was, as Chesneau stated, "a la mode". 
Partisans of Japanese art were establishment figures and their acceptance 
of it was in no sense revolutionary. Even Chesneau was not led to condemn 
Ingres and other idealistic artists. Many writers have seen the beginnings 
of interest in Japanese art in Paris as part of an underground movement 
which burst on the world in the Impressionist exhibition of 1874. The 
opposite is the case. A love of Japanese art was highly respectable 
immediately after 1867 and has continued to be so ever since. 
This raises the problem of the communication between creative artists 
and the modish enthusiasts of Japanese art. It would seem that this'was 
no problem, that the artists were friendly with Burty, Chesneau, and even 
with the most fashionable of the Jinglar Society. Moreover they shared 
aesthetic attitudes. However the absence of any artists among the 
enthusiasts and propagandists for Japan after 1867 is significant and 
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and must be borne in mind when we consider artistic developments in 
Section Four. 
The scholarly knowledge of Japanese art in France was not advanced 
greatly by the 1861 exhibition. We have seen that considarable confusion 
still arose about the identity of Hokusai, and although new artists' 
work was introduced into Europe - Kuniyoshi, Yoshitora and Utamaro among 
the prints, and some excellent work in lacquer - that no knowledge of the 
different styles and historical place of various masters existed in 
Europe. The 1861 Exhibition was not education except in providing direct 
visual experience of Japanese work. 
In ~gland the Exhibition had virtually no effect on the assessment 
of Japanese art. It appeared as one incident in a gradual growth of 
visual acquaintance with Japan. 
In both countries the general enthusiasm for Japanese art-was un-
hampered by considerations of relative quality and many visitors to the 146 
1861 exhibition commented on the Japanese exhibition without being aware 
that the majority of the goods on display were of relatively poor quality. 
In conclusion, we may say that the Japanese appearance at the 1861 
exhibition did have a considerable influence in promoting interest in 
Japan and Japanese art. This influence however was part of a consist-
ently developing pattern of interest in Japan, not a sudden and unpre-
pared revelation. 
The curiosity about Japan did bring about the publication of several 
books about Japanese life. 
, 
The most important was Aime Humbert's "Le 
Japon Illustre" of 1872. Humbert had been a Swiss diplomat in Japan. 147 
His book had very little to say about Japanese art, but its two volumes 
are filled with reproductions of drawings, paintings and photographs of 
Japan by Europeans, many of which had been previously published. Drawings 
and paintings by Wirgman of the London News, by Roussin, originally 
published in his book "Un Campagne sur les cotes du Japon", and by others 
such as Baynard, Catenacci Crepon and engravings from photographs by 
Beato and others are used in great profusion in the book. Their sub-
jects are distributed over the whole range of Japanese life - from a 
young girl making up her face, by Roussin, to an engraving of the 
Daibutsu at KamakuUlfrom a photograph. There are also drawings of rats 
as rice merchants and theatrical masks reproduced from the "Man[,"Wa" and 
drawings of gods, such as Futen, also by Hokusai. 
Humbert's book sums up the range of visual imagery associated with 
Japan which was available in 1870. It also contains what for the times 
was a large amount of Japanese history and culture as a record of 
Humbert's own life in Japan. I will refer to some of the illustrations 
in later discussions, but for the present it is sufficient to state that 
as a whole they demonstrate· . an iconography of Japan) thoroughly 
established in Europe by 1870. 
A curious early example of that iconography is provided by the 
./ 
cartoon "Equili bre Europeen" by Daumier, published in Le Charivari on 
30th December 1867. It shows a spinning top balanced on a Japanese 
sword. Ernst Gombrich interprets this as an allusion to the European 
balance of power being seen to depend on the fear of the rising power of 
JaI1an. I find this unacceptable, as Japan had no power in 1867, as it 
was undergoing major internal upheavals. Nonetheless the fine edge 
of the sword and the known skill of Japanese jugglers are used to empha-
size the delicate situation in burope. This cartoon may also refer to 
the struggles of the European powers to establish diplomatic influence 
in Japan. Whatever its meaning, however, it remains an interesting 
example of the entrance of Japanese iconography into Western culture. 
The 1870's were spent enlarging the iconography, learning its 
Japanese significance, and establishing ever firmer patterns of associa-
tion for it within Western culture. 
The first important popular translations of Japanese literature 
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appeared in 1871. In Paris, Leon de Rosny trannlated a wholp. range of 
Japanese verse in his "Anthologie Japonais". In London, Mitford, one 
of the early British travellers to Japan published the two volumes 
. "Tales of Old Japan". Both volumes contain Japanese illustrations. 148 
De Rosny's work was prepared in 1869 but was not published until 
1871 as a result of the Franco-Prussian War. It contains a full intro-
duction, explanations of the Japanese literary tradition, and some 
discussion of the extracts from various Japanese anthologies contained 
within it. While it was partly intended for students, it was not by any 149 
means a textbook. The verse is interesting in itself and no doubt contri·· 
buted to the picture of Japanese art being built up in Europe. Here is an 
example: 
"Le Clair de Lune" 
'" A Travers les eclaircies des nuages accumules 
par Ie vent d'automne, 
Penetre la clart~ lumineuse de la lune. 
Verse of this kind had a definite effect on the sensibility of 1uropeans 
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and especially in the manner in which they approached Far Eastern art. 151 
However De Rosny's book has other direct information about art. The 
European text was bound back to back with a 72-page book of verse repro-
duced exactly from the Japanese. Japanese books read from back to front 
so this back to back arrangement was perfectly logical. The back cover 
is derived from a print, in a style similar to Kunisada. The poetry 
pages themselves are printed on designs of landscapes and flowers, in 
single colours, green, brown, yellow and occasionally in COld. 
De Rosny also supplies a bibliography of Japanese poetry books in 
Europe, consisting of 160 items of which only five had illustrations, two 
owned by Rosny, two owned by the British Museum, and one in the Siebold 
collection. Rosny identified the illustrations of his work as by 
Issensai Morimitsu and Gyokransai Sadahide, but does not name the artists 
of the other works. 
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. De Rosny had looked in all the oriental libraries of nlrope for this 
list and it may be taken as representative of the availability of Japanese 
illustrated books in public, and indeed, in private hands in the years 
previous to 1860. The number is surprisingly small compared to the 153 
whole, which is in itself small. Mitford's "Tales of Old Japan" were 
also illustrated in many black and white prints specially made for the 
/ book. The illustrations were drawn by Odake, an artist employed by 
Mitford, and then cut on wood by a famous wood-engraver in Tokyo. 
"They are therefore", said Mitford in his introduction "genuine specimens 
of Japanese art". 
Mitford added to his book his famous discussion of seppuku (hari-
kari) and the description of such an execution which he had seen himself 
when in Japan. His work is discussed at length below. 
No European fiction took up Japanese themes until 1815 when Gautier's 
novel about Samurai 'L'Usurpateur" was published. This may be a measure 
of the length of time taken for Japanese themes to work through the 
European imagination and to distinguish themselves from the Chinese. 
Another possibility is that it was only with the continuous unfolding 
of information about Japan during the 1870's that it became sufficiently 
popular for a novelist such as Gautier to interest herself in a Japanese 
setting. 
This spread of information is the subject of the next chapter of 
this thesis. 
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SECTION TWO 
CHAPTEH TWO 
The Discovery of Japan in France and I~land after the Franco-Prussian War. 
(The Vienna Exhibition; exhibitions in London and Liverpool). 
The decade and a half from 1868 to 1883 saw a rapid extension of the 
awareness in Europe, of Japan and of the Far East. The Franco-Prussian 
War acted in many ways as a hiatus between the 1867 Exposition and the 
interest which surrounded it and subsequent events. It is therefore 
important to the events of the 1870's as a separate entity. 
However the Franco-Prussian war contributed to the greater interest 
shown in Japan by Europeans, especially Frenchmen. During the war itself 
many French artists and critics were exiled in England, particularly in 
London. There they made contact with English Japanese enthusiasts and 
exchanged knowledge and ideas. The relationship between Ph. Burty and 
the Englishmen, Audsley and Bowes, dates from this time, though Burty 154 
failed to meet them on his trip to England. There was thus achieved a 
mixing and amalgamation of critical attitudes to Far Eastern Art much 
stronger than that previously attained. The characteristic English 
concern with the Itornamentalltaspect of Japanese art as exemplified by 
Alcock, Dresser and Leighton in the 1860's was to be broadened consider-
ably during the 1810's. 
The Franco-Prussian war and its aftermath also made travel to 
foreign parts a much more acceptable activity for Frenchmen. This must 
have weighed in the minds of many who set out to the Far East in the 
early 1870's, such as Duret, Cernuschi or the writer Bousquet. It was 
during the 1810's that'many Europeans trading in or with Japan made a 
fortune. Of course a few travellers to the Far East were not motivated 
by financial or social circumstances. 155 
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The Franco-Prussian war also achieved the rapid dicsemination of 
many of the finest Japanese objects collected by Frenchmen in the 1860's 
into English collections. Audsley noted this phenomenon in 1872. The 156 
most famous sale of a French collection in England containine Japanese 
work is that of Ph. Rurty of 1876, but many other public and private 
sales followed the impoverishment of many of the French middle classes as 
a result of the war. 
The Japanese themselves experienced a revolution during the period 
of the Franco-Prussian war. The period from 1868 to 1871 was one of 
political turmoil as Japan attempted to adjust to the consequences of 
the Meiji Restoration. 1871 marked the victory of "progressive" pro 
Western forces in Japan. Feudal powers were destroyed by government 
edict in August of that year. The struggle with "conservative" leaders 
157 
went on until the defeat of the Satsuma rebellion in 1877. However from 158 
1871 onwards the Japanese government felt safe in pursuing a strong 
policy of Westernisation internally and in actively educating foreign 
nations in the culture of Japan. The consequence of this was that future 
official exhibitions abroad were mounted by the Japanese government with 
the conscious aim of placing Japan aloneside other nations in the world 
community. This was the case in Vienna in 1873, in Philadelphia in 1876, 
in Paris in 1878 and 1889. In all, Japan oreanized forty-four major 
official international appearances in Europe, America and Australia 
between 1873 and the 1925 International Decorative Arts exhibition in 
Paris. It had not been so with the somewhat confused and competitive 
organisation of the Japanese exhibit in Paris in 1867. In the 1870's 
Japanese exhibitions were deliberately planned to educate. Special 
ambassadors were entrusted with their preparation. 
In pursuit of Western knowledge, Japan sent many missions to lurope 
and the United states. The most important was the Iwakura mission of 
1871-1873. This was composed of forty-eight delegates together with 
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fifty-four students led by Prince Iwakura Totomi, an important leader of 
the reform movement. These missions served not only to gather useful 
information for Japan but also did much to communicate knowledge of Japan 
to the West. Ph. Burty was initiated into the technique of handling a 
Japanese brush by seeing an ambassador taking notes with one in Paris in 159 
1873. He was also helped to identify and describe the metalwork in his 
collection by a young Japanese noble. This was the Prince Kimnochi 160 
Saionji (or Sayounshi as De Goncourt spelt it). He lived in Paris through-
out the 1870's as a delegate and student, dining with De Goncourt, De 
Nittis, Burty and other Japanese enthusiasts. On one occasion he 
rresented Burty with a set of Japanese swords belonging to his family, 
apologising for their poor condition, with the explanation that his friends 
had used them for chopping wire from the n~cks from champagne bottles. 
Despite their strange behaviour these Japanese exiles were to be of 
great value to European enthusiasts for Japanese art. 
In Japan itself a "museum", the Museum of Yushima, was founded in 
1871 in Tokyo, to document and preserve examples of contemporary Japanese 
arts, crafts, design and industry. It also contained scientific exhibits. 
The "museum" concentrated on contemporary work and was intended to raise 
standards -cy example, much in the manner of the South Kensington l>1useum 
in London. The museum was carved in solid rock in the garden of the 
Yushima Seido Temple in Tokyo and remained there until 1873 when it was 
transferred to the residence of the Shimagu at Koji-machi. 
It was founded after the Japanese scholars Machida Hisanari and 
Tanaka Yoshio had visited museums in Europe and the U.S.A. to study 
current museum practice. Later, in the 1880's a;1a result of the efforts 
of European scholars, notably Fenellosa, the museum, now established at 
Ueno Park, Tokyo, took full responsibility for the preservation of Japan's 
artistic heritage, the greater part of which had already been exported in 
the 1870's, in spite of a decree called "The Preservation of Ancient 
, 
.. 
Objects" which required the registrat{on of 11 t' 
• a an ~quities and works of 
art, which was first promulgated in 1811. 
The officials of the Huseum of Yushima had played a great part in 
publicising Japanese arts, crafts and industry abroad. They assembled 
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material for international exhibitions in Europe and the United States 161 
and made their Tokyo museum a focal point for Western tourists visiting 
Japan. Unfortunately little record of their activities remains, even 
in Japan. 
The rapid westernisation of Japan is often held responsible for the 
absolute decline of contemporary art in Japan. This is not so clear as 162 
it might appear. Whilst it is true that many Japanese artists and 
craftsmen starved, there were also many who made a good living and offered 
examples for Europeans to study. Kyosai was the most famous of these in 
the West. More important perhaps than the westernisation of Japan in the 
1810's was the ability of Westerners to offer enormously inflated prices 
for works of art and craftsmanship, as a result of an extremely one-sided 
exchange rate. This lowered the quality of craftsmanship and eventually 
made it possible to make a good living by exporting in bulk. Already by 
the late 1870's many voices were being raised in protest against the 
declining standards of cheap artistic imports from the Far East, as cheap 
contemporary wares replaced ancient craftsmanship. 
The Times, relying on statements by Audsley, as early as 1812 spoke 
thus of enamels: 
It is surmised that enamels must have been treasured 
up in great houses which were plundered during the 
recent revolutionary movements in the country and 
that spoils were sent abroad for sale ••••• The 
attention lately given to the subject has produced 
a demand and several eminent persons have despatched 
agents to Japan to seek for the ware. The demand has 
produced an abundance of modern imitations, coarse in 
execution, blotchy in colouring, and although often 
artistic in deSign, presenting no trace of either the 
manual skill or the loving latience of craftsmen of a 
bygone time. The old enamel has disappeared from the 
market and collectors who now part with their speci-
mens will probably find it impossible to replace them. 163 
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Alcock, E. De. Goncourt, Burty and many others voiced the same com-
plaint as the 1870's passed into the 1880's, and what had been an artistic 
adventure rapidly dwindled into a fashion. Cloisonn~ and lacquer were 
the first objects to become debased and disappear, then metalwork of all 
kinds followed shortly by ceramics and lastly paintings and prints, the 
Uki-yo-eschool being the last to lose its hold. 
The main effect of westemisation was to provide vast quantities of 
seventeenth and eighteenth century goods for export. The effect of many 
of the measures taken by the Japanese government in the years following 
1871 was to disestablish and dispossess many noble families. This fre-
quently led to the sale of their family collection of art works, which 
were then exported, a process which reached its height in the mid-1870's. 
It led to the founding of the European importing businesses such as Sichel 
Fr~res and S. Bing in Paris and Libert,y's in London. 
Naturally demand for "ancient ll wares far exceeded supply and as early 
as 1872 the export trade responded wiith products such as "Yeddo Satsuma ll -
a crude forgery of Satsuma made in Tokyo. Several examples appeared in 
the Liverpool exhibition of that year. 
The 1870's were the period of the most rapid growth in imports of 
.works of art and craft of all kinds. They may well have been the time of 
the greatest number of imports. It was in the 1870's that the great 
private collections in England and France had their beginnings and the 
famous oriental museums, the Cemuschi and the Guimet in Paris, and the 
Bowes museum in Liverpool were founded, and the Far Eastern collections 
of the British Museum and the Victoria and Albert Museum in England began 
massive acquisitions. 
Scenes such as that described here by De Goncourt must have been 
common experience in the mid-1870's: 
'" '" Ce mat!n~ j'ai ete prendre par Burty et noue 
avons ete inspectionner l'arrivage de deux 
envois du Japan. 
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Nous avons passe des heures au milieu de ces 
formes, de ces couleurs, de ces choses de bronze, 
de porcelaine, de faience, de jade, d'ivoire, de 
bois, de carton, de tout cet art captieux et 
hallucinatoire. Nous avons passe des heures, 
tant d'heures, qu'il etait quatre heures quand 
j'ai dejeune. Ces debauches d'art - celIe de 
ce matin m'a coute plus de cinq cents francs. 
The final factor which made possible the rapid "looting" of Japan 
by the West, and in some ways the most important, was the opening of the 
Suez Canal in 1869 and the technical development of steamships, with 
light steel hulls and powerful engines. It was the increased comfort 
offered by these ships which tempted travellers to the Far East and it 
was their capacious hulls that made possible the enormous quantities of 
western imports. 
It should therefore be no surprise that one of the most important 
exhibitions of Far Eastern art held in the 1870's was that of the 
Liverpool Art Club in 1872. Liverpool grew prosperous as great steam 
port and a group of collectors of Far Eastern art was formed there as a 
natural result of this. 
The founding of the L.A.C. was marked by the private exhibition in 
several rooms of the house of one of its membere, of a large collection 
of Oriental Art. Over half the collection belonged to a Mr. James Lord 
Bowes and the catalogue for the exhibition was written by George Ashdown 
Audsley. 
Bowes was a rich Liverpool businessman who formed the earliest of 
the large collections of Japanese work in England. The great mass of his 
collection was acquired in the period from 1861 to 1814. He made pur-
chases in the 1867 exhibition in Paris and in the 1813 exhibition in 
Vienna. Many more objects were acquired in London, Amsterdam and Paris 
in private collections, and a good part in Liverpool itself. 
Audsley who was an architect by profession, worked with Bowes during 
this period, partly as his agent and guide. He had a considerable know-
ledge of Japanese art for the time and guided Bowes in his purchases. 
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Audsley, though not wealthy in terms of the nineteenth century, was also 
a collector. He was well travelled and had visited Siebo.1d's I1useum in 
Leyden. 
The partnership between Audsley and Bowes lasted throughout the 1810's. 
They pioneered the use of chromolithography in the magnificent illustra-
tions of their two volume "Keramio Art of Japan", first published in 
1875 and in Audsley's "Ornamental Arts of Japan". Audsley was very 
active in arranging exhibitions and giving lectures on Japanese arts and 
crafts. In 1812 he gave a remarkably well-informed lecture on Japanese 
art to the Architectural Association, using examples from the Bowes 
Collection, and at the same time organised the Liverpool Art Club 
Exhibition of Oriental Art. 
The Liverpool exhibition contained 1,054 objects, divided into eight 167 
groups in Audsley's catalogue: Enamel, Persian ~re, Satsuma Faience, 
Kaga Ware, Lacquer Work, Porcelain, Ivory Carvings and Metalwork. Nearly 
a quarter of the exhibits were enamel ware and of these 192 carne from 
the Bowes Collection, of which 149 were Japanese Cloisonne, the rest 
Chinese. Audsley exhibited some enamels from his collection, so did 
members of his family. Notable amongst them was a cabinet of cloisonne 
enamel, made on the same lines as lacquer cabinets, 27 inches high, 
30 inches broad and 13 inches deep. It consisted of: 
a framework of wood, covered on the top,sides and 
back with cloisonne in large plaques: those on 
the sides being ornamented with trees and birds 
and large panels of diaper in rich colours upon 
light green grounds; and those at the back being 
covered with scroll work and beautiful diaper 
patterns. 
The cabinet contained eight drawers, behind two large sliding doors 
with images of the Imperial Chrysanthemum and the Ho Ho bird in lacquer, 
and was also fitted· with a movable shutter to the right of the doors on 
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which were Chinese motifs. Many other enamel pieces showed equally complex, 
even bizarre ornamentation. They are a good indication of the work 
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available and the current taste. 
The predominance of enamel ware in the exhibition was noted by The 
Times reviewer who gave it considerable stress in his article, pointing 
out the finer quality of Japanese work. He notes the tiny size of the 
individual leaves in the designs, not exceeding "half the size of a 
barleycorn". He accounts for the dark colours of cloisonne in general in 
that "the glowing surface would be lighted by all the glories of an 
Eastern sun". 
The most striking thing about the Liverpool exhibition is the hier-
archy of value placed on different types of Japanese work. Enamel was 
valued most, then porcelain, lacquer and ivory carvings. Prints and 
paintings were not exhibited at all, although Audsley and Bowes certainly 
owned them, Audsley discussed the work of Japanese painters in his 1872 
lecture to the Architectural Association. This valuation would be almost 
exactly reversed if a similar exhibition were to be organised today. 
There has been a complete revolution in Western taste in Japanese art, 
I 
cloisonne having very little value. However the Liverpool Art Club 
typifies the attitude of collectors in the 1870's, and the same marked 
lack of interest in prints and paintings can be seen among collectors 
who a decade later contributed to the 1883 exhibition arranged by Louis 
Gonse in Paris. This is an important point to bear in mind when one 
considers the influence of Japanese art on Western artists. It meant 
that prints and paintings became, relatively, cheap and easy to come by. 
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It also explains the repeated phenomen~f the "discovery" of the Japanese 
print by one artist after another in the 1870's. Frints were not usually 
given space in exhibitions. 
Over 537 pieces in the Liverpool exhibition were listed as "l'orcelain". 
The majority were Chinese, one or two pieces of which are identified as 
Ming or Chien Lung. About a quarter of the "porcelain" \Vas Japanese, with 
a section of Japanese blue and white. A set of shells for playing the 
" 
\ 
shell game were displayed of "Japanese Enamelled Porcelain", in which: 
An almost countless variety of tints and surface 
finish is presented, proving the perfect mastery 
the Japanese artists have over the art of 
vi trification. 
Audsley however did not ~ealise that the shells were made in pairs. 
The attributions of these "porcelain" exhibits are, in general, very 
doubtful, and without sight of the exhibits it is difficult to discuss 
them further. 
The next largest section in the exhibition was lacquer, which was 
all Japanese. It contained several pieces purchased by Audsley and Bowes 
from the 1867 exhibition in Paris. The Times reviewer notes especially 
the large lacquer cabinet which had been "the gem of the lacquerwork in 
the Japanese Court of the Paris Exposition of 1867", which he said 
attracted much attention. The lacquer work as a whole was of an excellent 
standard. Most of it was drawn from the Bowes Collection. 
Audsley created two separate sections for ceramics, one for Sa.tsuma 
ware and one for Kaga (Kutani) ware. The Kaga section contained the 
bulk of the exhihiti.on of this ware from the Paris Exposition of 1861. 
Audsley is extremely appreciative of Satsuma, which he distinguishes as 
the finest of Japanese ceramics. Audsley and Bowes' taste for bright, 
multicoloured Satsuma and Kaga wares is in keeping with their predilection 
,.-
for cloisonne and much against modern taste. (Soames Jenyns has written 
to me of "horrible" satsuma). 
A small section of the exhibition was devoted to ivory carvings, 
twenty-two of which were Japanese. Seven are listed as Netsuke. The 
majority of the carvings are owned by Mr. George Collie. Audsley makes 
no comment on the carvings or their significance. 
On the whole, however, his catalogue notes are of a high quality. 
He clearly understood the process of lacquering and the refinements of 
its technique. The same is true of enamelling, despite his lengthy 
quotation from Theophilus whose technical prescriptions are not really 
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relevant to the problems of Japanese work. Audsley also understood a 
little of the process of making ceramics. 
Eighteen collectors took part in the Liverpool exhibition and it is 
a measure of the popularity being achieved by Japanese wares that an 
exhibition of this kind could have been mounted in Liverpool at this time. 
The exhibition was typical of collector's tastes in Japanese goods in 
the 1870's and this was especially so of the Bowes collection. 'l'hese 
tastes differ greatly from those of today and so I wish to include here 
a set of illustrations of items shown in the 1812 exhibition. 
The Liverpool Art Club organised other exhibitions in which Japanese 
and Far Eastern art played a considerable part. In 1874 an exhibition of 
fans contained Japanese painted fans and Chinese fans lent by both Mr. and 
Mrs. Bowes. Ph. Burty also lent several fans to this exhibition, mainly 
dress fan~ made for Samurai. 
In 1876 Bowes' collection of lacquer was exhibited alone, with new 
examples which he had acquired from the London International 1~hibitions 
of 1873 and 1874, and from the Vienna exhibition of 1873. The catalogue 
I (32: 
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for this exhibition is extremely informative; Bowes had clearly consider-
able information about lacquer techniques. 
Bowes was to become Honorary Japanese consul in Liverpool and open 
his house "Streatham Towers" in Princes Road, Liverpool, as a "Japanese 
r·luseum". His collection was sold by auction on his death in 1901. The 
catalogue shows that he had collected a large number of paintings, prints 
and illustrated books, though it is unlikely that he bought them all at 
this time. 
The general improvement in the standard of information about Japan 
in the 1810's is evidenced in the catalogue of The Loan Exhibition of 
enamels organised by the South Kensington Museum in 1874, to which a 
large exhibit of Japanese Cloisonn; was loaned by Bowes. The museum 172 
also displayed the W. J. Alt collection of porcelain in its Bethnal 113 
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Green annexe. The exhibition had a large section of Japanese and Chinese 
porcelain. The catalogue by A. W. Franks is well annotated. Undoubtedly 
most of the scholarship of this period has since been proved inadequate, 
but the general increase in information and in the numbers of Far &~stern 
objects is undeniable. 
While London did not have a major international exhibition of 
. Japanese art in the 1870's, Japanese art did make regular appearances in 
the international exhibitions organised by South Kensin~~on in temporary 
two storey pavillions by a Major General (later Colonel) Scott. Most of 114 
these exhibitions were unofficial, organised by enthusiasts. However in 
1873 one official Japanese exhibition came to London. It was organised 
as an adjunct to the major Japanese appearance in Vienna; the Japanese 
commissioners took advantage of the opportunity this afforded to send a 
small exhibition to England. 
The exhibition was in the charge of a Mr. Nishiyama, formerly the 
Lord Tomita, who had given up his title in 1811, assisted by Messrs. 
Tekada and Sakada. On arrival in England in late March 1873, they were 
introduced to Major General Scott, chief secretary of the exhibition by 
Terashima, the Japanese plenipotentiary in London. After inspectin~ the 
exhibition site the Japanese set to and had fully laid out their exhib-
ition by the end of the day. The Japanese exhibition was located in the 
lower half of one of the left hand row of pavi11ions erected behind the 
Royal Albert Hall by Major Scott. This suggests that it was an 
"industrial" exhi bi tion but i t m~ have included prints, lacquer and 
other Japanese arts which fitted into the western "industrial" classifi-
cation. No detailed information can be found about this exhibition. 175 
In the main the English were informed about Japan during the 1870's 
by enthusiasts such as Audsley and Bowes, by dealers such as Liberty and 
by Societies of art lovers and professional artists and designers. 
There is a markedly "amateur" quality about all these groups, and their 
I 
informal links and activities are very difficult to describe accurately. 
I will build up a picture of their activities when I discuss the careers 
of European travellers to Japan and the critical response to Japanese 
art in the 1870's. It was an amateur turned dealer, Dr. Christopher 
Dresser, who promoted the foundation of a Japanese village in London, 
~ 
in the Alexdra Park near the Alexandra Palace in Muswell Hill, he 
~ 
announced: 
The Japanese being convinced that their character 
as a manufacturing people was suffering from the 
fact that only the commonest wares were exported 
from their country, have arranged for the prepar-
ation of a number of objects of superior quality, 
to which they will affix a stamp indicative of 
their excellence. These articles will be exported 
to England and other countries; and through the 
kind assistance of Mr. Phillip Cunliffe Owen these 
have been secured to the Alexandra Palace Company, 
who have agreed to become sole consignees of these 
better goods in England. These Japanese objects 
will"' be shown and offered for sale at a Japanese 
village in the Alexandra Park, and this village, 
which Sir Edward Lee and myself had the honour of 
suggesting that the company should prepare, is now 
in the course of erection by Japanese workmen at 
~bswell Hill. 
There was also a small official Japanese contribution to the London 
International exhibition of 1874. Bowes bought three dishes of "Tanzan 
Ware" from the Japanese government at this exhibition. One, 25 inches 
in diameter, made by Tanzan, showed a group of geese in tints of brown, 
yellow and gold. The two smaller dishes were 18 inches in diameter. 
One was decorated with medallions showing stags, a shrine and a game of 
polo. The other showed Fujiyama, a beggar, an eagle on a rock in the 
sea, a thistle and a butterfly. However these small London exhibitions 
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were of little consequence when compared with the large official exhibi- I (33) 
tions in Europe. 177 
The Far Eastern appearance at Vienna in 1873. 
The Austrian International Exhibition was the first one in which 
Japan set out to deliberately educate the advanced nations of the world 
about her culture and customs. In the next fifty years the Japanese 
organised 44 major appearances at international exhibitions. This policy 
of deliberate propaganda for Japanese culture is a most important factor 
in the rapid popularisation of Japan and undoubtedly helped it to gain 
the position in the fashionable world it achieved during the 1870's and 
which was crowned by the next major exhibition in Europe, in Paris in 
1878. Interest in Japanese art amongst artists and designers also rose 178 
dramatically during the 1870's, especially. in France. 
The Vienna exhibition attracted many Frenchmen. A special illust-
rated journal was published in French during the period of the exhibition. 
The Japanese commissioners themselves published a special account of 179 
Japan in French containing a history, information concerning the emporors 180 
of Japan, its state of government, its trade figures, its industry, 
geography and manufactures, as well as a description of the contents and 
organisation of the exhibition. An album of photographs accompanied 
each volume. These two publications, together with docwnents of the 181 
Tokyo exhibition serve as my main sources for my description of the 
exhibition. We know that the exhibition affected the circle of Japanese 
enthusiasts in Paris. Jules Jacquemart made a special journey to see the 
Japanese show. Goncourt reports in his journal that his acquaintance, 182 
Robin, who had met the Japanese who travelled to Vienna on their landfall 
in Trieste, was escorted round their exhibition in Vienna: 
lIs se firent alors un,plaisir de lui montrer 
dans les plus grands details, leur exposition. 
On causa, on parlahe la philosophie de la forme 
des objets, de Di~, auquel ils ne croient ne 
croyant gu~re qu'aux esprits, a'des manifestations 
des armes des trespasses. 
The Japanese were enthusiastic and treated many of their visitors to such 
discussions. The English collectors Bowes and Audsley were also enter-
183 
tained by an informative "Learned Commissioner", who corrected many 184 
of their misapprehensions about Japanese ceramics. Apart from this 
directly informative role the Japanese were also asked for the first 
time to sit on the international Jury of the exhibition. They applied 
their own "philosophy of form" to this work, praising, for instance, 
Worcester porcelain in Japanese terms. 
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When one considers that the Vienna exhibition attracted an average 
of 64,000 people per day and that the reporters of the Journal Il1ustr~ 
are unanimous that the Japanese exhibits were the most popular in the 
show it is clear that it is well worth investigation. The exhibition 
was formed as a result of an initiative by M. Henri Calice, the Austrian 
Charge d'Affaires in Japan, who approached the Japanese Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs in March, 1871. However it was not until January 1872 
that the Ministry studied the matter and came to the decision to exhibit. 
A commission led by Okurna Sangi, counsellor of state, Terashima Mounerari, 
Vice-minister of li'oreign Affairs, and Inouye Kaoron, Vice-Ninister of 
Finances, was formed on 23rd January, 1872. This commission grew until 
it contained well over 100 members on 24th February 1872, it was joined 
by a small group of Europeans led by Baron H. de Siebold. 'rbis group 
gave great help to the Japanese in presentation of their work, and in 
producing the notes for the exhibits in various 1Uropean languages. 
In March 1872 the Commission was given government offices in Tokyo. In 
August it issued a proclamation inviting all manufacturers to submit 
work for the exhibition. It noted as of special int~rest to foreigners 
Silk, paper, porcelain, lacquer and tea. It insisted that all items 
should be accompanied'with a full description of the working process of 
each, and other information which would demonstrate the skill and 
intellieence of the worker. This was translated into all major European 
languages and displayed with the objects in the exhibition. 
All objects were to be sent to the Commission Offiqers which were 
established in each province of Japan. Those to be exhibited were 
selected by commissioners with specialist knowledge in one area, such as 
porcelain, enamels, Satsuma ware or lacquer. Many items were offered for 
sale and exhibitors were asked to aeree a price with the Commission 
which would eventually sell the goods in Vienna. Other, ancient, objects 
which were only on loan were insured by the government. These loans 
were the result of special negotiations by the Commission. However the 
overwhelming number of Japanese exhibits were of recent manufacture. 
It is notable that nowhere in its deliberations does the Commission 
mention the importance of Japanese visual art. Indeed they were rather 
shamefaced about their own native style, preferring to point to recent 
beginnings made in oil painting in Eur?pean style by Japanese artists, 
some of whose work they sent to Vienna. 
The Commission took the opportunity to establish a permanent exhib-
ition site in Tokyo as a foundation for future international appearances. 
It also took the opportunity of sending special missions to Europe to 
study foreign countries. Above all the commission wished to give 
"profound attention to the encouragement of the adoption of Japanese 
objects for everyday use abroad". On December 1st, 1872, Sekikawa 
Akekio was sent to Vienna to prepare the exhibition site. During 
December the entire exhibition was on display in the commission's main 
e 
office in Tokyo. On the 19th December the Meiji Emporor inspected the 
I 
exhibition. He had encouraged it from the beginning and used his 
influence to secure the maximum resources for the work. On the 21st 
and 22nd December the, by now, over 200 members of the commission 
inspected the exhibition. 
It was probably during this period that a print was made showing 
the exhibits, both artistic and industrial. It is unsigned and is 
entitled "Great Works of Ancient Art, Craft and Inq.ustry of Japan". 
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The Nagqra Dolphin is clearly recognisable. So are the agricultural 
exhibits on the left. One of the paintings on the wall in the background 
is probably the famous portrait of Toyotomi Hideyoshi, a Japanese military 
leader of the sixteenth century. The other paintings are not so easily 
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identifiable but their form suggests the work of the great epochs of 
Japanese art of the 17th and 18th centuries may have been represented 
at Vienna, though no attempt was made by the Japanese to draw attention 
to the aesthetic excellence of this work. The exhibition's main pur-
pose was propaganda, not the elucidation of Japanese culture. 
Bronzes, ceramics and other objects can be observed in the print. 
However it is more of a novelty than a useful record of the exhibition's 
oontents. 
From the 2;rd - 26th December the foreign residents of Tokyo saw the 
exhibition. Only after this was the native population of Tokyo allowed 
to see it. 
On the 2;rd January 1873 the French steamship "Phare" sailed with 
the exhibition and arrived at Trieste on the 15th March. It was pre-
sumably at Trieste that Robin, the friend of Goncourt, first met them. 
With the exhibition sailed a contingent of about fifty Japanese 
Commissioners, workmen and exhibition staff. 
They soon arrived in Vienna and set about erecting the specially 
prepared constructions for the exhibition garden and the exhibit for the 
12,000 square metres of space which they had been allotted in the main 
exhibition palace. 
The Exhibition at Vienna 
It is important to stress the educational and propagandistic nature 
of this exhibition. Unlike Paris, in 1867, this show was entirely 
directed to providing information about Japan. Apart from the publication 
already mentioned the learned commissioner supplied journalists with 
every sort of information about Japanese life and culture. Thus the 
" reporters in Le Journal Illustre discuss the Japanese children's festivals, 
the calendar, the emporor and many other aspects of Japanese life. They 
paid special attention to the Crown Jewels of Japan and the legends 185 
attached to them. Replicas of the jewels were sent to Vienna. Japanese 
L 
weavers gave special displays of their skill during the exhibition and 
a Japanese tea house staffed with Geisha eirls was open in the evenings. 
It was decided to build a full size copy in papier n~che of the 
Daibutsu (Giant Buddha) statue of Kamakura in the park at Vienna, pre-
sumably in response to the gTeat curiosity about this statue expressed 
by many lruropean visitors to Japan. 
This deliberate seeking to satisfy public curiosity is the most 
important single factor in the rapid growth of the Japanese influence in 
Hestern culture in the 1870's. 
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The exhibition was mounted on one majOrSite in the l'lain Exhibi tion I (37; 
Hall and in two sites in the park, one of which contained three small 
Japc'nese buildings placed round a Japanese garden, the other th(~ replica I (38) 
of the Japanese bronze buddha at Kamakura. 
The exhibits in the park caused great curiosity when they were built. 
Early visitors marvelled at the construction of the papier m~ch~ Imddha 
which stood 45 metres high and was lacquered both to keep ou~ the rain 
and imitate the bronze patina of the original. The Japanese hoped to 
demonstrate by this the durability of both their papier mache and their 
lacquer. Similar excitement was created by the work of the carpenters 
and gardeners in the Japanese garden and the unpacking of exhibits 
there: 
~ Tout etait nouveau, extraordinaire et original 
~our nous, les clous and les cordes qui servaient 
a fermer et emballer les caisses, 1es rebuts de / 
bois et les jones de bambous, qui &taient disperses 
par ci, par, la, les hommes etranges, dans leur 
blouse bleu fonce couvertes de 1unes et de signes 
blancs qui etaient occupe ~ arranger Ie petit jardin 
~ construire une maisonette et ~ faire enfin les 
besognes les plus variees; tous creusalent, 
hachaient sciaient et rabotaient, comme nos ouvriers 
mais seulement d'une mani~re plus originale. 
One entered the Japanese garden by a gate on each side of which was 
a mast supporting a long paper banner. Inside on one's left was a large 
bronze temple bell suspended in a box-like wooden framework as in Japan. 
In the centre of the garden was a hillock down which ran a stream, through 
186 
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rocks and over which was thrown a miniature bamboo bridge which one 
crossed to visit the garden. The garden contained stone lanterns, stone 
birdcages, miniature trees (bonsai), and many types of Japanese plants. 
The paths of the garden were covered with different coloured stones 
and sand and bordered by small bamboo fences as in Japanese temple 
gardens. Amongst the rocks, bronzes and ceramics were artfully displayed 
on terracotta pedestals. 
The central building in the garden was an imitation temple with 187 
traditional ornaments, paintings of gods and of chimerical animals. To 
judge from the illustration the Japanese temple must have been an imi-
tation Shinto Shrine as typified by the Ise Shrines, and the paintings 
referred to would therefore have been votive images placed round the out-
side walls. Inside there would be only a mirror. Certainly Shinto was 
gaining official recognition at the expense of Buddhism at this time. 
The two other buildings were kiosks which sold Japanese goods: 
les deux maisons avec magasins garnis de marchandise 
et orn~s de lampions rouges contiennent tout ce que 
Ie Japan fabrique en fait de soie, ivoire, lacque, 
bamboo, boissculpt~, eventails, ~toffes et surtout 
articles de bronzes. 
All the articles were displayed in many tiered arrangements and super-
vised by eager Japanese salesmen dressed in European costumes. 
Above the whole exhibition fluttered a huge paper kite, in the form 
of a carp. This kite is associated in Japan with a boys' festival which 
takes place on the fifth day of the fifth month of the year. On the firth 
of l1ay such a festival took place in the Garden, with the Emp eror Franz 
Joseph and the Empress as enthusiastic spectators. 
The Tea'House 
In an area of the exhibition grounds referred to as the Vauxhall a 
Japanese teahouse was established. In the evenings Suva-san, Zine-san 
and Orock-san, three Japanese ladies in native costume served tea, tobacco 
and "Japanese" wine, assisted by two Japanese manaervants. The teahouse 
188 
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was fragrant \oli th perfumed Japanese wood and Ii t softly by many coloured 
lanterns. While commenting that this teahou3e was intended for men only, 
the Journal Illustre was nonetheless quick to point out that teahouses 
were not brothels and that the Emperor was in the process of reforming 
the Geisha houses. 
The exhibition inside the main palace, "Le Palais de l'Industrie" was 
dominated by a huge paper construction, an enormous lantern 3 metres 
60 cms. in diameter, with a painted dragon which hung in the vault. 
Immediately below it, dominating the Japanese exhibit were two enormous 
bronze fish covered with gold· and silver leaf. They were ornaments from 
the eaves of the famous Daimyo's residence at Nagoya, lent specially 189 
for the occasion. Each was two metres 60 cms. high and they dominated 
the exhibition. 
At one end of the Japanese display stood an enormous drum two metres 
60 cms. across, painted in yellow and gold. It was called a Dai-dai-ko 
and came from a temple in Nikko where it was used in the religious dances 
connected with Shinto. 
A large part of the Japanese exhibition was taken up with displays 
. showing the customs and way of life of the Japanese. For instance a 
whole range of model buildings including palaces, temples and a peasant's 
house. A model of the pagoda of the ancient temple of Tenno-ji at Yanaka 
was of special interest. It stood some two metres 60 cm. high. The other 
model buildings appear to have been on the same scale. Near to these 
were various illustrations and texts explaining the Japanese way of life. 
Another section of the exhibition was concerned with Japanese agri-
cultural products; timber, oil, metals and other new raw materials. 
There was also a large display of Japanese swords and armour. 
Japanese Arts and Crafts in Vienna 
It is even more difficult to gain a precise idea of the quality of 
individual work in Vienna of 1873 than that of Paris of 1861. Very few 
examples have been described in detail. I have ,found no examples in 
museums, only one or two illustrations survive of pieces comine from 
this exhibition. Nonetheless it is important to be as precise as poss-
ible about the exhibition's contents. It is clear that most of the work 
in the exhibition was "modern", by which was meant work made after 1840. 
I will now discuss each type of work separately. 
1. Porcelain and other ceramics 
There was a great deal of modern pottery in the exhibition of all 
sorts, mainly decorated with flowers and abstract designs. The Japanese 
commentary picked out a pair of vases 1.623 metres, highly decorated 
with peonies. 
Bowes identified four examples purchased from the exhibition in his 
collection, however in his general discussions of porcelain he indicates 
that he lJurchased many more examples than these. 
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In particular Bowes bought two large plaques of Owari Porcelain, 190 
both the work of Kawomoto Masukichi of Seto. One, 37 ins. by 25 ins, 
was decorated with flowers and shrubs surrounded by a border of a multi-
tude of "sudzume" in blue and white. The other plaque also in blue and 
white was 31~ ins. by 22 ins., framed in black and gold. The plaque 
shows the gathering of salt water for evaporation by the "Pine Wind" 
and to the left two noble figures, presumably the heroes of the tradi-
tional drama also entitled the "Pine Wind". Bowes illustrated the piece 
in both the large and small editions of his joint work with Audsley, 
Keramic Art of Japan. Bowes remarked that the piece was most unusual 
and he had seen nothing like it elsewhere. 
I (39~ 
Bowes also bought a bowl (Hachi), % ins. diameter, of porcelain, 191 
decorated with bands of 90nventiona1 ornamentation, with very brilliant 
colours. A typical example of the Nishikide ware made for use in Japan. 
The final identifiable purchase by BOvles was "a flower case 18 
inches high, in porcelain decorated with red and gold with a group of 
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cranes, a pine tree, and waterfall upon the body and with bands of floral 
and diaper designs. The handles are modelled in the form of elephant's 
heads. It is accompanied by a stand decorated in the kinnande fashion." 
Apart from these specific purchases Bower also mentions modern 
versions of Arita and Satsuma ware. The Arita ware consisted of "immense 
vases, cisterns and temple lamps, several pieces being nearly six feet 
high. The decoration consisted of flowers, birds and animals in ordinary 
blue, in some cases associated with lacquer." Bowes also mentions 192 
"Tokyo eggshell enamel". 
Enamels 
Bowes also bought enamel in the Vienna exhibition, but did not 
identify it in his collection. The Japanese themselves mention enamel 
buttons, two vases 37.5 cms. high and a coffee set, but do not describe 
them. Many more enamelware objects were exhibited but these are not 
described. 
Bronzes 
Besides the Nagoya roof ornaments, the outstanding bronzes of the 
exhibition were as follows. A pair of bronze vases, carved and inlaid 
with gold and silver to depict the defeat of devils on the O-ye-yama 
mountains. These were 1m. 20 cms. in height. They were made by Yokoya 
Yayemon of Takaoko in the province of Etchiu. 
There was also a sculpture in gold and silver encrusted bronze, 
showing the Wave God carrying a crystal ball by Takarayo Yamo So l''ling 
of Tokyo. 
There were also a pair of enormous temple lanterns nearly 2m. high. 
One of these can be seen in the illustration of the exhibit. Many other 
bronzes and metalwork sculptures of all types were on show in the exhibit-
ion, but these are not described by the Japanese. 
One journalist writing in the journal of the exhibi tion noticed a 
large bronze Ho-Ho bird, in the form of a perfume burner and bronze 
vessels of various sizes. 
There was also a travelling altar in bronze which looked like a 
pagoda. At its four corners were the symbols of the four corners of the 
world, the green dragon of the Bast, the white tiger of the West, the 
black tortoise of the North and the red pheasant of the South. 
LacfJuer 
The most important of the lacquer exhibits was a 100 year old book 
cabinet with a gold lacquer image of a landscape at Yoshio Yama. It was 
68.1 cms. high by 36.1 ems. wide and 6.9 ems. deep. There was also a 
lacquer paper box in nasi-ji lacquer (pear-skin) with a relief in gold 
lacquer showing the eight views of Lake Omi. 
There was also a support for a perfume burner decorated with plum, 
bamboo and pine tree motifs in gold lacquer. 
A large assortment of other lacquer work was also exhibited. The 
Illustrated Journal remarked that a collection so varied in colour and 
technique had not previously been seen in 1urope. 
Ivory 
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Nany articles made in carved ivory were exhibited. 'llhe most import-
ant of these was a cabinet 11.4 ems. high by 14.4 cms. broad, decorated 
with a gold lacquer motif of the four seasons represented by flowers and 
fruit. There was also a pedestal with the same motif in hexagonal form. 
Tortoiseshell, etc. 
Besides ivory, other materials were also carved into various forms. 
Tortoiseshell was made into birdcages, insect cages and cigar cases. 
Similar objects made from whalebone were also shown. 
Sculpture 
The major pieces of sculpture on display, the Daibutsu replica and 
the two Nagoya fish have already been discussed. Nonetheless it is worth 
making the point that these constituted new and previously unknown forms 
of sculpture in the West. The Japanese simpl~ mention diverse forms of 
sculpture in their description of the exhibition. The exhibition also 
contained many other examples of sculpture in wood, stone and metal, of 
various sizes. None of these have been recorded or described. 
Paintings and Prints 
The Japanese Commission were very reticent about their visual art in 
their catalogue. 
En ce qui regarde la peinture, l'art japonais ne 
se recommande ni par le fini de l'ex~cution, ni par 
la fidelit~ dans l'imitation de la nature, mais il 
rev~le un go~t qui lui est propre et qui se retrouve 
partout; tant des oeuvres des maitres d'antiquites 
que celles que Ie Pays a succesivement produites 
jusqu'~ nos jours c'est l~ ce qui lui a valu quelques 
.... 
admirateurs. Dans ces derniers temps la peinture a 
l'liuile a egalement fait son apparition au Japon et 
les premiers essais ne sont pas indigoes d'~tre vue. 
The oil paintings may have been of an acceptable standard, but they 
were nonetheless displayed in the Palais de l'Industrie along with all 
other Japanese work and not in the Salon. Of the "ancient" paintings on 
show, the screens attracted the greatest interest. They were recent work 
mainly of landscapes, according to the Journal Illustr:. 
The prints that were exhibited were called "Nishi-ki-ye" in the 
Japanese catalogue - this simply means "brocade pictures" - or colour 
prints. A German journalist compared the prints to the naive coloured 
popular images printed in Munich. 
A great many colour prints were displayed on one wall of the exhib-
ition. They were arranged so as to create the silhouette of a ship with 
mast and sails. 
This achievement was praised as a great example of the talent for 
fantasy supposedly a natural characteristic of the Japanese people. 
Sir George Sansom reports that a special book of Japanese prints 
was commissioned for the Vienna Exhibition. He also claims that it was 
printed or reprinted in European aniline colours. I do not know of any 
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other reference to this book. 194 
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The Chinese exhibition at Vienna 
The Chinese contribution to the exhibition at Vienna conJisted of 
an exhibition in the main pavillion, a theatre where performances of 
Chinese mime dramas were given, and a teahouse. As in the 1867 Paris 
exhibition the Chinese contribution was arranged by European dealers and 
officials. 
The tea pavillion was designed by the French architect J'lIontain, 
after instructions by the traveller Doctor Hart. It was an archaeological 
reconstruction of a Chinese house. No information can be found a,bout the 
theatre. 
The exhibition in the main pavillion consisted of a large triumphal 
, , 
arch, in a Chinese style. In the centre was a big panel displayine the 
Ying/Yang, symbol of universal harmony. This was the first time the 
symbol ha.d been used in a general context in the West. It marks the 
beginning of its long career in the West as a popular symbol of all Far 
Eastern philosophies of ceaseless change and renewal. 
We know of no specific pieces from the exhibition, or of any ~encral .~ 
catalogue of the works. However it is reasonable to assume that it con-
sisted for the most part of nineteenth century decorative art - porcelain, 
stools, pagodas and other items popular at the time, ornamental screens, 
embroidered screens and decorative silk paintings. This is borne out by 
... 
the brief notations of exhibits in the illustration for the Journal Illustre. 
Although the Chinese teahouse attracted considerable public interest, the 
Chinese exhibit was almost completely overshadowed by the Japanese. 
The most important achievement at Vienna was that Japan established 
a distinct identity in the West. Japan characterised itself at Vienna 
in a way it failed to do at Paris in 1867. China sank almost completely 
from public consciousness. 
Whilst it is difficult to be precise about the exhibits at Vienna 
it seems that Japan's contribution was even more "contemporary" than that 
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of 1861. Little or no "ancient" work was shown. Only the imitation 
Daibutsu and the Nagoya dolphins could be seen as monuments of the old 
Japanese culture. 
It is difficult to give a clear picture of how the Japanese collp-ct-
ion was dispersed. Much of it came to ~ngland. Audsley and Eowes made 
many purchases. 
Christopher Dresser, another English visitor, drew on his experience 
of Vienna for his paper "Eastern Art and its influence on European 
rvr..anufactures and Taste" which he gave to the Royal Society of Arts on 195 
February 6th, 1814. He used four Japanese kettles bought at the exhib-
ition as examples of good design. He also displayed Chinese and Japanese 
enamelled bowls. 
Some goods must have also gone to France, though I have yet to 
trace any. 
The Vienna exhibition also provided evidence of continued develop-
ment of Far Eastern influence on European design and taste. 
Templeton's of Glasgow showed a carpet in a Chinese style. Minton's 
" best vases were copies of cloisonne enamels from China, and Hoyal 
Worcester designs were recastings of Japanese lacquer ware designs. Th.' 
Deck of Paris showed enamels based on Chinese and Japanese designs, so 
did Christophile and Earbedienne. 
~bis was all noticed by Christopher Dresser who also recorded the 
tremendous demand for the Far Eastern goods from the exhibition. ~be 
most important apsect of the Japanese appearance at Vienna was not 
however the dissemination of Far Eastern objects in the West, but the 
spreading of "cultural information", of all kinds about Japan and the 
establishment of contacts. In particular Sano the chief commissioner at 
Vienna made contacts that were to be significant throughout the 1810's. 
During September and October 1813 there was also an exhibition of 
Far Eastern art in Paris at the Palaia de l'Industrie on the Champs 
:; 
.r 
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'" Elysees. This exhibition was of the collection made by Henri GOrnuschi, 
a financier, who had travelled to the Far East. Cernuschi was the first 
major collector to travel East specifically to study and to collect art. 
This exhibition therefore rightly belongs in the next chapter of this 
section. 
;. , 
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CHAP'Th'R THREE 
Travellers to the East - Merchants, collectors, artists and scholars. 
The early travellers to Japan had been either diplomats or dealers 
in raw materials and consumer goods such as silk. Their interest in the 
arts and culture of Japan was secondary to their main occupation. 
During the 1810's however, a new group of travellers reached Japan -
people whose first interest was in the arts of Japan, either as collect-
ors, artists or dealers. 
The idea of a journey to Japan as a great romantic adventure, a 
voyage into an artistic paradise had taken hold in Europe by the early 
1870's. As early as 1863 Ruskin, on being sent a book of Japanese land-
scape prints by Rossetti, had expressed a longing to visit a place where 
such paradise-like landscapes could be found. Many other major figures 
of the period expressed the same desire, De Goncourt, for instance; 
, ? 
Depuis deux ou trois jours, je suis hante par la 
tentatlon de fai~un voyage au Japon. Et il s'agit 
" pas lci de brlc-a-bracomanies il est en moi Ie reve 
de faire un livre qui, soua la forme d'un journal, 
s'appelerait& UN AN AU JAPaN - et un livre encore 
senti que peint ••• Ce livre, je sens que j'en ferais 
un livre ne ressemblant a aucun autre. Ah si j'~tais 
de quelques annees plus jeune;t. 
Whistler excommunicated Menpes, one of his favourite pupils, because 
he had dared to visit Japan, when his master had been unable to do so. 
I 
r 
Other painters also carried with them the eame unfulfilled desi,.te. f'ianet 
and Monet for instance are said to have expressed regrets that they were 
not able to travel. 
, 
But the most notable travellers "manque" are Van 
Gogh and Gauguin, both of whom were fanatical enthusiasts for Far Eastern 
art. 
Oscar Wilde actually got half-way to Japan before giving up his 
travels. His American tour of 1882 was at one time intended as the first 
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stage of a journey across the Pacific from San Francisco to Japan, then 
bnck to Europe via the Suez Canal. This was the typical pattern of 197 
journeys to Japan from the 1870's onwards. One beg'an by seeing America. 
a.nd then travelled to the exotic ~st. 
For various reasons no major writer or artist made the journey. 
Those who went were topographers and travel writers, often in the train 
of a rich collector. One suspects that this is no accident. JaTJanese 
art may have ceased to act as an inspiration if Japan had been experienced 
in reality. 
Japanese work was of value as an artistic inspiration and as a 
countervailing example in the European context, and for that reason it 
was wise not to shatter the myth of Japan sedulously constructed by many 
literary and artistic figures during the late nineteenth century. The 198 
role of Japan for the West was at first that of a catalyst, not an alter-
native tradition. The work of those who did travel is often stilted, 
unimaginative, as if they were overwhelmed by what they saw and unable to 
co-ordina te it. From the many who did make the journey to Japan I have ~. 
selected for study those figures whose place as transmitters of Japanese 
influence is central and of indisputable importance. I have concentrated 
on the 1810's because this was, for Europe,the most significant period. 
Later travellers came with more scholarly intentions, but less direct 
enthusiasm. 
Duret and Cernuschi 
In October 1871 Henri Cernuschi, a republican financier bo~n in 199 
Italy, and Theodore Duret, an equally republican young novelist and 
critic of the "realist" school, set sail from San Francisco for Japan. 
They had left France towards the close of the Civil War, believing, 
correctly, that it would be a wise time to take a long journey. 
Cernuschi was rich and he had set himself the aim of building a 
large collection of Far East art at first hand. Duret went as his com-
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panion, with the intention of writing a "realist" account of the journey. 
He had also been excited by the Japanese appeararr:e at the 1867 exhi bi tion 
and, in particular, by Japanese illustrated books which had been displayed 
by Ph. Burtyas part of an exhibition of his collection of Japanese goods. 
Thus it came about that while Cernuschi concerned himself chiefly with 
bronzes, ceramics and lacquers, Duret bought himself prints and paintings. 
The steamer "Great Republic" brought Duret and Cernuschi to the bay 
of Yedo on October 25th 1871. They disembarked at Yokohama and found it 200 
disappointing. The European colony there had imposed European fashions 
on the town, even horse-racing. They therefore set off along the Tokaido 
road for Yedo, observing the courtesy of the Japanese and their alien way 
of life. Duret writes of visits to teahouses and describes Japanese dom-
estic architecture and its unfamiliar principles of construction. 
In November they arrived in Yedo, and spent some time looking at the 
great sites - the Shogun's palaces, the great temples such as Asacksa and 
the garden of Hamogoten. They also visited the Shin-me-mai, a narrow 
street of shops where one could buy all the traditional goods of Japan. 
They had begun to buy "bibelots" as soon as they landed in Yokohama. A 
number of shops for the tourist had been established there, in which 
JapRnese objects, many of doubtful quality, were heaped together. An 
illustration Humbert gives of such a shop is typical of the atmosphere 
in which such purchases were made. 
However it was in December 1871 that most of Cernuschi's purchases 
were made, in Yedo. Through their Japanese servant they made contact with 
the Tokyo art dealer Yaki, whose shop was the centre of the trade in the 201 
property of the daimios, the displaced functionaries of feudal Japan, who 
had been deprived of their state incomes that very year. The result was 
,,-
that the two Europeans waded through "une maree d'objets d'art et de 
bibelots". 
Each day hundreds of objects were brought to Yakl's establishment 
.. 
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for Cernuschi to examine •. He bought them en bloc, agreeing terms for an 
entire collection. He took a particular interest in works in bronze. 
Amongst these were statues of Buddha, of which he tried to achieve a 
collection representative of all the different incarnations and postures. 
Noting his voracious interest in them, Cernuschi's agent took him to 
Megouro, a suburb of Yedo, where in the burnt-out remains of a temple 
stood a huge bronze Buddha, 4 m. 28 cm. high. Cernuschi arranged for 
Yaki's workmen to discretely dismantle the Buddha, and store it in his 202 
yard until it could be sent to Europe. The very next day Cernuschi was 
besieged by a deputation of Japanese who offered to refund all his money 
if they could recover the Buddha. He had to preten~ that the Buddha had 
; . 
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already been shipped abroad. The Buddha became the centre of Cernuschi's I (42~! 
t ; 
collection of bronzes. !: i 
He also acquired other pieces directly from the temple. The monks 
seemed quite willing to part with their treasures, perhaps because the 
monasteries had just been disestablished. 
The great outpouring of objects was a revelation to the two 1uropeans 
who had seen very little Japanese art. They relied on their Japanese 
advisers and when these were not competent, their collections became 
simply ramshackle assemblies. 
Japanese dealers kept many objects boxed, hidden away in silk bags 
or envelopes. They assumed that Europeans would ask for the objects they 
required, and in turn the ignorance of the Europeans led them to accept 
contemporary works as the best available. 
This was particularly the case with Duret's collection of Japanese 
prints and illustrated books. He recalled visiting the bookshops in 
Yedo with the books stacked away on high shelves so that one could not 
examine them or even read the titles. Duret's purchases were thus an 
uneven mixture, mainly common books in indifferent impressions. The 203 
works were mainly by HOkusai and Hokusai's imitators. They included 
[ ! 
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the fourteen volumes of the Mangwa and probably also two volumes of 
orieinal Hokusai drawings which Gonse referred to in his book L'Art 204 
Japonais. 
Duret and Cernuschi completed their Japanese visual education with 
a visit to the last surviving master of the Ka'no school who was still 
working in Yedo. He showed them his wash drawings, water-colours and 
other paintings. Duret believed him to be the last surviving "old 205 
master" of Japanese painting. This was probably Kano Hasanobu, whose 
work entered many European collections during the 1870's and 1880's. 
After Tokyo, Duret and Cernuschi visited Osaka, Kobe and Kioto. 
Everywhere they bought when they could. At Kioto they visited a theatre 
where they saw a performance of part of The 47 Ronin. Duret describes 
the elaborate structure of the theatre with great enthusiasm. During 
the latter part of their journey they travelled to see the Monumental 
Buddha at Nara; in this area Europeans were still so scarce that great 
crowds came out to see them pass by. On the way they saw shops full of 
fine arms and armour, the property of newly impoverished Samurai. 
In February 1872 they set sail for China. Duret records the con-
trast between picturesque, bustling Japan, and dull unpleasant China. 
1ven a hundred miles from the Chinese coast the blue waters that they 
had known since Japan turned yellow. Collecting was also much less 
interesting in China than in Japan. De Goncourt reports Cernuschi's 
impressions of China in his journals 
.II II a longuement parle de la, putrefaction des villes, 
de l'aspet cimeterieuse des campa~nes, de la trist-
esse morne et de l'ennui desole, qui se degagent de 
tout Ie pays. La Chine, selon lui pue la merde et 
la morta. 
The disembarked in Shanghai and travelled through Nanking, recently 
devastated by the Tat-ping rebellions. Their journey continued via 
Tient-sin to Peking. Duret remarks various architectural monuments on 
the way, such as the porcelain tower at Nanking, but gives no detailed 
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descriptions of them. Prom Peking they made a tour to see the Great Wall, 
which Duret does respond to with interest. After a brief stay with the 
Hongals beyond the Wall, they returned to Peking in May 1972 and began to 
buy art works to add to the few they had picked up on landing at ShanGa!. 
They found the situation very different to that in Japan. The trade was 
run by connoisseurs and every notable work was known to Chinese collectors, 
who were well-informed about what was to be sold. Once again Cernuschi 207 
bought chiefly bronzes, but only one at a time, and after long neGOtiation 
and the painful acquisition of knowledge and connoisseurship. Works of 
the Ming Dynasty and of the late eighteenth century Emporor Chien Lung 
constituted moat of his purchases. They were surprised to discover that 
many of the pieces they had bought in Japan were not Japanese as they had 
thought, but Chinese. 
Duret and Cernuschi travelled on from China to Siam and India, but 
saw 11 ttle of artistic importance in either. Duret's acrount of their 
travels is mainly a realistic travelogue, at times little more than an 
inferior Baedeker, giving as he claims a description of places and objects 
which anyone who chooses to follow him may find for himself. The only 
place in which his artistic enthusiasm appears to have been aroused 
sufficiently to overcome his boring dedication to superficial realism 
was in Japan. 
Duret and Cernuschi returned to Europe in the summer of 1872. In 
September and October 1873 the Cernuschi collection went on display in 
Paris at the Palais de l'Industrie. There were over 1,500 items al-
together. The Japanese section dominated the show, for De Goncourt it 
was "1 'exposition Japonaise de Cernuschi". The Chinese section of the 
exhibition seems to have been mainly of archaeological and antiquarian 
interest, much the same as it is today. 
De Goncourt seems to have made several visits there, on one of 
which he met Burty who had made a special journey to Paris to see the show. 
---------_._----_._-----
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In gpneral the exhibition was popular. Looking back in 1900 Duret 
saw it as the occasion for the beginning of serious connoisseurship of 
Japanese art in France. 
Writing in 1873 Albert Jacquemart agreed with him, and blamed the 
massive importation of nineteenth century illustrated books for creating 
a European image of Japan as false as the eighteenth century image of 
China. He hoped that the Cernuschi collection might remedy this and 
provide a firm foundation for a popular appreciation of Chinese and 
Japanese style and design. 
Jacquemart gives the following impression of one's first entrance to 
the exhibition: 
~ , 
en penetrant dans les salles du Palais de L'Industrie 
une puissante emotion vous saisait; il.y.a quelque 
chose de particulierement mysterieux danG ces pi~ces 
japonaises qui par leur volume et leur hardiesse, 
dominent taus les autres; ~ travers cette avenue de 
personnages mystiques, d'animaux extraordinaires, 
l'oeil se fix~ sur oe Bouddha gigantesque assis 
sur Ie lotus sacra. Cette calme figure au geste 
symbolique? Quel est son age, a quelles doctrines 
se rattache-t-elle? 
My own visits to the Mus€e Cernuschi have confirmed the powerful 
impression made by the Megouro Buddha and by xhe remaining Buddhas from 
Cernuschi's collection. Unfortunately I have been unable to trace a 
catalogue of the original exhibition in the Palais de L'Industrie and my 
" requests for information from the Musee however received no answer. CW 
I have recently been invited by M.S. Eliseeff, the Conservateur en Cpapf 
du Mu~e Cernuschi, to research the original collections in its reserves. 
submitting this thesis. I have therefore decided that a series of 
illustrations, taken from my own photographs, contemporary illustrations 
and later books, would be the best way of conveying the content of the 
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exhibition. The reader is referred to these illustrations. Apart from I (43) 
Buddhas, there were exhibited a whole series of travelling altars in 
. 
bronze, sculptures of domestic gods, and some purely ornamental or 
humorous works, amaxing naturalistic imitations of crnbs, prawns, insects, 
rats and mice all in bronze, often made into perfume burner:,. There were 
also magnificent bronze birds, especially crows. There were also superb 
bronze vases with delicate dragons, butterflies and flowers worked into 
" 
their motifs. Many pieces bore the Tokugawa arms, the family shield of 
the recently deposed Shogun. The exhibition of bronzes seemed so compre-
hensive that Jacquemart even made a feeble attempt to date them on 
stylistic grounds. 
Apart from bronzes, all other aspects of Japanese art were on show. 
The exhibition of "ceramics" consisted of stoneware and porcelain, mainly 
of recent manufacture from Dwarf and Satsuma, with some Imari and also 
some Bizen figures. None of this material is at present on show in the 
Musee Cernuschi. However Jaoquemart was sufficiently moved to compare 
the Bizen figures with work by Clodion. 
There were also a number of wooden and ivory carvings. 'rhe subjects ,,' 
of the wooden sculptures included a kneeling philosopher, a kami (a 
Shinto spirit) enveloped in well formed drapery, a god holding an enormous 
toad in his right hand and a tiger crouching on a rock. They were all 
old, as resin had escaped from the wood to their surfaces and formed a 
patina. There were also two carved wooden masks displayed, clearly 
recognisable as Noh masks from the description given by Jacquemart who 209 
wrote of one, a devil maska 
la bouche est largement ouverte, et les yeux semblait 
/ / , farouches, scelerotique, autrefois doree, etc •• 
Jacquemart recognized the facial expressions in Japanese paintings 
and prints. The other mask was of a young girl. Both were in a bad 
state of preservation having lost a great deal of paint and gilding. 
Also on show were many netsuke, "les boutons japonais", as Jacque-
mart refers to them. 
The whole range of subjects familiar to modern collectors was 
represented, if we are to judge from his description; 
. J 
" ; . 
on y trouve des figurines, des 1S-r0upes, des animaux, 
et souvent des caricatures religieuses ou civiles 
". , I~ e' .... que revelent tout le cote sceptique ou sarcastique 
du caract~e japonais. Nous revoyons l~ le Cheou-
lao grotesque, des bronzes et des immortels, des 
asc~te6 et des moines mendiants grOUP~s de la facon 
la plus bizarre et la plus ridicule; des agglomer-
ations ou la pudeur n'est pas toujours respectee 
nous initient aux secrets de la famille et a certain 
miseres conjugales; la femme ma1tresse sly montre 
aussi acariatre, aussiviolente que dans toute autre 
". , 
contree du globe. Puis ce sont des scenes gracieuses 
~ figures ravissantes que cotoient des animaux com-
battant; une famille des singes superposes et entre-
/ , 
laces se livrant ardemment a une chasse pediculaire; 
des souris creusent leurs trous dans des fromages ou 
dans des fruits; des pieuvres a figure humaine; des 
sacs surmontts de t~es diaboliques; des jeux 
d ' enfan ts •••••••• ' 
I have quoted this description at length because it is the only clue 
we have to the visual excitement created by the exhibition. Jacquemart 
writes like the antiquarian he was, and his "descriptions" are almost 
useless,. if one is attempting to understand the imj)act of the exhibition. 
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lIe dismisses the paintings and prints in the exhibition in half a sentence, 
~ 
"combien de peintures curieuses qui sollicitent une etude speciale; et 
ces albuins sans nombre que signent des nommes inte'ressants, ces meubles, 
ces lacques". Once again the contemporary prejudice in favour of bronzes, 
lacquer and ceramics denies us important information. I have found no 
further documentation of the paintings and prints on show. One colour 
print from the Cernuschi oollection is reproduced in Gonse's two volwne 
edition of "L'Art Japonais", "Sansonnets touchant sur Ie sole11" par 
, " 
Shinman 1815. Presumably the exhibition was a mixture of Duret's collec- I (44) .~. 
tion and Cernuschi's. These collections constitute a vital clue to the 
information about Japanese art and the aesthetic theories which Duret 
communicated to ~~net and the Impressionists during the 1870's. It was 
not until 1882 that Duret's first writing on Japanese art appeared in 
the Gazette' des Beaux Arts. Duret looked on his early attitudes to 
Japanese art as naive and unscholarly, but they would be of no less 
interest f~om the point of view of the development of Western art. In 
any case the paintings and prints in this exhibition must have had a power-
ful effect in forming the ideas of other early Japanese enthusiasts such 
as Burty and De Goncourt. 
\-1e can only make a guess as to Duret' s a tti tude to Japanese art in 
the 1870' s by the t\o.O pages he wrote on it in "Voyage en Asie". Duret 
was struck in Japan by the "d~1icatesse de certains arts et du raffine-
ment de certaines industries". He characterised the Japanese both rich 
and poor as a people of taste in all they used or made. He noted, with 211 
surprise, the absence of oil painting and fresco on Japan. He believed 
most Japanese visual art was in the form of drawings (presumably works 
like the Mangwa). He treated Cernusch1's collection of Buddhas as a 
series of interesting sculptural representations of the human figure, 
and discussed other bronzes, in equally representational terms. 
For Duret, in 1873, the two great qualities of Japanese visual art 
were lightness of touch and the description of movement. Both these 
qualities he attributed to the use of the brush for writine and the 
ideals of elegance that were cultivated by this. He remarks on the 
unequalled facility with which the'Japanese describe flowers, birds, 
bamboo and popular scenes in just a few strokes of the brush. Horeover 
he cites Hokusai's "Mangwa" as the leading example of this. For Duret, 
in 1873, Hokusai was one of Japan's greatest artists and the Mangwa was 
his principal work. He advanced an admirably Western and realist reason 
for this judgement. For him, Hokusai's sketches were remarkable in their 
exact portrayal of the people he had bumped into in the streets of Japan. 
These attitudes are in no way different to those expressed by Zola 
and others about Japanese art in the 1860's. We may therefore assume 
that the paintings and prints in 'the Cernuschi exhibition reinforced, 
rather than challenged, these ideas, where they were present. They were 
undoubtedly present in the mind of Burty and of other Japanese enthusiasts. 
Duret's account of his travels contributed very little to the 
current assessment of Japan. One finds hardly any references to the book 
in contemporary art criticism or artists. This is perhaps because the 
book is boring, it creates no atmosphere and compared to even such a 
prosaic wor~as lime Humbert's "Japan"· it has little to offer to an 
enquiring imagination. The task of providing "local colour" was much 
better fulfilled by journalists such as G. Bousquet who in 1874 sent back 
from Japan a series of highly descriptive despatches to the Revue des 
Deux Mondes. 
Cernuschi's collection however, went on to help form the whole con-
cept of Far Eastern art for the 1810's and later. The exhibition at the 
Palais de l'Industrie was accompanied by a Congress of Oriental Scholars 
which considerably broadened the available knowledge of the subjects of 
Far Eastern and of Buddhist art in particular. Cernuschi brought back 
several important Far Eastern texts on the history of art and archaeology 
which were studied by scholars pioneering in these fields. This knowledge 
gradually became common knowledge. One thinks especially in this respect 
of the significance of Buddha and Buddhist iconography. According to 
rUgeon the collection was removed from the Palaia de l'Industrie immed-
iately on the closure of the exhibition and sent to 7, Avenue Velasquez, 
Parc Monceau, the large house (hatel) ,which Cernuschi had built to con-
tain it. Burty stated that Cernuschi completed his collection by buying 
a collection formed in Japan by the Japanese merchant, M. 1-1eazza, in 1875. 
Cernuschi had one grand ball, during the Japanese success in the 1818 
International Exhibition, when the entire fashionable world passed his 
collection. Apart from this, he lived like a hermit with his collection 
to which only his close friends and those with great enthusiasm for 
Oriental art could gain admission. 212 
De Goncourt was a frequent dinner guest at Cernuschi's during the 
1810's. He did not think much of the house, on the first of July, 1815 
he wrote; 
Au milieu de ces murailles blanches, Bur Ie ton de 
brique en honneur dans nos musees, ces ob.jets de 
L'Extreme-Orien~semblent malheureux. On dirait 
qu'un mauvais genie les a transportes dans un palais 
. ." 1 ".... . ~mag~ne par e gout a la fois grand~ose et bourgeois 
d'un actionnaire du Si~le, 
and again on July 25th, 1875; 
Diner ches Cernuschi. Le £antastique et Ie chim€r-
ique du Japan montr~s au gaz la ne va pas. 
Nonetheless he greatly appreciated the collection for its imagina-
tive and chimerical forms. 
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However the collection was seen by a remarkable number of enthusiasts 
and became well-kno~1 through the writings of Louis Gonse, S. Bing, 
Anderson and others, whose books reproduced many works from it. It would 
seem that Cernuschi added little more to the collection after his initial 
purchases and that we may therefore assume that all reproductions are of 
objects in the collection on its first exhibition. Cernuschi died in 213 
1896 and left the collection and the house to the ~aris municipality as 
a museum, which it remains today. However the collections have been sub-
stantially altered and the remaining original items are no longer arran-
goed as they were, according to Migeon. 
As for the Duret collection, we have no means of isolatine the works 
he brought back from Japan in 1813 from the enormous collection of f,rints 
(and some paintings) which he owned in 1900. This is unfortunate because 
Duret bought little more during the 1870's and his early collection was 
therefore important for its influence on Western art. 
Nuch needs to be discovered about the Duret and Cernuschi collect-
ions. They had a substantial effect on Western knowledge of Far Eastern 
art and their effect on Western art and design must have been consider-
able. I hope to discuss this when I deal with the development of Western 
art in the 1810's. 
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The Sichel Brothers 
Cernuschi was simply a collector of Far Eastern works. We turn now 
to those whose aim in travelling East was to trade in works of art. 
Amongst the foremost of these were the Sichel brothers, Phillipe and 
August, who established themselves alongside S. Bing as the most import-
ant dealers in Japanese art in Paris in the 1870's and 1880's. 
The brothers' visit to Japan was made partly on the recommendation 214 
of Cernuschi. They followed the path of the Cernuschi expedition 
almost exactly two years later, arriving back in Paris to set up in 
business in the late summer of 1874. The brothers were also influenced 215 
by a M. R€al, a friend who had been to Japan in 1867 on a diplomatic 
mission to the prince of Satsuma, and Auguste Sichel appears to have been 
to Japan previously. They took their friend with them and having landed 
at Nagasaki, visited Riojo, Kioto, Kobe, Yedo and Osaka. 
In Nagasaki they found very interesting lacquer work; bowls, tea-
cups, into and especially writing boxes, (Phillipe refers to these as 
inkstands in his account). The writing boxes were a dollar, the inro 
half a dollar. In Europe the best of these were valued at over a 1000 Fr. 
Rare paintings, "Kakemonos" , could be purchased for two dollars each. 
Like Cernuschi they acquired a Japanese agent, l1aeaki, to help them 
with their purchases. One night an old woman was brought to them, who 
sold a marvellous lacquer cabinet decorated with flowers, a netsuke in 
the form of a devil, with a coral bead to hold its cord. B.Y careful 
questioning of the woman they discovered that it had been made by her 
father, 65 years previously, in 1809. 
On their way to Riojo they bought some Imari porcelain. However 
they were disappointed to find that previous European visitors had 
removed most goods of any value. IIowever they did find three ancient 
perfume or incense burners, the most interesting had a large bowl-shaped 
bodY with handles carved in the form of'plum tree blossoms. All three 
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bore the Tokugawa arms. The 'same merchant sold them an enormous modern 
incense burner, of bronze encrusted with silver, again with the Tokugawa 
arms. There were also 15 bronze flasks and a signed netsuke showing a 
woman washing a child. They also bought a god of long life (Daikoku?) 
seated on a tortoise in terracotta, painted in colours on his robes. 
They paid 29 dollars and 50 cents for this "Clodion Japonais"~ 
After Hiogo they made their first visit to Osaka, the "Venise du 
Japon". At Osaka they hired an old shop (perhaps a godown or merchant's 
warehouse peculiar to Japan), in which they stored their Japanese pur-
chases until they could be shipped to Europe. On their first day they 
toured the town in a rickshaw and discovered the marvellous silk brocade 
squares with painted images, "Foukousas", which they state could only 
be bought in Osaka. They also bou~an album of drawings and water-
colours and 30 netsukes for 80 Fr. 
On the second day' the art merchants and cloth dealers descended on 
them and they bought over 200 carved ivories and 300 foukousas. One 
merchant, Nambaga, sold the whole household of a bankrupt feudal lord 
to the Sichel brothers for 15,000 Fr. They negotiated the sale by 
giving the merchant a banquet in his house with dancers and singers, at 
which the chief delicacy was red fish. 
Nambaga later offered them 2000 bronze lanterns, standing between 
four to six feet high, of which he had an album of sketches, the property 
of a deposed prince. Such a large quantity had to be refused as there 
was no way of getting them to Europe. They did however buy a sword for 
150 Fr. 
They bought albums of prints and in particular prints of actors 
which they saw being sold to the audience at the entrances to theatres, 
in the hope, they speculated, of providing some distraction during the 
interminably long performances. 
Like many others, Sichel compared them to Epinal prints. To 
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complete their stock they went to a bookshop of the Suisaibashi genre -
"un libraire de Suisaibashi". This appears to be another word for 217 
Uki-yo-e, though I cannot find it in any of the standard glossaries. 
They were shown all the works of this genre in print, and Phillipe 
Sichel remembers especially the 14 volumes of the "JViangwa" by "Oksai" 
which he claims to have been told was the work most esteemed by the 
Japanese and was constantly being reprinted. They bought this and many 
other works. They also bought 100 Kakemonos for between 5 and 15 Fr., 
but for a Chinese painting they had to pay 500 Fr. Several times during 
their journey the Sichels were amazed to find that the Japanese had such 
a low opinion of their own work compared to Chinese painting. 
In Kioto, they found a Western style hotel which had been opened by 
a Japanese inn-keeper from Osaka who had hired part of a monastery, as 
there was a large trades exhibition taking place under the auspices of 
the Emperor. They were able to buy a great va~:ety of materials, 
including many illustrated books which they sent to Osaka. 
By contrast Yokohama in 1874 had become a real tourist trap. Shops 
had appeared with ti tIes in Japanese English - "Curious Shop, Imglish 
Spoken" - these charged four times the price paid for the same goods in 
the interior of Japan. 
From Yokohama they took the new railway to Yedo now renamed Tokyo, 
where they took lodgings in a palace that had once belonged to the young 
lord of the 47 Ronins. Everywhere they saw Japanese government officials, 
in European costume, looking like "chiens savants ll • Their first pur-
chases were marvellous long-necked bronze flasks and five bronze tortoises 
so realistic that Sichel thoueht they had been cast from the animals 
themsel ves. They also bought a beautiful coromantel screen for 150 }'r. 
and lifelike models of insects and birds in various metals, tobacco 
boxes in wood with different interlaced designs. 
One day they visited a Japanese doctor at the military hospital, who 
was a friend of Phillipe Sichel. He was carvine a death's head in ivory, 
with anatomical accuracy. This was his speciality. He sold the heads to 
Yokohama merchants for a derisory price. The doctor took them to see a 
great lord, a collector, from whom they hoped to buy a great deal. 
Unfortunately his one treasure was a larGe bronze jardini;re and he 
absolutely refused to part with it. After this they left the business of 
dealing with the Japanese to Japanese merchants. The attended the open-
ing of one such merchant's shop and made some extraordinary purchases. 
They also visited a metal workshop where they placed orders for a variety 
of objects saleable in Europe; they had to pay for material in advance. 
Sichel was of the opinion that the same workmen were later responsible 
for the Tsuba shown in the 1818 Paris exhibition which surpassed ancient 
objects in the esteem of the fashionable amateurs of the 1880's. 
One purchase in particular illustrated the amazing gain in value 
that Japanese objects underwent on transfer from the East. The Director 
of the French school in Tokyo bought a collection of design drawings 
which were used as patterns by lacquer makers and metal workers, in a 
market which took place one evening a 'week in Tokyo in a suburb. He 
paid only a few sous for this work, but Auguste Sichel paid him 400 Fr. 218 
for it. 
The Sichels held on to this book until October 1876 when all or part 
of it was shown to De Goncourt. He was struck by the extraordinary 
quality of the work which was in colour, not as he expected in washes of 
Chinese ink. This led him to deduce that lacquer workers were attempt-
ing effects in colour as complex and as rewarding as paintings. 
Unfortunately later that week Burty introduced De Haviland, a pottery 
maker from Limoges; to the Sichels. Encouraged by Burty, De Haviland 
bought the collection for 12000 Fr., the price quoted to De Goncourt. 
However Burty had previously put the best album on one side for his own 
collection without telling De Haviland. Gonse later identified the 219 
two volumes owned by De Haviland as a series of drawines and sketches 
collected by the artist Yoyousai and coming partly from the studio of 
Karin. Many of the thousands of drawings were copies of work by Karin, 
some studies for comb designs, boxes and fans bore the sic,nature of 
Hohitzou 1761-1828, a major artist of the KQrin school, who had a.rranged 
for the engraving and publication of Karin's designs for lacquer. 
It would appear from this anecdote that the Sichels either held on 
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to their collections for some years after returning to England, selling 
only a little at a time or that they bought in and resold work from 
previous clients. In any case the enormous boom in prices is indisputable. 
The Sichels themselves visited the evening market whence came the 
craftsman's drawings, where they bought many items very cheaply, for 
instance, a lacqu~r box containing two beautiful Fizen pottery flasks and 
many netsukes, in particular an aubergine carved in ebony, split in the 
middle, on one side were carved mice nibbling at the fruit for which they 
paid 25 Fr. 
On Sunday, they took a walk round the suburbs to relax from their 
purchases and found a stack of over 500 albums of actor prints in a rag 
picker's storehouse. They paid him ~O dollars for these, which amazed 
him, as he considered them to be so much waste paper. lIowever in France 
each book sold for 30 Fr. and the Sichels themselves under-estimated their 
value. One group which they sold for 500 Fr. was resold for 6000 Fr. not 
long afterwards. 
The brothers actually saw the Satsuma porcelain forgery that Bowes 
and other collectors were soon to complain of in Europe. It was run by 
a merchant from whom they bought some bronzes and lacquers. He employed 
skilful decorators to make rapid copies of Buddhist idols and Hokusai's 
sketches on cheap bowls and vases. Sichel observes that two plates of 
this type sold for two thousand francs at the 1878 exhibition in Paris. 
After a long stay at Tokyo where they bought most of their collect-
ion, Phillipe returned to Osaka overland to supervise the collection and 
shipping of all their purchases. On his journey he was astonished to 
find many people who remembered the sensation caused by the Cernuschi 
visit of two years before. 
Like Cernuschi, the Sichel brothers visited China before returning 
home. Phillipe told De Goncourt of meeting the greatest actor in China 
in absolute poverty in Peking. 
The Sichel brothers lost no time in setting themselves up in 
business in Paris. In October 1874 Mme.Burty complained to De Goncourt 
of her husband's extravagance: 
Voule~-vous voir des albums japonais? Il-y-en 
a toute une voiture dans Ie salon. Savez-vous 
qulil en a achete pour cinquante francs chez 
Sichel? 
The Sichels also took part in the community of enthusiasts for Japanese 
art which formed in Paris in the 1870's. 'fheir shop was a favourite 
meeting place for Japanese enthusiasts and remained so till the middle-
'80s. Goncourt wrote of being detained there by the contemplation of 
beautiful objects and conversation into the small hours of the IlIorninp;. 
Felix Buhot etched a visiting card for the Sichel business, giving the 
5, 
address of their business as Rue S'galle 11. 
/ 
The Sichels however never became collectors or scholars and their 
names are not referred to in scholarly publication. It is therefore 
difficult to pinpoint items which passed through their hands. 
However their great rival as a dealer, S. Bing, did become a major 
authority on his wares and published a great deal. 
S. Bing 
Despite his many pUblications Bing remains a shadowy figure. We 
know that he made a journey to the Far Bast because he declared so him-
self in his publication Le Japon Artistigue. He wrote in his essay on 
Far Eastern painting that he was in Peking in 1880. It is unlikely that 
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someone who had been dealing for over half a decade in Japanese art would 
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have travelled that far without also visi tine: Ja,pan. Noreover it is my 
opinion that Bing had visited Japan previously, in the 1870's. His 
extraordinarily rapid rise to the leading position amongst dealers in 
Far ~astern art in Paris can only have been achieved through excellent 
business contacts in Japan. These ,can only have been made personally or 
by special agents such as Tademasa Hayashi whom he employed during the 
1880's. However we have no information about such visits. 
R. Kodl claims without offering any evidence that Bing was in Japan 222 
in 1875 and indeed it seems a very likely time for him to have made such 
a journey, as he began business in Paris in the second half of that year 
and simultaneously began dealings with the Victoria and Albert Museum. 
Schwartz claims that he was in Japan in 1883 but this claim is disproved 
by Bing's correspondence with the Victoria and Albert during that year 
and by his role in the great retrospective exhibition of Japanese Art in 
Paris. 
The date of Bing's arrival in Paris from his native Hamburg is 
~~~. 
unknown and it was probably in the break . moving from one city 
to the other that he travelled East. From the beginning his shop 
stood in the Rue Chauchat, 19. 
De Goncourt gives us the first description of "chez Bing" in 1875: 
II est cinq heures quand quelqu'un propose d'aller 
'la journ€e chez Bing et de voir ses nouveaux de 
ballages. Tout Ie monde aussitot rue Chauchat, ou 
jusqu'~ sept heures, nous touchons manione, pal pons 
des raret~s dans un etat de fatiguJ tout proche de 
l'evanouissement. Une d~bauche de japonaieerie et 
de chinoiserie qui, dans 1a lassitude de 1a fin de 
1a journ$e et Ie vide de l'estomac, vous donnent 
comme Ie sentiment de vaguer dans un cauchemar. 
By July 1875 Bing was creating a sensation with his shipments from 
Japan, and De Goncourt hints that his shop had become a habitual gather-
ing place for the fashionable Paris circle of Japanese enthusiasts. 
In February 1876 Bing entertained De Goncourt to dinner with the 
Prince Sayounsi and a Japanese commoner. De Goncourt tells us nothing of 
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their conversation, being concerned only with their oriental faces, soft 
voices and their lack of the fat stomachs which typified 1uropeans at 
that time. However we can asswne that it was through contacts like this 
that Bing picked up the scholarly knowledge he was to use effectively 
during the following two decades, when he wrote and spoke about Japanese 
art • 
. During the remaining years of the 1870's and the 1880's,"Japoniser 
chez Bing"became an esse~tial activity for the fashionable and others 
in Paris. Many enthusiastic encounters and discussions about Japanese 
art took place there. Bing was willing to talk to any enthusiast that 
he met, even to "undesirables" like Van Gogh. 
Bing took his full part in the circle of Japanese enthusiasts:. being 
t 1870 ' T i - i .~ built up in Paris in he s. 0 ea n a good dea of composition 
it is only necessary to refer to the list of owners who loaned their 225 
work for the 1883 exhibition in Paris. Financiers and manufacturers 
formed the backbone of the clients of the Parisian dealers - others 
were famous in literature or the theatre. It is significant that they 
visited Bing's shop occasionally and bought from him. No great collect-
• 
ions of Far Eastern art were formed by artists. Alfred Stevens appears 
to have been the only one to make a special effort to acquire a fash-
ionable range of work and this 1s hardly surprising in view of the 
subjects of his paintings. However it is surprising how little was 
collected by others who could certainly have afforded it; 11anet, for 
instance. 
The atmosphere in which fashionable collecting took place will be 
discussed later, but it is important to understand the nature of the 
clientele whom the Parisian dealers relied on for most of their income. 
The course of Bing's dealings in Far Eastern art in the 1870's and 
1880's may be traced by his correspondence with the Victoria and Albert 
Museum. The records are in the Victoria and Albert file S.F. 170. 
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Bing began his dealinl~ on the 5th October 1871 when he sold the Museum , . 
three cases containing "Japanese lacquer plaques". On the 16th October 
1875 the museum's representative, Mr. W. Fortnum neeotiated the sale of 
some hundreds of bronzes and five cases of lacquer for £1,035. Bing made 
a particularly high charge - "10,000 francs", for one Japanese lacquer 
cabinet. On the 17th February 1876, Fortnum recommended the purchase of 
350 
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Ancient Vases 
Tea Pots 
Candelabra 
Bells 
the follOwing bronzes; a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
5 
46 Figures and other objects. 
Fortnum also recommended that the museum should purchase a selection of 
lacquer, some wood carvings and a painting of a tiger. For this lot 
the Nuseum paid £2,000. 
Fortnum remarked that he thought that Bing's prices were extortion-
ate but that he was able to command any price he asked for the lacquer 
and more vulgar pieces of lacquer or bronze. Fortnum recommended those 
pieces which he thought more reasonably priced and examples of b~od 
design. The level of these prices may be judged by the price for 57 
mixed Chinese and Japanese bronzes in June 1876; £850. 
Ding used books of photographs of his objects in negotiatin{~ with 
the 1'1us eum. In theory theBe ought still to be in its records somewhere 
and I am making efforts to find them, as they would be precise documents 
about Bing's dealings during the 1870's. I have been able to locate a 
group of the bronzes which Bing sold in 1875/76 in the museum collection 
and I illustrate examples of them. They are not outstanding works, but 
do show the clear forms and simple design which Fortnum valued. 
It is significant that the ~~seum made no purchases of prints from 
Bing at all. Indeed it seems that prints were not collected by public 
institutions until the late 1880's. 
I have located some Far Eastern ceramics sold to the Victoria and 
Albert by Bing in the 1870's. They are as disparate in taste as other 
I (46) 
work he dealt with at the time, ranging from marvellous Chinese vases to 
vulgar nineteenth century Japanese porcelain. I give illustrations of a 
perfume burner with a lid of imitation chestnuts, a dish of blue and 
green glaze and a long-necked flask, all bought in 1875. These give a 
good idea of the range of material Dine deals In during the 1870's. 
Several hundred Far Eastern objects sold by Bing are in the l1uscum's 
collections awaiting full documentation. However one can only offer a 
brief account here. 
Bing's business appears to have remained at a high level through the 
late 1870's. However by 1883 it appears to have been on the decline. 
From that year dates his letter of the 1st February to Sir P. C. 
Cunliffe Owen, offering advantageous terms over a large bronze; 
9, Rue Chauchat, 
/ Tres honore Sir Philip, 
", Je vous ai hier envoye les photos d'une grande 
piece de bronze que vous avez vu a l'exposition 
de Paris en 1878. 
J'ai fait en son temps l'acquisition de cctte 
piece pour laquelle je professe une ailiniration 
sans barnes. Avec l'aigle de Mitford que vo~s 
possessez, je considere en effet cet objet comme 
Ie plus beau bronze qui sort jamais de Ie main 
d'artiste. 
u ~ourdhui par suite de chanGement que je suis 
forc~ de faire, je suis sur Ie point de mIen 
reparer. J'ai done pense a vous et mes regrets 
seraient moindra si catte merveille peut trouver 
place dans votre musee o~ elle serait appel~e a 
provoquer une sensation considerable. 
Sous Ie rapport du prix je me ferai un devoir 
de pretent simplement a celui que j'ai moi merne 
paye (fr 40,000). Tout au plan y aurai t - 11 
les interests ~ ajouter ~ saison de 5% p.a. 
Veuillez donc me faire la faveur d'une prochaine 
reponse. 
v ' Votre sincere devo~e., 
S. Bing. 
This piece was the great bronze incense burner which was designed by 
Sei Tei Watanabe and Ko ltou under the direction of Wakai, formed a 
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centrepiece in the 1878 Japanese exhibition in Paris. 
It is still in the Victoria and Albert (No. 188-1883) though its 
sale is unrecorded. It is easily recognisable by comparison with illus-
trations of it published in "L'Art" and the G.B.A. in 1878, in articles 
by Burty and Duranty respectively. Nothing more dramatically illustrates 
the change in taste between the 1870's and. 1880's, than Bing's difficulty 
in disposing of this piece which he must have once welcomed as ereat 
business triumph. The appearance of the bronze in 1878 is discussed 
below. Its final sale to the Victoria and Albert is unrecorded. However 
the sale of a Chinese screen in 1885 is fully documented. Bing originally 
asked £1,400 for the screen in January 1885. By April 27th he was 
writing to Sir P.C.Owen of "un arr'et complet dans mes affairee - un 
./ grande besoin d'argent, i1 faut que je realise 1e paravent "anyhow"." 
He eventually accepted £1,000. In 1889 he accepted £700 for a similar 
screen. 
An 1885 letter shows that Bing owned three shops in Paris; 19, 
Rue Chauchat, 13, Rue Bleu and 19, Rue de 1a Paix. It would seem that 
the Far Eastern vogue was in decline in the 1880's and Bing's business 
was greatly overextended. One thinks immediately of the upper rooms 
filled with Japa.nese prints that Van Gogh examined at Bing's at this 
time. 
Bing went on to become an important writer and speaker on Jap:'J.nese 
art but we may take it that his major dealing in Japanese art ob,iects 
was over by the late 1880's. 
More will be said later about Bing's role as a critic and promoter 
of JapRnese taste. Now I wish to discuss an e~ample of an English 
traveller to Japan, also a dealer's agent, but a man of a very different 
character to the French dealers. 
Christopher Dresser. 
Dr. Christopher Dresser was a very different character,YO the 
travellers to Japan we have already discussed. Dresser was a member of 
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the new art and design "establishment" which emerged in London with the 
creation of the South Kensington Museum and the continued sentiment for 
the reform of design and decoration which occupied the h'nf,'lish middle 
class and the manufa.cturers who supplied them with the various necessities 
of the life which they lived. Dresser participated in all aspects of 
this reform. His most notable work however was wi th the South Kensing"ton 226 
l"1useum where he occupied official and semi-official posts for many years. 
He was also involved with several major commercial concerns, and had acted 
as a designer/special advisor on various manufacturing processes both to 
private companies and to the British, United States and Japanese govern-
'ments. He was also a writer on these problems and a designer in his own 
right, eventually fonning his own company. We have discue,sed Dresser's 
earlier involvement with Japanese art and design which began in 1862. 
His enthusiasm for it was maintained by his work as an official British 
delegate and juror at the succeeding international exhibitions. 
Dresser's fundamental concern with Japan was as a scholar and as an 
investigator hoping to promote reform and invention in British manu-
factures, and as trained designer who had much to learn for himself. 
His plans to go to Japan were formed after seeing the JA.panese 
exhibition at Vienna in 1813, where; 
No-one could pass without being struck with the 
fact that the best works in carpets, in hangings, 
in china, in enamel wares, in coloured domestic 
glass, in wallpapers and in metalwork were Eastern 
in character. 
Whilst at the exhibiton he had made the acquaintance of Mr. Sano 
the chief commissioner of the Japanese delegation and in this way pre-
pared his contacts for his Japanese visit. 
Dresser was associated with two importing companies; the presti-
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gious "Londos. Bros." and "Charles, Reynolds and Co.", which dealt in 229 
cheaper Japanese goods and also with the Alexandra Palace Company which 
set out to import the most remarkable of modern Japanese work. 
, . 
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"Londos and Ca." arranged for Dresser to be financed so that he 
should make for them" a typical collection of art objects such as should 
illustrate as fully as possible both the present and old manufacturen of 
Japan, and have reliable tutorial value". 230 
He also agreed to make a similar collection for "Tiffany and Co." of 
New York, and arranged to write a report for British companies on the art 
and industry of Japan. 
Finally as he was about to depart, P.C. Owen, director of the South 
Kensington Museum suggested that he should take with him a collection of 
English goods, to replace those bought by Mr. Sana at the Vienna exhibition 
which had been lost by shipwreck in the Yedo Bay. 
He appealed for donations and several firms donated works, to which 231 
the South Kensington Museum added some plates and Dresser himself 60 
design drawings. This valuable gift was to be offered to the Japanese 
government. 
Dresser's voyage was therefore a trade mission, he was even provided i;. 
with official credentials. The remarkable aspect of this is that within 
five years of the pillaging of Duret, Cernuschi and the Sichel Brothers, 
Dresser found an entire official apparatus ready to receive him. Already 
the opportunities for vast uncontrolled purchases of Japanese works had 
disappeared. The supply had dried up and the Japanese government had set 
up museums and trade bureaux. In Yokohama Dresser was offered a lacquer 
box six inches square, at the price of over £100. 
He set out from Liverpool for America on October 28th 1876 and spent 
some time there, visiting the Philadelphia Exhibition. He met General 232 
Saigo the head of the Japanese delegation there. He travelled with him 
across America and to Japan, where the general showed him great courtesy. 
They arrived in Japan on December 26th, 1876. During that time he managed 
to travel all around the craft centres of Japan despite the breaking out 
of the Satsuma rebellion. It is very difficult to disentangle his itinerary 
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from the written account he published in 1882. However we know that 
he spent some time along the 18 miles between Yokohama and Tokyo on the 
new railroad, staying ",ith illustrious Japanese and European diplomatic 
officials and mixing with the new Japanese official circles. As a result 
of this he was able to obtain official support for the visit. The 
ancient collections of the Mikado at Kioto, the treasure house at Nara, 
newly opened after over a thousand years of private veneration by priests, 
the temples of Kamakura, the shrines of Ise, the sacred mountain Koya-zan, 
the castle at Nagoya and many other previously unseen treasures of Japan 
were fully opened to him, during his excursions. These were based on the 
towns of Tokyo, Yokohama, Kioto and Nana, which form a circle around the 
Lake Biwa area which Dresser travelled in a roughly clockwise direction 
beginning in the Yokohama/Tokyo area and going then by sea to Kiobe. 
Dresser gives a full list of his journeys in his book. Altogether 
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he travelled 1715 miles. More importantly the extent of his acquaintance 234 ~. 
with Japanese art can be judged by his claim to have visited 68 separate 
potteries during his stay. He crammed an enormous amount of study of 235 
Japanese crafts and art objects into the short time of his visit. It 
began in Yokohama with excursions into the curio shop district. 'rhere 
was a similar excursion in Tokyo. Dresser does not to into detail of the 
purchases he made but they were few and minor compared to those of 
I 
earlier travellers. He also took the occasion to inspect the D~io's 
castle and the temple at Shiba in Yedo where five great Shoguns are 
buried. Dresser's descriptions of temples and architecture in general 
are thorough and extensive. At Kioto and elsewhere he hired his own 
photographer, the best available, to take pictures of many of them, and 
also hired an artist to make coloured sketches of the most important of 
the decorative schemes. On one occasion, this artist was completely 
defeated by a complex system of corner joints that Dresser had requested 
to be drawn in perspective. He made instead a model which he painted to 
.' . 
indicate the decorations which Dresser wished to record. 
Despite his enthusiasm for the architecture, Dresser managed to keep 
his commercial sense awake. Speaking of the temple of Shiba in which the 
floors were of black lacquer, he said; 
The s·urface of these floors may be compared with 
. that of the best papier-mache tray that 
Wolverhampton ever made. 
During his stay Dresser managed to inspect the great religious 
centres at Nara, Nikko, the lse province and others. Each he fully 
recorded and had many wood engravings made to illustrate his report. 
Dresser's descriptions are exact and interesting. Here is his image of 
a room in a Buddhist temple recently convered to Shinto; 
Connected with this temple are two rooms, the columns 
of which are covered with gold with coloured decor-
ation, in the form of folded drapery at the top of 
each shaft. The golden columns, together with hori-
zontal members, divide the wall into panels, which 
have a margin of dark green diapered with gold. On 
this diaper-work falls a black lacquer frame pencilled 
wtth gold scrolls, while within the frame is a carving 
of unpolished wood of a vulture with a rabbit in its 
grasp. 
When I first looked at this carving I thought that it 
consisted of one piece of wood, in colour resembling 
American walnut; but now I see that the carved parts 
are of one wood and the ground of another: but the 
two are so similar in colour that they simply present 
two shades of one general hue. The wall consists of 
a series of such panels, only in each one the subject 
differs. Above these panels are horizontal panels in 
which are coloured carvings or painted ornaments. The 
ceiling is divided into coffers, and every coffer haa 
in its centre a carved group of flowers or ornaments 
in the natural colour of its wood. For a dining room 
or library I can imagine nothing more quiet or richer 
in effect than this beautiful room at Nikko; and I 
only hope that some millionaire who can appreciate 
the beautiful will give me an opportunity of producing 
a similar room in this country. 
Millionaires were, of course, to give Dresser and others the chance 
to produce such work in the coming decade. 
The early part of January was taken up in visits to the great 
temples of Tokyo, Yokohama and Kamakura. On January 12th, Dresser met 
the Ivlinister of the Interior, Mr. Okuba, who was of tremendous help to 
. , 
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him. On January 20th he had an audience with the Mikado at which he 
presented his gifts. 
There followed a visit to the theatre in Yedo which Dresser described 
wi th great accuracy.,' 
On the 22nd January Dresser was in Yokohama and discovered a surprise 
prepared for him by Mr. Sano. Five 01' the finest artists in Japan had 
been invited to Mr. Sano's house in order to entertain Dresser and some 
other Europeans, Sir Harry and Lady Parkes, Mr. and Mrs. Moussey and 
Mr. Crossley. The artists knelt on the floor and drew or painted on a 
piece of paper laid flat on a red velvet cloth. Sano presented Dresser 
with a drawing of a cock and hen perching on the ground in front of a 
branch which was made by the first artist. The evolution of the images 
on the paper fascinated Dresser, the use of silhouette, dynamic line and 
tonal contrast was clearly revolutionary to him. The same artist later 
produced another work at the end of the entertainment. 
Like the last artist, this gentleman produces a 
tint and an outline at the same time, and by the 
same method. After what we take to be waves are 
finished and when we expect the artist to place 
in the water a few fish or upon it junks, he 
simply adds a few dots and dark touches and signs 
his name. It is now held up to view, when to our 
astonishment, the sketch is that of a train of 
rats, with one or two members of the party straying 
from the others. What we took to be waves prove 
only to be a background, against which the rounded 
backs of the white rats appear - the uncoloured 
paper forming the animals. 
The technique of Japanese artists amazed Westerners and it was the 
order of evolution of the image and the rapidity with which a fully con-
vincing representation could be achieved which astonished them most of 
all. Dresser's reaction is representative of that of many others and it 
is not surprising to find him advocating a complete change in the system 
of training at the South Kensington Art School. The spontaneous and 
simultaneous use of line and colour that he had seen in Japan was acti-
vely discouraged in Europe ,by an initial training which was concerned 
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only with pencil drawing. Dresser was hil~hly impressed by one of the 
other artists, of whom he subsequently made a friend, a flower painter 
who produced marvellous sketches in virtually no time; 
Although I myself am a trained draughtsman and 
was as a young man engaged exclusively in studying 
plants and drawing flowers, I own my utter inability 
to produce so rapidly a sketch comparable with that 
which is now before us. 
Dresser describes the technique of every artist with considerable 
fascination. After three demonstrations black fans were brought and 
decorated by the artists. Then the company took tea, after which the 
artists further entertained them. One artist marked a cross on a piece 
of paper and another was challenged to incorporate the device into a 
sketch of a lady. This he did, reasonably well, in three minutes. 
Dresser remarks that this entertainment was the most pleasing that he 
had had in Japan. 
However his overall impression of the pictorial arts occupies very 
little part of his book and he quoted Japan as a warning against the 
overvaluation of paintings as decoration in England. Japanese lacquer 
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ware contained excellent drawing and delicacy of treatment and was a fine 
example of the finest Japanese paintine. Moreover he completely ir,nores 
the Japanese print save as a means of recording the drawing style. He has 
no sense that prinwcould themselves constitute art. 
After this Dresser set out to sea for Kobe as the first leg of a 
long journey to the interior. A Mr. Ishidu and a Mr. Sakata accompanied 
him. They acted as interpreters and official guides. Wherever he went 
the local craftsmen were paraded before him with their work and aided by 
Sahata he interviewed them as to their techniques and traditions. 
At Kobe Dresser saw the festivities when the ~likado paid a visit. 
Then followed a journey to Kioto through areas like the Sanja pottery 
districts Arima, where much excellent basketware was made. On the way 
Dresser took the opportunity to inspect the treasury of the early Japanese 
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emperors at Nara, the cases of which Mr. Okubo had arranged to be opened 
for him. 
Dresser noted analogies with Greek and Arab and even Persian work. 
He noted also that many of the objects of the Imperial Treasury were Chi-
nese in origin. Dresser was also granted the privilege of inspecting 
the imperial treasury at the later capital of Kioto. 
Dresser took an interest in every aspect of design and even spent 
some time at Nara drawing the heads of ornamental nails at some risk of 
losing his companions. When he finally arrived in Kioto, he took some 
time to go round the curio shops and meet the local merchants. He was 
surprised to find a large exhibition of the finest Japanese craftsmanship 
with notices exhorting all craftsmen to produce such work as the survival 
of the country depended on it. 
The fiIikado's collection at Kioto contained a range of lacquer work 
stretching over 500 years in time. Dresser took every opportunity to 
study this collection with the result that his account of lacquer and 
lacquer making is the finest written until after 1900. 
Dresser also attended the Cha.-no-yu or tea ceremony given by the 
governor of Kioto. His description of this and other ceremonies, such 
as the Shinto dances at Nara is accurate and detailed. He noted espec-
ially the admiration of the tea set and utensils which form an important 
part of the tea ceremony and it helped to reinforce his belief in 
Japanese aesthetic sympathy for objects of daily use as the key to their 
success in design. 
Dresser also managed to see pottery, bronze work, lacquer and 
cloisonne work being made in Kioto. At this time he also made an excur-
sion to Osaka. There followed a journey through towns round Lake Biwa 
to I~e province, where Dresser studied and photographed the famous Shinto 
shrines. Then there were trips to Nagoya and Seto.By March 20th 
Dresser was back in Tokyo after a circular "whirlwind" tour into which he 
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packed an enormous amount of study. . ' 
The remainder of his time in Japan was taken up with further investi-
gation of the Yokohama/Tokyo region, with one major excursion to the 
temples of Nikko. The engraved illustrations in his book of these temples 
are typical of the visual material he brought back, and their detail is 
matched by the detail of his description. I (50 I 
It was at Nikko that Dresser began to feel jaded by the beauty he 
had seen: 
I now feel that sweet forms and sweet colours and 
sweet harmonies of colour are making me sad. I am 
also weary of writing of the beautiful, for I feel 
that any words that I can use must fail to convey 
any adequate idea of the conscientiousness of the 
work, the loveliness of compositions, the harmon-
iousness of the colours and the beauty of the 
surroundings here before me; and get the adjectives 
which I have tried to heap one upon another, in the 
hope of conveying to the reader what I, an architect 
and ornamentist - feel when contemplating these 
matchless shrines must appear, I am afraid, altogether 
unreasonable. 
There is no doubt that Dresser's voyage was a quest for "the 
beautiful", and that in his lectures and writings about it he intended 
to convey the means whereby this quality should be introduced to England 
and to Western art and design. Today Dresser's account with its yards 
of even descriptive prose seems very dull, but Dresser and many of his 
contemporaries believed that the beautiful was amenable to description 
if not to analysis. This description he continued to attempt for the 
remainder of his life. 
One aspect of Dresser's belief that "beauty" was accessible to 
study was his emphasis on craftsmanship. He talked with evident satis-
faction about a Japanese manufacturer of pottery in Owaji from whom he had 
ordered two tea sets. Dresser remonstrated and suggested that more { 
decorators should be employed. The manufacturer refused to do so, argiung 
that Dresser could not be sure of liking the work of other artists. 
(Dresser had to wait two years). 
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When Dresser saw that. an individual lllould was made to cast each of 
a 1000 identical bronze vases he applauded it as a virtue. On every 
possible occasion he observes "dedicated craftsmanship"; 
I have watched the poor artisan labouring at his 
work with an earnestness and love such as I never 
beheld outside Japan, and the very features of 
the workmen testify to their happiness, and to the 
love with which they perform their painstaking 
labours. No thought of gain appears to enter their 
minds and no touch is spared which will make the 
work more lovely; this is how the beautiful works 
which we delight to look upon are produced. They 
are works born of loving labour; they are the 
children of happy contented men who love their 
labout as they love their lives ••••• If our workmen 
could but see the dear old men of Japan engaged in 
their various handicrafts they would not fail to 
learn that happiness is not found in short hours 
and high pay but in the love of our work, and this 
is the reward which these poor men receive, perfect 
happiness. 
The amount of humbug in Dresser's account is probably a great deal 
less than we would at first judge. There is no doubt that the Ja.panese 
craftsmen which Dresser saw worked for little reward and with the maxi-
mum exercise of their skill. There was firm foundation for the myths of 
the perfectly happy Japanese artist craftsman which began to build up in 
L'urope during the 1870's. It may well be that this example of craftsrnan-
ship as virtue rewarded had a greater influence on the development of 
the Arts and Crafts movement than we realise. Certainly an enormous 
number of artists and designers both in ~g1and and France were to use 
accounts of Japan, such as Dresser's, to justify their own position at a 
time when art was becoming increasingly isolated within society. On 
the other hand it is only fair to point out that French travellers to 
Japan did not emphasise the virtues of craftsmanship of the Japanese but 
rather their artistry. Dresser brought certain expectations with him 
to Japan. The audience of hard-headed manufacturers at Dresser's lecture 
inevitably produced sceptics. A Mr. Cornelius Pare challenged his 
description of the small manual workshops of Japan by pointing out that 
200,000 lacquer trays, 25,000 lacquer cabinets, 150,000 boxes and an 
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undetermined number of fans had recently been imported a.nd more were on 
the way. Dresser's reply was that labour was so cheap in Japan that 
even with no machines it was cheaper to import than manufacture in 241 
England. 
" 
The greatest contribution made by Dresser to Western knowledge of 
Japanese art was undoubtedly the detailed descriptions he wrote of the 
various crafts he studied. His 1882 book contains the fullest account 
of Japanese lacquer technique that I have yet read, and the accounts of 
wooden architecture, carpentry, weaving and pottery are equally well 
informed. 
Dresser's information was not scholarly however, and while in Japan 
he made no attempt to pursue firsthand historical research, relying 
instead on pieces published in the Japan Mail and on previous travel 
books. 'tle' may therefore guess that his "tutorial" collection of Japanese 
art consisted of contemporary work, of high quality but probably not of 
great appeal to present day taste. 
Part of the collection was sent to New York, to Tiffany's. They 
auctioned much of it after having made a thorough study of the designs. 
In particular Tiffany's craftsmen studied the silverware sent by Dresser, 
with such success that they produced work which was the highlight of the 
metalwork at the 1878 International Exhibition. 
Part 0.11" the colleotion went to Glasgow, the major section however 
was eventually sold off in the London market by "Londos and Co.". 
Dresser makes no mention of discovering undreamed of hoards of art 
in Japan during his trip and collecting was a much less important part 
of his journey than of previous visitors. 
I will discuss Dresser's role as a former of opinion about Japanese 
interests in the next section of this thesis. As a former of Japanese 
opinion he was not a success, as a Japanese government collection of 
sayings made by him in Japan revealed. A remark that ginger would be a 
,/ 
useful export to Bngland produced the following comment ' . 
The quantity of ginger used in London is very great 
indeed, being used in bread of higher quality, sponge 
cakes, sweet meats, etc., and also as a medicine. The 
people of the city are very fond. of it and it has 
become, like tea and coffee, almost indispensable. 
" -,.: 
Clearl y this is a misunderstanding of "gingerbread". Dresser quotes 
several other amusing misapprehensions on the part of the government 
"spies" set to record his actions and sayings. Apart from its humorous 
side, this inaccuracy of understanding may have been responsible for many 
of the European misapprehensions about Japanese art, for instance about 
the status of Hokusai who was regarded as only a minor master in Japan 
itself. 
Dresser's visit, then, was fundamentally different in character to 
those of Cernuschi and the Sichels and it marks a change in the trading 
situation with Japan. No longer could Japan be looted of great works at 
little cost, indeed most "ancient" ware had disappea.red. Dresser's 
visit marks the transition between two phases of interest in Japanese art. 
William Anderson 
Dresser's lack of interest in the pictorial arts was counterbalanced 
very vigorously by the appearance in England of a massive collecUon of 
paintings, books and prints, formed by Dr. William Anderson who durine 
the 1810's was the Professor of Medicine at Tokyo University. Anderson's 
enormous collection of over two thousand items represented all the maJor 
styles of Japanese art. The collection was soon famous. Gonsemen tions 
it as outstanding, in the first edition of his work L' Art JA.ponais of 
1882. 
The British Museum acquired the whole collection and in 1886 pub-
1ished a scholarly catalogue of the paintings by Anderson. At the same 
time Anderson himself published an extensively illustrated book of 
"Pictorial Arts of Japan". 
Anderson's work is scholarly and without ~uch aesthetic discussion. 
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The sale of his collection to the British J'lJuseum marked the end· of the 
age of discovery of Japanese art. F'rom the early 1880 's it is possible 
to assume that the whole historical range of Japanese art was publicly 
available in both England and France. 
One major "traveller" remains· to be discussed. He was responsible 
for achieving the consolidation of scholarship in France brought about by 
the British Museum in Eneland. 
Felix Regamey and Emile Guimet 
The First Great Oriental Museum 
In 1876 a rich Lyons manufacturer, Emile Guimet, set out from Paris 
to visit Japan and to collect material for the study of the religions 
and civilisations of the Far East. lIis mission had the support of the 
Ministere de L'Instruction Publique in its object of collecting oriental 
work to form a basis for a museum of religious iconography, not only of 
the Far ~ast, but also of Greece and Egypt. Guimet had already 
travelled to Egypt as early as 1865. This official support was to be 
of great value to him in his research in Japan, where the Japanese 
education ministry also took an interest in his work. 
Guimet took with him the artist Felix Regamey, whom he asked to 
record the scenes and customs of Japan. Regamey's paintings were to be 
used as part of the Guimet collection. Guimet's choice of artist was 
prob~bly conditioned by Regamey's work as an illustrator for articles 
by Burty and E. Veron which had appeared in the periodical L'Art during 
the previous two years. Regamey had also been the artist who had illus- 244 
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trated Burty's book Emaux Cloisonnes with tiny vignettes and bas de page 
illustrations taken from Japanese prints and drawings. In fact Regamey, 245 
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at that time, was probably the only artisYillustrator with a familiarity 
with Japanese work. He is also important as a former fellow student, of 
several of the new generation of painters at Gleyre's studio. He was a 
friend of Bazille and knew many of the 'Impressionist' circle. Regamey's 
Connection with them has never been cOloolented upon and yet he acted as 246 
a most important source of knowledge of Far Eastern art, particularly 
after his journey with Guimet. 
The story of their voyage is told in a de luxe book which is, in 
f 
itself, an important work in the history of Far E~stern influence on 
European culture, "Promenades Japonaises, Tokio Nikko". '!'he text was 
by Guimet himself, with many illustrations, several in full colour, by 
Regamey. The book was published by Charpentier who had long been a 241 
Japanese enthusiast. The first edition was the triumph of the books 
section for the 1818 exhibition. A second, cheaper edition followed in 
1880, with fewer illustrations. Guimet's work is less of an explorer's 
diary than earlier books. He does not give a detailed description of 
their day to day travels. Some'events and customs are described for 
themselves. He retells several legends, such as the 41 Ronin. These 
are usually illustrated with facsimiles in black and white of Japanese 
prints of the story concerned. Guimet also discusses Buddhism at some 
length. He conceived of his work more as an introduction to Japan than 
as an account of exotic adventures. Thus he discusses the contemporary 
scene at length. The same can be said of Hegamey'sdrawings and paint-
ings. They are attempts to record what he saw as completely as possible 
and as amusingly. Thus Promenades Japonaises is probably the first well-
informed, truly popular book on Japan. It enjoyed a wide circulation 248 
and it is therefore important to know of its contents. The Musee Guimet 
itself is well-known as the first and most important Far Eastern museum 
in France and it is equally important to study its early years to discover 
what impressions of the Far hast it created. Degas, Rodin, almost 
certainly Van Gogh and many other artists were to visit it to see the 
Guimet collection on show during the 1818 Universal Exhibition when it 
was on display with Regamey's paintings in the Trocadero. Guimet and 
Regamey followed the same route as their contemporary traveller, 
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Christopher Dresser. They went from Liverpool across the Atlantic to 
the Philadelphia Centennial Bxhibition in 1876. After this they went on 
to Japan via San Francisco, arriving in autumn 1876 and remaining until 
early 1878. Unlike Dresser however, they restricted their travels 
within Japan to the Rrea surrounding the line between Nikko, Tokyo and 
Yokohama. This restricted area gave them more time to explore their 
surroundings and they give many detailed descriptions of sites in the 
Tokyo suburbs. Some of Regamey's paintings are of subjects in the 
Kioto area, but there is no discussion of a visit there in Promenades 
Japonaises. Regarney may have used photographs. On the other ha.nd the 
Musee Guimet catalogue claims that one painting 'Predications et offran-
~ , . 
des dans Ie temple de Tenmagou Ie dieu lettre a Kioto' was made as a 
momento of a visit to the French Mission to talk to the official priests 
of Shintoism. 
They arrived in Yokohama and were received by a friend from Lyons, 
aA f'i.P. who .guided them to Tokyo via the railway. Once there they made 
their way on foot to Sinagawa, a district where foreign legations and 
traders had formed a small community, using disused temples for premises. 
On the way they passed the temple of Siuja Koudiji which is near the 
tombs of the 47 Ronin. ~~is gives Guimet a pretext for retelline the 
story and also of describing its conversion to a dramatic epic and the 
devices adopted by the author to avoid censureship. On leaving this 
temple they noticed an enormous number of curiosity shops; 
Tout est int(ressant pour des nouveaux debarqu{s, 
et noue ne cessons d'adrnirer la dis~sition 
ing~nieuse des habitations ouverte a tout vent. 
NOU3 voyons de nombreuses boutiques dont la plu-
part sont occup~~par des marchands de bric-a-brac; 
on nous avait bten dit que Ie Japon ~tait Ie pays 
du bibelot et de la curiosit~, mais je ne pensais 
pas que sur dix marchands, il y avait neuf antiquaires. 
However the numerous shops did not attract them and nowhere in his text 
does Guimet discuss the shops as sources of Japanese art. He describes 
several visits to streets .. of shops, such as the famous Nihon bashi doori 
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in Tokyo, where amongst others, the famous Mitsui "department store" 
was located; 
Bronzes, livres, faience, ~toff~, jouets, 
antiqui tes, les (talages se su'cceaent tant6t 
sombres, tant6t brillants, et cette rue inter-
minable ne cesse d'offrir aux chalauds les 
produits les plus vari{s et les plus attraquants 
de l'industrie japonais. 
But presumably their wares were all contemporary, as was Mitsui's display 
sent to Paris in 1878. 
There is almost no discussion of Guimet's collectine activities. 
Presumably this is because it was no longer possible to collect in the 
manner of Cernuschi and Duret. The heyday of great discoveries and 
bargains was over. i 
! 
Regamey and GJimet eoon reached the French embassy where they sou~ht 
special authorizations to study monasteries. They were at once advised 
that they were wasting their time, the monks were a.ll ic,norant, and as 
for Regamey's hope of painting in Japan; 
Du dessin, de la peinture! Mais ne venez pas au 
Japon pour cela. C'est un pays terne, sans lip,nes, 
sans horizons; les maisone sont nOires, les vete-
ments gris, les femmes laides, lee hommes hideux. 
Prenez Ie bateau qui part Barnedi pro chair., il vous 
menera en Egypte, en Italie, c'est la qu'est l'art. 
Pour Dieu, qulttez Ie Japon. Clest un pays sans 
couleur. 
This official was perhaps typical of many who worked in Japan and 
were unable to see more than their preconceived patterns of taste would 
allow. Guimet goes to ironic lengths to demonstrate that Japanese land-
scape has great beauty both of line and colour. 
He describes Regamey at work drawing a view of Shiba and a picture 
of a young woman in a teahouse throwing "cakes" to sacred golden carp 
which jumped from the water. The whole description is lyrical, in a w~ 
not found in previous writings on Japan. 
,/ 
Les poiesons sont-ils venus? Je ne sais. Jletais 
comme petrifie par cette apparition de fillette 
fraiche et gaie, de robes aux papillons bleus, de 
lotus roses et de verdure sur l'eau. 
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This lyricism inform3 the entire book and is a very important indi-
ca.tion of the development of popular opinion of Japan as a land of 
lyrical beauty and gracious manners. This conception was, of course, 
reinforced by the retelling of sentimental folk tales such as that of 
a couple cast out by their parents. to whom the god Benten gave her 
dragon as a child, a beautiful daughter who made her father's patisserie 
famous through her b.eauty. Writing in the Revue J3leuein 1890 Regamey was 
to recall his impression of the beauty of Japan; 
..... Contrairement au phenomene qui se produit lorsqu'on 
a beaucoup presume de la beaute d'un chef d'oeuvre 
de l'art ou de 1a nature, je n'eus aucune deception 
en arrivant au Japon. 
Je re.trouvai tres exactement les paysages et les 
gens que les premiers albums parvenues en France 
m'avaient reveles il.y_a trente ans. 
C'etait sous un ciel superbe, cet archipel volcanique 
~ ~ , de plusieurs milliers d'11es couvertes d'une vege-
tation luxuriante, ou les bambous graciles et les 
pins gigantesques impriment un cachet tout special 
d'~legance et d'ampleur. En verite, les images ne 
m'avaient pas menti. 
Throughout his later career Hegamey was to emphasise the beauty of Japan, 
and pointed to Japanese prints as an accurate record of it. 
Guimet and Regamey had met a Japanese named Matsmoto in Philadelphia 
and travelled to Yokohama with him. llbey visited him in l'okyo at his 
home. They removed their showed and were served tea in Uny cups, in 
a room with no furniture save one large Shize vase. The description of 
Matsmoto's house is an account of a Japanese dwelling but very brief. 
He acted as their guide to Asaksa and Shiba - the temple districts of 
5 . 
Tokyo. At the ASaKa temple Guimet made a lengthy study of religious 
practices including the rather strange one of writing one's prayer on a 
piece of rice paper, chewing it into a ball and throwing it so that it 
stuck to a monumental Buddha in the temple. If it stuck firmly the prayer 
would be answered. Another prayer, for children, consisted of releasing 
a caged bird. Guimet also discovered an immense lacquered revolving book-
case containing the eight principal Buddhist scriptures. It was said that 
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anyone who could turn the wheel once round completely could claim to have 
read the entire texts Bnd to know the law. Guimet describes the sculpture 
in the temples he visits at some length but makes very little reference 
to style or artistic qualities. Instead he concen~rates on the subjects 
of the sculptures and their iconographic importance, in particular he 
discussed the Buddhist saints"Amida, Quanon, Seissi and Jiso:·1 He also 
gi ves strange amusing details, such as painting on a. temple al tar of a 
Buddhist "hell" for children which showed the children building up 
castles from stones, which small devils were busily knocking down again. 
}latsmoto also took Guimet and Regamey to a fair in the temple 
grounds where traditional Japanese goods, toys, books and scroll paintings 
were sold alongside paraffin lamps, bowler hats, ice-creams and other 
Western imports. Guimet noticed many photographers in the temple grounds 
taking photographs of temple pilgrims. It would seem clear that photo-
graphy became extremely common in Japan in the 1810 I s when one con::liders 
that Dresser also encountered many photographers. This being the case 
many albums of photos must have been sent to Europe during this period. 
There were also archery stalls and tumbling booths of various kinds at 
the fair. There was even an equivalent to a European waxworks in which 
wooden models displayed various heroes and events in Japanese history in 
set tableaux. There were also exhibits of Europeans eating with forks 
and a buropean woman seated on a velocipede - activities which were 
regarded as highly exotic by the Chinese. 
Like all visitors Guimet was greatly iml~essed by the Shiba temples 
and gives a long description of them. He was privileged to be shown 
many buildings and objects not open to the general public. In one closed 
court he saw a temple made entirely out vf gold lacquer; 
, 
C'est a peine a1 l'on vott Ie temple d'or qui est 
, ... /' i 1&; car, pour Ie preserver des intemper es, on 
l'a envellope dtune hourre de planches brutes qui 
Ie recouvre dans tous les sensa Mais, en se 
glissant entre l'envel~~re et Ie monument, on 
reste ~merveil1' de la oeaut: des d~tai18. 
On 9Dnnaitc~B ~licieuses. petites bortes de laque~ 
doree, ~elevees de sculptures d61icates et l~g~ement 
coloriees; eh bien, tout Ie temple est de ce 
travail-H.! 
Les pal'\tleaux des murailles reprtsentent des feuillages, 
des nuages et des oiseaux. Les colonnes,sont foui11ees 
comme des maderepoj{es. Les ors sombres a.ltern.ent avec 
. 1es ors vifs, de tons diffirents, et les quelques 
t~ches de couleur qu'on a jetees sur les fleurs et sur 
1es oiseaux ne font que relever d'accents ~~is un 
ensemble doux et harmonieux. 
After having i~spected all the temples they could find Guimet and 
Regamey spent some time in restaurants and theatres. Hegamey even went 
so far as to dress in a kimono and visit Japanese baths. There is an 
excellent description by him of a visit to 'La Hestaurant des Lune et 
Fleurs"- complete with geishas and female musicians. 
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In the midst of all these adventures Guimet still found time to form 
an opinion of Japanese art. He was concerned to explain the attraction 254 
of Japanese art; 
D'o~ vient que 1e moindre objet japonais nous etonne 
par sa simplicit6, nous emotionne par son etrangete 
etnous charme par son harmonie? 
'" Qui a donne aux singuliers insulaires du Nippon Ie 
gout, 1a sobriet€, l'~l~gance? Qui l~s a dou~s de 
1 'invention, de l'ad~resse, du ta1ent( 
As one would expect from a ma.n who was principally concerned with 
comparative cultural and religious studies Guimet framed his question in 
a very particular way and sought his answers in general factors. 
These were race, climate and education. Guimet identifies three 
constituent races in Japan, the Koreans, the Ch~nese and the pure Japan-
ese "la race des dieux" of Japan, which looked like the ancient Japanese 
pictures of gods. It was this race, sprung from t~e land, which according 
to Guimet provided the cultural basis for Japanese art. The climate of 
Japan is also said to have contributed to art; 
Les montaignes Y~rtes se mirent dans les solfes bleua. 
Part out les arbres geants alternent avec les bosquets 
fleuris, constelles de camel.ias; sur les versanta 
rapides, les azalees roses ou blanches eta.lent leurs 
, ./ p1aqu~a lumineuses; ~a et la, Ie palonia etage ses 
plumets de fleura d'un bleu pale. A l'automne, les 
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chrysanthemes monstreux ressemblent a des sole11s 
pendus dans la verdure; dans les vallons humides, 
les bambous vigoureux dressent leurs tiges luisantes 
vernissees de noir et de vert. 
This is only the beginning of a long passage in which Japan is portrayed 
as a pantheistic Eden ,wri tten by Guimet with all the authority of a first-
hand witness. Shinto beliefs are stressed as a religious factor in the 
, .. 
Japanese attitude to nature and the education provided through religion 
was supposed to have influenced the Japanese attitude to craftsmanship. 
Shinto is even compared to Greek pantheism as the basis for a highly 
humane and humanising civilisationa 
Un peuple qui comprend ainsi Ie culte de la nature 
ne doit abord~ l'art, ne doit toucher a l'imitation 
qu'avec une reserve, un respet, un amour, une con-
viction qui Ie sauvent de toute erreur et de tout 
mauvaise go\h. 
Le Japonais adore la nature, mais la nature est 
lei tellement gracieuse que forcement Ie Japonais 
est gai. 
Guimet's writing is probably the clearest and one of the earliest 
formulations of this view of Japan as an artistic Eden, a view that was 
to become very important in the later 1870's and the 1880's and to have 
a great effect on artists and designers as different as the Post-
Impressionists and the British Arts and Crafts Hovements • 
.. 
Following this discussion Guimet goes. farther and describes another 
aspect of Japanese art which was 'to influence the development of h~ropean 
art. In a chapter called 'L'Hieroglyphe' he describes the influence of 
the Chinese system of writing on Japan and particularly on Japanese art. 
He points to the common use of the brush in writing and painting and the 
simplification which the Japanese made of Chinese writing. He sees this 
same simplification in Japanese drawing and also points out that many 
historical events, legends, famous men and many other Japa.nese incidents 
can be symbolized by a single object. This use of the simplified and the 
symbolic together constitute for Guimet the essence of Japanese art. Of 
the Japanese artist he wroter 
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" .-' II se met a epeler la nature et y trouve un nouvel 
alphabet dont toute lettre aur~~e signifiyation 
et s'executera suivant un procede determine par 
1 , /'. .. experlence. De la sorte, chaque plante, chaque 
animal, chaque objet sera un symbolisme et s'ecrira 
en trois ou quatre coups de pinceau. 
Et en effet, on peut regarder la plupart des dessins 
que les Japonais repetent sans cesses sur leurs kake-
monos, leurs bottes, leurs bronzes, leurs faiences, 
etc., toujours, ils sera facile d'y trouver un sens ••• 
On peut dire que tout objet japonais est un hiero-
glyphe. 
A Ou, pour etre plus exact, que,les artistes emploient 
dans leurs oeuvres les proc~des hieroglyphiques: 
Ie symbolisme et la simplification la pensee exprimee 
d'un trait. 
This theory of art as a process of symbolisation and simplification 
was to be of great significance in the develop:':ent of 'Modern Art'. It 
appears in one form or another in the ideas of most groups of artists 
251 
from 1880 to 1914, but it was not to be restated as precisely as by 258 
Guimet until Kirchner wrote his essay on art as a hieroglyph. One wonders 
how far the presence of Japanese art in Europe contributed to the develo~-
ment of the concept of art as simplification married to symbolisation. 
In particular, one wonders if Guimet's attitude created a popular belief 
about Japanese art, or did it represent an attitude already in existence. 
I believe that Far Eastern art had a considerable role in these develop-
ments in which Guimet played a great part. 
Guimet also repeats the more current responses to Japanese art. In 
particular he discusses Buddhist sculpture in terms of the "primitives" 
of the late Middle Ages (by whom he meant artists BS late as Perugino), 
and in terms of Greek arta 
/' les representationsbouddhiques ont ce sentiment 
indo-european des peintures primitive~ du moyen age. 
Les plis des v~tementB sont doux et harmonieux, on 
dirait que Ie Perugin a pass~ par l~ et qu'un reflet 
de l'art grec illumine ces oeuvres. 
Guimet here is seeking a common Indo-European root for Western and 
Eastern art, linked together by Alexander's expedition to India. This 
is hardly surprising when one considers the state of nineteenth century 
linguistics and the amount of linguistic. and historical studies which 
had their origin in the Hus6e Guimet. 
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Guimet is attempting to explain by this precarious means the attract-
ion of Bastern art for the West. He is engaged on an extension of the 
project of historical synthesis which occupied many scholars in the 
nineteenth century. The link between Japan and Greece was a recurring 
theme" in academic discussion of Far Eastern art and in critical works. 259 
Regamey and Guimet had more than an academic experience of Japanese 
art. By discussion they learnt of the influence of Northern and Southern 
schools of Chinese painting on Japan and of the Japanese Kano and Tosa 
schools. The Kano or popular school is discussed in more detail. Guimet 
names six basic schools, none of which seem to relate the modern schol- 260 
arly divisions. However the sixth, 'le genre gail, approximates to the 
Uki-yo-e; Guimet traces this genre back to the thirteenth century 
satirical scrolls. Hokusai is Been as the leading modern exponent of 
'Ie genre gai'. They noticed that though Hokusai was dead, new work 
which looked similar in style was appearing. They made attempts to find 
the artist but were frustrated as no-one would give them his name. Per-
sisting,they discovered that it was Kiosa!, a famous Tokyo artist, who 
,.,.;.r 
had managed by his indiscr~~t caricatures to incur the displeasure of 
both the Tycoon's government and later that of the Emp' ror and had been 
in prison under both. 
The two E.'uropeans succeeded in finding Kiosai' s house after ~ome 
difficulty. Kiosai at first mistook their European dress as a sign that 
they were government officials come to arrest him again. However once 
this was explained away he invited them in to his house which was of two 
rooms, a studio and a room with two women who bowed to the Europeans on 
their entry. The studio contained one or two masks, a pile of papers, 
brushes, etc., and a young cat who nibbled a cake offered on the domestic 
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altar. We can see these items in the drawing by Regamey. 
Al though re_ was embarrassed, Kiosai talkp.d a great deal about his 
work through an interpreter. When Kiosai saw Regamey drawing him he 
immediately began to draw Reg-arney. The result was a "duel" during which 
two excellent drawings were produced. Doth of them are reproduced in 
Promenades Japonaises. I (54; 
After this visit Kioeai visited Guimet and showed him an excellent 
painting of Sakia Moun! Buddha meditating. He also painted an allegory 
of modern times on a fan using a lotus shoot to support a telegraph wire 
and frogs with a lily pad metamorphosed into a Djinriksha wheel. It is 1(55) 
a pity that Guimet did not record more of the Europeans' conversations 
with Kiosai. The direct confrontation of Eastern and Western artists is 
a fascinating event. 
This is the first record of Kiosai meeting with Western artists. 
Later on however he became well-known in the West. Mortimer Henpes and 
Josiah Conder who studied with him for eight years were amongst many who 
visited him, as well as scholars such as Anderson who collected 70 of his 
works. There is no doubt that the picture of the Japanese artist and his 
style forming in Europe at this time was based to some extent directly on 
Kiosai, who,as a Uki-yo-e caricaturist, valued extreme spontaneity and a 
particularly broad brushstroke. Indeed so consistent was 1uropean 
interest in Kiosai's work that by the 1880's he had taken to writing 
notes in "English" for students on his exercises in different styles of 
the old Japanese schools. Of course Kiosai was not a representative 
artist and therefore he contributed to a European myth. It was a '.Iyth to 
which many Europeans tried to live up to. 
In 1871 Kiosai exhibited a painting of a crow at Dena Park at a 261 
high price. When asked by the exhibition judges why it was so exorbit-
ant, Kiosai replied that the price of a common crow was but a fraction 
of the fifty years of study that enabled him to dash off his picture in 
" ( 
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this manner. Interestingly enougl! this is an identical areumen t to that 
used later by Whistler in the Whistler/Ruskin trial. 
Kiosai may have acted as a direct model for ~uropean artists. In 
the case of l{egamey however, Japanese technique had little or no effect. 
Regamey was an illustrator highly trained in the Beaux Arts tradition, 
but incapable of innovation or of first rate work. In a lifetime of 
drawings, his work never refines itself in a way which would indicate a 
great interest in Japanese techniques. His great importance as a trans-
mitter of Japanese culture will be discussed below. 
The remainder of the Promenades Japonaises is a description of the sixty 
mile pilgrimage from Tokyo to the temples and tombs of Nikko undertaken 
by the Europeans, with an escort of two interpreters and three Japanes~ 
servants. The description includes events along the journey such as a 
visit to an inn, described and illustrated in some detail. The trip 
began in ~eptember 1877 and took longer than expected as the result of a 
monsoon. 
During their stay at Nikko they were once more given facilities not 
available to most Europeans. A learned Buddhist expressed various beliefs 
to them and they were allowed to attend a Buddhist mass, or, as Guimet 
called it, "Les Vepres Bouddhique tt • This is described in great detail 
in Les Promenades Japonaises, and Hegamey made many interesting drawings 
of it. This was a privilege granted previously to the highest Japan- . I 
ese nobles. It was Guimet's discussion with the Buddhists at Nikko that 
./ led eventually to the presence of Buddhist priests in the Musee Guimet 
and to the regular performances of Buddhist and other Far Bastern 
religious ceremonies which were to take place in Paris. 
There is no reason to discuss the trip to Nikko in detail since it 
would not add to the account I have already given of the voyage. However 
Guimet's popularisation of the Buddhist beliefs must not be underestimated. 
There has never been an attempt to assess the impact of Guimet's work on 
, , 
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art and literature, yet it is well-known that the collection and even-
tually the museum had a considerable impact in I)nris. 
On their way home from Japan, Hcgamey and Guimet made brief stops 
in China and India where they collected some SCUlpture, and Hegamey made 
some sketches. No record of this visit exists, but it is clear that it 
must have been brief since they were still in Japan at the be~innin~ of 
1878 and must have been home by the summer of the same year. 
The Guimet Collection and the Musee Guimet 
Guimet makes no mention of his collecting activities in Promenades 
Japonaises and yet it is well-known that he returned with a large 
collection of Buddhist SCUlpture. Part of this is now displayed in the 
annexe to the Musee Guimet in Paris, under the title 'Iconographie de 
J3ouddhisme'. There are also in the collection a selection of Shinto 
religious artefacts, ranging from a mirror and a folded paper prayer 
offering, to small carved faxes. I have spent some time lookin~ at 
this collection and I include some photographs of part of it which I 
made when there. Altogether there are about 150 small to medium sized 
altars and other sculpture and some paintings. There were also Regamey's 
multitude of paintings and sketches. 
The second catalogue of the Mus~e Guimet 'written in 1880 gives 
the total number of works in the Guimet collection when Guimetbrou~ht 
it back from Japan as 300 Japanese religious paintings, 600 divine 
statues and 1000 volumes of Oriental books mainly concerned with 
religious matters but with some illustrated books also • 
./ However Mlle. Denecke, the present conservateur of the Musee Guimet, 
assured me that the present exhibit is the only work possessed by the 
museum attributable directly to the original Guimet collection. She was 
also kind enough to conduct a search within the museum for the paintings 
of Regamey - which was unfortunately unsuccessful. Given this minimal 
amount of physical evidence it is necessary to reconstruct as much as 
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possible of the history and "contents of the Guimet expedition from 
documents. 
,. 
Trocadero 1878 
The whole collection appeared together for the firot time at the 
I 
Trocadero in the 1878 r~position Universelle,where it formed part of 
a massive triumph of Far Eastern art and culture. The Guimet collection 
occupied the whole of the second of the three rooms devoted to Far 264 
Eastern art in the 'Exposition Historique du Trocadero'.· This was an 265 
ethnographical exhibition covering most countries in the world. 
The objects in the Guimet exhibition were in three sections and the 
Regamey paintings were spread around on the walls between them. 
One large showcase (vitrine) contained Indian woodsculpture taken 
from a juggernaut which Guimet thour,ht at least five centuries old. The 
remainder of the case full of Brahman idols in gilt bronze amongst which 
were representations of Charismas. 
There was also a showcase of Indian, Chinese and Japanese writinKI 
scripts and official seals. 
A series of Chinese bronzes representing legendary figures led to 
the next showcase which contained Guimet's Chinese collettion. This 
t 
contained jades, bronzes, metal sceptres, ivories and two "series de 
vierges, l'une de vierges immacul{es, l'autre de vierges avec enfants". 
Presumably these were modern Chinese christian artefacts. Next to these 
was a flat case containing objects from the Japanese" Commission - these 
were boxes of various kinds and cut precious stones. The Japanese 
exhibition was twice the size of the rest. One showcase contained 
Buddhist and Shinto altars, the second held only statues of Buddha in 
various states of beatification. A flat showcase displayed Japanese money, 
and another Japanese books. The present exhibition in the annexe of the 
Musee Guimet corresponds to the description of sculptures in the Japanese 
section of the 1878 exhibition. 
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In the centre of the room was' a bizarre facsimile of the "I,jandara 
, 
du Kooboo-Daishi" in the temple of "Thio-Dji a Kioto". Kobo-Daishi was 
the monk who introduced the Shingon Sect of Buddhism to Japan in 806 A.D. 
The mandara is a form of Buddhist Pantheon, paintings of which were uSed 
in the early centuries of Bnddhism in Japan. Guirnet did not stay long 266 
in Kioto which probably explains his placing of the Todai-hi temple there, 
whereas it is situated at Nara. The ancient Kioto temple there is the 
Jingoji and a famous early mandara, t,he Ryokai-mandalq.., painted in gold 
and silver on purple, is located there. This was probably the model for 
the copy on show in the Troca~ro. 
This description of the Guimet collection is not very precise, and 
it is unlikely that one could have a more accurate one without a great 
,.. . 
deal of detailed research in the Husee Guimet, since no detailed cata-
logue had survived. Regamey's paintings appear to have been lost 267 
completely. However we are in a position to reconstruct much of that 
aRpect of the exhibition by means of reproductions of hil:> \omrk. J huve 
done this in the discussion of Regamey which follows this discussion. 
After being shown at the 1878 Paris exposition, OUimet's collection 
was incorporated in a museum bearing hi s name at Lyono, bull t in the sFtrrle 
year. The museum was organised to provide ethnographical information 
about the Far East, in particular about religion. The collection was 
displayed and arranged on an iconographical rather than an historical 
scheme. There was also established an extensive library of all the 
sacred books/texts of the various religions represented there, some other 
oriental literature, and of all relevant European writings of the 
subjects of study to which the museum was dedicated. A school for 
studying Far Eastern languages was also attached to the museum. The whole 
venture was crowned by the Congress of Orientalists which was held in 
Lyons late in 1878, and the museum was inaugurated formally in the 
September of 1879. 
This good beginning was not however main1.nined a.nd by 1fl02 Guimd 
had decided to transfer the museum to Paris. In 1804 this task WIlS 
/ 
accomplished and the present r'-::usee Guimet was established in the Place 
d'I~na with a considera.ble state grant. 
During the Lyons period two guides to the museum were published, 
one in two volumes in 1880 and a one volume edition in 1083, both by the 
director, H.L. de Milloue. Both contained long discussions of the 
religions of the Far East. There followed in both cases a list of the 
items in the museum. However only the 1883 cataloeue is explicit and 
descriptive. However it is of little value in reconstructing the 
original 1818 collection as the museum was expanding very rnpidly. 
From the catalogues we may, however, note that the museum had on 
display Roman marbles and various rooms full of orient~l ceramics. One 
room on the ground floor was filled with Chinese porcelain. There were 
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three room3 containing Japanese ceramics of every variety. This co1lec-
tion would appear to have been assembled by Guimet throughout the 1070's 
apart from his mission to the East. The Japanese ceramics appear to 260 
have been mainly modern - though Guimet did not realise this. TheTe was 
one section dedicated to showing the tea ceremony. 
The first floor rooms were all occupied with the material previously 
shown in P,'ris, there was also a central rotunda containing the library, 
presided over by an enormous gilt Japanese Buddha. There were aloo 269 
objects demonstrably Buddhist in Cambodia and Siam. There was also a 
Norimon, a Japanese sedan chair, usually highly lacquered,and decorated, 
which had once belonged to the Princess Koudji. Copies of wall paintings 
from the temples at Shiba were also displayed. 
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to deal in detail with the 
contents of the collection; however it is important to note the paintings 
on display. Regamey's work was displayed on the landing and entrance hall 
of each floor and in rooms where its subject was appropriate. 
rfhere were also other paintings on show, for instance, above the 
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door to the library were hung Japanese paintinGS, on a gold bac~L~ound, 
of the six most famous poets of the canon of 36 Japanese masters. The 270 
gold background of the paintings strongly suggests that they were six 
dismembered screen panels; the six poets' theme was occasionally used 
for screen painting. 
Several Japanese paintings were shown on the second floor. There 
were three KakeMonos of the death of Buddha, and also paintings showing' 
the life of a famous Japanese general and ruler. 
The copy of a mandara that had been on show in Paris was also in the 
collection, plus several others. There were several other Buddhist 
paintings including the traditional Dharma Buddha, the goddess Kouannon, 
Djou Ro Djin, the Japanese god of happiness. There were also secular 
subjects such as the hero Kumagaya. There were also eight Chinese.' 
paintings in the collection. 
• 
All of them appear to have been of 1 
fairly recent date. The description of these paintings in the catalogue 271 
is of no value for the assessment of their style. However one must 
nonetheless be aware of the first permanent public exhibition of ]'ar 
Eastern painting in France. Prints were naturally excluded from its 
collections as they have no religious content. In Paris the collection 
" 
was originally laid out along the eame iconographical lines as in Ly~ns, 
and the same paintings were on display. 
From 1884 the Musee Guimet became the centre of Far Bastern studies 
in Paris. Its collection expanded rapidly, by purchase and by gift. 
Its buildings in Paris were finished in 1888 and from that time onwards 
\ . 
the "conferences" held there covered all aspects of Far Eastern culture. : . 
Before the museum was fully built "conferences" were given in other 
buildings and to learned societies. In 1884 on the 16th April, Regamcy 
and Guimet gave a talk on "Le Theatre au Japon" at the Cercle Saint 272 
Simon. 
This was a straightforward account of the Japanese theatre based on 
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their experiences in Japan and with particular reference to the 47 Ronin. f 
The published version was illustrated with a print of a mother and child 
from Shigenobu and two other drawings of the theatre by Regamey. 
Among the later lectures at the Musee was the famous orientalist 
E. Deshayes, who gave numerous talks on aspects of Japanese art during 
, 
the 1870's, many of these have been published in the Annales du Musee 273 
Guimet. 
The museum attracted several major legacies and gifts during the 
1880's and 1890's, notably from famous collectors of Jap~nese art like 
De Montefiore and Alexis Rouart. Dr. Gachet . also gave some of the 
Van Gogh Brothers' collection of Japanese prints to the museum. 
Regular performances of Buddhist ceremonies were organised at the 
museum, and other Far Eastern rituals and dances were also performed. 
" The Musee Guimet thus became a most important factor in the dis-
semination of information about Far Bastern culture. 
Guimet himself remained attached to the museum and occasionally 
I 
I 
I 
! 
gave lectures. He was on the fringe of the De Goncourt grenier and o1t 
~ I 
artistic circles in Paris. 
The Guimet/Regamey expedition was the most important of all the 
"artistic" expeditions to China and Japan of the 1870's. It had vital 
consequences for the future of Far Eastern art in the West, through the 
./ 
founding of the Musee Guimet and through the dissemination of info~ation 
f 
about the culture of the Far ~ast. The expedition also marked the final 
I 
shrinking and closure of the market in Japanese art which had existed 
since the revolution of 1871. Guimet and Regamey made no enormous 
discoveries of Japanese prints during their journey. 
The most important effects of the Guimet expedition were therefore 
educational. It resulted in the propagation of a great deal of inform-
ation about Japan. B,y doing this it was to be an important agent in 
changing the experience of Japanese art for Europeans and consequently 
.in changing European art. 
The career of Felix Regamey and his role as a propaeator of JApAnese art 
and aesthetic activities in the West. 
It seems natural to discuss the career of Regamey as a propagator 
of the taste for Japanese art in the content of the Guimet expedition. 
'Regamey was an outstanding educator of Western attitudes, he may stand 
as an example of many other artists and teachers who travelled to Japan. 
When De Goncourt wrote of the discovery of Japanese prints and the 
techniques used to make them, he coupled Regamey with Bracquemond ae,a 
pioneer and educator. 
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Felix Regamey was born in 1844, 'the eon of an artist, L.P.G.Regamey. 
His elder brother Guillaume (1837-1875) was well-known ~s a painter, wood 
eneraver and illustrator of military subjects. His younger brother 
Frederic (1889-1925) was mainly an engraver. 
Felix studied first with his father, and then as a pupil of the 
Ecole des Beaux Arts, (Gleyre's atelier), where he won a medal for ana-
tomy. At the age of 23 in 1867, he obtained the post of professor of 
drawing at the Ecole Nationale du Dessin, then at the l:cole Spe'ciale 
L e.c.cqdJz., . 
period as a student of Horace Boisbaudran, (\ 
D'Architecture. He also had a 
whose role in preparing the way for Far Eastern influence in !<'rench art has 
been discussed above. 
Regamey.was a caricaturist who worked for the Journal Amusant, La 
Vie Parisienne and L'Illustration. He also contributed illustrations to 
..... Le Monde Illustre, La Lune and L'Eclipse. In 1870 he launched his own 
journal Le Salut Public which soon failed. He was an early pioneer of 
chromolithography in popular journals. He also made several chromo-
" " 
lithographic illustrations of Japanese art for periodicals such as L'Art I (55) : 
in the early 1870's. He was a popular illustrator and his work found 276 
its way into many other French, English and American journals. An illus-
tration which he made from a photograph of the Mikado opening the first 
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Japanese Railway was published in several periodicals in 1872, including 
The London Illustrated News. His connection with Japanese art went I (.551: 
back slightly earlier than this to the publication of Durty's nnaux 
./ 
Cloisonne!?in 186~ in which he was responsible for the vignettes and 
bas de page illustrations based on Ja.panese prints. 
By the time of his first voyage to. Japan in 1876-78, Hegamey had 
already become an important educational figure. He was called in to 
help reconstruct and reorganise the Chicago School of Art after the 
Chicago fire. He had invented a teaching technique in which he produced 
hundreds of drawings very rapidly on every subject; 
en moins d'une heure, il couvrait de croquis 
gigantiques des kilometres de papier sans fin, 
touchant a tout 8 l'art ~ l'histoire, ~ l'nct-
ualit~, ~ l'ethnographie, voir mtme ~ la morale, 
temoin la conference qu' il fi t un soir dtoms une 
eglise de Boston en prenait pour sujet: les 
bienfaits de temperance. 
Clearly his drawing was influenced a great deal by Boisbaudran's 
teaching of an immediate technique and the disciplined use of memory in 
drawings. This attitude to pictorial creativity fitted TIegamey to be a 
sympathetic observer and interpreter of Japanese art. One recalls how 
I Hokusai would draw enormous religious images very rapidly to be seen b~ 
. laree numbers of people from the roof of neighbouring public buildinf,S. 
It is the same public display of rapid virtuoso technique. 
After his first visit to Japan Reeamey gave up illustration and beean 
a distinguished career as a teacher. In 1881 he was appointed Inspector 
of Drawing of the Schools of Paris. Por the next 25 years until his ! 
death in 1907 he was a tireless advocate of Oriental art writin~ books 
and articles and giving numerous conferences. He revisited Japan in 
1897-1898 on a special mission from the French government to study the 
278 
organisation of schools of art and art education in Japan, especially 279 
.Tokyo. There he became re-acquainted with many of those he had met on 
his earlier trip and with many Japanese artists who had been to Paris in 
the intervening years. 
. f 
Regamey was never very successful as a painter. '~e 
1 
only had six 
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Salon exhibits, all but one of which were drawinr,-s. However his Japanese 200 
paintings were on display in Paris in 1878 at the l!1xpo'sition Univeroelle, 
1 
./ 
and from 1884 to at least 1904 in the Nusee Guimet. He also hild n three 
day one-man show in 1886 in his studio which contained many paintings of 
!·'ar ~astern subjects. I have correlated these exhibitions and the titles 
I 
appearing in them as an appendix (I). It has proved ~mpossible to locate 
'" any of Regamey's original work, which seems to h~ve disappeared completely 
1 
" from the Musee Guimet since the turn of the century. :i However this 
I 
, 
appendix can serve as a first step to a "catalogue raisonne" of his F'ar 
~stern works. I have been able to identify several of these paintings 
and drawings exhibits in reproduction in his books on Japan, and these 
form an illustrated section to the appendix which also includes other 
examples of his work from these books which it is vos'si ble to date fairJy 
accurately. The reader is referred to these illustrations in relation 
to the discussion below. 
Regamey's illustrated books will serve as a means to recreate his 
., 
1\ 
work. This is not at all inappropriate since it is obvious that his 
work much have reached a much larger audience in reproduction. The most 
important of these books were the two editions of Promenades Japonrlises 
1878 and 1880, because they were the earliest and furthest distributed. 
Regamey's later major books on Japan were LeJapon Pratique, 1891, 
J 
• Le Japon en Images 1903-4, which was a collection of; his drawings and 
paintings mixed with photographs, and Le Japon 1905, which was a massive 
illustrated summary of his thirty years as a Japanese enthusiast. The 
later works are of less immediate concern but they do reflect the atti-
tudes which Hegamey was expressing about Japanese art from 1878. One 
special publication was organised by Regarney, Okama,' a careful remaking 
of an oriental illustrated book with a French text in a coloured imita-
tion of Japanese illustrations was published in 1883. I have discussed 
this below. 
" 
, 
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In this chapter I will consider first the works of TIegamey with a 
Far Eastern subject, and their relation to Japnnese art, and then his 
role as a propagator of enthusiasm for Japanese culture. 
The paintings and drawin€;s of Recamey wi th Far F.astern subjects. 
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Re'~ey's paintings and drawings of the Far East are of considerable 
interest as they were probably one of the most accessible visual records 
of Japan in the later 1870's and 1880's. We must also consider the 
elements which Regamey selected from Far Eastern subject matters and art 
to apply to his own work. He clearly believed himself to be influenced 
by Japanese art since like Whistler, he adopted an orientalised signature 
based on his initials. Finally we must discuss the extent to which 
Regamey's work held up a "distorting" mirror to Japanese art, a mirror 
which subsequently influenced the attitudes of other artists to Japanese 
art. 
The paintings that he made in Japan, some of which exhibited in 
1878 in Paris are in many ways typical of the academic art of their 
period. They are synthetic compositions made up from separate sketches 
of figures and of the setting, true to his own artistic principle of 
~nalysis and synthesis. The details are observed with considerable 
accuracy, especially the figures. However the overall compositions are 
loose. The main compositional device consists of varying the level of 
detail within them. In "Cimetiere et boutique de tir a l'arc", for 
instance, it is clear that the collection of Buddhist sculptures in the 
bakcground have been carefully composed by Regamey. The mother with a 
young baby who is leaning against the tomb is a genre addition. The 
blind monk and his boy guide in the foreground of the painting have been 
placed there by Regamey, not simply because he saw them, but also because 
the blind figure with the guide had tremendous pathos in Western art and 
literature at that time. The two figures stand like a heroic SCUlpture 
conceived with Western sentiment in mind. To the left, the figure of 
the girl in charge of the shooting booth is also conceived in tenns of 
expressive pathos, hesitating slightly as she looks at the monk. This 
interest in human incident, rather than in the landscape or the archi-
tecture of Japan, or in the formal possibilities of Japanese costume, 
marks most of Ree-amey's work. 
There are very few "Japanese" devices in this painting. The row,of 
lanterns on the eaves of the shooting booth is used as a flat motif in 
the Japanese fashion. The only other "Japanese" device in the work is 
the use of thick black lines to surround and describe the figures and 
some of the objects in the painting. This is undoubtedly influenced by 
Oriental art as Regamey did not make such use of it before he went to 
Japan. 
These stylistic characteristics are of little importance however, 
compared with the detailed observation in the paintings of J::t.panese 
faces, costume and buildings. The costume of the keeper of the shootin~ 
booth and the appearance of the monk are~but two examples of visual 
information about Japan contained in the picture which were of great 
interest in the West~ This transmission of new visual archetypes into 
~!estern culture was to be one of the most important of Regamey' s achieveL 
\ , , 
ments. "Cimetiere et boutique de tir a llarc" is typical of the Regamey: 
,... 
paintings on show in the }'lusee Guimet. 
Regamey treats Japan aa a genre. ~ '" In L'Entree de la Maison du 
grandpr~tre temple d'Assaksa" of 1878 which was not in the Hus~e Guimet, 
for example, he concentrates on the stallholders and the passers-by in 
the forecourt of the temple. Clearly the figures have been composed from 
sketches. 
Even when he tackles famous landscape themes, such as "Le Pare 
Tukiage" at Tokyo, or "Le Pont Sacra et le Pont Banale" at Nikko, we 
find this same employment of figures. Nor are the landscapes themselves 
treated in a Japanese manner, but in a solid, almost overloaded realism, 
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reminiscent more of contemporary huropean ~alon landscapes. Only occas-
ionally as the the "Grand TorU. de Nikko" is the authentic IIfeel" of the 
Japanese subject matter allowed to achieve dominance over the l!.'uropean 
criteria of informal genre which dominate Regamey'a finished paintings of 
the East. The main interest of these works was therefore as visual 
information and occasionally as anecdote genre in their own rig'ht. They 
could hardly have acted as a revelation of Japanese art or aesthetic 
principles. Nonetheless Regamey's works did possess certain peculiarities 
derived from'Japanese art. IIis penchant for thick black outlines is one 
such quality. His use of bright colour arpears, from reproductions, to 
have been another. 
The first volume of Promenades Japonaises contains a coloured repro-
duction of a painting showing a woman with a baby on her back s t~ndini~ by 
a Shinto shrine painted bright red. The scene is rendered in large flat 
'. areas of wash and thick black outlines. A watercolour sketch, 1I1'.iere et 
enfants", also 1811 shows that Reeamey was slightly influenced by the 
Japanese liquid watercolour style. 'llhe costume of the woman is bcauti-
fully handled, in a manner which he probably picked up from Kiosai. 
'Ihese coloured reproductions suggest that Regamey used gouache and trans-
parent watercolour for most of his Japanese sketches. 
The black and white reproductions of the finished paintincs sugGest 
that they were treated in the same manner. It is not always certain 
what medium Regamey employed in his finished work, but the reproductions 
strongly suggest gouache rather than o11s. This io the most likely 
choice for an illustrator. There are also occasional compositional tricks 
which indicate Regamey's knowledge of Japanese art, such as the lanterns 
~ , , 
in "Cimftt:iere et boutique de tir a l'arc". 
These peculiarities could have been seen as authentic allusions to 
Far ~~stern art by contemporaries. Regruney's vision of Japan, imperfect 
as it was, may have supplied a substitute stimulUS for those who were 
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interested in Japanese art. 
There a)pears to have been little development of the style of 
Regamey's Far Bastern works from 1878 om-lards. He used the sketches he 
made during his visit to Japan as a basis for more paintings and des.i€Jls 
which he produced durinB' the ye:;t.rs between 1878 and his studio exhibjtbn' 
in 1888. This exhibition which lasted for three days - the 6th, 7th and 
8th June, is the only known occasion on which Hegamey's works were on 
public display outside the }1usee Guimet. I have incorporated it in my 
catalogue of his Far Eastern paintings (Appendix I). 
It is through reproductions and throueh his illustrations that his 
work became best known. It is in his work as an illustrator a.nd draughts-
man that Hegamey shows a much more direct relationship to Japanese art. 
He brought hundreds of drawings back from the Far East and many of these 
were reproduced not only in Promenades Japonaises but in his other works, 
I 
and as illustrations in magazines and articles on Japan. 
, 
In the drawing "Soiree de danae a Kobe", 1876, Reeamey shows his 
typical illustrative sketching style with thick black strokes. This 
style is clearly related to Japanese art and it is most appropriFLte for; 
l 
drawings on Japan. The composition of these sketches is also relnted to 
/ 
Japanese art. In "Soiree de danse" we have a pattern formed from figures 
stretched out parallel to the picture plane. This robust pastiche is 
typical of many other drawings. I have included other illustrations in 
this style to give the reader a full impression of it. 
Regamey also made sketches of Japanese facial types using the same 
strong line. His sketches of Buddhist monks in particular have a quality 
that is closely related to Japanese art. 
\-/hen Regamey attempted to pastiche Japanese landscape painting, 
whether in watercolour or in line, he failed utterly. In the drawing 
"Le Siro" in Promenades Japonaises for instance, the pine tree boughs are 
- .. 
treated very heavily and there are far too many heavy lines dividing the 
2.81 
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picture surface for it to succeed even 8S a reminiscence of a JRpnnAse 
painting. Nonetheless it does contain some of the compositional devices 
the ',lestern artists were to borrow from Japan. 
Many of Regamey's sketches have this close affinity with Japanese 
compositional types. Por instance on p.235 of"})romp-nades Japonaises 
there is reproduced a sketch showing a garden lantern nearly hidden by a 
~assive tree trunk running the whole length of the image. This is a 
common device, found for instance in Hokusai's 36 Vip-ws of Fuji, No.25, 
Fuji from the Pass of Mishima and in Hiroshige's Views of 100 Provinces 
and elsewhere. 
Regamey knew of these masters for he uses motifs from both print 
makers in his frontispiece for the editions of Promenades Japonaises 
and mentions them by name in his book Okama. 
The first edition frontispiece shows a rock standing out of the sea 
in thp. foreground drawn with short rhythmic brush strokes. One finds a 
similar style in Hokusai's studies of rock in the Man~a or in Hiroshiee's 
various prints of the Awa rapids. Regamey hAS carefully worked his 
orientalised signature and the date, 1877 into the lower left pArt of the 
rock. The view of Fuji in the background is derived from Hokusai's 
36 Views of Fuji~ Hegamey used the same rock in his later book Jopon as 
a chapter heading. It is inevitably reminiscent of }1onet's paintingn at 
Etretat and one wonders if Monet is more likely to have seen this than 
the original prints. 
There are two frontispiece designs in the second edition of the 
Promenades Japonaises. The first one is a view of bamboos taken directly 
from the lefthand print of Hokusai's "Fuji seen through a bamboo thicket" 
from the second volume of 100 views of Fuji, published in 1835. 
The second frontispiece, the title page, is not so easy to identify. 
It is a view of Fuji in the styl~ of IIiroshige's views of 100 provinces. 
However I suspect that it may be a pastiche made up specially for the 
ti tle page. 
I 
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Regamey made constant use of pastiches of Japanese prints in his 
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publications. Some are much more faithful than others. The 'facsimil(sl 
which he uses to illustrate the late edition of the 47 Ronin are very close 
to their originals. However even these have a 'pastiche' quality; the 
figure on horseback at the front in the picture of the Ronine crossing 
Assano bridge is drawn with much too much concern for neat description. 
The horse shows too great a knowledge of anatomy. Above all the head of , i 
the horse could have been copied directly from the Pantheon. The air of 
/ 
'translation' clings to most of the 'facsimiles' made by Regamey as 
illustrations of his work. 
Regamey made one complete 'facsimile' of a Japanese book. This was 
Okoma, based on a novel by Takizava Eakin, the famous Japanese novelist 
of the late eighteenth century. Regamey had first come across this story 
when he tDlvelled with Guimet from San Francisco to Yokohama in 1876. 
Their travelling companion, Major Matsmoto, translated it for them from 
the Japanese. In 1883 Regamey's version appeared as the second volume 
of the Annales of the Mus(e Guimet. 
The story was chosen for publication because it represents a 
sequence of crimes and punishment connected together in a wheel-like 
sequence, demonstrating the Far Eastern attitude to good and evil. The 
plot involves a usurping landlord, traitorous servants, a beautiful 
daughter, an immoral priest and the vengeful spirits of an ancient tomb. 
It is too complicated to relate here, but it is basically a series of 
short stories of crimes and their retribution arranged in an elaborate 
causal pattern involving both chance and supernatural interference. 
It is Regamey's arrangement of the book and the images which is 
interesting. He has created a series of illustrations which describe 
the characters of the novel and highlight major incidents within it. 
These illustrations are based on the work of the original Japanese illus-
trator, Chiguenoi, but re-arranged into separate panels. The text, in 
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French, is laid out between the illustrations. There is also a series 
of explana.tory notes running along the left-hand margin of every pa.ge 
which explain subtleties of translation and comment on the subjects of 
the illustrations and the objects and costumes portrayed within them. 
The notes also contain discussions of artistic technique in Japan, such 
as the use of the brush as an accurate description of the method of 
paintmaking and book production. 
In producing his illustrations and decorations for the book, Regamey 
made use not only of Chiguenoits original illustrations, but also of work 
by Hiroshige, Hokueai, 'Hokou-oun', 'Iszai','Joetsu' and 'Tatibana'. 'llhe 
,last named were contemporary artists. ~illustrations to the first 
edi tion were printed in clear bright colours. A second edition usinG' 
only the basic line blocks was published some months later. 
The illustrations are of a high quality. Let us take first Regamey's 
portrait of Eakin. Regamey has set the scene in delicate balanced Japan-
ese interior with a circular window through which one can see the cone of 
Fuji delicately balanced. The image is divided down the centre by one of 
the wooden pillars of the house. To the left is a large heap of books 
, , 
sprawled o';'e. t~e'floor in f'rant of a set of lacquer shelves with 
scrolls in them. To the right Eakin sits in front of his writing 
table, his hands stretched in the air, the right hand grasping the left 
wrist as he prepares to commit himself to paper. He is dressed in his 
loose fitting blue robe, across his knees are laid a set of tongs which 
he used to pick up books for reference, without moving. This image is a 
clever adaptation of the image of Fuji worship from Hokusaits "100 Views 
of :B'uji" with the same gesture, circular window and image of Fuji with 
colour added. The books and other objects scattered around are added 
inventions. Scattered around on the floor are a series of dolls which 
Bakin was said to have used to represent the characters in his novels and 
which he placed in a box when he had killed the characters off. In the 
I (61/ 
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I upper left-hand corner of the design is a text explaining the reluctance 
of the author and the enormous difficulties of writing which he had no 
choice but to undertake. 
The design as a whole is extremely delicate - the house brush in 
the upper right is a delicately balanced compositional device, as is the 
half obscured hanging flower case in the centre. The heap of books 
themselves are carefully and decoratively arranged. 
Each one of the illustrations has the same highly refined quality. 
The individual characters in the introductory illustrations are careful 
imitations of Japanese prints. On the title page, for instance, the 
figures of Tatoki, Sai Sakou and Shohu are close interpretations of 
their Japanese models, in brilliant colours. The frame and the decor-
ative cartouches in the upper corners are equally authentic. 
The scene in which the traitorous Ikkakou attempts to kill the hero 
Sai-Sakou is done in shades of blue alone, as in a well-known Japa.nese 
print technique. The image also includes a small shrine, a lake with 
frogs and birds flying near the moon. 
There are some marvellous multi-coloured designs, for example the 
illustration "Shohei portant son fils Chotaro vend des fagots" - Shohei 
is visiting the house in which his abandoned daughter OkQma has found a 
home. The house is well observed with all the accoutrements of a Jar~nese 
garden, bamboo fences, water scoop, terrace and garden lantern. ~~roueh 
a circular window we can see the master of the house writing. 
As in all Regamey's Japanese creations, these illustrations have 
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the air of Japanese art which has been transcribed in such a way as to make 
it more acceptab1e. It may well be that in these illustrations we have 
a clue as to how Japanese art was perceived in the nineteenth century. 
Its neatness and compressed organisation were valued more than eloquent 
draughtsmanship or daring compositional organisation. This can also be 
said of two illustrations in which a rich man is tempted by a licentious 
woman. I (64 
"Oko.rna" received wide public acclaim. It \-!as given notices in 
L'IllustrRtion for February 10th 1883, and a short version of the tale 
was published in English in the HarS'azine of Art in 1886, together with 
several black and white illustrations from the book. The !1;tc;azine of 
Art was fulsome in its praise: 282 
How cleverly H. Regamey has done his work and how 
much of the Japanese spirit he has preserved in his 
graphic translation, the engravings that accompany 
this article will show. Even in black and white 
they are full of spirit and charm. A more success-
ful pastiche of Japanese art has not often been 
produced. 
OkQ.rna was indeed the height of Reg-arney's achievement as an exploiter 
of Japanese art. However he continued to make designs and paintings with 
Far Eastern subjects to the end of his days. Many of these have the 
whimsical quality of the design "Jeunes ingenieurs expropriant les 
papillons" which he showed in his studio exhibition in 1888. A great 
many similar designs, both in colour and black and white, appear in his 
massive work Japon which was published in 1905, shortly before his death. 
Reeamey's work was regularly published as illustrations to his own 
work or to writing about Japan by others. Indeed he may be regarded as 
the most widely known of all artists to have been influenced by Japanese 
art, when one considers that his originals were also on permanent public 
display. 
His work was chiefly important as a documentary of Japanese scenes 
and customs. However we must be wary of dismissing the extent of his 
own affectation of a neat linear style in assessing his influence. This 
very neatness which is the product of the demands of bUxopean illustra-
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tion, could easily be mistaken for a Japanese quality, as could his sometimes 
very bright pallette. 
Regamey's art undoubtedly acted as a major source of visual inform-
ation about Japan and made many visual' archetypes available to ,Western 
culture. Many artists saw his work. It would not be difficult for them 
I 
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to confuse Regamey's efforts with the Japanese. The two would be taken 
as one. 
This is the most important problem which minor artists like Regantey 
pose. It seems to be highly probable that Regamey's work was easier to 
corne across than original Japanese art. It is therefore important to 
estimate the extent of his role as an indirect source of visual stimuli 
which arose in the East. 
Regamey's work is also interesting as it represents the manner in 
which Japanese art was regarded by an artist who was a typical repre-
sentative of his time. Regamey selects certain tricks of design and a 
picturesque neatness as the most important qualities in Japanese prints 
and painting. Speaking of Impressionism to Japanese artists during his 
second visit to Japan, Regamey was most dispa~aging; 
, 
En analysant ses beautes, je ne pouvais man~uer 
de signaler les faiblesses et les puerilites, 
... d'un art voluntairement depourvu de style, qui 
... . 
ne veut retenir de la fleur que Ie parfum. 
It would be misleading to forget that his attitude and not the attitude 
of a }anet, Degas or a Whistler, was the more prevalent in the 18ter 
nineteenth century. 
Reg8mey as a publicist and critic of Japanese art 
Regamey was a prolific writer and speaker on Japanese arts and 
crafts from the time of his first visit there with Guimet. 
His publications on Japan include a major popular study of JapAnese 
arts and crafts, Le Japan Pr~1igue, published in Paris in 1892, which 
wa.s translated into English and published as Japanese Art and Industry, 
in London in 1893. This English version will be the main source for my 
account for Regamey's views of Japanese art, as the French version has 
proved inaccessible. It represents at length the views he formed in the 
1870's and which he expressed consistently ever since (in Okoma, for 
instance). We will also make use of his article 'Le Japan Vu par un 
artiste' in Revue Ele~1890, which is reprinted in Le Japan Pra tigue, 
and a section in his 1905 book Japan entitled "Artistes d'aujourd'hui et 
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dtautrefois" which he wrote after his second visit to JaTlan. 
Regamey made a great contribution to the knowledge of Japanese art 
by his public lectures and teaching. This is very difficult to re-
construct. De Goncourt speaks of Hegamey's lectures with enthusiasm in 
his Journal. Regamey himself mentions a lecture which he gave, illus-
trated by hiw own drawings, made on the spot. It consisted of a dis-
cussion of Louis XV style and of subsequent French art to show that it 
derived many of its features from Japanese art, which was first intro-
duced to the \/est by the Dutch. The argument was mainly by analogy and 
used no serious historical evidence. It is interesting to find Hegamey 
taking the same view on the relationship of French art and Japanese art 
as that taken by De Goncourt and by other established figures. Regamey 
. gives the same opinion to his fictional Mme. de Mayrial, in Le .Japon 
Pra tique: 
She was not ignorant that the Louis XV style, so 
elegant and so smart, so French in one word, owes 
much to Japanese art. Not that it had servily 
borrowed from it, nor copied it, but that its 
imaginative nerve was spurred by Japanese example 
to shake off the trammels of the precise rules of 
the preceding style. 
Mme. de I1ayr~al thus feels quite harpy to keep her eighteenth century 
harpsichord in a room in the Japanese style. As we shall see it became 
a common habit to draw an analogy between eighteenth century French art 
a.nd the Japa.nese art. 
While we cannot go further into Regamey's verbal teachings we can 
follow his ideas in his books. Le Japan Pra tigue consists of an 
introductory ess'ay, "Le Japan vu par un artiste". There then follow 
several chapters ~f detailed discussion of the various Japanese crafts. 
These are accurate and well-illustrated. They cover every aspect of the 
skills associated with wood, stone, textiles and paper manufacture, as 
well as all the Fine Arts. There are many careful illustrations for 
this section, some of which are unintentionally humorous, like the 
illustra tions of the wood carver. His account of the graphic arts bef:ins 1(65) 
with the mahufacture of the paper, the ink, and he discusses the role of 
the artist publisher and printer in print making. lie gives excellent 
illustrations of the printing equipment. Regamey was probably the first 
author to do this in France. His style is more readable than his count-
erpart in England, Christopher Dresser. There is no need to dbcuss his 
account of Japanese crafts in detail. As with Dresser, his "mesnage" 
in all his discussions is that Japan is an artistic paradise in which 
all crafts are pursued as satisfying ends in themselves. Amongst the 
detailed discussion of Japanese crafts Regamey inserts two chapters. 
"The Decoration of a European House" and "Midoro no Sato" in which two 
fashionable Parisiennes, Mm. de Mayrial and y~. D'Arbois, discuss Japanese 
art and its role in fashionable decoration. Mm. de r'1ayrial is a fashion-
able Japonist, who has travelled to Japan; instructing her companion 
she says of the Japanese artist: 
in that happy l~nd the wants are very limited, 
living is inexpensive, and above all it has to 
be said, however improbable to us it seems, that 
the love of art born of the perpetual contem-
plation of nature, which penetrates artist and 
artisans down to the humblest, is such that the 
joy they exrerience in doing things of beauty 
enables them to look with indifference on the 
mercantile side of existence. 
Hegamey is here reflecting an attitude which he helped to create and 
which he held in common with Dresser and with others who went to Ja.pan. 
In "Le Japon vu par un artiste" he asserts the overall sensibility of 
the Japanese at great length: 
" Au Japon tres hospitalier, l'art est partout 
'comme m~ll ~ l'air que lIon respire'. Aussl 
les Japonais sont ils pass:s mattres dans la 
science de vivre et de peindre la vie. 
He justifies this by citing as an artist an itinerant street seller, 
L'Amega, who sold sweets to children which he made from paste moulded 
into the shape of any animal the child desired. In a discussion on 
Japanese painting he gives the example of a 'grain merchant who draws the 
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picture of the plant and fruit produced by the seed he sells on the bag 
which he gives to his customers. 
Regamey begins all his discussions of Japan by pointing out the 
difference between China and Japan, and showing that China is a dull, 
worthless and decadent culture; 
Le Chine donne en spectacle la collection 
d'aff~es d'infirmes et de monstres la plus 
abjecte et la plus repoussante qui soit au 
monde. 
Perhaps it was the contrast with China which made European travellers so 
convinced that Japan had an ideal civilisation. On the other hand 
Regamey was a resolute enemy of humbug about Japan. For instance he 
persistently attacks Loti's ~mdame Chrysantheme as a totally ignorant 
work, taking a wholly Eul.'opean view of Japan. He even went to the 
extreme of writing a book consisting mainly of a diary kept by Chrysan-
theme which explains the 'romantic' events in Loti's work in a down-to-
earth manner, most discreditable to Loti's hero. It may well be that 
Regamey's presentation of Japa.n as an artistic paradise was more true 
than one may at first think. 
Regamey's explanation for this was the same as Guimet's "L'influence 
des milieux". According to this it was the Japanese climate, location 
and racial make-up, which produced the culture that Re~amey saw. He drew 
an analogy here with Greece, about whose culture similar ideas were bein~ 
expressed. 
In explaining the Japanese attitude to painting he quoted lneres ' 
saying that one was not a competent draughtsman unless one could draw 
the figure of a man as he fell from a roof. He went fa.rther in the 
Revue'BleuQarticle, asserting that "L'auteur de Cherubini et de L'Apoth-
/ 
..... " j i" eose d'Homere etait un admirateur fervent des oeuvres apona ses • He 
also quotes Viollet Ie Duc on the power of observation of nature by 
Japanese artists. These are surprising choices amongst the available 
1uropean artists and help us to understand the context in which Regamey 
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perceived Japanese art and also,the character of his own paintings of Far 
Eastern subjects~ 
k. Faithful to his training with Lecoq B01sbaudran, Hegamey saw JapBnese 
art and craft in terms of analysis and synthesis based on nature, studied 
and committed to memory. He believed that all Japanese products owed their 
beauty and good taste to drawing; 
Les artistes de cette bienheureuse contree se 
sont fait une m~thode special d'etude et de 
travail facile ~ expliquer, mais difficile ~ 
suivre pour Quiconque n'est pas aussi bien 
.. doue que eux. 
\. 
lIs vont d'analyse, longue patient et sure a 
la synthese et ne se tiennent pour satisfaits 
que pour Ie jour o~, apr~s des ~liminations 
succeslves et rals9on~es ils ont reussi a 
trouver la dominante. Aussi ne dessinent-ils 
directement d'apr~s nature po~r apprendre a se 
meubleur la memoire. Puis, quand ils creent, 
ils appliquent tout ce qu'ils savent, sans 
h{sitation et sans repentirs. 
Regamey argued that photographs had since confirmed that the imaGes 
produced by Japanese observation are accurate, despite European scepti-
cism. The Japanese, he claims, will not use photographs to help their 
work at all. Nature is the only source for it. 
Above all, Japanese artists are seen as simplifiers of Nature to its 
essentials. 
Regamey quotes at length from De Goncourt and Gonse in ju~tification 
for his attitudes. In particular he repeats Gonse's accounts of Hokusni 
and the artist's letter in which he claims to ha.ve understood drawing 
only when he reached the age of sixty. 
He also stressed frequently the use of appropriate material in all 
Japanese artefacts and works of art; these are appropriate in value as 
well as utility. 
Regarney's attitude to Japanese art may be taken as typical of the 
section of Parisian society which collected Japanese art and which took 
part in the fashionable enthusiasm for it from the 1810's onwards. Two 
of the most interesting chapters in Le Japan Pratigue are those entitled 
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"Decoration of a European House ll and "Midori No Satoll. They are the 
fullest account of the use of Japanese art in fa.shionable houses and 
gardens. Mme. de }~yrial's efforts to enliehten her friend tell one a 
great deal about the level of appreciation of Japanese art. In the Villa 
Mayrial there are Ikebana arrangements, and the dry twigs of a peach 
tree are scattered about for their aesthetic appeal; 
witness this branch - the green moss that covers 
certain parts, the little red points that enamel 
others, are they not exquisite? And see the 
caprice of form of these contorted boughs, which 
the Japanese turned to such good account. Look 
there you will find them again on the pictures 
on these screens. 
Each room has its. own decorative scheme, using every sort of 
Japanese work for its effect. There is even a Japanese library with 
alcoves containing sumi-e prints. The mistress of the house herself had 
painted some decorative panels in the Japanese style in the salon. 
The description of Midori No Sato is equally detailed. It is mainly 
concerned with the garden. There are descriptions of every sort of 
Japanese garden furniture, bamboo gates, fences, bridges, tea-houses and 
stone lanters. Each is carefull~ illustrated. The Japanese method of 
controlling the vistas of the garden is also discussed. Midoro No Sato 
was a real house owned by M. Krafft, who was a great Japanese enthusiast 
and made Japanese taste fashionable in high society. He loaned work to 
several exhibitions of Japanese art in Paris. He also published an 
illustrated account of his journey to Japan in 1885. 
In these two chapters Regamey is writing about a fashion, indeed a if 
way of living which he had been of great influence in producing. We 
find it reflected in the paintings of Alfred Stevens and many other 
fashionable painters of the later nineteenth century. We will return to 
them when we discuss these painters and their ambience in later chapters. 
Regamey's great importance as an artist and educator who travelled to Japan 
His writings about Japanese art popularise the sentiments of many 
I 
enthusiasts and artists in Europe. They therefore give a cood picture 
of the common knowledge of Japan and of the attitude to its art. 
Regamey's achievement as a populariser of Japan through his writing 
and teaching was considerable. We mU3t therefore be careful not to dis-
miss the conventional contemporary European ideas with which he discussed 
it. His associations of Japanese art with Ingres is a key to the vision 
through which a great many looked at it. The same must be said of 
Regamey's paintings and illustrations. It is too easy to dismiss such 
work as timid and conventional, peripheral to the influence of Japanese 
art on Europe. 
Regamey was indeed a minor player, yet major figures as different as 
De Goncourt and Van Gogh could take him seriously. His art and his 
writings were known to all who were interested in Japanese culture. At 
the end of his life he wrote about the influence of Japan on his own 
ca~eer: 
A son contact, ma foi en la puissance finale et 
souveraine de l'art s'est fait in~branlable. 
L'art a toujours r:gn~ en mattre dans l'empire 
de Soleil Levant. Sa signature se lit au bas de 
./ pages heroiques et superbes dont Bon histoire est 
remplie. L'art que j'entends n'est pas celui qui 
se confine en des oeuvres accessibles seulement 
aux esprits cultiv;s. maia l'art , dans son 
acception la plus humaine et la plus g{nerale, 
6tendant son influence vivifiante sur toutes 
choses, les plus petites comme les plus grandest 
It is perhaps as an educator carrying these sentiments into practice 
that Regamey made his greatest contribution as a transmitter of Japa.nese 
culture. To see all art and design as a unity is a commonplace today, 
particularly in education. The Japanese example contributed a great deal 
to this development. It was the work of minor figures such as Hegamey in 
France and Dresser in England who made this contribution possible. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter we have considered the careers of several visitors 
to Japan in some detail. It is striking how quickly the expectations of 
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visitors to Japan changed. Cernuschi and the Sichel brothers were, 
in one sense, little more than looters collecting great hoards of Japan-
ese art accidently released from its owners'care by political chanee. 
However very soon special export ware was bein~ manufactured. Duret 
and the Sichels saw a factory for the manufacture of 'export' ~;atswna as 
early as 1814. By the end of the decade the manufacture of such material 
was doub~ing every year. The following import figures were given in a 
debate reported in the Art Journal. 
Japanese JlJanufactures imported into England 
Porcelain 
Fans 
Lacquer 
Lanterns 
Screens 
ll72 
36,000 
11 ,500 
46,500 
1880 
66,000 
33,500 
80,000 
481,359 
5,388 
and £12,000 worth of umbrellas. 291 
There was thus a very brief period during which aut~entic relics of 
the, Tokugawa period could be bought as bargains; probably this trade was 
over by 1816 when Guimet and Regamey arrived in Japan. 
They, like Dresser, seem primarily to have been concerned with stud:,' 
and travel rather than with the accumulation of objects. Ouimet limited 
himself entirely to collecting religious idols. As we have seen Guimct's 
visi t may well have been motivated by his knowlede'e of earlier expedi-
tions. 
We can say that by 1878, the year of the overwhelming Japanese 
triumph at the Exposition Universelle, Japanese art and culture had become 
an established part of the panorama of visual arts known to Western 
artists. It is no accident that the major exhibition of Japanese art 
organised by Louis Gonse in 1883 was called "Exposition retrospectif 
de l'art japonais". Only the refinements of scholarship remained to be 
accomplished. It is therefore crucial to chart the experiences of 
travellers to Japan during the 1810's and to review the objects and 
opinions they took home with them. I have attempted to do this for th(; 
ma,jor figures discussed in this chapter. However it mus1; be borne in 
mind that there were hundreds, if not thousands of visitors to Japan 
during this period. 
Host visitors have certain common attitudes to Japan. They seemed 
to believe that it was an artistic paradise in which art and craft were 
undivided and design was a consistently high standard. Japan appeared 
as a lost Eden where the dilemmas of Western culture had not arisen. 
! 
China, on the other hand, is always castigated as a wasteland. These 
however are the only absolutely common points in their attitudes. Each 
visitor emphasised different aspects of the Japanese experience in 
accordance with his own European aesthetic and general interests. 
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The differences in stress were to be picked up in Europe, emphasised 
and absorbed into the development of European art and aesthetics. In 
this absorption the very nature of bUropean art was changed. 
Vie must now follow the development of b'uropean attitudes to Japan 
during the 1870's in order to complete our knowledge of the background 
against which artists made use of Far Eastern art. 
:; I I 
SECTION THREE 
Introduction 
The Literary and Aesthetic reaction to Far Eastern art in particular to 
Japan, in England and France from 1870 to the mid-1880's •. 
The previous chapters have established a general pattern of develop-
ment of knowledge of Japanese art, through exhibitions and the work of 
travellers to the Fa.r East. I have shown how this knowledge increased 
rapidly after the Japanese revolution of 1871 and that there was a brief 
period in the mid-1870's when trade in first-class Japanese objects was 
at its peak. In this chapter I intend to show the manner in which the 
new knowledge of Japanese art was mediated into Western culture. By the 
end of the early 1880's, with the triumph of the Japanese appearance at 
the 1878 exhibition in Paris, all kinds of artists, writers and critics 
1) I 
were claiming Japanese art to be a "puissant element de modernite" in 
their manifestos and critical writings. 
This Claim was made both in England and in France and it is the main 
aim of this chapter to demonstrate the roles that Japanese art played in 
the fonning of the "modern" sensibility of the 1870's and 1880's. 
Undoubtedly there were many roles, for art and criticism took up various 
positions in the 1870's and 1880's and Far Eastern art was incorporated 
in many of them. It was still possible in this period to extract 
different significances from it, in accord with one's own attitudes to 
1 
art in general. without the sensation of having done a disservice to 
Japan. However this possibility was 'to disRppear during the 1880's as 
more "scholarly" material on the Far East became available. I have 
therefore decided to restrict my detailed study to the period before the 
mid-1880's and to refer only briefly to the later years when they pro-
vide important evidence of the development or continuation of an aesthetic 
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attitude established earlier. For it may be said without much fear of 
generalisation that with few exceptions the major attitudes to Far Eastern 
art that were to influence the development of art in ~urope had been 
expressed by that time. 
In terms of documents and the lack of problematic relationships 
between artists, the 1870's are much more comprehensible for the 
historian than the 1860's. This is not true for the development of 
critical attitudes to art. We have no "great men" to use as yardsticks for 
the influence of Japanese art. There are no obvious major writers on 
art in the 1870's. Baudelaire had been dead for some time and Zola was 
to lose his interest in art almost completely and no writer of Salons 
replaced them. In England, Ruskin wrote on art, but his only relevance 
is in his perpetuating a critical theory which denied the possibility of 
treating Japanese art as an equivalent to huropean art and in his refusal 
to write about it. 
As we have seen in the 1860's Japanese art had been worked into new 
aesthetic attitudes. It was the need for a new means of making and talking 
about art which arose at that time which led to its incorporation in the 
work of many writers and critics as a justification for the development 
of their ideas. Far Eastern art played the role of a catalyst, a stimu-
Ius to the development of new aesthetic attitudes and a new artistic 
language. 
In the 1870's such a process could not be repeated and we see a 
complex working out of the earlier ideas developing, with the increasing 
knowledge of Far Eastern art. The position of Far Eastern art within 
Western culture becomes established. 
It is most important to realise the difference in quality of the 
1860's and the 1870's in this respect. During the 1870's Japan became 
a cultural fact, a normal part of the modern \vestern sensibility. This 
meant that it was no longer a tabula rasa for artists or critics, it 
3'(3 
acquired a depth of references, a symbolic value in many levels. This can 
be demonstrated on the one hand by the spectacular success of '''l.'he f.Iikado" 
in the mid-1880's, and on the other by refer.ence to W. Schwartz's thesis 2 
The Imaginative Use of the Far East in French Literature, in which he 3 
demonstrated the continuous occurrence of references to the Far East, in 
situations, metaphors, similes and analogies to Japan occurring in 
. French writing from the 1870's onwards, especially in De Goncourt, 
HUYSman s, Zola, De Maupassant and Daudet. It is significant that although 
Schwartz claims on several occasions that Far Eastern art changed the very 
nature of the French novel at this time he cannot offer any direct evi- 4 
dence of this. There are no statements of principle by any of these 
writers in the 1870's. Instead one is aware of a slowly growin~ network 
of ideas, of the development of a unified modern sensibility in which a 
knowledee of the Far East played an important but diverse, and sometimes 
fragmented role. 
It is significant that De Goncourt himself did not produce any over-
all statement about the value of Far Eastern art in the 1870's and in the 
1880's we have only the Maison d'Un Artiste, in which Japanese art is 
discussed in terms of an artistic milieu, an overall sensibility. It is 
not until the 1890's that he produced the famous works on Hokusai and 
Utamaro. 
Schwartz argues that De Goncourt was the social and literary leader 
of the appreciation of Japanese art. He sees De Goncourt as an active 
campaigner for Japanese art who made many of his literary associates 
aware of it and thus promoted it as a part of the modern sensibility. 
I disagree with him, as it is quite clear that there were a ranee of 
sources of information about Japan and a range of aesthetic attitudes 
to it during the 1870's and the 1880's. In ]Tance the work of Ph.Burty 
was.of considerable importance and Schwartz fails to consider this as a 
source for imaginative creation. 
r 
'. 
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There is therefore no simple characterisation of critical attitudes 
which can be made to fit the 1870's. One may generalise in terms of a 
naturalism which eventually gave way to a purely "aesthetic ll attitude 
to art, after the two had existed side by side for most of the decade. 
However this generalisation is subject to enormous qualifications. The 
changes in critical.attitude are really changes in emphasis within a 
sensibility which was much more unified than is usually realised today. 
Naturalism is not the opposite of aestheticism, neither are they both 
the products of "Impressionism" whether in art or literature. Hather 5 
there was a continuous range of sensibility which naturally produced 
various manifestations in its art and criticism. I hope by studying the 
reaction to Japanese art during the 1870's and early 1880's to sugcest 
a different approach to the description of these shifts in sensibility 
and to estimate the role that Far Eastern art played in them. I shall 
also discuss the extent to which popular experience and knowledge of 
Japanese forms grew during the 1870's on the stage and in books, in 
journals and other popular forms. It should then be possible to look at 
the use that Western artists made of Far Eastern art with a clear idea 
of the potential available to them, and of the extent to which their use 
of Far Eastern art was grounded in a developing sensibility rather than 
being an arbitrary or revolutionary act. 
There are, of oourse, some general themes which carry on from the 
1860's. The most general is the Japanese nature myth - the belief that 
Japan con8tit~ted a natural paradise which had given rise to social 
harmony and in turn to an aesthetic paradise where all actions were 
beautiful. This we have noticed first in the work of Chesneau, Zola and 
others in the 1860's. We have also seen it develop during the 1870's and 
1880's in the reports of travellers to Japan such as Dresser and Hegamey. 
This myth was to remain important for artists, though naturally the 
, Ii" socia-political aspects which attracted some of its earlier 'rea st 
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proponents were to be given as little emphasis as possible in the after-
math of the commune, only to be revived in the 1880's by Van Gogh, Gauguin 
and other artists looking for a model of a community in which art could 
become a central aspect of human life. 
On the other hand, the conviction that the Japanese were perfect 
craftsmen grew considerably during the 1870's and they were taken as 
models by many different campaigners for Western reform. 
The belief that the Japanese had remarkably acute powers of obser-
vation of nature went hand in hand with the Japanese nature myth and was 
asserted by critics with various aesthetic attitudes. 
Another frequently recurring theme is the comparison of Jap~nese art 
and Greek art. This also continues attitudes expressed during the 1860's 
and is found in the writings of critics representing different viewpoints. 
The treatment of the Japanese image and its' stylistic qualities 
follows on from the attitudes expressed in the 1860's. Asymmetry, 
brushwork and flat colouring are discussed in great detail by many writers. 
However their explanations of these qualities and their relationship to 
Western art vary greatly. The greatest problem in this respect is the 
relationship of Japanese art to Impressionism, and the use of Japanese 
art in the defence of Impressionist artists. One ct=ln see a parallel here 
with Zola's defence of Hanet, but the problem is far more complex. I will 
therefore avoid a lengthy discussion of the importance of the attitudes 
of Duret and Duranty on this point until the discussion of the artists' 
work in the next chapter. I will-simply build up a picture of the various 
attitudes to the Japanese image and to Japanese style. 
The difference in attitude between England and France which we noted 
in the 1860's continues in the 1870's partly as a result of the working 
out of the earlier artistic development in the two countries, and partly 
as a result of the continuing domination of English art by Ruskin's 
aesthetic attitudes. This position changed slowly during the decade, with 
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the development of the English "Aesthetic l'lovement" which was to give 
- -Japanese "art" a place in English culture alongside the place already 
achieved by Japanese "design". Nonetheless the French attitude to 
Japanese art may be characterised as being based on aesthetic analysis 
and on consideration of decor, the choice of subject, etc., while the 
English attitude was based much more on formal analysis of design, truth 
to nature through direct observation and other virtues of more value to 
the designer than to the creative artist. This view can be seen as a 
development of Ruskin's theories in specific ways, despite Ruskin's own 
opposition to Far Eastern art. I will discuss this in the text. 
These general themes however, were used in the 1870's in different 
contexts to those of the 1860's and therefore they took on a different 
significance. The change of emphasis within the nature myth of Japan is 
but one example of this. It will therefore be the task of this chapter 
to elucidate these changes in context. Notable amongst them are the 
steady increase in the knowledge of Japanese culture and the availability 
of Japanese art. I will therefore discuss the illustrated books on 
Japanese art published during this period. The problem of Impressionism 
inevitably became involved in discussions of Japanese art in the 1870's, 
and in some cases affected the emphasis given to certain aspects of it. 
There is also the negative change produced by the decline of the debate 
between Romanticism, Classicism and Realism in France, which I discussed 
in the chapter on the 1860's. The grand nature of this debate was not 
continued. It was replaced by the slow growth of a "modern" sensibility. 
In this contect the controversy over Impressionism is of more value for 
its p'lace wi thin that growth than as the unique sign of major change in 
the nature of art and aesthetics. This had already taken place in the 
1860's. In the 1810's and later it developed its various fruits, one of 
which was Impressionism. Japanese art played as great a part in their 
development as it had in the original change. 
I, 
, 
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In this chapter I shall establish the context in which it did so. 
I shall define the range of the reaction of the "modern sensibility" 
to Japanese art and thus in one sense define that sensibility itself. 
In doing this I shall prepare the way for a discussion of the influence 
of Japanese art on buropean art at this time •. It'or practical reasons 
it is necessary to deal first with the liilglish developments then with 
the French. Only in this way is it possible to give an account of the 
development of the ideas of individuals and to retain an historical 
picture of the sequence of ideas. 
In doing this however, it must not be forgotten than the enthusiasm 
for Japanese work was international. The libraries of Burty, De Goncourt, 
Duret, Audsley and Bowes all contained the entire range of Western 
publications on Japan during the 1870's and the 1880's. 
l'1oreover there is a pattern of the development of ideas common to 
both countries. Burty and Audsley are in many ways comparable figures, 
... 
, 
and there are other analogies between critics and writers in different 
countries. I will attempt to point these out durine the course of my 
discussion. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
La Farge and Jarves - Two American \lri terse 
I will begin by discussing the writing of two expatriate Americans 
which was published in ~~land. 
John La Farge's essay on Japanese art was published in 1870 in the 
third edition of a book recording a journey across America and Asia by 
Raphael Pumpel~ La Farge's essay is of value because he was an art 6 
un.&.u (~ ~ ~ L ~~-d) ~ ()., ~ J,;r 1; '-J'H 
studentA_ ~urope during the 1860's. His essay therefore records the 
general state of knowledge and appreciation of Japanese art at the 
beginning of the 1870's. 
He begins by observing the increasing appreciation of Japanese art 
by artists and also the hostility of Ruskin to its influence! 
Interest in Japanese art must have much increased, 
to have made Mr. Ruskin fear some malign influence 
upon his artists coming from this heathen source; 
and it is true that many artists are in the habit of 
looking to it for advice and confirmation of their 
previous tendencies and efforts. 
This is an important indication of Ruskin's continuing hostility 
to Japanese influence, which was eventually to culminate in the Ruskin/ 
Whistler trial. No admonition to artists is to be found in his published 
work. La Farge's comment must be based on remarks made at lectures or 
in unrecorded journalism. It is also interesting to note the contrastine 
opinion of La Farge,as a young student artist, on the importance of the 
Japanese example. 
La Farge then discusses briefly the history of European knowledge 
of Japan since the seventeenth century, citing the early importation of 
porcelain into Holland. He goes on to remark on the effect of the open-
ing of the Treaty ports, stating that "we have all admired the many 
objects made lovely by their workmanship". In particular he points out 
the superiority of the Japanese print to'the crude Western chromolitho-
graph. 
7 
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He then presents an analysis which owes a considerable amount to 
current French attitudes to Japan, especially those of Chesneau. He ' 
talks of the "tactile" effect of Japanese prints and designs -
These things please the eye as if with the sense 
of touch. 
He defends the Japanese lack of perspective and chiaroscuro as the 
result of stylistic devices and by pointing to the equally IIbarbaric" 
Western habit of painting illusionistic images in perspective, complete 
with charoscuro on the curved surfaces of vases. 
Finally he compares the art of Japan to Greek art. It can, he 
argues, provide lIa storehouse as ample and valuable in its way as that 
left by the Greeks". He also points to the possibility of the Far 
Eastern example forming an alternative realist ideal, an ideal of 
characterisation; 
I have no space to enquire, whether if the Japanese 
have an ideal it can be contained, as with the 
Greeks, in their dream of a perfected beauty, 
the sufficient ideal of realism is character. 
All these points were being made by Chesneau and other realists in 
the wake of the Paris exhibition of 1861, they are found especially in 
Chesneau's 1861 lecture. 
La Farge takes the problem of realism a step further by pointing out 
the ability of the Japanese to completely reconcile the natural and the 
artificial: 
ease of imagination is not an everyday matter, though 
with us also, the greatest successes in realism have 
been attained by men among the greatest in imaginative 
power. The exception with us seems to be an essential 
9haracter with them, transforming nature, deeply 
studied and wisely understood. The surn of all this 
makes up our first impression that the two opposites 
of realism and decoration form the art of Japan, and 
that in the successful blending it takes a distinct 
place, never before filled in the logical history of 
art. 
This shows how widespread was the idea of Japanese art as a unique 
example of the resolution of basic conflicts within contemporary Western 
8 
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art. La }'arge must have picked up this idea as part of the common curr-
ency of studio discussions. 
Like all other writers on Japan he repeats the myth of a near per-
feet civilisation; 
We feel that we are looking at perfect work, that we 
are in the presence of a distinct civilisation where 
art is happily married to industry. 
In his detailed analysis of Japanese qualities, La Farge makes a 
great point of the use of colour. Japanese colour was seen as original 
and decorative, but also as close to nature; 
For the Japanese, no combination of colors have been 
improbable, and their solution of such as are put 
aside by Western knowledge recall the very arrange-
men ts of Nature. 
He argues that the colour sequences found on Japanese prints far from 
bein~ natural gives an extremely accurate account of the atmosphere of 
the seasons and times of day; 
Their coloured prints are most charmingly sensitive 
to the coloring that makes up the appearance of 
different times of day, to the relations of color 
which mark the different seasons so that their 
landsoape efforts give us, in. reality, the place 
where - the illuminated air of the scene of action; 
and what is that but what we call tone? Like all 
true colorists, they are curious of local color, and 
of the values of light and shade, refining upon this 
they use the local colors to enhance the sensation 
of time, and the very colors of the costumes belong 
to the hour on the season of the landscape. 
'rhis is the first occasion on which a clear statement of the "natural-
istic" quality of Japanese prints was made and it gives us a firm date 
for the beginning of the attitude to Japanese prints which was to enable 
them to have a major influence on the development of Impressionism. One 
can see the beginning of the change from the values which were seen in 
Japanese art by realist painters and critics in the 1860's. La li'arge 
makes the attempt to see the prints as naturalistic essays in capturing 
the moment. \ 
The appeal to "tone" was an appeal to a technical value shared by 
'\ 
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realists and established Salon artists in the 1860's. La. FRrge used the 
commonly held attitude to this formal quality in the defence of a new 
naturalism which he thought could be seen in Japanese prints. 
The quality of JapanRse drawin~ was also justified by recourse to 
European notions. La Farge argues that dra\oling is the basis of all art 
and design and he compares the power of the Japanese to compose lines 
and masses to that of Michelangelo. He notes that the asymmetry of 
Japanese drawing and composition is a unique principle not found in 
European art, but treats it as an equivalent principle, an addition to 
buropean art rather than a negation of buropean attitudes. He goes 
further in this direction than earlier writers by pointing out that 
symmetry also exists in Japanese art but that it is reserved for 
religious paintings and sculpture and refers in particular to the Dai-
butsu at Kamakura which is illustrated in the preface to Pumpelly's book. 
As with colour La Farge argues that asymmetry is an essentially 
naturalistic device; 
And so by a principle familiar to painters an 
appeal is made to the higher ideas of design, to 
the desire of concealing art behind a look of 
Nature. It has the advantage of allowing any 
division and extension and the super imposition 
of other and contradictory designs. 
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This is the earliest occasion on which resolution of the conflict between 
Art and Nature is explicitly claimed as one of the achievements of 
JapRnese art. It is important to note that this claim is made by a 
writer who is reflecting current artistic attitudes and who is funda-
mentally a naturalist in his outlook. It was to be a constant theme 
with all later writers on Japanese art. 
. La Farge's work is illustrated with four "Reproductions of Japanese 11 
color printing" which are in fact pages or composite pages taken from 
Hokusal's Mangwa or other sketch books reproduced complete with their I (66) 
pink shading. 
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La l"arge is ignorant of the name of any Japanese artist other than 
" , 
Hoksai as he calls him, and seems to have only known contemporary Japan-
ese prints and paintines. He does not comment directly on the reproduc-
tions. He praises Holmsai for his abil1 ty to capture the characteristic 
element of an experience in his draughtsmanship, from the curves of 
flowing water to the gymnastic exercises undertaken by Japanese workmen. 
He also approves of Hokusai's ability to record the humorous aspects of 
life, lithe Jap:'nese draughtsman unites within him what is often separated 
in the Western artist - the power of representing grace and awkwardness, 
and a feeling of dignity with a sympathy for the laugh on things." 
As in colour, so in drawing, it is the ability of Japanese art to 
integrate different levels of human experience through the imagination 
and within a "naturalistic" style which La Farge praises; 
The summons of the idea is always answered by the 
imagination; the real bends before their will, 
though never trampled on and retaining all its 
essential laws. 
La Farge's essay is a useful resume of the current attitudes to 
Japanese art amongst painters in England and France. It is doubly useful 
in that most writing on this subject during this period is by connoisJeurs 
or designers. Deapi te its occasional inconC";tstencies it is clear that 
he approves of Japanese art because of its ability to reconcile a direct 
naturalism with a precise decorative quality, and with ideal or 
12 
"intellectual". qualities previously only associated with the high art of 13 
Europe. He makes it clear that Japanese art was appreciated by Western 
artists not simply as a means of evading the problems of context in art, 
of intellectual and moral involvement in art which then seemed an essen-
tial but problematic aspect of Western tradition. Rather it offered an 
example of an alternative means of making art with such Bignific~nce. 
This distinction which is crucial for the discussion of the development 
of Impressionism which I shall undertake in the final section of this 
thesis. 
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James Jackson Jarves. 
The year following the appearance of La }'a1'{~e' s essay five articles 
on Japan appeared in the Art Journal enti tled "A Genuine Artistic 
, /' 
Race". They were written by James Jackson Jarvef3, an expatri~J'~JArnerican 14 
writer, who had published a book on Paris in the early 1850's and written 
several pieces of "art theory". He had spent soroo time in Japan and was 15 
living in Florence in 1871. 
Jarves' articles were so popular that he at once set to work to 
expand them into a book which came out in 1816 under the title A Glimpse 
at the Art of Japan. This book incorporated veruatim virtually the 
entire text of the 1871 articles, yet still took him four years to write. 16 
Jarves' work was a critical account of Japan and Japanese culture 
based on considerable knowledge. However it was written from a "high-
minded" attitude to art not unlike tha.t of Ruskin or Natthew Arnold. 
In some wa.ys Jarves' writing may even be regarded as the only attempt to 
stretch "highminded" nineteenth century European critical attitudes to 
cover non- European art. As Jarves expressed it; 
That art which is only skin deep is not worth looking 
at twice. Having no meaning deeper than the drag of 
the brush, the impression it leaves on the mind is 
equally shallow. 
He therefore appreCiated Japanese art in the context of its cultural 
significance and his writing contains a great deal of discussion and 
speculation on the depth of relationship of Japanese visual art to 
literature, religion and to the "European" search for the ideal. He 
arproved of Japanese art from an "idealistic" viewpoint. He broadened 
the definition of the "ideal" in art to encompass many different cultures; 
Idealism in art is a complex phenomenon. It does 
not absolutely demand beauty in the meaning of the 
Grecian mind. Neither does it confine itself to 
the spiritual or ascetic standard of the mediaev-
alists any more than it refuses to lend itself to 
the strange symbolisms of Egypt, India and Etruria, 
and the gross diabolisms of the Far ~st. 17 
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As with Ruskin, the ideal in art is linked to relil~ion - "the Alphfl 
and Omega of the inspiration of all art of all races as reeards its 18 
influence and powers". However while Ruskin generally rejected "Non-
Christian" art as barbarian and therefore ugly, Jarves takes a universal 
view. He argues that all art is about "Truth" first and only secondarily 
concerned with beauty and that different national cultures produced 
different '!ideals" as aspects of this truth. To make this point forcibly 
he compares the Virgin Mary unfavourably with the Japanese Buddhist 
mother goddess Benten. He argues that the ~mdonna is a relatively in-
sipid version of the ideal. In a sense this argument is close to the 
notion of many different artistic languages which we have noted in Zola's 
criticism in the 1860's. 
However Jarves extended the application of the notion of the lIideal" 
by a distinction between the "scientific" and the "ideal" in art. lIe 
gave as an example of the distinction the painting of a mouth, either in 
relation to its "adaptation to eating" or in order to express emotion. 
In other words, Jarves was arguing that an expressive imaee was more 
"ideal", than one made in perfect Verisimilitude to the "scientific" 
appearance of its subject; 
However perfect in modelling and lifelike in tint, 
it is only a dumb effigy until the artist endows 
it with the human soul and sets it in motion. 
Eu.ropean art was increasingly "SCientific" and concerned with 
"the dumb show of material objects". 
However Japanese art was superior because of its emphasis on the 
spiritual aspects of art; 
Japanese art tips the aesthetic Bcale towards the 
other extreme, paying less heed to the grammar of 
art and bestowing its greatest attention on the 
vivid rendering of the specific motive in its 
highest scale of idealisation. ·In other words it 
conceives art to be a supreme spiritual function of 
man; appealing to his faculties of mind more than 
to those of his body, and best fulfilling its office 
when it affects the imagination by limitless capa-
city of suggestion in preference to pleasing the 
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senses by superior skill of a downrieht rcalisUc 
imitation. 
Thus the expressive qualities of Japanese brushwork, prints and even 
the decorative arts are explained in terms of idealism based on a reli-
gious view of the work. The E'ar Bastern example became for Jarves a 
means of saving from the "scientifio" developments within Western culture 
those aspects of it deriving ultimately from Greek idealism which seemed 
stil to have great relevance. 
A vital problem in this respect was the notion of a European tradi-
tion of the Fine Arts and in particular the central position of the human 
figure within that tradition. The inoidental position of the human 
figure within Japanese art caused Jarves a oonsiderable problem in his 
attempt to defend it as "ideal". He had to admit that 
The fine arts with the human soul and form as their 
fundamental motives, and human exoellence or spiritual 
loveliness as their distinotive aims in expression -
are not found in the aesthetio constitution of the 
Japanese. 
Despite this however Jarves argued that Japanese art was an idealis-
tio art and that it displayed "a finer art of its kind that we have ever 
imagined." 
Like La Farge, Jarves saw Japanese art as a "fitting and pleasurable 
s~pplement" to Western art and indeed looked to it to restore the appre-
ciation of many qualities now lacking in oontemporary 1uropean work.' 
Japanese art wasl 
More subtle, intense, varied, free and truthfully 
artistic in decorative expression; more abounding 
in unexpectedness and delioious surprises, in 
aesthetic c~quetriesand charms of aesthetic speeoh, 
intelligible to every oulture. Its good things 
never grow stale nor seem monotonous or conventional. 
They are a Spirituel rendering of the actions and 
naturalisms of the daily life, interoourse with 
nature and imaginings of a lively impressionable 
race, in the full tide of an instinctive passionate 
oraving for art, while yet in the infancy of its 
religious faith and material civilisation. This 
judgement will perhaps surprise even those who are 
fond of Japanese art and be challenged by the 
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unfamiliar. But the best qualities of the old art 
in burope are scarcely heeded now, because our senses 
as. a people have degenerated from their former 
sensitiveness. With Japan we are forced to altogether 
new sensations which astonish and oppress races long 
accustomed to thin, pale tints, meaningless, motion-
less forms. 
Jarves sees Japanese influence a8 a strengthening of 1uropean 
tradition not the revelationary shock that other claimed it to be. Japan 
had retained traditional values lost in Europe. IUs discussion of 
Japanese art is punctuated by references to Fra Angelico, Perugino, 
Raphael, Michelangelo and the Dutch masters as comparisons. He stie-
matised contemporary European artists as an illegitimate "mercenary 
egoistical class, largely ignorant of culture of any kind, indeed, in-
different to it, where the highest ambition is to get rich and famous 
by shammng a knowledge it does not possess. " 
Jarves looked to Far Eastern influence to revive Western art. He 
repeats all of the well-developed myths of Japan, as a natural and 
artistic paradise and as an example of the "living I'Uddle Ages". He 
also elaborates the idea that racial and climatic characteristics played 
a great part in the development of Japanese art, though he rejects 
Taine's attitude that this was the entire explanation for different 
cul tures. 
He discusses Japanese religion at length and he is well-informed 
on both Buddhism and Shintoism, which. he refers to as Kamism. How8ver 
for a book on art, Jarves' work is overburdened with religious and 
cultural information, and often repeated contradictory speculations on 
the metaphysical importance of art. These speculations arise from his 
anxiety to preserve the integrity of the highminded huropean attitude to 
art. 
Despite this imbalance, and his tedious Ruskinian style Jarves also 
makes some perceptive remarks about the nature of Japanese art; 
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I have before me a bunch of tall bamboos sketched 
in india-ink, the ~ial perspective being rendered 
by gradations of tinting. The joints of the canes 
are simply interstices in the drawing, throug'h 
which the delicate india paper shows, while the 
leaves, all disconnected from the pavement, were 
they real, would tumble to the ground. A looser 
freer manner of design could not be imagined. 
Yet each leaf has its own physiognomy; its physio-
logy is perfect and action complete alone as in the 
moss. No Art could be more artless in. execution nor 
with less of what the Pre-Raphaelites call truth of 
detail: and yet no individual has seen it but has 
involuntarily exclaimed "What a perfect study of 
nature!" In sparing himself the artist has spared 
the spectator and still realised to him a real 
plant swaying in the breeze and sunlight, free as 
nature, and imbued with the poetry of her growth. 
Jarves has an equally intense appreciation of Japanese religious 
painting and religious mythology. He provides the most entertaining 
descriptions of Japanese gods, such as Yebis, the Fish God, whom he 
describes by using a bronze from his own collection. He discusses 
a religious scroll painting, describing the judgement of souls. Another 
religious scroll painting haunted Jarves' imagination. He praises its 
simplicity of treatment and grandeur of expression, in a long purple 
passage reminiscent of Ruskin's description of Turner's slave ship. 
The painting showed the sacred turtle of Japan on a rock surrounded by 
a stormy sea, receiving the force of life from "Tsouri Samo", The holy 
crane; 
Its immense milk-white body sweeping downwards with 
majestic stroke of wing; its jet black neck and head 
topped by a crimson crest and curling gracefully toward 
the turtle on which its piercing eyes are fixed, with 
its equally black tail and legs in a magnificently 
conceived movement, balancing the similarly bold action 
of the enormous wings; these all make up a myster-
iously grand figure in strong relief against a huge 
bloodred orb whose lower edge is buried in driving 
mists. A lurid glare, like that of the mnhalf shrouded 
in fog, gleams from the upper portion of the disk, 
while far above and extending into space on either side 
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is seen the infinite empyrean. 25 
Jarves even quotes Milton in relationship to this painting; 
Those who wi th migh~ wings outspread 
Dove like sat brooding o'er the vast abyss 
And made it pregnant. 
• 
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He saw it as a perfect symbol of the "stupendous creative forces 
of the universe". Jarves is almost unique in his literary and imagina-
tive response to Japanese religious art which was avoided or arbitrarily 
dismissed by most Western enthusiasts. Jarves' work shows that the 
pattern of European attitudes to Japanese art was not fixed inevitably by 
historical circumstance. It could have been possible for Japanese art 
to have been seen primarily as a metaphysical and religious art, quite 
acceptable to academic artists, painters of allegories and symbolists 
of the 1670's. In fact it was the "naturalist" aspect of Western art 
which took the most from Japan, but even in his discussions of their 
greatest source, illustrated books of prints, Jarves cautions us against 
a facile assumption that Japanese art was only made accessible to 
Europe through the "naturalist" canon. He talks about them as a form 
of literature, a biblia pauperum. 
He describes the books competently, though he does not name any 
artists, however he does know the titles of some of the published albums 
of drawings, such as the "Treasure of Japanese and Chinese Celebrated 
Drawings". Their chief artistic merit for him is their colour, which 
like La Farge he compares favourably to European chromolithography. 
Since he speaks of "Extremest depths of colour, no faint toilet tints", 
we may assume that he knew only nineteenth century prints. He praises 
their images of birds, flowers, fish and insects which he claims to be 
the finest botanical illustrations in the world. He is especially 
enthusiastic about the fantasy subjects of Japanese prints and quotes 
Hokusai, "Hoffskai", as he calls him, as saying that it is easier to 
create imaginary scenes than copy nature. He sees Japanese fantasy as 
superior to that of EIlropean artists. "Not even a Raffaelle, or Rossi, 
could impart to their bizarre fancies the constitutional verity of 
existence which animates Japanese designs". His attitude is that 
European fantasies are impossible lies, whereas Japanese designs appear 
.. 
to be a continuation of the real world. Jarves identifies several fan-
tastic creatures including the "ink spectre", the longlogged and long-
armed man who live together by fishing, and the "birdpeople" who are 
recognisable as the mischievous mythological race the Tengu. The depic-
tions of these fantasies are included in the illustrations to his book. 
Admiration for Japanese "grotesque inventions" was to become commonplace 
in the 1870's, mainly for the reasons given by Jarves. 
He also knew prints of "fashionable life" and describes them in 
some detail. The ability of Japanese artists to compose images of human 
action despite their inability to draw accurate anatomy or modelling 
fascinated him as did other aspects of the "artificiality" of Japanese 
art. In discussing one print he notes that although it shows a musical 
gathering at night, the blossoming trees in the garden are shown as if 
in bright sunshine. He perceives this as a poetic device of one artist; 
he wants us to know that the air of that room is 
filled with their fragrance. To the concert of 
sweet sounds he adds a concert of sweet odors, 
and doubles our 6$nSUOUS enjoyment, at the expense 
of an unimportant material fact. 
Jarves' attitudes may be seen as presaging the aesthetic attitude 
of the symbolist painters. It illustrates the support which Japanese 
art gave to the development of their aesthetic. Jarves attacks 
Ruskin's axiom, that no art is vital and beautiful which does not 
represent the "facts of things" and points to Japanese art as both 
vital and beautiful. 
We cannot too often be told that the quest of art 
is not in imitating nature in view of rivalling her 
work, but in studying her methods, laws and prin-
Ciples, to the intent to create'independent works 
by the exercise of the artist's own creative will, 
thereby making himself a creator. 
This organic principle is found in all sound 
Japanese work. 
This understanding of a work of art as a creation "parallel to nature" 
was to be one of the most important gains from Japanese influence on 
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the West. Jarves is one of the first to express it clearly. He goes 
further and identifies specific devices in Japanese landscape prints and 
drawings. For instance he points out that the Japanese artist can pro-
duce spatial effects by careful graduation of tone, texture, and colour 
and juxtaposition of shapes. He is an acute analyst of Japanese land-
scape effects: 
volumes of rolling mists and abrupt disclosures of 
forms and lines dissolving instantly into fresh 
oblivion, a dash of poetical beauty and sympathetic 
feeling in every stroke, keenest choice of aesthetic 
conditions, all these and much else make up the 
artistic machining of detail which is used to deepen 
the stress of the main motive. 
Jarves points out that Japanese landscape painting is a synthetic'rather 
than an additive process in which the principal compositional motives 
are only slightly encumbered with detail, appealing instead to the 
poetic imagination of the spectator to achieve their full conviction as 
a landscape; 
Waves and rocks seem beyond their skill in a 
strictly realistic sense, but their conventional 
forms are frankly and sincerely rendered. The 
spirit and tone of any given spectacle are certain 
to be largely and unmistakably rendered. 
It is perhaps not surprising that a critic who represented the 
high-minded tradition of European culture should be among the first to 
be struck by the implications for the relationship between art and 
nature in Western art which were revealed by the Far Eastern example. 
It was this tradition which had always maintained and still maintains 
the essential "artificiality", the inevitable disjunction between art 
and nature and the role of the imagination in relating the two. 
" , Jarves knew only one Japanese artist by name, Hokusai, or Hoffskai; 
as he called him. Like La Farge, he associated him only with the Mangwa, 
several examples from whioh he reproduces in a strange pale grey tint 
as illustrations for his book. Like La Farge he also praises Hokusai 
for hiS humour and lack of prurience as well as his observation of human 
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characteristics. He also uses Hokusai's work to demonstrate the 
relationship between Japanese calligraphy and brushwork, another common-
place observation which had not been clearly made before his work. 
Jarves attempted to produce accurate coloured illustrations for his 
book but found himself hampered by residence in Italy where no adequate 
printers or engravers were to be found. As we know that he owned several 
albums of prints and paintings, some scroll paintings, bronzes and 
ceramics, it is a great pity that he did not succeed. Instead he had to 
be content with a Frontispiece showing the eight Jap8nese household gods 
taken from "Ye-ma-no-te hon" or the book of famous pictures exposed in 
temples together with illustrations taken from the "Treasury of Japan-
o 
ese and Chinese celebrated drawings", one reprjduction of a brush 
painting, "Portrait of a Man distinguished in the Battle of Yashiriu" 
by San-gaku, twenty-three plates or composite plates taken from Hokusai's 
Mangwa and his other books of sketches and drawings and one from the 
"Mirror of models of Japanese Drawing". 
All these were reproduced in dull grey outline and cannot ha.ve had 
much artistic influence. However they do mark the first occasion on 
which work not from the Ukiyo school was reproduced in a Western book. 
Both the work by Sangaku and the Portrait of Benten show strong Chinese 
characteristics of style. hVen Plate 25 which is a flower and bird 
print, within the Uki-yo-e tradition, is a type of print not previously 
reproduced in the West. Jarves was the first Western author to brin~ to 
the discussion of Japanese art an awareness of different styles within 
-i t. Nonetheless most of his illustrations were derived from Hokusai's 
Mangwa which was then the archetype of "Japanese art". It is no surprise 
that Jarves was the first author to draw attention to the relation of 
Japanese literature to Japanese art. He quoted several pieces of trans-
lation both in his 1871 article and his book which had originally 
appeared in the Westminster Review of 1870, having first been translated 
I(68) 
by a seventeenth century Portuguese priest. Arnone them was; 
Icy flakes are falling fast 
Through the chilly air, and now 
Yonder trees with snow bloom laden 
Do assume the wild plum's guise 
With their mass of snowing flowers 
Gladd'ning winter's dreary time. 
From 1810 onwards there was to be a steady flow of literary translations 
from the Japanese, often with illustrations, by De Rosn~y in France, 
who translated poetry, by Tanefico, in Switzerland who translated drama, 
and by Severini in Italy, whom Jarves quotes, and by Mitford, in 
England whose work we shall examine below. 
Jarves devoted a considerable part of his book to a discussion of 
the Japanese crafts and to an explanation of the good taste of Japanese 
objects. He begins with a chapter on the conditions of life of the 
artisan and ends with a set of rules for good taste such as absolutely 
perfect finish, harmony through variety of form and expression and other 
commonplaces. He writes at great length about the different sorts of 
Japanese craft objects, without adding to these assertions and without 
much detailed knowledge. He invokes aristocratic patronage as providing 
the Japanese craftsman with the time for his work. Jarves was one of 
the earliest to point out that most work imported into 1urope in the 
1810's was in fact inferior produce specially made for the West. 
However craft was not his central concern. In his writing Jarves is 
above all a defender of the idea that art must be rooted in the entire 
culture in which it exists. He argues the need for meaning in art 
which is to be achieved through such cultural correspondence and his 
whole criticism of Japanese art is based on elucidating the role of such 
correspondences in giving Japanese art its significance. Having done 
this he attempts to set the Far Eastern example to work on Western art, 
.to show the want of such cultural resonance in contemporary Western work 
and to act as an example to Western artists. His writing is remarkable 
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for its consistently "hieh-:-minded" attitude to art~ which contrasts 
with most enthusiastic writings about Japan. 
CRAPI'ER 'NO. 
Illustrated translations from the Japanese 
The poems quoted by Jarves were the first in a long series of 
literary translations which were to build up a literary image of Japan. 
Two of the most important were published by English Japanese enthusiasts 
during the 1870's. They were the two volumes of Tales of Old Japan by 
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A. Mitford, later Lord Redesdale, published in 1871, and F.V.Dickins' 29 
translation of Chiusingura or the Loyal League which first appeared in 30 
Tokyo in 1875, and was then sold in England and became sufficiently 
popular to merit several editions. Both these publications are still 
greatly valued by Japanese enthusiasts in the West. Their importance 
for this thesis lies in their role as transmitters of knowledge of Japan 
into the West. Both books were·illustrated with specially commissioned 
prints by contemporary Japanese artists who drew on the whole of the 
Uki-yo-e tradition for their work. Moreover both authors, but in parti-
cular Mitford, went out of their way to explain Japanese customs and 
beliefs. 
Mitford began his series of translations with a brief version of 
The Forty Seven Ronin. This same story occupies Dickins' entire book. 
Chiusingura was the Japanese name for this famous Japanese epic which 
describes the satisfaction of honour by the disendowed servants of a 
wrongly condemned nobleman. Like all epics it could be extended to 
include many incidental stories and Dickins gives several of them. It 31 
seems to have fascinated Westerners as many translations of it were 
, 
produced. In 1882 there appeared a French version, Les Fideles Ronins 
translated by A. Gausseron from an American translation and illustrated 32 
by a contemporary Japanese artist, Kei Sei Yeisen. Another French 
illustrated version, Tchou-Chin~Goura appeared in 1886. 
They nearly all took advantage of the considerable tradition of 
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of Uki-yo-e illustration of the Chiusingura, which had built up to a 
peak in the mid nineteenth century, to publish illustrations based on 
this tradition. Toyokuni, Hiroshiee, Hokusai, Kunisada and Kuniyoshi 
all produced Chiusingura cycles. 
I~tford's work also contained'other historical stories of Japan. 
Bach is accompanied by a discussion of some aspect of Japanese culture. 
Kazuma's revenge, for instance, a story of chivalry and honour, is 
accompanied with a short essay on the political struggles between 
Shogunate,the Mikado, and the contemporary Japanese isolationist move-
ment. The Adventures of Funakoshi Jujiyemon, a story of romance and 
adultery, is accompanied with information about Japanese marriage laws, 
and about wrestling, as one of the chief characters is a wrestler. 
Mitford also included in his book a selection of Japanese fairy tales. 
He published all that he could find and was frustrated by being unable 
to persuade the Japanese to take his interest in them seriously. Among 
the finest stories is "The Tongue cut Sparrow" a Japanese version of 
the "caskets" story in which virtue in the fom of a kind old man is 
rewarded by a right choice amongst two caskets enclosing good and evil 
while cruelty and greed in the form of an old woman chooses evil in the 
larger casket and opens a veritable Pandora's box of demons andmrments 
to torture her. Another story, "The accomplished and lucky tea kettle", 
concerned a badger, which as a sacred animal in Japan, was able to turn 
itself into a tea kettle and in this form to perfom various tricks both 
to baffle and to reward its owners. 
Other stories concerned various anthropomorphic animals. In one a 
hare revenges himself on a badger who made a stew of his mistress; in 
another a crab revenges himself on a villainous ape with the aid of his 
friendS who are a rice mortar, a piece of seaweed and an egg. The whole 
range of Japanese ghosts, goblins and monsters appear in these stories. 
At the end of the book Mitford provides ap~endices dealing with 
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the Japanese Marriage Ceremony and with Seppuku, the custom of judicial 
suicide better known as Hari Kiri. 11itford attended the suicide of 
Talki Zenzaburo, a Japanese soldier who resisted the entry of Westerners 
to Japan, as part of his diplomatic duties, and he gives an eye witness 
account as well as historical documentation. The most important aspect 
of the book for our purposes are the illustrations, which contained 
pastiches of many other artists' work. Mitford states that "they were 
drawings in the first instance, by one Odake, an artist in my employ, 
and were cut on wood by a famous wood engraver at Yedo, and are there-
fore genuine specimens of Japanese art". 
The drawings are all in black and white and all display the un-
inspired eclectic style which marks the last phase of Japanese print 
making before the full decline in standards of craftsmanship during 
the I<1eiji period. 
The illustrations to the heroic stories are sturdy and dramatic. 
II' 
The artist draws on the considerable tradition of illustration of The 
,\ 
Forty Seven Ronin, in particular, his version of the scene where the 
Ronin at last confront their deadly enemy, Kotsuke, is drawn from a 
long tradition of such scenes. 
, 
Odake makes considerable use of the 
direct contrast of black and white areas to suggest the dramatic climax 
to the story. This theatrical tradition of illustration is also cap-
tured in the scene from Kazuma's revenge in which the villain Mata~ora 
kills Yukiye. 
One or two illustrations concern the topics of Mltford's commen-
taries, for instance there is one of Seppuki and one of a Japanese Sumo 
wrestling match. The wrestlers are clearly taken from a tradition of 
wrestling prints in Uki-yo-e, of which the best known are those by 
Hokusai. 
Odakeb drawing sometimes reaches the quality of the earlier 
masters. In the print which illustrates the story of "The old man who 
'I! 
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1(69) 
1(70) 
caused withered trees to flower", the picture on the left shows an old 
vilbin about to strike a dog dead with a hoe. The poise of the old 
man's body as he raises the hoe and the movement of the dog are beauti-
fully caught, indeed the whole drawing is extremely well-balanced. 
Above all it is the drawings of fantasy subjects which are attract-
ive and which probably attracted most Vesterners at the time. The illus-
'91 
trations to the "Accomplished and Lucky tea kettle" are an excellent I(71) 
example of this. On the left the kettle turns into a badger and shocks 
the priest about to use it to make tea, on the right the badeer/kettle 
walks on a tightrope holding a parasol to earn money for its new master 
who waves a fan and sines on the stage below. 
Equally remarkable are the illustrations for the "Tongue Cut Sparrow'~ 
On the left the kind old man talks cheerfully to the sparrows who are to 
give him a fortune as a reward for his virtue. The sparrows are dressed 
in classical Japanese robes, in between them is the box wIth the old 
man's fortune. On the right the cruel old woman has opened the larger 
box and a variety of horrors are leaping out at her, notably a laree 
bald head on a snake's body and a skeleton. Similar fantastic qualities 
are displayed in the illustration to the faxes wedding in which faxes 
ClCt out a Japanese wedding ceremony. Anthropomorphism is carried to its 
limit in the illustration of the Ape and the Crab. All the characters, 
from the Ape to the egg are given 8amurai bodies and clothes where 
necessary. Their personification is achieved by mounting their char-
acter body on the neck of a Samurai body, a strange but powerful device. 
I believe that Japanese fantasy illustration had a considerable 
influence on the development of illustration in England in the 1870's 
and 1880's, and on the development of French Symbolism. I will discuss 
the Japanese contribution to these movements below. 
Mitford's book was very popular and it made many people aware of 
Japanese art and culture'. As an anonymous reviewer in the Art Journal 
for 1871 wrote; 
These "Tales of Old Japan" possess a threefold 
interest, in the stories related, in the general 
information they can supply, and in the examples 
of an art curious and original in its development. 
They are books to be inquired for by the novel-
reader, as doubtless they are, and will continue 
to be. 
Indeed the illustrations to Mitford's book and the others discussed 
here were more easily accessible to popular audiences than Japanese 
work itself, and one should not underestimate their role in transmitting 
Japanese form to the West. Again one is left with the problem of how 
far such works were used by Western artists, of how far they acted as 
intermediaries. This is crucial when one infers Japanese influence in 
a Western work, by making use of formal elements alone. 
F. V. Dickins was to become a very important figure in the trans-
mission of Japanese influences. He first travelled out to Japan at 
the same time as CernuBchi and Duret and was to produce many pieces of 
translation, mainly under the auspices of the London Japan Society. 
"The Loyal League" is an almost direct translation in detail of the 
Kabuki ":Jcript" and retains the dialogue. Dickins' translation is 
slightly"mediaevalised" and avoids most of the problems of the declam-
ator,y style of Kabuki. The illustrations are in some ways closer to 
the models established by earlier Uki-yo-e artists than those in 
Mitford's work. We may see this by comparing the scene which the Ronins 
invite their arch enemy to commit suicide. The theatre is ever present 
in \. Dickins version, which has only four figures and concentrates 
• 
the action on the struggling Kotsuke No Suke, held by his wrists by a 
grim faced Ronin. All four figures in the composition are beautifully 
balanced and expressive. 
The prints are unsigned and Dickins gives no clue to who the artist 
or artists were who made them. There is a colophon above each illus-
tration which could be an indication of the artists and craftsmen in-
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valved, but this varies for each print and I huve not been able to get 
it translated. 
Mitford's version leans more to the Hokusai style, whereas the 
robustness of Dickins work suggests a model closer in time, probably 
. 
the artist was a pupil of Kunisada or Kuniyoshi. 
~~e Dickins designs are more attractive in that they are made in 
three colours, black, grey and blue. Tnis means that many textures 
a,ld gradations can be achieved, very close to those in Japanese prints. 
For instance the figure on the left in the picture of the Ronin's re-
venge has a very subtle pattern on his leggings. Equally interesting 
in its mass of dark cloth dramatic figures around a central figure is the 
scene in which the Ronin are testing one of their peasant helpers by 
threatening his baby son. 
The artist has taken advantage of one situation in the Chiusint~ra 
to use the colour process to give the effect of snow on a house, on 
fences and gate posts, and to combine this with strongly conceived brush 
effects. The dramatic substance of the scene is the interruption of a 
suicide by a strolling beggar, an important character in the plot, dis-
guised by a basket over her head. Some other illustrations show Japan-
ese moors and surroundings. For instance the scene in which the Ronin 
-consult a map of their enemy's house shows them sitting on the floor, a 
grouJ) studying a document. Another print shows a lady travelling in a 
norimon, a Japanese sedan chair, being challenged by the lionin. Good 1(75) 
use is made of the colour to suggest night and as usual the artist has 
a tremendous sense of the drama of the event. 
The direct and bold portrayal of action in Japanese prints had a 
considerable influence on Western illustration. Dickins' publication 
made a considerable contribution to this. 
Dickins' translation and that of Gausseron from the American version 
by Seite and Greery were reviewed together by Robert Louis Stevenson in 
The Maeazine of Art in 1883. Stevenson compared the Chiusingura to the 
epic EI Cid and condemned its continuous repetition of the theme of 
moral choice between duty and family. He preferred the illustrations 
in the French book which I find more congested, thoue~ he criticised 
both as less "vital" than those in other Japanese illustrated books; 
The consummate generalisation, the singular clarity 
and elegance of design, are not here so conspicuous 
as in many of those enchanting picture books that 
find their way to us from over seas, and are a joy 
for ever. The effect is sometimes a little scattered, 
the details are too much insisted upon. But the cuts 
in fiI. Quan tin's book, four of whi ch we repr oduce , are 
still of striking excellence, vigorously drawn and 
composed with that happy knack peculiar to the nation, 
in which every incident of the subject and the very 
. title of the picture are put together like the ele-
ments of a pattern; and both in the use of line and 
the opposition of the flat black and full white, some 
of the chann of arabesque is added to the significance 
and representation. 
Stevenson analyses several illustrations frolfl each book and justi-
fies his description of them. His knowledge is indicative of the general 
spread of infonuation and experience of Japanese art in creative circles 
by the early 1880's. Stevenson was well aware of the nature of Japanese 
prints and paintings. He criticised the illustrations in both books for 
their failure to represent violent action convincingly but recognised 
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this failure as "exceptional in the vigorous and fantastic art of Japan". 35 
To Stevenson most of the illustrations in both books were "ruTe1y 
pictorial" and lacking in "direot" emotion. This he attributed to the 
unwillint;.ness of the Japanese artists to make use of detailed represent-
ation; 
The mass of incidental information which goes to 
the making of a modern European landscape - the 
difference of planes, the intricacy of outline, 
the patient effort after a combination of local 
and general colour - contrast strikingly indeed 
with the few patient strokes with which the Jap-
anese will represent mountains or a city. 
Stevenson pursues this thought to a logical but unexpected con-
clusion for such a great writer. The lesson of Japanese art was one of 
-
modest aims; 
Pictorial art in the west is still following false 
gods, literary gods; it strains after passion, 
which is beyond its purpose and beyond its capacity 
to communicate, it too often addresses itself to 
faculties beside the eye. 
Thus we have an example of a literary figure being 1,rovoked into 
a radical criticism of European art on the L'TOunds of its emphatic 
literary content some decades before the criticism became commonplace 
as a result of the advocacy of Roger Fry. Once aGain we can see the 
Far Eastern example at the beginning of the change in attitudes to art 
which occurred in the early twentieth century. 
Dickins' next illustrated work was a translation of the complete 
text of Hokusai's 100 Views of Hount Fuji with a scholarly introduction. 
lIe published this together with three volumes which completely repro-
duced the 100 Views. I have examined the volumes of re!;roductiona, 
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37 
they are an exact facsimile of the original, even to binding and paper. 38 
The text volume shows that this work was one of the earliest exa~-
inations of a Japanese work. Dickins discusses both Hokusai and Fuji 
at some length. His placing of Hokusai within the European context is 
much nearer to modern attitudes than most writers on Japanese art. He 
calls lIokusai the Katsushika Callot. Nonetheless he knows of no docu-
ments concerning Hokusai and very little factual information. Instead 
he relies on translations from the prefaces to the volwnes of the 
Hangwa. 
These prefaces support Dickins' argument that Japanese art is a 
mixture of close imitation of nature and strong conventional structure. 
Dickins points out that the preface to the eight volume of the Hangwa 
Hokusai is quoted as saying "There is no teaching of Art, you have but 
to copy Nature and you are an artist". But he then qualifies this 
statement very carefully by pointing out that J~panese art is not an 
accurate account of what one sees, "even the flower and bird compositions 
. ! 
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of the Japanese, exquisite as they are, are almost always, botanically 
and ornitho!ogically,incorrect in drawing". 
Dickins characterises the relationship of Japanese art to reality 
as a rendering of the "spp.cial port and gesture" of their subject. He 
justifies his view that Japanese art is based on convention by quoting 
from the preface to the eleventh volume of the Hangwa; 
Just so is it with artists; those who adhere 
strictly to the unvarying rules laid down by the 
ancient masters, but succeed in depicting flowers 
so as to make the beholder almost swear he could 
detect their fragrance - in representing snow so 
as to cause the onlooker well nigh to shudder 
with the cold. 
This is followed by an accurate description of the training of a 
Japanese artist and especially the great part pl~ed by copying of the 
work of his master. This conventionalism is criticised by Dickins as 
. narrOW and "wearisome to European eyes". He regards the conventional 
perspective of Far Eastern art as highly disagreeable. Only in colour 
will he admit it is superior to the West. Indeed he goes so far as 
to say that Japanese art is much overrated in the West, while Chinese 
art is hardly appreciated at all. Furthermore he declares that the 
golden age of Japanese art is over for ever and that nothing more is to 
be expected but a general decline. 
Dickins' introduction shows that by 1880, when he wrote it, the 
unscholarly enthusiasm for Japanese art was giving way to specialised 
scholarly study. His attitude to Japanese art is much less dependent 
on parallels within Western art than earlier writers. IndeHd he is 
practically uninterested in the revelations of hastern art for the West. 
He attempts instead to set the 100 Views of Fuji in the context of their 
own texts, a histor,y of Fuji and quotations from the discussion of the 
pictures, found in "Wa-kan-sanzu!-dzuye", the great Sinico Japanese 
encyclopaedia published in 1714. 
Dickins abandons all "Westernised" rationalisation of the content 
39 
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of Japanese art and instead presents the reader with Jirect evidence of 
the oriental attitude to art. The dependence of the 100 Views on a II 
specific Japanese religious tradition is cletyerly brought out. Each 
of the plates is given a commentary by Dickins which explains the signi-
ficance of the different names given to Fuji in different prints and the 
relevance of the different views. 
Dickins' book is the first on any aspect of Japanese art which can 
be regarded as wholly scholarly. All earlier works contain large 
sections of theoretical discussion of Japanese art in the Western con-
text. It provides more evidence for the end of tmperiod of assimilation 
of the basic forms of Japanese art into the West to the early 1080's. 
Felix Regamey continued the tradition of the illustrated trans-
lation from the Japanese with his elaborate version of Okoma (1883) 
which I discu~sed in the context of his career in the previous chapter. 
Okoma was the finest of the European illustrated translations from the 
Japanese and constituted a virtual facsi~ile of a Japanese book. 
There were some minor illustrated translations published on the 
continent in the 1870's whose visual interest is nruch less than their 
literary contribution to the developing Western image of the Far Bast. 
In 1871 there appeared an Anthologie Japonaise by L. de Rosny. De Rosny 
had been teaching Japanese in Paris since the early 1860's, his antho-
logy was intended as a text book for language students. It consisted 
of a series of selections from various Japanese poetry anthologies, 
reproduced in Japanese characters. in Romanieed characters and in a 
translation by De Roany. Each poem was also provided with notes 40 
explaining its symbolic references and the anticipations of meaning 
required by Oriental poetry. 
At the back of the text was bound a reproduction of a Japanese 
poetry book, in which the poems were printed in black on drawings of 
plants or landscapes printed in light tones of green, yellow, brown and 
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grey. De f(osny'~, boor, a1!;o lJad a. cover which was a full colour repro-
duction or pastiche cf a late Japru,€se print ohowinC n woman in a kitlono 
on a typical carpentered wooden balcony. 
The quality of Japanese poetry was accurately transmitted by 
Hosny's translations as in this Haiku entitled "La :..leparation": 
" I~.lgre les milles obstacles que le lit du courant ,. 
leur oppose, ces eaux, longtemps divisees par les 
sables, finiront toujours par se reunir, 
or in "Clair de Lune"; 
A traverse les 
.J 
- / 
eclaircies des nuaGes accurnules 
J.,t' 
Penetre la 
/ Ie vent d'automne 
clarte lumineuse de la lune. 
par 
The anthology found its way into the 11 braries of all the major :F'rench 
Japanese enthusiasts and some of the r.~lish. Ph. Burty even attempted 
Rosny's classes in Japanese with little success. Roany's characterisa-
tion of Japanese poetry in these translations became the basis of current 
Luropean belief about Ja~~ese literature. 
Another tran3lation from the ~ap~ese accompanied with a few illus-
I(76) 
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trations was Komats et Sakitsi, a novel by Ruitei Tanefico, an eight- 43 
eenthcentury Japanese novelist. It was translated by F. 1urretini, a 
Japanese scholar living in Geneva and published there in 1875. This 
was a typical. romantic J ap3l1ese historica"t novel with an ironic meaning 
> 
for contemporaries of the author. It contained four black and white 
portraits of the chief characters, made by Japanese artists. The 
plates are of no special interest but they should be mentioned as Ph. 
Burty knew of the work in Geneva, and recorded its 44 
influence on him~in an article in La Renaissance in 1871. 
"The vogue for books \<1 th original Japanese illustrations faded by 
. . 
the mid-1880's. One susvects that this was because Japanese artists 
and wood engravers with suffi.cient skill wore no longer available. In 
the 1880' sand '90s a b'Teat tllany ~.~estern authors wrote imaginary tales 
of Japan and these were illustrated by Western artists. The exception 
11 
I 
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to this general rule was the series of illustrated books of Japanese and 
Western fairy tales,using Japanese artist~ whjch appeared throughout the 
1880's and 1890's. These were extremely popular and exerted a continuing 
influence on English illustration which will'bediscussed below. 
As a whole the illustrated translations from the Japanese had an 
important role in spreading knowledge of Japanese style, in the context 
of literary and cultural information which gave it a specific range of 
cultural significances for the West. This process was over by the 
early 1880's and Dickins' publication of Hokusai's 100 Views of Fuji 
is an early sign of its completion. However this.is a question best 
discussed in the next section of this thesis. 
1 
CHAPTER THREE: 
The Popular Response to Japan in England in the 1870's and early 1880's. 
Popular attitudes to Japan varied greatly between England and 
France. In general the intellectual and artistic implications of Japan-
ese art were fully explored by the French, whereas in England a more 
mundane view was taken. It may be said that England absorbed Japan into 
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a pattern of sentiment appropriate to the English middle-class values of 
the period. English "progress" had little relationship to French 
"modernit~lI. There was no equivalent in London to the Parisian demi-
monde until at least the 1890's. Instead civil servants, soldiers and 
lawyers, formed the bulk of Japanese enthusiasts, with a few businessmen. 
Their prototype was William Rossetti, the art-loving Home Office official. 
He referred to himself as a "Japanese maniac" and to Japan as his "hobby". 
He spent a great deal of time acquiring Japanese prints and other work 
in the 1870's and 1880's simply to look at, never feeling that it needed 
scholarship or that it had a major original contribution to make to 
Western art. 
One interesting aspect of his attitude is treatment of Japanese 
prints which he used as a frieze round his dining room at 5, Endsleigh 
Gardens, from 1867 to 1890. A similar frieze was placed on the walls of 
his daughter Helen's bedroom, consisting mainly of Hiroshige)~. rrhis 
peculiar decorative use of Japanese prints was fairly common among 
enthusiasts. E. W. Godwin, the designer,had a similar one in his house, 
.' Clay Lancaster 
has published a photograph of the Japanese bedroom of Dr. '''illiam H. 
Hammond of New York in 1882, showing such a frieze. It was the fashion 
to place the prints side ~y side in a continuous band. This probably 
came about because a series of prints often came in one long uncut strip -
originally intended to be folded into a book. 45 
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The major English museums took little interest in Japanese art until 
the mid-1800's. It was therefore in the context of Victorian middle- 46 
~ 
class parlour and drawing-room as we have seen, the bedroom, that Japan-
, I 
ese art and aesthetic values apppared in England. This context may 
well explain the failure of England to make full use of the Japanese 
example save in the decorative arts and illustrations. In any case the 
sentiments and beliefs which we shall try to define in this chapter 
stand behind all English use of Far Eastern ideas whether in the Fine or 
Decorative arts. 
The essential difference between the English and French developments 
may be seen in the contrast between S. Bing, the most prominent French 
dealer in Japanese art, and A.L.Liberty, both of whom began independent 
businesses in 1875. During this period Bing was a dealer in relatively 
small quantities of work of a high artistic merit.' Liberty, on the other 
hand, sold cheap export ware in bulk to the growing middle-class. In a 
Liberty catalogue dated to the early 1880's by the V. and A., the follow- 47 
ing items are offered: 
Books full of grotesque drollery or beautiful 
landscapes. Each 6d., 1s.0d., 2s.0d., 3s.6d. 
A few volumes by the celebrated Ja.panese artist 
Hokusai, the HOGARTH of Japan. 
On the following page we read of -
The long scrolls or Kakemonos made for hanging in 
temples and Private Houses, can be utilized for 
corridors, smoke rooms, studios, and they are fine 
in colour and very charmingly drawn. Amongst them 
are the grotesque as well as the lovely. 
Prices for these ranged from 1s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. Liberty's also 
offered "carved ivories", "fine lacquer ancient and mOdern", "hand 
painted Japanese D'oyleys (paper)", "Japanese miniature fans for use as 
guest cards" and "Japanese paper leather photograph frames". The 
chromolithograph illustrations made clear that all this was export ware 
cheaply manufactured. Even the lacquer cabinets were of a kind which 
is still to be found in local curio shops in England, black la.cquer with 
~8 
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small JapRnese designs in gold or red. 
The Japanese goods appeared among a plethora of Persian enamels, 
Indian carving and other exotic items. Liberty's customers are said to 
have included Morris, Carlyle, Ruskin, the Rossettis, Burne-Jones, 
'Mistler, Norman Shaw and Godwin. Many of these people had dealt with 
him since he became manaGer of Farmer and Rogers Oriental warehouse in 
1863. It is doubtful however, that their main business with him in the 
1870's and 1880's was for Japanese work. Ruskin was openly opposed to 
it by this time, and it plays no part in the work of Morris or Burne-
Jones. 
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Liberty's customers also dealt with another shrewd businessman, 
Murray Marks. Marks also began business in 1875 at 395 Oxford Street, 
W.1. His trade card, showing a quill pen in a blue and white vase on a 
gold background is said to have been designed jointly by Whistler, 
Rossetti and Morris. Although he dealt in most Far Eastern curios, X1arks 
was espeCially famous as a dealer in pottery, particularly blue and 
white of which he bought a great deal from Holland. In 1878 he arranged 
a major exhibition of blue and white belonging to Sir Henry Thompson, 
for which the catalogue illustrations were prepRred by Whistler. At a 
dinner to celebrate the event the guests included Beerbohm Tree, Arthur 
Sullivan and many other leaders of middle-class taste. The blue and 
white craze attracted a large number of middle-class enthusiasts in the 
late 1870's and 1880's. One club, "The Sette of Odd Volumes", took a 
consistent interest in it and a book published in 1891, ~~ and \vhi te 
China by Alexander T. Hollingsworth, artificier to the Sette of Odde 
Volumes, gives a good impression of the seriousness with which blue and 
white was taken. Hollingsworth compares some china painting to the 
work of Frans Hals. 
It was to the restricted market of enthusiasts formed by such men 
as the members of the Sette that Marks made his appeal. Like the 
'if 
English public in general they had a sentimental view of Par En.stern art 
despite their fine taste and the learned diligence of Narks. 
However Liberty was the largest dealer in Far Eastern wares in 
England and it would seem that his taste was shared by most of his 
customers. Christopher Dresser and others made attempts to create a 
market for a better range of work. Dresser founded a company for this 
purpose based at Alexandra Palace. Such attempts were of little value 
against the prevailing romantic sentiment. 
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This has been referred to by more than one author as "Cherry blossom 
exoticism". Whilst this term embodies much about the attitude which led 
to the success of goods sold at Liberty's, it also conceals a great deal 
of the importance of the growth of a myth based on one culture in another 
culture. Cultures perceive each other in terms of themselves and of 
their information about each other which they contain. "Cherry blossom 
exoticism" constitutes a major source of cultural information about 
the Far ~st, and it would be wrong to dismiss it because that inform-
ation was inaccurate or falsified. Such points have little meaning in 
cultural exchanges. We are not able to dismiss the element of fashion-
able exoticism even in the greatest manifestations of Far Bastern 
influence on Western art. 
Miner argues that the several hundred "Japanese" travel books, 49 
novels and poems produced during the last three decades of the nine-
teenth century are all alike in their sentimentalism. E'or him, this is 
a good reason for ignoring them. I disagree with this, for the popular 
notion of Japan changed considerably during this period. In the 1870's 
it was just forming, only in the later 1880's was it consolidated. We 
II 
may see this clearly in the rapid increase of "popular publications 
about Japan from the later 1880's onwards. 
Two poems written during the 1870's give us·a good impression of the 
popular impression of Japan at that time. The first, A Japanese Fan, by 50 
"11 
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IVlargaret Veley, appeared in the Cornhill hagflzine for 1876. An illus-
tra tion accompanied it showing a middle-class lady and gentleman contem-
plating a Japrmese fan, while behind them is a table loaded with otber 
Far ~astern curiosities, preswnably purchased from Liberty's. Within 
this setting a conversation takes place about the fan. The gentleman 
describes "all the meaning, the romance" of the subject: 
Here's a lady small of feature 
Narrow eyed 
With her hair of even straightness 
Queerly tied 
In her had are trailing flowers 
Rosy Sweet 
And her silken robe is muffled 
Round her feet 
She looks backward with conscious 
Kind of Grace 
As she steps from off the carpet 
Into space 
Though she plants her foot on nothing 
Does not fa1l 
And in fact appears to heed it 
Not at all 
See how calmly she confronts us 
Standing there -
Will you say she is not lovely 
Do you dare 
I will not! I honour beauty 
Where I can 
Here's a woman one mieht die for 
- In Japan. 
The gentleman continues telling the story of betrayed romance, combined 
with a long description involving jasmined perfumed nights, sunsets and 
silk robes - all the imagery found in cheap Japanese export goods. 
Veley's pen gives a good idea of the popular response to Japanese 
goods. "Mystery and Romance" were the most attractive qualities associated 
with it. These qualities are identical to those sought in Western art by 
the newly growing English middle-classes, nourished by the rre-Raphaelites. 
All use of Jap3nese examples by English designers and artists took 
place in the context of this overwhelming sentiment. A better-known 
poet, vI. E. Henley, expressed it more concisely in his "Ballade of a 
Toyokuni Colour Print" of 1877 or shortly after. In this poem he even 
1(80) 
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takes advantage of the Buddhist idea of reincarnation to explain the 
attraction of Japanese art in sentimental rather than a.esthetic terms; 
Was I, a Samurai, renowned 
The Sworded, fierce, immence of bow? 
The histrion angular and profound? 
A Priest? a porter? Child, although .. 
r have forgotten clean, r know 
That in the shade of Fujisan 
Hhat time the cherry orchards blow, 
I loved you once in old Japan. 
As here you loiter, flowing gowned, 
And hugely sashed, with pins a-row 
Four quaint heads as with flamelets crowned 
Demure inviting - even so 
When merry maids of Mijako 
To feel the sweet of the year began 
And green gardens to overflow 
I loved you once in old Japan. 
Clear shine the hills; the rice fields round 
Two cranes are circling; sleepy and slow 
A blue canal the lakes blue bound, 
Breaks at the bamboo bridge; and lo! 
Touched with the sundown's spirit and glow 
I see you turn with flirted fan, 
Against the plum tree's blooming snow 
I loved you once in old Japan. 
Dear twas a dozen lives ago; 
But that I was a lucky man 
The Toyokuni here will show 
I loved you once in old Japan. 
This is the first public reference in England to any other Japanese 
artist than Hokusai. The poem therefore marks a stage in the develop-
ment of public awareness in the later 1810's, a broadening of familiari~ 
in harmony with that which we observed being developed as a result of 
visits to Japan. We shall see the development in the major English 
defenders of Japanese art. 
It also shows that the English were determined to see Japanese art 
in terms of sentiment, to incorporate it into the Pre-Raphaelite and 
Ruskinian attitude to art. 
Henley may have been introduced to Japanese art through his friend-
ship with R. L. Stevenson in Edinburgh, whose interest in it we have 
already noted. Another, later poet, Alfred Noyes, acknowledges Stevenson 
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as his introduction to Japan as a source of inspiration. Noyes' work 
was mainly written at the turn of the century but it shows how strongly 
Japan was embedded in the popular and literary imagination during the 
later nineteenth century. In Noyes' work Japan becomes a symbol for 
the lost imagination. A vehicle for romantic speculation which inevit-
ably involves childhood and fairy tales. His "Flower of Old Japan" 
is a Japanese Peter Pan, in which children, led by a magician with a 
fan, dream of a quest to a magical "Old Japan". Old Japan is a symbol 
of the lost romantic imagination. 
The road to Old Japan: you cry 
And is it far or near? 
Some never find it till they die, 
Some find it everywhere, 
The road where restful Time forgets 
His weary thoughts and wild regrets 
And calls the golden year 
Back in a fairy dress to smile 
On young and old a little while. 
Some seek it with a blazing sword, 
And some with old blue plates 
Some with a miser's golden hoard 
Some with a book of dates, 
Some \-lith a box of paints; a few 
Whose loads of truth would ne'er pass through 
And, 0, how shocked they are to find 
That truths are false when left behind. 
All Noyes' poems express this nostalgic regret for an imagination 
which has lost its power over experience. "Haunted in Old Japan" 
contrasts the impermane~ce of rational Western man with the faded but 
still attractive image of Old Japan: 
All our dreams are blown a-drift as flowers before a fan 
All our hearts are haunted in the heart of old Japan. 
I 
This nostalgic, almost mystical sentiment of regret, becrune associated 
with Japan only in the mid-18eo~. It is a different emotion from that 
simple identification with Japanese objects and myths represented by 
Veley and Henley. Noyes represents true "Cherry blossom exoticism" in 
a way that they do not. This distinction is important as it helps to 
define the changing popular tone against which artists made use of the 
'i, : ,
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Japanese example. It is significant also that the popular romances with 
Japanese subjects published in ~Jngland occur after 1880. A typical 
example is J. Morris's Kotaka, a ~amurai's Daughter. It has rather 
insipid wood engraving illustrations by Stanley Wood. It is a highly 
romanticized story of love arid chivalry in Japan. 
Wood's illustrations are factually accurate but show little if 
anything of the influence of Japanese art. His frontispiece showing 
Kotaka at her door is an example of homely illustration to be found by 
the hundred in contemporary English illustrated books, usually under 
a title such as "Shepherd Girl" or "The Sweetheart at home". 
These popular romances mark the complete absorption of many super-
ficial aspects of Japanese culture into the Bnglish context. It is 
perhaps superfluous to point out that such absorption tended to obliter-
ate the creative dialectic between Eastern and Western cultures. Where 
one feels no tension one is unwilling to make fresh discoveries. The 
move towards understanding and synthesis is stopped short by service-
able myths. The presence of a superficial "myth of Japan" in English 
popular culture may have acted as a damper on the influence of Japanese 
art in this way. In particular the eclectic absorption of Japanese 
motifs into the design of domestic objects in the 1810's and 1880's 
tended to have this effect. Two recent exhibitions, "The Aesthetic 
Movement and the Cult of Japan", }i'ine Art Society, 1912, and "The 
Aesthetic Movement", Camden Arts Centre, 1913, have shown the extent 
to which this took place. 
The Camden exhibition in particular showed some excellent ceramics 
by Minton, Wed~oOd, Worcester, Coalport, Burmantofts, Daulton and many 
others. Worcester and Minton in particular produced excellent work 
based on Japanese designs from 1812 onwards. Textiles, furniture by 
Godwin, silverware by Etherington and Co., from 1815, and even cast-iron 
work (fireguards and fences), designed by Thomas Jekyll and made by the 
" 
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firm of Barnard Bishop and Jekyll from 1813 also used Japanese designs. 
It is misleading to subsume all these manufactures under the idea 
of the "Aesthetic f-'J.ovement", for this did not really exist as a conscious 
movement until the early 1880's. Rather they represent one aspect of a 
popular response to Japanese form •. They are all articles intended for 
the Victorian middle-class parlour, designed to fit with the sentiments 
expressed by Veley and Henley. 
A plate with a design registered as "Bamboo and Fan" in 1815 con- 56 
tains bamboo leaves and stems, flowers, an oriental design of flowering 
birds and some abstract designs, made by a transfer process which enabled 
the black outline style of Japanese prints on which they were based to be 
preserved. Wedg)(wood manufactured plates with painted copies of Japan-
ese prints from 1873. They also had excellent imitations of drawings 
from the IVIangwa in their borders. 
It is the transmission of Japanese motifs such as these on manu-
factured domestic goods in the 1810's which is important for this thesis, 
which is not concerned with the history of design in itself. 'llhe notion 
that such motifs were appropriated by a narrow elitest group - the 
Aesthetic Hovement - is simply untrue. Indeed the present notion of 
the movement as a heroic campaign for good taste by a small minority who 
nonetheless produced an enormous number of objects, seems to be a pro-
duct of the imagination of design historians, led on by Walter Hamilton 
and Os car Wilde. 
I would like to reserve the term "Aesthetic Movement" for the 
refined attitude to art and to taste expounded by Wilde and Whistler 
in their lectures. This makes it possible to distinguish between their 
very specific attitudes to Japan and the popul~ response to it which 
made possible the manufacture of articles such as those discussed above 
in great numbers. Similar use of Japanese motifs is found in almost 
every European country in the 1870's - for instance by Collinot. 
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Christoptileand others in France, but without being regarded as part of a 
movement and without being overburdened with romantic sentiment as they 
were in England. 
If we turn to other measures of popular familiarity with Japan such 
as journalism and the theatre it becomes clear that Japan did not leave 
the middle-class parlour during the 1870's. 
The London Illustrated News continued to publish occasional illus-
trated articles on Japan by Wirgman and by Regamey. However Punch makes 
no reference to it at all. As for the theatre there was no successful 
work based on a Japanese theme until "The Nikado" in 1885. Japanese 
jJgglers and acrobats were regular features of misie-halls during the 
1870's and 1880's, but it was only in the later 1880's that a character 
called "The Jolly Jap" appeared as a music-hall stooge. 
"The Mikado" gave the lead for a great many other pieces of theatre 
about Japan. An example of one such drama was liThe Japs" which also 
opened in 1885. All the theatrical productions followed ','The Mikado" in 
its use of coy, giggling maidens and archetypal tyranical rulers. 
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"The Mikado" itself was, of course, an excellently documented pro-
duction. Gilbert paid many visits to the Japanese village in Knightsbridge 
and bought 134 tinted tourist photographs which are still in existence 58 
in the British Museum. Japanese dressers were specially imported to 
assure the accuracy of the costumes. The sets too were designed with 
painstaking accuracy. "The Mikado's" comical depiction of Japan was to 
have a permanent effect on the popular image of Japan in the English-
speaking world, but it was only written when Japan had already become 
familiar in Western culture and when it had already had its major effect 
on Western art. 
In this chapter I have defined the popular knowledge of Japan in 
England at the time of its greatest influence on Western art. I have 
shown that familiarity with Japanese articles in England came about 
through middle-class enthusiasm for Japanese objects as decoration. 
This led to the imposition of contemporary middle-class romantic senti-
ments onto Japanese art, similar to those current in English middle-
class art. 
It is against the background of these sentiments that the English 
enthusiasts and critics of the 1870's and 1880's operated. ~bese are 
the subject of the next chapter. 
'U 
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English Apologists and Fnthusjasts for Jap:lnese Art in thA 1870's, 
Audsley and Bowes, Cutler, Dresser, Alcock and others. 
We have now established the historical background to English appre-
ciation of Japanese art. It will be the business of this chapter to 
account for the development of specific critical attitudes in England 
during the 1870's. 
~le champio~s of Japanese art in England were very Quch affected 
by the sentiment which placed it amongst the other decorative items in 
the middle-class parlour. Hardly ever do they claim, as did Jarves, 
that it had a place as "High Art" or Fine Art. 
This may well be explained by the continued dominance of English 
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taste and criticism throughout the 1870's by Ru~kjn who had condemned Japan~ 
ese art as decadent in 1869 in the "~':Ueen of the Air"; 
On the other the pure colour eift, when (!mployed 
for pleasure only, degrades in another direction, 
so that among Indians, Chinese and Japanese, all 
intellectual progress in art has been for aees 
rendered impossible, 
and he remained implacably hostile, never discussing it in his published 
works. 13y 1881 he considered it "Diabolic"; 
On the 23rd, I believe, Alic and I were looking 
at the Diabolic Japan book which I had nearly 
burnt dozens of times - lucky I had it now 
he wrote in his diary in September. Ruskin's art criticism was based 
on the notion of "High Art" inextricably associated with Christianity, 
which had, according to Ruskin, led man to a full appreciation of all 
the wonders of creation. To admit the beauty of Japanese art would have 
been to betray a basic premise of his criticism. Ruskin's di.seiple, 
Collingwood, reduced his master's attitude to absurdity. He claimed, in 
his account of Ruskin's teaching, that the taste for Japanese assymetry 
was nothing other than a Si6~ that the late nineteenth century had lost 
its religious faith. 
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Collingwood also points out one of the essential paradoxes of the 
Ruskinian attitude. Japanese art provided excellent accounts of natural 60 
objects, animals and landscape, "decoratively treated". ltuskin never 
made any attempt to resolve this paradox in print. We have seen that he 
continued to speak out against Japan as both La Farge and Dresser remark 
on this in their wri tin6'. What is understandable if illogical in Ruskin 
became irrational prejudice amongst many of those he influenced. Japan-
ese enthusiasts in England were also apologists. 
Nonetheless the defenders of Japan seized upon those Ruskinian 
criteria which they could use. They 'talked mainly of the Japanese use 
of Nature, but they also made use of his ideas on craftsmanship and on the 
inherited cultural disposition of a community. Moreover their books are 
full of analysis, point by point, of Japanese drawings and designs made 
along Ruskinian lines. In 1819 Thomas Cutler published a book entitled 
"The Grammar of Japanese Ornament and Design" which reproduced many 
drawings and designs \-Ji th separate specially drawn plates of analysis. 
None of the critics we are to discuss were great writers. It seems 
that the lacked the intellectual strength to oppose Ruskin's view of art. 
Some of them may even have been unaware of the possibility of alternative 
attitudes. Caught between the sentimental enthusiasm of the middle-classes 
and Ruskin's austere moral criticism they could do little despite their 
own enthusiasm to promote a new, well-informed and sympathetic under-
standing of Japanese art and its possibilities for Western culture. 
However they could publish descriptions of their collections at 
great length, and make aesthetic propaganda within the Western context. 
This they did. 
They were greatly helped by the development of chromolithography. 
This colour printing process was suited to the reproduction of Japanese 
art objects, as it made use of a system of overprinting with many blocks' 
to achieve its effects. The Parisian firm of Lemercier brought it to 
perfection and they were responsible for colo~r plntes for books l)y 
Audsley and Bowes, Anderson and tho Frenchmen Bing and Louis Gonse. 
The outstanding ~glish users of chromolithography were Audsley and 
Bowes, whose work has been referred to above. In their great two volume 
opus "The Kerami~ Arts of ~apan" of 1875. Following this in 1882 
Audsley published the "Ornamental Arts of Japan" which contained chromo-
lithographic examples of all the Japanese Arts and Crafts while Bowes 
published "Japanese Harks and Seals" in 1881. 
Both Bowes and Audsley continued as active writers on Japan after 
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the mid-1880's. Neither of them however published any serious critical 62 
work after that time; both restricted themselves to catalogues and 
surveys. Bowes eventually opened his house in Liverpool as a Japanese 
museum. 
Audsley was clearly the more litera.te of the two Elnd it is his 
opinions v'hich stand out in the "Keramic Art". 'I{e may trace the dovcl-
opment of his critical attitude to Japan from his lecture "Hotes orl 
Japanese Art" given to the Architectural Association in 1872. 
M03t of this lecture was concerned with acquainting the audience 
with the barious types of Japanese art and crafts. However Audsley did 
make some general comments. He saw Japanese art as based essentially 
on nature; 
The Japa.nese have for thousands of years, worshipped 
at Nature's shrine, watching her every movement, and 
noting every change of mood and costume with a loving 
eye, until each detail of her marvellous handiwork, 
and each expression of her changeful face, are im-
printed on their minds, to be transferred to every 
work they set their hands to do. 
Audsley uses exactly the same words in his introductory essay to the 
"Keramic Art". In this he discusses, with illustrations, the whole of 
Japanese art. He is also careful in both the lecture and "Keramic Art" 
62b 
to distinguish Japanese art from Chinese art, which he considered inferior. 
The direct expressive qualit,y of Japanese drawing was greatly ad-
mired by Audsley. He dwelt on it at length in his 1872 lecture; 
It seems stranee that so much could be told by 
half a dozen up and down brush strokes as is 
plainly told in the sjrnplestJapanese skccth,but 
let the artist have a clear idea to set forth and 
he will nevnr fail to do so, even in so humble a 
lUaterial a", a gra:.;s blade. 
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He challenges anyone who doubts this to examine their common il1us-
trated books or the paintings on their "beautiful Satsuma Itlare". In 
the "Leramic Art" Audsley takes this further. He discusses the Japanese 
artist's ability to capture "the straight ascending ha.bit of bamboo" 
which is a unique natural quality. Japanese artists, he argued, were 
seeking something much more than natural resemblance. They were trying 
to capture the power of nature itself. Japanese art, appealed to the 
. imagination rather than gratifying the eye with verisimilitude. In 
doing this, it "stirs the soul with varied emotions"; 
Japanese art springs from the brain and does not 
affect the studied and laboured renderings of the 
\'lestern modern schools, and thus it speaks directly 
to the mind, not with one voice only, but in strains 
powerful or weak according to the individual 
imagination. 64 
Of wood block prints Audsley wrote that the restricted means of express-
ion was so powerful that those who look at them "are drClwn into communion 
wi th the artist's soul and find that the drawing is but a symbol of a 
great moral reality, after all". (He offers examples of JapAnese expre-
ssionist technique. In the lecture he recounts the tale that a Ja~anese 
artist used his thumb to depict grapes and in Keramic Art he discusses 
the contests among artists as to who could paint Shinto votive pictures 
of horses (Yama) with the least number of strokes.) 
This argument that expressive representation of nature is at bottom 
a moral activity is drawn straight from Ruskin; in particular his 
writing on Turner. Audsley's comments on Japanese landscape are highly 
reminiscent of Ruskin; 
Their way of representine a mist at sea is very 
amusing, positively nothing being shown but a few 
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straight and curved lines, shaping upper portions 
of masts and sails. Imagination supplies the mist 
which obscures all the rest of the vessel. 
It is not surprising that in order to defend Japanese art against the 
charge of being decorative, and therefore inferior, he quotes Ruskin 
to the effect that the works of Haphael, I1ichelangelo, rritian, Veronese, 
the Correggio cupolas at Parma, Greek temples, and all examples of the 
highest order of art are essentially decorative. 
Audsley argues that all Japanese art is decorative and that the 
pictorial principles required for decorative art vary greatly from those 
'hecessary in pictorial perspective". He points out that decorative art 
is inseparable from useful objects and that finely made articles are 
,found in the homes of rich and poor alike in Japan. Moreover such art 
is always in sight and in use. 
Audsley argues that Japanese art is a "development unique in itself" 
and should not be criticised for its lack of aerial perspective or 
chiaroscuro. 
In both the 1872 lecture and "Kerarnic Art", Audsley sets up a 
hierarchy of subjects for Japanese art - at the top of which he places 
flower and bird paintings, and at the bottom figure subjects. He 
includes in the hierarchy chimerical creatures such as the li'oo :Bird, 
dragons and the domestic gods, which are described in detail. 
In "Keramic Art" Fujiyama is aclmowledged as a major subject. 
Audsley remarks that Bowes owns an album with 24 double page coloured 
plates of Fuji, perhaps a volume of Hokusai's "36 Views". He also 
prints an illustration of Fuji derived presumably from this book and one 
of a blue and white porcelain ornament in the form of the moon rising 
above Fuji. He quotes Fonblanque's description of Fuji as a great 
religious centre, and places it carefully in the iconography of Japanese 
art. The thoroughness with which this is alone typifies his approach 
throughout the essay. 
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In "Keramic Art", Audsley follows Jarves in dcfendinC' JHT'Clnese 
fiVlre art by makinr,- use of religious painting and sculpture he claims 
that Japanese altar paintings show good facial and figure work. Like 
Jarves he singles out the Kamakura Buddha as a symbol of Nirvana, "an 
embodiment of the most elusive metaphysical mysteries". In this WAY, 
like Jarves, he defends Japanese art against the common Victorian charge 
that all Japanese drawings of the figure, in particular the nude, are 
caricatures and that many are crudely obscene. 
Audsley was very concerned with the decorative devices in Japanese 
art. In his lecture he emphasised the appropriateness of Japanese orna-
ment for its purpose and the excellence of ajsymetry. 
In "Keramic Art" he spends a great part of the introductory essay 
discussing JapAnese designs. He distinguishes many types of decor-
ative design, using a series of specifically prepared plates. ~late A 
is concerned entirely with different types of frets and diapers used in 
Japanese ceramics; Plates B and C reproduce geometrical desien~ from 
woodwork and leatherwork; Plates D, E and F, are designed to show the 
irregular distribution of design elements in Japanese design. I(82) 
Decorative motifs are all discussed individually, categorized and 
related to their model in natu~e where this is relevant. The Kikumon, 
for instance, is related to the Chrysanthemum, and its treatment in 
Japanese painting. A separate section of the introduction is devoted 
to "Graphic Delineation". It is here that Audsley makes his areument 
for the importance of Japanese art as a serious spiritual activity. 
'rwo plates, K and L, are devoted to an analysis of drawings of 
flowers and birds and fishes. Japanese modes of representing particular 
are categorized and discussed with great sensitivity. Some paintings on 
silk are reproduced in autotype from a book called "Shin Hokassen - the 
Six New Seasons" by the artist "Goehu do gen ye" in the Bowes collection. 
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They Are emblems of the Japanese festivals and give a cood impression of 
the type of Japanese paintinG on which Audsley was basing his ideas. 
They possess the neat, decorative quality of early nineteenth century 
Japanese paintings which is also shown in the bird, flower and fish 
paintings reproduced from pooks in the collection of W. G. Alexander. 
Audsley is well-informed on the use of paintings in Japan and comm-
ents on the tea ceremony, where one painting is always displayed in a 
tokonomo, a specially designed niche in the teahouse wall. He mentions 
that he owns two such scroll paintings with paintings of flowers. 
The introductory essay on Japanese art in "Keramic Art" is remark-
able in the depth of its treatment of the subject of Japanese art as 
well as in its sensitivity to Japanese style. Despite his bedevilment 
with Ruskinian critical attitudes, ~dsley's work is a remarkable 
achievement for 1875. 
The detailed discussion of ceramics was an equal achievement but 
its scholarship is now hopelessly outdated, much of it was ba.sed on 
totally inaccurate information. Nonetheless many different varieties of 
Japanese ceramics were identified and illustrated with magnificently 
worked chromolithographs. 
Burty, who reviewed the first part of the work in the "Acanemy" in 
1875 agreed with this opinion but felt some reservation about the figure 
drawings in the chromolithographs; 
The ornamentation is drawn with great exactness; but 
the figure drawing is less characteristic. The 
draughtsman is evidently afraid of just that point 
of exaggeration which marks the difference between 
his own school and that of the artists of the empire 
of the rising sun. 
Burty also criticized the colour range of the plates. He observed 
justly that the process killed the brilliancy of the colours and 
that liegamey was trying to avoid this in some plates he was 
working on for the French magazine "L'Art". 
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Nonetheless I find some of the plates extremely effective. For 
inst~nce three dishes of Hizen blue and white from the collection of 
/) Joseph J3eck reproduce beautifully, so des a red and r,uld Kar;a ware 
/I 
dish from the collection of the Duke of l::dinburgh, who was Audslcy's 
patron and to whom the book is dedicated. 
The more complex colours of Satsuma are not so successfully re":,,, 
presented. Though a plate showing a dish and a pair of vases from the 
Bowes collection gives an acceptable representation. In any case the 
chromolithographs are a great improvement on the photographs printed 
directly from negatives with which the 1872 lecture is illustrated. 
"Keramic Art of Japan" was one of the first books to discuss Japanese 
art in an informed manner. Audsley succeeds in pIecing the art, and the 
ceramics in particular, in the setting of Ja.pancse customs and beliefs. 
This achievement and the production of the chromolithoeraphs make his a 
work of major importance in the development of European appreciation of 
1(82) 
Japanese art. Audsley's next book "Ornamental Outlines" was published 67 
in 1881. It was an architectural "pattern book" which incorporated fuJlPla-ee 
black and white illustration of designs from medieval bosses, Islamic 
tiles, Persian carpet patterns and Japanese decorative patterns juxta-
posed to create a highly consistent range of choice for designers and 
architects. 
Audsley had been trained as an architect and like many other Japan-
ese enthusiasts, such as his fellow architect E.W.Godwin, he had come to 
admire Japanese art through seeing it as the product of a living Middle 
Ages, and therefore acceptable to the "Gothic" taste in fashion in the 
1860's and early 1870's. ::By the time of "Keramic Art" however this theme 
has disappeared from his writing. Japanese motifs had found their way 
into the general decorative vocabulary of English designs. Audsley 
comments on the rising demand that they should be included in pattern 
books, claiming that "Outlines of Ornament" was the first book to do so. 
1(84) 
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By 1882, when the first part of "Ornamental Arts of' J:1pan" ",as 
published, knowledge of Japanese art was increasing enormously. None-
theless Audsley sticks to the basic outl:i:nes of his estimate of it in 
"Kera.rnic Art" in his introduction, and in the text wri tten in 1885 for 
the two volu.rne complete edition of 1885 he retains the hierarchy of 
subject matter with flower and bird paintings and prints at the top~ 
For him Japanese art remains essentially naturalistic despite much 
evidence in his own detailed accounts that this is not so. He quotes 
. 
in justification from a translation of a work by an early nineteenth 
century artist, Masatami, which was published between 1804-1818. 
Nasatami claims that he always copied every new form of tree or plant he 
saw as an aid to his art. 
The translation appeared first in the preface to Bowes' "Japanese 
YlfLrks and Seals" - one of the first dictionaries for collectors of 68 f; 
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Japanese works. In the preface to this Bowes too maintains the natural- i 
is tic thesis expressed in "Keramic Art". 
A udsley relies on the highly detailed work by Gonse and Anderson 
and Dickins for much of his new information. He quotes at length from 
L'Art. Japonais" and refers many times to Anderson's papers and lectures 
and to Dickins' translation of the "1'1a.ngwa". He also makes great use of 
the Japanese Commissioners' report from the 1878 Paris l~ibition. The 
"Ornamental Arts" is divided into nine sections of which the most 
important for us is the first, on Painting and Graphic Arts. 
It contains an historical essay on Japanese pain tine which is re-
markable for the nu.rnber of major figures which it identifies. Audsley 
divides Japanese painting into four schools, the Korean (or Chinese); 
the Buddhist, which he still likens to Byzantine art; the 1'oza or 
Imperial school and the popular school. This division remained the basis 
of western study of Japanese painting for many years. 
Among the major painters he identifies are Sesshu and his school, 
• I 
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Korin, Kano, Has anobu, Katsuea.wa, Shunsho and Utamaro. Among contempor-
ary artists and printmakers he lists Kuniyoshi, Kunisada, ~hungs, Sada-
saee, Sadahide, Hiroshige, Kuniyasa and 8hunto and the pupils of Hokusai, 
1sai and Reisai Eisen. Not even Hokusai had been mentioned in "Keramic 
Artll. This tremendous increase in scholarly knowledge from the mid-1880's 
onwards is extremely important, for with it went the a.bility to distin-
guish between the different styles of Oriental art. 
Hokusai remained for Audsley the great Japanese' artist. He quotes 
a panegyric on him by Gonse but expresses his disapproval of Gonse's 
assertion that Hokusai represented Callot, Rembrandt, Goya and Daumier 
all rolled into one. Audsley makes him the leader of a great popular 
school of art whfuhfinally broke with the Chinese artistic tradition. 
Ironically he reproduces several pages from the print book, "Yehon 
'l'eikin Orai" by Hokusai of 1828. This book whose title translated is 
"Communication of Home Precepts", was originally written by the fourt-
eenth century Chinese Genye Hoski (d. 1350) as a model of calligraphy. 
Audsley's illustrations include a picture of a Japanese couple using an 
enormous umbrella and a picture of an Oriental artist at work which was 69 
used to show the far eastern method of painting. He also reproduces a 
black and white engraving based on a Hokusai Kakemono of a bows man in 
his introductory text. 
Plate 2 bia, one of the sixteen which follow, reproduces a macni-
ficent kakemono by Hokusai, from the Hart collection, showing a hero 
struggling with supernatural creatures, dating from 1800. Plate two 
shows a painting of Tokaru, a famous Yoshiwara courtesan, by Mayagawa 
Chosuei, an eighteenth century artist. This is also a kakemono, from 
the Hart collection. 
The remaining plates reproduce every aspect of Japanese painting 10 
and prints with the notable exception of screen painting. Among them 
are a Buddhist altar painting, a scroll depicting events in Hell, a 
,. ~ 
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painting of monkeys by Sosen and paintings of flowers and landscapes 
including a view of Fuji from Anderson's own collection. 
Of the Japanese print makers Audsley chose to reproduce two plates 
of figures from a book by Katsugawa Shunsho which he dated to 1175. He 
claims Shunsho's works to be amongst the earliest coloured prints. The 
subtle eighteenth century colours of these prints are very well-reproduced. 
Audsley also reproduced part of a Kunisada diptych that he bou~ht at the 
1861 exhibition in Paris which I have discussed in my account of the 
exhibition. 
The inclusion of the prints by Shunsho and the eighteenth century 
kakemono indicate the establishment of stylistic categories within the 
idea of Japanese art. The separation of eighteenth century and nine-
teenth century Japanese prints and painting in the European consciousness 
is a fundamental change which was to affect the perception of Japanese 
art by European artists in the 1880's. 
The other eight sections of "Ornamental Arts " are as detailed as 
the first, but it would be tedious to discuss them all. It is sufficient 
to stress that Audsley's book is the first in England to delineate a 
historical consciousness of Japanese art. It appeared contemporaneously 
with Gonse's "L'Art Japonais", which performed the same function in 
France and will be discussed below in relation to the 1883 retrospective 
exhibition of Japanese art in Paris. 
In 1886 William Anderson, who had been a professor of medicine at 
Tokyo, published "The Pictorial Art of Japan". We have seen that 
Anderson had taken the opportunity afforded by his time in Japan to form 
11 
an enormous collection of Japanese art and the scholarly knowledge to go 12 
with it. On his return he sold the collection to the Bri Ush Museum and ,'; 
published an excellent catalogue of it. The 1886 book is based on the 
British Museum collection. It is essentially an historical study, with 
a few comments on style in painting and design, "The application of 
pictorial art" added to the end. 
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Anderson contributes nothinG' more to WestE~rn critical appreciation 
of Japan. His book is of interest to us as evidence that the full range 
of Japanese art had become available in ~urope and that an historical 
consciousness of it was beginning in Europe. Like those in Audsley's 
"Ornamental Arts of Japan", the plates in Anderson's work will prove to 
be of great value in assessing the contribution of Japan to Western art 
in the later 1810's and 1880's. 
Public lectures played a great part in spreading information in the 
late nineteenth century and Japanp.se art was no exception. One of the 
most successful lecturers during this period was Dr. Christopher Dresser. 73 
Dresser had been a lecturer at the South Kensington Museum since 
1852. He had been a Japanese enthusiast and a collector of Japfmese 
goods. \'/e have already discussed his travels in Ja.pan for three months 
in 1877. As an official functionary he gave many talks on art and desien. 
In 1814, after acting as a British commissioner to the 1873 Vienna Exhibi-
tion, he b~ve a lecture to the Royal Society of Arts on Eastern art and 
its influence of European manufactures and taste. In it he pointed out' 74 
the great influence that Far Eastern art was having on Western manufact-
ures and cited Worcester and Minton pottery as outstanding examples shown 
at Vienna. He was particularly concerned with the idea of "ornamentation" 
in utilitarian objects. He regarded the "ornamentalist" as an imllortant 
contributor to manufactured articles; 
He should be an artist in every sense of the word, 
yet he should be a Utilitarian also. He should be 
able to perceive the utmost delicacies and refine-
ments of artistic form, yet he should value that 
which is useful for the very sake of its usefulness. 
This function he saw fulfilled in the art of all Eastern countries, 
but most especially in the art of Japan. He was more concerned for the 
loss of ornamentation in European design than for its failure to create 
simple useful objects suitable for their function. He argued that most 
Western goods were functionally adequate but that very few had the 
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attractiveness of those of the Far East. To prove his point he analysed 
a Japrmese kettle exhibited in the Vienna l!i.xhibi tion. He praised its 
simple oblate spheroid form and its eenereJ functional adaption. He went 
on to examine the different textures in the bronze and commont on the 
inlaid silver on the lid; 
Its shape is good, the protrusions of its surface 
~ive to it beauty as well as increase its utility, 
and the ornament on the handle and on the lid is 
consistent in character, appropriate as a method 
of enrichment and exactly what is necessary to 
render the kettle what Keats would term "a thing 
of beauty and a joy for ever". 
It was in these terms that Dresser defended Japanese b~ods through-
out his career, a.s prime examples of good taste. 
Other criteria than proportion and appropriate textures intrude 
into his defence however. Speaking of a kimono from the Vienna exhibi-
tion he argued that all ornament should have meaning and pointed out 
that Jape.nese design always contained an "idea". At the same time he 
pointed out that the greatest de~ee of artistic honesty is always found 
in convention rather than in imitative work; 
It is not however simply the colour harmony that 
I wish to call to your attention, perfect as it is, 
nor the beauty of the drawing, excellent thou~l it 
is; nor the consistent treatment of the flowers 
and the flies, although this is worthy of special 
study - but to the thought realised in the work -
namely, summer. No one can look upon this lovely 
dress \J1 thout feelinG' the influence of the sunny 
ground, of the profusion of the richly coloured 
bloom, of the gay and glorious insects which appear 
to hover over the flowers ••••• But by the employment 
of truthful means more can always be achieved than 
by resorting to falsehood. No merely imitative 
treatment of flowers could possibly convey the 
thought of summer so well as this conventional 
treatment does. 
This theory that "honesty" or convincing representation could be 
arrived at by generalizations appropriate for one's medium is ultimately 
derived from Ruskin's. One even suspects that Dresser may be implying 
that all b~od ornament and all Japanese ornament is derived from natural 
" . 
objects- though he denied this in a lecture on JapRnese art given in 
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1878 - when he attributed this attitude to Owen Jones. Ct· I D er aln y rcsser, 
like Bowes, valued the naturalistic qualities of Japanese art above ~ 
others. This is hardly surprising when one consjders his training as 
botanist and botanical illustrator and his earlier advocacy of the use 
of botanical examples for '-[estern design. 
Dresser developed the idea of the "poetical significance" of Japari-
ese ornament at length in his 1874 article and in his later work. He 
makes a strong plea that European designs as well as being attractive 
should; 
remind us of the dell where the bells grow, they 
may well us of the fading year, they may call up 
thoughts of joy and spring, of evening and shade, 
or of ten thousand welcome ideas or emotions. 
In his own work as a designer , this attitude was 
not fulfilled. His own work is formal, with no designs or at best 
stylized patterns often borrowed from the Japanese. Nonetheless it 77 
remained part of his defence of Japanese art and design that it related 
simultaneously through its design to the whole spectrum of human exper-
ience from the utilitarian to the poetic. We have already seen how 
impressed Dresser was by the craftsman's position as an integrated 
cultural individual, in Japan, in his book, "The Architecture, Art and 
Art Nanufactures of Japan"; 
I cannot help thinking that the Japanese are right 
in regarding the man who can m~e a beautiful pot, 
a lovely cabinet, a charming fabric or a perfect 
netsuke as a being superior to the mere buyer or 
seller of goods; for while the one devotes his 
best engines to mere moneymaking, the other enables 
matter by the impress of his mind, love, intelli-
gence and skill •. 
We have also seen that many others were equally enthusiastic •. It 
is clear that the Japanese example was to appeal to all those who re-
garded the nineteenth century art and design destructively specialised 
and divided through industrialization; for example, Japanese art was 
to contribute greatly to the ideology of the Arts and Crafts movement. 
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However when one considers Dresser's notion of "poetical significance" 
it becomes clear that the appeal of Japanese work was more broadly based 
than is argued by design historians who see it as simply an example of 80 
clear formal and utilitarian thinking. Dresser's defence of Japan is 
based as much on sentiment as it is on utili tarianism. It war, more 
closely related to the taste of the English middle-class than is usually 
accepted. 
After his visit to Japan in 1877 Dresser gave a second lecture to 
the Society of Arts, "The Art Manufacturers of Japan from Personal 
Observation". This lecture was mainly concerned with communicating 81 
information about Japanese arts and crafts techniques. Dresser did not 
change his assessment of Japanese art, he merely elaborated it in greater 
detail. He did not lay the same stress on the "poetical" aspect of the 
work. 
Dresser does not discuss painting or prints in either the 1814 or 
the 1818 lecture, as they were given to an audience of designers and 
manufacturers. In his book he does discuss them. Whilst the vast bulk 
of the book io irrelevant here as it is either travel .ogue or a detailed 
account of Japanese crafts and skills, his discussion of the visual arts 
is worth considering, as it adds to our knowledge of the attitudes of 
English critics to Japanese art. Dresser remained essentially a designer 
and he gives his interest in design education as a reason for including 
twenty pages of reproductions of black and white drawings from Japanese 
print books; 
I cannot too strongly recommend our young ornament-
alists to consider these drawings and try to acquire 
the Japanese power of delineating natural forms with 
simplicity; nor can I too strongly commend to him 
the use of the brush in preference to the pencil. 
Dresser had the blocks for the illustrations specially made in 
Japan, but mentions no artists' names, not even Hokusai, who is recognis-
ably the author of several of the animal plates such as that of a 
82 
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peacock from the small Mangwa, (Manewa Gwafu), on p~ee 289. 
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Dre:-jser saw crispness of outline, the use of pure black and white 
a.nd the ability to make accurate characterisations from nature as the 
most important aspects of Japanese drawing. The overwhelming number of 
reproeu(\ctions are of bird or flower drawings which exemplify -these 
qualities. Like Bowes, Dresser takes this to its limits and argues that 
the precise, characteristic expressions of the Japanese are able to 
achieve a unique relation to their subjects; 
When we draw a bird, we are content to imitate its 
form; and either to produce the general effect of 
the object copied, or to portray laboriously every 
detail of the creature. The Japanese artist on the 
contrary, produces a bird which appears to live; it 
pecks, it flies, it rests in dignified repose or it 
is eyeing its prey. There is life in his rendering 
of birds, while ours are inanimate objects bearing 
but little more relation to the living thing than 
waxworks do to human beings. 
This assertion of the relatively "lifelike" quality of Japanese 
art compared to Western art is common in English writing about Jape.n 
at the time. The vitality of Japanese art was universally acknowledged. 
Dre~3ser stresses this vitality in his discussion of Japanese plants, 
figure"and landscape drawing and argues strongly for its adoption in 
Western art. He praises black and white sketches as the finest Klstern 
art. However he sees the same quality in full colour painting and 
observes that it may be a result of the direct working methods of the 
Japanese as opposed to European stUdio techniques; the Japanese 
cannot heap up labour on a subject and cover a 
canvas with colour as we do. 
Dresser's enthusiasm for Japanese art was expressed in tenns of his work 
as a designer and design teacher and most of his written work was there-
fore of a technical or descriptive nature, particularly "Japan: its 
Architecture, Art and Art Manufactures". Nonetheless as we have seen, 
his advocacy shows the same pattern of values as Bowes and others. He 
relates Japanese art to Ruskinian ideas about Nature in Art, and sees it 
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as extraordinarily lifelike. He has the same mistaken hierarchy of 
subject matter as Audsley, placing the e:reatest vnlue on flower and bird 
paintings. He also regards Japanese art as "honest" in its use of con-
ventions suitable for its medium. Like Rowes, he has the problem of 
dealing wi th middle-class sentimental taste and it is intereotintr that 
in the 1870's he does not oppose it completely but argues for the 
"poetical" aspect of ornament as essential to good taste. 
Dresser's unique contribution was in his continual effort to 
educate English taste in Japanese work, through his lectures and writing, 
but mainly through his business activities with the London firms of 
Londos and Co., Jackson and Graham Ltd., and others, and with Tiffany's 
in America. l<"'rom 1879 he had his own firm, "Dresser and Holme", in 
partnership with Charles Holme, a Bradford manufacturer, who was to 
become an important figure in the development of Japanese enthusiasm in 
the 1800's and 1890's. Holme also contributed many articles on Japanese 
art to the studio. This firm imported a great deal of "high quality" 
Japanese goods into England. It also sold Dresser's own designs for 
ceramics and silver ware, which, as I have .mentioned, carried Japanese 
patterns. This aspect of Dresser's enthusiasm for Japanese art is 
difficult to assess accurately, but it should not be underestimated. 
Enthusiasm of this kind played an important part in the development of 
the familiarity of Japanese goods in England. 
The chairman at Dresser's 1878 lecture was Sir Rutherford Alcock, 
K.C.B., F.R.G.S. Alcock, when ambassador to Japan, had organised the 
Japanese court at the 1862 International Exhibition in London which is 
discussed above. Dresser was very flattering to Alcock, whom he ack-
nowledged as the person who introduced him to Ja.panese art. 
• ;1 
, . 
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Alcock spent the later 1860's working in China but in the 1870's had \[ 
returned to Europe. He wrote a series of articles on Ja.panese art for 
the Art Journal in 1816, and later published a book "Art and Art Indust-
ries in Japan", which expa.nded the a.rticles into a book in 1878. 
Alcock's work is long-winded, derivative and inconsistent in its argu-
ments, but it serves as a record of the attempts of an enthusi~st for 
Jap:mese art attempting' to juntify it by making use of current fashion-
able a.ttitudes to art. Over half the book's three hundred pages are 
concerned with a theoretical discussion about the n~ture of art and 
current Western ideas about it, in terms of the experience of Jap~nese 
art. 
Alcock begins by arguing that J~panese art shows the primitive 
state of an historical development at the end of which lies Greek or 
Renaissance art. Because of this he claims that a study of Japanese art 
will revivify Western work which had departed from the principles of 
Great Art. The Japanese were like the Greeks - a "nation of artists". 
Alcock deals at length with all the usual objections to Japanese 3rt. 
In the introduction he dismissed the European notion of "High Art" and 
points to the association of these ideas with the art market and specu-
lation. 
He points out that craftsmanship creates value; 
Art which can give a priceless value to the commonest 
and least costly materials, such as clay and iron 
by the mere impress of genius and taste •••• is the Art 
which I believe to be the most precious. 
Throughout the book Alcock delights in pointing to the cries of 
woe about 3uropean art arising from Royal Academicians and fashionable 
critics and using their condemnation of the practical results of IIieh 
Art to defend J,,:panese art against any attempt to judge it by the 
canons of High Art; 
A critic of the Royal Academy exhibition began 
lately by lamenting the rarity of true Art, 
observing that "Academic work of which the aims 
are grandeur and beauty and the employment of 
these for decorative effect, as distinct from the 
reproduction of common nature, in forms, access-
ories, expression and storytelling is so rare in 
this exhibition that the examples of it may be 
.. 
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counted on the fingers". We are scarcely entitled 
therefore, to speak in terms of disparagement of 
the Japanese, if "true Art" as here understood be 
absent and the "reproduction of common nature in 
forms, accessories, expression and storytelling" 
constitutes their chief artistic merit. 
Alcock defends Japanese art as "An original school of decorative 
design", and following Jarves, Bowes and Dresser, argues that decorative 
art is the greatest form of art. Like them he quotes Huskin to justify 
86 
this argument, which runs through the whole book. 87 
Alcocks's first chapter deals with the idea of Artlife or "Kunst 
Leben", that is to say with the notion of national characteristics to 
be seen in art. He quotes an article by W. E. Gladstone to the effect 
that the vast mass of any nation's artlife takes place in articles of 
. common use and considers the artlife of the Japanese. He does this 
without any assertion of the superiority of Western forms, in fact he 
points to the relative superiority of much non-European art. 
Alcock defines the artlife of the Japanese in the familiar t(~rrns of 
craftsmanship (about which he quotes liuskin) and of a direct relation 
of art to nature. The Japanese -
evolved their leading ideas fronl a study of Nature 
and inspired by the perception of some of the more 
subtle principles which govern the evolution of 
grace and beauty in the animal and vegetable kingdom. 
In justifying the use of symmetry and selective expressionistic 
drawing by the Japanese, Alcock concentrates on the principle of "Unity 
in Variety". He draws on two cources which must have been known to him 
since the 1862 exhibition; Leighton's lecture on that exhibition Rnd 
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Dresser's work on the application of botany to design. I<'rom Leighton he ;~ 
takes the metaphor of the asymmetrically balanced steel yard to explain 
visual asymmetry. He also makes comparisons between natural asyn~etries 
such as those in a tiger's stripes and asymmetries in Japanese design, 
for instance in a group of shelves. He demonstrates this principle at 
work in two highly complex fan designs - which are ugly enough to have 
been chosen at random, as he claims. lIe alGa goi ves very simple aSYUJJne t-
rieu in desib~, such as a lacquer box. 
As~nmetry in Japanese art is thus related directly to natural laws. 
Alcock takes this argument further by appealing to Dresser's work and 
to that of later botanists. He points to an asymmetrical but regularly 
repeated and mathematical disposition of leaves, flower petals and other 
parts of plants and identifies this closely with the Japanese mode of 
depicting them and all nature. His reason for this argumen t can be seen 
in the diagrams he gives of the spinal distribution of the leaves of 
the lime tree. 
Alcock discusses asymmetry, alternative and repetition of regular 
.forms; 
.:.. 
The true artist seeks from the simple elements of 
natural beauty to follow Nature's lines, and re-
produce new combinations upon some elementary 
prinCiples for the delight of mankind. So, at 
least it seems to me, the Japanese have ever pro-
ceeded in their artistic development and its 
decorative tendencies and with no minor success. 
By means of this argument Alcock justifies Japanese art as essentiDlly 
naturalistic, in that it follows the fundamental laws of beauty which 
are found in nature itself. The notion of asyrrunetry runs right through 
Alcock's argument as it is the key to his naturalistic justification of 
Japanese art. He even finds a quotation from one of Ruskin's lectures 
of the early 1860's in which Ruskin made the same argument (in reference 
to the 1862 exhi bi tion);' 
It is impossible to set out a diaver or devise 
figures for a ~all or a carpet, unless the artist 
is familiar with actual leaves and boughs and 
flowers - nay unless he habitually lives in the 
study of these, and only gives his less numerous 
hours to drawing ornanlent. Japan the most perfect 
of the three countires in decoration, is that in 
which all other branches of Art have carried far-
thest. The small ivory carvings and ca~tings in 
brass are by far the most natural and visid work 
of the kind which l.'e have seen from any Oriental 
source, whilst the fine and true feeling of the 
Japanese not only for birds and beasts and vege-
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tation, but for lnndscape in its la.rger fea tur'es 
is shown with equal clearness in the lacquerwork 
and the popular coloured books. 
Alcock must have known of Huskin's change of opinion during the 
1860's and indeed takes him to task for his assertion that drawinG of 
the nude was still essential to all Art and De:Jign. Alcock points to 
the magnificent Japanese drawing of draperies compared to their weak 
drawing of the nude. Later he points out at length that Ruskin's notion 
of High .Art which included only pictures (casel paintines and frescoes), 
sculpture and architecture was completely destroyed by the JaVanese 
example. Indeed a good part of Alcock's Chapter VII is devoted to 
breaking down the difference between the "liberal" and "mechanical" arts 
by using Japanese examples. 
Following Leighton, Alcock argues for the originoli ty of Ja.prmese 
art. His most convincing argument is that Japanese art could not hA.ve 
created an "era of Japonisme" in E.urope unless it was original. He 
argues that Japanese art contains many varied effects. 
Alcock is careful to point out the great variety of pictorial 
effect obtained by brush drawing as oPJlosed to the dry outlines of a 
Western artist such as Flaxman. He adds that in inkwash drawjnr;s great 
variety of volume and movement is available, quoting from Jarves. In 
his a.nxiety to demonstrate the variety and natura.lness within Japanese 
art he even advances similar arguments to thoRe of French naturalists 
such as lliret. He argues that,Japanese landscape prints may look flat 
because there is little light or shade or aerial perspective in nA.ture 
in Japan. He also notes the .high vanishing point which is cornman in 
Japa.nese art 'md defends it against charges of artificiality. On the 
other hand he is quite willing to defend the treatment of clouds in 
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Jap:mese painting against Jarves' charge that it is unnatural by arguing 'f 
that it consists of well-understood symbols and that such conventions 
are common in European art. 
43A 
He follo~IS Jarves' analysis of the subtle effects of Japan8se 
landscape paintings and prints and quotes him at length. 
Colour impressed Alcock as one of' the GTea.test achievements of 
JaIlanese art. He opposed Rusidn by ar{:,'Uinc that colour was not Etn 
immoral or anti-intellectual component in art bu t a fundamental Inc'ans 
of expression. lIe states that Japanese artists prefer harmonies involv-
ing tertiary colours and suggests that William r·lorris may have taken 
some of his ideas of decoration from the Japanese example. StranGely 
he does not mention 'Whistler. 
Alcock follows earlier critics in seeing the cupernatural and 
mythological art of Japan as unique and extremely important for an 
understanding of Japanese culture. In Chapter VIII, "Artistic render-
ings of the supernatural", he gives a large number of illustrations of 
ghosts and mythological creatures, such as one of juggling Tengu, mostly 
derived from the Nangwa. He explains their subject, but is content to 
refer his readers to Mi tford for a full discussicm of Japanese mythology 
and fairy tales. 
...-Alcock discusses bronzes, cloisonne enamels, ivory and wood carvine 
and lacquer and fabrics in Chapters IX-XIII. This is a relatively small 
proportion of the text compared with that given to the "applied"arts 
by Dresser or Audsley. Alcock's work is far more critical, far more 
concerned with polemic in favour of Japanese art and with using the 
Japanese example to contribute to the development of English artlife. 
There is no specific chapter on the visual arts but they are dis-
cussed throughout the book. Only one artist is mentioned by name 
Hokusai. Alcock, like Audsley, believed that Hokusai had founded a new 
popular art; 
Hoffsai (or Hoksai) and his school, have left a 
strong impression on the Art of succeeding generations. 
From him seems to have come a whole library of popular 
literature in cheap pictorial books, embodying the 
history, mythology, legends, trades, occupations and 
national customs in a compendious form accessible 
and intelligible. Like popular lectures or penny-
readings they must have nerved to keep alive a 
strong artistic feeling among the uneducated. 
He compares IIokusai to Hogarth and points out that both wandered the 
streets drawings figures and events from life. 
We have seen thnt many of the black and white illustrations in his 
,I \( 
book are derived from Hokusai's work, notably "£he Hangwa. It is diffi-
cult to identify many of the illustrations, firstly because they are 
often pieces of context rearranged, and secondly, because they are badly 
interpreted by the English engraver. Nonetheless it is possible to 
replace some in their original context. 
Alcock reproduces some unusual aspects of "The }vlangwa" - such as 
the sketches of perspective Hokusai copied from a Dutch print and 
several ink drawings of rocks originally made to indicate a mastery of 
different brush styles, as well as the usual bird, insect, flower and 
abstract desi~~s. In this respect Alcock's illustrations, poor as they 
are, were the means of making generally available a whole area of 
Japanese art. 
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On p.61, without identifying it, Alcock reproduces one of Hiroshige's 
"100 Views of Yedo", "Theatres by night, Monkey Street", in a black arn 
white line engraving. He uses this to demonstrate that Japanese artists 
use both perspective and shadow - in this case the shadows created by moonlight,~ 
but the reproduction is totally inadequate to make his point. He also 
reproduces a print of two geisha sitting in an alcove, but this is 
either by a very rare artist or the reproduction is too difficult to 
identify. The work could be by one of Kunisada's followers but style is 
an unreliable guide when one is looking at bad reproductions in an alien 
convention. 
The remaining illustrations are used as examples of particular aspects 
of Japanese life, in pursuit of Alcock's aim of defining a "Kunst Leben" 
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for Japan. Some appear to be pRrtial reproductions of Hiroshi~e prints, 
showing the figures only, but the majority are productions of the large 
school of imitation of Hokusai which developed in the middle of the 
nineteenth centu~r. Those representing Chosts and monsters are of some 
interest in that they are the first body of such work to be reproduced. 
The influence of such images on Western illustration and indeed in 
Western literature is still problematical and I hope to investigate it 
later in this thesis. 
Alcock concludes his book with a "Summary of results, general and 
practical conclusions". Much of it is a repetition of his earlier argu-
ments in the book itself. However some of the analogies he finds for 
Japanese art within it are revaling. He insists on the originality of 
Japanese art and will only allow "Gothic" art to be compared to it. 
It becomes clear that by this he meant early Renaissance art of 
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. He compares Japanese art to a 
painting by Fra Lippo Lippi, "Adoration of the Infant Saviour", which 
was shown in an old master's exhibition at Burlington House in 1877. He 
argues that the figures and cattle in it are drawn "much a,s a present 
day Japanese would draw· them". He also refers to Cimabue and Giotto and 
even invokes Durer at one time in making his case that Japrmese art could 
be seen in the same light as early European paintines. 
Some less logical comparisons are also made. Alcock compares a 
Japanese painting of "A great flight and descent of storks, all sorts of 
shapes in black and white" to Michelangelo's "Last Judgement" because of 
their "magnificent movement". He points out that storks have a religio\ls 
si,~ificance to the Japanese, but even this does not make it easy to 
understand his analogy. 
Alcock explains the vitality of Japanese art by the statement that 
it possessed the same profound religious basis as Barly Renaissance art 
and contrasted with present day decadent Western work which was made 
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"purely to excite admiration". However he admits that Japan does not 91 
possess the "higher" kinds of art associated in £'urope wi th Anci ent 
Greece and the High Hen:'1issance. He explains the absence of a Japa.nese 
Apollo Belvedere as a discussion of the Japanese view of life and of 
customs such as Hara Kiri. He argues that only Fl culture which hrl8 the 
notion of good and evil at its centre could produce a classical art 
because only such a culture could have "ideals". The Jap,mese were un-
concerned with such ideas. Despite this reasoning Alcock condemns 
Japanese figure drawing as totally incompetent and expresses regret that; 
a correct and appreciative idea of the beautiful 
in our species as an Art Motive does not exist in 
the orient and nowhere less than in Japan. 
Thus using notions of the beautiful derived from moral and idealistic 
criteria. 
He takes this argument further and criticizes Japanese art for 
lacking those other High lienaissance virtues, grandeur and simplicity. 
Japanese gods he states, were always depicted as grotesque or comic 
figures. 
The qualities which Alcock approves of in Jap8nese art include its 
close relationship to nature, its sense of the appropriate material and 
form for a particular function and above all, the craftsmanship evident 
in all Japanese work. 
As we have seen, Alcock, like many nineteenth century Englishmen, 
believed in the idea of an "Art Faculty" differing in quality in each 
mtion. He reearded his book as an attempt to define the art faculty 
of the Japanese. He does not achieve this however. His use of this 
idea as a basis for the discussion of Japanese art is indicative of the 
attitude with which the problem of an alien art was approached. The idea 
is first applied to Japanese art by Jarves. 92 
In some ways a far more accurate impression of the "Art Faculty" of 
the Japanese, as conceived in burope is given by a man to whom such 
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notions would have appeared hieh-flown - TholTlCl.s Cutler. 
In 1879 Cutler published a book yJhich reflected exactl.Y the patterns 
of taste nnd the hierarchy of values which have been diflcussed in this 
chapter. We have seen that the J':n[';lish response to JCl"pflnese visual art 
was extremely biased in favour of the bird, flower, fish and othf'r nature 
subjects to be found in prints. 
Thomas Cutler's "Grammar of J"apanese Ornament and Design" of 1879 
reflects this bias accurately in its choice of plates and their divisions. 
The fifty-eight plates are divided into subject areas - Birds, 
Fishes, Insects, Flowers, Plants, Trees and Ornament. Like all other 
enthusiasts of the 1810's, Cutler can only identify Hokusai and his 
imitators by name. He knows the master and his pupil 1sai - both have 
their work reproduced. Ten plates of birds or plants are identified by 
him as coming from Hokusai' s "1'18 n gwa .. and oth er works. Indeed they do 
so, although like nearly all reproductions of this period they }mve beon 
arranged so that plates taken from two Or more originals are combined in 
one of Cutler's octavo plates. In his Plate 1, two sets of Cranes from 
liThe }JJangwa" are juxtaposed with a crane motif from a common lacquer 
tray. This juxtaposition of images is common, and sugeests that no 
real sensitivity to Japanese styles had yet developed, since different 
qualities of work are placed side by side. 
In Plate 9, Cutler has extracted all the geese and ducks drawn by 
Hokusai for the "100 Views of Fuji" and put them on display as decor-
ative motifs. 
He occasionally reproduces pieces in colour as in the cra.nes in 
Plate 12 - from an old silk hanging though the colour is not accurate. 
One of the most interesting sections of the plates concerns mons, (J"a:r-
;mese coats of arms). They are reproduced simply as decorative devices. 
Perhaps Cutler's conception of the book as design primer is respon-
siblp. for this. Plate 33 shows studies of trees, ostensibly deriving 
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from "The l·iangwa", but they are printed in two shades of brown, not in 
the erey and pink of the original. Indeed Cutler is very arbitrary in 
his use of colour. He reproduces a highly coloured painting in a brown 
decorative outline suggesting that it might have been derived from a 
print. The reproductions are also very slick for the saIn!") reason. The 
lillGlish engraver has reduced them to neat schema, suitable for copy 
into "original" designs. 
Cutler's "Analysis" of Japanese design is done throUGh the use of 
black and white plates which show the development of different types of 
ornament. 
Plate A shows geometrical ornaments, frets, mons and diapers, and 
the means of constructing them. 
All six remaining plates concentrate on the building up of ornament 
from free brushstrokes. They are of great interest in that they are 
the first published Western analysis of Japanese brushstrokes. Plate 13 
con3ists of a whole series of strokes which are neces~ary to form ab-
stract architectural ornament. The other plates concern themselves with 
the strokes needed for brunboo, flowers, and for the drawing of birds. 
The most spectacular is Pl~te G which reproduces many different ways of 
forming waves, much in the manner of "The l'langwa". 
In the text which accompanies the "analysis" Cutler spends hardly 
any time discussing the technique used to make such drawings, only 
pointing out the facility of the Japanese with the brush in relation to 
their childhood training in calligraphY. Instead he discusses the sub-
ject matter, informing us for instance that bamboo is the JaIlanese symbol 
for long life. This constant recourse to general information as opposed 
to criticism of Japanese art is typical of lliglish enthusiasts at this 
time. l!Iven when he set out to write a simple "analysis" Cutler cannot 
resist the pressure of this way of thinking about art. Ultimately this 
mixture of apparent formal analysis and extended discussion of 3ymbolism 
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derives from Ruskin; but Ruskin, hAd he been flbl0. to "see" it, would. 
never hiwe been so in:,ensi tive to th0 phY3ical q1l81i tj es neceo88ry to 
Traduce Japanese Art. 
Like other },'nglish enthusiasts of the 1870's, Cutler supplies fL 
short histoI"J of Japan and its entry to the \iestern world. Like them 
he believed that Hokusai was the greatest Japanese artist and that he 
had rescued Japanese art from moribund Chinese traditions and created 
a new popular school of art, free of domination by the Samurai. He 
gives a brief but inaccurate biographical note about Hokusai, placing 
his birth in 1160 in Yedo, and also brief notes on Japanese architecture 
and crafts which are of little interest as he simply repeats in general 
terms ideas expressed by others. 
His section on painting is simply a brief history taken from a paper 
written by Anderson for the Tokyo Japan Society in 1878. Followine 
Anderson he erroneously identifies the Homoyama Painter, Mariyamo Okio 
(1133-95) as the direct founder of the popular realist school, though 
at that time it is unlikely that any of Okio's work had reached hurope 
for him to make this judgement himself. 
Cutler's section on Decorative Art is probably the most important. 
It deals with the same problem that obsessed all English enthusiast~, the 
problem of the use of nature in Japanese decoration. 
Cutler points out like them that the Japanese natural drawinl~s are 
codified. However, unlike them he draws the correct conclusion that 
Japanese art is originally learned by copying. 
He also describes accurately the Japanese seatinff position for 
painting, the preparation of brushes and ink for drawine, and the use 
of '''l'he Nangwa" as a model book by Japanese artists. 
He denies that Japanese paintings were the result of "direct or 
deli berate study from nature" and blames Europeans for introducing such 
an idea to Japan, and causing a decline in the standards of Japanese art; 
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The Japanese artist learns to draw as he has learned 
to write. He does not sit down opposite a model or 
natural object and endeavour to represent it as it 
apr-ears to him, as he learns to form the innumerable 
and complicated characters of his lal1{:;uage by constant 
repetition so does he acquire the power of drawing. 
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Although he is not concerned to defend Japanese art in terms of ~uropean 
traditional values or in terms of Ruskinian criticism, Cutler none the-
less asserts repeatedly that the values of craftsmanship and design 
epitomised in Japanese work are those of great art. 
If we study the decorative art of the Japanese we 
find the essential elements of beauty in design -
b'i tness for the purpose which the obj£t is intended 
to fulfil, good workmanship and constructive sound-
ness which give value to the corrunonest article, and 
some touch of ornament by a skilful hand together 
creating a true work of art. 
Cutler's book is itself an epitome, a summary, of those elements of 
Japanese art which were most problematical and of most interest to 
~nglish enthusiasts and critics. Like many later compendia it indicates 
the state of appreciation and knowledge of its subject without explana-
tion. Its primary interest for us is as a work which typifies the common 
English concept of Japanese art in the late 1870's. 
We have seen that the Bnglish critical reactions to Japnnese art in 
the 1870's show consistent characteristics and that these can be explained 
in terms of the difficulty of relating Japanese art to current Bnglish 
aesthetic theories and attitudes to art. However enthusiastic the 
English writers on Japanese art were, they could only perceive it in 
terms of these ideas. 
English enthusiasts faced the problem of a strongly moralistic 
conception of High Art, whose greatest spokesman was Ruskin. It is not-
able that they all make use of Ruskin's conception of art, after quoting 
from Huskin himself, in defence of Japanese art. 
Their insistence on seeing Japanese art in these terms forced them 
to make out a case for decorative art as a form of High Art, for Japanese 
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art did not fit into the traditional categories of the West. l'aradox-
ically this stress on the decorative aspects of Japanese art make it 
extremely difficult for painters and other ~elish practitioners of 
"J:t'ine Art" to adopt Japanese techniques or motifs. Instead Japanese art 
became a proprietary pattern book for ~Glish designers. 
This was the case despite the consistent recognition of the 
"l~atural" quality of Japanese art. All Japanese enthusiasts without 
exception claim that Japanese art is noblest in its studies of nature, 
using this as a touchstone of virtue. However as we have seen, every 
writer had his own theory of how this closeness to nature came about. 
~ome claim that it derives from religious or cultural heritage, others 
. invoke observation of nature, while still others claim that Japanese 
art is in reality an abstraction, based on fundamental laws of nature, 
not on direct ob3ervation. 
The importance of various concepts of "Nature" in English aesthetic 
thought in the 1860's onwards is well recognised. To some extent the 
stress placed on nature in the English defence of Japanese art resulted 
from the imposition cf Western thought on Eastern art. However Jap[lnese 
art, by raising the problems associated with the "natural" in art acted 
as a catalyst, bringing out the difficulties and par3doxes associated 
wi th a defence of art as a reflection of natural and moral law. rrhe 
Far hastern example, in its simplicity and directness, became, in the 
end, a means, of making this description of art untenable. One can see 
this process beginning in the development of the ideas of Bnglish 
enthusiasts for Japanese art discussed in this chapter. 
As more and more information became available about Eastern art, 
its defenders can be seen giving up their attempts to relate it to 
"",,-
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Western criticism. Jarver:! claim that Japanese painting could bE! treated 
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as high Art was made in 1871. By 1880 such ideas were clearly untenable' 
' .. "'." 
and the great works on Japanese art by Audsley and Anderson are essentially 
fActual and historical discussio~s. 
rrhe contradictions inherent in the claim that Jap['nese art was a 
form of l!.'urope8.n High Art or could be fitted into any current Turopean 
attitude to art finally became too difficult to maintain. 
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However this did not +eave a vacuum, for a new conception of the 
relation of form and content in art was developing in England. We have 
seen how the Japanese enthusiasts refer to the "poetical" in JapRnese 
images, to the "idea" in relation to the motif, as opposed to the empti-
nesS of Western art. Sometimes this may mean no more than a plea for a 
new, mechanical awareness of literary symbolism in Western art. Often 
however I believe it is a sign of a new awareness of the fundamental unity 
of fonn and content, of real! ty and the imaeintltion, in art and jn human 
experience. 
A belief in unities of this kind was pClrt of the content of cultural 
certainties in which Oriental artists worked. There can be little doubt 
that the appearance of similar beliefs in the form of the "Aesthetic 
Movement" was in great part a response to the r'ar .t;astern example. 
The direct practical effect of the actions of the English defenders 
of Japanese art is difficult to assess. Clearly they affected the 1,'Jestern 
image of Japanese art tremendously by stressing nature drawines in 
l'ainting and prints - flowers, birds and insectD, and similAr JTlotifs from 
the decorative Arta, received their greatest praise. They cre8ted a myth 
that nineteenth century Uki-yo-e was a popular, almost a folk art, which 
was also the greatest achievement of Japanese art as a whole. 
They also emphasised the fantastic and grotesque elements within 
this school, and in doing so made available to Western artists a great 
collection of chimeras and monsters which were to appear in enormous 
numbers in painting and illustration throughout the later nineteenth century. 
Perhaps their most important achievement was their propaganda for 
Japanese art. In the long run this waJ to contribute to major chanees 
, 
in I~glish art and design and art theory. The first of these was the 
emergence of the "Aesthetic Novement" in the 18E30's. Jarclnese art 
continued to "be a prop for new E.'nglish aesthetic ideas until after the 
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The Literary and Critical Reaction to Far liRstern Art in FrRnce from 
1873 to the mid 1880's. A Definition of'tJaponisme" in its most 
influentiRl ppriod. 
The French response to Far hastern art in the 1870's differed 
ereatly from the English •. French critics did not need to defend Japan-
ese art as it had scored a great popular triumph at the 1E67 F~lli bi tion 
and was becoming ever more in demand in Paris. Frenchmen could become 
unashamed enthusiasts for all things Japanese, "Japonistes"; they did 
not have aesthetic preconceptions of a kind which demanded that they 
distort their enthusiasm to fit arbitrar,y Western standards. The emer-
gence of the French "Japonistes" from the 1130ciet~ du Jinglar" onwa.rds 
indicates the much more direct relationship to Far Easte'rn' art that was 
possible there. This chapter will attempt a definition of tha,t relation-
ship. It will show that the range of response to Jap8nese art was much 
broader than is usually believed. "Japonisme" had adherents with a wide 
range of aesthetic viewpoints. 
As we have seen, in the 1860's, French art and art theory had 
developed a manner which made them open to Far Eastern influence. This 
applied in particular to the realists who defended Japanese art in terms 
of thei~ notion of the real, the modern and the natural. In the 1870's 
this symbiosis between current artistic ideas in France and those of 
Japanese art was continued. However its form was more complicated than 
previously. This was partly due to the greater acquaintance with Far 
Eastern art which developed during the 1870's by means which we have 
already dLcussed. More important, however, was the change in the range 
of aesthetic ideas current in France. This has often been characterized 
by a distinction between Realism (Zola) in the 1860's and Naturalism 
represented by the De Goncourts. 
Realism is seen in terms of its adherence to a hierarchy of meaning 
within the work of art which made it possible to retain a "mora.l" or at 
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least a humanistic basis for it. Durine the 1870's this is said to have 
been replaced by an aesthetic attitude concerned with describing objects 
and human behaviour for their own sake rather than in terms of the morlll 
or social relations of the subject or the art work. 
Another means of char~cterising the change has been to emphasize 
the "scientific" quality of realism and the "impressionistic" quality 
of naturalism. This is, in my opinion, an evasion of the problem of the 
humanistic content of realism, for 'science, in the nineteenth century, 
was believed to be the standard bearer of humanism. 
The emergence of a more or less coherent group of artists ostensibly 
devoted to such an "objective" naturalism in I<'rance, the Impressionists, 
is said to parallel the literary change. The abandonment of a moral 
theme in literature is paralleled by the abandonment of the iconographic 
associations of the traditional "motif", however transformed, by many 
artists in the 1870's. It was undoubtedly the rise of naturalism in 
the visual arts as defined here, which made it impossible for Zola to 
develop his defence of art during the 1870's. In place of the rejoicing 
in the many languages of art which he had hoped for, painting in the 
1870's must have seemed to him to be abandoning many of the major possi-
bilities open to it, to be becoming trivial. 
I do not believe Zola's reading of the situation in the 1870's to 
be accurate, and later in this thesis I shall try to show that "natural-
ism" of the 1870's had as many levels of meaning within it as earlier 
art. I shall do this by showing the complex uses made of Far Eastern 
art by French artists during the decade. 
In this chapter however, two important aspects of this problem 
must be discussed. One concerns the extent to which the experience of 
Far Eastern art contributed to the development of naturalism and the 
emergence of an aesthetic in which all values are relative, to the 
emergence of an art which depends solely on the sensibility of its 
creators and its immediate audience for its significclnce. The possibility 
of such an opinion emerging from an art which carried the cultural impli-
cations of Buddhism and Taoism is obvious. We must note that many of 
the Japanese enthusiasts of the 1870's were committed to an "Objective" 
literature. Duret, for i~utance, makes an emphatic claim to pure 
description free of literary or moral values in his account of his voyage 
to Japan and China. 
There is also the ~o8sibility that the extreme difficulty of absorb-
ing the alien but highly developed art of Japan by means of the normal 
Western mechanisms of artistic change produced the conclusion that all 
a.esthetic values were relative. However we have seen that this is 
unlikely as a good foundation had been laid in the 1860's for thp. 
creation of a Western aesthetic capable of giving a meaninc: to ar1d con-
taining Oriental art. 
'I'he second question concerns the extent to which this foundation was 
built on during the 1870's. In many ways it opposes the first diarnetric-
ally. It involves the investigation of accumulated associations and 
debate or assertion on particular aesthetic points in relation to Jap8n-" 
ese art. These would constitute a cultural ground, a system of values, 
from which artbts using the Far Eastern "example would inevitably begin 
their work. 
This chapter will be concerned with the development of these two 
possible responses to Japanese art. The evidence offered by this dis-
cussion will lead on to a conaideration of the nature of Impressionism 
and Symbolism in the next chapter. Through a consideration of their 
relation to Far Eastern art we should come to a clearer understanding of 
these developments. 
At the same time this chapter will try to give a picture of the 
popular knowledge of Far ~stern imagery, similar to that given for 
England in the previous chapter. 
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Because of the increa.::>ing rela ti vi ty and complexi ty of the si tua tlon 
it will also be necessary to discuss the development of the ideas of some 
critics at length, the "Naturalists", Duret, Duranty and Chesneau will 
be discussed as a group, but two central figures for the development of 
IIJaponisrne" at this time, .Ph. Burty and E. de Goncourt, will be treated 
as individuals. In 1867 Jules de Goncourt had written to Durty signing 
himself -
"Au revoir done, Japonaiserie, for ever." 96 
Burty published this letter in his obituary essay on Jules in 1870. ~~e 
letter symbolised the enthusiasm with which Japonisme was pursued in 
France in the 1870's. It also links Burty with the De Goncourts. Hurty 
and Edmond de Goncourt were friends and colleagues in the leadership of 
Japonisme during this period, visiting showrooms together, debating and 
writing of Japanese art. The Goncourts' "private" Journal provides an 
admirable counterpoint for Burty's many public articles and lectures. 
I shall rely on W. :.Jchwartz's "The }'ar .l!;ast in French Li teratllre" 
for much of my information in this chapter. IIowever I disagree funda-
me'ltally wi th his account of Japanese enthusiasm which is exclusively 
centred on the De Goncourt brothers. He writes -
~mond de Goncourt was the principal chnnnel through 
which the French literary public learned about Far 
Eastern Art. The activity of this man and his friends 
created a fad c:alled "Japonisme" lasting from 1875 to 
1895 and this has permanently altered French ideals of 
beauty. 
This is to misjudge the De Goncourts' place in a broadly developing 
movement. Schwartz has been misled by the "Journal". De Goncourt was 
only part of the pattern which led to Japonisme. The development of 
French attitudes to Far ~stern art was seriously affected by the Japanese 
appearance at the 1878 exhibition, which marked the high point of Japanese 
enthusiasm in France. Much cri t'ical and popular acclaim came from this 
exhibition. It is important to assess whether it altered the French 
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response to Jap8nese art. Therefore I will discuss the writinr,s of the 
major Japanese enthusiasts concerned with the 1878 .i:0chibition in this 
chapter only if they relate to the general development of attitudes and 
responses to Far hastern art. For a full account of the 1878 };xhi bi tion 
however, the reader is referred to the following chapter. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
The "popular" background to Japanese enthusiasm in France. 
As in England there was a "popularll response to Jap:mese work but 
it was not contained by previously formed sentiments of middle-class 
romantic domesticity. No such sentiments could be found in Paris after 
the Franco-Prussian War and the events of the Commune. Indeed French 
enthusiasm for Japan as a whole is much less concerned with exploiting 
its romantic ll possibilities. Even Loti's fantasies are based on notions 
derived from the real Japan however crudely mis-used. 
During the 1870's there grew up in the area of the Rue St. Victoire 
and the Avenue de L'Opera, a great many shops where cheap Japanese wares 
were sold. Little or nothing is known of these places for none of them 
became a Liberty's and they were held in contempt by serious dealers and 
collectors, all of whom constantly made a distinction between true 
Japanese art and the cheap export ware sold in the popular shops. 
L. Conse, for instance, looking back in 1898 to the 1870's, observed; 
II est entendu qu'il existe un Japon de pacotille 
dont nous sommes infestes et dont j'ai une profonde 
horreur. C'est Ie Japon qui r~gne dans les magasins 
de nouveautls et a l'avenue de L'Opera. L'art dont 
je parle est un art eleva, severe, delicat, connu 
seulement depuie peu d' ans et reservee a. une eli te 
vouee a son' etude. Jusqu'~ la nous avons juga Ie 
Japan sur des objets tout a fait inferieurs; nous 
etions, nous 1urop(ens, vis a vis de cet art exotique, 
dans la situation d'un Japonais qui ~ndrait a Faris 
et auquel on ne ferait voir que les magasins de 
Menagere au du Bon Marche. 
Conse thought that the work of "Ie vrai Japonll first appeared in 
France in 1868. Even after that date much, if not most, Jap~nese work 
sold in Paris was not directly related to the Japanese national tradition. 
He states that many artists and collectors were prejudiced against 
Japanese art by its popular success, which flooded the shops with cheap 
contemporary goods. Only as the good was distinguished from the bad was 
Japanese art accepted by them as a great art in its own right, like the 
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Greek. He condemns the popular appreciation of Japanese art as mistaken, 
and; 
./ De ce Japon de pacotille je deteste jusqu'aux 
mots qui Ie carac~r1sent "japonisme", "japonais-
erie". Je cons1dere l'art veritable du Japon 
comme si grand, s1 parfait, quif je ne suis lui 
accoler des mots qui, pour moi experiment une 
idee de diminution et d'avilA'issement. 
The term "Japonisme" was used by the leaders of Japanese taste to 
identify themselves in the 1870's. Gonse's remarks suggest that no 
clear distinction existed during the '70's between high and popular 
taste in Japanese articles, that contrary to Schwartz's belief a spon-
taneous popular interest in Japanese art developed during the 1870's. 
Alfred Stevens' paintings of bourgeois interiors of this period also 
suggest a considerable general interest in Japanese goods. 
From the late 1870's big Parisian department stores took an 
interest in Japanese art. Bannard and Monet are said to have owned 
Japanese prints with the "Au Printemps" price mark stamped on them. 
Zola, in "Au Banheur des Dames" in 1883 describes a sale of low-
priced Japanese goods in a department store which had arranged a special 
Far Eastern setting for them; 
Ma.iS sur Ie palier du grand escalier central Ie Japon 
l'arreta encore. Ce comptoir avait grandi, depuis Ie 
jour ou Mouret s'etait amuser a risquer, au merne 
endroit, une petite table de proposition, couvertes 
de quelques bibelots defra!chis, sans prevoir lui-m$me 
, ~ l'enorme succes. Peu de rayons avaient des debuts plus 
modestes, et maintenant 11 d~borda1t de vieux bronzes, 
de vieux ivoires, de vielles laques, 11 faisait quinze 
cent mille francs d'affaires chaque annee, il remuait 
tout l'extreme Orient, ou des voyageurs fouillaient 
pour lui les palais et les temples. D'ailleu~s les 
rayons poussaient toujours, on en avait essaye deux 
nouveUx en decembre, afin de boucher les vides de la 
mort"saison d'hiver: un rayon de libres et un rayon 
de jouets d'enfant, qui devaient certa~~ent grand;r 
aussi et balayer encore des commerces a voisins. 
Quatre ans venaient de suffire au J~pon pour attirer 
toute la clientale artistique de Paris. 
/ Zola based his shop partly on "Au Bon Marche" which was a most 
successful Paris store in the 1870's. This store had an "ancien capit-
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aine" as buyer in China and Japan, and Zola's working notes say that his 
letters were most interesting, Zola's description af the store is of great 
value in view of his detailed research. It is sit~ificant that Zola 
wrote "Au Bonheur des Dames" in order to "faire le paeme de l'activit~ 
moderne". 111 Prance Japonisme was seen a.s part of '\noderni te" 'throughout 
the 1870's and 1880's, and i3 presented as such by many writers and 
artists. 
We can form a good idea of the customers for the Japanese goods from 
the works of other writers and painters. If Chesneau is to be believed, 
the price of Japanese prints fell rapidly in the 1870's, as the numbers 
imported rose from the trickle of the 1860's to the thousands of the 
mid-70's. The price in the 60's was 4 francs per print; in the 70's 
it was 10 centimes. 
Maupassant's hero, Bel Ami, was able to find a very cheap source of 
Japanese prints to decorate his rooms; 
Des qu'il eut fini sa besogne journaliere, i1 
songea a la fa~on dont il arrangerait sa chambre 
pour recevoit sa maftresse et dissimuler Ie mieux 
possible la pauvrete du locale. II eut l'idee 
d' eping1 et: sur 1es mu~ de menus bibelots j aponais , 
et il acheta pour cinq francs toute une co11ection 
./ .., de crepons, de petits eventails et de petits ecrins 
dont i1 cacha les t~ches trap visibles du pa1ier. 
II appliqua sur les v1tres de la fenetre des images 
transparentes representant des bateaux sur des 
ri~eres, des vola d'oiseaux a travers les ciels 
rouges, des dames multicolores sur des ba1cons et 
des processions de petits bonshommes noirs dans 
des plaines remplies de neige. 
As Schwartz points out, Bel Ami was not a highly cultured individual, 
nei ther were most of the ladies he wished to impress. Ja,panese a.rt must 
therefore have been part of popular experience in the late 1870's and 
early 1880's when this novel is set. 
In 1876 De Goncourt visited Hervilly the poet in a slightly more 
salubrious apartment than Bel Ami's; 
Dans Ie fond de la rue Vaugirard un logement ou 
Ie mur disparait aoua deB images japonaises ~ deux 
sous, des teasors de faience republicaine, des 
portraits photographies, des joujoux de petit enfant 
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" une bibeloterie criarae et sentant la misere. 
Japanese art was reaching a great variety of social contexts by the 
mid-1870's. Prints in particular remained cheap and it is doubtful 
whether there was a high level of trade in them until after the 1u78 
erllibition. In 1877 Bousquet dismissed prints as artless, Japan; 
ne produit que des estampes au trait, confuses,. 
monotones, mal venues, qui servent d'illustrations 
aux romans, aux petits traites populaire, et des 
caricatures, quelsuefoia spirituelles par Ie sujet, 
rarement par l'execution, qu'on vend pour quelques 
centimes apres les avoir grossierement passees en 
couleur. Comme execution et comme gout, cela 
rappelle notre imagerie d'Epinal, mais n'en est par 
moins religieusement achete dans les magasins 
parisiens par de pretendus amateurs, victimes d'un 
engouement pizarre, et trop heureux de se passer a 
bon marche a la fantaisie de quelque objet venu 
de ce prestigieux pays du·soleil levant. 
Duranty's story "Bric a. Brac" written in 1818 also contains many 
allusions to Japanese and Chinese objects, in fairly common situations. 
There is therefore considerable evidence for a popular appreciation of 
Japanese art in Paris in the period under discussion. Naturally, like 
all goods, Japanese art would tend to move "down the market" as it 
became more popular and to some extent it is correct to point out the 
decline of standards coinciding with greater popular involvement in the 
later 1880's and 1890's. However there was a "popular" interest in 
Japanese goods throughout the 1810's. This is clear from the tone of 
Chesneau's article "Le Japon i Paris", written to celebrate the Japanese 
triumph of 1818. 
Artists may well have drawn their knowledge of Japanese art from 
the popular enthusiasm. This was certainly the case after the great 
triumph in 1818. It is a pity that little can be said in detail about 
the export objects sold in Paris. One can only assume that their range 
was similar to that found in England and discussed above. 
Appreciation of Japanese art and culture is more readily seen in 
the "Haute bourgeolsie" of Paris. We have already seen that wealthy 
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collectors of Far Bastern objects, such as Krafft at Versailles or 
Cernuschi at Parc }'jonceau lived their lives surrounded by their art 
objects, 
house at 
in a suitable 
I Aut.euil as a 
j 
decoration. We shall consider De Goncourt's 
special case in this way of life. 
However there were many others not directly involved with the 
development of Japanese enthusiasm who pursued the same interests. 
Sarah Bernhardt acquired a very fine collection of Chinese and Ja~lnese 
art and was painted surrounded by Far Eastern objects by Bastien-Lepage 
in 1819. 
An ideal example of this was Georges Charpentier, the head of the 
French publishing house of the same name. He took over the firm in 1811 
and shortly after married a highly enthusiastic "Japoniste". Charpen-
tier's authors included Flaubert, De Goncourt, Daudet, Huysmans, Duranty, 
Zola, Maupassant and other Japanese enthusiasts. He was also the 
publisher, in 1818, of "Promenades Japonaises" by Guimet and Regamey; 
the importance of which we have already discussed. He also published 
the artistic magazine "La Vie MOderne" in which Duranty's article IILe 
Japonisme" appeared in 1819 and which took up the cause of "Modern" art. 
De Goncourt was a frequent diner at Charpentier's. On l''iarch 15th, 
1814, he attended a production of the first successful "Japanese" play 
in French, "La Belle Sainara", dedicated to Mme. Charpentier by the 
poet and Japoniste Ernst Hervilly. Daudet was also amongst the guests, 
as, most probably, was Zola, for they with their wives and De Goncourt 
made up "Les Cinq", a literary clique. 
The plot concerned a Japanese poet "Kami" who was attempting to 
write a 10,000 verse poem to his unresponsive love, Sainara. Musme, a 
dancer, pretends to be in love with him and attempts to distract him from 
his writing, while her lover, the ~amurai, Taiphon, contributes a 
menacing jealousy, but both are in reality friends of 3ainara engaged in 
testing Kami's loyalty in love and danger. A third test is made by 
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Sainara herself, when she asks Kami to lend her money to save her uncle 
from dishonour. 
The play is light-hearted and ironic. Schwartz criticises its many 
inaccuracies, the Japanese names are impossible, the geob~aphy is a non-
sense, the play is set in '''Yeddo, aujourdhui Kioto", and. the idea of a 
10,000 verse Japanese poem is laughable. 
Schwartz fails to realise that these inaccuracies were intentionally 
humorous and satyric. When Musme is offered tea by Kami she comments; 
Ah Quel breuvage! Fi Jamais du the sur la terre 
Ne fut bien prepare par un celibataire. 
This is a joke about the well-known peculiarities of Japanese tea and 
the ,Cha No Yu (tea ceremony). At one point Karoi rushes out of doors to 
contemplate the moon in order to press on with his poem. He returns 
shortly in a very businesslike manner to carry on with it, declaring 
himself satisfied. This is an obvious satire on the romantic notion 
about Japanese poetic expression. 
Above all, "Hari Kiri" is satirized when Kami is dishonoured by 
being discovered with Musme by Taiphon he swears suicide but Taiphon 
makes a humorous offer to save him the trouble. 
Japanese poetry, as revealed by De Rosny's translations, is also 
satirized in Kami's writings, for instance; 
Quand ta bouche ou la jote eclate 
Est entrouverte et que tu ris 
Tes dents semble des grains de riz 
Au cour d'un piment ecarlate. 
Many verses with similar "exquisite" and highly coloured metaphors are 
read out by Kami during the play and no doubt were received with amused 
laughter by the audience as well as by Sainara. 
The importance of the play to our story is seen in its use of fairly 
sophisticated references to Japan to create humour. The play appeals to 
a pre-existing knowledge of Japanese culture for its comedy. It sets 
this knowledge in the'context of western nineteenth century attitudes 
4Go 
and the result is very amusing. 'rhe play was first presented in public 
in 18'(6 at the Odeon Paris on November 22nd. In 1893 it became part of 
the repertory of the <hmedie Francaise, and remained in prin t until tIe 
1920's. The emergence of an informed popular audience for such work can 
be dated between 1874 and 1876, for in 1812 an opera "La Princesse Jaune" 
which involved a long dream sequence set in Japan, failed completely. 
The score was the first major work of Saint-Saens. Yet on October 18th 
1816 a three-act Japanese comic opera, Kosik! opened at the Renaissance 
and ran for 15 nights. The sets for this work were reported to have 
been realistic reconstructions of Japanese scenes, though the plot was, 
of course, inaccurate. There followed in 1818 a successful "Japanese" 
ballet, "Yedda" in three acts, by Ph. Gille (a friend of De Goncourt), 105 
and A. Nortier, with music by Olivier Metra. 
The performance of Hervilly's pIa!} was followed by a song, "La 
Jonque des Amants", with words and music by M. Armand Gouzier. This is 
the closest approach in France to the "Cherry Petal IDxoticism" of 
Bngland; 
Sur la mer, 'a 1 'horizon rose 
Comme dans les songes charmants 
Ou s'enfuit les sourci morose 
Passe la Jonque des Amants. 
However the theme is really the eighteenth century "Passage to Cythcra" 
and is an early example of the sentiment linking Japanese art to that 
century which is uniquely French and was expressed most powerfully by 
De Goncourt in "La Maison d'un Artiste". 
The Charpentiers continued to act as a focus for artistic life in 
Paris during the remainder of the 1870's and into the 1880's. During 
1818 they entertained Japanese visitors on more than one occasion and 
on November 6th 1878 they persuaded some of the staff of the Japanese 
exhibition to serve a Japanese dinner in Japanese dress at their house. 
After dinner the Japanese gave exhibitions of brush drawing. In 1879 
Renoir painted the portrait of Hme. Charpentier and her children now in 
the Metropolitan Museum, New York. 
The painting shows Mme. Charpentier dressed in a superb black dress 
by Worth, sitting in a drawin~ room with her two children, one of whom 
sits on a large black and, white dOff. All four are neatly brushed and 
looking their best. Renoir had a great succe~s at the 1879 Salon with 
this work. It is said to mark his abandonment of pure impression and 
indeed has many of the marks of a first-rate Salon portrait in the 
manner of Stevens. The figures are carefully composed, the details, 
notably the still-life on the table on the right, painstakingly studied. 
The painting marks the return of formal concerns to Renoir's work. 
};I'our Japanese kakemonos are visible on the back wall. On the left 
is a large one showing two peacocks, apparently painted on straw, next 
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is one whose subject is undefined, then comes another bird painting, and 
finally a small figure subject. Little in the overall composition 
suggests Japanese influence, except perhaps, the spreading of I'Jrne. Char-
pentier's dress, out across the artificial decorative perspective of the 
carpet border, recalls the spatial devices used by Whistler in his "Japan-
ese"paintings of the 1860's. 
Renoir was never greatly attracted by non-European art. He is said 
to have rem~lrked that Gauguin was a fool ever to have left Paris. In 
his book on Renoir, Vol lard recounts that ~~e. Charpentier exhausted 
him by her enthusiasm for Japanese art. It 1s therefore likely that 
the portrait represents a compromise between Nme. Charpentier's enthus-
iasm and Renoir's disinterested attitude to Japanese art. There is 
little in the painting to suggest that the work is permeated with 
Japonisme, as many critics have seen it to be. Compared with the work 
of Stevens, such as "The Visitors" in the 1878 Exposition Salon,. Renoir's 
use of Japanese material is negligible. 
The Charpentiers are an excellent example of a large number of 
i' . 
wealthyJ[l.pan~se enthl1siasts who appeared in France in the 1070's. 
French writers, as a group, showed more interest in Japanese art 
for itself and for its li terary possi bili ties than l~l ish wri ters. 
In 1870 at the time of his marriage, Verlaine had acquired; 
Un grand dessihjaponais colle sur une toile, en 
" fa'conde b~anniete,' (donn~ a. moi par M. Ph. Burty) 
Une douzaine, de dessins japonais, dont deux dans 
" Ie. peti t salon du rez-de-chaussee. 
we knowth'at F1aube~t, Zola, Judith Gautier, H~~ia and many other 
writer~ working, in the, 1870's and 1880's collected Japanese objects. 
. '. ;~.~ ; . ~ 
, However, the writing of these'two decades does not show a serious co~nit-
:', . ,~: :~, ,~ ~ 
'\ ." ~: 
'ment' to:F_ar Easte'rn ideals in art. We have instead only works which are 
" ... 
~ymp~~rri~tic, ~'f th~ growi~gpopular interest in Japan. 
~ ~~, 
:. :'~'J:u(l1th Gauti~r wrote many novels,'on Far li:astern themes, but her 
.: ,; " : . . .. ' " 
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earl'y w;rk was all on Chinese themes~:, Only in 1875 did she produce a 107 
Japanese novel, "L'Usurpateur". It is set in Samurai Japan and contains 
much historical detail, reminding one of a Japanese version of Romola. 
Like the early theatrical pieces it helps us to place the emergence of 
an informed audience for art wi th Jap;,nese subject matter in the rnid-
1870's. J. Gautier went on to write two "Japanese" plays, "La !I~archande 
de Sourires" (1880), and "Princesses d' Am.our" (1890). These a.nd Gaut-
ier's later }'ar Eastern works were written for a popular taste in Far 
Eastern art which had not ~hanged much since the 1870's, and they are 
of little merit. Clearly the formation of the Western "cultural myth" 
of Japan took place in the, 1870's and 1880's. 
/ 
Poets also produced work on Japanese subject rna tter. Jose IL1riQ....de 
/./ Heredia who collected Japanese art wrote "Le Samourai", which Ph. Burty 
published with an engraved illustration of a young Samurai in his Salon 
of 1883. I(88~ 
r' 
-, D'un doigt distrait frolant la sonore leva 
Elle a vu, sur la P1ege '~blouissante et plate 
S'avancer Ie vainqu1\ que son amour r~a 
C'est lui. Sabres au flare, l';ventail haut, il va 
La cordeliere rouge et Ie gland tcarlate 
Coupe l'armure sombre et, sur l'epaule, eclate 
Le blason de Hizen ou de Tokoueava. 
Ce bpeau guerrier, v~tu de lames et de plaque 
Sous Ie bronze, la soie, et les brillantes laques 
Semble un crustace noir, gigantesque et vermeil. 
II l'a vue. II sourit dans la barbe du masque 
Et son pas plus hatif fait reluire au soleil 
Les deux antennes d'or qui tremblent Bur son casque. 
Heredia had a collection of Japanese objects,amongst them the two kake-
monos referred to by De Goncourt in "La Maison d'un Artiste". One was 
,/ , 
"un canevas blanc, entoure d'une premiere bande amarante sur lequel 
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courent des branchages d'or, d'une seconde bande reseda sur laquelle sont 
" .,.-jetees egalement en or des armoiries de prince. Le canevas blanc est 
" brodee d'une paonne et d'un paon". 
Hany similar "Japanese"poems were written in the 1810's and 1880's. 
None of them however add to our understanding of the French conception 
of Japan and of Far Eastern art. Like "Le Sarnourai" they simply convey 
the impression of a rapid increase in general familiarity with it. In 
the 1882 volume of the "Gazette des Beaux Arts", for instance, there are 109 
two '!Japanese" sonnets by A. De }lontaielon published with an illustration I(89) 
by the famous plate of the long-necked smokers from Hokusai' s "Man[,rwa" 
and a plate from Hokusai's 100 views of Fuji, "Fuji in the llain ll • 
Their texts are as follows: 
Le Fusi Yama 
" Sur l'ile de Nipon Ie gigantesque cone 
Du Fusi Yama dresse sa majeste 
Si haut que, nuit et jour, toujours est projet; 
Son grand triangle d'ombre aux flots de la mer jaune. 
f'. I"-
Plus que les l'1ikados c'est lui qui regne et trone. 
", 
Tout est plus bas que lui - du faucon argente ~ 
Le vol, a1 fier qu'il soit - Ie temple respecte -
Le nuage, Ie vent, les effraia du cyclone 
~'e~t Ie h~ros, Ie Dieu du vieil Hokusai 
.,; 
Dont, l'albummerveilleux tient notre oeil ebahi 
. Le'grand pri s'y profile a chacune des planches 
II n'est pa::3 ";fe sc~ne, un croquis, un Inotif 
Farouche ou delicat, plaisant, tendre au plaintif 
Qui n'ait pour fonds constant ses eternites blanches 
,Les Fumeurs d 'Bokusai. 
. . ~'. .. ~ ...... 
' .. Ayant que 1 'opium Ie desseche et Ie rouge 
L'eveil ensommeill~ du famear enivre 
Dans l'etrange torpeu~ ou sa pipe Ie plonge 
" " ; >De ses liens mortets sent ·son corps d€livre 
.-
"'. ,? / .. 
. ,' II vol t realise Ie reve du meA:Jonge 
, ..... ' , / ,. 
.' ',Sans Ie sens du desir dont il est enfie: vre 
'.: '.: .':Vavare ~tend ;ses pras., qu'!l jette, et qu' il allongn 
::.i 'Pour.saisir de' plus bien son tresor recouvre .. 
.:- ~ : .. ~ :,' t': . • ". ... ~ .' i 
, ~. Une ' femme -' tine fleur en ce bourbier perdue 
::Dans les ravissements de 1 'ivresse attendue 
Abandonne la terre at'va chercher l'azur 
, ~ bon col, aveC les tours d'une lente famee 
. !. l"lonte comme un parfum, et sa t~e pam~e ( Se beree aux flots pro fonds et bleus de l'amour Dur. 
They are part of 24 Sonnett! d'Arte. Amongst the others is one on 
Delacroix in which hontaiglon praises !dm for unity, form and colour in 
the service of the imagination. In another sonnet "Le Bal de l'Art" 
Illontaiglon makes clear the reason for his interest in Japanese Art. He 
speaks of the power of arl; to remake and intensify human experience; 
flrais, dans la fini t: de son mutisme intense, 
II retient, il conquient, i1 prolonge et condense, 
Le reve et Ie desir de l'ideal humain. 
Roman ticism had led l'1ontaiglon, like many others, to value the imagina ti ve 
aspects of Japanese art. 
" However, he misunderstood the "IIokusai image, which he characterizes 
in one of the sonnets, as a scene in an opium den. 
There remains the p03sibi1ity of evidence that French perception and 
literary style was directly altered by the Far ~astern example. It is 
difficult to deal with this question briefly. 
The evidence consists of analogies using Japanese imagery and of 
changes in structure and descriptive technique in the novel. 
In De Goncourt's novels, for example, cri tics have seen an 
"asYlJImetrical" narrative, in which different sections of the work are 
given the length appropriate to their topic and the plot is distributed 
unevenly in the various chapters. 
Sabatier, in his "L'Esthetique des Goncourts" goes further than 
this in arguing that the entire mechanism of description used by the 
De Goncourts has its roots in the type of selection of information found 
in Japanese art, particularly in Japanese prints; 
Les Goncourt, sans l'avouer implicitement croient 
encore a 1 'influence du japonisme sur la litt~ature: 
ils en sont d'ailleurs eux memes tout impregnes. 
Co~ne les artistes japonais, ils veulent faire de la 
photographie esthetique; ils veulent offrir au 
lecteur des details fugitif, hereusernent surprise 
Comme les artistes japonais, ils ont voulu tout 
quintessencier;· les couleurs,les formes, et les 
sensations, et, comme eux, lIs n'ont pas su se carder 
d'un certain manierisme, et d'un predilection un peu 
trop vive pour 1a micrographie et pour la micro-
peinture litteralre. 
Schwartz has found numerous direct similes using Japanese art in 
De Goncourt's descriptive writing in hic novels from 1871 onwards, for 
. ~ 
instance in "Les Freres Zemganno", one of the acrobats, Gianni, is 
compared in action to a Japanese bronze of a monkey. In "1e F'austin" 
and also in the Journal's account of his Jwiss Journey, De Goncourt 
compares the ;;'wiss landscape to that in Japanese prints. 
Schwartz finds similar references and a similar impressionist 
tendency in the work of Daudet, notably, "Le Nabob" of 1877, and in 
,. 
Maupassant and Proust. Huysmans also made great use of Japanese art and 
aesthetic ideas in his writings, notably in "A Rebours"; these are dis-
cussed below in relation to aestheticism. Huysmans' hero, Des E3seintes, 
was based on the real Comte Robert de ·110ntesq~i~ When Des Esseintes 
has a Japanese design worked in gold and precious jewels on the shell of 
his pet tortoise, or talks in terms of a language of perfumes which 
110 
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sprang from a familiarity with Eastern thought and art, we have important 
evidence of the significance of Far Eastern art to the development of 
some extreme aesthetic ideas in the 1880's. 
Only Huysman s, work can be said to provide direct evidence of a 
change in "literary consciousness" of the type argued for by Schwartz. 
The literary evidence that we have examined is practically all circum-
stantial. It strengthens the case for a rapid development of the 
consciousness of Japanese art in France in the 1870's, that could be 
exploited by writers. It also gives us some indication that a popular 
demand for Japanese goods developed during the 1870's. There is, in my 
opinion, no expression in the literature of a sustained and connected 
interest in the Far Eastern example, nor appreciation of the significance 
of Far Eastern art for Western consciousness. 
For evidence that such appreciation did develop in the 1870's we must 
turn to the critical writings of the Japonistes and others. The general 
impression is that before 1873 there was no more than an acquaintance 
with Japanese art. In that year was founded the Societe des Etudes 
Japonaises. ~ Geslin, an artist and a former official of the Louvre, 
saluted the event with a brief article "Questions sur L'Art Oriental, 
en particulier sur L'Art au Japon". This article shows that very little 
was known, in detail about it. Geslin defines Japanese art as imagina-
tlve but uncontrolled; 
,/ par Ie besoln de rendre sensibles des idees abstraites, 
l'art, en restant en Asie, a produit des formes bizarres 
et inattendues, des assemblages souvent ingenieux de 
couleurs crues et de tons entiers. 112 
In contrast, Greece was seen as the source of a gradual regularisation of 
form, colour and composition. Geslin acknowledged that Japanese art had 
the right to be considered as an art form in the same light as the 
European tradition. He insisted however that many questions would have to 
be answered before this consideration could become a reality. 
His first question was; 
X quelle epoque peut-on faire remonter l'apparition 
d1un art reeIIement japonais; quels sont les caract-
eres distinctif:J de cet art, n'a t-il point avec I'art 
chinalsune parente plus intime qu'avec le core'en, le 
javanais .et Ie siamois; quel~ sont ses degres de 
parente, si parent'il-y-a? 
Etant donne~ les'aptitudes des Japonais et l'~tat 
de l'art en Europe, quels peuvent etre les effets de 
l'influence europeenne sur I'art au Japan? Quels 
avantages I'industrie japonaise pourrait-elle tirer 
sinon de l'introduction du gout europeen, du lIJoins 
plus particulierement de l'introduction des methodes 
d'enseignement touchant l'art et ses applications en 
Europe et particulierement en France? 
Geslin added four more questions. He asked if it would be possible to 
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produce histories and catalogues of Japanese art by using JApanese mono-
graphs and writings on aesthetics. He also asked for a definition of 
predominant aesthetic intention of the Japanese artist; 
, , 
Est-oe parler aux yeux, a l'esprit, a l'imagination, 
ou n'est-ce que satisfaire a des besoins positifs 
ou chimeriques? 
Geslins's questions were to be answered by the work of the Japon-
istes. Just as in England, interest in Japan in France entered an 
intense phase in the mid-1810's. \ve can see this clearly in the work 
of E. De Goncourt and Ph. Burty. First we consider the "japonisme" of 
Ph. Burty. It is particularly important when one considers that he was 
a partisan and friend of the Impressionists, Manet, and the young men 
of the 1860's. Burty's "japonisme" and his defence of the Irnpressionisr~ 
ran together through the 1810's. 
CHAPTER SIX 
The JaIJonisme of· De Goncourt and Hurty. Hela tions between De Goncourt 
and Burty. 
6Y\ 
Both De Goncourt and Burty had, ~I their own evidence, been inter-
ested in Japanese art since the 1850's, but as we have seen" their 
acquaintance with it remained limited before the PrancO-l'russian \;ar. 
Burty and the Goncourt brothers had been friends since 1859 and Bdmond 
continued his close relations with Burty in the 1870's. Their relations 
are recorded in the Journal and show the growth of their enthusiasm in 113 
response to the increasing quality of Japanese imports in the mid-1870's. 
In ~eptember 1873 the two men visited the newly opened Cernuschi 
exhibition which as we have seen Burty later claimed in an article in 
Ring's "Artistic Japan" to have been the exhibition which opened his 113a 
eyes fully to the beauty of Japanese art •. Duret, in his pI'crace to the 
catalogue of the print collection which he gave to the Louvre states that 
it was in 1873 and that the two men began to collect Japanese art systern-
atically. 
During that year they dined together several times nnd discussed 
Japanese art, and Burty's other great interest of the time, contemporary 
painting. J3y October 1874 Burty' s mania for collecting had reached 113b 
sufficient heights for j)e Goncourt to record that his wife was cornplain-
• ing about going into debt despite his large income. High on her list 
of his obsessions were Japanese print albums; 
Voulez voir les albums japonais? Il-y-en a tou~e/ 
une voiture dans Ie salon, savez qu'il en a achete 
pour cinquante francs chez Sichel. 
In the same month De Goncourt records that he was taken by Burty to 
inspect a new shipment from Japan. They spent from mid-morning to four 
o'clock looking at the work. De Goncourt spent over 500 Fr. and bought; 
des albums anciens, un bronze si gros qulil semble 
la eire perdue de ce bronze •••• la robe d'un tragedien 
japonais ~ sur de velours noir des dragons d'or aux I I 
yeux de.email se griffent au milieu d'un champ de pivoines roses. 113c' 
,. 
4 " 
But Burty seems to have taken the lead in acquiring both ob,jects and 
knowledge. We know that'throughout the 1870's he was keen to contact 
Japanese living in Paris to learn from them. He had help from ll. young 
Japanese student as early as 1875 when he was studying sword furniture. 
This wa3 the prince Sayounsi who gave Burty and his family swords in 
October 1875, according to De Goncourt who dined with Sayounsi and 113d 
another Japanese at Burty's in February 1876. Chesneau, in his article 113e 
"Le Japon'8. Paris" (1878), indicates that many Jap:1.nese resided in Paris 
in the 1870's and there is no doubt that Burty made full use of their 
knowledge. 
A slight coolness occurred between De Goncourt and Burty in October 
1876 when Burty beat De Goncourt to an album of lacquer designs offered 
for sale by the Sichel Brothers. However the dispute did not last long 113f 
for in the following year De Goncourt dined at Burty's regularly, again 
with the price Sayounsi and attended the wedding of Burty's daughter to 
the third party in the sale of the lacquer designs, the collectors De 
Havilland. After the marriage, the two departed to "japoniser chez 113g 'i 
Bing and Sichel". 
During the presence of the Japanese Commission in Paris for the 
1878 Exhibition Burty played an important social role in the dinners 
and entertainments arranged for and by them, some of which De Goncourt 
records in his Journal. One evening at nurty's for inutance the painter 
\Vatanabe gave a demonstration of traditional pai.nting on silk "un vrai 
Kakemono" which De Goncourt attended. He then presented the painting, 
of birds and flowers, to Burty. It became one of his prized possessions. 
On another occasion the tea ceremony was improvised at Rurty's house. 
He recounts it in Bing's "Artistic Japan". 
Burty served throughout the 1870's as an important link between the 
Parisian artistic community and the Japanese helpine to transmit much 
knowledgeaf their art and culture. The Goncourt Journal shows us some of 
" , 
'1 
I 
j ;\ 
I, 
, 
, 
~' 
this activity, it also helps to place the rapid eX}lansjon of Rurty's 
collection in the early 1810's; 
One evening during the Bxposition of 1818, some 
Japanese friends who were at Illy house improvised a 
cha no yu. Some barbarians of the West were also 
there. 'llhe beverage was tasted, and seewed more 
disturbing than agreeable. A. De Nittis closed a 
nostril after inhaling the perfumes, declaring that 
they had an after taste of soup. I experienced a 
feeling of sadness. I felt myself a stranger in my 
own house. Does the charm exist only where it un-
folds itself naturally? 
The relationship between De Goncourt and Hurty continues in the 
early 1880' s'. De Goncourt records several days spent with Burty touring 
the shops of Oriental art dealers in the early part of the decade. In 
•. 10 
113h 
June 1880 they found a new dealer to visit, a M. de la Narde, who had 113i 
'in fact been in business since 1818. Burty even discussed the Jap~nese 
section of "La Maison d'un Artiste" with De Goncourt while it was being 
written. However by 1883 the relationship had deteriorated, pr.incipally 
because of De Goncourt's resentment of Burty and other Japanese enthus-
iasts. This caIne to a head with a retrospective exhibition held at the 
Petit Gallery that year. De Goncourt, who had refused to lend to the 
exhibition, visited it just before closing time to avoid Durty and Gonse. 
Nonetheless he overheard Burty showing visitors his collection; 
, . C'etalt la voix de Burty, qui raccrochait les 
ambulants et les retenait de force a admirer ses 
choses, avec les amiabilites bases des vendeurs 
des pxpositions d'industrie. Et dire qu'il fait 
cet office de comac benevol~ de l'art japonais 
depuis Ie jour ou la Salle Petit est ouverte 
jusqu'au l'heure aujourdhui, ou lion a ferme. 
If we allow for De Goncourt's destructive impulses we are left with 
a picture of Burty as a major figure in Japoniame in the 1810's and 
1880's. 
113j 
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J3urty's propaganda for Japonisme and his collection of J(.lJ),mese art. 
Hurty earned his living in the 1880's principally as a journalist, 
wri ting mainly art criticism. During this period 1'ourneux estimated 
that he produced one major article every two weeks. Hi:.; series of art- 114 
icles on Japan therefore took a small place in the context of his 
criticism in general. 
Nonetheless they had great influence. During the 1860's lmrty had 
made his name writing for the "Gazette des Beaux Arts" on the various 
Salons, the works of "academic" artists', but above all, about I'Jillet, 
Housseau and Delacroix. He had also become an authority on the applied 
arts, most notably in his book "Che,d'oeuvres d'Art Industriels"(1866) 115 
and on modern prints of which he possessed a complete collection from 
Goya to Velacroix. 
d.i " In 1869 his increasingly "raidcal attitude to politics and in art 
disturbed Charles Blanc who edited the Gazette des Beaux Arts. Durty 
left the magazine and contributed instead to several new periodicals 
which sprang up during and after the Franco-Prussian War. 'rhese included 
"La Renaissance Litteraire et Artistique", "L'Art", "Le Rappel" and 
Gambetta's radical journal, "La Republique Prancaise". The conGistent 
radicalism of most Japonistes and advocates of artistic modernism in the 
1870's is not often remarked on, but it is surely not accidental that 
Durty, Duret, Duranty and apparently all the members of the "Societe du 
Jinglar", together with many others, were radicals. The identification 
of Japonisme with radical social ideas may have been importa,nt for its 
influence on some artists, notably Van Gogh. 
It was in Gambetta's journal that Burty conducted his defence of 
the Impressionists. His first article in their defenoe appeared anon-
ymously during their first exhibition on April 25th 1074. In this 
article :J3urty talked of the "qualite deB impressions" of the painters 
which may have contributed to their name. 
, 1 
I 
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It is lnteresting that Burty defends Impressionism using ideas which 
he could only h~,ve derived, from his knowledge of Japnnese nrt; 
Disons que cette exhibition nous int~resse d'abord 
par la clarte de couleur, lit franchise des masses, 
laqualit~ des impressions. 'l'out Ie mond0- il 
n'est question icique de ceux qui sont loyaux et 
fiers, toutle monday est pris et en convient. Un 
second examen 'ne'laisse l,as de heurter les idees 
re~uessur Ie degre du fini, sur Ie clair obscur 
,sur 1 'amabili te des sites. 
" i 
N'~ppuyons pas'; 'mais bien que 1 'on cons tate dans 
ces oeuvres des laC-mes, bien que les sensations 
transcrites soient parfois aussi fugaces que la 
sensation elle-meme d'une fraicheur de sous bois, 
,d'une bouffee de chaleur de'chaume, d'une lAngeur 
de soir~e d'automne, d'un parfum de greVe, d'une 
'rongeur du jeune -joue ou d'un Jclat de toilette, 
on,doit savoir,quelque gre aces jeunes artistes 
'O,e"lespoursuivre et de les'fixer. C'est par la. 
", ,- .... ,.. que ~eur oeuvre se-relie acelui des vieux maitres. 
.. • I'l I .. ·• ~;; : .. ~ '. ~ • .: _ • . ~ 
In,particplar ~ty defe~ed his friend Degas. Burty had been instru-
~. /' :~<: i~' ""::.'). ~,~ i': '. : : ,.~ :,~ '~t \ '. I 
menta1':;li('C?],ganlzlng this emi bi tion .together with Degas. He had helped 
" (~,~)~4· ~~~ <; ~~~ ';.~ < .. ,' .. ,: ... ;.~. ;'~ :~ ;~u~: 
t<?:pers\la~e' Naq.ar:: to'~let his premises "for the show and had persuaded 
'::"'~ ~! ~, , ~ ~:. ... 
". ,,;',' ~', .,' ,I,!, ~., ~ .', 
Bracquemond'to add his work to it. 
, 
Burty continued his defence of Impressionism throughout the 1870's 
mainly in "La ilepublique Francaise". Degas, Nanet, Renoir, Monet, 
J~orisot and Sisley were all defended specifically. In none of his work 
does he make direct analogies between Japanese art and Impressionism. 
As we have seen in his 1873 essay on Lccoq de Boisbaudran, Burty pointed 
116 
117 
118 
out that close observation of nature and the direct method of painting 119 
were both characteristics found in Japanese painting. 
There can be little doubt that Burty, through his friends Degas, 
Bracquemond and Astruc, communicated a great deal of information about 
,Japanese art to Impressionists. This must be borne in mind when we 
consider his writings on Japanese art. These writings demonstrate that 
Burty's ideas about art and his cri ticismwe:re chiefly affected by his 
knowledge of Japan. 
They fall into two groups, the first written in 1872 and 1873 for 
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liLa Renaissance Litteraire et Artistique lt under the title "Japonisme", 
and the second series written from 1875 to 1818 for "L'Art". Doth 
groups are written from as profound a knowledge of Japanese art as he 
could obtain at the time. 
In 1872 when he wrote the first set Burty was already in pursuit 
of a serious scholarly knowledge. He describes his researches in the 
Bibllotheque Nationale and The British 11useum, which took place early 120 
in that year. ' He states thea at some previous date he had attempted to 
, , 
learn Japanese with Leon de Rosny but had given up and taken to studying 
Japanese art, instead. Since 1871 he had acquired "des albwns de carica- 121 
-'. J; -, 
.; • f:' 
tures :-<!es drames et des 'com~dies; 1a.1egende des 41 Honins; des reel ts 
~. : .. ," ~ A 
na~ionaux ~e guerres ou de conquetes; . puis des trait{s d'histoire 
na'tU:reli~,.- des recuielsae mod'e-J.es po~r les sculptures en ivoires, les 
-. - ,,} 
. peii1.t:res d~ po;ceiaines QU- de laques, :.,les modeleurs en bronzes, les 
••• t -; ,... 
fahricants de gardes de sabre"de peigries et de bijoux; lIleme des 
~~ . ,: l~ \ .. 
iepr~'en~a-ti6nci de scenes absolument passionnees et intirnes, (preswnably 
.,: :: ": t 
, ,:'1;, :'. ' .. '.' ,/ Q.. I 
, ShuJ1ga), 'enfin toute l' encyclopedia.e religieuse, poetique ou. artiste 
. // qui court les atellers,: les,gyneceesdes palaia, les terrasses des maisons 
, , 
de thes, 1es sacristies des temples, les corps de garde et 1es cllaurnieres 
,-
~ar la-bas encore, tout Ie mond sait lire, chanter les vel'S, ecrire et 
tres-souvent dessiner tant bien que mal". 122 
Altogether he possessed in 1872 over a hundred illustrated books or 
paintings, He was convinced that they and not De Rosny's classes were 
the key to an understanding of the Japanese. During the year in which 
the articles were published, Burty's collection was expanding enormously. 
In the last but one of the articles he mentioned that he had bought a 
hundred books, once used in a Japanese school, from someone who had just 
'. t : 
I· 
I-
i 
, . 
; " 
, I 
" i 
I' 
I. 
.. 'J . 
returned from Japan. They showed scenes - 123 . ;~' 
/ 
pris dans la vie courante, des legendes des hi~toires 
de metamorphoses, beaucoup d'assasinats des scenes de 
sorcellerie et quelques farces sur les dieux et les 
pretres, 
" . 
lIis knowledge was also changing rapidly, for Burty'n library of Far 
Eastern literature shows that he bought almost everyone of the many 
books published on Japan in the ,1070's., This situation explains the 
fragmentary nature of the'Deven 'articles. 
The first article discusses the Japanese'relation,to ueath and 
points to the Buddhist acceptance of death. It descriLes an album of 
thirteen paintings ~howing 'the death and 'deco!Dposi tion;;of a woman whom ; 
}3urtyassumedwas a :piinces's ,whose prince had commanded 'the volume as a ' 
:," ,.i: ',',,: ,,'. ,t, ./ I 
memor.ial. J;Ie contrasted it to "nos danses m~cabres europeennes, impies 
~ , .. ' ,. , 
... ~t pretentieuses" •. He ,~ontrasis the aesthetic' repose 'Of the Japanese 
. ~ . . 
deSC;iPtiori~ ,'~f de~~h w~ til ,the 'deli b~~ate Seif-fl!Ort~~i~~~ion implicit in 
.": " •• : • I 
'. ~, 
.. ' .. I '''" . • • ~ ... .- .', 
Baudelaire 's ~work. ":He 'begins by describing the early paintings, port-
o' •• ,. • : .. : .. 
'1 ... .; " :. '. .' .,,:~ . ') .' i : ~ 't .. 
raits of the :woman and~scenes"of her('death~' .,' 'He continues; 
~', r .. ~. '.' ,.".-; :~: .'0), ,,:. ::} ,._ Ii :., 
. .:.., Satbelle:tet~' pal~.;,~epose s,u~ un dqu'ssin bleu; on 
a jete sur,so'h" corps;une grande draperie de pourpre. 
Sur une ta~le, 'une;:vase auquel on devait arracher 
les branches pour l'asperger d'une eau consacree et 
" '. I peut etre de lait. 
'\ ,/ , On l'a revetue d'une longue robe blanche serree a la 
tai1le, on l'a couchee dans un jardin, sur une plate 
bande fleurie, un bras etendu, l'autre courbe sur Ie 
poitrine, les pieds nus, les cheveux C'pars. 
Ici cor:unence ce que lion pourrait hardiruent appeler 
lila symphonie de la mo~te". Les di verses phases de 
la decomposition cadaverique s'accomplissent, se 
succedent avec un r(gular/1e effroyable. Ce corps 
toute a l'heure virginal comm~ celui d'Ophelie flottant 
sur Ie ruisseau, se gonfle, palit, vendit, se marbre 
de taches sanguinolentes, ~clate •••• La piece de ~ 
Baud~aire, la charogne, d~crit ttonnement cette serie 
d'{venements mortuaires; mais elle a une sort d'aigreur, 
de chatouillement cruel, que ne revele point notre album. 
(L'artiste qui 1 'a peint avai tIes nerfs infinimcnt) 
,reposes. 
Tout au contraire du poete, l'artiste qui l'a peint 
avait les nerfs infiniment plus reposes. 
Tout au contraire du poete, l'artiste japonais a fait 
quelque sort veiller les fleurs sur ce pauvre corps. 
Eventually the corpse is reduced to bones and the flowers by it grow 
although they have nothing to shade. 
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Les fleurs et la mort. Ah Ie profonde artiste qui 
vous laisse gravee dans Ie cerveau cette double 
image quand vous avez ferm~ son terrible album. 
Burty must have chosen to begin his articles with this discussion 
because he had owned the paintings for some time, he showed them to 
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~mond De Goncourt in 1870'. Burty' s extremely sensi ti ve description of 125 
the painting indicates that he was able to empathize fully with the ... lork 
and did not treat it as an alien curiosity. 
His treatment of the painting is indicative of the link between 
Japonisme and the legacy of l~manticism that we saw in the comparison of 
Delacroix and Japanese art in "Les Elnaux Cloisonn{es", and in the general 
treatment of Japanese "art in the 1860's. However the use of the ltomantic 
,symbol of Ophelia is carefully chosen. For Ophelia, as seen by Delacroix 
or Millais, was beautiful/ reposed in death not the paradoxical image of 
. ( J 
Baudelaire's "Charogne", which attracts only as it repels. 
Burty's appreciation is entirely for the relationship of the aes-
thetic quality of the imagery to the neutral Buddhist conception of life 
and death. One may even see the beginnings of Symbolist art theory in 
such discussions. 
One is inevitably reminded by Burty's description of the famous 
incident in which Monet forgot the death of his wife Camille in his 
struggles to capture the light on the face of her corpse. Zola fiction-
alized this episode in "Le Chef d'Oeuvre" in order to examine the moral 
problems of naturalism, One is tempted to speculate that the infinite 
repose of the nerves before the sight of death which Burty so much 
admired in the Japanese artist was to be transmitted to Western artists 
interested in the Far Eastern example. Certainly Burty makes it clear 
that he was well aware of the importance of Buddhism in the formation of 
aesthetic detachment of the Japanese. This passage is early evidence for 
the Japanese contribution to the development of aesthetics in which all 
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values are relative, flowers and death are juxtapose~ as images of beauty 127 3" 
and decay. 
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Rurty was concerned that Japanese art should be soen as a profound 
and serious endeavour. In the third article he report:; that he ha:i read 
in "Le grande salon d'un journal Ne'o-Hegelian" that Japonisme was a 
"caprice de dilettante blase". 
He defended it against this charge and against the charge that it 
was purely decorative or a form of crude realism by claiminG that its 
basis was pure poetry; 
" on pret les Japonais uniguement pour d'habiles 
enlumineurs de papiers peints, des realistes 
reussis. Je dois donc montrer qu'ils ont des 
poetes, de purs poetes dignes de toucher les 
esprits delicats et curieux. 
The remainder of the third article is concerned with substantiatin~ this 
point with a discussion of Japanese poetry taken from two books, 
F. V. Dickins' "Hyaknin is shia or Stanzas by a century of poets beinf,' 
Japanese lyrical odes" of 1866 and De Rosny's "Anthologie Japonaise" of 
I 
187" which we have discussed above. 
Weisberg has shown that Burty changed the text of lie !tosny's trans-
lations in his article in order to point up the romantic associations of 
the poems in his article. This can be seen in De Rosny's line 
I' "" , ;, ., ~eparee loin de tol, je contemp1e 1a voute celeste, 
which became 
/' ~ t i ' " ,/ '1" Separee de 0, Je regarde longuement la voute eto1 ee. 
Burty also changed the order of the words on the page and on one occasion 
supplied a poem with a fictitious origin, an inscription on a temple 
wall. Weisberg points out that Durty's changes all move the poetry 
towards a more romantic expression and that Burty's selections are all 
concerned with love, death and sadness. However it is too simplistic 
to see Burty as a U1ere romanticiser of Jananese art. He makes a definite 
case for the unique quality of the Jape.nese perception of man I s rela tian 
to nature throughout all these articles. 
The fourth discussed Japanese legends and fairy tales making use of 
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Hi tford' s "Tales of Old Japan", and other contemporllry iiiuropean wri ters. 
The fifth follow~d H up with a discussion of ghosts and super-
natural events in Japanese theatrical and legendary prints. lmrty refers 
to several prints in his collection but none are recognisable. He uses 
some examples to discuss the absence of toe concept of a soul amon[,'"St the 
. , 
" 
Japanese. He comments on the popular representation of Ramis and the 
.: ;' 
variety of ghosts. , \.," 
In his fir'starticle j,n, 1873 Thirty ret~rns to his own collection of 
-. 
'. ... , :- ,"'" " : " .. 
prints. ~Jle pOintsou.t the' c.~ose li,nk .bet~e~n'Japanese calligraphy and 
" ',' . ,.. ,. 
drawing. ~;' He'~'~~iil;~believed :th~t·:'.~11 J~pa~e'se; could read and that illus-
;:: . ;~: ~ ',.,:;.~ ( .... , (- ~ '. of': y 
trated books were' a. popular ar,t t:orm •. , He refers to images of "vastes 
'. ~ '. J :. f ' . • .~ J " • ':. , 
,. \ ...... 
. • ",. '. ~ .' • I , 
li1?raries: de,Y~ddo~1 in the.:print':al'bunis in his own collection. 
; i~ -:.J •. ~~. I... ¥l~. -: ,." •. f • 
. '. '. The ,~e'~crrpt'ionsl of Ja'p~l1~se acen~s in :this article show that he was 
'.I. ~ • • , ' '. ~. ,~'i l-·.~ ".~: -~J.: ~'" ',.' .;' ~',_ :; .... ~.~ :.' ".' ": .,,' ... : L ... 
.. • .. ~ - • :".; I, "~ ," to' \ st~dYing:::bis :j~p~~~se:' album~:'very carefulll; 
?, '\~:~'; ;~~~L'$ 'enf~~~ ave~ d~~1c~~;dans la 'l~eture. 
G'elles-ci.., allongees comme des cha,ttes, 'ouvrent Ie 
roman su~,; un coussin et lisent les joues' dam~ les 
paumes des mains jointes au poignet. Cette autre, 
les jambes crois~es sur un divan, se courbe et 
s laffai~,·, et suit les lignes en se grattant dis-
traitement la t~te d'une de ses longue epingles 
d'or estampe. En voiei encore une qui, d£bout a 
l'extremite d'une galerie exterieure, semble Jeter 
aux iris violets, aux grues rayant l'etang de leurs 
pattes pendantes, aux'arbres roses, aux leurs pur-
purines flamboyant derrne la colline nOire, les 
vers d'un poete a1me. 
In the same article Rurty welcomes a new translation "Heike-}Jonogatori 
Recits de l'histoire du Japon au XIle siecle" partie 1, translated by 
a H. Turretini of Geneva. Burty praised it as the beginninc of a contri-
bution to the enlightenment of the vJest about Japan. Hurty praised the 
rather weak black and white illustrations and decorations in this volume 
as perfect copies of Japanese art. This indicates that he had not yet 
developed refined judgement of Japanese art despite his studies, and 
suggests that the bulk of his Japanese collection was still of mid-
nineteenth century works. 
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In the last article Burty continued his dincussion of his print 
collection and mentioned in particular lIokusai's "l';ang-wa" and his land-
scape and animal drawings. 
Burty's first series of articles indicate that he had not yet formed 
a consistent critical att~tude to Japanese art. Unlike ~;lish writers 
in the early 1870's he seems reluctant to make use of easy generalisations 
about the relation of the Japanese to nature and their disciplined 
craftsmanship. Instead he writes in terms of what he knows about Japan 
and its art. Nonetheless his attraction to Japanese art can be clearly 
seen to be related to his interest in romantic art theory and his cham-
pionship of Delacroix, Millet and Rousseau. 
The articles also show Burty to be one of the first critics to value 
Japanese prints, paintings and illustrated books as a major art form. 
As 'we shall see French cd tics in general valued the Japanese print more 
than 1'ngl ish critics but no-one, not even De Goncourt, placed the high 
value that Burty did on them at such an early date. 
Nonetheless Burty knew relatively little about his collection at 
this time, and it is impossible to identify the prints and paintings from 
among the 837 lots, many of forty or more items, which make up his co11-
ection as it was sold on his death. He remarks in an article on ceramics 
in Bing's "Artistic Japan" in 1889 that he bought a great part of his 
collection in 1875, presumably from Bing and Sichel. 
We do know that at this time Burty's collection of Japanese objets 
d'art of all kinds was famous in Bngland and in France. S. Blondel, in 
his "Histoire D'Ev~tai1s", Paris 1875, speaks of Burty's collection of 
Japanese books as the first in Paris, "riche en albums et en livres 
japonais" and mentioned in particular a 14 volwne work, the "Collection 
des Tresors du Temple d'Itukusima", a temple famous for its collections 
of arms, armour and works of art. Volume IV of the work held many 
illustrations of fans; amongst them was a colour print showing a group of 
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Srunur8i, one of whom is casting down his fan Lefore thp. enemy. Thlrty 
speculated that this was a heroic challenge similar to that made by 
Conde at the battle of Friburg in 1644, showing once again Ids tendency 
to interpret the prints in a romantic manner. 
Blondel illustrates the finest fan in Burty'n collection with 
13urty's own notes. This was a fan in chiselled iron siennd by U-da-
Kane-sigue. Burty had bought it in 1874 when it arrived from Japan in 
a very rusty condition. Burty claimed that it was as liGht as ivory. 
It imitated a bamboo carving, each side having a motif of mythologica.l 
lions and flowers. 
Burty ccntributed notes to Blondel's book and to several others 
during the 1870's. This indicates that he was establishing a reputation 
as an expert on Ja.panese objects at this time. 
Burty owned many other fans. He loaned eight to an exhibition of , ! 
I 
fans organised by the Liverpool Art Club in 1874. Item 85 is of 130 ., 
particular interest: 
Japanese fan which belonged to a Commander in Chief. 
The leaf is of stout buff paper, covered with silk 
tissue, painted on the front with a group of fir.ures 
The Seven Sages on the Forest of Bambou - chiefly 
in Indian ink and drawn with great spirit; and on 
the back, with temples, buildings and foliage. 
We do know of one Japanese book that was in Burty' collection in the 
early 1870's for it was sold at ~otheby's amongst the collection of modern 
prints which he sent in April 1874. It was Item 9591 
Yedo ovo Setza you - Kai zau or the large ~ncyclo­
pedia illustrated with coloured maps and title 
pages and about 1000 woodcuts in the text referring 
to matters of history, geography, natural history, 
literature, etc., and also the arms of great Japan-
ese families. 
By the middle 1870's Burty's Japanese collection is known to have 
contained arms and armour, bronzes, ceramics (which were mainly Bizen 
ware), ivories and lacquer. 
It contained representative products of most Japanese arts and crafts. 
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It is not pussible to research them all, but I have prepared a series of 
illustrations from contemporary books which will give some indication of 
the range of his collection at this period. 
lrurty's second set of articles on Japanese art was published in 
"L'Art" in 1875 and 1876 •. All of them are concernl:d with specific 
Japanese legends or beliefs and contain a lart::;e range of coloured and 
black and white illustrations of prints and paintings. These illustra-
tions were the work of li!elix Ree-;amey and of H. Somm, a young illustrator 
who had attended De Rosny's classes some years before and was therefore 
well fitted to transcribe the Japanese characters in the illustrations. 
Burty was especially pleased with the illustrations to the first article, 
"La vie de poetesse K;;-mati ll • In the article nurty tells the story of 
the beautiful young poetess Ko-l-1ati, who turns into an ugly old bC[Slsar-
woman and washes the pages of her poetry so that none may read them 
again, preferring instead the life of a wandering soothsayer. 
!(egamey provided to this a reproduction of a print of the poetess 
believed to be by Hokusai from Burty's collection. ~he is shown in her 
finery hiding her face behind a fan, in front of a blossoming tree 
branch. llegamey did indeed make a remarkable job of the detailed pro-
duction of this. 
, For the same article H. Somm made a copy of a black and white line 
drawing, "Ko-Milti compoeant une poeeie dans la campagne", taken from 
a book of her poems, one of which is inscribed in the middle of the image. 
Sornrn has captured the original lines of this early nineteenth century 
book, especially in the flow of the rivers and in Ko Mati's costmoe. 
In another article "Lee femmes de Qual1te", Burty deals with the 
legends attached to aristocratic women of Japan. 
Two further articles, "Les Patrons de la Vie Heureuse" are taken up 
with a discussion of the seven gods of domestic happiness. Burty chose 
to discuss them because of their constant repetition in popular art of 
1(90) 
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all kinds; 
~ -On les rencontre a chn~ue moment sculptcs en 
/ ~ / 
netzukes, fondus et bronze, Inodeies en terre, 
emaill~ssurlaporcelaine.peintssur les 
rouleaux. 
He also chose them because they best represented the hip;hly irreverent 
humour of the modern school of Japanese paint~rs which he saw as 
deriving from Hokusai. 
Here is his descri'ption of Hotei, the god i of good humour; 
Ho-1'ei est Ie personnification du parfait repose 
du cerveau venant d'un parfait equilibre du muscle. 
Constamment Ho-Tei, la poitrine pend8nte, chauve, 
velu, la face elargie par un gros rire qui bride 
ses yeux, adosse d'un sac plein et evente son ventre 
enorme, qu'il meta l'air. Ce ventre eAt comme Ie 
cr~ne de Foku-Roku. Toute Ie monde en rite Dans un 
des albums Boku-sai, des gamins, quiont trempe un 
pinceau dans du vermillion de grands caracteres 
d'affiche sur cette saillie en citrouille. lio-Tei 
d'ailleurs est Ie ptire-gigoene de l'extr'clJI8 Orient. 
II laisse les enfants danser sur ses grasses . 
epaules, foufller dans son sac, lui tirer la langue, 
se bousculer entre les courtes jambes. 
Burty provides similar descriptions for all seven gods and refers 
when necessary to Kaempfer and other sources of lebends. 
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The illustrationn for this article are excellent. H. SOlTlTO provides \:, 
a splendid image of Hote! from a Japanese album and an equally fine copy 
of Bishamon, the Japanese god of arms,confronting the devil. 
The finest illustration of the whole series is a folio chromolitho-
graph by Regamey of a painting showing Yebis, the god of fishermen, 
wrestling with Daikoku, the god of merchants. It is an excellent repro-
duction of an early nineteenth century work painted by a follower of 
Hokusai. It is important as it is the first work of this kind to be 
reproduced in the West. 
l3urty's articles for "L'Art" all contain illustrations of a high 
quality and confirm Burty's reputation as the first Japanese enthusiast 
to take Japanese paintings and prints seriously. The articles also show 
that Burty felt no need to rationalise Japanese art in terms of ~uropean 
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aesthetic attitudes. He is.seen to be invcGtigatin~ the iconography of 
J8panese art and to be comnlentinl5 on it in the light of his knowledr,-e. 
He says little about the "style" of.hio illustrations. 
In 1877 ~rty ea.ve three lectures on Japonisme in Paris. 'l'he first, 
"Le Japon Ancien 'et Le Japan l';oderne" discussed the effect of the Jv':dji 132 
restoration on Japanese art and culture. Burty discussed the historical 
development.of Japan and characterised traditional Japanese art as 
"el~gant, robuste, variee et intelligent". 
He claimed that since the Meiji Restoration Japan had ylayed the same 
artistic role as France - "Ie rO:jeunissement perpe'tuel de l' invention ou 
de l'adoption des modEiles ant6'rieures". In Burty's mind then, Japan in 
the 1870's had acted as an independent element in the rebirth of Western 
art, equalling the importance of the innovation of the French artists 
themselves. Burty' s conception of the effect of the Ja.panese example 
was not one of "influence" but of a new element in the visual tradition, 
in the perpetual renewal of visual experience which was his definition of 
the visual arts. 
To help his discussion he made great use of examples in his own 
collection; 
. / ' 
II a parle de l~ ceramique, des ivoires sculptes 
avec un art infini, de l'emploi vnrie des metaux 
et des patines, du papier, des etoffes, etc., 
... 
cherchant surtout a expliquer la signification des 
sujets religieux, poetiques, familiers, guerriers, 
qui reviennent sans cesse sous Ie pinceau des 
artistes, puisant dans les romans et po~sies qui 
ont ~te traduits, dans les materiaux qu'll a pat-
ien~ent etabondamment ramasses depuis quinze ans. 
He also dealt with the treatment of landscape by Japanese artists, 
using a map to show the various kinds of landscape subjects available to 
the Japanese. He stressed the importance of the direct observation of 
nature in their art; 
,-
L'observation directe de la nature animee, les 
oiseaux, les fleurs, le bambou, les jeux d'enfants 
faut au Japon une place a part et tout a fait sup-
~rieure dans le classement des modes esth~tiques 
'! ' 
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propres aux differentes races qui ont hrill~ 
dans les arts en quelques temps fJue ce soit • 
.Burty believed this unique example had a beneficial effect on contmn-
porary art in Fr!3.nce and £;ng'land. 
He characterised the two extremes of .Japa.nese art a.s the Densual 
and ·the imagin!3.tive,using'the images of butterflies and chimeras. 
In his 3econd lecture Burty made use of H translation l;y 'l'urreiini, 
of a Japanese novel, ,"Komats et Sakitsi" (1820), by Ruitei Tanefico. 
f. 
He praised the writing, comparing it to that of the elder Dumas. His 
thi~d lecture was a discussion of the Genji wars and the a.rt and legends 
associated with them. In all three lectures he related his comments to 
JaI2nese art and artists, thus acting, once again, as a major publicist 
,for Japanese art in the 1810's. 
In 1878 he congratulated himself and "L'Art" on their achievements 
in discussing and reproducing examples of Japanese art • 
.;-
Enfin clest ici que nous avons donne audacieusement 
pour titre a nos etudes "Japonisme" que nous avions 
forge pour bien c'aract(riser Ie courant srecial 
de no) idees et qui fit gr~~ter les rateliers 
academiques. ~ 
Already however he felt that his articles in "L'Art" were arid and 
communicated little of the riches of Japanese art. His review of the 
Japanese exhibits at the 1878 exhibition shows him to have been at the 
centre of Japanese enthusiasm in Paris in 1878. However it contains 
little of his own ideas on Japanese art, being a highly competent account 
of the current state of knowledge about it, greatly enhanced by tl~ 
1878 exhi bi tion. 
As a result of this exhibition Burty projected a special study of 
Japanese prints and paintings. However he did not write this, presumably 
because he was kept busy by his new duties as Inspecteur des Beaux Arts, 
a post to which he was appointed in 1880. 
He did attempt sGveral drawings and prints of Japanese objects in 
his collection. lie also made ,drawings in the margin of some of his uooks 
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on Japanese art, notably his copy of De Goncourt's "Haison d'un Artiste". 
Some of them were made public by Ring in "Artistic Japan". 
Nonetheless he maintained his interest in Japonisme. In 1886 he 
gave three lectures on Japanese ceramics, to accompany a major exhibi- 135 
tion of them at the Union des Beaux Arts. These were later published as 
a book which I have unfortunately been unable to find. However we have 
Hurty's later attitude to Japanese art preserved in articles that he 
wrote for Bing's "Artistic Japan" in 1889, one on swords and one on 
ceramics. 136 
Burty's writing on Japanese ceramics reveals him to have become an 
expert of some merit by the late 1880's. He is precise and technica.lly 
competent. He even quotes from original Japanese sources such as the 
fourteenth volume of "Bam-po Sen Shio", published first in 1698, which he 
claims to be an ideal source on many forms of Japanese decorative art. 
He also shows his knowledge of the tea ceremony and of the role of 
pottery in it. 
AS is usual in his writings, there is no attempt to mruce inappro-
priate aesthetio olaims for Japanese art. Indeed he says nothinr; about 
its importance for European taste, preferring to praise 1,-'akai, a modern 
artist, for maintaining his adherence to the classic style. 
Burty's writing on Japanese swords is equally competent. Once 
again he adheres to basic information he has about the manufacture of the 
sword and its place in Japanese life. There 1s little else to say about 
either of the articles. They serve to demonstrate Burty's continued 
interest in Japa.nese art until his death in 1891. 
There can be no doubt that Burty's public propaganda and private 
scholarship made a great contribution to the knowledge of Japanese art 
in the 1870' s. 
His writings are also unique in their aesthetic objectivity. Burty 
was able to perceive the values in Japanese art for themselves and to 
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write on the assumption that these values were important. Nowhere in his 
work does one find a rationalisation of them in Western terms. He brou$t 
this same objective aesthetic judgement to his defence of the Impression-
ists. There can be no doubt that he acted as a major figure in the trans-
mission of knowledge and experience of Japane~e art to them and to other 
artists in the 1870's. This becomes particularly important when one 
considers that he was one of the first Japanese enthusiasts to value 
paintings and prints as much as other imports. 
The lack of a consistent theoretical standpoint in his work makes 
it difficult to write about in terms of this thesis. Nonetheless he 
remains an important figure of the 1870's. The nature of his enthusiasm 
for Japan, detached from his preoccpations in Western art is in many ways 
typical of the times. It may also have been of great importance in his 
role as a transmitter of the Japanese influence to the West. 
The Japonisme of De Goncourt 
If Burty was a public figure whose role in promoting the influence 
of Japanese art in the 1870's is clear, the role of ~mond })e GOllcourt 
is, u8spite his journal, obscure and hard to define until the 1880's. 
The journal forms the most important source of information about 
the day to day activities of Japonistes in Paris. It would be super-
fluous to rehearse all their activities once more as we have dealt with 
them elsewhere in this thesis. Moreover the Journal makes clear that 
De Goncourt did not take the initiative in these activities. He was 
present in the society in which they occurred, and collected a great 
quantity of Japanese art but until the publication of "La Maison d'un 
Artiste" in May 1881, he published nothing about Japan. Indeed no refer-
ence to Japan occurs in his novels in the '70s until 1877 in "La Fi 11 e' 
Elisa" when he begins to use literary similes involving Japanese art. 
Moreover although he knew Degas and Stevens and had indirect contacts 
with the Impressionists and later painters through Charpentier, Huysmans 
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and mnny other of his acquaintances, there is no evidence that his 
opinion was highly valued by any of them. Indeed he a, TJcars to have 
taken little or no interest in current developments in the visual arts 
after the 1860's. 
His reputation as a ~reat Japrmese enthusiast rests on the relevant 
passages in "La Haison d'un Artiste" (1881), and on "Outamaro, Ie 
peintre des maisons vertes" (1891), and on "Hokusai" (1096), which were 
the only two volumes of a projected series "L'Art Japonais au dix-
huitieme siecle", to reach the publishers. The latter two are known to 138 
"depend for their scholarship on the work of a Ja~qnese in Paris, 
Tadernasa Hayashi, who had been working principally as Bing'd assistant 
until the 1890's. The book on Hokusai was the cause of a public scandal 
for Hayashi had been working with Bing on a similar one, and Bing made 
accurate public denunciations of De Goncourt's plagiarism from Hayashi. 
I have already discussed the limitations of literary "Japonisrne" in 
the 1870's and 1880's, including that of De Goncourt. I have also dis-
missed any claim that De Goncourt was a pioneer Japoniste. He was, in 
fact, rather late in the field and the bulk of his collection W8S 
acquired like that of Burty in the latter half of the 1870's. ]ndeed 
Gonse claimed that De Goncourt only became interested in collecting 
Japanese art after 1873 with the return of Sichel from Japan. 
We must therefore ask what an inquiry into De Goncourt's Japonism 
can add to our understanding of the period. De Goncourt's Journal con-
tains some brilliant analysis of his own reaction to Japanese objects and 
this is important. It is a matter of judgement as to how far his records 
can be seen as relevant to the general change in sensi bili ty in F'rance 
as a result of the campaign of the Japonistes. Perhel's the best justifi-
cation for looking at De Goncourt's Japonisme was given by himself in the 
Journal - the entry for April 21st 1884. Therein he reacts to press 
criticism of the boureeouis for having no "sene artistique"; 
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Je parle par exemple du japonisl1le, et i1s ne 
voient dans une vi trine que quelquea bibelots 
ridicules, qu'on leur a dit etre Ie comble du 
1l1auvais ~t et du manque de dessin. Les mal-
heureux! lIs ne se sont pas a~er~us ~ l'hcure 
qu'il est que tout l'impressionisme - la mort 
du bitume, etc., est fait par Ie contemplation 
et l'imitation des impressions claires du Japon. 
/' lIs n'ont pas davantage observe que la cervelle 
d'un artiste oc~idental, dans l'ornelflenta.tion 
d'un assiette ou de n'importe quoi, ne con~oit 
/' / , 
et ne cree qu'un decor place au milieu de a 
chose, un decor unique ou un decor compose de 
deux, trois, quatre, cinq, details decoratoires 
se faisant toujours pendant et contre poids ••• 
Et quand je disaie que Ie japonisme ~tait en 
train de revolutionner l'optique des peuples 
occidentaux, j'affirmais que Ie Japonisme 
" apportait a L'Occident une coloration nouvelle, 
une systeme decoratoire nouveau, anfin, si l'on 
veut, une fantaisie poetique dans la creation 
de l'objet d'art, qui n'existe jamais dans Ie 
bibelots les plus parfaits du E6yen Age et de 
la Renaissance. 
De Goncourt was well aware of the nature and breadth of the impact 
of Jai)a.nese art on France. Ilis reactions to it can therefore help us 
in making our understandinB' of that impact as precise as possible, evel] 
his claim to have led the three most important movements in the nine-
teenth century; 
/' La recherche du ~ en litterature, 
1a resurrection de l'art du XVlllieme 
la victoire du japonisme, 
is difficult to take seriously. 
The Goncourt brothers had become famous for their scholarly criti-
cism of French eighteenth century art in the 1850's and 1860's, princi-
pally through their work, "L'Art au dix-huitieme siecle", published in 
twelve parts between 1856 and 1875. Edmond transferred the criteria and 
technique of these studies to his appreciation of Japanese art, an 
identification which became stronger as he came to believe that the finest 
Japanese art was also of the eighteenth century. 
He frequently stressed this identification of the two. In his 
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arrangement of his house at Auteuil, "La IVlaison d 'un Artiste", he deliber- ;. 
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ately juxtaposed pieces from both. On the stairs there was a large eau 
forte of '.latteau' s "Embarkation from Cythera" plA.ced centrally, near the 
lacquered coffer containing his collection of Japanese prints. Around 
it were eighteenth century drawings and Japanese kakemono paintines, 
Kutani, Owari and Kaga pottery were displayed in the niches. 
In April 1880 De Goncourt identified his work of "La jVIaison" as of 141 
the same importance for Far Eastern art as "L'Art du XVlIIieme si'ecle" 
for \vestern art. In his preface to "Bokusai" he compared his publication 
of this work with his pUblication in 1860 of Caylus" biography of \Jatteau. 
Indeed, in all his writings, such a formal link is made. However the 
question was not just of a formal relationship. De Goncourt perceived 
the two groups of works with the same unified sensibility. 
De Goncourt brothers writing about Watteau; 
The grace of Watteau is grace itself. It is that 
indefinable touch that bestows upon women a charm, 
a coquetry, a beauty that is beyond mere physical 
beauty. It is that subtle thing that seelTls to be 
the smile of a contour, the soul of a form, the 
spiritual physiOgnOmy of matter. 
Here are the 
All the fascination of woman in repose: the languor, 
the idelness, the abandonment, the mutual leanings 
upon one another, the outstretched limbs, the indol-
ence, the harmony of attitudes, the delightful air 
of a profile bowed over a lute, studying the notes of 
some gamme d'amour, the breasts receding,elusive 
contours, the meanderings, the undulations, the 
plancies of a woman's body; the play of slender 
fingers upon th8 handle of a fan ••••• 
And it is not simply that Watteau brought this 
grace to life, delivered it from quiescence and 
immobility, bestowed upon it an agitation, a quiver-
ing, but it seems also in his art that it is a grace 
which puls.taies in accordance with a rhythm that in 
its balanced progress is a dance drawn onwards by 
Borne homophony. 
And here Edmond is writing on the Japanese prints showing women in 
fashionable dress and occupations: 
Noue voici dans ees jardins tout pleins des ser-
pentements d'un ruisseau autour d'un tono, d'un 
lanterne de pierre en eee fournes de pivoines 
eclA.tantes, ou Ia siesta des promeneuses confond 
la flora des robes avec la flore des 
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or again; 
massifs. Nous voici dans les salles d'apl)arat;: 
au sur une entrade rouge, des musiciennes, en,robe 
bleu, jouent des chases lente~), C]ue des geisha, 
des danseuses miment drama tiqueInen t dans des robes 
amples, entourees qui semblent agiter, derri~e 
leur dos, des aile3 de pA-pillon. Nous voicEt dans 
les ~hambres, ou des femmes J::"ampent a terre sur, 
des 1nstruments de musiques a cordes, stoccupe a 
peindre des {ventails, aeenouille'es pr'es de petites' 
tables, . " 
Dans ces impressions la femme develloppe une 
ele'gance qu' elle n' aura bientot plus; sondessin 
profile ys longueurs etles .~la~cements des . 
grandes epoques du dessin;, et memeune remarque 
qui n'est pas/ans valeur, Ie type~minin y ~st 
presque different, et ~ornme'fabrique~ dtune pate 
plus raffin~. plus aristocratique.·.. ~" 
The mise en sc~ne of both passages ~s: the sa~e" ~o .'is the mixture of 
, . 
, 
.interest in formal grace achieved by the formal artistic means and ob-
served or characterised feminine behA-viour. The importance of human type 
or style in the Goncourt's criticism of eighteenth century art is well-
known. Bdmond applies the same sensibility to Japanese women that he 
applied to "La Femme au dix-huitieme siecle". It is most important to 
note that De Goncourt is praising Watteau for his use of contour and form 
in the same manner in which he later discussed Japanese prints. 'l'his 
formal relationship is inextricably related to the ultimate link between 
the De Goncourts' treatment of the two areas which both show an admira-
tion for the ability to represent a limited but exquisite human scene in 
all its aspects or a simple object in an essential form. ~~is ability 
comes from a cultural and exclusive milieu such as one finds in the 
eighteenth century France or in Tokueawa Japan. De Goncourt recognised 
a similar "tone" in both, a pursuit of limited but exquisite aesthetic 
emotion. This is more important than the endless parallels that one can 
draw between the writing on the eighteenth century theatre and on the 
Japanese theatre print, or between his treatment of women and the erotic 
in both arts. An exquisite refinement is represented in both arts, and 
De Goncourt makes this point by identifying a simple Chard in still life 
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with a J~panese print. \.Jhat De Goncourt SFlW or thought he saw in both 
arts was a harmony of poetic license with the demands of tho depiction 
of reality in producing an exquisitely perfect im~ge, nature and artifice 
unified in beauty. 
The exquisite harmonY,of the two arts found in his hcuse and writings 
was worked for over many years by De Goncourt. In 1884 he wrote of his 
house's decorations; I 
Sur Ie palier du premier, pourl'iridividu qui 'monte, 
..""" ." ..... pour mo~, J'ai,m1\s des annees, oui des annees, a 
combiner un ,fond aux matieres at aux nuances assembIces 
dans une harmonie artiste. Sur la'tenture toile de 
;. ~. .. . 
toile, c'est d'une cote, au-dessous d'un plat, bleu aux 
fleurettes blandlea., ciseieel:!. daris 1 ~ email, un i'oukousa, 
rose de Chine;, deliautre~ sous,un:~l~t de Kutani 
jaune traverse d'unebranche dechrysanthemes mauves, 
c' es t un kakemono," au une grue bI uea tre ea t ' ti as e'e sur 
un fond ecru, ,trame de feuillagea dior. ' Ces deux 
'panneaux sont separes:par 'un~ e.troi te' portiere .en 
tapisserie de 'Ileauvais' gayee '<i' attri bu ts champ'etres et 
d'arabesques Louis,XVI,au:papillotage de couleurs 
amortees., .8t cette; portiere," ce kakemonot ce ,foukousa 
se ,voient entre ,des ,'encoigmires' chang6es de'Ilorceiaines 
de Chine et 'de bronzes <'iu '~Japoll, au:x: coloration et aux 
patines les,'miewC'as.sort.ies;'.p~.::::; " ... ~! .. ;, 
.'''i ,.,.;.,,'"' ,~,\~' '\; . /' 
pour arriver a ce mur d'harmonie, 11 m'avait fallee des 
annees, et cent fois changer les choses de place, et 
cent fois les remplacer. 
The endless pain:) that lle Goncourt took with this assembly of exquisite 
objects indicates the poetic nature of the common tone or sensibility 
which he perceived in both. 
The critical harmony of the two styles was equally as difficult to 
achieve. In 1876, when Japanese imports were at their peak, De Goncourt's 
taste was caught off balance and Japanese art caused him a crisis of 
perception; 
Depuis que mes yeux prennent de l'habitude de vi~re 
dans les couleurs de L'Extreme-Orient, mon XVIII 
144 
siecle se d~colore: je Ie vois grisaille. 145 
The effect of De Goncourt's confabulation of Japanese art and French 
eighteenth century art on the general development of French Japonisme is 
difficult to judge. Certainly it emphasised the exquisite and the pursuit 
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of sensation, regardless of its tendency to extreme artifice and in doing 
so imposed a Western notion of beauty on an E~stern art. De Goncourt was 
unable to appreciate the a.spect of Japanese art which was concerned with 
veneration of simplicity. He mocked Wakai, the Japanese art dealer, for 
preferring a small plain lacquer box, found hundred years old to the 
elaborate late eighteenth century works in nurty's collection, and praised 
(,arie Antoinette's elaborate gold lacquer as the finest available. To 
this extent De Goncourt imposed an aesthetic perception on Jar/anese art. 
lIowever as we have seen he was not unique in his preference for elaborate 
decorative ware. Nor in my opinion was he responsible for the failure of 
Luropeans in the nineteenth century to understand the simplicity of 
Japanese interior design and the place of contemplation of a single art 
work in the enjoyment of Japanese art. We have seen that informoLion 1,b 
about this was freely flvailable. Ilowever the Japanese displays at the 
1867 exhibition and in most cases at the 1870 exhibition were extremely 
cluttered and would have supported De Goncourt's western treatment of 
the art. 
It is probably a mistake to see in De Goncourt's interest in Japanese 
art a belated "Chinoiserie" as does HuBh Honour. De Goncourt's theory of 147 
the sensations was not simply a matter of decoration, in the manner of 
eighteenth century English taste. He wished to refine his perception of 
experience to the highest level through art, to link poetry with the 
experience of reality. The problem is to define De Concourt's notion of 
the poetic in visual art in relation to that' of Huysmans or Degas. 
Essentially ~e Goncourt laid more stress on grace, on subtle harmony of 
form and colour than on the bizarre stimulation of the senses on the 
ruthless depiction of a visual sensation. He also ignored realism with 
its appeal to moral and emotional associations and its dependence on a 
social context for its significance. There is no place in this thesis for 
deeper consideration of this problem, but the consequences of De Goncourt's 
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theory of the sensations for hin appreciation of JapaneGe art will emerge 
in the discussion of De Goncourt's record of his sensational reactions to 
it in,his Journal. This is worth discussing because it is the only one 
of its kind •. 
As early as 1871 De G<:mcourt reacted to the sieht of the mel ted 
metal of the bell of the Hotel de Ville by comparing it to the textures 
of Japane~e-bronzes.1 
By ',1872 he was looking regularly at Japanese prints. 'l'he painter 
Ziem called" on him and:finding an open Japanese print album on the table 148 
.~: . 
compared them>to th~ work·of Giotto' and the Italian lrimitives, because 
~ . . . ~ ~ 
thefi~r~s," i·~. :e~~h; w~r'edi~pos~d in ~such a manner as to crca te a broad 
. .' ~.". !. • ~~"I' 
perspective. to enable'a, whole grO\l.P of pe()ple to be spread on the image. 
\.. ~ '.: ;. , '... ~ \ ' 
De,;'Go~co'urt ~as i~ss confused th~n 21em about the ~ture of Japanese 
," 
,. 
art.Lat~r·.in 'the same" year he remarked:that he had noticed that the 
(.'. : -:. '.; " 
shadows of things serve the Japanese for" their drawings. He links the 
shadow of a branch cast on his wall by the moon with the motif of a 
branch in Japanese art. Once aeain nature and the poet are perceived 
as linked. 
By 1814 he was sufficiently involved with Japanese art to see 
Jwitzerland in terms of Japanese prints; 
-' ... 
toutes ces legeres architectures de bois, Ie pied 
dan~; l' eau, pprtant des fleurs et des femmes, me 
semblaient d~rouler devant mOi, les images d'un 
album japonais, les representations de la vie au , 
bard de l'eau de L'Extreme Orient. 
In January 1875 he bought a Japanese bronze duck for 120 Fr. which 
he regarded as "un bijou de Cellini", and recorded his amazement that an 
Italian work would have cost him 10,000 :V'r. at least. Moreover he was 
pleased to have introduced a Japanese art object into his collection 
alonb"side those of the eighteenth century because albums, bronzes and 
ivories all called for an immediacy of response; 
p 
Ils vous rejettent Ie gout et l'esprit dans Ie courant 
des ere-ations de la force et de la fantaPie. 
493 
De Goncourt thus recognised the power of the fl1ntastic in Japanese 
art and indeed welcomed it as a counterbalance to the prevalence of the 
"Classicisme du joli ll which he was disturbed by in eighteenth century 
art. 
De Goncourt only acknowledges the effect of Japanese art on con-
temporary French once in his journal during the 1870 's, in :r'e bruary, 
1877; he does so in a typical manner, by commenting on a general change 
... '. 
il:lrefined sensibility which made possible certain artistic achievements. 
" , . 
De Gonc9urt'alw~ys assumes that art proceeds from the pO~8ibilities of 
the sen~i~ilityof the times; 
" \,' , """.".., ./ 
.. C!est,curieux, 'la'revolution amenee par l'art 
·,::'japonais chez, un peuple esclave, dans Ie domaine 
; .,de, l'iu~, ~e la.symetrie grecque et qui, sou~ain, 
~s'est~mls a,se passioner'pour une assiette ou la 
". : !leur retail plus' a'll: beau mil1eti; pour une etoffe 
, '~,ou l"qanno.nie' retail plus",faiteou moyen passage 
'; ,~;,"par les ;:derri,ier ,te,intes, mais seulemen t par la 
" .juxtaposition savanunent'coloriste des couleurs 
.: :,' '[ranches. ' " 
, , . , ,./ 
': ~"Qu'est:,ce··qui aurait ose peindre~ il y a vingt 
ans, une femme en robe jaune? Ca n'a pu tenter 
., 
qu'apres La Salome japonac-se de Hegnault. Et 
cette introduction autorla%~e dans l'optique de 
L'Europe, de la couleur i~eriale de L'Extreme 
Orient, c'est une vraie revolution dans la 
chromatique du tableau et de la mode. 
Regnault's painting was a great Success at the Salon. Yet we know 
that compared to the activities of other painters it seems now to have 
represented a minor shift in style and in sensibility. Nonetheless De 
Goncourt's point that Far ~astern art was revolutionisine the senses 
and thus the aesthetic expectations of the West should not be dismissed 
as trivial because of that. His Journal is the only record we have of 
changes in that delicately balanced and hard-won arpreciation of formal 
beauties in their human context that was European taste in the later 
nineteenth century. Propaganda by historians of design has characterised 
all nineteenth century taste in small objects as a meaningless jumble, 
even Pevsner has given this impression. In fact as we have seen, De 
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Goneourt's "taste ll was carefully worked for, each work of art considered 
as a sensation and each sensation carefully co-ordinated. 
De Goneourt's Japonisme helps us to appreciate the ]!'rench habit of 
considering works of art in terms of the "sensation" they evoked and its 
possible role in promoting Japanese influence in France. A theory which 
sees art in terms of "sensation" is no obstruction in itself to the art 
of an alien culture. This notion of sensation links De Goncourt's 
taste with Manet and the Impressionists and even ultimately with Cezanne. 
During the 1870's De Goncourt evolved a view of the Japanese as 
children, whose sensibilities were extreme but whose intellectual capa- 151 
city was limited. In his writings he refers several times to the occa-
sion at Burty's when a young Japanese was scandalised by the direct 
nature of Western courtship and remarked that in Japan only distant 
metaphors would be used on such occasions. In particular he saw Japan-
ese sensibility reflected in the infinite pains taken in the represent-
ation of small parts of nature; 
"-Pour que 1a campagne nous parle, noua tente a la 
~produire, il faut qutelle se montre a nous avec 
de grands aspects de grandes beautes, qu'elle soit 
dramatiaee par un orage,' par un coucher ou un lever 
de soleil. Les Japonais, eux, ils ne demandent pas 
tant de choses. Je viens d'acheter une garde de 
sabre, ou dans un ciel ecorne par un quartier de 
, , 
lune d'argent, deux feuilles d'automne tombant a 
terre sont tout Ie motif de la ciselure. Ces deux 
feui11es, qui font tout Ie decor imagin~par 
l'artist, feraient egalement tout Ie libretto d'un , 
poem de la-bas. 
This treatment of the extreme selectivity of Japanese images points 
to certain parts of Impressionist and SymbOliS~ art. Moreover it imposes 
the theory of sensation of De Goncourt o~Japanese art, in so far as the 
Japr,nese image is seen as a means of heightening one's sense of nature by 
means of a carefully prepared descriptive image. 
The stress on this theory of sensation is important for the influence 
of Japanese art in France, for it leads to a different perception of the 
Japanese attitude to nature than the viewpoint which lays stress simply 
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on the acute observation of nature by the Japanese. This second view-
point is mainly found as we have seen, amonest Enp,-lish writers on Japan-
ese art. De Goncourt's attitude is closer to a precise interpretation 
of the Japanese aesthetic, it thus helps us to understand the r.;reater 
potential for influence by Japanese art in France than in r:ngland. 
As we.have seen, De Goncourt's Japanese collection was mainly 
purcha~ed in the mid~1870's as he decorated his house at Auteuil. The 
two volumes of "La Maison" give the impression of a large and compre-
'. . 
hensive range of Japanese .obJects of all.kinds. It would be tedious to 
survey the collection here. The description of the cabinet "de 
L'Extreme Orient" is mainly a list of his collection, described with 
great sensitivity but little knowledee~ De Goncourt clearly relied for 
his information on Burty and the Sichel Brothers, and on his general 
reading about Japan. Few of his objects are attributed or dated despite 
the knowle:dge that he obtained during the 1878 exhibition. Hokusai is 
still the only artist to be dealt with at length and by name and De 
Goncourt gives two very similar footnotes describing his life, one in 
each volume. The second is culled from Dickins' publication of "The 
Hundred Views of Fuji" in 1880 and includes some detailed discussions 
of "The Mangwa" and its firefaces. Like other writers, De Goncourt 
saw Hokusai as the leader of an artistic revolution in Japan. By turn-
ing his back on the Chinese traditions, De Goncourt believed, llokusai 
had founded the first true Japanese art. De Goncourt's taste in Japanese 
a.rt was for the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century work, which 
derived from Hokusai's style; 
" Et pour moi, c'est seulement en toutes les dernieres 
annees du si~le dernier, et dans les 9i~uante pre-
mieres anneesdu siecle actuel, qu'ont ete fabriquees, 
toujours a. l' exception des ls,cques, les originales 
" ,,/ ", 1 japonaiseries ou l'element europeen n a pas encore~ e 
temps de s'introduire, et qui ont eu la fortune d'etre 
execut~es et parfaites par la vieille generation 
d'ouvriers anciennement aux gages du princes et qui 
ont mis aux service d'Okeai. 153 
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Despite his limited knowledge, De Goncourt does reveal a depth of 
appreciation of knowledge of the methods of Oriental artists which is 
. not found in earlier writing. He descri bes at leneth the painting 
methods of Watanabe-Sei and others that he had witnessed at the social 
gatherings associated with the Paris l.!Ixhibition of 1878. These 
descriptions are the'earliest detailed records of the Oriental painting 
niethod~to be published in the West, for Regamey's account in "Promenades 
, , . 
Japonaises" does not deal with it in the 'same depth. The improvisation 
'" 
at Charpentier's is ,particularly interesting. In describing it, De 
.-J', •. f 
, . 
Goncourt 'appeals to Lecoq ::aoisbaudran' s' theory of drawing; 
/ 
" un autre peintre japonais" Ie.. joue labouree par 
" une constriction'du muscle zygomatique, sa grosse 
.~, ,-, ':' bouche s6rleuse gonflee et avanc~e, et Ie front 
" ' 
r 
,', einant: comme' si sa memoire cherchai t a refaire 
.- un dessin d j fait, tenait le,pinceau entre Ie 
,; premier phal~nge du pouce et l' index, et, pour 
-. ainsi, dire, a pleine mains. 'Je me rappelle un 
suprenant 'dessin de trois' corl:leaux et l'addres.se 
avec laquelle, de son\eeraseet aux pOils presqu~-" 
sec; dans une teinte plate d'encre de Chine 
encore humide, l'artiste facsimila Ie duveteaux 
de la poi trine d'un des noirs oiseaux. 
De Goncourt stressed the i~nediacy of the Japanese method of 
painting, without previous drawing, which he still regarded as a novelty 
for IllOSt people in 1881. His discussion of print making is equally 
detailed. Following Regamey's lectures he describes correctly the 
Japanese hand printing process. He points out that prints made by the 
artists themselves have much greater value, stressing the flexibility 
of the method and its adaption to the expression of individual sensation. 
His treatment of prints and paintings in "La Maison du Artiste" is im-
portant enough to merit further discussion. At this time his Japanese 
print collection was almost exclusively of prints from 1800 to 1850. 
He discusses eighteenth century prints only briefly at the end of the 
lonG essay on prints and their subjects and seems not yet to have heard 
of utamaro, although he praises the unique type of woman depicted in 
earlier prints. One can see the beginning of a change of taste in his 
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remarks; 
L~, ce qu'on peut reprocher a l'irnagerie lJIoderne 
japonaise, Ie voyant un peu brutal, n'existe 
absolurnent pas. C' est dan:3 Ie coloria(Se, un B,SSOU-
pissement du ton, un passe de la nuance, une harmonie 
d~iceusement discrete. On dirait vraiment que l'art 
. . d . 1 -" Japonals e ce temps a prlS ces cou eurs aux ernaux 
des porcelaines de 1a famille verte. 
ve Goncourt's attitude to prints is that of a traditional connoi-
sseur;' he praises certain copies for their refinement and laments the 
disappeal'ance of the new perfect copies that one could buy in the early 
1870's from La Porte Chinoise. His print collection covered every con-
cei~able subject of the nineteenth century, from erotic works to pictures 
of ~Uropeans. He constructed from them an impression of an ideal land-
scape through which beautiful women wandered, extravagantly dressed. 
Like other critics he saw Japanese landscape prints as a product of the 
, ':. ,"" 
observatlon of bright sunlight on a perfect landscape, free of murky 
sh~dowssuch as are 'found in 1urope; 
Une floraison, toute gaie, toute claire, toute 
pimpante: des arbres blancs,. des arbres roses, 
dans lesquels les aquarellistes japonais 
n'introduisent meme pas les obscurantes ombres 
de L'Occident, et qui se detachent dans les 
albwns sur Ie soleil couche au-dessus des balcons 
sur lesquels leurs rameaux pendent, etoilent la 
nuit noire de veri tables {toiles, 
Hokusai's "100 Views of Fuji" and other landscape prints are dealt 
with in this lyrical manner. Bird and flower prints are also praised 
for their direct naturalness and once again sunlight is invoked as a 
partial explanation for the observation of the artist and the delicate 
colour harmonies of the work. The real and the poetic are once more 
linked in De Goncourt's appreciation; 
" .. Une image d'un effet a la fois reel et poetique 
auquel n'est jamais arrivee une composition orna-
mentale de L'OcCide~. Ces fleurs et ces oiseaux 
'/ , " sont peints, tout p netres de lumiere sans que leur 
eclat, leur vivacite, leur ensoleillement, soient 
attenues par 1 'ombre des demi--teintes, et Ie dessin 
tres savant, tres technique, tres botanist, tout 
en serrant de tout pres la nature. 
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Japanese flower prints had for De Goncourt an authentic "style" not 
seen in any Western work on the same subject. He compares them favour-
ably to the work of Durer. There follow descriptions, or rather eligies, 
on other subjects - theatre prints, (which were the most numerous of 
all), historical subjects. and various kinds of interiors, in particular 
tea houses and brothels. De Concourt is fascinated with the artificial 
elegance of thA Japanese women and devotes many pages to the discussion 
of prints showing female costume. 
Special praise is given to Hokusai's "Hangwa", as one would expect. 
His ability to capture movement with a few strokes, the amazing variety 
of his drawings, but above all, his drawings of birds, insects, reptiles 
and fishes, are held up as examples for Western artists to emulate. De 
Goncourt also has a special appreciation for his humour and fantasy. 
Hokusai remains for him the great master of Japanese art, linking nature 
with fantasy, accurate representation with caricature. 
De Goncourt says little about his own collection of ka.kemonos, pre-
swnably because he knew little about them. He describes the fonn of the 
painted roll and notes that it is the only form of painting which Japan-
ese connoisseurs would accept. He gives a brief list of the names of the 
greatest Japanese painters, notably "Tosa Nitsunobu, Sesshui, Josetsu, 
Oguri, Sotan, Schuiban, Sesson et Ie plus celebre de tous, Kano IVJotonobu". 
However he seems to have taken this list from the information the Japan-
ese gave out in the 1878 exhibition. He had no a.ppreciation of the 
tradition of painting wr.ich lies behind these names. His appreciation of 
the pa.inting is based on the same unity of the poetic and the real that 
he sees in the prints; 
Toutefois Ie merveile est une guenon tenant son petit 
dans se bras. II est vraiment impossible de rendre, 
par une coloration plus vrai; Ie rose violac~ de la 
face et des bouts derein de la singesse, de la face et 
des callosites ischiatiques du petit, au milieu de 
l'envolee fauve du pelage, ou, la et la se voient des 
aplatissements, de lumineux versements de nuits 
faits d'un ton bleuatre indescriptable. Ce kakemono 
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est signe: Lei l1ei 'Ivan Sossen; Sossen, au Japon, 
est reconnu comme Ie grand peintre du singe, et 
ne peint uniquement que le singe. 
This description of a work by Sosen is a good example of the final 
point I wish to make about De Goncourt's Japonisme. His writing on 
Japan is full of referenc~s to colour, to the experience of colour as 
a new discovery. The passages that I have quoted demonstrate this amply. 
horeover it is not simply colour in the abstract, but colour in nature, 
colour as part of the sensations of perception. Similar discussions are 
not found in the De Goncourts' writings on the eighteenth century which 
as li!cl..mond observed, turned to grisaille in comparison to Japnnese art. 
His Japonisme therefore provides us with direct evidence of a change in 
. sensitivity to colour promoted by Japanese art. 
v 
In the 1880's his Japonisme conti ned though he felt himself increa-
f\.. 
singly overshadowed by others. In his Journal we find sarcastic remarks 
about Wakai, the Japanese art dealer, and L. Gonse, the editor of the 
"Gazette des Beaux Arts" who published a major work on Japanese art in 
1883. Bing is attacked as a devious Jew and even Burty is satirised. 
One has the impression of a man who has lost an illusory patrimony 
attempting to reduce his losses by minimising the achievement of others. 
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Schwartz sees the 1880's as the period of De Goncourt's greatest influ- f~-~-, I; 
ence as a Japoniste. He points to the creation of his "grenier ll and the 
guests who attended it, claiming them to have formed the nucleus of Ve 
Goncourt's consistent propaganda for Japanese art. 
I do not agree with this description. De Goncourt never had a 
unique central position in the development of Japonisme. He is signi-
/ 
ficant as an outstanding enthusiast and a highly articulate litterateur 
whose work chronicles the effect of Japanese art on his own sensibility 
and offers considerable insight into its effect on the goneral sensibility 
of the times. 
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The Japonisme of Burty and that of De Concourt have two character-
istics in common which are important for the influence of Japanese art. 
First, they were both accumulators of art objects of all kinds, of 
bi belots. A craze for collectinr,- such things swept I'aris in the 1070' s 
and it was an important factor in promoting the spread of .Japanese art 
in France. Second, both Burty and De Concourt were concel~ed to learn 
about the culture and customs of the Japanese and both of them used 
this knowledge to interpret Jape.ncse art, thou~h often imperfectly. 
This interpretation contributed to the cultural myth from which Western 
artists were to approach Japanese art. In particular both writers stress 
that Japanese prints constitute a consistent record of all aspects of 
Japanese life as it was lived when they were made. 
ThiB admiration for an art which went into the streets, which 
recorded everyday events without prejudice, an art that was believed to 
have recently undergone a "naturalist" revolution led oy Hulmsai was a 
most important factor in the spread of Japanese influence amongst 
ImpreSSionists and their associates. 
Buth Burty and De Goncourt also placed an emphasis on the indepen-
dence of the Japanese sensibility from moralistic or social concerns. 
Burty did this through his neutral criticism of their art, De Goncourt 
through his emphasis on his theer,y of aesthetic sensations as the key 
to the understanding of Japanese art. Both therefore tended to sug{.~est 
that the Japanese example supported the notion of a totally relative 
aesthetic in which aesthetic values can only be found in the form of 
the individual works considered, not in the culture to which one belongs. 
Thus De Goncourt reconciles Japanese and French eighteenth century art 
within a unified sensibility. Sociologists of art would no doubt object 
to this notion, seeing the two critics as the eminently recognisable 
products of Paris society in the 1870's, and arguing that their criticism 
was the product of the limited values of that society. However this is 
" .. 
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simply to arGUe that Burty and De Goncourt were mistaken, that their 
sensibilities were limited by their sociRl context. They were indeed 
mistaken but the aesthetic discncagement implied in their criticism of 
Japanese art has nothinG to do with the factual accuracy of their 
beliefs. 
Committed Critics. 
Duranty, Duret, Chesneau, Bousquet, L9 Blanc, Du Vernet and Viollet Le Duc. 
During the 1860's, as we have seen, nearly all the criticism of 
Japanese art was committed in the sense that its writers assimilated 
Japanese art to one ~/estern aesthetic viewpoint or another. rrhis trad-
ition was carried on in the 1810's by the heirs of the realist tradition 
and their opponents to whom, for the wants of a better one, I will grant 
the title "academic". 
'rhe debate between them was in essence about the relation of }'ar 
IoRstern art to nature and to the new "na turnlist" art, i. e. Impressionisrrl 
and its associates. The pro-naturalist critics concentrated their nrp,u-
ments on Japanese prints, especially on Hokusai's "Lanr,wa" with its 
railge of natural observation, and on coloured la.n:iscapp. prints vlhich 
offered strong analogies to Impressionism. Anti-naturalistic critics 
reversed the emphasis choosing to discuss the elegance of Japanese 
decorative art and the precision of the Japanese observation of nature • 
The novelist Duranty was friend and defender of the artists of the 
new naturalism from his association with Manet in the early 18GO's until 
his death in 1880. The monument to this association is his portrait by 
Degas, now in Glasgow, painted in 1819. 
Duranty discovered the relevance of Japanese art to modern p:1.intinf,' 
in 1869 as a result of the exhibition at the Union des Beaux Arts 
discussed earlier in this thesis. Japanese images had, he wrote, "de 
l'energie; un intensit~ ~ la Delacroix". He found them "un peu fati-
/ ' . gantes par la monotonie de leur eclat, a leur dessin larc-e mouvernente". 
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He preferred "calmes minutieux peintres de l'Inde et mieux encore certains 
peintures chinoises plus completes". 
He also argued that all Far Eastern art was "anachronique et 
elogn~ du gOut moderne", f1 t only for use as minor decoration, which has 
nothing of value to say to anyone. In the same year he called Fantin's 
paintings "laques", seeing Japonisme in his style and also in the etch-
ings of Edwin Edwards. The modern artist, he wrote, could only take 
from the Far East -
"l'aisance de ses yeux en dessin et de couleurs", 
everything beyond this in Japanese art would lead to faddish reproduct-
ions of bibelots fit only for shops selling bric-~-brac. 
Nonetheless by 1810 a brief reference to "L'ecole japonais" crept 
into his writings, and by 1812 he was contrasting the tremendously 
positive influence of Japonisme in modern painting with the malign 
effects of the Salons, which he led a long campaign to reform during the 
1810's. 
During the early part of that decade Duranty changed his estimate 
of Japanese art. Breadth of drawing or brushstroke and light bright 
colour now became important ,to him as a result of his admiration for 
the Impressionists. This may have been the result of his increasingly 
friendly relations with Degas who is sometimes said to have written, or 
at least inspired, large parts of Duranty's famous defence of the 
Impressionists, "La Nouvelle Peinture". 
His attacks on the anachronism of the studio system, advocacy of 
the attitudes of Lecoq Boisbaudran and his destructive comments on the 
Salon painters - "cet atelier d'archeologie anecdotique universel ou, 
lion opere Ie costumage depuis Ie casque du mirmidon romain jusqu'au 
petit chapeau de premier consul" - are well-known. 
So is his analysis of Impressionism as an art based on the ob-
jective analysis of light which has frequently been misinterpreted. 
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It starts from the consideration of light as an aesthetic sensation, 
t'lot;'as a scientific phenomenon • 
. . 'What is not so often stressed is his idea of the continuous tradi-
tion of French paintill8' and his· emphasis on intuition and the human 
.' /" ~ qualities of Itla naivete, la sincer.te, Ie nature1" in his defence of 
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Impressionism. It is "sensation" and not science which Duranty stresses 
in his account of the Impressionists' art theory and this allows him to 
relate colour in Japanese art to colour in Impressionist images; 
I 
A ce propos, on a parle des Japonais, et on a pretendu 
que ces peintres n'allaient pas plus loin que d'imiter 
les impressions en couleurs sur papiers qu'on fait au 
Japan. 
". Je disais plus haut qu'on etait parti pour doubler 1e 
cap de Bonne Esp{rance de l'art. N'~tait oe done pas 
pour aller en Extreme-Orient. ,Et si l'instinct i des 
peup1es de l'ABie qui vivent dans Ie perp~tuel eblou-
issement du soleil, les a pousses a reproduire la 
sensation constante dont ils etaient frappes, c'est 
a dire, c~le de tons claire et mats, prodigieusement 
vifa et legers, et d'une valeur lumineuse presque 
'egalement repandue partout, pourquoi ne pas~ntteroge~ 
cet instinct place, pour observer aux sources memes 
d I {cIa t solaire. 
L'oeil m~ancOlique et fier des Hindous, les grands ". 
yeux langoureux et absorb€s des Persans, l'oeil bride, 
vif, mobile des Chinois et des Japonais n'ont ilB 
pas su mater a leurs grands oris, de couleurB, de 
fines, douces, neutres, exquises harmonies de tons. 
This passage has often been misinterpreted as a claim that the Japanese 
were accurate, photographic observers of their landscape, and ]Uranty 
has beem mocked for his naivete. In fact he is claiming only that the 
aesthetic sensation of bright sunlight is best recorded in light tones 
and flat areas of colour, and that Japane~e prints are an example of the 
naive and the natural in visual art recording the aesthetic sensations 
of living in bright sunlight. 
He parallels the aesthetic intuition of the Japanese with that of 
the Impressionis ts, and he sees the influence of one on the other as' a 
logical development. 
Duranty thllS subscribed to the view that Japanese art was natural, 
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basf!d on free observation of nature and that it was the product of a 
society in which human sensations retained a simple directness. 
In 1818 Duranty wrote a survey of the lo'ar Eastern art in the Paris 
Exposition. The review was one of several, mostly concerned with con-
temporary art which he wrote for the "Gazette des Beaux Arts".· 159 
Most of it is concerned with description of Japanese, Chinese, 
Indian and Persian exhibits. Bach art is given a considerable space and 
the review confirms the impression that Duranty valued Chinese, Indian 
and Persian art as much as Japanese. Indeed he pleads for a revaluation 
of Chinese art. 
His appreciation of Japanese art is based on its truth to nature; 
"On peut y reconnaitre aussi combien les Japonais ont les sens des 
animaux, avec quelle energie et quel accent vrai ils rendent l'oiseau, 
Ie singe, Ie rat, Ie poisson, Ie boeut, Ie cerf, etc." 
Like others he identifies Hokusai as the greatest of Japanese 
artists and the leader of a school of naturalist Japanese artists 
independent of China. He pursues the idea of Far Eastern artists as 
instinctively accurate observers of nature. However he is aware of the 
limitations of Japanese art in the exhibition; 
~ous voyons que Ie dessinateur n'y suit pas ou sait 
a peine n1?dcler, q~il observe d'un fa?~n l:f3,tive, si on Ie 
compare a l'Europeen, qu'il n'entend reelement pas 
l'ary-tomie, ni Ie cl.air o)lsJur, ni la perspective 
lineaire; que chacun des elements de son dessin est /. 
toujours la meme dans les trois ou quatre seules cat~ories de facture qu'il ~mploie; qu'il m~e les 
ignorancea de traditions anterieures avec \es adresses 
de pr?gres nouveaux, sans pouvoir etendre a la fois ces 
progres a I'ensemble d'oeuvre. 
In 1819 Duranty wrote an account of Japonisme tor "La Vie Moderne lt 
in which he reaffirmed his enthusiasm for Japanese art but criticised 
the craze for everything Japanese. 
Duranty wrote it in the aftermath of the great Japanese triumph 
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at the Faris exhibition of 18i8. F;Jr from being;t totally committed 159b 
Japoniste by this time, he came to regard Japonisme ns a misconcdved 
craze which he a~tacked with an ill-judged pun; 
L'Exposition universelle aura port~ jusqu'a 
l'aigu chez les 1uropeens la maladie du 
japonisme, qu'on peut reb~rder comme une 
espece de jaunisse artistique, si l'on songe 
"-
a la couleur des gens que nous l'ont transmise. 
He went on to declare that Western a.rt and design had been "humiliated" 
by the Japanese; 
Quelques images en couleur et quelques caisses 
de petits pots ont suffi ~ nous conquerir. 
He took up his earlier plea for a revaluation of other non-~uropean 
arts, particularly the Chinese, and pointed out that the passion for 
Japan was hopelessly exaggera.ted. He speculated thn t in twen ty-fi ve 
years' time Japanese art might be totally rejected and that Hindu, 
l'ersian or even Oceanic art might become the centre of a new Western 
aesthetic obsession. Duranty's plea is not against Japanese art but 
against Japonisme as an example of the tendency to irrational artistic 
fads which he had observed in contemporary artistic activity. He even 
warned against the assumption that asymmetry was in itself a new aes-
thetic principle, rightly pointing out that it was only a pleasant game 
and that much Japanese art had a syrrunetrical basis. He was also the 
first critic to argue that Japanese art and particularly drawing was the 
closest of the exotic arts to that of the West; 
lIs dessinent avec un~ hardiesse"un flambant, une 
efflure hypermichel-angelique d'ou est prescrite 
toute naivete. 
He pointed out that this European like style was only a hundred 
years old and praised the older, more sober style of Japanese painting 
which he saw exemplified in sixteenth century scroll paintings that he 
had seen at the 1878 exhibition. Modern Japanese art was, for Dlranty, 
the equivalent of the academic "tra.-1a-1a" of the Ecole des Beaux Arts. 
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It was the similarity of Japanese to European art which according to him 
made it acceptable in :E,'urope. He quoted from Hutherford Alcock's book 
on ~apanese art as evidence that JapRnese art alone of non-European 
cultures possessed a sense of satirical humour. 
Duranty also pointed out that Japanese art enshrined the principle 
of progress. He noted that in Hokusai's albums the dr::l.wine styles re-
capitulated the history of Japanese art and that nothing was eVer 
rejected from the Japanese tradition. 
He went further and saw this principle of prog-ress represented in a 
contemporary Japa.nese satirical print. lIe describes this as showing a 
Japanese dressed in an English style police uniform struggling with a 
Samurai in traditional costume. Above them was a Japanese text on a 
banner, held aloft in the European manner by two putti. Duranty thought 
that, apart from the comical aspects of the nude putti, this work was a 
perfect example of the ability of Japanese art to reconcile the old and 
new side by side. 
Duranty's ability to take such a trivial piece of work so seriously 
and to make such a superficial judgement of Japanese art from it con-
trasts remarkably with his uniquely shrewd rejection of "Japonisrne" as 
misconceived, and his perception that in fact Luropean culture had within 
it many factors that predisposed it to accept Japanese art as of great 
value. 
The original version of this article is illustratei with a 
drawing of a Japanese pot by ~ug)ne Grasset, a contemporary wester. 
style crawillg of Japanese girls playing ba.minton by Yamamoto and a 
reprociuctiolt froll Hokusai's albUli uYehoB Sakigaki" Of 1835. These 
illustra ti OilS sum up the coaii tio. of. II Japonisrne" imaeih. tely after 
1818 e.n. relnferce l)uraRty' I!! argumeJlt. 
Duranty has often been regarded as an unreflective partisan ~f 
Japonisme. In fact as this last article proves he was one of its 
sternest critics. He remained nonetheless an enthl.miast for Japanese 
art which he continued to regard as a unique example of intuiUve 
naturalism. 
Duranty's involvement with Japanese art is important in linkine' it 
with Impressionism and in showing one of tbe paths by which it came to 
be influential in the development of the visual arts in the 1870's and 
1880's. 
Theodore Duret's Japonisme follows a similar path to Duranty's. 
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Duret was also a close associate, first of }1anet, and later of the 
Impressionists and Whistler. lIe wrote a long defence of their work in 
1877. As we have seen he travelled to Japan and having discovered Japan-
ese art fonned a large collection of prints which were almost all dated 
from the mid-nineteenth century, similar to those in the collection of 
Durty and De Goncourt. 
In his account of this journey in 1874 he offered an image of 
picturesque landscape filled with beautiful architecture and works of 
art. Unlike other critics, Duret at this time believed that the Japanese 
did have a tradition of making images of the human fil.:':'Ure which expressed 
their view of life, and he cited the Buddhist sculpture as a magnificent 
example of this in the account of his travels. 
Re also praised their drawing of plants and animals, relyinr:~ on 
Bokusai's "Hangwa" as the basis for his views. Like Duranty, Duret':; 
view of Japanese art in the mid-'70s seems to have been coloured by the 
idea of a people living in a beautiful country intuitively at harnlony 
with nature, surrounded by objects of great taste. At times he even 
asserts that the Japanese had a special inborn sensitivity to the 
aesthetic appeal of natural phenomena unknown to the West, but he makes 
no attempt to relate this to Buddhism. 
In his essay, "Les Peintres Impressionistes" of 187~, he carried this 
view into his comments on Japanese art; 
, i 
1/ 
A Ce que les Impressionistes tenai ent de leur~ devanc jer~ 
est venue s'ajouter l'influence de l'art Japonais. 
"-Si vous-vous promenez sur Ie bord de La ~eine a 
Asni~res, par exemple vous pouvez nmbrasser d'un coup 
d'oeil, le to it rouge et 1<1 muraille ~clatante du 
blancheur d'un chalet, Ie vert tendre d'un peuplier, 
la jaune de la route, Ie bleu de la riviere. A midi 
". " en ete, toute couleur nous a~)paraitre crue, intense, 
sans u~g~~tion possible ou envelloppement dans une 
teinte generale. Ell bien! cela peur sembler etrange 
mais n' en es t pas moins vrai, il a falla :uri vee panni 
nous des albums japonais pour quelqu'un osat s'asseoir 
sur Ie bord d 'une riv~re, pour .iuxtaposer sur une toile 
un toit qui fut hardiment rouge, une muraille qui fut 
blanche, un peuplier vert, une route jaune et de l'eau 
bleu. Avant l'exemple donne par les Japonais c'etait 
impossible, Ie peintre mentait toujours. La nature 
avec ses tons forc~s lui crevait les yeux/jamais sur 
la toile on ne vo;rait que des couleurs attenu~e dans 
une demiteinte gen~rale. 
Lors qu'on a eu sous les yeux des images japonaises, 
sur lesquell~ s'~talaient cote ~ cot~ les tons les 
plus tra.nches et les plus aigus, on a enfin comprit 
qu'il avait pour reprodu1re certain effets de la 
~ , 
nature qu'on avait neglige ou crus impossibles a 
rendre jusqu'~ ce jour, des proc~des nouveaux qu'il 
~tait bon d'essayer. Car ces images japonaises que 
tant de gens n'avaient d'abord voulu prendre que pour 
un bariolage sont d'un fidelite frappante. Qu'on 
demande a ceux qui ont visit6 Ie Japon. A chaque 
instant, pour rna part, il m'arrive de retrouver sur 
un ev~tail ou dans un album la sensation exacte des 
scenes et du paysage que j'ai VU au Japon. Je regarde 
un album japonais et je dis: Oui, c'est bien comme 
cela que m'est apparu Ie Japan: c'est bien ainsi, son 
atmosphere lumineuse et transparente, que la mer s'etend 
bleu et coloree •••• L'Art Japonais rendait des aspects 
particuli~es de la nature - par procedes de coloris 
hardis et nouveaux, 11 ne pouvait manquer de frapper 
des artistes,chercheurs et aussi a-t-il fortement 
influence les Impressionistes. 
Like Duranty, Duret sees Japanese landscape prints as springing 
from a range of natural experiences, notably colour, associated with 
brieht sunlight. It is noticeable that he talks about Japanese art 
offering a range of devices for Western Art. On another occasion he 
wrote; 
Sans les procedes divulges par les Japonais; tout 
/ 
un ensemble du moyen nous fut reste inconnu. 
It is mistaken to see Duret's assertions as a claim that the land-
scape print is objective in its presentation of the image of the 
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landscape. Like Duranty, Duret sees it as an accurFlte dellcription of 
visual sensatiol13 in their aesthetic aspect only; in subjective terms 
of subtlety of colour a.nd tone, of a perceptual enaJogy, not a coloured 
Duret's personal experience of Japan must have made him a credible 
authori ty for many artists, therefore his assertion about the authentici ty 
of the images in JapFlnese prints would have reinforced the tendency to 
see Japanese art in terms of naturalist art theories. He must have 
repeated this opinion many times during the 1870's. Hegamey later made 
the same observation, given the tremendous stress on the observation of 
nature and the use of natural orna.ment in the writings of many Ja.panese 
enthusiasts it is easy to understand the enormous influence which Duret's 
ideas had. 
In 1882 he wrote two articles on Japanese prints for the "Gazette 162 
des Beaux Arts". He had, by then, established contact with Anderson, the 
English medical professor who had formed a large collection of Japanese 
prints and had become an authority on Japanese art. Horeover Duret had 
acquired a reputation for promoting Japanese art as a "vi talisinli' force. 
De Goncourt stigmatised Duret as a "l'!archande de l'eau de vie japonisant". 
AS a result of his studies Duret is aware of the basic history of 
Japanese art. He refers to eighteenth century Japanese histories of 
painting as well as to eighteenth century albums of various kinds. 
IIowever he praises these albums in terms of their relationship to Hokusai 
and his school. The drawinG'S in "Jiki-shi-sho", an album of drawings by 
~1onkuri, are praised in this manner; 
L'auteur s'est r{presente(, au frontispiece du 
livre, avec un grand parapluie qui Ie preserve de 
1a pluie qui tombe; i1 tient une 1anterne ~ 1a 
main, sans doute par allusion ~ but de son livre, 
qu'est de faire la lumiere dans les arts du dessin; 
i1 s'avance, de cet air narquois que savent s1 bie~ 
rendre les artistes japonais, vers une tori flanquee 
d'un grand pin contourne. Clest 111 une pe~i; page . 
absolumen t japonaise, qui pourrait avoir ete dessinte 
cinquante ans plus tard en pleine epoque d IHoh.-usai. 163 
Duret believed the development of colour printing techniques to 
have occurred right at the end of the eighteenth century. lIe is the 
first French critic to describe works by UtalTln.ro which he saw at the 
!3ri tish Iv~useum, though he did not place great value on them compared 
to the work of Hokusai; 
On a d'Otomaro vers 1800; de crandes planches 
de femmes d'un dessin elance et d'une extreme 
elegance, at Ie ton rouge ne domine plus exclus-
ivement, mais ou Ie coloris se compose de 
couleurs variees pour chaque composition. Des 
lors l'art des impressions en couleur peut·~tre 
considere comme pleinement d~vellopp~ et, aveC 
les eleves et successeurs immediats d'Otamaro, 
commence la reproduction des scenes de theatre. 
Hokusai remained the great master and Duret presents an accurate 
biography of him relying on the work of Dickins and Anderson for his 
information. Duret knew of only two paintings by Hokusai, in the 
J3ritish !1useum, and assumed that Hokusai worked exclusively as a print 
artist. The "I1angwa" is praised as an accurate record of all Japanese 
life, in drawinb~ which almost breathe. Duret praises several of 
Hokusai 's works, notably the "100 Views of :F'uji". He rec,nrds the artist 
as the equal of the greatest EoUropean draughtsrnen; 
Hokusai a Ie don si rare de mettre sur le papier 
des pers9nnages pleinsde vie, avec lesquels on 
entre en communication et qui, a la longue, vous 
restent dans Ie souvenir, aussi reels que si on 
les eut connus vivants. Le peuple sorti de son 
pinceau est doue d'~ in:puisable humour; Ie 
comiqua et la gaiete, ces choses essentiellement 
japonaises d'epanouissent et debordent en lui: 
Hokusai a, comme paysagiste, la meme superiori te 
que comme deslinateur de figures. Ses paysages, 
m6lange d'observation reelle de la nature et la 
fantaisie sont pleins de poesie, d'air et de 
profondeur. 
This treatment of Hokusai, stressing his poetry as well as his 
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observation of reality, makes it clear that Duret did not believe that 
Hokusai was a simple eye, an objective observer, -i'~ VJW) ['t\ott, ~ ~ 
Impressionist methods than is usually admitted. 
Poetry and the real occur as the two complementaries in Duret's 
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appreciation of Japanese art as frequently as they do in the writings of 
Burty or De Goncourt. Moreover Duret was well aware that he was apply-
ing a carefully thought out Western aesthetic to Japan. He states 
clearly that Hokusai's reputation as the greatest Japanese artist is 
dependent on \·Jestern opinion, in Japan Hokusai remained an artist of 
the people, an Oriental Daumier faced with the "Ecole de Rome" of the 
Chinese tradition. This picture of IIokusai and of the Ukiyoye print-
makers as a whole, could of course make them highly attractive to the 
realist "Hefus~s", "Impressionistes" and all the others whose art 
combined some populist intention with failure to achieve official 
recogni tion. 
Duret's conception of Impressionism in terms of Japanese art and 
vice versa is given further development in his discussion of an album 
by Kesai Yeisen, an early nineteenth century artist specially famous 
for his blue prints. The album, "Rigaku ~"Uashiki II (1804), was related 
to the "Mangwa" in conception; 
A Cette publication est Ie triomphe de l'impressionisme. 
Les hommes, les animaux, les plantes qui sly tro~nt 
t " , figures, son reduits a la plus simple expression. On 
y voit des groupes en mouvement t tels que bonzes en procession soldats en marche, ou chaQue individu est 
'" " ~ represente par un seul trait tortille du pinceau. 
Further on Duret characterises Japanese prints as "Cet art des d131icates 
impressions" • 
Duret's conception of Impressionism clearly included the use of 
expressive selection by the artist, not simply the ideal of a record of 
reality passively perceived. Duret'e conception of Japanese art and its 
significance in Western art is much closer to De Goncourt's than is often 
realised. 
Duret also discusses the work of Hokusa,i's stUdents and that of 
Toyohuni II, Kuniyoshi and Hiroshige. He is fully aware of the collabor-
ation between the latter three artists. He even gives a brief notice 
to Yosai who died in 1878, the most important Imperial Court painter of 
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the cRrly heiji restoration period, whOGC collected drnwinr,':J wcrn 
published in 1850. 
We may th.ereforc say thCi t Durot' s acquaintance wi th Japnnc8e vj sual 
art in the 1870's like that of De Goncourt's was almost exclusively 
wi th early nineteenth centur;{ work and that an awareness of the cif.':h t-
eenth century artists and printmakers only began in the early 1U80's. 
This is confirmed by Duret's characterisation of Japanese prints in his 
writings of this time as misplaced and arid in the preface to the cata-
lop,ue of his large collection of prints which he cave to the Louvre. 
lIe asserts in his 1900 Preface that until the 1880's the Japanese book-
sellers did not believe that Westerners were interested in earlier 
prints than those of the nineteenth century. 
In his book of collected essays, "Critique d'Avant Garde", Jlub-
lished in 1885, the articles on Japanese prints are reprinted and with 
them another essay, "L'Art Japonais" dated 1884, but with no indication 
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of a previous place of publication. 167 
In this essay Duret raises for the first time the idea that there 
is no hierarchy of aesthetic values or art objects in Japanese art, and 
he criticises those critics who have attempted to apply such a ~uropean 
idea to it. He discusses the merits of all Japanese arts and points to 
the unity of artist and craftsman in Japan. While acknowledginG that 
the unified quality of Japanese art has prevented the emergence of an 
art with great metaphysical significance, he defends it as the most har-
monious in the world and sees the restrictions on its ability to deal 
with profound questions as the price paid for this harmony. We know 
that this is a complete misconception. and that Japan in fact does possess 
a profound religious art and a great symbolic architecture. Duret knew 
this also, for he wrote about it in his account of his travels in Japan. 
Duret is in fact voicing a vJestern problem in his criticism of ilistern 
art, for it was Western artists who increasingly in the 1870's felt the 
! ! 
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necessity to abandon metaphysical and reliGious problems in order to 
create a harmonious vislli~l art. 
The essay also contains the most precise fonnulation of Duret's 
belief that the attraction of Jap<lnese art was produced by a mixture 
of a direct method of painting and an extreme sensibility to ma{~ificent 
light and climate. 
L'artiste japonais, auquel nul retour sur la premi~e 
touche n'est possible, fixe sa vision sur Ie papier, 
d 11, , e prime saut avec une hardiesse, une egerete, une 
saret~ que les artistes europ~ens 1es mieux doues 
habit~s a d'autres pratiques, ne sauraient atteindre. 
C'est ~ ce proc~de, cultant qu'aux particularites de 
leur go~tJ que les Japonais ont du d'avoir ete les 
premiers et les plus parfait des Impressionistes. 
Vivant sous un ciel 1urnineux dans une atmosph~re d'un 
extraordinaire transparence, 1es Japonais sembler 
posstder une acuit~ et une delicatesse de vision 
sup~rieur ~ cel1es des Europ~ens. Pour eux prom~ner 
l'oeil sur de belles couleurs est une volupt~. Aussi 
dans leur art, l'eclat et l'harmonie du coloris sont 
lIs, plus que dans tout autre,une condition essentielle 
de beaut6. On peut m~me dire qulils ne sauraient 
envisager comme oeuvre d'art un objet p~chant par l~ 
cou1eur. De la vient que dans la coloration des choses 
qui pretent Ie mie~aux effets de couleurs, les etoffes, 
les broderies, la CBramique, ils sont arrivees a des 
combinaisons de tons et ~ des raffinernents de nuances 
tout ~ fait extraordinaires. 168 
Duret is the outstandinG "committed" critic who supported Japanese 
art. He saw it as an essential part of the development of the Western 
artistic tradition, a major factor in the development of Impressionism 
and naturalistic art theories, no different in character to other 
important factors such as the art of Corot or Courbet. Duret's writings 
on Impressionism make it clear that he was absolutely committed to defendir~ 
it as part of a continuous Western tradition. To do this he was pre-
pared to impose a Western naturalist interpretation of Japanese art and 
even to deny his own knowledge of the full ranee of Japanese art. 
His interpretation of Japanese prints is especially valuable for 
the insight it offers into the attitude of contemporary artists to them, 
for as the owner of one of the largest collections of prints in Paris in 
the 1870's, his opinions would be of some influence and he wuuld 
n::lturally be aware of the artists' opinions al)out them. I shall discuss 
the truth of his assertions about the central role of Japanese art in 
the next section of this thesis. 
We have seen that the critic, Ern(>st Chesneau, was very much 
(' 
involved in promoting Japanese art in the 1860's, and that he wrote an 
interpretation of it from a realistic viewpoint. Durin~ the 1870's he 
wrote nothing about Japanese art. Then in 1878 he wrote an account of 
.... Japonisme in Paris in an article entitled "Le Japon a Paris", in which 
he [Save al\c"'brrtpf'eheneiv"9 account of every artist whom he felt to have 
been influenced by Japanese art, together with a short history of the 
discovery of Japanese art in France. His account is somewhat rambling 
and shows no discrimination between the different types of artists who 
were affected by Japanese art or their reasons for being so affected. 
Chesneau's article gives a false impression of a unified artistic 
modernity, a superficial linking of all who remotely expressed any 
enthusiasm for the Far ~ast. At one point he states that Japanese art 
had a profound effect on the nature of French art, while at another he 
claims that it supplied no more than a confirmation of the individual 
artists' vision. 
His description of the value of Japanese art follows many of the 
themes of the critics we have discussed in this thesis. Asymmetry, 
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naturalism, new decorative prinCiples, the intuitive perception of subtle 
colour and many other such ideas are referred to within the text. The 
conglomeration thus created had served as the basis for most art-
historical accounts of Japonisme. Chesneau had been out of touch with 
current developments in the visual art for some time, thus his account is 
written from the outside and confused. Chesneau's article says very little 
about Japonisme except that it existed. He l.,ras clearly committed to 
modernity and to the importance of Japanese art but his commitment was of 
I 
a vague, ill-informed, .iournaIL:tic kind. lJis nrUcle hcj,H ve'!n i~ro:Jsly 
overvalued. In his next book "L'.8duc~tion de l'Rrtistc", pubUshcd in 
1880, there are chapters on Nature and Art, Lancisc<-lpe with a djscu8sIon 
of Monet and others,and on the decorative arts. Japan is not muntloned 
once. 
Apart from cri tics committed to na turalisrn who supported J apEln 
there were also critics committed to academic art, who attacked Japanese 
art but denied that it had the aesthetic content which the naturalist 
writers and artists saw in it. 
George TIousquet belonged to the first of these groups. A traveller 
to Japan in the early 1810's, he published a series of highly inform-
ative articles describing the life and culture of the country. These 
articles played a significant role in building up the It'rench picture of 
Japan. He thus acquired the cachet of an authority. In 1877 when he 
published a criticism of Japanese art couched in Western terms in the 
"Revue Des Deux Nondes" it was taken very seriously. 
Bousquet characterises contemporary Japan as decadent in the face 
of hurope, like Egypt facing the rise of Graeco-Roman civilisation. 
The art of the West was characterised as a struggle against incoherence; 
L'art est chez nous Ie r~sultat d'un reaction 
voulue du genie humaine contre Ie d6sordre 
incoherent et sublime de l'univers organique, 
and the finest manifestation of organic order accordin~ to Bousquet was 
symmetry, as found in vertebrate animals. The absence of axial S,V1lime try 
in Japanese architecture and of visible symmetry in their plastic arts 
was a sure sign that they were inferior to Western art. Bousquet turned 
the argument that Japanese society and climate favoured the production 
of beauty, upside down. The Japanese were "un peuple routinier, formal-
iste, enferm~, soit par les lois, soit par quelques conditions climato-
logiques", which inhibited them from creating a serious art. 
All Japanese art forms are discussed by Bousquet, in an informed 
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manner and each in turn is criticised foT' its failure to measure up to 
Western aesthetic standards, in particular with reGard to the central 
expressive function of tho human figure in Western aesthetics. Of 
sculpture, he says; 
Eh bien! non, Ie Japonais ne fait pas Ie moindre 
effort pour voir et montrer Ie r~el par son cote 
eternel et typique; on ne sent pas chez lui la 
recherche individuelle, Ie ressouvenir inquiet 
d'une beaut~ superieure entrevue dans quelque 
autre monde et pour-suivre dans celui-ci, aussi 
n'aborde-t-il jamais les difficultes du nu. 
The same criticism is levelled at painting; 
La figuration du corps humain n'est pas ~ ses yeux 
un but, main un moyen; c'est un caracte~e hiero-
glyphique agrandi, une signe conventionnel dont il 
se sert pour ecrire un trait~ d'histoire. Dans ces 
composition~trait~es avec un formalismo etroit, on 
ferait en vain effort pour assigner ~ chaque peintre 
un style particulier, c'est ~ dire une maniere 
personneDe de voir et de rendre la nature, puisque 
./ 
ni les autres ne e'en occupent et qu'aucun n'a songe 
de sa vie a prendre un mOdele. II n'y-a-pas d'ecoles 
diverses comme chez nous. Les rna1tres ne se disting-
uent que par la delicatesse de leur faire. 
Before either Regamey, Burty or De Goncourt, Bousquet published a 
brief accurate account of Japanese painting methods in this article. 
While in Japan he had visited the studio of a painter called Genzabaro. 
Unlike other early witnesses of Japanese working methods he was not 
impressed. 
Voici tout d'abord en trois coups de pinceau, une 
forme noire confuse, qui tout a l'heure representera 
un rocher; de la se lance une tige menue, surmontee 
d'une noue a jointes evasees; cette noue trnnGforme 
en chrysantheme puis la tige se garnit de feuilles, 
il s'en dEi'tache d'autres fleurs, dans chacune on peut 
compte~le nombre de coups de pinceau; un seul suffit 
quelquefois pour representer IR r:volution d'une feuille 
tordue. Jetant par ci par la une vigeur sans jamais sly 
reprendre ~ deux fois, pour finir la ~~me trait, sans 
se donner un instant de r~pos ou de reflexion l'artiste 
travaille avec la rapidi ('e et a surete d 'un mE;canique. 
Helas c'est en effet vers ce but trivial que tendent 
ses efforts. Le m~rite consiste dans une tres gTande 
habilete de main et une tres grande promptitude 
d 'execution. 
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Bousquet saw this method of paintin,'3' morely Dr, a rneal1rJ of produci ne 
·cnough work to live on, moreover he clajmed that {~reatcr works, such as 
larGe kakemonos or screen paintines WAre all degraded copies of old 
masters and that no Jap:mese artiDt had the ability to produce a complex 
original painting. 
Bousquet attacked the fonnal elements of Japaneso prd.ntin~ 83 an 
ignorant nonsense. They\knew nothing of perspective, chiaroscuro, the 
laws of composition or anatomy. They created no optical illusions nor 
ordered images with "une savante continuation des liL'1leS", instead they 
produced heaped confusions. 
Bousquet however is not icnorant. He agrees with most other 
~ M ~,..of 
commentators on the nature of Japanese art. lIe even  with Duret 
and others about the source of their use of bright colour - the uniquely 
transparent Japanese air and the bright sunshine; 
Quoi du surprenant que, charm{.~ par cette fete de la 
lumi;re, les Japonais aient essay~ avec bonheur dlen 
fixer l'~clat dans les oeuvres? Imitateurs patients 
et fid~les de la nature ils nlont pas eu d'autre 
maltre. Clest d'elle qu'ils ont appris a chercher 
l'harmonie optique non dans les d~gradations savantes 
mais dans Ie juxtaposition des tons francs port~s ~ 
leur plus haute puissance et s'exaltant r:ciproquement 
par Ie contraste; ~ faire vibrer et chatoyer la 
couleur nar Ie rapprochement des diverses teintes, en , ~ ~ 
un mot, a etaler hardiment 1es tresors de leur palette 
en vue de produire un spectacle joyeux et invraisemb-
lable, une feerie resplendissante. C'est a cette 
~cole qu'ils ont pris l'audace de peindre sur un fond 
.... d'or mat des paysages, des oiseaux, semblables a autant 
de silhouettes entrevues dans l1atmosphere dlun 
coucher de soleil. 
Despite this, Bousquet does not approve of the aesthetic attitudes 
which produced this attitude to colour unlike the pro-Japanese critics 
he does not see an admiration for nature as a defensible aesthetic theory. 
He argued that Far Eastern art was of little value because it did not 
remake nature but presented it directly and uncritically. Bousquet 
accepted the belief about the relation of Japanese art to nature held by 
most critics and artists, but challenged the value placed on this belief; 
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Lo naturalisme du Chinois - du Japonais GC traduit 
par une admiration sans critique et sans restriction 
du spectacle merveilleux qu'offre la planete. 11s 
n'imaginent pas d'autre chose, ils ne ;~vent pos 
mieux; ils n'essaient pas de re'liliser, da.ns leurs 
oeuvres, des lois id~ales entrevues dans la conscience, 
et/d'asservir les fonnes au foi sup:rieur de ~ 
l' eternelle raison. Ils nF~ sont pas tourmentes du 
besoin du r~tablir l'harmonie dans Ie chaos; 
1 'imitation leur suffit, il n'y-a-pas pour eux un~ 
cat~gorie du beau, au-del~ et en dehors. des bcautes 
visibles et palpables, Ie type ne se ~pare du signe, 
ils voient Dieu dans la nature et point.ailleurs. 
Japanese art was an imitation of "ce gracieuse et picquant desordre" 
that Bousquet saw in the Japanese landscape, for him this was not a 
great achievement. 
He dismisses prints, the great central example of the pro-naturalist 
enthusiasts of Japanese art in one paragraph; 
II n'a produit que des' estampes au trait, confuses, 
monotones, mal venues, qui servant d'illustrations 
aux romans, aux petits traites populairas, et des 
caricatures, quelquefois spirituelles parle rarement 
par l'execution, qu'on vend pour quelques centimes 
apres les avoir grossierement passees en couleur. 
Comme ex~cution et comme gout, cola rappolle notre 
images d'~pinal; mais n'en ~st pas mains religeusement 
achete dans les magasins parisiens par de pretendues 
amateurs, victimes d'un engouement bizarre, et trop 
heureux de se passer a bon marcher la fantasie de 
quelque objet venue de ce prestigieux pays du salell 
levant. 
Bousquet's account is well-informed and consistently reasoned. It 
was clearly written in the context of a great public controversy over 
values such as naturalism, descriptive techniques in the visual arts and 
the nature of tLe "poetry of experience". Bousquet took the "academic" 
viewpoint and saw the values contained in Japanese art as inferior to 
the Western tradition. Like other writing on Japanese art, his work is 
at the same time a pronouncement on the current aesthetic debate in the 
West. It offers valuable evidence of the central position that the 
Japanese example occupied in this debate. In his concluding paragraph 
he makes clear that his essay has been a special plea against the value 
of that example within the Western tradition; 
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Non, ce n' est pas· ;;. I' extr~me Orient de naus fourni/r 
d ' ... /' es modeles. Ce n'est pas a cette source epuisee que 
notre imagination se renouvellera. L'art japonais 
comme l'art chinois est un art depourvu de souffle, 
d'aspirations elevces ••• R~aliste et prosaique ou bien 
fantastique et mon8trueux, 11 ne procede d'aucune 
conception superieure et n'en saurait provoquer. 
Yet one cannot help observinrr the close relationship between De 
Goncourt's justification of Japanese art in terms of the notion of art 
as a search for the poetic in the real, and Bousquet's definition of 
/ ./ .... / 
"la verite typique dans la verite reelle" as the basis of the Western 
tradition, a factor which could not be found in Japanese art. Ulcarly 
the same idea could not mean the same thing to both men in terms of 
artistic form. 
Japanese art seems to have acted as a touchstone of western austhetic 
theory, forcing precision in meaning and bringing differences into direct 
conflict. Ultimately the debate about the values inherent in Western 
art and the changin{~ assumptions about it was focussed by Japanese art. 
It was not simply a disagreement about terms, for as we have seen there 
was surprising unanimity in the 1870's about the nature of Japanese art. 
In 1879 a small book, "Le Japon Artiste", was published in Paris 
anonymously. It was the work of the critic Le Blanc du Vernet and was 
given wider circulation when it was published in two parts in IIL'Art" 
in the following year. 
Dlanc du Vernet expresses great enthusiasm for Japanese art tho~h 
his account of it Eof little interest. It seems to be based entirely on 
the 1878 exhibition and the publications of the Official Commission. He 
regards Japanese art as a "respectable" traditional art form and treats 
it in that context. 
One point in his essay is important for this discussion; his treat-
ment of Japanese naturalism. He saw Japanese representations of nature 
as valuable because they were artificial. lIe resisted completely the 
notion that Japanese art and Western ImpreSSionism had anything in common. 
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Japanese Impressionism was "vibrante et spirituelle ll , derived from 
a close religious contact with nature and .was very different from the 
"elucubrations lourdes et maladroites de nos impressionistes". 
In the West, "Ie pinceau s'arrete au moment ou la difficulte 
commence" and spiritual difficulties were completely avoided. 
This is a remarkably perceptive observation of a difference in 
intention and social context between Western and Eastern naturalism. 
This difference was not remarked on so directly by other writers, 
although it is a crucial aspect of the debate about the relationship 
between Impressionism and Japanese art. The accusation of abandonine 
"spiritual" values was constantly repeated against Impressionism. 
Japanese naturalism was known to have a basis in Buddhism, yet no other 
adverse critics of Impressionism ever tried to dissociate one from the 
other. The disassociation of Japanese art from naturalistic ideas was 
phenomena of the later 1880's when symbolism became the dominant 
~...; 
aesthetic mode in France. Feneon, for instance, frequently appealed to 
Japanese art as a great example of symbolism. Further evidence of the 
range of audience being reached by Japanese art is provided in a book 
written by Viollet Le Duc as an introduction to the practice of art in 
"Ristoire d'un Dessinateur". 
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Le Duc uses the teachings of an imaginary drawing master, }VI.~1ajorin, 
to put over his own ideas about art and art education. Le Due stresses 
the unique value of different national forms in art and writes about 
Egyptian art, Leonardo da Vinci, the Venus de Milo and the great 
collections of the Louvre as equivalents to Japanese art and to each 
other. 
Writin{j about a Japanese print album he observes that the Japanese 
were excellent draughtsmen and close observers of nature, and praises 
the print albums as records of the whole of Japanese life, 
I: 
tous ces personnages sont '8. leur affaire et ne posent 
pas pour la galerie)/, quelle sinceritC:; et quel esprit 
dans ces attitudes! Comme tout cela est vivant! 
He gives an illustration of the drawing~; which he praises as so 
natural and lifelike. This makes it clear that those who praised 
Japanese drawing for its closeness to nature and direct observation had 
in mind the common print albums of the late nineteenth century, for 
Viollet IJe Duc reproduces examples from these • 
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.As is well-known, Le Duc was detested by a great many of the artists 
of the 1870's for his hidebound academicism, his greatest reputation 
being as a dogmatic architectural historian. Renoir once left a studio 
because he discovered it faced on to the Rue Viollet Le Duc. It is 
therefore surp~ising to find a sympathetic discussion of the naturalist 
atti tude to landscape in his work. I"loreover it is a discussion which 
stresses poetry in naturalism as opposed to science. 
La m:thode scientlfique consiste i donner les 
r6sultats de toute observation, si minimes qu'ils 
soient en apparence, une analyse aussi complete 
que possible d~ l'objet ou du sujet observe, 
quitte a en d{duire la synth~e. L'art ou la 
pocsie, si tu veux, peut faire cette analyse et par 
proceder conune procede la science; mais elle doi t 
ne presenter que l'effet dominant, l'impression 
majeure qui se fixe dans l'esprit en y laissant 
une trace indelibile; c'est la son merite et la 
difficulte, car pour rendre cette impression 
majeure; i1 faut la rassentir soi-rn~me, ce qui 
".. , 
n'est pas donne a tout Ie monde; et beaucoup, dans 
les lettres et les arts, se croient po~tes qui ne 
sont que des commissaires priseurs faisant une 
inventaire. Eh bien! pour en revenir ~c~s dessins 
japonais voici tel site par exemple, qui, a l~rde 
de quelques traites et de trois teintes; represente 
unevague se couronnant de mousse emportee par Ie 
vent; au des sus du dos de cette vaGUe se d~coupe 
la silhouette d'arbres et Ie sammet de Fou Si, du 
volcano Une nuee d'oisillons tourn~ sur un ciel 
grise Le moyen d'ex~cution est des plus si~les. 
~~is les lignes sont si heureusement observees et 
rendues, les formes de cette mousse dechir~e par Ie 
vent sont si admirablement interpret~es, par suite 
d'un observation eVidemment minutieuse, que ce 
croquis produit une profonde impression. 
The relationship between poetry and science in Viollet Le Due's 
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writing is equivalent to the discu3sion of poetry Dnd lhe real in De 
Goncourt's works. The problem of defininG' and reconcilinl{ these two 
factors in a work of art run;~ throuGh all the critical wri tings on 
Japanese art in Prance in the 1870's. It first appeared in relation to 
Japanese art in the 1860's as we have seen. It became the central 
aesthetic debate in France during the 1870's. The attempt to locate 
Japanese art within Western aesthetics provided a focal point for it. 
Those who wrote on Jal)aneSe art from a "committed" standpoint in 
Western art took differing views on its importance which paralleled 
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their view of vies tern art. The "cornmi tted" critics are therefore signi-
ficant for indications which they give of the range of opinions it was 
possible to hold about Japanese art in the 1870's. 'rhey also show that 
discussion about Japanese art was spread throughout the artistic activity 
of Paris and not restricted to those who had an irrunediate involvement 
with Impressionism. 
The French critical response as a whole shows that in the 1070's 
Japanese art was becoming an accepted part of the artistic possiuilities 
available to Western art. It could be said that it became a recognised. 
element of Western visual experience, that it entered the tradition of 
Western art, for as we have seen a system of meanings and associations 
developed round it very rapidly as a result of the activities of the 
Japonistes and the dealers. 
I: 
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CHAPTER EIGHT. 
French Illustrated works on Japan and thp work of Louis Gorme. 
There was no parallel in ITance to the works of Audsley, Bowes and 
the other major chromoli thographic publications of Japanese art unuer-
taken in England in the 1870's. However in 1879 as a response to the 
.( 
1878 :;:;:xhibi tion there appeared "L'Album Japonais Hotifs Ml~di ts de 
dtcoration japonaise", edited by Fraipont. The 49 reproductions in it 
conform to the impression given by criticism that natural motifs and in 
particular those in the work of Hokusai remained the most popular aspects 
of Japanese art. There are several illustrations derived from liThe 
Mangwa". The remainder are decorative motifs or bird or flower subjects 
which say nothing new' about the nature of Japonisme. The repro dU'ctions 
are, however, of a reasonable accuracy. 
This is more than can be said of the Japanese volume of the 
1(95): 
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"Encyclopedle des arts decoratifs de l'Orient', edited by Collinot and 181 
Beaumont, which was published in 1883. In the forty plates of this work, 
black and white Japanese prints are transformed into simperine pnstel 
coloured motifs, eminent examples of the degraded aspects of nineteenth 
century decorative taste. In particular motifs from liThe l'lMgwa" and 
other books by Hokusai are treated in this way. As can be seen, the 
distortion in this illustration of a peacock motif from Hokusai, the 
motifs are also rationalised by being given a descriptive background. 
This work is made to seem even more ridiculous if it is compared 
with the same motif reproduced accurately in Gonse's "l'Art Japonais" 
also of 1883. 
Louis Gonse who was the chief editor of the "Gazette des Beaux 
Arts" was a relatively late adherent to Japonisme, probably a convert 
of the 1878 Exhibition. However he made up for this by rapidly acquir-
ing an enormous collection despite his limited knowledge. De Goncourt 
mocks his ignorance in his Journal in 1882, by recounting that Gonse 
I(96 
a,b) 
believed that Hokusai had made embroidered cloths (foukoUGA.s) and had 
allowed himself to be taken in on this point by Wakai t.he Japa.nese 
dealer. 
In 1883, with the aid of S. Bing, "Jakai and probably of Tadernasa 
Hayashi, Ding's Japanese assistant, Gonse organised a ma,;or "retro-
spective" exhibition of Japanese art in the Georr;c I'etit eFl.llery. This 
exhibition is discussed in detail in the next chapter, Gonse nlade use 
of his work for this exhibition to prepare a massive two volume work, 
"L'Art Japonais", which was published in a limited edition of 1,400 
copies in the same year. The book contained a history of Japan and a 
description of Japanese civilisation and a section on painting, prints, 
metalwork and lacquer, nominally by Gonse, and a specia.l section on 
Japanese ceramics by Bing who was rapidly becoming' an authority on them. 
All the texts are authoritative, but the most important aspect of the 
work was the collection of over one thousand engravings and 64 plates, 
some were photogravures but many were chromolithographs. These form a 
remarkable record of the state of Japanese collections in Paris in the 
early 1880's and they will be of bTeat value in this thesis. We know 
that Gonse's taste for earlier and more refined works was influenced by 
the high-minded attitudes of Bing and Wakai, but this does not detract 
from the representative character. In a sense the book also marks the 
be!;inning of the change in Japanese taste which occurred in the late 
1880's, the recognition of eighteenth century paintings, lacquers and 
ceramics as being the finest products of Ja.panese art. 
The chapter on the histor,y of painting has a shape similar to that 
of a modern history. Gonse traces painting back to that of the nine-
teenth century and reproduces a painting of a Buddha by Kanaoka owned 
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by \.Jakai, which was in the 1883 1Xhibi tion. He stresses the Ko:cin school 
in the seventeenth century and Oklo, utamaro, Shunso and the Uki-yo-e 
(~cole vulgaire) in the eighteenth century. Hokusai nonetheless has a 
~ .. 
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chapter devoted to him. Gonse wrote "II est fl l~ fois Ie Hernbrandt, Ie 
Callot, Ie Goya at Ie Daumier du Japon". "'llhe hangwa 11 is described as 
the complete human comedy and Hokusai is presented as a man of the 
people, just as in the writings of,Duret who influenced Gonse, though 
this assertion is kept in proportion to the excellent short biography 
present. 
The illustrations equally reflect the new discriminating taste 
towards Japanese art. They include some marvellous photogravures of ink 
paintings, including an excellent painting of a fish from the Burty 1(90) " 
collection, and several kakemonos of birds owned by Gonse. There are 
also some excellent reproductions of watercolours by Hokusai also in 
the Gonse collection. 
The colour reproductions of prints are also chosen for the new 
taste. They show the soft tones of the eighteenth century prints even 
when the artists are of the nineteenth century as in the print IIJapon-
aises en Promenade" by Gakoutei, from the Cernuschi collection. 
Gonse's book marks the end of Japonisme and the beginning of 
serious scholarship about Japanese art. It is not necessary to discuss 
its scholarly content here. 
The last product of old-fashioned Japonisme was an article written 
,.F 
for the journal "Paris Illustre" by Bing's assistant, Tadamasa Hayashi in 
1886, entitled "Le Japon". '1'he article included a special note on art 
and many illustrations of Japanese prints and paintings. 
Hayashi sees Japanese art as close to nature, "charmant et plein 182 
de verve". lIe also stresses the poetic fantasy found in Japanese work; 
./ 
La peinture Japonais, quique ayant une methode 
incomplete, a su revivre a Ia fois nature et 
l'imaeination. 
Nature .and poetry are still seen as the basis of Japanese art. 
'De Goncourt's Japonisme is specially represented in the article by 
the illustration of modern Japanese painting showing girls on a swing 
'I' 
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a la Watteau. 
A copy of this maeazine and of the early issues of Ding's "Le 
Japan Artistique" were among the prints taken to ArIes by Vincent Van 
Gogh. 
"1e Japon Artistique" was a magazine published simultaneously in 1(97) 
bnglish, French and German, from 1888 to 1891. It contained a great 
many articles by various authorities and collectors, and a magnificent 
series of reproductions of every aspect of Japanese art. The map;azine 
is a monument to the great age of Japonisme and amateurs of Japanese art. 
It is beautifully produced with magnificent decorative layout as one can 
see in the first page. I(98) 
In the next decade Eing presided over the sale and dispersal of 
every major collection of Japanese art, beginnin{~ with Durty's in 1891, 
and ending with Duret's in 1900 and the era of Japonisme was over. 
The enormous concentration of Japanese art in l'aris from the In.ter 
1070's had had an overwhelming effect on the French visual urts, which 
will be discussed below. 
The Anogee of Far ,Eastern enthusiasm, exhihitions in 1878 and 18£33 in 
London and Paris. 
To complete the account of Fax Eastern influence civen by this 
thesis it is necessary to examine three important public manifestations 
which occurred at the end of the period studied. These are the Far 
Eastern sections of the Exposition Internationale of 1878 in Paris, the 
Exhibi tion of Chinese and Japanese Works of Fine Art at the Burlington 
Fine Arts Club, London, in the same year, and the "Exposition Hetro-
spectif de l'Art Japonais" held at the George Petit Gallery in Paris 
in 1883. 
Eetween them these three public events mark the apogee of popular 
interest in Far Eastern art. 
Japan was less committed to later international exhi bi tion~J such as 
the 1889 or 1900 exhibitions in Paris. Moreover, althoue~ there were 
large scale exhibitionG of work on Western collections at a later date 
such as the 1910 "Red Cross" exhibition, tbey arose from the quiet 
privileged world of collectors. China, of course, never recovered from 
the depravations of her dowager ~press. Her appearance at the 1878 
exhibition was entirely due to the domination of the Chinese Cusioms and 
~xcise Office by the European administrators who organised the 
exhibition. 
By far the largest and most influential of these exhibitions was 
the Far bastern appearance in the 1878 show. This is because it was an 
occasion for large-scale international propaganda as well as a centre of 
trade. Moreover the merchants of China and Ja,pan had been highly stimu-
lated by the remarkable sale of Par :.::astern r;oods in Europe in the 1870's. 
The result was that both countries sent large quantities of f,'oods 
for the exhibition, most of which was modern. Each country's appearance 
was divided into two parts. One part, in "Avenue des Nations" in the 
Champ du !VIars, consisted of a long deep pavillion wi th a short street-
facing facade, in which most of the "modern" goods were on exhibition 
and were for sale. The other half consisted of exhibition space in the 
exhibition of historic art of all peoples mounted across the Seine in 
Trocadero. These exhibitions drew largely on collections in Paris as 
well as works sent from the Par East. The difference in quality 
between the "Ancient" and "Modern" wares was a cause of great despair 
amongst Far Eastern enthusiasts. 
Several corrmentators on the exhibition, notably Georges Bousquet, 
were appalled by the low standard of the work. They saw the new 
"commercial" work as infinitely inferior. Nonetheless the "commercial" 
work was very influential and it should be studied. 
:h;ach nation also had a "pavillion" in the Trocad6ro gardens, 
supposed to demonstrate the vernacular architectural and life patterns 
of the country concerned. Of the non-European countries, only Chin;), 
Japan and Cambodia took full advantage of thin :md built work typical 
of their own countries. China's pavillion WHG used as a second ceIling 
point for its goods. Japan built a small Japnnese house. 
I~oth countries placed CTeat stress on their art and craft wod:s in 
their exhibition although, as Bousquet rightly pointed out, this formed 
a minor part of their total overseas trade. While acknowledginG the 
tremendous popularity of the Far Eastern exhibits, Bousquet resented 
them; 
Cette exhibition repr~senfe les industries de 
l'extreme Orient tout--J:uste comme Ie magnsin de 
Barbe'dienne ou celui de Beur-deley transportt~s au 
Japon representiraient l'infi~ variete des 
industries francaise •••• 
Le bibelot (puis qu'il faut l'appeler par son nom) 
envahit tout, deborde de toutes parts enjambe 
audacieusement, d'un section sur l'autre. Vous 
alliez chercher Ie Japon che? lui, la Chine chez 
elle; vous vous retrouverez devant l'inevitable 
joujou confectionne a l'usage europ~en qui s'etale 
aujourd'hui ~ l'angle de tous nos boulevards, dans 
la montre de tous nos maeasins. 
II ne pouvait gu~r~ en ~tre autrement, apr~s l'accuiel 
fait aux produits du Japon tant a Vienne qu'a 
Philadelphie par Ie succes les Japonais nous en ont 
envoy-e de grosses cargaisons sortees de memes ateliers 
et enlev6es d'ailleurs avec la m~me avidit~. Les 
Chinois, a leur tour, gens a ne jamais ntgligelune 
bonne affaire ont voulu disputer les chalands a 
leurs voisins. Les uns et les autres done ouvert 
boutique au Champ du Mars. Escomptant habillement 
Ia satisfaction ingeniee qu'{prouve l'acheteur a 
traiter directement avec un Fils du Japon ou un sujet 
du r1ikado; ils vendent au decuple de leur prix 
normal des objets qu'on trouverait presque sans 
exception et a des taux moins exhorbitants chez nos 
grands entrepositaires parisiens. 
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The prices were indeed excessive. "The London Illustrated News" records 
that between £300 and £600 was being paid for a small bronze; large 
works sold for thousands of pounds - equivalent to the price of major 
paintings at the time. 
Bousquet's views were not typical of the general reactions to the 
J<'ar l!.astern appearance. De Goncourt selec Led Japanese manufacturers as 
one of the three worthwhile items in the show. 
Du fond, dans toute cette ~position de 1818, 
il-ya les produits japonais, les imitations 
de verres de Venise et Ie moulage russe d'un 
seul jet d'un corps de femme. 
The great shock of discovery which ma,rked the 1861 exhibition was 
missing but in genp.ral the Japanese were still believed to have the 
finest exhibits of all~ 
Chesneau records that the whole of the Japanese collection in the 
Champs du Mars was bought up in three days after the exhibition opened, 
despite their high prices. 
Ce n'est plus une mode, c'est de l'engouement 
c'est de la folie. 
A less committed author, Emile Bergerat, selected Japanese art as a 
main theme in his book, "Les Chefs d'oeuvre ~ L'Exposition Universelle 
de 1878" - collecting many articles on the Japanese exhibition. 
There was some controversy over the arrangement of the exhibition, 
some people like Gonse thought that the division of the exhibition site 
into two parts split by the river, and the use of endless parallel 
"hangers" on the Champ du Mars was exciting and aesthetically appealing' 
despite the prevailing rust red paint on their roofs. On the other 
hand, many people thought that in general the show was vulgar, badly 
organised, and that it was difficult to see any area of work as a whole. 
Chesneau made these points as part of a complaint about the relatively 
limitecl space allotted to the Japanese show. 
Les membres des jurys de toute classe savent a f'\ .,,,, 
quelles marches et contre-.arehes foreees, a~ 
quelles fatigues et ~ quelles lacunes d'exam~n 
eette dispersion les a condamn~s. Si lIon veut 
borner son observation aux oeuvres de merne pays, 
la fatigue pour ~tre moindre est cependant 
excessive encore, puis qu'il faut se transporter 
des eimes du Trocadero jusqu'~ l'Ecole militaire, 
et 10. diffieuUe de compareI' reste Ia meme. Elle 
s 'augmente auJapon de 1 "etroi te parcimonie avec 
laquelle le genie civil lui a mesur~ l'espace 
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dans los GClleries du 'rrocad~ro. H.E. les jngcniaurs, 
qui ne se piquent pas, jo supp08e, d't-tee artistc:n, 
ont dispose de beaucoup de place pour touto sorte 
de tableaux vivants empaiU's at do ridicules manne-
quins qui do leurs youx blancs poursuivent Ie 
visi teur a tous les detours, mais .Un ont rigour-
/. ~ 
eusement menuro l'entendue aux trcsors de l'art 
japonais des divers ages. C'est une fa.ute, car le 
grand et legitime succes qui etait reserv; a 
l'exposition moderne orGanis~e par les Goins de 
N.H. I·Ta tsugata et r1aeda se fu t accrue do bf>aucoup 
si la part faite aux envois officiels de l'art 
rc'trospectif eut ete plus importante. 
The success of the Far Eastern exhibitions may, in part, have 
resulted from the excessive vulga.rity of the remainder of the show, if 
indeed it was the funfair which Chesneau indicates. The disparate 
organisation of the exhibition has resulted in an equally disparate 
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group of publications about the Far &stern appearance. I have attempted 
to give a balanced picture of the exhibition from my reading of them. 
To save constant detailed references I give here a bibliographicnl note 
of the main sources. 187 
The close juxtaposition of the Chinese and the Japrmcse pavillions 
intensified the debate about the relative merit of the arts of each 
country. 
Bousquet was severely critical of the Chinese work shown at the 
exhi bi tion and of the Chinese buildings. He accused the Chinese of 188 
imi ta ting European goods and denying their own t"radi tions. 
Other critics felt that the Chinese exhibition prompted a revalua-
tion of Chinese art. Duranty, for instance, wrote; 
Je crois que nous avons souvent trop rabaiss( l'art 
chinois pour exalter 1e japonais. II ne faut pas 
oublier que celui-la est Ie pere de celui-ci, et 
qu'en sculpture la Chine eeale absolument Ie Japon. 
Assurement l'exposition chinoise sent Ie pays tres 
develo~, Ie grand pays, tandis qu'avec ses finesses 
artistiques Ie Japon a encore un peu du sauvage. 
Le Chinoise s'asseoit; il a des fauteils, des tables, 
un mobilier. Rarement et si ce n'est en des scenes 
/ des temps anciens; les dessins representent Ie 
Chinois accroupe par terre. Rarement, au contraire, 
les images nous montrent des Japonais, meme des 
. " grands, aSS1S sur des sieges. 189 
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This is a strange reason for raisinr,- the evaluAtion of Chinese art. 
It may well be that the popular appreciation of all the Par ~a3tern 
exhi bits was greatly encouraged because its form sums-eoted a high s taee 
of civilised development. 1~is must be borne in mind when one considers 
the reliability of many of the statements about their popularity. 
Several other writers also pointed to the more favourable impression 
created by Chinese art at this exhibition than previously. Henry 
Houssaye for instance made an interesting analogy; 
.... On pourrait dire qu'il-y-a dans l'art chinois 
quelque chose de la patience, de l'effet et de 
la magnificence de l'art egyptien, et dans l'art 
japonais un peu de la gr~ce, du mouvement et de 
la liberte de l'art grec. Mais il est bon de 
Ie rep~ter par ces temps de fanatisme les japonais 
n'ont aucune idee du beau, ils sont aussi loin de 
la grandeur de l'art egyptien et de la beaut~ de 
l'art grec que la Venus hottentote est loin de la 
Venus de Hilo. 
It was the 1878 exposition that, however confusedly, initiated in the 
Western mind the notion of a complementary stylistic relationship 
between China and Japan, rather than a comparison wholly denigratory 
to China. 
Nonetheless it was Japan which was regarded as the greatest rep-
resentative of the Far East. Japan figures prominently in the official 
decorative schemes for the Trocadero. 
In the middle of the half circle of the Trocadero buildings was a 
fountain surrounded by stone statues personifying Air and Water and the 
190 
" six continents, one of which was "L'Asie en Japonaise par M.Falguiere". 191 
'" The central space in the Trocadero buildings was a 4,500 seat con-
cert room. Behind the orchestra was a great arc or hemicycle designed 
for acoustic effects on which a M. Lameire painted a great allegory of 
the nations. France was in the centre on a throne playing a harp in the 
guise of the giver of harmony. Other nations were represented around her, 
including Japan, which was represented as a coolie driving the chariot 
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of the sun. This was a stranf,'c iconographioal. development, a confounding 
of the ideas of the Far Last with a classical im;:tr~:c which itself had 1(99) 
recently been given a specific mea.ning in 1n[,'Tes' "Apotheosis of 
"Japoleon". It demonstrated the extent to which the idea of Japan had 
made headway even in the most academic circles. 192 
A similar iconographical oddity was to be found on the peristyle 
of the entrance facade of the main exhibition in the Champs du 11ars. 
Amongst the enormous plaster statues representing various nations was 
"Le Japon" by a r,l. Aizelin. It was a very much larger than life image I(100 
of a young Japanese woman in a kimono and traditional Japanese hairstyle 
with combs. Her left hand holds flowers across her breast while her 193 
right hand rests on the rim of what appears to be a larr;e shield restinG' 
on the pedestal. To her left is an imitation of a large Satsum~ vase 
with an elephant's head handle. Louis Gonse selected it as the only 
interesting element in the whole decorative scheme; 
I 
puis la nullit~ navrante des grandes figures intcr-
nationales en pl~tre qui decorent toute la le.rc:eur 
du peristyle. ~n n'est pas en verite plus m~diocre. 
II n-y-a guere a reteni~dans toutos cos viraeos que 
la Japonaise de M. Aizelin qui est charmante. 
The pose of the sculpture and the entirely redundant shield place 
Aizelin's work well within the rhetorical tradition of nineteenth century 
public sculpture with its roots in the classical tradition. One is 
irresistably reminded of a Japanese "Liberty" or "Eri tannia". 'l'his is 
further evidence of the seriousness with which Japan was regarded by 
even the most unoriginal of nineteenth century artists. Indeed, taken 
with the evidence of Jarves and other critics it suggests that the 
conflict of values between academic art and Japan was not so simple or 
obvious as it has been assumed to have been. 
These "official" decorations confirm the place that Japan had 
achieve'd in the European consciousness by 1878. 
I will deal with the major Far ~stern exhibitions by country. 
194 
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China 
The Chinese exhibition was entirely prepared by the office of the 
Director General of Customs, 8hanghai, who at this time was the EnG'lish-
man, Sir Hobert Hart who dominated much of Chinese foreign policy during 195 
the later nineteenth century. Hart arranged for Englishmen to occupy 
most of the important posts in the Chinese customs and was thus able to 
pull together an impressive exhibition. 
~xhibits were organised directly by the customs office and also by 
individual Chinese merchants and craftsmen, who were encouraeed to send 
their wares by Parkes. 
Architecture of the Pavillions. 
The architecture of the two Chinese buildincs was carefully desir:ned 
to reflect vernacular work. The Chinese facade on the "Avenue des 
Nations" was covered with bright green and grey cerrunic tiles, and had 
a bright red door. It formed a striking contrast with the subtle 
moderation of the Japanese facade next to it. 
Au-dessus de murailles couvertes d'un treillis de 
carreaux gris-noir encadr~s de champs vert d'eau, 
elle develOr-f"€. un ~trange couronnement. C'est une 
double frise de motifs decoupes par panneaux sur 
fond noir au des sus d'une corniche de petites glaces 
en plan incline qui miroitent sous la saillie du 
toit. Cette toiture se mouvemente et se releve en 
une seconde toiture avec angles retrousses qui 
forme motif milieu en raccord avec la porte d'entree 
de la facade. Seule cette port~ peinte du ver-
million Ie plus vif, herisee d'enormes chevilles 
rouges -a tetes dorees, jette une note ~clatante sur 
ce sombre. Le double bati qui l'encadre est part 
de rouge et d'azur. Au-dessus la porte s'incline 
l'ecusson imperial porte et defendu par d'horribles 
dragons grima9.ants. A droite et ~ gaucbe, des 
groupes de petits guerriers accroches a la muraille 
battent l'air de leurs bras armGs de sabres et de 
lances. 
The result was in fact rather like a paraphrase of the facade of a 
Chinese palace. 
Behind the facade was a series of rooms laid out in a linear 
arrangement. There were four rooms in which the Chinese gods were laid 
I (101 
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out in order. In the first room were books, papers and prints. In the 
next were furnishings and carpets, and the following rooms were filled 
with ceramics, cloisonne enamels, then silks, satins and finally 
industrial products, minerals and medicines. 
'rhe Chinese building in the 'l'rocadefo Gardena was a U-shaped open 
walled pavillion. In its courtyard was a small pagoda. It was llelieved 
to be a reproduction of a Chinese temple; 
La grande construction chinoise est :galement 
remarquable a bien des titres. Elle affecte les 
dispositions ordinaires d'une pagode bouddhique, 
en un quadrilatere ouvert sur l'une de ses faces 
et envelo~p~ de constructions sur les trois des 
autres cStes. 
Au fond devrait se trouver Ie grand autel de 
Bouddha, ici remplace par un riche salon. Sur 
les cotes seraient les autels de second ordre et 
les habitations des bonzes. Ce sont des comptoirs 
de vente tres achalandes qui los remplacent. 
Cependant la disposition de g~n;rale est exacte 
et l'ensemble est juste. La porte d'entree seule 
presente des modifications serieuses apport[es au 
type ordinaire; elle devrait se trouver a l'inter-
ieur et masqu~e par un mur., On n'entre jamais 
directement dans l'enceinte consacree d'un temple 
chinois. 
Bousquet dismissed this claim completely; 
/ / Cette construction pretentieuse, chargee d'ornemena 
bizarres, encombr~e de marchandises de pacotille, 
d~pourvue meme du m~rite de l'exactitudel sorte de 
compromis entre Ie temple et Ie ya-men, c'est 
l'annexe chinoise. ~tes-vous dans la maison d'un 
riche citadin, dans un restaurant, ou dans la 
demeure d'une idole. Vous n'en savez rien et lea 
voyageurs les mieux rensei~s sur l'Bmpire du 
Hilieu auront peine a. vous l'apprendre. 
Sedille however claimed to place the style of the Chinese building 
to a particular period, in the Ming dynasty around 1450, and he compares 
it to the emperor's tombs near Peking. He describes the gold and 
vermillion "pagoda" in some detail; 
/ U / Bien coiffes de toitures movementees, elle semble, 
par un sentiment de coquetterie savante, retrousser 
les saillies angulaires de ses toits pour laisser 
voir la richesse prodi~e de ses corniches. ~a 
multiplicite de leurs details sculpt~s disparalt 
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" dans une chaude coloration d'or et vermillion rayee 
par les dessous bleus ou verts de chcvronnaGc re-
courb€' D'ailleurs, ces tons incidents disparais:Jent 
dans la masse dominante du rouge et de l'or, et n'en 
troublent pas la calme et riche harmonie. 'l'oute la 
po.gode apparai t ~ la fois sombre et cti ~elante: 
sombre par 1 'ensemble de ses toitures et de ses 
murailles peintes en gris et nair. 
The many details of decoration on the building were also painted in 
gold and red. 'I'hey included carved dragons, chimeras, small groups of 
warriors and various crests. They were dotted around the building in 
various places. The sculptured warriors can be seen clearly on the end 
roofs of the wings of the building. The illustrations also show two 
large flagpoles flying Chinese dragons and large traditional Chinese 
gateway fencing off the fourth side of the courtyard. 'l'he major wood-
work of the building and all the ornament and carving were prepared at 
. Ningpo in the south of China, where a "11 beral" taste in archi tecture 
was believed to exist. They were assembled by Chinese workmen .. in Paris 
and Chinese attendants in traditional costwne sold their wares in them 
as they did in the "pagoda" kiosk in the centre. The photograph in 
Glueq's Album of the exhibition shows the array of ceramics and bronze 
vessels in the left hand wing of the rr'rocad~ro "paGoda", and the quite 
conventional gardens which surround it. Unfortunately it has not been 
possible to identify any of the goods by enlarging the ima.ge as the 
original photograph was not fully in focus. The engraving in the 
"Journal Hebdomaire" shows that the right hand wing was used mainly for 
paintings. 
The multicoloured Chinese buildings had a great effect on the 
exhibition and helped to establish an image of China and Chinese archi-
tecture. 
The display furnishings inside the building were also carved in 
the Chinese fashion and painted red and gold, rose and black. We have 
three illustrations of their interiors showing the general mixture of 
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objects; furniture, ceramics, ornamental screens and bronzes. I will 
now discuss the exhibits in detail. Unfortunately I hGve not been able 
to find examples of Chinese work from this exhibition in museums in 
England. I will therefore have to rely on docwnents and contemporary 
illustrations. 
The principal document is the catalogue of the Champ du Bars pre-
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pared by the English officials of the customs and excise department. 199 
The official Chinese exhibition in the Champ du l'iars and the Chinese 
paintings in the Salon. 
Paintings and Screens. 
'!'he notes in Glu:: q's album record that there were no real works of 
art in the Chinese exhibition, only a few grossly executed watercolours 
on rice paper,buthepraises the magnificent collection of furniture, 
bronzes, ceramics and glass - all believed to be modern replicas of 
traditional designs. 
Indeed no writer praises the Chinese paintines. This is strange 
as one of the collection of paintings, made by G. Glover, the head of 
the exhibition staff in Paris was given a gold medal. Another collect-
ion of paintings were sent by the Customs at Tientsin, six of which were 
in frames. There were also albums of paintings by the Cantonese nrtists, 
Chun Quan Kee, Hoa Ching and Lee. 
Some of this work was exhibited as part of the Salon of the exhibi-
tion in the "Gal erie des Beaux Arts" in the Palais du Champ du I·lars. 
The paintings were all modern. Unfortunately there is no indication of 
their subject matter. Only one "Viei11e Peinture", was on show, a 
painting of lotus flowers owned by the Vicomte de Bezaure of the French 
mission in Foochow. 
The only aspect of the visual arts which attracted some admiration 
were the various forms of screens exhibited throughout the exhibition, 
even Bousquet remarked; 
II est nombre de pa.ravents, representant des 
oiseaux de paradis et des canards IIIandarins 
./ brodes de soie, Ie tout encadrc de bois noir 
de ~anton, il en est un surtout de dimensions 
,-
formes de feuilles de cloisonno, qui, toutc en 
demeurant de lourdes machines; attestent du 
moins la science decorative et IlhRbiletc de 
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lJuranty went much further. vJhile admi ttinc thnt there was "lmost 
total icnorance about p:rinting and drawing in China, he praises screens 
in the terms one would use for paintinGS; 
De remarquables paravents de Canton frap}Jent les 
". 
regards et egalent en certains points les bonnes 
peintures japonaises. La beaute, 1a variete de 
la v~g8tation, des arbres, du paysage, des terrains, 
des fabriques, les groupQ5et les incidents si divers 
de la vie publique ou privee qui sly deroulent et 
sly e'tagent, en sui-"nt comme Ie paysag-e, les lois, 
de la perspective aerienne, sinon lin~aire, clest a 
dire en diminuant avec eloihement; Ie soin du 
dessin des figures, ou l'oeil de face en quelques 
t~tes de profit indique la persistance des vielles 
... 
traditions, un essai de teintes modelantes, mais 
le"geres; des femmes rappelant cell es des ll1inia tures 
indo-persanes, tout rend ces paravents fort interes-
sants et fait supposer qulils sortcnt d'une ecole de 
peinture qui cherche et qui a volontiers accept~ des 
influences ~trangeres. Ai~..leurs tels personnages de 
parfaite realite en terre cmaillee, de vif et savant 
modele, des pieces, en un mot, belles au curieuses , 
assez anciens ou modernee, indiquent une tendance a 
rapprocher des Japonais. 
Duranty also noticed three scroll paintings in the Chinese pavillion 
- .,I in the Trocadero; 
un store ou une tenture dessin~e en noir, repr~scnt­
ant un philosophe en grand chapeau rond, un jeune 
bonze et une sorte de jardinier, dont le dessin est 
superbe de largeur, de correction et qUi surpasse a 
mon avis les meilleure dessins japonais (peut e"tre 
vient-il de Coree). 
On the whole however the interest in Chinese Fine Art created by 
the exhibition was minimal as a result of the extremely poor show, thoueh 
as we can see from the reaction to the screen paintings there was a 
willingness to consider Chinese work if it had been exhibited. 
The official catalogue indicates that many dealers and craftsmen 
sent screens to the exhibition. Sing Singkung of Ningpo showed twelve, 
Foo Loong of Canton showed three a.nd Loo ~hing of Canton showed fIve. 
'l'he majority were in painted sill~, but lacquer, wood, embroidery and, 
jade were also used. About thirty large screens were displayed in all. 
On the whole the Chinese fine arts were poorly reprenented, but the 
decorative arts were well received and had a considerable success. 
Decorative Arts 
A. Woodwork, furniture and textiles 
We have already remarked on Duranty's amazement that the Chinese, 
unlike the Japanese, possessed tables, chairs and beds. 
The overall effect of the Chinese furnishines and textiles was of 
a multicoloured fairyland; 
les soies poupres, ~clarlates, turquoise, ~neraude, 
a arabesque d'or ou a fieures brodees en relief, 11 
semble que les Chinois forment des tons plus brillans, 
des oppositions plus vives des chatiments plus 
lumineux ••••• Voyez dans la section chinoise cet 
ameublement complet de bois peint en rouge surchare:e' 
de sculptures dorees, et recourvert de satin ecarlate 
ou sont brodes de personnages aux longues robes 
multicolores. 
Bousquet thought that all the furniture had been specially made for 
£uropeans, even the copy of the Chinese emperor's bed sent by 1uan Ching 
of Shanghai which can be seen in the photograph taken by Glueq. 
Bousquet remarked that the English ambassadors had made greater progress 
with the Imperial Palace than the French, "Le Souverain de 400 million 
d'hommes coucher dans un lit de 25,000 francs, quel d~rtumenttl. 
A great number of tables, chairs and furniture of all kinds, was on 
display. The furniture section of the catalogue contains eight-six 
lots of six or eight items each. 
" Ceramics and Cloisonne
The bizarre forms of the ceramics shown by the official exhibition 
did not in the least d'etract from their populari ty with general public 
as represe~ted in "Le Journal Hebdomaire ll , but the reviewers Universally 
condemned them. Bousquet's impression will stand for all. 
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Celui-ci go~tera 1a bizarrerie des contours, l'~~lat 
des co~eurs, la monotonie classique des s~jets, celui-
a en declarera insipide du laideur compassec •••••• 
Hegarder cebTain rude, ces bariologes delavcs, aux 
tons faux, ce vernis epais at comparez les nouvelles 
porcelaines avec Ie vieux chine! 
",. 
The new multicoloured and often enormous cloisonne vases and other 
enamel ware received the same condemnation, as did the jade and other 
carved work. The illustrations which we have of the exhibition confirm 
the critics' censure of most items. Nonetheless there were occasional 
worthwhile pieces in the Chinese section; De Goncourt found one; 
un objet que je trouvais un des plus beaux du 
Champ-de-IvIars, un de ces objets Il la :richesse 
barbare et pr~cieuse, digne d'une galerie 
d'Apollon. C'etait un tres grand vase en jade 
vert en forme de ba1ustre avec, sur la panse, un 
, -- ,-quadrille incruste d'or et re1eve d'un cloutis de 
corail, et avec des anses form(es par des t~tes de 
dragons aux yeux de cristal de roche. 
He managed to reduce the price of the vase from 2000 Fr. to 800 Pro 
after a long period of bargaining with one of the Chinese dealers, 
Tien-Pao. Tien-Pao and others were guests at many dinners and recept-
ions in connection with the exhibition, but unlike the Japanese they had 
little to say about their art. 
Eron7,ss and other metalwork. Ivories and other craftwork. 
The Chinese bronzes were mainly in the form of vases or similar 
vessels with a few small sculptures of animals such as the bronze crab 
and birds shown by Hu KyanGYiiIIlg of ~anghai. Duranty observed that 
Chinese work was much less elaborate than the Japanese; 
Le bronze chinois est plus tranquille. C'est un vase 
dont les reliefs ne sont point si agcressifs; la 
plus grande change qu'on y mette est de l'entourer d'une 
th~orie de personnages en plein relief - On voit l~ 
d'anciennes formes pleines, robustes,sobrement decor{es. 
One of the bronzes was a vase in the form of a swan, a modern version 
of one in the Cernuschi collection. 
The ivories and other craft items were also much less interesting 
than their equivalents in the Japanese exhibitions. 
'>39 
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Bousquet and other cri tieD dismiElsed Ulem as examples of In. t-
ient work without any art. Speaking of the many small ivories on show 
he said; 
II est difficile de rien imaginer de plus rninitieux. 
Ces personnages lilliputiens, tailles par douzainns 
dans Ie bloc, avec lances, sabres, bonnets, pointus, 
decoupes en epargne, donnentune haute idee de la 
patience des artisans qui s'y emploient; mais c'est 
tout, Ie sentiment de l'art ne se manifeste ni dans 
Ia distribution des groupes, nl dans l'attitude des 
personnages; qui sont a peine lndiqu{s. 
This judgement sums up the general reaction to most of the minor 
art works in the official Chinese exhibition. Out of the 3391 items in 
the exhibition 1312 were art works of one sort or another, but very few 
were of real value or interest. The general impression created was that 
Chinese art was completely decadent. This impression was compounded by 
the appearance of the collection of "ancient" Chinese wares owned by 
French collectors in the Trocadero. 
The exhibition of Chinese work in the rP:rocndero. 
The majority of one room in the Trocadero was taken up with 
collections of Chinese ceramics of Sartel, Granet, Gallery, Gasnault, 
Grenet, De Poinet ~nd Taigny, all of whom were minor fir,ures in the 
artistic life of Paris in the 1870' s. There were also the f.mjor collee t-
ions of the dealers Bing and Sichel and the collector Grandidier. A 
large, marvellously carved Tonkin shrine and two large Chinese bronzes 
owned by another dealer, M.A. de la Narde. 
Gasnault, one of the minor collectors, wrote on Far Eastern ceramics 
for the "Gazette des Beaux Arts". He selected the Sartel collection as 
outstandin~, especially as it had never previously been seen in public. 
The large vases exhibited by the Sichels were also outstandinG. There 
is no worthwhile description of any of the individual pieces but 
Gasnault's article does contain engravings of some exrunples which I 
include in the illustrations section. 
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There were also a few alder Chinese paintin{",8 in tho rI~ocadero. One 
was an ink drawing of the disciples of Confucius, a,med by the uino-
logist Gallery which Duranty dencribed briefly; 
leG yeux y sant nettemcnt de face dans les t~tes 
de profil, et les bouches ont Ie sourire antique. 
A final group of Chinese works wao displayed as part of the Guimet 
collection. Guimet showed a group af large Chinese bronzes cif legendary 
figures, and a case full of bronzes, jades, ivories and other small art 
works. No detailed description of any af these works is available. 
All that can be said of the display in the Trocadero is that it was 
favourably received in.comparison with the "official" exhibition. It 
is clear that the appearance of Chinese art in the exhibition as a whole 
was no more of an artistic success than the appearance in the 1867 
exhibition despite the indications given by Duranty that the quality of 
"ancient" Chinese work in the 'l'rocadero had raised the general estimate 
of Chinese art. Nonetheless Chinese work did have a considerable popular 
success. 
The Japanese Exhibition. 
In contrast to the Chinese exhibition, the Japanese exhibition was 
the product of the careful political initiative of the Japanese them-
selves. The driving force behind it was the President of the Comnlission 
in Paris, Masayoshi Matsugata, who was both vice-minister of finances 
of Japan, and the President of the Japanese department of agTiculture. 
Matsugata was thirty-two and had been a major figure in Japanese politics 
since he had helped in the 1868 Meiji Restoration, and played a vital 
role in creating the new open Japanese foreign policy. To ~~tsueata 
the artistic aspects of the Japanese exhibition were far less important 
than the political opportunities for creating a greater general flow of 
trade. The chief commissioner for the exhibition, M. Meada,felt other-
wise. He had lived in Paris as a student and diplomat from 1869-1876 
1 ~ 
and. knew of the interest in Japanese art there. He was responsible 
for convincing the JapRnese GOvernment that it was essential to follow 
up the Japanese successes at Vienna and Philadelphia with an appearance 
at Paris. He arranged the necessary credit with the JapRnese finance 
house of Hitsui and recruited all the workmen and the administrative 
staff for the exhibition. He was even personally responsible for the 
design of the Japanese wooden architecture in the exhibition. He had 
it made in Japan and shipped to Paris, thought he did not achieve 
everything he had hoped for as some pieces did not arrive in time to be 
used. 
l'Ieada and Natsugata were also primarily responsible for the 
publication, "Le Japon ~ L'Exposition Universelle de 1878 11 , in two 
volumes. The first volume gave a full official history and geography 
of Japan. The second gave an account of her culture, industry and 
education system. It wouid appear that the Japanese exhibition as a 
whole was designed to achieve the same end. However in practice far 
greater stress was laid on the arts and crafts in the exhibition than 
in thebook, in which only four pages were devoted to an account of the 
history of painting. 
There is no official catalogue of the Japanese exhibition avail-
able. However the "Tokyo Exhibitions Club" publications and various 
contemporary documents are of help in reconstructing it. 
In preparing their information for the show and the publication, 
Matsugada and Heada had the assistance of scholars such as the director 
of the Tokyo Nuseum at Ueno Park, which was the Institution responsible 
for preparing the artistic displays of Japan's foreiBn exhibitions, of 
which Vienna was the first. Also, amongst their number, in a minor 
post, was Tademasa Hayashi, who was to play an important role in the 
development of Japanese enthusiasm in Paris in the 1880's. 
A group of important Japanese artists were also included in the 
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Paris party. ~bere was Wakai, who had recently become the chief 
Imperial artist and art expert and art dealer. There was also 
\·fatanabe Sei, an outstanding painter who made drawings for reports on 
the exhi bi tion and who went on to have one mrm exhibitions of his work 
in London and Paris in the 1880's and 1890's. There was also a laree 
retinue of craftsmen, gardeners and assistants. All of them Ell'pC<l.red 
in Paris in European costume, with the exception of rranaka, the artist 
and tea master who presided over the Japanese pavillion in the Troca-
/ dero garden. 
Contemporary craftsmanship and works of art were collected from 
allover Japan by local government officials who were ordered to do so 
by a decree of the 23rd August 1877. The decree exhorted all exhibit-
ors to ensure that their work was of the highest quality. 45,316 
exhibits were eventually sent to Paris; of these over 36,000 were 
furniture, textiles, ceramics,paintings and prints. Very few exhibits 
some 3,500 only, were "manufactured goods" in the \ves tern s cns e. 
Work for the exhibition was submitted by the great Japanese 
companies and artistic guilds and dealers. Twenty-four separate 
companies exhibited together with work submitted by individuals. These 
included Kiriu-Ko-Sho-Kai-Sha - a large company in Tokyo dealing with 
the export of all kinds of arts and crafts, the Kira.n-Sha, a company 
chiefly concerned with porcelain in Nagasaki and the Shippo-Kai-Sha, 
a similar organisation in Owari. 
The displays by "Fine Art" dealers included that by Wakai himself 
and an outstanding show by Minoda-Chojiro of Tokyo, another artist 
dealer. There was also an outstanding show of metalwork by the house 
of Saito. It is often difficult to tell whether a particular name in 
reports refers to the artist or the dealer who displayed the goods in 
Paris. Often as in the cases I have mentioned the two functions went 
toeether. 
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Because of this high level of commercial involvement nearly all tLe 
Japanese \"ork was of recent date. Nonetheless it all sold. wi thin a few 
days of opening despite the extremely high r;rices for the various i terns. 
A la,rge screen sold for 60,000 }'r., a bronze vase for 10,000 }:<'r., 0. 
small lacquer cabinet cost the sa.rne, even small vases and screens sold 
for 2,500 li1r • The official valuation of tbe total sale value of the 
Japanese exhibition was 1,230,909 francs, but this seems to rIle to be a 
gross underestimate. r.rhe real figure may have been two or threo times 
this amount. The name of the buyer of each item was inscribed on a 
rose-coloured card placed on the item. However the Japanese did not 
display prices on their articles, thus causing much criticism and 
confusion. 
Bousquet and others went further and accused them of not having 
any labels or intelligible sequence to their displays. }~reover he 
mistakenly claimed that none of the work on show had a counterpart in 
Japan, that it was all manufactured exclusively for the l!..'uropean market. 
The Japanese arts and crafts had become nothing but the reflex of a 
European fashion. Nonetheless the exhibition as a whole was a tremen-
dous popular success for Japan and undoubtedly had a considerable 
effect on the European conception of the Japanese and their art. 'rhe 
Japanese representatives were men of the highest distinction in their 
own country and made an excellent job of representing it. 'l'hcy willinr,-
ly answered all questions asked, providing an endless stream of inform-
ation and demonstration for the Western Japanese enthusiast. It is 
therefore important to examine the exhibition in as much detail as 
possible to determine the extent to which it created a new notion of 
Japanese art rather than acted simply as a mirror of an already deter-
mined European attitude. 
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Japanese buildinas in the exhibition. 
The faca.de on the "Avenue des Nations". 
The sobriety of the Japanose facade in contrast to the ::::panish and 
Chinese pavillions on either side was greatly commented on by the 
reviewers of the exhibition. The facade was believed to represent the 
entrance to a middle-class suburban house in Tokyo, in fo.ct it wa.s a 
stylised creation modelled on the architecture of palaces, temples and 
Daimio's residences. I(10( 
Maeda desiened a structure using carpentered wood beams to provide 
a gateway and entrance in the traditional Ja.panese manner. However he 
arranged for the ends and the bases of the beams to be covered with 
copper in an antique bronze colour to prevent the wood deteriorating. 
The wooden supports and the canopy over the entrance were left in their 
natural colour, but polished. The main entrance doorway was 14 ft. 
high by 22 ft. wide. 
The decorative motifs on the panels, which were mainly the ihlper-
ial chrysanthemum and other flowers were painted in sombre tones of 
b~een,.yellow and blue. On a large panel in the right-hand bay was a 
map of Japan, in the left bay was a plan of Tokyo. Above the central 
entrance was a panel with an exquisitely carved frame bearing the title 
'''Japon ll above the canopy. 
In the areas to each side of the canopy was a small Japanese carden 
with bamboo fences, plants and pots of flowers. Above all there were 
the two large porcelain fountains equipped with traditional bamboo 
scoops with which passers-by could drink. This was a popular activity 
as the illustrated reports of the exhibition make clear. Chesneau 
recorded the atmosIlhere created by the Japanese facade; 
Une bouffet de fra~heur vous frappe au visage, 
un bruit cristallin d'eau retombant, vous arrive 
a l'oreille. Ce frais murmure de source s'~chappe 
de deux petits parterresfleuries, o~ se dressent 
de jolies fontaines de faience; el1es ont e11es-
,\ ./ 
memes la for~ de grand fleurs, de n8nuphars au 
large coeur epanoui, jetant par l'orifice de leuro 
~ils allonges de gre~es filets d'arGent li~uide 
en de belles conques ~tagees. La vasque superieure 
tient en r~erve pour Ie passant de petits cobelets 
de bambous emmanches d'une tige fine at lonL~e. 
Dans celIe qui s'arrondit au raG de terre dans une 
ceinture de galets histories, dorment et ralIlJlCnt 
quelques crustaces et batraciens en terre cuite 
/ . / ~ ~ 
emalllee, de l'eau, des,fleurs, un decor etran~e, 
une attention hospitalierel c'est Ie Japon! 
Several critics saw the Japanese facade as a brilliant example of the 
fundamental laws of the relationship of parts in architecture. 
Charles Blanc wrote; 
/' . . Jamais cette verite que l'architecture est un art 
essentiellement relatif, n'a ~t~ olus sensible, 
plus clairement exprtimee. Il-y-a, dans la portel 
Japonaise·, quelque chose de primi tif et de raffirfe 
tout ensemble. Deux poteaux pour soutenir les 
battants, deux poteaux corniers, deux sabli~;sl 
et deux trumeaux en menuiserie tels sont les ele-
ments naturels de la construction mise en evidence 
sans la moindre sophistication de la matiere. 
The display of the natural form of the wood struck Blanc as 
particularly laudable, and he went on to malee an analogy wIth the 
Parthenon; 
, A 
La second baie, c'est a dire l'ouverture meme de 
la section japonaise, est surmont6e d'un auvent 
dont les lignes inclin6es pr(sentent une insensible 
courbure, cornme celle du fronton du Parthenon. 
Cette courbure correspond delicatement, et en sens 
inverse au redressement de la sabliere. 
Blanc was a leading proponent of Beaux Arts "classical" archi-
tecture in France and it is interesting that the Japanese work should 
have struck him so forcibly. Perhaps one may see in his corr~ents 
evidence for the early involvement of Japanese art in the development 
of the International style, or at least an indication of the possibility 
of the Beaux Arts tradition transforming itself throueh the activities 
of Le Corbusier and his associates. The facade of the Japanese exhibi-
tion stood out almost alone against the vulgarities and the arbitrary 
decorations of the exhibition as a whole. 
-
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The JClpanAse pavillion in the Trocadero cnrrlens 
In complete contrast to the Chinese pavillion 11cada designed for 
o I 
the Trocadero a small building in trodi tional Japanese style. The I(,Og 
writers describe this building either as "la ferme japonaise" or 
/ 
"Ie metairie". AlthouGh it was in fact an invented structure which 
showed the wooden frar,lework, slidinG' doors and paper dividing panels 
of the traditional Japanese house, Burty with some authority identifies 
it as a traditional garden house for the tea ceremony. It is certain 
that the ceremony took place there but the house was a little large for 
it. The house was surrounded by 36,000 square feet of gardens with 
Japanese plants tended,by Japanese Gardeners. Some reports even state 
that the wi 1 for the gardens had been brought from Japan. 
One entered the Trocad[ro compound through a large carved wooden 
gate, 8 feet high and ten feet wide, decorated with peonies, chrysan-
themums, lilies and other carvings, designed once again by Heada. 
Chesneau once again captured the armosphere; 
On y pen~tre par une barri~e que supportent des 
pi~stres en bois plein oti s'{panouissent des 
pivoines et das tiges d'iris sculptees; sur les 
vantaux de la barri~re courent deux frises de 
fleurs ciselees ~~ouJr fommt une piece d'orfevre fu1i ga~¥~~~~ p~.if.ft c5q ~t ~~np~Ule qui sont un 
chef d'oeuvre de sculpture en bois. fJilencieusc, 
attentifs, sans en faire montre souriants ~ leur 
pens(e int~rieure, qui leur montra de hautes piles 
de pieces d'or monnay~ dans une belle forme oblongue, 
l'oeil mi clos, l'esprit ouvert, les ma1tres du lieu 
ne sollicitent pas Ie visiteur. A son intention, 
ils ant dispose pa et la de petits pliants, des 
sieges de bambou et de larges parasols en papi~r 
peint o~ l'ombre et Ie repos s'offront d'eux memes. 
In the earden, two Japanese gardeners tended the plants and mended 
the winding paths. There was even an imitation paddyfield with growing 
rice. Large bronzes and ceramics were placed out in the open ~mongst 
the plants. A fountain supplied a small stream which irrigated the 
garden through its twists and turns. One of the gardeners can be seen 
talking to Tanaka, the resident of the house, in the engraving in the 
G\. 
I ~oe&1 ' 
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"IJondon Illustrated News". 'llanaka was trw only Tuern1er of the J~Jpan()fle 
de:J.egation to wear native costume. ThoI'c was alno a compc/und for 
Japanese ducks, fowl and other animals. 
He lived in the house in native style and served Jrlpanese teo. n.nd 
other delicacies to those who vioited him. IJe alDO sold the cheaper 
sort of Japanese goods such as the fans that can be Goen in tIle illus-
trations of the interior of the Japanese house. The official record 
states that he kept elaborate gold lacquer bookshelveo (~ihodana) and an 
antique lacquer writing desk in the teahouse alone with some beautiful. 
bronzes, some bonsai plants and many albums (Owacho) of paintincs and 
prints mainly of bird and flower subjects. 
Occasionally he demonstrated Japanese writing and painting. Tanaka 
was referred to irreverently as "the Japanese cook" in most of the 
reports of the exhibition. Burty gave a more accurate description of 
his activities. 
Jlai pass~ de douces heures dans 1a cour miniscule 
qui avait eta reserv6e entre 1~pa1issades de 
bambous et ~rriere-magasin. Assis sur un ~troit 
pliant ou sur la natte de l'eotrade, j'bcoutais 10 
ronron de la cascade et 10 pietinement de la foule. 
Le coin de ail bleu qui faisait dome btait coupe' 
par les tiges brise par 1es feuillos point~es dlun 
bouquet de bambous. Tanaka Ie seul Japonai:3 qui eut 
ete autorise a'porter Ie cpstume national, s'asseyait 
les jambes repliees et preparait Ie the avec ces 
soins Ients et propres d'une b(b~ine qui arranee l'autel 
pour Ie sacrifice de 1a messe. L'eau bouillait per-
petuellement; comme dans un samovar, sous un feu de 
cendres entre-tenu avec des fragments de charbon de 
bois de chene gros ~omme un marche de fouet. II 
j~ait dans la th~iere en bronze, avec une mesure 
plate en bambou o~ se lisait une distique grave en 
creux quelques feuilles de the; et par dessus l'eau 
qu'il avait puis~a l'aide d'un godet en bambou 
emmanch~ par Ie milieu. Presque aussitot; il offrait 
sur un pr~sentoir, la petite tasse e~ porcelaine 
pleine d'une eau safrante et d'un gout un peu ~pr~. 
Puis atr~s avoir epousset~ les moindres grains de 
poussiere, les moindres pellicu1e de, ~endre avec une 
plume de erue grise, apres avoir aviv8 les cendres 
du foyer avec 8es pincettes ~ tiges 1ibres, il 
reprenait sa pose d(cente et grave, la tete inclin§e, 
Ie corps droit, les yeux mi fermes; 1es mains ~tendues 
sur les cuisses. De temps ~ autre, i1 bourrait de 
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tabac blond sa pipette profonde con~e unede petite 
fille; tenait une dizaine de bouffces 13 vid8.it 
en la frappant d'un coup - our Ie rebord ue non 
tubac. II suivait de son regard glissant la fumee 
c1e,!J1a cigarette; et s'il la voyait jaunire et 
s'eteindre, pendant que je l18ais, que je prenais 
quelques croquis ou que je redic-eais quelques 
notes; il me tenda'.it un petit charbon en entrouvrant 
sa larrre bouche au sourire respecteux at compati-
ssant/ ~cellent Tanaka! Qui n'aurait accept~~t 
croque avec des grimaux de satisfaction polio ves 
pois gris routes dans du eucre rose, bonbons primi-
tifs et poteaux que Boissier ne cherchera jamais ~ 
contrefaire quelle que soi t la vogue du Japcnbme':> 
In the garden of the "farm"were three small kiosks each managed by 
different Japanese companies, the Hi tsuibusan and Okidate companies 
traded in bibelots in general, the Doki Kaisha company specialised in 
bronzes. 
De Goncourt, Bousquet, Duranty and many other Japnnese enthusiasts 
visited the Japanese farm and found it fascinating. All believed it 
to give an accurate picture of a normal Japanese style of life. As 
Eugene Montrosier put it; 
Quelques-un pourtant sont venus apportant avec 
1 t ,. 1'" ,. eaux a erre saCree q~ e6 a vus na~tre et Ie 
toit qui les a abrite. C'est ainsi que les 
Japonais ant pu refaire une patrie dans un espace 
large ainsi qu'un mouchoir de poche. 
l'he Japanese architecture at the 1878 exhibition ,."as not so spec-
tacular as that at Vienna, nOr did it have the fascination of the 
completely new of that of the 1867 exhibition. Nonetheless it was more 
accurate and did make a considerable impression both on the public and 
on the Japanese enthusiasts. 
The Japanese exhibition at the 1878 exhibition. 
Like the Chinese exhibition, the Japanese exhibition was divided 
between the major collection of modern works on the Champs du ~~rs, and 
the exhibition of "ancient" wares in the historical exhibition in the 
Trocadero Palace. However there was not the exact division between the 
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two which marked the Chinese exhibition. The Japanese commission itself 
,.. 
had many "ancient" wares on show in the Trocadero and elsewhere. 
'! 
The first impression of the Japanese official oxhibitions was of 
confusion; 
Le COllunission japonru.so ri: dispose; ou, pour parler 
plus exactement, entas8~ enchcvetre'ses vi trines de 
manierea former un v:'ri table labyrinthe, dans les 
etroites defiles duquel on devait s'estimer heureux 
de ne laisser que ses illusions. Dans l'int~rieur 
des vitrines, meme entassement, meme desordre, pele-
mele inconceivable, absence totale non seulement de 
class~ent, mais encore de simple rangernent. L'art 
de presenter les objets sous leur jour Ie plus , 
favorable, de les entourer ou de les isoler de maniere 
~ les faire valoir, cet art ••••• semble si nous en 
devons juger par cet exemple, totalement etranger ou 
indifferent ~ ce peuple, qui pourtant est doue aun 
si eminent degre du sens de l'harrnonie et du pittor-
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This impression is confirmed by Glucq's photograph of the exhibi- 1(111) 
ition. It shows great numbers of ceramics and bronzes piled in 
pyramids. The large objects in the centre of the two large displays a,re 
Buddhist shrines, similar objects are found surrounded by vessels of 
various kinds in Buddhist temples. The exhibition provided much else 
to distress connoisseurs. Bousquet observed that many items of enormous 
size had been produced especially for European taste and that much of 
the verve had gone from the designs which were a mindless repetition of 
those which had brought earlier success., Like several others he ob-
served that all the finest Japanese art was in the hands of French 
amateurs and that even the "ancient" wares sent from Japan were much 
inferior to that displayed by European collectors. As I shall show,the 
few examples of work bought from the exhibition by the Victoria and 
Albert Museum confirm Bousquet's impression. However the general 
picture I have assembled of European taste in Far Eastern art in the 
1870's does not permit us to infer that }~ropeans owned all the works of 
the greatest significance in the Japanese tradition, only that those 
works they did own were better than those in the 1878 exhibition. Most 
work in Europeans' collections was made in the nineteenth century. 
Indeed the shock of the lower standards of muCh in the 1878 exhibition 
'\ 
may have been a spur to finer discrimination, aided also by the inform-
ation supplied by the J?panese commissioners. 
Despite the reservations of some however the exhibition was 
received rapturously by ronny Japanese enthusiasts, such as J3urty, De 
Goncourt, De Nittis, Chesneau and also by the general public. 
Henry Houssaye wrote; 
, 
rien n'y est comparable a l'exposition japonaise, 
comme richesse, conwe somptuousit6 et comme eclat. 
C'est Ie style Louis XIV de l'extreme Orient ••••• 
c'est dans les ouvrages qui indiquent l'art et . 
dans les mille objets qu'on doit regarder de tres 
grands paravents lacquees ~ incrustations de jade, 
d b b · wi' .... , ." e ronze, de 018 precieux ou a panneaux rapportes, 
representant des figures de guerriers qui brnnd-
issent leur deux sabres ou de jeunes filles qui 
jouent de l'~ventail, consoles et brules-parfums 
de bronze cisel~ dignes des maltres de la renai-
ssance italienne, petites boites en laque d'or 
valant plus que leur pesant d'or, figurines d'ivoire 
d'un travail exquis desquelles les miracles de 
patience des Chinois semblent art de sauvages. Et 
les albums graves. Quel ~clat dans ces couleurs, 
quelle ing~nieuse variet6 dans ces compositions, 
quelle coquetterie dans ces figures de femmes, 
quelle allure et quelle ferocite dans ces types 
de guerriers. 
Houssaye gives us an adequate account of the range of goods on 
display as they would have been seen by the average visitor wanderine 
around the exhibition. It is clear that for ma~ the overall effect was 
of a vacuous intoxication with the "Japanese" as in the bAS de :nace 
drawings published by Bergerat. However it is still essential to 
characterise the different types of goods on display. 
A. Paintings, screens and prints 
Little is said in European accounts of the exhibition about these 
visual arts, moreover the Japanese documents are of little further 
assistance. 
There were many kakemonos on display in the exhibition, but only 
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one is remarked on in the Western accounts. The painter De Nittis bought 
it as a model and De Goncourt records this in "La ~1aison d 'un Artiste"; 
" , 
De Ni ttis a aChete Ie beau et grand kakcmono 
de l'Bxposition, representant une vingtaine de 
. ..-...... .,) p1 eeons, s'cbattant a la marge d'une vasque en 
pierre - il me faisait toucher, avec l'enthous-
iasrne, qui jaillit de son individu en pr~sence 
d'une vraie chose d'art, tous les details de 
l' ex{cu tion, et ces' contours dans I' ombre et qui 
son~.Jai ts simplernent du bal~age e~ du rebrou33ap,-e 
lave des teintes de la pleine lumiere. 
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The paintings on display were clearly much admired and had some influence 
on Western artists. 
The only other paintings I have definitely identified are four 
panels of lacquered wood, 17 inches by eleven and three quarter inches, 
which showed a painting of a flight of birds near bamboo by "Wakai and 
Hatsue of Japan". These were the only visual objects which were pur-
chased by the Victoria and Albert Huseum from this exhibition. (The 
British buyers were even slower to appreciate the exhibits in 1878 than 
~hey were in 1867.) I have been unable to locate the~ in the Victoria 
and Albert stores. 
Houssaye's description of the exhibition makes it clear that fIlany 
screens of all varieties were on display. The Western sources however 
only mention the decorative ones, ignoring the painted subjects Which 
Houssaye mentions. De Goncourt for instnnce was attracted to two of 
them; 
, -Decidement a l'exposition du Japan, l'ecran au 
heron d'argent et Ie paravent avec toute cette 
flare sur laque, en pierre dure, en ivoire, en 
porcelaine, en metaux de tautes sortes, ce sont 
pour moi les deux beaux objets mobiliers que 
depuis Ie commencement du monde ~ fabriqu~s I'art 
industriel chez aucun peuple. Comment Hothschild 
a-t-il pu Iaisser cela a vendre cinq minutes? 
The folding screen decorated with flowers was by 1wasse Tei-Minobe. It 
was put on sale by Minoda Chodjiro at a price of 60,000 l~r. It was 
illustrated by two Japanese artists on the exhibition staff, Sei Tei 
,- ,. 
Watanabe for Duile Bergerat and Yeizo Hirayama for Ph. Burty's article 1(113) 
in "L'Art". All visitors to the exhibition conunented on the magnificence 
of the work. mlristopher Dresser who was there as an Bnglish juror 
mentioned the work in his book on "Japanese art and Art I"lanufactures"; 
llesides. the bold, ma.gnificently tr0.FJ.tpd, foliaf,'e, 
which was of the most tenderly-worked lacquer, 
lotus flowers were formed of pearl and wisteria 
flowers of small polished mussel shells, which 
in conjunction with the lR,cquer vastly heil3'htened 
its effect. This work was one of the most mar-
vellous that lacquer workers had ever made. 
There is no doubt that to modern taste such a work would l)e 
unbearably vulgar. Once aeain one is reminded of the ereat revolution 
in attitude to Japanese goods which took place after the turn of the 
century. 
Another lacquer screen was illustrated in TIurty's article in 
"L'Art". It shows a rather nondescript Chinese style fieure framed 
with a decorative pattern of water lilies. It indicates that even the 
taste of such a devoted Japanese enthusiast as Burty differed radically 
from modern taste. 
r1any other examples of visual art were on display - painted fnns, 
paintings on wood and silk, ink paintings on paper, m~my of these may 
have been of greater value than those which claimed the attention of 
thl'! reviewers. 
~~ny prints and illustrated books were also on show but it has 
proved impossible to identify them. 
Bronzes 
The modern bronzes in the Champ du I~rs exhibition were overDhad-
/ 
owed by the work on show in the Trocadero. Bronze animals of all kinds 
were on show and bronze vessels. Bousquet thought that all Japanese 
bronze was made for export and attributed the decline in quality to 
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this. He observed giant bronzes with niello inlay and peculiar designs, 
full of hesitant curves and over-ripe vegetation superimposed on con-
ventional patterns. In the case of large incense burners in the form of 
stalks he traced the problem of the decline in their desi@l specifically 
to Western demands. 
l' 
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Dans les vielles collections en effet on trouve 
souvent une erue, l'oiscau favori des Japonals, 
mantee sur une tortue Ie col tenriu, et poriant 
dans son bee une fleur unique de 10tu3. Dam; In. 
coralle de la fleur se dissimule un fine pointe 
metallique, sur laquelle on peut richer la petite 
bougie de eire i meche de papier en usage dans Ie 
pays. Dne premi~re modification malheureuse a 
consiste ~ changer la pointe de metal pour une 
peti te L"8.1erie circulaire destinee a: recevoir une 
de nos bougies. C' en etai t deji' faux de 1[1. veri te: 
car Ie fleur pend aussi toute sa grace. L8 second 
pas a ete/de placer dans Ie bec de l'oiseau une 
girandole de fleurs, enfin comme ce poids de bronze 
eut en~Faine l'echassier hors de son centr~ de 
gravite, il a fallu ramener Ie col en arriere par 
une contorsion penible, au remplacer la grue trap 
svelte par un oiseau massive. 
It is easy to follow this process to its logical conclusion in the 
7' high incense burner incrusted with gold and decorated with doves and 
UJL;{)' 
peacocksAbY M. Zouzouki Tchokitchi, which was exhibited by the Kocho 
Kuisha Sha. This was illustrated by both Burty and Ber/jera t and was an 
outstanding success at the exhibition. 
Bing bought this large bronze and as we have seen it subsequently 
turned out to be a white elephant;, though in 1883 he finally sold it 
to the Victoria and Albert Museum, where I examined it. The crafts-
manship of the piece is impressive, some of the bronze cn.sting on the 
birds is very fine indeed. However the overall vulgarity of the design 
cannot be mitigated in such a large work. 
Hurty also illustrates a smaller but even more elaborate one sold 1(115) 
by the l-iinodo Chioguro Company. 
·~'lhen one compares these works with those in the Cernuschi collect-
ion or even with the simple bronzes sold to the Victoria and Albert 
I'luseum by Bing in t875 the decline in artistic standards is evident. 
Lacquer \-Jares 
European interest in Japanese lacquer was overwhelming. Maeda 
2.ID 
wrote a special article on the subject for the "Revue Scientifique". 
In this he recorded that the lacquer makers had almost been destroyed by 
the demand for facile export ware but that since the Vienna exhibition 
I 
I 
I 
---------_._------- ----------_._----------_._-- - ------.----;"; 
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stel'S had been taken by the government to produce work of a hirj1er 
quali ty once more. 'l'his was the material on show at the exhi bi tion. 
Burty repeats this story and also the history of lacquer given by 
Heada in his article for "L'Art". He also illustrn.tes two works, a 
cabinet designed to show off all the different varjeties of lacquer 
and a plain polished wood cabinet with a design of leafy branches on 
its doors in raised lacquer. 1(116) 
They show that the official revival of lacquer had not improved 
the quality of design to a level remotely like that of the "ancient" 
wares to which modern boxes, cabinets and panels were damaeinely 
compared. 
Ceramics 
It is in the ceramics on show in the modern section that we can 
see most clearly the effect of European influence on Japanese goods. 
The Victoria and Albert I"luseum possesses several pieces which 
were given to it by the Japanese commissioners. One is a small blue 
and white plate from the Arita pottery in IIizen, showing a wave engulf- l 
" I ~ 
ing a small hamlet. The wave motif obviously derives from Hokusai and 1(117) 
is influenced by the European taste for the work of that artist. 
However it is so degraded in its interpretation that the effect is 
comical. \'Jork acquired directly from Japan by the Victoria and Albert 
l'Iuseum during the 1870's strengthens this impression that the motifs 
which found favour in Europe were forced willy-nilly into whatever 
'2..11 
material it was desired to sell. 
The Victoria and Albert Museum also possesses two dishes of 4~ ft. 
in diameter in Ari ta porcelain with a blue and white design of flowei-'c, I I 
frogs and insects, somewhat crudely drawn. They bear out the assertion 1(118) I 
by many critics that crude enlarged forms were being manufactured 
specially for the European market. 
However not all ceramics sold were of this order. The Victoria and 
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Albert Museum also owns a blanc de chine figure of u goddess Benzai Ten 
from the 1878 exhibition which has an exquisite simplicity and an 1(119)' 
elaborate porcelain cup and saucer in red and gold decoration. Both 
these items are contemporary with the exhibition and excellent in 
design. 
The collection also contains one earlier work, 
partly glazed terracota figure of a mendicant saint 
a sixteenth century 
breathing out his -r.1~~). 
\J-t. 
soia, which has no aesthetic attraction whatsoever. 
The Japanese ceramic exhibition,as a whole was a mass of confused 
types and styles of work. 
Bousquet recorded the scene at great length noting enormous vases 
from Satsuma and Kioto, vast dishes of Owari earthenware, and l' high 
multicoloured flasks from Nagasaki. 
Occasionally fine pieces were to be found amongst this collection 
such as the sixteenth century blue and white pot with a cover which 
Ilurty remarks on in his article in "L'Art". Hurty even found a reason-
able modern vase to illustrate by a M. liliagawa. Equal approval may be 
given to a vase exhibited by Hiotzen of Tokyo. 
Nonetheless one cannot but agree with the conclusion of Pa.ul 
Gasnault, writing about the modern ceramics in the exhibition; 
Le Japon n'existe plus! et c'est l'burope qui 
, ;' ~ , """ I a tue: Esperons qu il n'y a la qu'une affaire , 
de mode passagere et qu'un peuple aussi essentielle-
ment artiste reagir de lui mteme contre une 
influence aussi funeste., 
Gasnault's comment may serve as a general verdict on all the modern 
work on the Champ du f1ars. Some of it was highly elaborate and fan-
tastic, but the same tendencies ran through it all. ~'here was an 
inclination to make objects far larger than had been traditionally 
necessary, to lay stress on motifs and styles that had become fashion-
able in Europe and to modify designs specifically for 1uropean usage. 
/ 
Besides the'works we have discussed there were also cloisonne enamels, 
.... 
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carved wood and ivory, silks and costume materials, works of eve~! kind 
of Japanese craftsmanship were also on show and all displayed. the 
result of bllropean pressures. 
However it would be a great mistake to if;nore this work which was 
, 
so popular, it represents a most important indication of the popular 
notion of the Japanese in the late 1870's. 'l1[).e visual motifs in this 
art may have had just as much influence on the buropean visual arts as 
the more. refined work to be found in the 'llrocadero and to which they were 
so unfavourably compared. 
1878 •. The Japan~se work in the Salle des Beaux Arts. 
The Japanese commission entered several works for the Salon of 
the exhibition. 
~~o artists submitted oil paintings. T. Takahisni of Tokyo sub-
mitted several, and T. Otiai of Nagasaki sent one with some sections 
in bas relief. 
~everal artists submitted paintings using Japanese media. There 
were paintings in lacquer and paintings on porcelain. 1'1. NouJnada of 
Tokyo submitted an album of watercolours. 
bxa.mples of fine metalwork and woodcarvings were also shown in 
the Salon and the Tokyo I1useum organised a display of "ancient" 
sculptures. 
None of this work is described in detail. 
/ Thl'! Japanese appearance at the Trocadero 
The mixture of loans from Parisian collectors and dealers with 
loans from Japanese collections and the Tokyo Museum which was shown 
in the Trocadero Palace outshone all the other Far ,t;astern wO'ks in the 
exhibition in quality. All of it was "ancient" and of fine quality, 
but the general impression was that the French collectors owned the 
finest work. The exhibition was very mixed, being ordered by collection 
rather than by type of work. Moreover very few of the works had proper 
Ll~! 
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labels althoueh vlakai did label some of the lacquer and ceramics in his 
o ... ::n display and in those of Vial, De L1. Narde and lling. Hon t of the 
Japanese work was contained in one rCJorn, iloorn No.3, but some viaS mixed 
in with the Chinese collection in Room No.1, thereby cau3ine SOrHe 
confusion as to its origin. 
I have already discussed the display in room ~;o.2, the Guimot 
collection and Reeamey's paintings, in some detail. I will not thcre-
fore deal with them again except in occasional references. Another 
major collection on display was that of rho Burty. \'/hile I shall 
discuss this I ask the reader to refer to the section of illustrations 
concerning his collection and to the discussion of the collection 
earlier in this thesis. 
Painting and Prints 
In ROOIn No.1 alongside the Chinese collection, Jules Jacquemart 
showed a collection of Japanese paintines from albwns which Duranty 
claims to be of great interest. He remarks that similar specimens 
were owned by the Louvre at that time and it may be possible to identify 
these and thus deduce the nature of the paintings. 
'With then a large screen was shown, probably seventeenth century, 
sent by Hr. Davis of London; 
, 
c'est un tres beau paravent compose de neuf panncaux 
de plu3 de 2 m~tres en hauteur, envoye-par M.Davis 
de Londres. Le des sin est hol1andais; i1 represente 
un des gracht (canal) d'Amsterdam), borde d'un quai 
avec maisons et premier plan d'un port, au fond une 
partie de 1a ville. Des personnages en riches 
costumes du XVllle siecle des banques semees sur 1e 
canal, donnent a 1a scene une animation toute parti-
culiere; l'architecture est travaill~e avec un soin 
minitieux. 
The painting was made in lacquer with certain sections raisqd in 
gold but mostly red, green and brown shades. De La Narde also showed 
a large screen but it is not described. Guimet showed several paintings 
in his display and a large Namban screen, which was regarded as most 
important as it permitted a definite period, the sixteenth century, to 
I'''"" 
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be assigned to its style, since all foreigners, except the Dutch, were 
expelled from Japan in the seventeenth century, including the Portu-
guese who were shown on the screen. In Room No.3 Duranty observed 
painted screens in a similar style sent by the Jap~ne3e (~vernment, but 
does not describe them. 
He does stress, however, the importance of Rurty's collection of 
paintings and painted albums and manuscripts, which was also on show. 
He attributed it to the Kana and Tosa schools and claimed that it pro-
vided a good overall historical account of Ja.panese painting. Since 
Burty's sale catalogue of 1891 does not give the dates of purchase, it 
is not possible to separate the works shown in 1078 from the eighty 
paintings and albums, many of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
which are listed in the catalogue under the titles of Tosa, K~no and 
Korin schools. Burty also exhibited some of his finest prints which 
are also unidentifiable. In general there were fewer paintings and 
drawings in the show than might have been expected. 
Netalwork 
Burty showed his excellent collection of sword furniture in Room 2. 
lIe also showed several bronzes,'mainly vases. ~ome of these works were 
illustrated and can be seen in the illustrated section showing lmrty's 
collection. 
Hurty himself praised the collection of bronzes shown by Bing, 
especially a masterpiece signed by the late eighteenth century artist 
Sei-min, a perfectly modelled group of tortoises. This group was illus-
trated in Ganse's "L'Art Japonais". Duranty illustrates one of Bing's 
bronzes. The Count Camondo, De Nittis and others also showed bronze 
vessels of a high quality. 
The official Japanese exhibition also showed "ancient" bronzes but 
there was some doubt as to whether they were Japanese, Korean or even 
Chinese. 
1(121) 
Lacguer and wood and ivory carvin£; 
v{l 
Huch lacquer work was shown. Mme. Cahen Anvers showed a 
collection of work which mine-led old and new lacquer. 'rhree of her 
pieces were illustrated in the "Gazette des J3eaux Arts". Ephrussi 
described one of these as 
un ravissant cabinet en fond aventurine mouch~te 
de la fin du XYlle siecle, que nous reproduisons 
1C1; toutes les ressources de l'art du lacquer 
ont ete epuis{es pour ce bijou de 10 em. de haut 
sur 13 de large; sur les quatre cotes, de mini-
scules personnages, des grues et de petites girafes 
au milieu de paysages accidentes; la devantier 
s'enlevant, Ie de dans se montre partage dans la 
hauteur en deux parties dineeale dimension, lei 
, , 
quatre petits tiroirs, la un godet orne de 
papillons, double d'argent a l'int~rieur, sur un 
plateau seme de fleurs; Ie tout soutenue par un 
tiroir qui occupe la largeur du cabinet. 
The Japanese themselves showed a collection of ancient wares and 
Bing had a group of very beautiful and expensive eighteenth century 
writing boxes on show. De La Narde also displayed some delicate boxes 
and cabinets. 
Burty's collection stood out above all others. Bphrussi descriuod 
it thus; 
r-!l1e contient les enchantillons les plus vari~s 
'. ", 
au double point de vue de la matier~ et du decor; 
un cabinet en laque d'or avec fond a dessins geomet-
..". ,,,,, ,. 
riques, decore d'un pommier a fleurs d'argent enlace 
dans un sapin; au dedans quatre petits plateaux 
des sin:; sur toutes les faces, en fine aventurine, 
l'objet n'a que six centimetres de haut sur six et 
demi de profondeur et quatre et demi de large ••••• 
une boite en ivoire sur quatre pieds, omes de 
drae-ons laques d'or, un peigne burgaut~ en laque 
dore sur fond nair, avec p~e-m~le de fleurs, 
feuilles et branchages. 
A great many more items of a similar n~ture are listed Ephrussi. Above 
all Burty prided himself on his collection of inro and netsuke, some in 
lacquer, some in ivory and some in precious wood. He displayed all 
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sixty of them in one small case. Several are illustrated in the section 
on his collection. When Wakai examined them he foundseveral rare early 
examples. 
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Jmrty and others also sho~ed carved thelltrical mll3kn and ivorje3 
includinG' representations of the seven domestic eods. 
Ceramics 
The l<:uropean displays of ceramics in the 'l'rocadero were the most 
highly praised of the Par K'1stern section. The outstanding collections 
were those of Bing, Sichel and Vial. There were alno loans from amateurs 
such as 0artel, Poiret and Taigny, whose names appear occasionally 
amongst the host of Japanese enthusiasts to be found in ~aris in the 
1870's. 
The Japanese expert Wakai had an extremely well-laid display of 
Korean pottery. He also helped Vial to arrange and label his collection 
including the Satsuma which Durty greatly admired. Gasnault describes 
some of the collection, for instance; 
.. " Un maenifique brule parfums, en forme d'urne 
elevee sur trois pieds en faience cra0uelee 
d'Awata (province d'am.ishino). Le couvercle 
ajourn~ est surmounte d'un bouquet de chrys-
anthemes et la panse ~ fond d'or est decor~e 
d'un vol de grues planant au-dessus des flots 
de la mer. 
Bing's collection took up several laree showcases and was the most 
complete collection of Japanese ceramics ever to have been seen. It 
was the assembly of this collection which began TIine's serious studi~s 
of ceramics and led him to write an authoritative text on Japanese work 
for Gonse's "L'Art Japonais" (after a journey to the }'ar Bast in 1U82-
1883). Many of Bing's pieces are reproduced in that work and there is 
no doubt that many shown there were on display for the 1878 exhibition. 
Gasnault reproduces several pieces from the ceramic collections on 
display in the Trocadero, including those of Bing and Sichel, and I have 
included them in the illustrations to this thesis. 
No more detailed information can be given about the Trocadero 
exhibition as no catalogue was ever made of it. There remains only 
the general impression that the European collections completely out-
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shone the work sent by the Japanese. Horeover, of all the Europeans 
Burty emerg-es as by far the most knowledgeable and hin collection by 
far the most outstandinc. Only BinG surpassed him in one area, that of 
ceramics, to which J~rty had never been fully committed • 
./ The Trocadero exhibition was the first occasion on which a full 
historical range of Japanese art was on display at one time in 1urope. 
Together with the information supplied by the Japanese ambassador this 
led to the first accurate assessment of the relative merits of painting 
and other arts. The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were recognised 
for the first time as the greatest period in Japanese art. 
Educational and scholarly activities in connection with thp Far En.stern 
exhibi ts. 
The Japanese commissioners were the only ones to make a positive 
effort to teach other nations about their culture. Apart from their 
publication, "Le Japon a. l'Exposition de 1878", the commissioners spent 
a great deal of time talking to Burty, De Goncourt, Gonse and many 
others about Japanese art and its history. The impact is to be seen 
immediately in the writings of those who reviewed the exhibition. All 
give accurate accounts of different techniques for makinG lacquer and 
ceramics, and give a much more accurate history of Ja~anese painting and 
print making than previously. However on one point they were misled by 
the commissioners, perhaps deliberately. They all assume a much earlier 
beginning to the Japanese tradition than is historically possible, plnc1nr: 
it in the third century instead of circa 800 A.D. when Japanese civil-
isation first formed. They all claim to have seen ninth century paint-
ings and seventh century lacquers which are most unlikely to have existed 
much less to have found their way to Paris. Apart from the transmission 
of a great deal of information the Japanese also gave practical demon-
strations of their culture. 
At Eurtyts they gave the tea ceremony which I have mentioned above, 
but which' J3urty remembered with dinillw'lion. On ;mother occasion they 
served a Japanese meal of fish and rice cakes at Charpentier's. 
Matzugata also entertained visitors in hiD hotel rooms where Dc 
Goncourt on one occasion dined and was surprised that there were no 
works of art there, merely "Une pendule en forme de chalet suisse, de 
faux meubles de Baule, un service de table en affrcuse po~cel~ine 
, . 
anglaise" ("La Maison d'un Artiste"). De Goncourt records that an 
artistic demonstration took place on three occasions at these three 
places and it is tempting to identify these happenings, thoue:h it is 
unlikely that the Japanese gave only the three informal entertainments 
that we can identify during their entire eight or nine months residence 
in Paris. Two of the artistic demonstrations were merely of brush 
technique, but at Burty's Sei Tei Vlatanabe painted a complete kakemono. 
De Goncourt describes the occasion in full in "La Maison d'un Artiste". 
His description, with its air of admiration and amazement, is worth 
quo ting in full; 
L'artiste japonais 8'~tait muni cette fois d'un 
coupon de soie gommee presque transparent, se 
fabriquant pour cet usage au Japon seulement, et 
Ie coupon de soie etait tendu sur un chassis de 
..... bois blanc. Sauf deux ou trois batons de couleur, 
parmi lesquels 11 y en avait un de gemme-gutte et 
un autre d'un bleu verdatre, l'aquarelliste se / 
servait de couleurs au miel, de couleurs europeens; 
D'abord, pour commencer, ce fut au milieu du 
panneau comme toujours un bee d'oiseau devenant 
un oiseau, puis encore trois autres bees,' trois 
autre oiseaux: Ie premier gris~tre; Ie second au 
ventre blanc, aux ailes vertes; un troisieme 
ayant l'apparence d'une fauvette a tete noire; 
Ie quatrieme avec du rouge dans Ie cou d'un rouge-
gorge. II ajouta ~ la fin au haut de son panneau, un 
cinquieme grimpereau, un calfat au bec de corail. 
Ces cinq oiseaux furent ex~cut~s avec 1e travail Ie 
plus preeieux, et presque avec Ie froufrou revolte 
de leurs plumes. Et c'ttait charmant de voir notre 
Japonais travailler, tenant deux pinceaux dans la 
meme main: l'un tout fin, et charge d'une couleur 
intense, et filant Ie trait; l'autre plus gros et 
tout aqueux, elargissant Ia lineature et I'estompant; 
tout cela., avec des prestesses d' escamoteur debout 
devant sa petite table aux gobelets. 
, 
LeG oiseaux paraissant termineo, v:a tanqbe Sei 
a jete dans un-coin des fcuilles, des bouts de 
branchages, sans Ie des sin des branches. A ce 
moment, d'un eros pinceau sans couleur et tremp~ 
d'eau, il n mouille Ie fond rest{vierge de toute 
coloration, en €'parenant, autour des oiseaux, de 
petites dechiquetures, laissees par lui se9hes, 
dans Ie papier moue Le panneau a et~ seche, un 
lTloment, a la flamme d 'un journal dans 1a chemincc, 
et retire lorsqu'i1 conservait un rien d'humidite. 
Alors brutalement, et comme sans souei de Ia deli-
catesse de son dessin, il a laisse pleuvoir, sur 
tout son,. panneaux de gros pates d'encre,de Chine, 
qui, etendus avec un blaireau, ont tout a coup mis 
la plus douce demi-teinte autour des branehages et 
des oiseaux, enfermes dans une eouehe de neige fa.i te 
miraculeusement par les espeees d'arehipels, gardes 
secs dans Ie papier. Puis, quand Ie panneau a ete 
ainsi prepare, ainsi avance dans certaines parties, 
ne voila-t-il pas que notre peintre japonais s'est 
...." ,. ... 
mis a Ie laver a grandes e~ux, donnant, sur la tete , 
coloree des oiseaux, de petits coups de pouce runort-
issants et ne laissant sur Ie p3pier que la vision 
effacee de ce qui y 'tait tout a l'heure. bt Ie 
. .,. panneau est encore une fois remis au feu et retlre 
mollet, et l'artiste indique Ie tronc tortueux par 
un large appuiement, mais interrompu, mais casse, 
et pique avec la plus grande attention, dans Ie vide 
et l'effaeement, les petites fleurs rouges d'un 
eognoosier du Japon, ne pla9ant qu 'au dernier moment 
la valeur noire de son des sin, la tache intcnne g 
l'encre de Chine du tronc de l'arbuste. Et ~'a ete A ~ 
encore des lavaeea, des sechaees, des reprises, des 
relavages, au bout desque1s Ie lumineux et moelleux 
dessin 6tait paracheve, tirant de tout ce travail 
dans l'humide quelque chose du joli flottement des 
contours que lion voit en un dessin baignant dans l'eau 
d tune cuvette de graveur, et sans que, - selon l' express-
ion d'un peintre, - dans cette chose souffle se sertit 
la moindre fatigue. 
Apart from these acti vi ti es Europea.ns also made use of the Japanene 
exhibits. In his "Conf{rence sur Ie f<lobilier", M. Emile 'frelFlt anJ.lys€:'d 
a Japanese lacquer screen at great length to demonstrate the possibility 
of using refined colour and surface modulation in manufacture and modern 
furniture. 
In a "Conference sur Ie Bouddhisme a. L'Exposition du 1878", 1'1. Leon 
Feer made great use of the Guimet collection of Buddhist art, Heg8roey's 
paintings, and of work shown by De La Narde and BinG_ He gave a clear 
explanation of the place of many pleces in Buddhist belief and cere- 217 
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monial. This scholarly aspect of the 1878 exhibition is most important. 
All Japanese enthusiasts became far J~,ore knowledgeable about Ja.panese 
art than previously was the case. However the process of selective 
myth-making which we have seen at work from the early period of Japanese 
enthusiasm did not cease. Popular participation in this myth-makine was 
considerable. I have located a hand bill printed with Japanese fieures 1(124) 
and landscapes like a Japa.nese print. It advertises the sale of work from 
the Japanese exhibition by the "l·adland Educational Company". The text 
reads; 
The Royal Arita Porcelain. Japan. Chiunji Tukaeawa 
and Co., established over 300 years. Close of the 
Paris Exhibition. This Magnificent collection 'of 
valuable Vases, Plaques, DowIs, Dishes and Ornaments 
are guaranteed as formed a portion of the J"pane3e 
Section in the Great Exhibition. 
The bill offered special examples of Awari porcelain and also "Yebisu" 
and "Daikoku" money boxes. 
Another example of the boost given to the popular Dspect of myth-
making can be seen in the light-hearted illustrations published in 
Emile Bergerat's "Chef d'oeuvres d'Art", such as the "Poem Hetour de 
P~che" complete with brush drawings of Pusi Yruna. 
At a more profound level the knowledge of Buddhism in particular was 
to become a new part of the Western cultural myth of the Far bast, and 
consequently part of the language available to art. One thiru:s at once 
of the Buddhist idols in Gauguin's paintinGs. r-loreover a.s we have seen 
in the previous chapter, the myths of the Japanese relationship to nnt-
ure and of Japanese art as a mixture of first-class physical craftsman-
ship and ultra-refined sensibility was strengthened by the Japanese 
demonstrations in Paris. 
\lTestern work in the 1878 exhi bi tion which provided evidence of Far 
Eastern influence. 
Several paintings shown in the Exhibition Salon were seen by the 
critics as indicating the triumph of Japanese art. 
Stevena' painting ilLes Visiteuses" was prai::;ed as the epitome of 
the pOfular cruze for Japcmese objects, and indeed i t clo~s m<1nat3'e to 
f~thcr a remarkable variety of Japanese objects into one dompstic 
settine:. Berg-erat recorded its appearance; 
lei, l'amoureux du Japon se rG"v~e dans la toile 
intitule les Visiteuses, qui a e'te aehete erl plein 
Champ de Mars la bagatelle de soixante mille francs. 
On sait qu'Alfred Stevens a une admiration passionee 
pour tous les artistes inconnues ~que nous devons 
tant de chefs d'oeuvres. Chefs d'oeuvres incis~s 
dans l'ivoire, dans Ie jade, dans Ie bronze, aussi 
" ' a-t-il donne un large cours a ses sentiments en 
composant en l'honneur des mai~re6 de la civil-
isation, des precurseurs du g6ut et de la lumiere, 
un oeuvre d'un caractere ineluctable. 
Trois femmes et un enfant perdus dans lea splend-
'" eurs d'un salon japonais en sont comme les strophes 
/ /.~ 
ailees. Ces femmes luttent de grace d'elegance, de 
distinction un peu hautaine, de ce je ne sais quoi 
qui fait que l'etre faible parait toujours tenir 
un sceptre ~ la main quand il ne tourmente qu'un 
~ventail avec les raffinements, les r~ves, les 
splendeurs de ce Japon plein de sonnets de verti-
gies, qui seme a profusion les fleurs. 
The painting was in Stevens' restrained palette of rose, blue, browns 
and ochres. It is discussed in the essay on Stevens below. 
Only one painting of a Japanese subject appeared in the exhibition 
"La Japonaise", by the Salon painter l3erne-Bellecour. 'l'here were also 
two bronze busts, "Un Japonais" and "Jeune Japonaise" by Guillemin, 
which had appeared in the 1876 Salon. 'f.hese two bronzes belonged to 
Christophle,the maker o£ decorative bronzes and furniture. Guillemin 
designed several "Japanese" pieces £or him. These were displayed on his 
stand in the exhibition, which is discussed below. There is no evidence 
that Japanese subjects became increasinljly popular amonlj Sa.lon painters 
during the 1870's. A few works with Japanese subjects appeared every 
, year. 
The critics also identified Japanese qual! ties in several '.lestern 
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works in the exhibition. The writer for the "Gazette des Beaux Arts" saw 
strong Japanese influence in the painting nAlmond Trees on I'10nte Pincio" by 
the English artist vIal ter Crane. This was probably a superficial 2.12 I (,125' 
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identification. The main theme of the painting is n man and wom~n standing 
beneath some blossomint'3' almond trees on a hillside above the town. 
Other Imglish artists also found their work identified with Japanese 
art by Louis Gonse; 
Aces tonalites se joignent porfois des nuances 
neutres prises aux Florentins, mais plua encore aux 
Japonais. }l·1. Richmond, '.'atta, Burne Jones se 
servent d'un olive bronze et d'un viol ace gris~tre 
qUi viennent des bards de l'Arno, de Lombardie ou 
de Kiato. Le tableau egyptien de f1. Alma T<ldema 
renouvelle les tons des papiers de Nagasaki au de 
Yeddo. 
Several similar strange identifications are made by critics, between 
Western and Japanese art, which indicate that Japan still had no set 
place within the Western tradition. 
A more accurate example of Japanese influence could be seen in the 
work of De Ni ttis. V. Olerbulliez was puzzled by the source of De 
Nittis' pictorial effects; 
Parmi les table !AuX qu' il a exposes au Champ de 
I~rs, il en est quelques-uns d'un peu bizarres, 
ou lion voit au premier plan des personnages 
coupes a mi-corps par Ie cadre, qui ressemblent 
. trap a des photographies et qui m$me temps font 
, / penser a certains effets des eventails japonnis, 
car Ie Japon preoccupe M. de Nittis comme bien 
d'autres. 
One of these paintings was "Place de ne'publique", in which the 
difficulty of deciding whether Japanese art or photography was responsi-
ble for the extreme composition is made very clear. The probability is 
that both were involved. 
Fortuny was also thought to have been considerably influenced by 
Japanese art in his use of colour; 
" Fortuny a mis a Ia mode avec l'aide du japonisme, 
Ie culte du ton pour Ie ton, c'est-a-dire l'art 
purement sensuel des couleurs. 
The overall impression of these comparisons with Japanese art is 
that the critics who made them were unsure of their as~ertions. This 
has some significance for the consideration of Chesneau's article 
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"Le Japon ~ Paris" which makes brond claims about tbo ranc-c of JApanese 
influence on French artists. Chesneau'n ctrticlc was published in conn-
ection with the 1878 exhibition. I shall con;3ider his clnimn in the 
next section of this thesis. 
Decorative Arts 
The influence of Japan on the decorative arts was much more apparent 
ti1an its effect on the fine arts. Practicnlly every n:anufacturer of 
ornamental porcelain, metalwork and other decorative mnterials produced 
pieces usinb Japanese designs. The most important of these was the 
llou~e of Christophle, which had been manufacturing Japanese style metal-
work since the 1860's. 
Bronze vessels in the Japanese style, laree and small, mixed with 
an imitation shrine and other medieval work were displayed on the I( 127) 
Christophle stand. Japanese motifs were also worked into the enamel and 
nlello work in cabinets and jardinieres. 
The two outstanding Japanese items were life-size bronze lamp 
standards in the form of Japanese women in full geisha costume desicncd 1(128) 
by Guillemin. Their dress was carefully detailed in the bronze and the 
patterns picked out with semi-precious stones. 
Japanese art had now reached the heieht of decorative fashion, 
vyinG with the Renaissance style table piece, "The Triumph of Amphitrite", 
made in silver for the Duke of Santana. The two Japanese torchieres 
eventually found their way to the Vanderbilt House on 53rd street, New 
York, in the Japanese room. The description of this room in the 
"Hagazine of Art" gives a very good idea of the setting for which this 
type of work was intended; 
The effect is precisely like that of the boudoir of 
some oriental princess. The rafters of the ceiline 
are open, as if to show the roof above, and the 
upper part of the walls is finished in bamboo. A 
light cabinet with shelves and open work runs around 
the room and this like the woodwork eenerally is 
tinted with rich red lacquer. In ono corner is a 
divan cushioned with fieured silks from Japan. On 
1(129) 
ei ther side of the door, flupportin;.~ a cluster of 
liGhts stands a great fem81e statue in J<1l'RneSe 
costume cast by Christophlc of Paris in imitation 
of Japenese bronze. Opposite the door is a large 
and elei:.,"ant fireplace whose mantel and every orna-
ment are Japanese likewise. r'or the window, looking 
on to Fifth Avenue, Lafare-e has executed a stained 
glass compartment, representing birds and flowers. 
The·tail of a peacock is rendered wIth marvellous 
splendour and faithfulness to nature. 
It was for settings like this that most of tho expensive "Jnp[lnp.se" 
items in the 1878 exhibition whether real or imitation were destined. 
Reiber, another artist working for Christophle, dcsi~ed some 
beautiful enamel ware based on Japanese designs. Other It'rench manu-
facturers such as Falize and Rousseau also showed pieces with Japanese 
designs. 
Amone foreigner metalworkers the most conspicuous user of Jap~nese 
motifs was Tiffany, making his first international appearnnce. Unfort-
unately no illustrations can be found of the work displayed in the 
American pavillion. Tiffany had made good use of the J~rnnese goods 
shipped to him in 1876 by Christopher Dresser to m::l.ke what Eergerat 
called "silverware for dreamers" •. 
'I'iffany came to Paris for the exhi bi tion and it wan the occR-sion 
for his first contact with Bing. Their mutual interest in Japanese art 
grew into full commitment to Art Nouveau as it developed in the lt1te 
1880's and 1890's. 
The French ceramics with Japanese motifs were legion. Rousseau 
showed the service which Eracquemond had designed for him ten years 
before. Chesneau corr~ended this as a fine example of how to use Japan-
, 
ese motifs in his article "Le Japon a Paris". He pointed to the 
asymmetry and delicate balance achieved by Bracquemond, who he claimed, 
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made a free selection from the various Japanese motifs. Chesneau, no 221 
doubt, disapproved of the ignorant misuse of the identical Hokusai 
motifs by Dammouse in his Japanese service. Dammouse has over- 1(130) 
elaborated the design with frui ts and a risinG' sun in a mannfJr more 
appropriate for the .t:..'uropean motifs. lIe has "rationalised" the oecor-
ation and 6eprived it of its free asymmetrical quality. Other manu-
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facturers and designers usin~ Japanese motifs included Deck, Viellard, 
Beaumont and Collinot, and the EnGlish firm.l of Worcester and ·~/edC'ewood. 
In some cases Japanese motifs were mixed with Ncar J:;astern patterns or 
painted on eighteenth century b'uropean forms to produce the most IJecuHar 
results. 
Japanese motifs turned up on almost everythi~s in the exhibition. 
The firm of Baccarat showed some excellent glassware with motifs from 
Japanese prints engraved on it. The oddest item of Japonaiserie was 
probably the Erard grand piano which was lacquered all over vii th Japan-
ese motifs from prints and paintings, showing geishas by the river shore, 
storks wading, and various plants and flowers. 
Cheap industrial products, such as tin biscuit boxes aleo carried 
Japanese designs. As a whole the decorative arts at the 1878 exhibition 
provide evidence for the general acceptance of Japanese motifs in \Jestern 
design. However one must not lay too much stress on this since \iestern 
design itself was without original ideas and turned to Persia, Arabia, 
Henaissance Italy and even to the Hed Indians to provide it with decor-
ative ideas. Japanese art was just one of many sources used by decor-
ative Qtsigners. Nonetheless it did have an appealine oimplicity, an 
uncomplicated charm which set the best Western pastiches of it apart from 
their Neo-Henaissance and Neo-Arabian rivals. In the lone tenn, tbrout::h 
men like Bing and Tiffany the Japanese example was to affect the future 
of design in a unique mar~er. 
Conclusion 
The Far Eastern appearance in the 1878 exhibition did not have the 
exciting quality of first discovery of the 1867 exhibition. Nor did it 
have the showmanship of that exhibition or that of Vienna in 1873. 
The "official" Japanese and Chinese exhibitjons Appear to have 
con~3i8ted mainly of export ... ,ares, many of a wildly fantr'stic kind. 
Nonetheless they were received with rapturous enthusiasm, not only by 
the general public but by nmateurs such as De Goncourt, Durty and 
Christopher Dresser. They therefore deserve careful study as indicators 
of the state of ~ropean attitudes to Far Eastern art in 1818. 
Paintings and prints were given less attention than other ltems,as 
usual. It is therefore difficult to assess their standard. 
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The exhi bi tion of "ancient" art in the Trocad{ro Palace 'made it 
clear that the finest pieces of Japanese work in J~rope were already in 
the hands of French collectors. This exhibition stimulated much interest 
in Japanese art and began the process of refining "les tern scholarly dis-
crimination which was to continue until the turn of the century. 
This process was greatly helped by the enormous educational effort 
made by the Japanese commif1sioners and the artists a.nd scholars on their 
staff. This flood of immediate information and demonAtr.1tiono was pro-
bably the most significant part of the exhibition for the effect of 
Japanese art on the West. No similar effort was m!'lde by the Chinese 
whose work was of a much poorer quality. The Chinese were felt to be 
completely decadent by the critics despite the grand Chinese nrchitecture. 
Nonetheless they, like the Japanese, had a resoundinG popular 
success. 
The 1878 exhibition was undoubtedly the apogee of Japanese enthus-
iasm in France and in ~urope. The tremendous popular response to every-
thine Japanese was balanced by the first showing of the Guimet collection 
and of the great collections of :Rurty, Bing, Sichel and others. "Japonisme" 
was soon to turn to scholarship and the consolidation of discoveries 
already made. The popular vogue was to turn elsewhere for its subject. 
'llhe exhibition of J;tpr-tnp.3c and Chinese works of nrt in London, 1878. 
Concurrent wi th the Paris exhi bi tion the nurlin~ton .Fine Arts Club 
held an "Exhibition of,Japanese and Chinese works of Art", in the 
premises of the lloyal Academy. 
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Sixty collectors lo~med over two thousand works rnn.:siTl(S froUl net- 222 
suke to screens. Most of the collectors were unimportant memlJer3 of the 
wealthy middle-class civil servants and manufacturers that made up the 
body of Japanese enthusiasts in England. ~ven the organiser, ~ward 
Dillon, was a civil servant, althoubh he did write occasional mono-
graphs on Far F~stern art. 
The exhibition catalogue is of no real help in identifying the 
individual pieces in detail, however some general conclusions about the 
state of collecting in England may be drawn from it. 
The catalogue confirms the view that the great majority of the 
Japanese work in :i!.uropean hands was made in the nineteenth century. 
!'·;oreover, al thouf,'h several signatures have been read by the compiler 
of the exhibition, none of them are of major artists or craftsmen. No 
artist is particularised in the cataloc,ue, not even Ilokusai. Indeed 
only the collection of Dillon and his brother Frank contained Gny quan-
tity of paintings and prints. Most of the exhibito were ceramics thOU{.j1 
there were a large number of netsukes and inro on show. 
This indicates that in England, as in F'rnnce, Japanese visunl art 
was the last work to be taken up by most European collectors. Although 
it would be tedious to examine the whole of this exhibition in detail, 
it is worth looking more closely at the visual items which are the 
largest document collection in Europe at the time. 
E. Dillon showed four screens. One was nn eight-leaved "!'Iahura 
l3yobu" or "Pillow Screen" painted with birds and flowers, and three 
were "small Jap;mese Screens on gold ground; two depicting scenes from 
court life in Japan in the style called Gosho-ye, the other Screen gold 
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ground wi th a weeping cherry blossom". A r;;:r. Waterfield showed a pair of 
embroidered screens showing birds of all kinds, on a willow tree on one 
screen and a fir on the other. These were the only large paintin[~s in 
the exhibition. 
The Dillon brothers showed a large collection of kakemonos, hr.mcine 
scroll paintings, over sixty in all. Host were bird and flower Dubjccts 
but some stand out as more interesting. There were three larGe Buddhist 
paintings - one of Amida Buddha, one of the Buddha Dainichi and one of 
the Death of Buddha. The death of Buddha is described; 
In the centre is a large golden figure of Buddha 
reposing in the condition of nirvana. In front of 
this Shaka (a white figure with a shaven head) 
lies dead on the ground. Two of his disciples 
are weeping over the body, the one on the right 
holds the rice bowl which Shaka carried when alive. 
Around the central gilt figure are erouped, in 
various attitudes of affliction, first the remainine 
fourteen fourteen Rekkan or disciples and behind 
eight Bodhisattwa (gilt figures) and various Temb~n 
or angels from various heavens and hells. 
The painting is completed with the traditional assembly of all 
living things and the four living and four withered trees. All three 
religious paintings had been acquired from a Ja~1nese temple. ~cveral 
smaller religious kakemonos were also on show. Another interestinr:-
work was "a waterfall, with a dragon appearing from amidst a thunder 
cloud. Painted in Indian ink (Sumi-ye) on paper. Signature illeGible 
but probably a work of the sixteenth century". 
There were many Sumi-ye works in the show. 
Prints were even less well-documented than paintings. Nr. R. l'hene 
Spiers showed "The Hundred Views of Fuji-no-yama, two volumes of 
woodcuts", which is immediately recognisable as Hokusai's work, but he 
failed to identify it. 
The Dillon brothers showed several groups of prints but they were 
nearly al1 simply described as prints or as "Yedo-ye". Some prints are 
described however, such as "Yaburi-Gasa" "a broken umbrella" from a 
collection of songs published in Yedo in 1808, or '''l'hc 1urnin!; of opium 
at Canton, before the opium war of 1842. From a Japanese wory. describ-
ing tho war Published at Yedo in 1853". 
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The Dillon brothers also showed severnl r'lakimono or painted scrolls. 
One showed the nations of the world in twelve paintinGS, another showed 
a fire in Tokyo ancl a third the amusements of the peoplp. there. 
The overall impression is that little was known about Japanese 
visual art in England in 1878, and that most material in the Dillon 
collection, the major collection of visual art, was made in the nine-
teenth century. This confirms the general pattern we have observed in 
the development of Japanese enthusiasm in Enffland and in France. 
The 1883 IIretrospective" exhibition of Japctnese art in Paris 
If the 1878 Paris exhibition marked the peak of popular enthusiasm 
for Japanese art, the 1883 IIExposition retrospectif de l'Art Japonais" 
organised by Louis Gonse at the George Petit Galleries, G Rue de S~ze, 223 
was the consummation of serious private collecting in Paris which h::3d 
taken place in the 1870's. 
Gonse, the editor of the "Gazette des Beaux l.rts", manaeed to per-
suade several major collectors to lend work for the show. These 
included Bing, Burty and Duret. Hakai the Ja.panese dealer also loaned 
some ,,,orks' as also, did the Japanese company, Kosha-Yaisha. Gonse him-
self also made a major loan to the collection. 
Amone other collectors of interest were Antonin Proust, the friend 
and long-term enthusiast of t'lA3.net and future Ninister for the Arts, De 
Nittis, the painter and Sarah Bernhardt. There was also an exhibition of 
a hundred and one paintinss made in Japan 'by the American painter Allan 
Gay who had been living there for eight years. These paintings were 
regarded as the most accurate impression of Japan to be seen in 1'urope. 
Gense wrote; 
C' 1 ' / est a premiere representation vraiment cxacte 
et scrupuleuse du Javon qui noua soit offcrte. 
Lors(1u'on a vu les etudes - nous pourrionn dire 
. ..... 
les tableaux - d'un caractexesi juste si fin, 
d 'une coloration si intense, que !Vi. Gay a peJnte 
sur nature, on a reellement fait un voyage au 
pays du soleil levant. On a vu Kioto, la cite 
imperiale, que ses temples en lacquc rouge et ses 
magnifiques ombrages enveloppent d'une parure 
incomparable; Tokio, la ville moderne, avec 
l'admirable rideau de fond forme par Ie Fousiyama 
, ' 
et ses paysages rizieres; Yokohama avec ses 
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collines; sea bOis, ses fermes, sea plages 
ensoleities; on a vu Kobe, Mionishita et Ie lac 
d'Hakone: lea points les plus pittoresques et 
les plus c~lebres. 224 
I have not yet been able to locate any of these paintings. The 
catalogue does not even give the medium in which they were executed. 
However one could reasonably guess that they were small, highly coloured 
watercolours, similar to those made by f.Tenpes, Conder and other visitors 
to Japan. 
The exhibition itself was well-organised; the exhibits were dated 
and labelled with the help of Wakai. It was the firot exhibition in 
which this had been done. There were over 6,000 exhibits altogether. 
As in the 1878 'llrocadero exhibition the visual arts took a small place 
among the large numbers of ceramics and bronzes on show. Nonetheless 
they are worth looking at. 
A large proportion of all the collections was still composed of 
nineteenth century work though a good number of earlier works were nlso 
included. i'/akai showed a kakemono, "Djizo Ie dieu de bienfaisance", 
which he claimed to be one of two surviving works by Tose no Kanaoka, 
who was the founder of the first Japanese school of painting, the Yamato-e, 
in the ninth century. He is known only by literary records. The 
painting was described by Paul Mantz in his review; 
C'est de l'art monumental encore tout penetre 
de l'austerit~des ages anciens. Un millier 
d'annees a passE!sur Ie p~cieuse kakemono de 
Kanoaka. Sous l'influence du temps; les~ 
colorations ont pu perdre un peu de leur eclat 
mais la grande intention de l'artist n'en reste 
pas moins visible. L'ensemble s'enferme dans 
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une gamme brune que viennent aviver des rouges 
sombres et des ors trteints. Leo c~rnations sont 
relativement claires, Ie modele cst tree simple, 
il existe a peine et cependant la forme g{nerale 
est suffisament indiqu~e ••••• 
I1 y a: l1i une touchant inexperience. r·L1.is Ie 
sentiment moral est parfait. 
lhntz's reaction shows that there was still a tendency to invoke 
Western notions of art, of moral sentiment, when dealing with Japanese 
art. Wru~ai showed four other painters, two from the fifteenth century, 
two from the seventeenth century, all of doubtful attribution. The 
Kosha-Kaisha Company also showed an early religious painting showing 
the Buddha Sakya Mouni talking to Confucius, attributed to the fifteenth 
century painter, Kano Masonobu. 
Bing also showed several old kakemonos including a goddess attri-
buted to a fourteenth century mythical painter, Meisho. More important 
was a landscape painting by Sesshu, the fifteenth century rainter, who 
brought the Chinese ink style to its Japanese expression as suml-ye. 
Bing also showed work attributed to Sesshun and Y-ano Yeitoku, fifteenth 
century painters, and 26 others, ranging from the sixteenth century to 
the early nineteenth century, including a group of four by SOGen. 
This group of paintings shows that new discrimination had entered 
into Bing's collecting. Bine also showed three eighteenth century 
screens. One in two leaves was signed by Sosen, and showed monkeys in 
a tree in Chinese ink.. The other two, also two-leaved, were a pair 
showing white cranes on a gold background. The paintin~s of birds in 
the exhi bi tion were noted for their excellence by f.'ia.ntz. In particular 
he admired a painting of peacocks owned by Bing, an eagle and a falcon 
owned by Bing, an eagle and a falcon owned by Gonse, and a stork in the 
snow owned by Wakai. 
Duret also showed one important earlier painting, a kakemono of the 
sage Dharma signed by Korin, the most important seventeenth century 
artist. Similarly Gonse showed one by the fifteenth century artist, 
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Tosa JIT!tsonobu, the traditionally accepted founder of the Tosa school of 
painters. Gonse showed several watercolours by Korin, of .fJowero and 
trees, and also a later print album showing his collected works. Ee 
also showed watercolours by his pupil Ritsuo. Gonse's collection was 
by far the largest in the exhibition; over 1,123 items in all, many of 
them of the highest quality. The accuracy of these attributions is 
doubtful, as Hakai who was largely responsible for them was not scrup-
ulous,and often seems to have attached the most famous names he could 
think of to the works. However the accuracy is of less importance for 
this thesis than the increasing complexity of knowledge about Japanese 
art available in the West, which is an indication of an increasing 
degree of stylistic discrimination, of sensitivity to differences within 
the Japanese tradition. 
Duret 's collection of scroll paintines and prints l,rovides us wi th 
a very eood measure of the current state of knowledee about them and of 
the work available in Europe. 
He showed 28 albums of prints by Hokusai. These included the 
complete "Kangwa" in the first edi tion, "The 100 Views of Iouji" in an 
edition of three volumes in black and rose only, and "The Stations of 
the Tokaido". He also showed 13 items of "Grandes Impressions en 
Couleur", presumably of one print each, although th~ one eiehteenth 
century item is labelled "Katsoukava Shounstio et son ecole". The 
remainder of the prints are by nineteenth century artists, Toyokuni I, 
Kunisada, Kuniyoshi, Toyokuni II, IIiroshige, ":"::cole de IIokousai", Hokei 
and the collaboration work of Toyokuni II, IIiroshige and Kuniyoshi. 
He also showed illustrated books by Kuniyoshi, Hokei and other nine-
teenth century authors. 'rhere were also twenty albums of paintines, 
mainly of subjects from history or legend such as the Genji lIonogatori, 
or simple sketchbooks. Again there were nineteenth century works. One 
" " . exception was the "Histoire du geant Hoiyama miniature de l'ecole de 
Tosa", which WIlS dated to the early fifteenth century by h'!3kai. This 
showed the slaying of the giant while asleep by a group of Japanese 
heroes. 
On the whole Duret's exhibition confirms the view that a knowledge. 
of paintings and prints earlier tha.n 1800 was only just beeinnin{r in the 
early 1880's. 
The decorative arts, which occupied the majority, of' the exhibition 
cannot be fully discussed here. I1antz selected a ninth century bronze 
and another early vase inlaid with silver as the most attractive archaic 
pieces in the exhibition. A large seventeenth century incense burner 
loaned by Abraham Camondo was also outstanding; 
un grand brule-parfUms forme d'une sphere que 
soutiennent deux animaux chimeriques. 
In lacquer work Nantz selected a round box owned by Gonse with a 
landscape in gold lacquer and mother-of-pearl attributed to Ghunso, and 
three pieces by Ritsuo. These were an inro owned by Burty, a box with 
insets in ivory owned by Gonse, and a box owned by Hirsch with a design 
of a crab in gold lacquer. 
The majority of' J·:anh's review is concerned with discussinG the 
painting in the exhibition and this is a considerable change from 
previous articles in which decorative art was given far more importance. 
Gonse's book, "L'Art Japonaisll, was written with the knowledr:e he gained 
from compiling this exhibition and working with the catalogue and his 
book. I have made a selection of illustrations of pieces which were on 
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show which give a good impression of the quality of the exhibition. 1(132) 
The 1883 exhibition was the last great manifestation of serious 
enthusiasm for Japanese art in Paris before it became a matter of schol-
arship. It marks the point at which the great Japanese collectors 
ceased to be pioneers. It is therefore the last exhibition of interest 
for this thesis. The work of consolidation which followed can be traced 
quite freely in contemporary works; there is no need for detailed 
discussion of it. 
The next large J8.panese exhi bi tion took place in February 1805 in 
. Hwnphrey's Hall, 45, KniGhtsbridge, and then at Uyde Park Gate. ·It 
consisted of a series of stalls JTlanned by specially imported JilIJanese, 
some of which eave demonstra tion~; of crafts s'uch as. enamel milking, 
umbrella making and screen painting, other included reconGtructions of 
a teahouse, a temple and a street corner. 
It is significant that that dissolution of Japanese enthusiasm in 
=ngland took the form of a popular fair and of the triumph of popular 
/.' .. '" ... \l . 
myth in "he I1ikado. 'tfuereas in France the interest in Japanese art 
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became predominantly scholarly, in England.the popular aspect of Japanese 
enthusiasm took the foremost position. 
Conclusion 
The exhi bi tions in London and l'aris in 1878 and the IJaris exhi bi tion 
of 1883, provide considerable evidence that Japanese enthusiasm reached 
its peak during the period framed by these two dates. The division 
between "ancient" and "modern" Japanese work in the 18713 show marks the 
beginning of serious discrimination about the quality and ac;e of Japanese 
art, as does the London exhibition of that year. The 1883 exhibition 
in Faris continued this process as it was the first to be arrCln{~ed on a, 
scholarly historical basis. The content of all three exhibitions 
supports the view that a full awareness of the different styles of pre-
nineteenth century art only appeared in L'urope after 1880. For instance 
no mention of eighteenth century painters and printmakers can be found 
before the 1883 exhibition and even there the great majority of the 
exhibits on show were made in the nineteenth century. 
These. exhibitions form a fitting conclusion to a discussion of the 
discovery of Far Eastern art in England and France since 1867. ..,". 
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